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[Introduction 

Most Western and Muslim scholars who have written on the culture and civilization of 

Islam have treated their topic either territorially or chronologically. Territorial arrange- 

ment 1s the favorite method of Western authors, who divide the relevant materials 

according to the various regions, emphasizing the particular features of the history of a 

given area. Chronological arrangement is the preference of Muslim authors, who organize 

their data according to the main events or accomplishments of a single period or of 

successive periods. Both betray the grave shortcoming of taking no account of the essence 

of Islamic culture and civilization. The geographic arrangement misses that element 
which unites the regions and makes them provinces of one World of Islam and hence 
integral parts of Islamic culture and civilization. The chronological treatment ignores the 
substance that has persisted through the events of centuries and generations and that has 
forged the dazzling diversity of expressions into an organic cultural and civilizational unity. 
There are other books on Islam that combine the geographic arrangement with the 
historical; but they succeed only in combining the shortcomings of both methods. 

The answer to these shortcomings lies, of course, in the phenomenological method, 
which requires that the observer let the phenomena speak for themselves rather than 
force them into any predetermined ideational framework; let the eidetic vision of essence 
order the data for the understanding and be corroborated by them. These essentials of the 
phenomenological method were known to and meticulously observed by the Muslim 
scholar Abfi al Rayhan al BirGinT (440/1048) in his classical study of the religion and culture 
of India. The methodological principles he established were continued in a long tradition of 
comparative learning and writing by Muslims. The phenomenological method was first 
introduced into Western philosophy by Edmund Husserl, and into the study of ethics and 
religion by Max Scheler. Still more recently, the method has come into vogue with the 
publication of The Journal of the History of Religions and the appointment of Mircea 
Eliade to the chair of Comparative Religion at the University of Chicago. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For the past generation or more, the discipline of the history of religions has benefited 

from the breakthrough of phenomenology. Although many authors have applied the 

phenomenological method to the study of extinct or living traditional religions, few have 

applied it to the study of world religions; and none has applied it to the study of Islam. The 
latter has been the exclusive domain of Western Islamicists who seem never to have heard 

of phenomenology. For them, the principle of epoché required by phenomenology — that 

is, the suspension of all preconceptions, prejudgments, and biases in interpreting the data 

of another religion or culture and distilling their meanings —seems an impossible de- 

mand. Though using this method in the editing of an ancient manuscript, or in identifying 

and describing an archeological remain or a work of art, the Orientalists have never 

proven themselves capable of epoché in interpreting the religion and culture of Islam. 

Their commitment to epistemological ethnocentrism, or the perception of reality as 

determined by ethnicity, commits them to territoriality in understanding history. Fur- 

thermore, the so-called scientific method, which regards as true only the sensory, mate- 

rial, quantitative, and measurable given, binds them to the phenomenal manifestation and 

blinds them to the essence manifested in the phenomena. As students of other religions 
and cultures, they are ever suspicious of everything, valuational or universal, and they 

regard such data as relative, subjective, and even personal. Finally, the millennial legacy of 

enmity and confrontation between Islam and the West of which these authors are heirs 

constitutes another barrier to objectivity in dealing with the data of Islam. 

Muslim authors, on the other hand, have a natural sensitivity to the values of [slam; but 

they have hardly begun the articulation of the relationship between the essence of Islam 

and the phenomena of its concretization in history. The assumed perception and under- 

standing of that essence by the Muslim reader leads them to gloss over the need to analyze 

it and impels them to proceed to their description and/or evaluation of phenomena without 

identifying its relevance to the maternials under study. 

Moreover, in the writings of many authors Islam is confused with the Muslims. Such 

authors understand the legacy of thought, action, and expression by Muslims as constitu- 

tive of Islam itself, just as they regard Christianity and Judaism to be little else besides 

their historical traditions. The fact that Islam is not its history does not catch their 

attention becanse of its contrast with what they know of Christian or Jewish history. To 

distinguish between Islam and its history therefore seems to run against their empiricist 

assumptions and bent of mind. They seem unaware that, unlike Christianity and Judaism, 

Islam was born complete — complete in the vision of its Prophet, complete in the Qur’anic 

revelation he received, and complete in the Sunnah he exemplified. This claim is not that 

of any human or humans; it is Qur’anic (3:19; 5: 4; 2: 132) and thus God-given. Claiming 

to be the perfect and primordial religion of God, Islam cannot be identified with any 

Muslims’ history. It is the ideal to which all Muslims strive and by which they would and 

should be defined. Hence, true objectivity demands that Islam be distinguished from 

Muslim history and instead be regarded as its essence, its criterion, and its measure. 

Islam did not teach an imminent eschaton and hence the irrelevance of history. Neither 

did it advocate withdrawal from the world and from history into the subjective flights of 

consciousness. It commanded total involvement in the process of history as the only 

theater in which felicity or damnation might be achieved. As entertained by the Prophet, 

the vision of Islam meant to take history, as it were, by the horns; to direct it so as to 

produce culture and civilization. Its association with Muslim history is hence crucial; for 

Tslamic culture and civilization were indeed its offspring, nourished and perpetually sus- 

tained by it in every realm of human endeavor. But this fact has no meaning without the 

analysis indicating whether the phenomenon in question is an actualization, approxima- 

tion, or violation of the essential vision. The exact content of that relationship—the 

influence of Islam on its manifestation in history —has yet to be properly discerned and 

adequately analyzed. 
| 

The present work is a beginning in that direction. The treatment of Islamn and its 

civilization is at once fitting and novel. It does not ignore the relationship of civilizational 
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Xiv INTRODUCTION 

materials to Islam, but at the same time it does not equate Islam with any historical 

materials. Understanding the essence of Islam in terms that pertain exclusively to the 

Qur'in and the sunnah, the study aims at presenting the civilizational materials as 

concretizations of that essence in space and time. It may be rightly claimed that this book 

is the first application of the phenomenological method to Islam and its civilization as a 

whole. It opens with an examination of the crucible, the historical reality in which Islam 

— the religion, the culture, and the civilization— was born. It then proceeds._to a defini- 

tion of the essence of Islamic civilization or fawhid, its first principle and core. This 1s 

based on an eidetic vision of the faith of Islam. Analysis of the essence is followed by that of 

its form-giving into a system of ideas, a system of exemplary actualizations, and a system 

of social institutions. All three have jointly molded Islamic culture and civilization, given 

them their character and form, marked their depths and other dimensions, and served to 

anchor and undergird their development in history. Finally, the manifestations of Islam in 

the phenomena of culture and civilization are surveyed under the categories of action, 

thought, and expression, thus giving a systematic account of the relevant fields of human 

activity. Chapters 9 and 10 deal with manifestation in action. Chapters 11 through 18 

describe manifestation in thought. And Chapters 20 through 23 examine manifestation in 

expression. 
The materials presented were selected from an infinite variety of data. The principle 

guiding this selection was proximity to the ideal, or the degree to which the data of history 

may be said to have instantiated the essence. Hence every chapter seeks to relate its 

materials to tawhid, the essence of Islamic civilization, and to show how the essence acted 
as ground and conditioning prius of the manifestation in question. From a phenomenologi- 

cal standpoint, the essence is indeed a principle of sufficient reason, of understanding of 

both the figurization and manifestation. 

Finally, an explanation of the title of this book is necessary. The word ““Atlas’ canrefer 

to a book of maps that represent geographical features of a physical, agricultural, urban, 

political, economic, or military nature. Cultural geography, however, is still young; and the 

methods for translating cultural phenomena into visible form are far from being fully 

established and perfected. Mapping cultural information is a difficult affair because of the 

complexity and diversity of the constitutive materials and the factors influencing their 

development. Realizing the hazards of such a pioneering task, we have made this first 

attempt to produce a comprehensive “Atlas” of Islamic culture and civilization. *‘Atlas’’ 
can also be used to designate a book of visually represented information on a specific 

subject. The title 1s therefore further justified, since included here is a wealth of informa- 

tion on Islamic culture and civilization presented in tables, charts, chronologies, figures, 

and photographs. 

Naturally, this study is not immune from the shortcomings usually affecting “first” 

productions. But we hope that it may open the road to a better understanding of Islam and 

the culture and civilization it produced, and will stimulate others to complete and perfect 

the task.



A Note about Dates and Qur’ anic 

References 

Wherever possible and appropriate, two dates have been given to indicate the year of a 

person’s death, the time of an event or action, or the houndaries of a period of time. 

Separated by a slash, the first is the year according to the Hijrah lunar calendar which 

began in 622 with the setting up of the first Muslim community in Madinah; the second is 

that of the corresponding vear of the Common (Christian) Era. Whenever a single date 

without further specification is cited, it should be understood as pertaining to the Common 

Era. If a single date is followed by B.C.E., it will apply, as is customary, to a year prior to the 

birth of Christ. 

Qur’anic references are usually given between parentheses. The first figure is the 

number of the sizrah or chapter. The number following the separating colon indicates the 

ayah or verse. 
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PART ONE 

THE CONTEXT





CHAPTER 1 

Arabia: The Crucible 

The first look at the map of Southwest Asia (Map 1} 

reveals a number of significant facts. A huge land 

mass — the Arabian Peninsula—dangles from Asia 

into the surrounding seas. At its widest, it measures 

about 1,200 miles; at its longest, 1,500 miles. It hangs 

onto Asia by a neck consisting of a desert center and a 

crescent of green and fertile land. On the west end of 

the crescent bordering on the Mediterranean, the 

rainfall is sufficient to permit regular vegetation of 

cereals and vegetables; in the higher altitudes, olive 

and fruit trees grow. At the crescent’s southern ex- 

tremity, the point where the continents of Asia and 

Africa meet, namely, the strait of Suez and the 

Isthmus of ‘Agabah, the rainfall diminishes to nothing, 

making the desert continuous to the Mediterranean 

shore. On the east end, the cause of verdure is a 

twin-forked river—the Tigris and Kuphrates. 

Springing from the highlands beyond the north edge, 

the river twins meander through the plain and empty 

their waters into the Arabian (Persian) Gulf, the 

water sleeve that bounds the Peninsula on its east 

side. To the north and east, beyond this green cres- 

cent crown, are forbidding mountains which the in- 

habitants of the Peninsula never crossed before Islam. 

On the other sides are bodies of water: the Mediterra- 

nean to the northwest, the Red Sea to the west, the 

Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean to the south and east. 

On the western shores of the Peninsula stands a range 
of mountains known as the Hijaz (literally, “‘enclosing 

elevation’’) which shields the desert plateau of the 

mainland from the coast and catches an amount of 

rainfall which increases further south, making the 

southwest corner as green and fertile as the northern 

reaches. In this corner stood al Yaman, literally “the 

blessed land,” or ““‘Arabia Felix,” as it was known to 

the ancients precisely on account of its fertility and 

capacity to support life. 
Geographically speaking, “‘Arabia” is the Penin- 

sula as well as its crown and neck, the “Fertile Cres- 

cent.” Each is the continuation of the other and is 

inconceivable without it. The Peninsula desert ex- 

tends to the extremities of the overarching Crescent 

thinning its extremities to nothing. Likewise, it ex- 

tends northward into the Crescent, widening its cav- 

ity and making it coalesce with the Peninsula which it 

closely and continuously hugs. Contrary to common 

usage, we shall henceforth apply the name “Arabia” 

to both the Arabian Peninsula and the Fertile Cres- 

cent. Beside the foregoing, there is a plethora of evi- 

dence to corroborate this novel application.
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TOPOGRAPHY 

The theater in question is both a desert and a fertile 

land. The former is the larger unit and constitutes the 

main body; the latter — the crescent to the north, the 

Hijaz to the west, and al Yaman in the southwest — is 

the smaller and constitutes the extremities. The life 
and history of the two regions have been their inter- 

action with each other. Certainly they are different in 

topography, indeed opposites. The desert is sparsely 

populated; the fertile land is dense, teeming with peo- 

ple. The desert, however, has numerous oases, with 

lavish vegetation and abundant water, punctuating its 

stretches and marking the routes of interregional 
communication. Water and the green it produces 

were never too far away to make life impossible, or to 

form a radically differing consciousness. On the other 
hand, the desert was always close at hand, never so far 

as to be “alien.”’ In this Arabian theater, the dominant 

theme is interpenetration, not contrast of opposites. 

The green was of many a variety. The moun- 

tainous regions of the northwest and southwest con- 

sisted of small valleys planted with cereals and vege- 

tables and flanked by mountains covered with 

deciduous fruit trees, with forests of evergreen pines; 

or, in the higher reaches, with barren rocks and 
winter snow. The flat northeastern region was cov- 

ered with a tropical evergreen wherever it was not 

intensively cultivated to produce food for humans and 

fodder for cattle. In its southern extremity it resem- 

bled a jungle, a thick marshland in which the waters of 

the river and the sea mixed and the animals of the 

land, water, and sky shared in a tropical and wild 

paradise. The date palm was omnipresent; so were 

the cereals of wheat and white maize, all of which 

constituted staple foods for the region as a whole. 

Certainly, the green regions produced many other 

foods; but these were all known to the desert 

dwellers, who either grew them in the oases or im- 

ported them in dried form. The difference was one of 

volume, the agricultural products of both regions 

being commeon and the same. If this was not literally 

true of the hearts of the two regions, it was certainly 

so on the edges where no one could clearly perceive 

where one region ended and the other began. Unlike 

the common perception of the desert as the sand dune 

where nothing grows and nothing lives, the Arabian 

desert presents a wide variety of flora supporting an 

equally wide variety of fauna, both of which co-existed 

in the two regions, in the one scantily and in the other 

abundantly. 

Around 1500 B.C.E. the horse made its appearance 

in Arabia, both as an aesthetic creature and as a terri- 

ble tool of war. [t was as a weapon that the horse made 

its entry in the hands of the “‘people of the mountains” 
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who invaded the region in waves between 1500 and 

900 B.C.E. These were a new amalgam of natives who 

populated the lands north of the Fertile Crescent — 
Asia Minor and the Caucasus —spurred by deposits 

of the larger migration of Aryan tribes from west to 

east. The Aryan tribes fertilized ancient Greece and 

Anatolia to the northwest, as well as Armenia and 

Persia to the northeast. They played havoc with the 

security and stability of the region for centuries. The 

warrior on horseback or in the horse-driven chariot 

could not be stopped by the foot soldier. However, it 

was not long before the horse became the standard 

accoutrement of the vanquished. Indeed, in Arabia, it 

became the object of the greatest admiration. Long 

genealogies of horses were kept and memorized to 

establish their thoroughbred character, and stately 

races were organized to prove their peaceful use for 

sport and beauty. No wonder the Arabic language has 

given the horse over 200 names. 
Being not native to the region, the horse is not 

adapted to its topography. It is quick in running, but 

for a short while. It needs regular meals of green and 

cereal, and frequent drinks of water. Its hoofs need a 

relatively hard ground to run upon. They sink in sand 

and slow down the animal considerably.The camel, on 

the other hand, is perfectly adapted to the region. Its 

hoofs are flattened and especially designed not to sink 

in sand. Its stomach is large enough to store food for 

as long as a week, its humps of fat acting as a reserve 

store of food. It can go without water for as long as 

two weeks or more. A camel tolerates a much greater 

depletion of body water (up to 30 percent of its total 

weight!) than most other mammals. While a camel can 

drink as much as 25 gallons of water at a time, which it 

distributes evenly throughout its bedy quickly, it 

keeps the water content in its blood constant in case 

of desiccation, allowing the body cells to lose their 

water as the blood continues to function normally. It 1s 

thus capable of traveling long stretches of waterless 

desert. The longer the span it sustains itself without 

water, the more watery and saltier its milk becomes, 

which is just what is needed by its accompanying 

human master. Moreover, the camel is a beast of 

burden, capable of carrying a load of 270 kilograms 

across a distance of 50 kilometers in one day. 

The camel was first domesticated in Arabia about 

2000 B.C.E. Camel remains have been found in an- 

cient urban sites of the region dating back to the 

Middle Bronze Age. Remains of Bactrian camels were 

found at Shah Tepe in Iran and Turkestan which go 

back a whole millennium earlier, to about 3000 B.C.E. 

Sporadic and nonurban domestication of the camel 

may have taken place much earlier in both regions. 

The earliest cuneiform inscriptions or monumental
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THE ARAB TRIBES: GENEALOGY 

AL ‘ARAB AL ‘ARIBAH 

(The Arabizing Arabs) 

Qahtin 

Yz‘rub 

Yashjub 

Saba’ 

I : | 

Himyar Kahlin 
i -] 

Qudia‘ah Lakhm (Al Hirah) 

— Juc_iham (Yaman) 

‘Adhrah (S. Hijaz) ‘Amilah (N. Syria, ‘Amilah Mts.) 
Juhaynah (N. Hijaz) Madhhaj (Yaman) 

Taniikh (N.E. Bahrayn) Hamadan (Central Yaman, Arabiz) 

Kalb (N.E, Arabia, Kifah) Khath‘am (Yaman) 

Bahrd' (N, Hijaz) Bajilah (Yaman) 

Jarm (Central Arabia) Tay (Central Hijaz) 

Nahr (Yaman) Jabal Shammar 

Al Azd 
] 

‘Atik 
Thumalah 

Ban@ Nasr (Al Hirah, Tihamah) 

Azd ‘Uman (‘'Umazn) 

Ghassin (Syria) 

representations of camels go back to 1100 B.C.E., as 

evidenced on the Broken Obelisk and earliest ortho- 

states of Tall Halaf.! From that time on, camels played 

very important war roles. The confederacy of He- 

brew, Midianite, Horebite, and other northwest Ara- 

bian tribes which entered Palestine in the twelfth 

century B.C.E. rode camels; and so did the Amurru 

irruptions into the Fertile Crescent six to eight cen- 

turies earlier. As it did to the horse and the lion, the 

Arabic language gave the camel a great abundance of 

names, denoting its age, color, special physical char- 

acteristics, descendence, and the number of offspring 

it had sired, carried, or nursed. 

Map 2. The Arab Tribes on the Eve of Islam 

Khuzi‘ah (Makkah), BanG Harithah 

Al Aws and Al Khazraj (Yathrib), Banfi Tha‘labah 

DEMOGRAPHY 

The people who have inhabited the geographic the- 

ater of Arabia belong to one race of humans, the Cau- 

casian, or West Asian, otherwise known as “Semite” 

or “Semitic.”” The term “Semite” was invented by 

Old Testament scholars of the eighteenth century 

who first became aware of the presence of “‘Semitic” 

peoples, languages, and civilizations other than the 

Hebrew, Arabian, and Ethiopic, as a result of archeo- 

logical discoveries made in the territories of the Fer- 

tile Crescent. Guided by the genealogies of the Old 

Testament (Genesis 10), Johann Gottfried Eichhorn 

attributed the name “Semite’ to the descendants of 

Sem or Shem, son of Noah, whom he presumed to be 

the Hebrews, descendants of Isaac, son of Abraham; 

the Arabs, descendants of Isaac’s elder brother Ish- 

mael; and all other peoples of the ancient Near East 

who spoke languages that are sisters of Hebrew and 

Arabic and for which no other name could be found.? 

7
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AL ‘ARAB AL MUSTA'RIBAH 1 

(The Arabized Arabs I) 

‘Adnan 

M;la‘d 

Nizar 

! l | 
Mudar Anmar Iyad Rabi‘ah 

Rabi‘ah 

Qays Mudar Ilyas 

| 
Qays ‘Aylan 

Qays Mudrikah Tabikhah Qam‘ah 

| 

Ghatafin Hawizin Sulaym Khuzaymah Hudhayl 

' ] Tamim J | 
‘Abs Dhubyan 

I T | Yarbu* Darim 

Kilisb Qushayr ‘Aqil Thaqgib 

I | | 
Kininah Asad Al Hawn 

Al Nasr 

I 
Malik 

Fihr (Quraysh) 

‘Antarah Wa'il 

Bakr Taghlib 

| | 

Hanifah Shaybin Kulayb ‘Amr ibn Kulthim Al Muhalhal 
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AL ‘ARAB AL MUSTA'RIBAH II 
(The Arabized Arabs II) 

Fihr or Quraysh 

B | ] 
Al Harith Ghalib Muharib 

Luay 

[ ] 
Taym Ka'b 

Murrah ‘Adiyy Husays 

(Tribe of AbQ (Tribe of ‘Umar ibn 

Bakr al Siddig) al Khattab) 

| ! 
Kilab Sahm Jamh 

{Tribe o_f ‘Amr 

ibn al ‘As) 

Qusayy 

‘Abd al Dar ‘Abd al ‘Uzza ‘Abd Manaf Zahrah 

| I 
Banii Shaybah Asad ‘Abd Manafl 

| 
Wahb 

| | | | 
‘Abd Shams Al Muttalib  Hashim  Nawfal 

| | 
Umayyah ‘Abdul Muttalib 

| 
Harb - 

| Aminah (Prophet’s mother) 

Abi Sufyan ) 
Sa‘d ibn Abli Wagqas 

‘Abdul Rahman ibn ‘Awf —— 

Al ‘Abbas Al Harith Abt Lahab Hujal Dirar (Abdul Ka‘bah 

| 
Abt Tilib ‘Abdullah Al Zubayr ~ Hamzah Qutham ‘Aydan 

‘Abdullgh Al Muhammad ‘Abdullah 
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Hiustration 1.1 

Inlaid column from Tall al'Ubayd (hmestone, sheli, and 

mother-of-pearl), ¢. 4000 B.C.E, [Courtesy The University 

Museum, University of Pennsylvania.] 

Although the appellation is almost umiversally ac- 

cepted, 1t 1s unworthy for two reasons. First, it is 

founded on the Old Testament claim that the Deluge 

was a universal, cosmic event in which all humans 

except Noah and his children perished, a claim which 

only faith in the literal word of the Old Testament can 

support.® Although it is certain that the city Orim 
(Biblical Ur) in lower Mesopotamia prospered in two 

periods of history separated by a flood that occurred 

about 3000 B.C.E., there is no evidence that a univer- 

sal flood took place at that time. Hence, the Old Tes- 

tament claim must be cut down to size, as describing 

Noah's locality and community alone. Second, none of 

the peoples called “Semite” have ever perceived 

themselves in terms of this biological descendance 

from Shem, son of Noah, except the Christians and 

Jews of the modern West. The perception is ethno- 

centric, a creation of romantic Europe. The peoples of 

the ancient Near East certainly perceived themselves 

as people in terms of the languages they spoke, the 

religions or cultures they adhered to, or the political 

regime under which they lived, not their biological 

descendance or race. Only the Hebrews have done so; 

and except for them, the perception of race 1s absent 

from Arabia. 
The actors of the Arabian theater were, in the 

main, all native to the area. They moved from one part 

to other parts, but not from outside the thezater into it, 

nor from within the theater to the outside world, 

except, under the Phoenicians (1730 1570 B.C.E.), 

to Egypt, and under Islam. 

Internal Population Movements 

From desert nomadism to settled farming. 

Within the theater, the population has never been 

still. Movement from farmland to pasture land and 

from pasture land to farmland took place constantly 

and characterized every phase of the theater’s his- 

tory. In fact, the history of the whole arez is little 

more than the causes and consequences of such do- 

mestic demographic movements. 

The Arabian desert has never been a desolate area 

free of population. Its oases and other lands adjoining 

the fertile areas have always supported populations. 

True, desert scarcity imposed a very strict lifestyle 

which helped mold human character and develop 

mental and social traits that gave its people many of 

their pecuhar distinctions. The self-discipline re- 

quired to keep one’s instincts under ascetic control, 

the raising of generosity and hospitality to the rank of 

cardinal virtue, ohservance of the most cohesive 

group loyalty, preoccupation with precision in de- 

scription and depth in self-analysis, the predilection 

for contemplation, for self-transport by appeal to the 

imagination through language —these and many 

more distinctive characteristics owe their intensive 

development in Arabia partly to the conditions of life 

the desert imposes. Desert scarcity therefore did not 

make life impossible, though it may have contributed 
toward building population pressures that made im- 

migration indispensable. Such pressures may have 

even caused explosive immigration to the adjoining 

fertile lands. However, the flow out of the desert into 

the fertile areas has taken place throughout the ages. 

This flow of humans from the desert into the farm- 

land was responsible for a wide tradition of literature 

depicting relations between farmer and shepherd. 

The most famous account is the story of Dumuzi and



Enkimdu, which dates back to the earliest Sumerian 

times and which comes to us as a love story of two 

gods seeking the hand of the same goddess. What we 

have of the poem begins with the assumption that 

Inanna, who had already committed herself to En- 

kimdu, the farmer, is entreated by her brother Utu to 

marry Dumugzi, the shepherd. She refuses haughtily, 

declaring marriage to Dumuzi below her dignity. Du- 

muzi then introduces himself and lists his good points 

against those of the farmer Enkimdu. This delights 
Inanna who is now charmed by Dumuzi’s eloquence 

and convinced of his worthiness to be her husband. 

Dumuzi becomes full of joy. He challenges the farmer 

to a fight; the farmer declines; and reconciliation and 

happiness for all ensue. The farmer permits the shep- 
herd to graze his flocks on the farmland, the shepherd 

invites the farmer to his wedding, and they exchange 

gifts in friendship and reciprocal esteem.* 

Of course, on other occasions the advent of shep- 

herds upon the sedentary populations of the fertile 

zones was not as peaceful. A Sumerian hymn to 

the god of the West gives a warlike description of 

the Amorites (Amurru) who migrated from the Ara- 

bian desert into Mesopotamia and Syria around 

2000 B.C.E. 

The weapon is his companion 

Who knows no submission 

Who eats uncooked flesh 

Who has no house in his life-time 

Who does not bury his dead companion.3 

This, however, was the exception. The incontroverti- 

ble fact about these migrations is that they took place 

slowly, over very long periods of time during which 

penetration by intermarriage and assimilation were 

the rule. A tribe never moved in fofo like a modern 

mechanized army. The movement was always slow, 

extending over generations during which countless 

members of the moving tribe experienced the seden- 

tary life; learned trades, handicrafts, and farming; in- 

termarried with the natives and settled down and 

grew roots. Evidently, some stayed behind when the 

tribe moved and became the tribe’s human deposit, 

embodying its language or dialect and perpetuatingits 

customs, culture, and values. 

The people of the Arabian desert migrated to the 

Fertile Crescent in the north from the earliest times. 

They traveled on foot or on donkey back on a path 

circumscribing the northern reaches of the desert in a 

clockwise direction. The western parts of the penin- 

sula were always the more densely populated. From 

that region, the path of migration would naturally run 

straight north to east Jordan and Syria, turn east at 

the northernmost hump of the desert and descend on 
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the west side of Mesopotamia all the way to the Ara- 

bian Gulf. Since their means of transportation was the 

donkey, they could not wander too far into the desert, 

but had to remain close to the land with water, hug- 

ging it throughout their journey along the periphery 

of the desert. Their course, starting from the Hijiz, 
would ultimately bring them to Mesopotamia, de- 

scending on it, as it were, from the north. This fact 

accords with Sumerian descriptions of the Akkadians 

as migrants coming from the north, A west —east 

crossing of the desert was impossible before the do- 

mestication of the camel, and eastern Arabia was 

always too scarcely populated to launch any large- 

scale migration. 

From settled farming to desert nomadism. 
Population movement was not limited to migration 

from the desert to the Fertile Crescent in the north. A 

similar migration took place in the opposite direction. 

Sociologists have always regarded the former move- 

ment as usual and justified because it was seen to lift 

people to a more developed level of life, from the 

harsh conditions of the desert to the temperate mode 

of lands fertilized by rain or river. It changed their 

scarcity into abundance, their wandering into settle- 

ment; and it obviated their need for perpetual raiding 

and hostility. It opened for them avenues other than 

war, namely, law-abiding trade and production and 

exchange of goods. But why would anyone want to 

move in the opposite direction? 

Three major causes may pressure population to do 

so. The first may have been a natural catastrophe 

such as a strong earthquake or flood. Arab tradition is 

alive with the memory of the destruction of the great 

dam in Ma’rib in the Sabaean Kingdom in southwest 

Arabia in the fifth century C.E., which brought about 

vast destruction and caused havoc among the popula- 

tion. Arab tradition tells of many tribes from the fer- 

tile south who migrated to the desert in the north 

because of that disaster. The Azd tribe, for instance, 

with all its clans in the Fertile Crescent traces its 

genealogy to a settled ancestry in Yaman. 

The second major cause of migration into the des- 

ert by the settled population of the fertile land is 

ideological disagreement with the ruling regime. Re- 

ligious difference led to persecution in Ur (the case of 

Abraham and Nimrod) toward the beginning of the 

second millennium B.C.E. as well as in Yaman in 523 

C.E. (the Christians and Dhii Nuwas). In both cases, 

which we shall have occasion to discuss separately and 
in detail later, the persecuted had to flee. The Arabian 

desert with its trackless expanse and rugged terrain 

provides excellent hiding places. The ubiquitous cult 

of hospitality among its dwellers provides shelter for 

11
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the newcomer who may prove a great help in future 

relations with the settled people whence he migrated. 

The third major cause of migration into the desert 

1s that life in the desert is superior to that of the fertile 

land. Its harshness and privation are compensated by 

the freedom and simplicity it provides, the leisure to 

contemplate, the meticulous care for pronunciation 

and diction, the love and ecstasy of poetry and elo- 

quence, the single-minded pursuit of murit‘ah—the 

virtues of manliness, courage, fidelity, and hospitality 

— indeed, the very capacity to rise above the stream 

of existence, to reach a fresh perspective of truth and 

reality. The Arabian desert is certainly not an expanse 

of sand dunes. It is, rather, a steppe with some rain, a 

wide variety of flora and fauna, capable of supporting 

herds of camels, sheep and goats, and humans. The 

desert dweller has always regarded himse!f purer 

in genealogy and speech than the settled farmer, 

stronger in war, more resolute in peace, firmer in the 

face of adversity, truer infriendship, and, generally, of 

4 nobler frame of mind. Moreover, the desert was 

never so far away that the settled people hardly knew 

it. The latter ventured into the desert frequently and 

on a regular basis, especially in the spring; and the 

desert people were to them no strangers but cousins 

and relatives, whether close or distant. Life in the 

farmland showed higher technology and material 

prosperity, but lower dignity and greater commercial- 

ism. The more sensitive nature could find in desert life 

the greater appeal and the richer self-realization. 

The last two causes may very well coalesce into a 

new vision of life; or the persecuted dissenters may 

make common cause with such vision born out of the 

desert man’s constant preoccupation with the ques- 

tions of identity and destiny. Population pressure or 

historical pretexts become tools and instruments in 

the hands of a movement bound to forge new paths for 

history. 

External Population Movements 

Invasions from the outside. Certainly the the- 

ater has witnessed some invasions by outsiders. Hit- 

tites, the “‘peoples of the mountains’ mentioned ear- 

lier, entered Arabia from Asia Minor as early as 1535 

B.C.E. under Mursulis I, who raided Babylon and thus 

opened the way to its domination by the Kassites from 
the east (Persia). The Hittites continued to harass the 

region from their bases in Syria, and Hurrians entered 

north Mesopotamia from the Caucasus. For three 

whole centuries after their political emergence about 

1500 B.C.E., the Hurrians, Hittites, and Kassites dom- 

inated the scene and set up governments to rule the 

territories they conquered. The state of Mitanni in 

north Mesopotamia was established by the Hurrans 

about 1500 B.C.E., withits capital at Wassukkanni, but 

it collapsed 150 years later. It extended almost to the 

Mediterranean and included the cities of Nuzi and 

Arrapkha in Assyria and Alalakh in Syria. The state 

prospered and had such good relations with Egypt 

that the pharaohs Thut-mose 1V (1406 - 1398 B.C.E.) 

and Amen-Hotep III (1398-1361 B.C.E.) took 

Mitanni princesses in marriage. But those good rela- 

tions collapsed in 1365 B.C.E. in consequence of a 

succession war which forced Mattiwaza to sign a 

treaty of vassaldom to Suppiluliumas, king of the Hit- 

tites. 
The “‘peoples of the mountaing’” were mixtures of 

natives and Indo-Europeans deposited there by the 

Aryan migrations. In every case, the rulers and nobles 

were Indo-European (by evidence of their names) 

who set themselves up as a ruling class apart from the 

others and who monopolized the new strategic wea- 

ponry of the age: the horse and the chariot. They used 

an elaborate system of political, juridical, and diplo- 

matic relationships to perpetuate the class difference. 

The rulers themselves, however, succumbed to the 

influence of the natives on all fronts, using their lan- 

guage to write their official documents and adopting 

their religions, cultures, and mores. The Kassites 

Hlustration 1.2 

Jar with stylized animals, Jamdat-Nasr type, found at Kaffa- 

jah, ¢. 2500 B.C.E. [Courtesy The University Museum, Uni- 

versity of Pennsylvania.] 
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Map 3. Arab Pre-Islamic States 

were the first to assimilate themselves entirely to 

Mesopotamian religion and culture. Gradually, all the 

others did likewise, and adopted the language, cul- 

ture, and religion of the people they conquered. In- 

deed, their assimilation helped spread the language of 

the natives (Akkadian) and their culture among people 

who never spoke it, including the Egyptians, as the 

evidence of the Amarna (Akhetaton) letters indicates. 

Cuneiform script spread all over the Near East, and 

the great literary works of Mesopotamia, embodying 

its culture, religion, artistic motifs, and themes, not 

only were adopted by the invading conquerors but 

were spread by those conguerors to distant lands and 

peoples. “Thus,” wrote Sabatino Moscaty, “the new 

civilization has neither victors nor vanquished. Like 

Rome in the Middle Ages, despite its political deca- 

dence, Mesopotamia in the age of the ““peoples of the 

mountains’’ celebrates the triumph of its culture.”® 

After a period of self-consolidation in Anatolia, the 

Hittites under Hattusilis I sent an expedition against 

Aleppo around 1750 B.C.E., and two centuries later 

TADMUR (PALMYRA) 
Tribes:  Bani@i Ghassin and Taniikh groups, Banii Bahrah, etc. 

Capital:  Tadmur 

Religion: Mostly Christian Monophysite and Mesopotamian 

History: Tadmur of Amurru 1100 B.C.E. 

Hadriana Palmyra (Hadrian's visit in 130 C.E.) 

Flowering: 130-270. Included Egypt and Asia Minor up to 

Ankara. 

Trade to China, heir to Petra 

Vassal to Rome from 117 C.E, 

Destroved by Aurelian in 272 C.E. 

PETRA: NABATAEAN STATE 
Tribes: Midyan, Judham, Banii Baliy, Bant ‘Adhrah 

Religion: Mesopotamian 

Capital: Petra, founded in 5th century B.C.E. 

History:  Flowering in 1st century B.C.E. 

Trade center in North and South traffic 

Invaded by Romans in 105 C.E. 

Features: Petra: City carved in rock 

AL HADAR (HATARA) 85-241 c.E. 
Tribes: Banii Nimr, Banii Taghlib, Banii Judaylah 

Religion: Mesopotamian; a few Christians and Zoroastrians
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Capital: Al Hadar, 50 km west of Ashur 
History:  Began in the 1st century B.C.E. 

Flourished on trade, controlling traffic between Mesopota- 

mia and Asia Minor, Persia, and Byzantium 

A vassal of Persia 
Persian anger over her prosperity brought destruction to 

the state in 241 C.E. 

Features: Shamash (The Sun) is principal god. Qutstanding architec- 

ture and statuary at capital. 

Poets: Tarafah ibn al ‘Abd, Harith ibn Hillizah, ‘Amr 1bn 

Kulthiim, all Mu‘allagit winners 

LAKHM 

Tribes: Taniikh, Banii Bakr, Bani Taghlib, Bantd Mudar 

Religion: Mesopotamian; some Zoroastrians and Christian Nestor- 

ians 

Capital: Al Hirah, 3 miles south of Kiifah 

History:  Vassal to Persia from 400 C.E. 

Direct Persian Rule 602-635 

End of state: Islamic Futiihat, 635 C.E. 

Features: Al Khawarnaq, the Great Palace of Bahram Gur, son of 

Yazdigird 

GHASSAN 

Tribes: Banii Ghassin 

Religion:  Mostly Monophysite Christian; some Mesopotamians and 

Jews 

Capital: Busra, al Jabiyah, Jillig 

History:  Flowerning in 6th century C.E. 

Battle with Lakhm in 545, 554, 580 

Invaded by Persia, 613-614 

Liberated by Byzantium in 629 

Features: War hero-poets: Labid, Mu‘allagah winner; Hassin ibn 

Thibit, the Prophet’s poet 

Last king: Jabalah ibn al Ayham 

KINDAH 

Tribes: Bani Bakr, Banti Asad, Bant Ghatafan, Bant Kinanah 

Religion: Makkan/Mesopotamian 

Capital: Alfaw in south 

Al Anbir in north (on Euphrates) 

History: 0-529 C.E. 

Flowering 480-529 C.E, 

Vassal to Tubba‘ Kings of Yaman 
Hero-Poet: Al Samaw’al 

Features: Poets: Umru’ al Qays (d. 328 c.E.) (Mu‘allagah winner); 

Samaw'al, the Jew at Tayma’ 

MAKKAH 

Trihes; Quraysh 

Religion: Makkan/Mesopotamian 

Capital: Makkah 

History:  Major religious center 

Ka‘bah— Repository of 365 1dols of all Arabs 

Pilgrimage center 

Trade capital of Arabia 

Features: SGg ‘Ukaz, the annual national competition of poets 

Preeminent prestige in all aspects among Arabs 

Moral hegemony over Peninsula 

felt sufficiently strong to send a raid against Babylon. 

This was the Old Empire which lasted until 1380 

B.C.E., when succession problems provided an occa- 

sion for Suppiluliumas to take over the reins of power 

(1380 -1346). The weakness of Egypt as a result of 

Akhenaton’s reforms provided another chance for 

Suppiluliumas to extend his empire into upper Meso- 

potamia, upper Syria, and Lebanon. In 1250 B.C.E. the 

Hittite empire came to its end at the hand of “the 

peoples of the sea” armed with the new weapons of 

the Iron Age, who descended upon the whole region 

from Greece, the Aegean Sea islands, Crete, and 

Cyprus. These came to the region at a period of great 

weakness and division. Egypt and Mesopotamia were 

in eclipse, suffering from invasion by the ““peoples of 

the mountains.”” Moreover, several centuries of com- 

petition in the western arm of the Fertile Crescent or 

geographic Syria had weakened both parties and left 
Syria open to whosoever could wield the power to 

grab it. The Hittites contended for it; and so did “‘the 

peoples of the sea,” who arrived with equal if not 

superior arms and mastered the sea lanes between 

the eastern shores of the Mediterranean and their 

island homes. 

Like their cousins to the north— the Hittites, the 

Hurrians, and the Kassites— the ‘‘peoples of the sea” 

were quickly assimilated by Mesopotamian civiliza- 

tion. Their greatest contribution was in neither reli- 

gion, language, nor culture but in their political 

formation, which enabled them to establish their he- 

gemony by making effective use of their new iron 

weaponry. Their chief was a primus inter parves, a 

chief with limited powers put at the helm of the state 

by a class of nobles who supported as well as con- 

trolled him. Like the ““peoples of the mountains,” the 

“peaples of the seas” had chiefs who were neither 
gods, as in the case of Egypt, nor god’s vicars on 

earth, as in Mesopotamia. Upon conquering another 

people, they did not kill or spoil wantonly, nor did they 

enslave their victims. They entered with them into a 

treaty that defined their status as overlords and 

turned the defeated into vassals. The subservient 

status of the vanquished was defined in the treaty, 

which also served as juridical document or source of 

law and authority. This was a form of federalism hith- 

erto unknown. The conquerors’authority was estab- 
lished alongside the local authority of the natives, thus 
precluding any imperialist expansion and opening the 
gates to acculturation. The cultures and religions, the 

customs and mores, began to intermingle, allowing 

the stronger to emerge victorious over both con- 
queror and vanquished. Whereas some elements of 
the conquerors’ culture were assimilated into Meso- 
potamian culture, their separate identity as a group



was doomed. As soon as their political hegemony sub- 

sided, their separate identity collapsed and they be- 

came one with the indigenous people of the land. 

It was otherwise with the Egyptians who, following 

the Hyksos invasion during the 18th Dynasty (1570 - 

1305 B.C.E.) occupied the western arm of the Fertile 

Crescent and resisted assimilation, Their purpose 
was then to safeguard the frontiers of Egypt and pun- 

ish those who defied the pharaoh or flouted his com- 
mand. During the Empire (1465 -1090 B.C.E.), their 

purpose was still the same, but the political turbu- 

lence of the period and the advent of the “‘peoples of 

the mountains’’ and “peoples of the seas” demanded a 

more stable Egyptian presence. Whereas Egyptian 

expansion southward into Nubia and westward into 

Libya meant annexation, expansion toward Asia 

meant only extension of military and political power. 

The Asian lands occupied by Egypt were never incor- 

porated into the Egyptian kingdom. To the Egyptian, 

the Asiatic was forever alien, forever in need to be 

subjugated militarily and pelitically, but never to be an 

associate. Hence, Egypt was content to appoint a 

commissioner to exercise control over the Asiatic 

sovereigns and their peoples and to extract tribute 

from them as ordered by the pharaoh. This Egyptian 

imperialism had its periods of glory and weakness. In 

both, it never meant assimilation except to those 

Egyptians whom official duty brought to Syriafor long 

periods of time. The majority, however, could and did 

return home to their people, their land, and their 

culture, having regarded their presence among the 

Asiatics as a necessary but transient military expedi- 

tion. The few whom circumstances forced to remain 

in Asia were, like all other non-Asiatics, assimilated 

and dissolved in the crucible of “Arabia.” Assimilation 

of these Egyptians went so far as to cause the phar- 

aoh’s officers in Asia to correspond with their supe- 

riors back home in Akkadian, the Mesopotamian lan- 

guage of the Fertile Crescent. 
Not exactly the same fate awaited the Persians. 

Under the Achaemenid Empire (550-330 B.C.E.), 

Cyrusinvaded Babylon and Cambyses led his forces to 

occupy the whole length and breadth of Syria as well 

as Egypt. Direct Persian rule in Egypt lasted over a 

century, and was overthrown only in 401 B.C.E. with 

the establishment of the 27th Dynasty. In Syria, how- 

ever, it continued unchallenged until Alexander the 

Great put an end to it in 332 B.C.E. The fate of the 

Persians in Egypt does not concern us here since 

Egypt was then no part of the civilization of Arabia. 

But in the Fertile Crescent, the Persians had assimi- 

lated themselves to Mesopotamian civilization; and 

they contributed to it in numerous significant ways. 

For the first time in history, they united Western Asia 
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except the Arabian Peninsula proper under one em- 

pire. From India to the Danube, from the Caspian Sea 

to Nubia— all these territories were united for the 

first time under one administration. An administrative 

system of satraps with identical instructions and poli- 

cies, the opening of communication between the prov- 

inces, the introduction of coinage to facilitate com- 

merce, indeed, the bulding of the interprovince 

1,500-mile highway from Susa to Sardis all helped to 

establish a fair measure of unity, security, and pros- 

perity for all inhabitants, 

Whereas Cyrus, the founder, followed a policy of 

tolerance, allowing native dynasties and institutions 

to operate under Persian hegemony, his son Darius 

and grandson Xerxes imposed an exclusivist version 

of the religion of Zarathustra, earning for both the 
title of cruel tyrant. In an inscription of Xerxes un- 

earthed at Persepolis, the king proclaimed: ‘“Some of 

the countries . . . revolted; butl crushed them with 

the aid of Ahuramazda, . . . Under the shadow of 

Ahuramazda I uprooted the temples of the wicked god 

and made proclamation: No more must ye worship the 

wicked gods.”’” Nonetheless, the Persian presence in 

the theater of Arabia dissolved through assimilation. 

This was due to two reasons: First, there was the 

tremendous capacity of Mesopotamian civilization to 

influence, acculturate, and assimilate the newcomer. 

Second, the process of Mesopotamianization or Ara- 

bization of the Persian peoples had begun centuries 

before their arrival on the scene as conquerors, so 

that the ideological difference between conqueror and 

conquered was too small to be significant. That is 

especially evident in the artistic and literary forms 

they brought to Arabia. In addition, the arrival of the 

Greeks and the defeat of the Persians severed the 

Persian presence in Arabia from the Persian heart- 

land. Whatever remained of that presence within the 

Arabian world quickly completed its Mesopotamiani- 

zation and became indistinguishable. 

The conquerors of later times present us with 

much more straightforward cases. The Greeks were 

responsible for much Hellenization in the Fertile 

Crescent. This notwithstanding, those that remained 

within the area were acculturated and assimilated by a 

process that began with Alexander the Great and that 
had claimed him toward the end of his life. The fate of 

the Romans was identical. So was that of the Tatars, 

Mongols, and Turkmen who arrived in Arabia as im- 

migrants in successive waves beginning in the eighth 
century C.E. or who did so as conquerors in the thir- 

teenth century. The latter practiced some variety of 

shamanism which they dropped as they learned the 

culture and religion of Islam. The grandson of Genghis 

Khan became a Muslim, and his sons rallied the forces 

15
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Map 4. Religion in Pre-Islamic Arabia 

of the Muslim community (#mmah) to march behind 

them on a new wave of conquests in Russia, the Bal- 

kans, and central Europe. The Muslims of the world 

acclaimed the house of ‘Uthmian and elected its 

members caliphs, not as alien Turks but as Muslims 

who had become thoroughly assimilated into the cul- 

ture of the region, Islam. 

The same facts are equally true of the Crusaders 

who arrived from Europe in several waves in the 

twelfth-fourteenth centuries C.E. They marched 

through, occupied large areas of geographic Syria, 

and succeeded in establishing a number of petty 

states, The Crusader state of Jerusalem was inits day 

one of the strongest in the region, and the Crusaders 

themselves were the most close-knit religious and 

political community in an alien land. As an autono- 

mous state, theirs lasted over 100 years. Eventually, 

however, Europe lost interest in the Crusaders and 

their adventure; some returned home, but most de- 

cided to stay and make it on their own. In a generation 

or two, their acculturation and assimilation were 

complete. They intermarried with the natives and 
became indistinguishable from them. 

More recently, the British, French, and Italian 

peoples invaded, occupied, and colonized vast regions 

of Arabia which had since, and by virtue of Islam, 

spread to include the whole of North Africa. Their 
arrival was the effect of the industrial expansion of 

Europe, and their colonization of that area was carried 

out in a romantic consciousness of the superiority of 

their race over that of the area’s inhabitants. Their 

military, political, and economic power was unchal- 

lengeable, and the Arab world groaned under their 
yoke for almost a century. The ties of the colonizers 

with their mother countries remained extremely 
strong throughout their expatriation. Hence, when



their occupation was no longer tenable, practically all 
of them returned home. Two exceptions, however, 
must be recorded: the French expeditionary force of 
Napoleon, which occupied Egypt, and the French 
colons of Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco. The former 
stayed in Egypt largely because of the destruction of 
their fleet (Abi Qir Bay, 1798 c.E.) and frustration of 
their whole campaign by the British. The latter did so 
largely because of the socioeconomic hardship in- 
volved in self-uprooting and resettling. The former 
were completely acculturated and assimilated in a 
generation, and the latter are currently undergoing 
the same process. 

Thus Arabia has suffered the influx into it of alarge 
variety of ethnic elements. But it has digested them 
all, converting them to its religion and worldview, 
acculturating and assimilating them. The invasions 
and colonizations certainly brought about some physi- 

cal changes in the racial complexion of the native 

inhabitants. But to the spirit, the language, the cate- 

gories of consciousness, the religion and ideology 

of Arabia, they contributed nothing. Arabia was 

enriched more or less significantly by the original 

elements that each wave of invasions brought with it, 

from the horses and chariots of the “peoples of the 

mountains” to the gnostic philosophy and natural 

sciences of the Hellenes, and the technologies of an- 

cient Egypt as well as of the modern West. Through- 

out five or six millennia, Arabia has maintained a con- 

tinuing demographic unity. No addition was large 

enough or significant enough to alter the nature or 

composition of that unity. Hence, 1t 1s indeed proper 

to speak of an Arabian ethnicity, although almost 

every ideology that “Arabia’” has subscribed to during 
its long history (the ideclogies of some Hebrews and 

some pre-Islamic peninsular Arabs excepted) has 

preached the anti-ethnocentric lesson of univer- 

salism. 

Semitic invasions of the outside (Egypt, 

Africa, Phoenicia, and Islam). Since the theater 

of the early history of humankind was assumed by the 

Bible and its scholars to be the Fertile Crescent, it 

followed that Ham and his descendants originated 

there and moved to Africa under their father Noah’s 

curse.® The decipherment of Egyptian hieroglyphs 

revealed a number of similarities with Semitic lan- 

guages, and this spurred a long controversy as to the 

relations of the languages and of the peoples that 

spoke them.® Some scholars regarded Egyptian as a 

member of the Semitic family of languages and ex- 

plained the differences as due to time and living condi- 

tions. Others regarded it as Hamitic and explained the 

similarities as due to invasion of one group by the 
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MAKKAN/MESOPOTAMIAN RELIGION 

Throughout Peninsula 

Idols: Wadd at Ma‘in; Sacred Palm at Najran; Dhat Anwit (tree) at 

Makkah; al “Uzza at Nakhlah; Al Lat at T4"if; Dha al Shara at Petra; 

Manit (Black Stone) at Qudayd, between Makkah and Yathrib; Hubal, 

chief deity at the Ka‘bah 

Great Days Remembered and Celebrated: 

Day of Bu'ath: Aws vs. Khazraj, 610 C.E. 

Days of Fujar: Quraysh and Kinanah vs. Hawazin, 585 C.E. 

Day of al Basiis: Banii Bakr vs. Banii Taghlib, 498 C.E. 

War hero-poets: Al Jassas ibn Murrah vs. Al Muhalhil 

Day of Dahis and Ghabra”: ‘Abs vs. Dhubyan, 530 C.E. 

War hero-poet: ‘Antar ibn Shaddad, 615 c.E. 

Day of ‘Ukaz: Annual day of national poetry competition at Nakhlah and 

Ta'if 

CHRISTIANITY 

Byzantine Empire: Dominant throughout 

Common in Ghassan state from 500 C.E. (Mono- 

physite Rite); 

Ya‘qlb al Barda‘i (Jacob Baradeus}, “‘Prelate of all 

Arabs,” at Edessa 

Jabalah ibn al Ayham, last king of Ghassan, con- 

verts into and out of Islam, 634 C.E. 

Fertile Crescent: 

Scattered through Lakhm State (Nestorian Rite) 

Saint: Simeon, living on pillar, 400-418 ¢.E. 

A few adherents in North Arabia 

A few in Yaman (Coptic Church) 

Aryit (Abyssinian Invasion of Yaman), 523 

Abrahah (2nd Abyssinian Invasion), 565, 570 

Massacre of Christians by Jews under Dhi 

Nuwis in Yaman (Qur’an 85:4), 560 C.E, 

Persia invades Jerusalem, 613-614 

Persian expeditionary force under Wahraz 

evicts Christian Abyssinians from Yaman, 575 

C.E. 

Arabian Peninsula: 

JUDAISM 

(Jaraites and Samaritans 

Loct: Yibna (Jamma), Safad, Babylon, Tayma’, Khaybar, Madinah, 

Yaman 

In Yaman, state religion under Dhii Nuwis, 560 -370 C.E. 

ZOROASTRIANISM 

Throughout Iran 

Scattered through Lakhm, ‘Uman, Bahrayn, and Qatar 

Some adherents in Yaman, 560-632 C.E. 

other, leading to the opposite theory that the Semites 

were once the inhabitants of the Nile Valley.'® History 
has recorded Mesopotamman influences on Egypt in 

consequence of trade in the last 500 years of the
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pre-dynastic period (3200-2700 B.C.E.), peaceful in- 

filtration by Asiatic immigrants in the First Interme- 

diate Period (2200 - 2050 B.C.E.), and a Semitic inva- 

sion (the Hyksos) which ruled Egypt from 1730 to 

1570 B.C.E., it knows of no incursion from Egypt or 

Africa into Asia until after that time. It stands to 

reason that in the earliest times, the fourth millen- 

nium and earlier, movement from Asia to Africa was 

more likely than the opposite. Civilization had blos- 

somed in Mesopotamia earlier than in Egypt, since its 

effects show their genesis and gradual development in 

Mesopotamia and their full development in Egypt. A 

whole series of Semitic elements constituted “a 

visible stimulus’’ contributing effectively to the crys- 

tallization of pre-dynastic Egyptian culture.!* The cyl- 

inder seal, monumental architecture, bricks in deco- 

rative paneling, artistic motifs such as symmetry and 

antithesis, composite or stylized animals, Mesopota- 

mia-type boats, the potter’s wheel, advanced metal- 

lurgy, and, most important of all, writing, came from 

Asia to Egypt and helped lift her from prehistory to 

history.!2 There is no evidence of a reciprocal influ- 

ence, which means that cultural leadership was all on 

the side of Mesopotamia. It is safe, therefore, to con- 

clude that the Semites who were used to crossing the 

desert, crossed into Egypt as tradesmen, invaders, or 

immigrants and were responsible for the similarities 

between the two languages and civilizations. 

The Canaanites were a subgroup of the great 

Amorite movement from the Arabian Peninsula into 

the Fertile Crescent in the third millennium B.C.E. 

They settled themselves in the western arm of the 

Fertile Crescent, the lands of Syria, Lebanon, Pales- 

tine, and Jordan. Theirs was another layer of migra- 

tions from Arabia over earlier layers of the same, 

deposited as far back as the fourth millennium B.C.E., 

Hustration 1.3 

Golden vessels of Queen Shubad, from Royal Cemetery at 
Ur, c. 2650-2550 B.C.E. {Courtesy The University Mu- 

seum, University of Pennsylvania.] 

as witness the names of Jericho, Beth-Shean, Me- 

giddo, Akko, Tyre, Sidon. Their name, Canaanite, 

designated their main industry and export, namely, 

purple dye. The same connotation is responsible for 

their other name, Phoenicians, given to them by the 

Greeks (phoinix = purple red). Their culture was 

Mesopotamian and is reflected in the names of their 

cities, which are repetitions of Amorite cities in Meso- 

potamia, as well as in their pottery and sculpture. 

Besides purple dye, the Phoenicians exported timber 

(especially cedar wood), wheat, oil and wine, cloth, 

and metalwork. Cedar wood and the resins collected 

from the pine trees of Lebanon enabled the Phoeni- 

cians to build seaworthy ships, which increased their 

trade and industry. Learning how to navigate by 

means of the stars, their ships began to ply the Medi- 

terranean, and they planted trading colonies on its 

shores. 

The Persian Gulf, the Red Sea, and the East Afri- 

can coast, penetrated by the Nile and a canal dug by 

Pharaoh Necho (609 - 593 B.C.E.}, were equally navi- 

gated and their trade mastered by the Phoemcians. 

According to Herodotus, they sailed around Africa, 

having the sun on their left side going south on its east 

coast and on their right on its west coast.!®> Wherever 

they traded, they planted factories and built colonies 

and connected them all with sea communications. 

Phoenician colonies dotted the shores of the Mediter- 

ranean. Gades (Cadiz), Malaga, Cordoba, and Barce- 

lona in the Iberian Peninsula, Utica (Tunis) in North 

Africa, Baal-Lebanon in Cyprus, Hippo and Carthage, 

Tarsus in Cilicia, Mahon (capital of Minorca), and 

Corinth (whose god was Melikertes or Melkarth) 

were all Phoenician colonies. Europa, whom Zeus, the 

god of the Greeks, carried away and married, was a 

Phoenician princess, daughter of King Agenor. Her 

brother, Cadmus, king of Tyre, worked the gold 

mines of Thrace. To all these distant places, Semitic 

names, letters, and writing; arts and crafts; gods and 

rituals were exported along with the goods of trade. 

The Phoenician sailors certainly brought back silver, 

gold, and goods, mostly objects they themselves man- 

ufactured from materials mined, grown, or found in 

the colonies. But they never brought back culture. 

They always gave it; for theirs was the higher, the 

more advanced. 

The expansion of Arabia under Islam was the 

greatest. The Mediterrancan Sea and the Indian 

Ocean and the shores of Asia, Africa, and Europe 

became the object of a movement seeking their trans- 

formation into the pattern of Arabia developed under 

Islam. The Islamic expansion was the prototype of all 

Arabian expansions, the most successful as well as the 

farthest-reaching. The Muslims of Arabia brought



with them the first principles of ideology and the lan- 
guage in which they were cast in inseparable unity. 
They also brought their own people to mix and inter- 
marry with the natives and provide the actualization 
of the principles they preached. They were ready to 
learn—and they certainly did learn — all that the na- 
tives had to offer which they could adapt and digest, 
transform and recast so as to fit into the pattern of 

Islam. As we shall see, the main principles of Istam 

were almost identical with those of earlier Semites or 

emigrants from the Arabian Peninsula, a fact that so 

facilitated the process of Islamization that it turned it 

into one of Arabization as well. 

NOTES 

1. A. F. Albright, From the Stone Age to Christianity 

(Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 2nd ed. 1957), p. 165. 

2. Johann Gottfried Eichhorn, Algemeine Bibliothek 
(Leipzig, 1794}, Vol. VI, p. 772. Here Eichhorn assumes 

the credit of invention and first use of the term. Evidently, 
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(Qur'an 11:42 -48). 
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“‘Her brother, the hero, the warrior, Utu 

Says to the pure Inanna: 

Only sister, let the shepherd marry thee 

O maid Inanna, why art thou unwilling? 

His fat is good, his milk is good, 

The Shepherd, everything his hand touches is bright.” 

“Me the shepherd shall not marry. 

In his new garment he shall not drape me. 

Me, the maid, let the farmer marry, 

The farmer who makes plants grow abundantly, 

The farmer who makes grain grow abundantly. . . 
13} 

“The Farmer (more) than I, 

1, the farmer, what has he more (than I)? 

Should he give me his black garment, 

I would give him, the farmer, my black ewe for it. 

Should he pour me his prime date wine, 

I would pour him, the farmer, my yellow milk for it. . . . 

He rejoiced . . . on the riverbank he rejoiced, 

The shepherd moreover led the sheep on the riverbank.” 
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The shepherd, Dumuzi, in his plain starts a quarrel with 

him. 

“I against thee, O Shepherd, against thee 

Why shall [ strive? 

Let thy sheep eat the grass of the riverbank 

in my meadowland let thy sheep walk about, 

In the bright field of Erech let them eat grain 

Let thy kids and lambs drink the water of my Unum canal.” 

“As for me who am a shepherd, at my marriage, 

O farmer, mayest thou be counted as my friend. . . . 
13 
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“I would bring thee wheat, [ would bring thee. . . . 

James B. Pritchard, ed., Anctent Near Eastern Texts 
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317. 
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Egyptians, Sebaites, Cushites, Babylonians, Akkadians, 

Assyrians, Jebusites, Amorites, Philistines, Caphtorites, 

Phoenicians, etc.) as descendants of Ham, the evil one, who 

saw and mocked his father’s nakedness (Genesis 9:18-28; 

10:1-20). 

9, Adolph Erman launched the controversy by his arti- 

cle, “Das Verhiltnis des dgyptischen zu den semitischen 

Sprachen,” Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgeniandischen 

Gesellschaft 46 (1892), pp. 93f; and George A. Barton 
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Origins (Philadelphia: Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, 1934), 

pp. 85-87. Aaron Ember, Egypto-Semitic Studies (Leip- 

zig, 1930); William F. Albright, ‘'‘Notes on Egypto-Semitic 
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and Literatures 34 (1917), pp.81-98, 215-255, and 47 

(1927), pp. 198- 237; Franz Calice, Grundlagen dev dgyp- 

tisch-semitischen Wortvergleichung (Vienna, 1936); and 

Otto Rossler, “Der semitische Character der Libyschen 

Sprache,” Zeitschrift fitr Assyriologie 16 (1952), pp. 121 - 

150, have argued the question to the point that Hamitic has 

become a geographical term synonymous with north and 

northeast Africa. The remoteness of the period of connec- 

tion— pre-3000 B.C.E.— and the lack of adequate materials 

make any conclusion a speculative hypothesis. 

10. John A, Wilson, The Culture of Ancient Egypt (Chi- 
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CHAPTER 2 
o
 

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 

The previous chapter has shown that geographically 

as well as demographically, the lands of the Arabian 

Peninsula and the Fertile Crescent constituted a sin- 

gle theater, and were continuous with one another. 

Their integrity or unity is further demonstrated by 

another kind of evidence, the linguistic, which this 

chapter will explore, 

The Semites as a Linguistic Family 

As we have seen in Chapter 1, it was the archeolog- 

ical discoveries of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen- 

turies C.E. that established the existence of peoples 

and languages to which Old Testament scholars ap- 

plied the name Semitic as determined by the genea- 

logical table of nations of Genesis 10. The languages 

furnished grounds for this appellation in that they 

were found to be similar, which led scholars to the 
conclusion that the languages belonged to one demo- 

graphic family. Further study revealed more intimate 

relations between languages hitherto not thought to 

be related. Today, the so-called Semitic languages 

may be classified as follows: 

1. Belonging to the northern half of the theater: 

Eastern: Akkadian or Babylonian; Assyrian 
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Northern: Aramaic with its eastern varieties of 

Syriac, Mandean, and Nabatean, and its 

western varieties of Samaritan, Jewish 

Aramaic, and Palmyrene 

Western: Phoenician, Biblical Hebrew, and other 

Canaanite dialects 

2. Belonging to the southern half of the theater: 

Northern: Arabic 

Southern: Sabean or HimyarT, with its varieties of 

Minaean, Mahri, and Hakill dialects; 

and Geez or Ethiopic, with its varieties 

of Tigré, Amharic, and Hararf dialects. 

Almost all of these languages are today defunct, 

Arabic being the only one with real life.! The waves of 
emigration from the Arabian Peninsula to the Fertile 

Crescent —the Akkadian and Amoritic waves, 

3000-1800 B.C.E.—spread the Akkadian language 

over the area. This was still the case down to 1400 

B.C.E., to which the Amarna (Akhetaton) tablets of 

Egypt give evidence, when Akkadian was the lan- 

guage of common discourse as well as of government, 

spoken and written by natives as well as by their 

Egyptian overlords.? Aramaic began to replace Akka- 
dian after 1200 B.C.E., established itself throughout 

the Fertile Crescent, and began to develop dialectic, 

peculiarities in each subarea. Aramaic displaced He-



brew, the language of Canaan, and became the ver- 
nacular of the Jews in West Asia, as the papyri of 
Elephantine (Egypt) of the sixth century show, as well 
as of the whole area until the advent of Islam in the 
seventh century C.E.? Arabic then displaced Aramaic 
throughout West Asia. 

Today Arabic is the vernacular language of some 
150 million people in West Asia and North Africa 
making up the twenty-two countries that are mem- 
bers of the League of Arab States. Under the influ- 

ence of [slam, it has determined the Persian, Turkish, 

Urdu, Malay, Hausa, and Sawahili languages, giving 

them 40- 60 percent of their vocabularies and affect- 

ing indelibly their grammar, syntax, and literatures. 
Furthermore, it is the religious language of a billion 

Muslims around the world, recited by them in daily 

rituals. It is equally the language of Islamic law, which, 

at least in the area of personal status, dominates the 

lives of all Muslims. Finally, it is the language of 

Islamic culture taught in thousands of schools outside 

the Arab world from Senegal to the Philippines as the 

Map 5. The Avabic Alphabet 
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medium of instruction and as literature and thought in 

the fields of history, ethics, law and jurisprudence, 

theology, and scriptural studies. 
Arabic is the language of the Qur’an. In that form, 

1t was spoken by all the inhabitants of the Arabian 
Peninsula and the Fertile Crescent lands immediately 

adjoining it a millennium before Islam. Unfortunately, 

there are very few written records of it anteceding 

Islam, and the oral tradition presents it perfect and 

complete in its development when the Qur’an was 

revealed. There is no doubt that it had developed and 

acquired a large number of Persian, Egyptian, and 

Sanskrit words. But it had assimilated those elements 

and Arabicized them before Islam. Qur’anic Arabic, 

we are told by tradition, was the language of the 

North Arabians, al! ‘Arab al musta‘ribah or self-Ara- 

bized Arabs. As their name indicates, the North Ara- 

bians must have learned the Arabic language from 

others. Tradition also tells us that the North Arabians 

were the descendants of Isma‘il (Ishmael), first-born 

son of Ibrahim (Abraham of Genesis), who settled in 
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Figure 2.1 

The Ziggurat of Ur: A Reconstruction 

Makkah and built the Ka‘bah as a house of worship of 

the one God. Isma‘Tl married into the tribe of Jurhum, 

natives of the area, and sired twelve sons who became 

the founders of the tribes living across the whole 

peninsula except its south and southwest areas. The 

Jurhumis readily adopted the language, religion, 

and culture of Isma‘l, thus deserving the title 

musta ‘ribah, and pointing to a source of Arabic other 

than themselves. Such must have been the source to 

which Isma‘7l and Ibrahim belonged. 

Another genealogy offered by the tradition is that 

the first king of the first Arabian kingdom in the pen- 

insula was Ya‘rub, son of Qahtan, king of the South 

Arabians. The very name Ya‘rub (literally, he elo- 

quizes) points to such Arabicization as he might have 

suffered or led his countrymen to undergo. Tradition 

corroborates this by calling the South Arabians a! 
‘Arab al mula‘arrvibah (the Arabized-by-others 

Arabs), and tells how a tribe descended upon the 

south from the north, mixed with its native population 

and built the first kingdom whose first king was 

Ya‘rub ibn Qahtén. The process of Arabicization initi- 

ated by him must therefore be the cause of the disap- 

pearance of the languages or dialects of the south 

(Ma‘InT or Minaean, Sabaean or Himyari, Mahri, and 

Hakili). This process may have coincided with the 

decline of the South Arabian Kingdoms in the second 
half of the first millennium B.C.E. 

The second genealogical tradition explains the ori- 

gin of the Arabic language no more than the first. Both 

point to an “other’’ point in space and time, other than 

Makkah at the time of Isma‘l, and other than South 

Arabia under Ya‘rub.This point is to be found in a third 

genealogical claim which the Arabic tradition has 

saved with equal tenacity, namely, that the origin of 

all Arabs, those who descended from Isma‘ll as well as 

from Ya‘rub, lies in a more distant source, namely, a/ 

‘Arab al ‘Aribah(the Arabizing Arabs) whose habitat 
was the northern part of the Arabian Peninsula but 

who are also called a! ‘Arab al Ba'idah (the extinct 

Arabs). Being extinct, even in legendary times, means 

that very little is known about them except for their 
role as originators of the Arabs. 

Which of the three traditions is true? All three, 

despite their apparent contradictions. One part of the 

“extinct Arabs” of the desert may have migrated 

south into Yaman, intermixed with the southerners, 

and constituted a kingdom first reigned over by the 

man responsible for that vision, Ya‘rub ibn Qahtan. 

The Akkadians’ emigration to the north and the es- 

tablishment of their kingdom at Agade under Sargon, 
is another such tradition. Another tribe, a branch of 

the Amoritic migration from the Arabian desert into 

the Fertile Crescent in the nineteenth century B.C.E., 

might well have descended upon Makkah after a stop 

in lower Mesopotamia, Padan Aram, eastern Syria 

and Jordan, and founded the city of Makkah. In fact, 

scholars agree that the exodus of Abraham from Ur 

was indeed part of a much larger wave of migration 

from the desert to the Fertile Crescent, which broke 

up into sections continually moving from one arm of 

the Crescent to another, or to the outside, that is, to 
Egypt. Ishmael might well have been the symbol of a 
whole tribe or clan that sought another place in which 
to settle, namely, Makkah. 

It is certainly proper that these migrants be re-



membered by those who stayed behind and did not 

emigrate as the “extinct Arabs,”’ for they had left the 
desert, mixed with other peoples, and, as far as the 

desert-dwellers are concerned, disappeared. Their 
advent into the territories was the start of new life, a 

new regime, and a new religious culture based upon 

language. The new orientation, we can safely pre- 
sume, was not radically new; for it was of the same 

kind as earlier deposits left by earlier migrations from 

the same source. The new injection must have been 

seen as a reaffirmation of older truths and values, a 

purge or reformation, a change to something classi- 

cal, to a purer form unsullied by the admixtures and 

pollutions of the particular locality or time, and there- 

fore welcome and appreciated by the majority. Thisis 

why the “injection’ lives in the people’s conscious- 

ness as their own, as the formative event of their 

collective identity. 

We may therefore conclude that the Arabic lan- 

guage in which the Qur’an was revealed was the lan- 
guage of all Arabs in the Peninsula; that it was ac- 

quired by the Makkans and south Arabians in distant 

times, as a consequence of population movement into 

those areas; and ultimately, that the desert is the 

birthplace and cradle of the migrating tribes as well as 

of their language, Arabic. 

The Nature of the Semitic Languages 

Semitic languages are indeed members of one and 

the same family. As such, they enjoy a number of 

essential characteristics by which they can be identi- 

fied and which constitute their core. This core is not 

affected by novel peculiarities which the language de- 

velops as it assimilates new experiences and accom- 

modates the changes of history. Aslong asit isitself, it 

reveals the following elements: 

Triliterality. Semitic languages share in the lin- 

guistic characteristic of triliterality, that is, their 

words consist of roots of three consonants each and of 

the derivatives from these roots. This is peculiar to 

the members of this family; no other language or lin- 

guistic family has such a feature. The list of stems or 

root-words may vary from one language to another, 

some roots having been dropped from use and others 

added in loan from other languages as life and history 

had made necessary. However, the Semitic languages 

have managed to continue to have the majority of 

their root-words in common with one another. From 

these tri-consonantal roots, words are formed 

through a process called “conjugation” or “foliation,” 

consisting of changing the vocalization of the three 

consonants according torule, or of adding one or more 
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consonants as prefix, suffix, or infix and changing its 

vocalization as well. This process of conjugation of 

consonantal roots is the heart and core of the lan- 

guage and the mirror of consciousness of its speakers. 

It gives the language a formal structure: each conju- 
gated form connotes a modality of the meaning of the 

consonantal root, which is one and the same with all 

other roots.* Were these modalities placed as head- 

ings on a horizontal dimension, and the consonantal 

roots on a vertical dimension, we would have a grid on 

which all the nouns and verbs, and therefore, almost 

the whole language can be spread out for inspection 

and clearer understanding. Only prepositions and pro- 
nouns escape conjugation, although Muslim philoso- 

phers have conjugated them (anniyyah, huwwiyyah, 

et cetera). The degree of conformance of each of the 

Semitic languages to the grid may differ; but the 
structural grid remains true of all of them. The grid 
constitutes their ‘‘blood-relation’” to one another. If 

the commonality of the majority of their root-words 
points to their common fund of human experience, 

their structural conformance points to the identical 

methodology of their thinking. In no language are all 

the conjugational forms of every root available and in 
use. The extent to which they are is determined by 

the experience and needs of the people of that lan- 

guage. In this respect, the Arabic language comes 

closest to filling up the whole grid, which supports the 

claim that it is, in its classic form, the Ursemitisch or 

original tongue out of which the various Semitic lan- 

guages have sprung and from which they vary accord- 

ing to new ranges of experience. 

Phonetics. The Semitic languages share an al- 

phabet consisting of six gutturals (a, h, j, kh, *, gh), two 

palatals (k, j), two labials (p, b), five uvulars (q, t, z, 5, 
d), two linguo-dentals (t, c), three sibilants (th, s, z), 

six liquids (r, y, 1, w, m, n), and six spirants (m, g, t, d, 

p, b) whose pronunciation is slightly different from 

that known in English. No existing Semitic language 
or dialect has them all. Arabic has the most, twenty- 

nine out of a total of thirty-two. The history of He- 
brew, or Canaanite, reveals how in time letters com- 

bined together to produce one, such as z with s, g 

with .5 The loss of one or more letters by a language is 

a natural phenomenon. It may be due to a need for 

simplicity and ease in pronunciation, brought about by 

the immigrant speaker’s desire to make himself un- 

derstood, or the inability of the native learner to pro- 

nounce the letter or to distinguish it phonetically from 

a similar letter in his own tongue. But the theory that 

new letters may have been developed by the South 

Arabians or the Fertile Crescent peoples runs against 

the evidence that Arabic, the language of the desert, 
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Figure 2.2 

The Alphabet: A Near Eastern contribution to human civili- 

zation 

2 Baal Lebanon and Moabite inscriptions, 11th—9th cen- 

turies B.C.E. 

® In use from 5th to 1st century B.C.E. 
NoTE: The first writing was in cuneiform, the script in- 

vented by the Mesopotamians at the very rise of civilization. 

Cumbersome as it may have been, it was a great advance 

over hieroglyph and ideograph, and it paved the way for the 

Canaanites to give the world its first complete phonetic 

alphabet. The Canaanite alphabet served as the basis for 

most languages of the world; and these improved on it for 

simplicity, clarity, and efficiency. Only the Arabs, under 

Islam, developed the alphabet for aesthetic as well as prag- 

matic reasons, and thus rendered writing into the worthiest 

of all arts. 

Sources: James Hastings, Dictionary of the Bible (1905); 

Al Munjid (Beirut: Catholic Press, 1956); Safwan al Tall, 

Tatawwur al Hurif al ‘Arabiyyah (‘Amman: University of 

Jordan Press, 1401/1981), p. 107; Wendel Philips, Qaia- 

ban and Sheba (London: V. Gollancz, 1935), p. 55. 

had more letters than any other Semitic language. It is 

on this account that scholars agree that “it is probable 

that the original Semitic alphabet was nearly identical 

with that of the classical Arabic.”® 

Grammar. The Semitic languages are inflecting, 

that is, they change the ending of a noun depending on 

its case, whether it is subject or direct or indirect 

object, and of a verb depending on the tense. Only 

three languages today are inflecting: Arabic, Am- 

haric, and German. Many languages of the past were 

inflecting, for example, Akkadian, Greek, Latin, and 

Sanskrit. Modern languages have for the most part 

dropped their inflections. Within the Semitic family, 

Syriac and Chaldean lost their inflections; and within 

the Latin family, French, Italian, and Spanish did like- 

wise. English too lost its inflection whereas German 

preserved it. The fact that Akkadian and Arabic pre- 

served their inflection and that their daughters— 

Syriac, Chaldean, and colloquial Arabic—have lost it 

points to the close relationship maintained by the par- 

ents among themselves in their heyday. On the other 

hand, inflection is a sign of a more exacting, precision- 

seeking tendency in the fastidious; its absence, a sign 

of a less exacting, pragmatic tendency. 

Vocabulary and precision. Semitic languages 

have a profuse vocabulary, with many words for the 

same object. In this regard, all of them do better than 
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the European languages; and Arabic surpasses them 

all. The latter gives light 21 names, the year 24, the 
sun 29, the clouds 50, darkness 52, rain 64, the 

water-well 88, water 170, the snake 100, the camel 

255, and the lion, 350. The same profusion exists in 

regard to the other animals, the desert, the sword, as 

well as to the human characteristics of tall (91 words), 

short (160), courageous, generous, avaricious, and so 

on. The writer of prose or poetry is hence free to 

choose, from the rich spectrum, the word that suits 

his composition best as to form, sound, length, rhyme, 

and affinity. 

Besides sheer profusion of words, Semitic lan- 

guages show extraordinary precision in their uses of 

proper diction, The connotative shades of meaning 

the Semites perceive are often too subtle for others.” 

Again Arabic has developed this characteristic to the 
ultimate degree, giving a different name for each hour 

of the day and night, for every night of the lunar 

month, for every lock of hair according to its location 

on the human body, for every variety of seeing, of 

sitting, of walking, of sleeping, of loving. 

Syntax, style, and literature. In the Semitic 

languages, syntax consists of articulative simplicity 

and perceptual clarity. In Arabic, eloquence is often 

defined in terms of fitness, precision, or clarity. Brev- 

ity of expression is always a literary virtue; and com- 

pressing great meanings into a few words that can be 

easily understood and memorized is a particular 

strength of all Semitic literary products. In the con- 

densation of piety, morality, and wisdom into the few- 

est and yet most powerful words, the Hebrew Bible 

and the Qur’an are second to none. With such literary 

capacities latent in them, it is no wonder that the 

Semitic languages have been the media of prophecy 

from the earliest times. 

Another syntactical characteristic common to all 

Semitic languages is the near total absence of com- 
pound words. Apparently, the profusion of synonyms 

and availability of a separate word for any denotative 

or connotative meaning on any level have obviated the 
need for compounding. Compounding did exist in the 

old Semitic languages and continues to exist in those 

languages that survive, but only in proper names, 

such as God-has-given, God-has-blessed, servant-of- 

Provider-God. 

Since the invention of writing, the Semites were 

the first to produce literary prose and poetry, to com- 

mit them to writing, and to preserve them impressed 

on clay for posterity. They gave the world its first 

Edubba or library in which they kept large collections 

of their scientific, commercial and historical, as well as 

literary, religious, and legal texts. Their literatures 
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encompassed an immense range, from knowledge of 

nature to the deepest perceptions of human emotions. 

Literary aesthetics consists in the combination of 

precision and clarity with beauty and emotional effect. 

Aesthetic quality pertains therefore to a phrase, a 

verse, or a sentence and i1s not necessarily the func- 

tion of the broad movement of action or plot. This is 

why the Semitic literary legacy is free of drama and is 

not on that account the poorer. That is also why all 

Semitic poetry is of the lyric type, characterized by 

the parallelism of its parts, the autonomy of its verses 

Figure 2-3 

Two roadsigns engraved in stone from the caliphate of 

‘Abdul Malik ibn Marwan, builder of the Dome of the Rock 

in Al Quds (Jerusalem), 66-86/690-710. Mathaf Al Quds 

(Jerusalem Museum). 

and the nondevelopmental nature of its sequence. It 

may not be described in terms of dramatic unity but 

rather in its loose-endedness or unfinishedness. In- 

stead of close-knit overall unity of plot, the Semitic 

literary product is annahstic and repetitious (Hebrew 

Book of Kings, Psalms, and Song of Songs; Akkadian 

rovalinscriptions, The Epic of Gilgamesh, the Arabic 

qasidah, the Qur’an, the maqamat, ov The Thou- 

sand and One Nights). All compositions equally give 

the impression of their own infinity, of the absence of 

a beginning or of an ending. The buildup of emotional 

pressure is never sustained through the whole length 

of the composition, reaching climax and relief at the 

end. Emotions are expressed in every constitutive 

member of the composition, in every verse or sen- 

tence, tableau or magdam, or group of verses and 

sentences.® 
Another most essential characteristic of all Semitic 

literature 1s its moral tone. Whether the Semite is 

describing outward nature, human life and actien, or 

past history, his objective is never description for its 

own sake. As we saw earher, his will to precision, 

accuracy, and adequacy of description is unsurpassed. 

In addition, he always seeks to bring out a moral, to 

guide his audience or readers to virtue. To the Semite 

the aesthetic and the moral are inseparable twins, 

indeed a unity, where description and prescription are 

one whenever value i1s concerned. The Semite has 

always subscribed to the view that to understand 

value is to be moved and affected by its appeal. 

HISTORY: SCENES AND 
DRAMATIS PERSONAE 

Proto-Akkadian (to 2800 B.C.E.) 
and Early Dynastic Period 
(2800-2360 B.C.E.) 

Long before the migrants from the Arabian desert 
established their first Akkadian world-state in Meso- 
potamia in 2360 B.C.E., perhaps a whole millennium 
before that date, countless waves of them had arrived 
in Mesopotamia, mixed with its natives, and become 
indigenized. Migrants from the Arabian desert had 
been flowing into the Tigris-Euphrates basin. The 
direction of this flow must have been from north to 
south along the Euphrates, and from west to east 
across northern Mesopotamia and then southward 
along the Tigris River. The migrants settled in the 
northern areas first. Later migrants who found these 
areas saturated with their predecessors extended 
their migration further south. Thus the north and 
central areas witnessed larger concentrations of mi- 
grants than the south. Upon arrival, the migrants



mixed with fellow tribesmen who had arrived earlier, 

with the descendants of earlier waves of migrants, 

and with the Sumerian natives. 

The processes of immigration, settlement, and in- 

tegration were certainly slow and peaceful, There is 
no record of a violent advent. Adaptation to the new 

sedentary style of life— learning agriculture, the pro- 

fessions, and crafts— and disciplining oneself into the 
observance of a new ethos appropriate to the new life 

cannot have been easy. Nor could this process be 

hastened. Everv migrant, young or old, male or fe- 

male, had to undergo this double change of lifestyle: 

de-nomadization and sedentarization. The natives 

themselves were already a mixture. The Sumerians 

were only one element in that mixture in which 

“proto-Akkadians speaking some early Semitic dia- 

lect also belonged.”? The process was old enough to 

make 1t possible for many Arab migrants to rise to 

roval positions in several city-states, Their names, 

obviously Semiitic, are easy to spot in the king-lists of 

the early dynastic period. The state of Mari was ruled 
by an Arab dynasty in 2500 B.C.E.; that of Kish in 

northern Mesopotamia presents us with three or four 

Akkadian dynasties in pre-Sargonic times; and so do 

the tablets of Shuruppak. Sumerian is older than Ak- 
kadian; and vet, it presents us with a wealth of Akka- 

dian terms which Sumerians must have borrowed and 

used long enough to make them popular. As the docu- 

ments of Lagash (2500-2400 B.C.E.) indicate, Arab 

penetration must have been in progress for several 

generations to allow Akkadian terms to be so incorpo- 

rated into the Sumerian language. Indeed, there is as 

yet no evidence that Sumerian was at any time the 

sole language of the whole of Mesopotamia.'® It is 

even uncertain that Sumerian was the dominant lan- 

guage during the al ‘Ubayd period {to 3900 B.C.E.), as 

non-Sumerians were present in sufficient numbers to 

give their language a palpable presence.'' These non- 

Sumerians were Akkadians, or Arabs from the Ara- 

bian desert, and this fact explains the continuity of 

style, religion, and culture in Mesopotamia.'? It is 

equally certain that there were neither gaps nor 

disruptions in Mesopotamian civilization. The typical 

constituents of the later Akkadian period, namely, the 

oblong shape of the sanctuary, the altar and offering 

table, the platform under the temple, the walls with 

symmetrical piers, recesses and niches making a 

rhythmic decoration internally and externally,' the 

style of pottery decoration, would not be found in the 

proto-literate period unless the Akkadians them- 

selves had been there already.™ 

This Akkadian presence has no explanation other 

than the continual flow of migrants from the Arabian 

desert south and west of Mesopotamia. The concen- 
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Figure 24 

Tombstone inscription of ‘Abbasah bint Hudayj at Aswan 

(Egypt), dated 71/695. Islamic Museum, Cairo. 

tration of several waves of migration enabled the Ak- 

kadian language to gain popularity and later suprem- 

acy and the power to determine all other aspects of 

Mesopotamian life beside language. As the foremost 

Assyriologist of this century has affirmed, the earliest 

speakers of the Semitic dialects found in Mesopota- 

mia all moved “‘as all later Semmtes did — from North- 

ern Arabia across the middle course of the Euphrates 

and eastward across the Tigris into the region be- 

tween that river and the mountain ranges.”!® Evi- 

dence of the coalition of migrant tribes following their 

settlement in Mesopotamia was the fusion of their 

loyalties together as the necessary step to initiate the 

larger political formation— the world-state —that 
superseded the city-states in the twenty-fourth cen- 

tury B.C.E.1®
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Figure 2-5 

Tombstone inscription of Thabit ibn Yazid al Ash‘arT near 

Karbald’ (Iraq), dated 64/688. Iraq Museum, Baghdad. 

The Akkadian World-State 

(2360—-2112 B.C.E.) 

After the middle of the third millennium, the pace 

of migration quickened and immigrants from the des- 
ert poured into Mesopotamia. Their numbers rein- 

forced the Akkadian presence. Their common loyalty 

to the Akkadian identity prompted them to join cause 

with the Akkadians who preceded them and who were 

already settled on Mesopotamian farmland or on their 

way to sedentarization. Most important, however, 

was the pure Akkadian view of the world and reality, 

the fresh affirmation of the Akkadian ethos of life 

which the latest migrants brought. Their input reju- 

venated the spirit of the settlers, confirmed and 
enriched their agpirations, and intensified their will to 

seize power and launch a new political existence com- 

mensurate with their worldview. The city-state was 

too small, too limited, too narrow, too provincial, too 

particularistic in every aspect. Each of the city-states 

had its own god and its own king. It was built on a 
“‘congregationalist’”’ loyalty which bound the citizens 
to their own city and their own cult. The energies of 

the government were all focused upon and in the city. 

Obviously, the Arab desert dweller could not identify 

with such a politico-religious entity. His lovalty ex- 

tended to his fellow tribesmen throughout the land 
and beyond it, in the desert and other lands to which 

the migrants had gone. When the migrants’ numbers 
grew, this supra-city loyalty grew bolder and came to 

constitute a base for a universal linkage reinforced by 

common religion, common language, and common 

culture. If the migrants were already everywhere in 

the land, if they were strong — nay, dominant —in so 

many city-states, if they felt no or little attachment to 

these petty loyalties of the city-states, then surely the 

time had come to go beyond the city-state as the unit 
of political life. Indeed, the migrants furnished the 

vision for a wider association than the city-state pro- 

vided: a vision of a universal association to actualize 

the good, to build culture and civilization, to lead the 

world toward a fuller self-realization of humanity. 

That this greater vision predated the migrants’ ar- 
rival in Mesopotamia and constituted, as it was to do 

in the Islamic expansion, the very motivation for mi- 

gration, cannot be demonstrated because of the ab- 

sence of adequate archeological records in the Ara- 

bian desert. However, it 1s certain that upon arrival in 

Mesopotamia the migrénts agitated and pressed for 

the formation of a state that would hold them, the 

previous migrants, the desert people, the desert mi- 

grants to other lands, and the natives all together. 

Indeed, their vision was large enough to include the 

whole world they then knew, and it gave birth to the 

first world-state that history has known. 

The person who rose to the historical occasion was 

Sargon of Agade. He was a man of low birth. “My 

mother was a changeling, my father I knew not [ex- 

cept that his brothers ‘loved the hills’] . . . insecret 

she bore me.”"” The gods picked him up to guide 
history. “Ishtar granted me [her]love. . . . Sargon, 
King of Agade, overseer of Ishtar . . . great ensi of 
Enlil . . . [who] did not let anybody oppose Sargon 
[and] . . . gave him (the region from) the Upper Sea 
to the Lower Sea.”® Legend wove around him a 
beautiful story which became typical of the great man 
in the Semitic tradition. ““She [Sargon’s mother] set 
me 11 a basket of rushes, with bitumen she sealed my 
lid. She cast me into the river which rose not (over) 
me. The river bore me up and carried me to Akki, the 
drawer of water . . . [who] lifted me out as he 
dipped his ewer . . . took me as his son and reared 
me . . . |until] Ishtar granted me her love.”’1?



According to the chronicle carrying his name, Sar- 

gon, founder of the first universal state, “‘spread his 

terror-inspiring glamor over all the countries. He 

crossed the sea in the East, and he himself conquered 

the country of the West inits full extent. . . ."’2®The 

chronicle goes on to list the cities and countries and 

peoples which Sargon conquered and integrated into 

his kingdom. These include far-off places in Syria, 

Asia Minor, Susiana (Elam), southeast Arabia, and 

Dilmun in the Gulf, besides all the main city states of 

Mesopotamia. “For the first time is achieved the 

kingdom of the known world, of the four quarters of 
the earth.”’?! Having established this world-state and 

its government machinery, Sargon and his supporters 

infused it with a new mission: to unite mankind in 

common effort toward peace and prosperity, to 

spread culture and civilization, to institute law and 

justice. Sargon, and the new and old migrants who 

were his prime constituency, felt free of the tradi- 

tional framework in which the city-state operated, 

and soared with their imagination to a worldwide civi- 

lizing mission. Surely ““Sargon made sedentary this 

nomadic Society’"?2; but this was not done at the cost 

of limiting their worldview or their notion of identity 

as did the city-states. In the new order, the king’s 

name was invoked in oath-making and became an ex- 

pression of popularity. The practical consequence of 

such invocation was to make the king for the first time 

the protagonist of the weak, it being his duty to en- 

force the agreement for which he was invoked as 

witness and guardian. Equally, the new world-state 

abolished the individual calendars of the city-states 

and introduced a new and unified calendar for the 

whole region. The names of the months as well as the 

celebration of festivals became unified, 
The new vision was equally evident in new forms of 

art, surpassing as well as transforming what was hith- 

erto known in Mesopotamia. The Akkadian language, 

as vehicle of the new spirit, spread throughout the 

new state, not only as language of government, which 

was true even before Sargon, but as language of the 

people. The process of Akkadianization of Sumer, 

which had begun in earlier centuries, could now pro- 

ceed at greater pace. By the time of the Hammurabi 

dynasty (nineteenth century B.C.E.), the Sumerian 

language had become extinct and Akkadian had taken 

its place. This was a process of acculturation marked 

by neither racial conflict nor power competition be- 

tween native and foreigner.?® Moreover, when the 

Sargonic state collapsed under the invasion of the 

Gutians (Persian highlanders), it was supplanted by a 

new state called Kingdom of Sumer and Akkad which 

lasted through the third dynasty of Ur (Shulgi) until 

1950 B.C.E., after which the realm broke up into a 

2. LANGUAGE AND HISTORY 

number of semi-autonomous dynasties in the south, 

center, and north. However, despite invasion by for- 

eigners and the subsequent fragmentation, Mesopo- 

tamia continued every cultural, religious, and linguis- 

tic trend established by the Akkadian state. The 

Akkadian character of the Mesopotamian state per- 

sisted without significant change throughout its his- 

tory, down to the Persian conquest by Cyrus in 

539 B.C.E. 

The Amurru (20th—14th century B.C.E.) 

The Guti invasions weakened the Mesopotamian 

state and fragmented it politically. Culturally, the Gu- 

tians could not affect it because they were inferior to 

the Mesopotamians. The political vacuum thus cre- 

ated invited a new wave of immigration from the Ara- 

bian desert. Strangely, the Mesopotamianized Sem- 

ites referred to the new migrants as “Amurrun” 

(Amorites) or Westerners. Not only was Mari, their 

capital, the westernmost point on the Euphrates in 

central and southern Mesopotamia, but they had filled 

up the whole western area of the Fertile Crescent 

before descending upon its eastern arm. So much 

were the whole western extremities of Asia other 

than Asia Minor saturated with the Amurru people 

that even the Mediterranean came to be known to the 

Mesopotamians as ‘“‘the great sea of Amurru.” Evi- 

dently, Syria, Lebanon, Palestine, and Jordan had 

Figure 2-6 

Inscription on dam at Ta'if (Hijaz, Saudi Arabia) built by 

Mu'‘awiyah ibn Abd Sufyan, first Umawi Caliph, dated 

58/681. 
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30 PART ONE: THE CONTEXT 

been undergoing Arabization for a very long time. 

Indeed, migration from the Arabian desert to the 

western arm of the Crescent preceded that to the 

eastern arm because the former is easier and closer to 

reach from the Hijiz and from central and south Ara- 

bia. Under the Amorite migration, this process of 

Arabization of the whole Fertile Crescent was com- 

pleted. 
The Amorites, however, were no strangers to the 

Akkadians. They spoke the same language, namely, 

Akkadian, and belonged to the same Arabian stock 

from which the Akkadians had emerged. While it is 

possible to speak of an Amorite wave of migration, it 

must be borne in mind that, like all other migrations 

from the Arabian desert, this one consisted of numer- 

ous and successive waves. Mari was a kind of stopover 

or base for the Amorites’ infiltration of Mesopotamia. 

The Amorites’ fighting spirit and reputation tempted 
both the Akkadians and their enemies, the Gutians, to 

employ Amorites as mercenary soldiers. Some Amo- 

rites lent their services as fighters. But when the 

waves multiplied and their density thickened, they 

took over the local governments and reestablished 

the unified state of Sargon. Isin, Larsa, Mari, Esh- 

nunna, Babylon, Assur, and Carchemish fell one after 

another into Amorite hands; and Babylon became the 

capital of the new Amorite world-state. The state 

Figure 2-7 

Letter from the Prophet to the Ruling Archbishop of Egypt, 

dated 5/627. Topkapi Museum, Istanbiil. 
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itself was in every respect identical to the Akkadian 

state it supplanted, except that it was larger and in- 

cluded more territories to the west as well as more 

people. The language of the new state was Akkadian; 

and the Amorite state took upon itself the task of 

spreading the language throughout the new terri- 

tories of Syria, Lebanon, Palestine, Jordan, and Ana- 

tolia. The new architecture followed the same princi- 

ples but became more imperial and the decoration 

more stylized. The literature, of which the tablets of 

Mari have given us numerous samples, followed the 

same genres and realized all the requisites of Semitic 

literary aesthetics. 

The most salient characteristic of the new world- 

state and its most important achievement was its po- 

litical philosophy. Sargon had dreamed of a state that 

would include the whole known world, and he came 

very close to achieving it. There were numerous ter- 

ritories to the west which, though known to the Sar- 

gonic state, lay beyond its effective boundaries. Not 

so the Amorite state. It included everything, even 

those parts of distant Anatolia reached by the farthest 

traveling Amurru. The will to expand the world-state 

to all-inclusive proportions was part of a universalist 

vision of human society. 

Among the Amurru chiefs of state, this vision had 

its first try with Lipit-Ishtar. A “humble shepherd,” 

an obvious reference to his desert upbringing, ‘““was 

called by the god Enlil to the princeship of the land, to 

banish complaints, to turn back enmity and rebellion 

by the force of arms, to bring well-being to the Su- 

merians and Akkadians.”’?* In obedience to the word 

of Enlil, Lipit-Ishtar “‘procured the freedom of the 

sons and daughters of Nippur, . . . of Ur, . . . of 

Islin, . . . of Sumer and Akkad upon whom slave- 

ship had been imposed.”’?® All the peoples of the re- 

gion, whether Sumerians, Akkadians, or others, citi- 
zens of this, that, or another state—all were equal 

candidates for citizenship of the new state. The 

godhead — whatever deity happened to be upper- 

most at the time — wanted all humans to be free and 

prosperous and to deal with one another with justice. 

The purpose of the state was moral, and its extent or 

jurisdiction universal. This took place in the middle of 

the nineteenth century B.C.E. 

A century and a half later, new migrants from the 

Arabian desert arrived, bringing with them the same 

vision but with new clarity and intensity. Having 
spread far and wide in all known territories, this wave 
of migrants was better prepared than their predeces- 
sors to fulfill the vision and give it embodiment in their 
new state. As soon as he came to power (in the second 

year of his forty-three-year reign, 1728-1686 
B.C.E.), Hammurabi promulgated a new law. This law



was not of his making, but of God's. It was handed to 

him complete by the God of justice. the sun-god Sha- 

mash who was prominent in the pantheon when the 

stela was made. Hammurabi perceived himself as di- 

rected by God to bring the “four quarters of the 

world” under his arm and to make their cities and 

governments subservient. According to the prologue 

of the Code of Hammurabi, the god Marduk commis- 

sioned him “‘to guide the people aright, to direct the 

land, to establish law and justice in the land, thereby 

promoting the welfare of the people.”?® The state 
then was a world-state, ordained in heaven from the 

beginning, indeed from creation. 

When lofty Anu, King of the Annunaki 

And Enlil, Lord of heaven and earth 

The Determiner of the destinies of the land 

Determined for Marduk, the first born of Enki 

Domintor over all mankind 

Then did Anu and Enlil name me, Hammurab . . . 

To make justice rule in the land . . . 

To destroyv the wicked and unjust. 

That the strong might not oppress the weak 

To promote the well-being of the people.?” 

The king was himself no god but a servant of God, 

appointed to rule in God’s name, to enforce the law 

whichis God's will for men. The world-state was to be 

a replica of the cosmic state where Marduk, the chief 

god, reigns among the Annunaki, or the divine collec- 

tivity. The might and power of the king were to be at 

the service of “orphan and widow,” of the oppressed 

throughout the world-state, to deliver them from 

their oppression and restore to them their rights. The 

king’s great temptation to think of himself as god, or 

as a sort of demi-god, here was knocked out once and 

for all. In other areas of the world where civilization 

had developed, notably in neighboring Egypt or 

among the Hittites, Kassites, Gutians, and Elamites, 

hero worship had already turned political leaders into 

gods. In Mesopotamia, the temptation was equally 

strong; but the religio-cultural complex of the migrat- 

ing Arabs resisted that idea. The new vision militated 

against it, and finally put it completely out of circula- 

tion. This was done by defining power to be executive 

only, not legislative. The king was not the legislator; 

God was. The king merely executed what God had 

commanded, and adjudicated disputes according to 

laws God had revealed. The law which had come from 

God was all justice, equity, righteousness, and good- 

ness. Because it was divine, the law was above and 

binding on all—ruler and ruled, citizen and nonciti- 

zen, male and female, great and small. As executor of 

the law, the king was ipso facto prosecutor of anyone 

accused of injustice, ipso facto defender of anyone 

2. LANGUAGE AND HISTORY 

HHustration 2.1 

Inscribed alabaster plates, South Arabia, Sabaean, first mil- 

lennium B.C.E. [Courtesy The University Museum, Univer- 

sity of Pennsylvania.| 

falsely accused. Besides the material verdict of the 

law, the whole weight of God’s vengeance and power 

was hurled against the unjust, the oppressor, the 

criminal. The king was to be “like a real father to the 

people, a good shepherd and protector of his flock™; in 

Figure 2-8 

Tombstone mscription of “Abdul Rahman al HipT at Aswin 

(Egypt), dated 31/654. Islamic Museum, Cairo. 
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ordering their affairs, nothing shall move him but the 

commonweal; for he shall be “bestirred by the word of 

Marduk’” alone.2® Whenever in human history royal 
government got mixed up with divine governance, or 

was identified with it as in the case of divine kingship, 

it became a source of great oppression, Certainly, it 

was a great step forward when Hammurabi, by sepa- 

rating God and the Law from himself, repudiated di- 
vine kingship and put a tremendous obstacle in the 

way of oppression. 

The Canaanites (from the 20th 
century B.C.E.) 

The Amorites who settled in the western arm of 

the Fertile Crescent and who gave the whole group of 
migrants their collective name Amurru or West- 
erners, because of their location in relation to the 

desert, came to be known also as Canaanites. The 

distinction was caused by the land in which they came 

to settle and the natives with whom they had assimi- 
lated. The “natives,” or original inhabitants of the 
eastern Mediterranean shoreland, may well have 

been truly indigenous, like the Sumerians in southern 

Mesopotamia. Or, they may have been human de- 

posits, layer upon layer, of earlier waves of migration 
from the Arabian desert, and hence representing 
varying degrees of assimilation and change, of dis- 

tance from the new migrants, Such distance on the 

ideological, social, or linguistic level, however, was 

never large enough to hide the common origin and 
heritage of all groups that came to the region from the 
Arabian desert. 

The western Amurru (redundant as the expression 
may be!) spread over the whole area of Syria, Leba- 
non, Jordan, and Palestine. The sea littoral was the



ground in which the shell murex trunculus pros- 
pered and was found in great numbers. The murex 
mollusk contained a liquid from which a purple dye 
was extracted. The dye was called kina‘ni (Akka- 
dian), knagg: (Hurrian), kinakhkhi (Tall al ‘Amar- 
nah), kena’(Phoenician), thus giving us the Hebrew 
word ken‘an, or land of purple. The Greek name 
Phoenicia derives from phoinix, meaning purple. It 
was the most prestigious dye of the ancient world and 

became associated with royalty. Purple was the impe- 

rtal color everywhere. The term Canaan was applied 

to the whole land and to its peoples whose geographi- 

cal location caused them to look toward the sea and 

seek a livelihood from trade. The Canaanite language 

was the same as that which all Amorites spoke, 

namely, Akkadian. Local conditions produced differ- 

ences in dialect but no substantial change. The same 

was true of religion, the arts, and culture. 
The Canaanites founded great cities but no nation. 

Gaza and Ascalon, Gezer, Lachish, Hazor, Schechem, 

Jericho, Beth Shan, Megiddo, Akko, Tyre, Sidon, 

Gubla, Byblos, Arka and Simyra, Tripoli, Ugarith, 
Botys, Berytus, Aradus — all were founded or rebuilt 

by the Canaanites as autonomous city-states with 

strong fortifications and a prosperous economic life 

based on industry, trade, andfor agriculture. Their 

rapid assimilation and absorption into industry, trade, 

and agricultural pursuits, along with the dominating 

presence of mighty neighbors (Egypt, the Hittites, 

Mesopotamia) must have pulled them away from the 

task of building a unified state. Certainly, they were 

active agriculturists, industrious craftsmen (textiles 
and metallurgy), and ambitious entrepreneurs in 
trade beyond their borders.?® Strabo’s account of 

them makes them the first humans ever to tap fresh 

water from submarine springs.?® Likewise, their engi- 
neering feats made them the builders of Solomon’s 
temple, and their navigational knowledge and skill in 
shipbuilding made them the first expeditionary colo- 

nizers of the Mediterranean shores. 

The Aramaeans (from the 13th 
century B.C.E.) 

The city-states of Canaan found little peace or se- 

curity, despite their fortifications which in Jericho 

were 21 feet tall and in Gezer as thick as 16 feet. 

Besides the occasional invasions of each of the three 

great powers surrounding them and their own inter- 

city feuds, they were periodically attacked by new 

waves of migrants from the Arabian desert. The 

Amorites’ settlements in the cities and villages of the 

Fertile Crescent’s western arm were the target of 
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later migrants desiring to follow in their footsteps, 

that is, to settle down in the farmlands and reestablish 

their lives on a new basis. The imperial world-state of 

Babylon had been attacked and infiltrated by the peo- 

ples of the mountains, the Hurrians from the north- 

east, the Kassites from the east, and the Hittites from 

the northwest, These were invasions by people whose 

objectives were to stay and colonize. Their lands of 

origin were in turn the object of invasion and coloniza- 
tion by the Indo-European tribes which had been 

moving from west to east for centuries and had assim- 

ilated with some natives and pushed others out. 

About 1500 B.C.E., the Hurrians became powerful 

enough to carve out a state of their own called Mi- 
tanni, out of northern Mesopotamia and northwest 

Syria, with a capital at Washshukanni. Their leader- 

ship was mostly Indo-European, invoking in their 

treaties with their neighbors Indian deities such as 

Mithra, Varuna, and Indra. Their official language, 

Figure 2-9 

Inscription from the Muwaqqar Palace, in the Jordanian 

desert, dated 115/733. Jordan Museum, ‘Amman. 
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Hlustration 2.2 

Cuneiform tablets carrying portions of the Code of Lipit 

Ishtar. Sumerian king of Isin, who lived about 1900 B.C.E. 

[Courtesy The University Museum, University of Pennsyl- 

vania.] 

however, was Akkadian, as witness the letters to 

Amenhotep IIT and IV sent by their King Tushratta. 

The raids and resultant fragmentation of the 

world-state the Amorites had built rendered it vulner- 

able to further attack and penetration by the new 

dramatis personae, the Aramaeans. These were 

Figure 2-10 

Carved inscription from ‘Anjar, Lebanon, dated 123/740. 
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Arab tribesmen like their predecessors, the Amurru 

and the Akkadians. They were known by several 

names. A group of them were known as '‘Khabiru” 

or “Epiru,” names apphed as early as Naram-Sin 

(c. 2300 B.C.E.) to mercenaries on the frontiers who 

would fight on behalf of anyone for pay or booty. 

Mursilis of the Hittites (c. 1600 B.C.E.) hired them to 

do his bidding against Mitanni. In 1367 B.C.E., they 

were known to have captured Schechem in Palestine; 

and Abd-Khiba, the vassal king of Jerusalem, wrote to 

Akhenaton, his overlord in Egypt, for help against 

them. The same description of roving mercenaries is 

also found in a2 Mari letter (18th century B.C.E.) and on 

4 Nuz tablet (15th century B.C.E.). Evidently, they 

were the unattached, opportunist ends of the tribal 

formations migrating form Arabia. Unlike their fel- 

lows, they had no loyalty to the settled populations 

and their states. 

Another group, obviously the main one, was known 

as the Akh-lamu (the brethren). These were a con- 

federation of migrant tribes banding and working to- 

gether for a common cause. Assyria declared war 

upon them and sought to check their advance under 

Adad-Nirari (1297 - 1266 B.C.E.); and the Hittite King 

Hattushilish (1275 -1250 B.C.E.) did likewise and ad- 

vised Babylon to resist them. The Akh-lamu made 

common cause with the natives wherever they went, 

reestablishing older ties of genealogy and culture, and 

cooperating with them to bring about a new regime 

and new embodiment of a traditional ideal to which 

they subscribed. By 1200 B.C.E., the Aramaeans were 

practically everywhere, leading majorities made up of 

themselves and the natives whom they had reawak- 

ened to the Arabian ideal. Aram Naharaim, compris- 

ing northern Syria and Mesopotamia west of the Kha- 

bir River, was the first Aramaean state. It lived from 

the thirteenth to the ninth century B.C.E. Its center of 

gravity was the land between the Khabiir and the 

Euphrates. Paddan-Aram, another Aramaean state, 

followed as the center shifted to Harrdn in north 

Syria. It was to this state that, according to biblical 

tradition, the patriarchs belonged, where Abraham 

sought a wife for his son, where Jacob found and mar- 

ried his two cousins, Leah and Rachel. Certainly, 

these patriarchs spoke Aramaic, until they assimi- 

lated with the Canaanites and adopted their dialect. A 

third Aramaean state was centered on the middle 

region of Syria between Damascus (Dar Meshek) and 
Hamah on the Orontes River, and extended north into 

the Euphrates basin, south into the Jordan basin, and 

west to the Mediterranean. 

The Aramaean state in Syria contended with the 

Hebrew monarchy from Saul to Jehu, and dodged be- 

tween Egypt’s pressure from the south, and Assyria’s
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Hlustration 2.3 

Alabaster slab from the palace of Ashurnasir-pal II, king of 

Assyria from 883859 B.C.E. The inscription over the 

sculptured figure glorifics the king. {Courtesy The Univer- 

sity Museum, University of Pennsylvania.| 

from the northeast. The king of Judah paid tribute to 

Ben-Hadad (879-843 B.C.E.), its king, and zllied 

Judah to the kingdom of Damascus that the latter may 

keep its presssure on the northern kingdom, Israel. 

Ben-Hadad was able to rally zll the city-states and 

kingdoms of the area to withstand the invasion of 

Assyria under Shalmanezer Il in 853 B.C.E. Hazzel, 

Ben-Hadad's successor, extended the kingdom to the 

2. LANGUAGE AND HISTORY 

Dead Sea region and the coastal plain of Palestine, and 

came close to conquering Judah. Under Tiglath-Pile- 

zer [11 (744-727 B.C.E.), a generation later, Assyria 

recouped its forces and marched again, leveling ev- 

erything in its way as far south as the outskirts of 

Jerusalem in 734 B.C.E. 

The Aramaeans spread their language, really a dia- 

lect of Akkadian, throughout the area, indeed, among 

their friendly as well as hostile neighbors. They popu- 

larized tha alphabet invented by the Canaanites. He- 

brew, Syriac, Pahlawi, and Sanskrit scripts owe their 

origins to the Canaanite script popularized by the Ar- 

amacans. In its written and oral forms, Aramaic 

reigned supreme throughout the whole area. Later, 

when the Persians under Cyrus and Darius included 

the Aramaean regions in their empire, Aramaic be- 

came the language of trade and government from 

India to the Nile, while its alphabet was destined to 

circumscribe the globe. 

The Assyrians (14th century to Fall of 
Nineveh (612 B.C.E.) 

Northern Mesopotamia had seen the assimilation 

of migrants from the Arabian desert with the Sumer- 

ian natives, and the generation of many Akkadian- 

speaking, Akkadian-acculturated city-states. It also 

witnessed the growth and decline of Sargon’s world- 

state. The same process was repeated zfter the de- 

cline of Hammurabi's umiversal state, in which the 

Amurru invasions were integrated and settled. Now 

came the people of the mountains, who invaded, 

mixed with the natives, and integrated themselves 

into Akkadian culture. This new blood was vigorous 

enough to generate a new political entity. But, having 

been Mesopotamianized in outlook and Akkadianized 

in language, the new state was new only in that it had 

different persons leading or embodyving tt. The ethnic 

mixture became wrrelevant; and the emergent state 

was fully ““Semitic,”” affirming the same Arabian ideol- 

ogy as the earlier states and the Akkadian language. 

Following the weakness of the Amoritic state of 

Hammurabi, caused in part by the Kassite invasions 

from the Iranian plateau, Mesopotamia experienced z 

shift of political power from the center and south to 

the north. In the eighteenth century B.C.E. Shamsi- 

Adad laid the foundation of the Kingdom of Assyria 

which was to witness a significant rise in the four- 

teenth under Asshur-uballit [ (1354-1318 B.C.E.). 

The growth continued in the twelfth century when 

Tiglath-Pilezer I (1115-1077 B.C.E.) conquered An- 

atolia as far as the Black Sea, and Syria as far as the 

Mediterranean. His dream was no less than those of 

35
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Figure 2-11 

Commemorative stone inscription on water reservoir built by the Umawi caliph Hi- 

sham at ‘Ayn Hazim (Syria), 105-125/723-742. 

Hlustration 2.4 his predecessors, Sargon, Lipit-Ishtar, and Ham- 
A procession of sculptured animals on the towering brick murabi. “l1 am Tiglath-Pilezer, the legitimate 

walls built by Nebuchadnezzar (605-562 B.C.E.) at Baby- king, king of Assyria, king of the four parts of 

lon. [Courtesy Arab Information Center, New York City.] the carth . . . [who] guided by the oracles of 

Asshur . . . and the command of my lord As- 

shur . . . conquered . . . the thirty kings of the 

Nairi countries . . . the Amurrucountry . . .” and 

launched this new kingdom.3* The king was no god, 

but the agent whom God chose and commanded to 

establish a new kingdom. The new state was not to be 

another petty state, but a world-state embodying the 

universal community. It was an ideological state inso- 

far as it meant to carry out the will of God. In state as 

well as king, religions and political powers were 

united. Thus, the kingdoms the Assyrian state re- 

placed, especially Babylon, were not annihilated but 

exalted, since their tradition, language, religion, cul- 

ture, and mission were taken intact as Assyria’s own. 

Indeed, the new state presented itself as a reaffirma- 

tion of Babylonia and of her gods. Assvria continued to 

expand within the Fertile Crescent. In 671 B.C.E. it 

invaded Egypt and subjected it to Assyrian rule, the 

first time that one of the two ancient civilizations 

subjugated the other; and the “‘four corners of the 

earth’” assumed a new meaning. 

Assyria remained in control of Egypt for twenty 

vears. Thereafter, its clutch loosened because its own 

capital, Nineveh, fell under the blow of another Meso- 

potamian emergent state, Babylon [1. Allied with the 

Medes from the Persian highlands, a resurgent Baby- 

lon took to war against Assyria and wrestled the reins 

of power from her, again to reaffirm the mission of 

bringing mankind in the four quarters of the earth to 

heed and implement the word of God. 



The Chaldaeans (626 —539 B.C.E.) 

In 671 B.C.E., Assyria stood at the zenith of its 
power. It had conquered Egypt and brought the whole 
of the Fertile Crescent under its dominion. “The lord- 
ship of the four corners of the earth,”” the aspiration of 
most Mesopotamian leaders since Sargon, had never 
been truer. However, this glorious achievement was 
short-lived. The Medes, inhabitants of the Persian 
highlands to the east, had been infiltrating Mesopota- 
mia for two millennia, but never in such quantities as 
to produce more than a weakening of the Mesopota- 
mian state or states. In 612 B.C.E. they sought and 

obtained alliance with a renascent Babylonia anxious 

to avenge its subjection to Assyria under Tiglath-Pile- 
zer III (740 B.C.E.). Now, they descended upon Meso- 

potamia in swarming hordes directing their fury 

against Assyria which had extended itself to the “four 

corners of the earth” from the Black Sea to Aswan. 

The heart of the Assyrian empire, Nineveh, lay too 

close to them. The capital was inadequately pro- 

tected, and it could net take much hammering. The 
battle was swift and decisive. 

Despite their great numbers and crucial role in 

bringing about this change, the Medes were already 

sufficiently Mesopotamianized in culture and religion 

to permit themselves to be assimilated. Leadership in 

all fields belonged to the resurgent Babylonians (re- 

ferred to as Neo-Babylon or Babylon II} or Chal- 

daeans (a geographic designation). Babylon again was 

dominant; and it assumed the imperial charge of ‘‘the 

four corners of the world” where Assyria had left off. 

However, Mesopotamia’s hold upon the distant prov- 

inces, which had been weakening in the last decades of 

Assyria’s rule, was further weakened by the change of 

power at home. Taking advantage of this temporary 
weakness, Psammeticus | (663-609 B.C.E.) estab- 

lished the 26th dynasty on the throne of Egypt and 

shook off the Assyrian influence altogether. His suc- 

cessor, Neco Il (609-593 B.C.E.), thought Egypt 

strong enough to rebuild its Asian empire, and en- 

tered the scene as ally of a defeated Assyrian govern- 

ment in Carchemish. Anxious first to secure its north- 

ern frontier, Babylon’s Nebuchadnezzar (605-562 

B.C.E.) spent the first years of his kingship campaign- 

ing in Armenia. Once the northern flank was secured, 

he turned all his power south and west, inflicting one 

defeat after another against the Assyrian remnants, 

Egypt, and her ally Judah (Carchemish, Hamath 605; 

Megiddo, Ashkelon 604; Egypt 601; Jerusalem 589 - 

587 B.C.E.). 

The meteoric rise of Babylon II did not last long. 

The migration of Medes, which had helped it attain 

power, was apparently the result of pressures gener- 
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Figure 2-12 

Passage from the Qur 'an on deerskin ascribed to ‘Umar ibn 

al Khattab, second Rishidiin Caliph. Topkapi Museum, 
Istanbil. 

ated farther in the Persian hinterland, Beyond Media, 

Mesopotamian influence was too weak to be effective; 

and the Persian tribes (Moraphii, Maspii, Pantialaci, 

Derusiaei, Germann, Dai, Mardi, Sogartians, etcet- 

era) perched on the higher elevations of the Persian 

plateau were regrouping themselves under the lead- 

ership of the Achaemenidean kings of Pasargadae. 

Mecdia was their first objective. Having conquered it, 

the king of Parsa, Cyrus, continued his exploits into 

North Mesopotamia. Asshur, Nineveh, Arbela, and 

Harran fell in 547. Conquest of the Lydians, the 

Greeks, the Lycians to the northwest, and Hyrcania, 

Parthia, Zaranka, Bactria, and all the lands to the east, 

up to Gandara (India), followed, thus giving inex- 

haustible resources and strategic depth to Cyrus’s 

power. Upon conclusion of these campaigns, Cyrus 

returned to Babylon. In 539, he commanded Gobryas 

(Gubaru), satrap of Gutia, to march on Babylon, who 

entered 1t without battle, paving the way for a new 

empire to stretch from the Balkans to India, and, a 

little later, to include Egypt and all the lands in be- 

tween.>? 

The Hebrews (19th to 1st century B.C.E.) 

The Hebrews had their origins in the migrations of 

the Amurru.®? They must have been one of the tribes 

that dnfted from Arabia to Mesopotamia, and settled 

a short while in the southern half. Their inability to 

assimilate their neighbors or be assimilated by them
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caused the Hebrews to reenter the nomadic life in the 

northern part of the Arabian desert. Genesis is abso- 

lutely silent on the causes of nonassimilation, and 

God's order to Abraham to uproot himself and go 

appears rather arbitrary. This arbitrariness received 

only theological explanation. It is held that it was a 

“‘chosen-ness,” or “election’” to a plan to make of 

Abraham’s descendants a ‘‘chosen’” or “special” peo- 

ple. Christians, who adopted the Torah as their Scrip- 

ture, explained the arbitrary action as divine mercy 

meant to initiate a long cursus of history culminating 

“‘in the fullness of time”” in the “incarnation of God in 

Jesus,” and in his ‘‘death on the cross and resurrec- 

tion.” The Qur’an was the first to give a historical 

explanation. Abraham, or Ibrahim as he is called in 

Arabic, it taught, outgrew the shirk or associationism 

Map 7. Arab Overseas Trade in 1/622 

of other beings with God which was held by his ances- 

tors in Chaldaea. Having discovered monotheism by 

his own effort, he disputed the matter with his peers, 

who then plotted to kill him by fire, from which he was 

saved. This account of Abraham became popular 

among Jews in the Muslim World in the Middle Ages 

and was adopted by Rashi (13th century C.E.). The 

Midrash Hagadol, written after Rashi and discov- 

ered in Yaman in the eighteenth century, rendered an 

account of Abraham’s exit from Ur that is almost a 
literal translation from the Islamic source.?* 

Abraham and his tribesmen left Ur and joined the 

nomadic tribes roving the Arabian desert. The course 

of their travels was the reverse of the movement that 

had brought them into Mesopotamia, namely, north 

alongside the Euphrates valley, crossing into Paddan- 
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Aram, and south along the edge of the desert ail the 
way to Egypt. Their nonassimilation was the hallmark 

of their character, as the episodes of Jacob at Paddan- 

Aram,® of his children at Shechem,3 and of their 

descendants in Egypt indicate.®” Coming out of Egypt 

through a chastizing experience, the Hebrews assimi- 

lated with the tribes of Midyan, Horeb, and other 

elements in northwest Arabia to form an amphictyony 

of tribes which proceeded north on the desert road 

east of Palestine for further assimilation. The entry of 

the amphictyonic tribesmen into Palestine was not 

always violent, as later redactors of the Bible wished 

their readers to believe. In particular, archeologists 

have found no evidence or large-scale destruction 

during the thirteenth and twelfth centuries.®® 
Spreading first in the arid lands around the Dead 

Sea and south of Jerusalem, they multiplied and be- 

came thoroughly acculturated before the tenth cen- 

tury. The language of Canaan, its calendar, temple, 

rituals and sacrificial system, its arts and crafts, they 

adopted and made their own, Some of them main- 

tained a stubborn attachment to a separate identity, 

while others became more and more indistinguishable 

from the motley of Arabian and other tribes that made 

up the population of the Jordan River basin. There 

was enmity and friction between them and the “peo- 

ple of the sea”” or Philistines who, arriving from Caph- 

tor and beyond, began to settle the length of the 

coastland from Ugarith to Egypt. 

Ahout 1000 B.C.E. David was able to consolidate 

the disparate provinces into a united kingdom which 
lasted less than a century, 1000-922 B.C.E. He 

moved the capital from Hebron to Jerusalem, a non- 

Hebrew city, in order to placate those parts of the 

population that were not Hebrew and constituted the 
majority. By military campaign or diplomatic maneu- 

vering, he succeeded in putting together under his 

suzerainty most of the Jordan River basin south of and 

including Damascus. The area was never totally He- 

brew and many city-states, like Sidon and Damascus, 

merely paid a tribute to the distant monarch. The 

nomads’ opposition to the temple worship prevented 

David from erecting one to give focus to his kingdom, 

and their lack of savoir faire sent his son Solomon 

after Canaanite engineers to build it. Judahite particu- 

larism angered the northern tribes, who were far 

more ready to assimilate with the surrounding peo- 

ples. Upon the death of Solomon, the kingdom split in 

two. Israel, the northern half, which was excluded 

from participating in building the Temple because of 

the charge of impurity arising from racial mixture, 

built a temple of its own and continued its steady 

march toward assimilation. When in 722 Assyria 

marched toward it in conquest and dethroned its king, 
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Figure 2-13 

Passage from the Qur 'dn on deerskin ascribed to ‘Uthman 

ibn ‘Affan, third Rashidiin Caliph. Topkapi Museum, Istan- 

bil. 

no more was needed for Israel to dissolve once and for 

all into surrounding Canaan, Liberated from the 

shackle of a universalizing north, Judah, the southern 

half, affirmed its separate identity with ever stronger 

emphasis. It sought, but never succeeded, to bring 

back the old Davidian glory. In fact, it turned itself into 

a foothall puppet, tossed between the great powers of 

Egypt and Assyria. Finally, in 587 B.C.E., as heir and 

ideological continuation of the same Assyrian empire, 

Babylon II put an end to Judah and sent its king, aris- 

tocracy, and intelligentsia into exile. 

Cyrus’s edict of restoration, permitting the He- 
brews to return and rebuild Jerusalem, fell on little 

more than deaf ears. What they fought to preserve, 

namely, their separate religion and culture, fell under 

the strongest influences of Babylon and its new faith, 

Zoroastrianism. Judaism then acquired its eschatol- 

ogy, its absolute monotheism, the ethical tone of its 

godhead, its angelology and demonology, as well asits 

messianism and theory of redemption. The exiles 

liked Babylon; and very few of them ever returned to 

Judah. About 450 B.C.E. another attempt was made by 

Ezra and Nehemiah (cupbearer to Darius) to rebuild 

the kingdom, with little avail. A very conservative 

remnant continued to agitate for racial purity among 

the Hebrews—now called Judah-ites or Jews—
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Figure 2-14 

Passage from the Qur'an on deerskin ascribed to ‘Ali ibn 

Ahbfi Talib, fourth Rashidan Caliph (Najaf, Iraq). 

within, and for autonomy for their fledgling state in 
relation to the mighty empires surrounding them. 

That autonomy was granted by the Greek Seleucid 
Empire in 142 B.C.E., following a series of uprisings 

which the Greek Seleucus could not put down because 

of preoccupation with bigger enemies on other fron- 

tiers. Dissension between the heir-presumptives to 

the throne broke down the unity and prosperity the 

new kingdom had enjoyed under the Hasmoneans. By 

64 B.C.E. the disputing parties had inflicted enough 

massacres on one another to invite Pompey, the 

Roman general, to judge between them. As might be 

expected, he favored the Hellenizing, universalizing 

party to the dismay of the conservative ethnocentric 

party. The latter rebelled the following year. They 

were crushed, and Judah became a province of the 

Roman Empire. Domestic turbulence continued be- 

cause the Romans permitted the Jews to be governed 

Figure 2-15 

by themselves, and Roman patience was exhausted. 

The ethnocentric zealots made their last stand in the 

Masada fortress, which they seized from the Romans. 

The Roman generals Vespasian and Titus, and after 

them Severus, met the rebellions one after another 

and brought crushing defeat in 70 C.E. Jerusalem was 

plowed over; a new city was built and given a new 

name, Aelia Capitolina, which the Jews were forbid- 

den to enter. This order remained effective through- 

out the Roman and Byzantine periods, until after the 

city passed under Islamic rule in 635 C.E. By immigra- 

tion of Arab tribes from the desert and conversion of 

natives to Islam, Jerusalem acquired a Muslim pop- 

ulation large enough to change its anti-Jewish charac- 

ter and repeal the law as inconsistent with their own 

faith, Islam. 

Mesopotamian Satellites 

Three satellite non-Semitic civilizations developed 

around Mesopotamia. They were the Elamite, Urar- 

tian, and Hittite civilizations, with capitals at Susa, 

Lake Van, and Hattusha, respectively. Their dura- 

tions were impressive, Elam lasted the longest, about 

2,000 years, and was a constant parallel to Mesopota- 

mia. Urartu lasted two centuries, and the Hittite civi- 

lization about seven. All three entered into relations 

of peace and war with Mesopotamia, and all three 

were at the receiving end as far as language, culture, 

art, and religion were concerned. They all accepted 

cuneiform and, in differing measure, Akkadian and its 

literary tradition.?® In later times, they accepted Ara- 
maean and its alphabet. Throughout, the hterary 

styles and aesthetic standards embodied in Akkadian 

became dominant in their literatures. 

Relations with Other Civilizations 

Mesopotarnia, all scholars agree, has been a giving 
civilization. All those that came into it brought some- 

Inscription at Qasr al Burqu' in the Jordanian desert, dated 81/706. 
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thing with them, but they received from it far more 
than what they gave. The universal index of Mesopo- 
tamian giving was its language, Akkadian, and its writ- 
ing, cuneiform. Along with language and writing must 
have gone literary style and form, historical tradition, 
popular wisdom, law, and finally religion. The Hur- 
rians, {or instance, continued to show their peculiar 
characteristics for a long time after their entry into 
Mesopotamia; but they nonetheless were eventually 
completely acculturated. The Kassites, Gutians, Hit- 
tites, Medes, and others suffered the same transfor- 

mation; and so, it is often mistakenly added, were the 

Akkadians, Amorites, and Aramaeans. 

Mesopotamia did give to and did acculturate the 

aliens that entered its territory as warriors and in- 

vaders or as migrants and settlers. But it did so to the 

non-Semites. The assimilating Mesopotamian iden- 

tity or culture was itself received from the Arabian 

desert migrants. True, there was an interaction be- 

tween the culture of the migrants and that of the 

Sumerians; but in the resultant culture, the Arabian 

elements were undoubtedly predominant. The mi- 

grants’ language, Akkadian, being the vehicle of the 

new culture, supplied it with its categories and values, 

Coming about half a millennium after the Akkadians, 

the Amurru’s onginal language was not markedly dif- 

ferent from Akkadian and had no script of its own. And 

since the ideology was one, it was natural for them to 
adopt Akkadian as the written language of trade and 

government, and to continue to speak the Amoritic 

dialect as colloquial language of kitchen or street. It 

was otherwise with the Aramaeans. Although the lin- 

guistic differences from Akkadian and Amoritic were 

slight, the Aramaeans came with a superior script 

which they had learned from the Canaanites, and with 

ink and parchment, which were far superior to stylus 

and clay which had to be wet and malleable and had to 

be fired to be preserved. Thus equipped, Aramaean 

was destined to elbow out Akkadian and its cuneiform 

script and take their place. As to the other aspects of 

culture and religion, the differences between the 

fresh desert migrants and their predecessors who had 

arrived at an earlier time were always slight. History 

knows of no significant difference between them 

through the three millennia of recorded history. 

NOTES 

1. Exceptions: Aramaic is spoken as an esoteric, sacred 

language by a handful of people in Syria and Iraq. Geez has 

been displaced by its subdialects — Amharic and Harari— 

which divide the 20 million Abyssinians among themselves. 

Hebrew is the sacred language of Jewish Scripture, in which 
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most Jews recite their Torah readings. While the vernacular 
of Arab Jews is Arabic — and these compose two-thirds of 
the Jewish population of Israel— European and American 

Jews use English and other European languages as their 
vernacular. In addition to the vernacular, Western Jews 
speak Yiddish, a mixture of Hebrew, German, and Slavic, 

and modern Hebrew —the official language of Israel. The 

latter, however, is the language of daily discourse for about 

two million people or less, most of whom live in Israel. 

2. James B. Pritchard, ed., Ancient Near Eastern Texts 

(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1955), pp. 

483-490. 

3. Ibid,, p. 491-492, 

4. For example, the root k-t-b, when conjugated, yields 

the words: kataba, to write; kutiba, to be written: kdtaba, 

to correspond with someone; kattaba, to make one write; 

katib, writer; kitab, book; maktab, a place to write; makta- 

bah, a library; kuttab, the place where one is made to write, 
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CHAPTER 3 

Religion and Culture 

MESOPOTAMIAN RELIGION 

A Question of Method 

In an essay entitled “Why a ‘Mesopotamian Reli- 

gion’ Should Not Be Written,”" A. Leo Oppenheim has 
argued that the materials on which to base such a 

work do not lend themselves to clear understanding.? 

The archeological materials may yield a-religious de- 

scriptions of Mesopotamian temples and rituals, but 

the meaning of these buildings and rituals will neces- 

sarily escape us (pp. 172-173). One cannot accept 

this premise without casting doubt on the whole disci- 

pline of archeology and its reconstruction of ancient 

history. True, since we are dealing with humans who 

no longer exist, we have to deduce and extrapolate 

from the little material evidence in our hands to reach 

their religious ideas and vision. From this there is no 

escape. 

However, our position as students of history is not 

desperate on this account. Besides the archeological, 

there are the textual materials which tell us about the 

gods, their activities and dispensations, and their im- 

peratives for men. Oppenheim suggests these to be 

largely literary in character, and asks — the answer 

being indubitably negative in his mind —""What con- 

ceivable light can a body of texts shed . . . on the 

perplexing diversity of what we are wont to call 

‘Mesopotamian religion’? . . . To what extent and 

with what degree of reliability can written sources 
impart to us . . . individual and group reactions to 

things considered sacred, to such existential facts as 

death, disease, and misfortune . . . what is com- 

monly meant by religion?”” (pp. 174 -175). One can 

appreciate the sensitivity behind these candid ques- 

tions. This notwithstanding, the historical truth about 

Mesopotamian religion may still be distilled out of the 

thousands of texts, literary, historical, mythical, as 

well as legal. Literariness of a composition does not 

render it inexpressive of human hope, fear, or aspira- 

tion. Nor does it necessarily make it untrustworthy as 

a report of such emotions. Indeed, religious feehng 

always inclines to the literary form of expression and 

is nearly always distorted by descriptive, behavioral, 

or scientific ways of expression. The sublime in litera- 

ture expresses the human soul's deepest religious 

emotions. What is myth if not a cimactic combination 

of religion and literary form? 

There are valid reasons why the modern student of 

Mesopotamian religion finds his work frustrating. Be- 

sides the ever-present threat to correct comprehen- 

sion of materials which ignorance of the nuances of 

the alien language poses, there is always the danger of 
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apprehending the strange materials under one’s own 
built-in categories, and thus subjecting them to dis- 
tortion. Three conditions must be met if genuine un- 
derstanding of another faith is to be achieved. The 

first is epoché, the suspension or neutralization of all 

the examiner’s religious, ethical, and cultural catego- 

ries. One should never impose upon religious mate- 

rials any category not derived from them, and avoid 

judgment of them. The effort should be primarily de- 

voted to understanding, not to judging, whether posi- 
tively or negatively. The second is empathy, or the 

openness to determination by the materials under 

examination. Religious data are “live materials” 
whose perception means determination by them of 
the emotive faculties of the perceiving subject. 

Knowledge of them comes only through reflection 

upon the experience of determination. Like sensitive 

beings, religious data do not speak out; they reveal 

themselves only to the sympathetic listener. The 

third is experience or previous familiarity with reli- 

gious materials, with the sort of affection that reli- 

gious values bring upon the man of religion. Such 

experience facilitates empathy and is almost always 

its prerequisite. This is especially so if the experience 
falls in a religious tradition whose worldview and ethic 

are akin to that of the data under study. The secular- 

minded student, for instance, has learned to shield 

himself from all religious calls whatever their source. 

In an atmosphere where religion is banished from 

public life and relegated to the realm of secret per- 

sonal relation with whatever one assumes to be ulti- 

mate reality, the secularist’s consciousness becomes 

compartmentalized into two separate chambers. In 

the one are to be found critical knowledge and truth, 
understanding of cultures, public loyalty to nation and 

state, exercise of power, acquisition of property, and 

consumption of the materials of pleasure and life. In 

the other reside uncritical knowledge and dogmatic 

truth, loyalty that hardly ever transcends the individ- 

ual, an escapist eschatological hope, and a phantasma- 

goric world of ethereal spirits! How could such a con- 

sciousness begin to understand Mesopotamian or 

Semitic religion, where God is the real cause and end 

of everything, where human activity — cultural, so- 

cial, economic, or physical—is deeply religious, 

where the state, the law, war and peace, and politics 

are the highest expressions of religious relevance? 

How could the secularist begin to perceive relevance 

in legal texts, political annals, or “literary”’ pieces that 

sing the praises of spring or of the moon? 

It is otherwise with the person who fulfills the 

prerequisites of comparative study. His positionis not 

desperate. While epoché would suspend his inherited 

or acquired notions, his empathy and experience 
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would enable him to appreciate the realms of religious 

meanings in Mesopotamian legal, political, and myth- 

ological materials. That is precisely what many illus- 

trious scholars have done for us. Needless to say, 

openness to new evidence, modesty in laying down 
claims, and intellectual integrity in probing the evi- 

dence must characterize the scholarly effort if it is to 

be worthy. Of equal importance, in religious study, as 

in every other academic pursuit, a creative imagina- 

tion is an absolute necessity.? 

The Essence 

The essence of religious experience characteristic 

of Mesopotamia through its three millennia of history 
may be described as consisting of five core principles. 

First is the perception of reality as ultimately com- 

posed of two kinds of ontologically disparate beings, 

one divine, absolute, and everlasting, numinous, crea- 

turely, and, above all, commanding; and another, ma- 

terial, human, creaturely, changing and ephemeral, 

subject to the divine imperatives. Second, the realm of 

the divine is relevant to that of creation in that the will 

of the former is the ought-to-do of the latter; this will 
is knowable through divination or revelation. Third, 

humans are created neither in vain nor for their own 

sakes, but to serve their Creator; and the content of 

their service is obedience to or fulfillment of the divine 

imperatives. Fourth, since they are indeed capable of 

such obedience or fulfillment, and since the content of 

the imperative is what ought to be, humans are re- 

sponsible. Hence, they will be rewarded with prosper- 

ity and happiness if they obey, and punished with 

suffering and privation if they do not. Fifth, the divine 
plan concerns a world in which humanity acts as an 

organic unity, Hence, society, not the individual, is the 

constitutive unit of reality. It is the object of cosmic 

action on the part of the deity. The steps of society are 

those of the cosmos. Membership in society, and co- 

operation with it, are definitive of humanism and of 

morality. 

The first principle may be called ontological dual- 
ism. It guarded Mesopotamia against union of the two 

ultimate realms and never permitted their fusion into 

one being. However, the Mesopotamans found ways 

to associate the two realms together, by pairing the 

function of the god with a force or phenomenon of 

nature while keeping the god's being utterly “‘other,” 

or transcendent. Dualism of creator and creature dis- 

tinguished Mesopotamia from ancient Egypt, where 

the basic view of reality was the opposite, namely, 

monophysitism.? There, Pharaoh, en chair et en os, 
was god; the sun disk, with its light and heat, was the 

god Atum. The blade of grass growing up from the 
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earth following the flood, with its green and fresh- 

ness, was the god Osiris. Primacy belonged to nature 

in whose image the god and the divine order were 

conceived and with which they were ontologically 

equated. This principle raised naturalism above 1ts 

ordinary meaning and transformed it into theology. 

Per contra, the Mesopotamians believed Enlil to 

be the god of the storm; Inanna the goddess of the 

reed, or of the moon; but they did not identify the god 
with its hierophany. The storm, the reed, the moon, 

were not themselves the gods associated with them. 

The gods did not disappear with the disappearance of 

their natural expressions. The forces of nature were 

hence mere indices of the presence of the gods, in- 

struments of their power. Ontological dualism con- 

trasts equally with the Indian religion, where the prin- 

ciple Tat twam Ast is as general and absolute as its 

Egyptian counterpart. Both perceive reality as single- 

natured. However, in India, the primacy is laid on the 

side of the divine, not the natural, resulting in an ethic 

diametrically opposed to that of Egypt. The highest 

desideratum of the moral life in Egypt was to become 

nature-like, to do ‘“what comes naturally,” to attune 

oneself with nature. The ideal of the moral life in India 

was to disengage oneself from nature, to escape from 

life and to merge oneself into Brahma. In contrast to 

both, Mesopotamia maintained a dualistic doctrine in 

which only God was divine, and the creature, crea- 

turely. Despite many temptations and pressures to 

identify the divine with the creaturely, Mesopotamia 

consistently maintained their separateness. 

In the Mesopotamian view, the ontological dispar- 

ity between Creator and creature posited by the first 

principle did not amount to isolation of the two realms 

from each other. The divine was deeply relevant to 

the world which isits creation. The will of the Creator 

1s what creation ought to be; His commandment, what 
creation ought to do. This will was perceived as built 

into nature, where it may be discerned through divi- 

nation and the reading of omens, or as immediately 

revealed by the divine in the form of the law. This act 

of disclosure was undertaken by God in order to make 

His will known and obeyed. Fulfillment of the will of 

God by nature is necessary; and this necessity is pre- 

cisely what makes of creation a cosmos rather than a 

chaos. In the case of man, the divine will has to be 

actualized voluntarily if its moral content is to be ful- 

filled. It was to this end that humans were created, 

namely, “to serve the gods.”* God “‘created mankind 

to set them {the gods] free” from reconstructing the 

world and making it productive, a task which the 

Mesopotamians saw devolving upon mankind.® 

Humans were hence obliged always to praise God,® to 

“provide for their {the gods'] maintenance . . . and 

take care of their sanctuaries . . . to make on earth 

4 likeness of what he [the God] made in heaven.”” To 

serve God meant therefore to fulfill His directives as 

they are received through revelation, and to do so 

voluntarily. 

Such fulfillment constitutes a very important role 

for humans in this divine drama of the creation. Ful- 

fillment is necessary for maintenance of cosmic order 

without which the latter would collapse. Humansare a 

cosmic bridge through which the divine will must pass 

if it is to be fulfilled. Humans are the only creatures 

whose fulfillment of the divine will is self-conscious 

and voluntary and hence satisfying to the divine im- 

perative. Theirs is the greater destiny. 

The fourth principle constitutive of the essence of 

Mesopotamian religion affirms the human capacity to 

perceive and understand the revelation of divine will, 

to implement it and bring about the goals and objec- 

tives it contemplates. Since these goals and objectives 
are normative, obligatory, and desirable, and since 

humans are capable of realizing them, it follows that 

humans are responsible. Responsibility demands that 

humans be rewarded with prosperity and happiness 

for their obedience and service, and punished for their 

dereliction and violation with privation and suffering. 

The gods look with favor upon the obedient, and with 

disfavor upon the others. 

In a Sumerian version of creation honored in Meso- 

potamia down to 800 B.C.E., when it was committed to 

a clay tablet found in the ruins of Asshur, the poet 

exclaimed on behalf of God: 

Let us create mankind. The service of the gods be their 

portion for all times. To maintain the boundary ditch, to 

place the hoe and basket into their hands . . . to water 

the four regions of the earth, to raise plants in abun- 
dance . . . to fill the granary . . . to increase the abun- 
dance in the land . . . to celebrate the festivals of the 

gods . . . toincrease ox, sheep, cattle, fishandfowl. . . . 

[Thus God] ordained for them great destinies.® 

The fifth and last principle concerns the social 

order, and sums up the whole Mesopotamian world- 

view. The social order is the absolute category by 

which the worldview is governed. Unlike Egypt 

where nature presents constant regularity and is posi- 

tively constructive even when it is on a rampage (the 
annual Nile flood, the daily burning sunshine), nature 
in Mesopotamia presents an arbitrary, whimsical will 
—the rain storm or sand storm — which is always 
destructive. Humans must always team up together, 
organize and assign to each citizen up- and down-river 
the specific duties of maintaining the irrigation and 
drainage canals and their banks and watergates for 
agriculture to become at all possible. They must mo-



bilize themselves to undo the effects of a storm. 

Otherwise, agriculture would fail and any concentra- 

tion of life would become impossible. 1t is this self-dis- 

cipline which man imposes upon himself that makes 

him a citizen, a member of a social order. Society is a 

mode of life where somebody rules and others volun- 

tarily obey to fulfill the common objective. Social 

order 1s so necessary for prosperity, for life itself, that 

the Mesopotamian saw it as old as creation, and saw 

both himself and the godhead as equally subjected to 

it. He credited the organized society — the state — 
with responsibility for all the advances of human civili- 

zation then achieved: the invention of writing, the 

ziggurat sanctuaries where food was stored and dis- 

tributed, the construction of large cities, the institu- 

tion of the calendar and festivities, and the success of 

large-scale agriculture capable of supporting large 

urban populations. Humans without the orderly state, 

the Mesopotamians thought, are ‘“like sheep without 

shepherd.”® The vision of an ideal social order moved 

the desert peoples and prompted them to emigrate to 

“the four corners of the world,” to establish therein a 

modus vivendt where justice and prosperity would 

prevail and where humans could lead a felicitous exis- 

tence. 

The Manifestation 

The gods. The Mesopotamians had many gods. 

Highest among them was Anu, god of the sky, whose 

authority was moral and yet supreme, for no being, 

divine or other, could question it. It was believed that 

Anu was begotten by Anshar and Kishar, the children 

of Apsu and Tihamat, the gods of sweet and salty 

waters. His divine pedigree was high, and so was his 

place in the hierarchy. Like the sky which repre- 

sented him, Anu was the object of great awe and 

wonder, commanding obedience by his sheer pres- 

ence. Ultimately, all authority derived from him, be 1t 

the authority of the head of a household or that of a 

ruler of state. Yielding to him was seen as submission 

to what “ought-to-be’’ in its most general sense, in- 

clusive of all laws, customs, and wisdom. To recognize 

and acknowledge Anu was perceived as the first pre- 

requisite of humanity, meant to attune the individual 

to a commanding ultimate reality. Not only humans 

howed to Anu; everything that is did so. The birds in 

the sky, reptiles on earth and fishes in the water, the 

elements, mountains, rivers, and trees—aye, the 

gods themselves constantly acknowledge Anu. Obe- 

dience to himis voluntary, as in the case of humans, or 

necessary, as in nature, 

“What thou has ordered [comes] true! The utter- 

ance of prince and Lord is [but] what thou hast or- 
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dered, [that with which] thou art in agreement. O 

Anu! thy great command takes precedence, who could 

say no [to it]? O father of the gods, thy command, the 

very foundation of heaven and earth, what god could 

spurn [it])?’"20 

Great and exalted as the authority of Anu was, the 

universe still needed a forceful ruler to administer it. 

Unfortunately, not all humans listen to the voice of 

moral authority and some openly defy it. Great as man 

may be when he voluntarily yields to Anu, he can sink 

in his disobedience lower than animals and trees, who 

obey him instinctively. Moreover, the world is not a 

leisurely pastime, but a theater where Anu’s will must 

be realized. Hence, the need is never obviated for a 

powerful agency that will crack down on delinquents 

and recalcitrants and force them to abide by the law of 

heaven. The Mesopotamians believed this agent to be 

Enlil, god of the storm, who can whip up the necessary 

force to coerce anyone into obedience. Enlil was origi- 

nally a Sumerian god. His identity and name were 

assumed by the Akkadians and Amorites. The Assyr- 

jans assumed the Sumerian-Babylonian god and 

ascribed his qualities and functions to their god, As- 

shur, 
The association of Anu with the sky expressed 

man's deepest wonder at the firmament above, the 

most available theater of infinity and locus of tran- 

scendental intuition. Association of Enlil with the 

storm grew out of the Mesopotamian’s terror at the 

devastating might of the sudden storm. The natural 

catastrophe as well as the raid of a cruel enemy were 

perceived as Enhl's whip unleashed against those 

guilty of injustice, oppression, and social disorder. 

While Anu’s authority was responsible for social 

order, Enlil's accounted for the coercive power of the 

state. Without the former, the social order was devoid 

of norms or moral authority; without the latter, it 

remained a utopian dream, hardly capable of entering 

the course of history. Together, they complemented 

each other and provided the framework of organiza- 

tion and power necessary for a society bent upon 

making history. 

The third and fourth most important gods were Ki 

and Ea (also called Enki). Ki was associated with the 

earth, and was represented by its passive fertility. Ki 

was the mother of all the newborn, the generator of all 

living things. As ‘““Nimmah,” she was the exalted 

“queen of the gods,” the “lady who determines 

. . . heaven and earth.” Ea, or Enki, was associated 

with fresh water and hence with the power of creativ- 

ity which acts upon the earth to make it blossom forth 

and produce. As water is devious and will always reach 

its destination whatever the impediment in its way, 

Ea was regarded as the hypostasis of intelligence, 
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wisdom, and knowledge. Ea therefore became the god 

of the craftsman, the engineer, the farmer, the wise 

counselor. The earth, indeed the whole of creation, 

the Mesopotamian held, is the material substrate of all 

life, all action, and all history. It is fertile, malleable, 

capable of being fertilized and of producing whatever 

it is called upon to produce by agents of creativity. 

Patterns or laws are built into its very constitution; 

and they are ready to be discerned by the intelligent 

and the creative, and put under productive harness, 

This is also the objective of all humans: to understand 

the laws of nature and to engineer nature’s processes 

creatively so as to satisfy human need. The earth is 

alive with potentiality which requires the creative 

agent to bring it to actuality. 
The other members of the Mesopotamian pan- 

theon responded more directly to man’s need for ex- 

plaining origins (the gods Enlil and Ninlil, originators 

of the moon and stars; Kingu, of man; Ninsar, of 

plants; Uttu, of cloth and weaving; Ninmah, of the 

disabled), or for explaining natural and social phenom- 

ena (Apsu and Tihamat, gods of fresh and salt waters, 

respectively, and their son Mummu, god of clouds and 

mist; Dumuzi and Enkimdu, gods of shepherd and 

farmer), Most important, however, was the “‘primor- 

dial’’ assembly of the gods and the investiture of Mar- 

duk with the kingship of the gods designed to explain 

the social order and the state. 

The cosmic order. The criterion, or basic reality, 

through which all truth is perceived is the social order. 

It is an order of wills, where the wills or desires of 

beings have been bent in order to make life and happi- 

ness possible for all. Before the emergence of social 

order, life was impossible, and so were truth and 

knowledge and civilization. All came to be at once, 

when humans and/or gods agreed to deny their indi- 

vidual wills and to submit to one authority to organize 

their activities so as to produce life and civilization. 

This greatest moment in human history became, in 

the mythopoeic mind, the birth moment of cosmic 

order. Before this time, in heaven as on earth, chaos 

predominated and life was impossible. Even God Him- 

self, insofar as He was an object of human knowledge, 
was numinous but vague. But once cosmic order was 

established, together with its replica on earth, the 

divine character. of the deity emerged clear and dis- 

tinct. 

A petty dispute arose between the gods and their 

offspring at which Apsu, the father of the gods, was 

slain. His wife Tihamat sought vengeance and the 

whole pantheon was thrown into turmoil. Tihamat 

was so mighty that none could subdue her. The whole 
realm was threatened and chaos reigned supreme. 

The grandfather of the gods called all the members of 

the divine realm to a meeting at which they decided to 

send Marduk, the youngest son of Ea, to face Tiha- 

mat. But Marduk demurred, asking for absolute au- 

thority over all things. The gods voted to grant him 

his request. Marduk accepted the investiture, con- 

fronted Tihamat-and slew her, and established order. 

Chaos was terminated. The gods were placed in their 

stations, and Marduk became absolute ruler and judge 

of the universe. He created man to serve in His 

marnor, that order may continue and divine peace be 

established everywhere. While Marduk reigned su- 

preme, humans were established for service, agricul- 

ture and industry, culture and civilization; the gods 

were to receive that service from humans under the 

ever-watchful, ever-caring, ever-merciful, ever-just 
eye of Marduk. 

The dramatic elements of the story were created 

by a mythopoeic mind that could not understand 

metaphysical matters except as causally connected 

and crassly anthropomorphized. For our part, we may 

and should drop these dramatic and mythological ele- 

ments. The Mesopotamian conception of God, man, 

and history and of their mutual relations constitutes 

the lesson to be gleaned from Ancient Mesopotamia. 

The transformation from chaos to cosmos brought 

many significant changes in the world. The first and 

most important of these was the emergence of Mar- 

duk as sole king, which meant his transformation from 

a god among gods to the one and only God. The Su- 

merians had set up city-states, each with its own pa- 

tron god. If a group had its own god, it was inevitable 

that other groups should have their own gods too. 

Polytheism thus became inevitable. The arrival of 
desert migrants to the scene for the first time made 

possible a state of “the four corners of the world” 

under one king. The world-state was perceived as a 

replica of the cosmic state, the prior normative arche- 

type. Hence the polytheism of the cosmic constitu- 

ency must give way to monotheism, the unity of the 

godhead. One and only one god can be God; the other 

gods must be discharged and discredited, ““assigned to 

their minor posts.”’ The ascendancy of Sargon as king 

of Sumer and Akkad complemented the ascendancy of 

Marduk as God of all the gods. 

Marduk’s unique and distinctive status was there 

even before his investiture. He was ‘‘the wisest of the 

wise,” ““the god,” surpassing all other gods in every- 

thing.* But he would not save the gods from destruc- 
tion until all power had been yielded to him alone. The 

gods had to vote that henceforth Marduk’s command 

was the most authoritative, the highest; that it was 

solely his judgment “to exalt and to abase,” that 

“kingship over the totality of the universe was exclu-



sively his own.”!? Order and safety ensued. Marduk 
assigned the various “stations for the gods,” deter- 
mined the year, defined its divisions. He caused. the 
moon “‘to shine forth,”” assigned the months and their 
days, created man and assigned him to service.!® He 
established Babylon, as Enlil had established Agade 
before, as a sanctuary for himself and as capital of the 
world-state. Marduk now enjoyed dominion over all, 
including the gods. He “dispose[d] of all destinies,” 
“exercise[d] shepherdship over mankind” whom he 
taught “to fear him’” and to make on earth ‘‘a likeness 
of what he made in heaven.” As to the gods, they shall 
henceforth declare him “their God,” “proclaim his 
fifty names,” ‘“‘quake . . . at the mention of his 
name,” shine only by His light, acknowledge Him as 
the one who “restored them to life,” “the creator of 
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L ¥ grain and legume,” “who causes the green herb to 

spring up,” “who waters the fields,” who ‘‘com- 

mands . . . creation, destruction, mercy”’ and ulti- 

mately, the god “besides [whom] no god whatever 

knows the appointed time,” the God Who “‘created 
the four [known] groups of mankind [Akkad, Elam, 

Subartu and Amurru].”’*4 

Under the influence of the desert migrant, the 

Mesopotamian mind —really the same migrant’s 

mind, but finding itself in the new context of farming, 

industry, and interaction with other humans—rose 

to a monotheistic conception of the godhead and a 

unified view of humankind. No Mesopotamian could 

recite or hear the creation poem, Enuma Elish, 

without perceiving Marduk as absolutely unique, un- 

like all other gods. The gods owed their life, their 

Map 9. The Fourth Millennium B.C.E.: Akkadian Penetration of the Fertile Crescent 
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position, their sustenance, and their destinies to Him 

alone. He ruled and they did not. Obviously, they must 

have been the cosmic counterparts of the earthly feu- 

dal lords. As the former were associates of God but 

certainly not God, the latter were nobility but not 

king. Only Marduk, as the one and only God, was 

worthy of praise and worship by humans as well as by 

the gods themselves, Certainly this is monotheism; 

but it is confused, beclouded, and vitiated with shirk 

or association of other beings with God. This Mesopo- 

tamian shirk is lessened in significance by the unique- 

ness of God as disposer of destiny, which was not the 

case with the demi-gods of pre-Islamic Arabia, which 

we will have occasion to examine below. The Mesopo- 

tamian mind equally rose to the conception of God as 

transcendent, however locked it remained in the old 

anthropomorphisms. Enuma Elish described Mar- 

duk in the opposite of empirical terms: “‘double-equal 

of the gods,” ‘“beyond comprehension were his 

members,” “not-fit for human understanding,”” “four 

were his eyes and four were hisears . . . tosee and 

hear everything,” “fire blazed forth when his lips 

moved.” Evidently, in the absence of the highly ab- 

stract concept of transcendence, the Mesopotamian 

mind was content to describe God in terms borrowed 

from human experience but qualified in such way as to 

deny their empirical character. Their “not like” the 

things of nature or creation is tantamount to our mod- 

ern expression, ‘‘the totally other.” 

Mesopotamian Religion in 
Peninsular Arabia 

Following the rise of Cyrus and his Persian Empire, 

Mesopotamia became part of that empire that was 

influenced by its religion. Zoroastrianism contributed 

its eschatology and angelology, and introduced mes- 

sianism, ideas that penetrated Judaism and, through 

it, Christianity. The culture of Mesopotamia suffered 

little change, because Persia had already been in- 

fluenced by Mesopotamia for two millennia. At a very 

early stage, Persia had adopted the cuneiform script. 

The association of the two lands with each other over 

the centuries in wars, occupations, and joint states 

had equally acculturated Persia and reduced its cul- 

tural differences with Mesopotamia. Later, Persia 

adopted the Pahlawi or Avestan script. Aramaic and 

ancient Pahlawi borrowed heavily from each other. 

When Mesopotamia became part of Cyrus’'s empire, 

Persian mfluence fell mainly in the religious domain, 

the other realms of human life having already sus- 

tained all the mutual influence possible. 

The new Persian element in Mesopotamian reli- 

gion did not convince Peninsular Arabia, which con- 

tinued in its older Mesopotamian associationist forms 

of religion. Eschatology and messianism did not ap- 

peal to the Arabs and were rejected, the former as 

superstition and the latter as impotence in the here 

and now. Within Arabia, associationism remained the 

rule. However, a voice within maintained the vision of 

Abraham. Abraham, the Mesopotamian Amorite from 

Ur, settled his second wife Hagar and his eldest son 

Ishmael in West Arabia. He entrusted them with the 

new faith for the sake of which he was persecuted in 

Ur and which prompted his emigration. This was the 

monotheistic vision of God and the ethical, universal- 

ist vision of humanity. Though faint, as it certainly 

was, the Abrahamic vision preserved itself i the 

midst of associationist Arabia and awaited the advent 

of prophets to vindicate and proclaim it again. 

JUDAISM 

The Essence 

The essence of religious experience in Judaism was 

the same as that of the Amoritic tribes of which they 

were one, and of which Hammurabi’s code was the 

best expression. However, that experience was af- 

fected by the discovery of transcendent monotheism. 

The Amorites arrived in Mesopotamia with a devel- 

oped monotheistic concept which served as base for 

their demand for a single government of ‘“‘the four 

corners of the world,”” and the equal citizenship of all 

humans under the divine law promulgated by the king 

of the world-state, Hammurabi. But, as we saw ear- 

lier, that monotheistic concept was adulterated with 

shirk (association of other gods with God). Abraham 

discovered that if Marduk was truly God, he would not 

need any of the other gods. Neither in creating nor in 

governing the universe would God need helpers. 

Therefore, Shamash as sun god, Enlil as storm god, 

and Inanna as moon goddess were not gods but fig- 

ments of the imagination. Since God is indeed God, 

humans do not owe the lesser gods anything, certainly 

not worship. This was more than Abraham’s people, 

the Amorites, could understand or accept at the time, 

and they condemned Abraham to death. Abraham 

then took leadership of his clan and separated them 

from Ur. They reentered the Arabian desert as mi- 

grants, and moved toward another region and another 

destiny. 

This alienation from the Amurru consensus, which 

established Amorite hegemony over the whole Fertile 

Crescent in the nineteenth century B.C.E., forced the 

Hebrews to separate themselves from all the inhabi- 

tants of the region. They redefined themselves in 
terms of Abraham’s great discovery, as the people



who worship God alone and none beside Him. Abso- 
lute, transcendent monotheism possessed their con- 
sciousness and prepared them to accept suffering and 
disadvantage for the sake of a great idea, a noble 
cause. The God of monotheism required that all other 
gods be repudiated; that worship and service be exclu- 
sively His. This imposed upon the adherents the duty 
of calling other humans to God, and of working with 

them with all possible sympathy and persuasion to 

bring about conversion. Monotheism is impossible 

without universal mission, without engagement of self 

with the adherents of other faiths. 

However, instead of reinforcing the Amorite con- 

sensus with the Abrahamic vision by purging Mesopo- 

tamian monotheism of its shirk, the Hebrews’ vision 

of their superiority dictated physical separatism. The 

covenant with God became a covenant “in the flesh,” 

causing the Hebrew to regard himself as physically 

different from the rest of humanity. Two generations 

later, this exaggerated separatism began to undo the 

original vision that was its cause. The Hebrews' reli- 

gious experience shifted from the unique transcen- 

dent God of Abraham to the monolatrous god of the 

biblical patriarchs. The patriarchs’ god was ““theirs” 

alone while other peoples could have, and indeed had, 

their own gods — the very polytheism of the pre-Sar- 

gonic Mesopotamian city-states. Thus, the Hebrews 

refused to assimilate themselves with any tribe or 

clan among whom they came to live, and they were 

rejected by those tribes. Indeed, the Hebrews re- 

jected the offer of their non-Hebrew hosts “todwellin 

the land . . . to become [with them] one peo- 

ple . . . to take their daughters to us for wives and 

let us give them our daughters . . . and be circum- 

cised as they are circumcised” and convert to the 

Hebrew faith.1® 
In Paddan-Aram, in Harran, in Schechem, in Edom, 

in Beth El, in Hebron, the Hebrews time and again had 

to flee because, as the biblical redactor put it on the 

lips of Jacob addressing his sons: “Ye have troubled 

me to make me to stink among the inhabitants of the 

land, among the Canaanites and the Perizzites; and I 

being few in number, they shall gather themselves 

together against me, and slay me; and I shall be de- 

stroyed, I and my house.”?® 
Begun as self-distinction on account of the higher 

vision of divine transcendence, Hebrew separatism, 

by force of its own extremism, caused transcendent 

monotheism to degenerate into monolatry and 

launched the Hebrew people on a career of ethnocen- 

trism. 

The essence of religious experience of the He- 

brews and of their descendants, the Jews, has 

remained the same since the patriarchal age. It con- 
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tained both the Abrahamic vision with its tran- 

scendence and universalist ethics and the ethnocen- 

tric particularism and separatism. The two views 

were always in constant tension, the one asserting its 

dominion over the other through the ages, but never 

succeeding enough to destroy it. History tells us that 

for the most part it was ethnocentric particularism 

that predominated; and while it did, it adversely af- 

fected the vision of divine transcendence. 

The Manifestation 

The patriarchal period. Little is known about 

the religious life of the Hebrews during the patriar- 

chal age besides the adverse influence their self-sepa- 

ration from the whole society of the ancient Near East 

exercised over their conception of the godhead. First 
their attachment to the one God caused them to re- 

gard God as their “Father,” as belonging to them as 

they belonged exclusively to Him. This is amply indi- 

cated by the ubiquitous appellation, “‘God of our fa- 

thers,”” “God of our ancestors,” “God of Abraham,” 

“God of Jacob,” and so on, and their referring to 

themselves as the “sons of God.” The unique, very 

special relationship to God was thus anthropomor- 

phized, The simile —if it ever began as a simile — 

came to be taken literally. Such literal understanding 

is certainly capable of pressuring the mind to think of 

others as belonging to other gods, and hence to as- 

sume that “‘our” god is one among many. Certainly, 

“our” god remains strong enough to vindicate us 

against our enemies; but this does not counter the 

existence of other gods, Gradually, the mind comes to 

tolerate other gods, regard their existence and pa- 

tronage of the others as de jure. Such development 

must lie behind the biblical usage of the plural term 

Elohim throughout the Torah. Biblical scholars ac- 

knowledge that the use of Elohim for God was repre- 

sentative of a strand within the Hebrew religious tra- 

dition, and that it coalesced in the Hebrew mind with 

the ““Yahwist’’ strand and formed the Torah. Neither 

the Deuteronomic reform of the seventh century 

B.C.E. nor the priestly reedition of the Scripture could 

remove the term, or the idea associated with it, from 

the religious tradition. The ratio of the biblical use of 

Elochim as compared with the tetragrammaton 

121’ (Yahweh)is 2,222 to 398. Indeed, when the 

Jew, in reading the Bible in Hebrew, comes across the 
tetragrammaton, he reads “Elohim.” As if this were 

not enough, the Torah affirmed that the “Beni Elo- 
him,”” or sons of God, “‘saw the daughters of men that 

they were fair; and they took them wives of all which 

they chose;” that “‘the Beni Elohim came in unto the 

daughters of men, and they bore children to them.”!” 
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The Mosaic period. The Hebrews' counter- 

clockwise movement around the inside edge of the 

Fertile Crescent left behind at every station some 

tribesmen who were better disposed than the major- 

ity to assimilate with the natives. Granted that desert 

migrants penetrated and settled in the whole region, 

those who inhabited the inside edge of the Fertile 

Crescent maintained closer relations with the Arabian 

desert than those who lived deeper in the innerland. 

Such people preserved the purity of the desert’s origi- 

nal ideology better than those who ventured further 

afield and were exposed to conditions much different 

from those in the desert, That is why, when separa- 

tism rendered their residence in Egypt impossible, 

the Hebrews could find welcome and shelter among 

those who lived on the desert edge. 

Hebrew ethnocentrism forced Moses — who grew 

up as an Egyptian, was given an Egyptian name, and 

was adopted by an Egyptian princess — to side with a 

Hebrew who ran into trouble with an Egyptian over- 

seer, kill the overseer, and flee for his life.!® He took 

shelter in Midyan, married the daughter of the chief- 

tain, and learned his religion, which must have been 

very close to the Hebrew religion to enable Moses to 

assimilate with the Midyanites. Indeed, the purity and 

intensity of Midyanite religion must have aroused 
hasic intuitions in Moses, and rekindled in him a pas- 

sion for desert religiosity. He began to agitate for the 

return of the Hebrews to their origins, away from the 

“corruptions’ of Egypt to desert religion. The voice 
he heard at the mountain of God (Horeb) mirrored 

very deep stirrings within his soul arcused by the 

religious renewal which Jethro, his father-in-law, and 

the Midyanites induced in him.!? This was sufficient to 

send him back to Egypt to plead with Pharaoh to 

permit the Hebrews to emigrate. 

Upon the return of the Hebrews, under Moses’ 

leadership, to their primordial habitat, the desert, an- 

other religious experience took place. This experi- 

ence was collective, involving all Hebrews as well as 

their desert hosts, primarily the Midyanites, whose 

chief priest (Moses’ father-in-law) led in a sacral meal 

of burnt offering®’ to the “‘God of the Mountain” who 

“came from Sinai, and rose up from Seir unto them 

[and] shined forth from Mount Paran.”’?! The group 
was ‘‘a mixed multitude”” of the afore-mentioned, 

other Hebrews who did not go to Egypt, bedouin 

Habirus roaming the region, and several tribes of 

south Palestine and northwest Arabia. Many of these 

tribes preserved their pre-amphictyonic identities 

even after settlement in Palestine, as witness a num- 

ber of biblical passages.?? Kenites, Kenizzites, Jerah- 

meelites (probably the Jurhumi tribesmen who domi- 

nated the Hyaz at the time of [shmael’s settlement) 

had gathered at the volcanic mountain of Horeh, 

whose eruptions were perceived as theophanic occa- 

sions.2? It was there that an amphictyony or ‘“‘sacred 

alliance”” of tribes was forged between them, commit- 

ting them to worship Yahweh and order their lives n 

harmony with His commandments. Since the desert 

had no shrines, an ark was constructed to contain the 

law as well as the instruments that created the am- 

phictyony. The “Covenant of Sinai” was the agree- 

ment of this multitude of tribes to stick together 

under Moses' leadership, sanctioned by the God of the 

Mountain and given concrete direction by the newly 

promulgated law. This “new’” law was not new. It was 

couched in a form identical to that of covenants of 

vassaldom concluded between the various powers of 

the area and was similar in content to the law of 

Hammurabi. 

The Davidic period. The entry and settlement of 

the “‘mixed multitude” into Palestine in the eleventh 

and twelfth centuries B.C.E. was not one of bloody 

conquest, as the later editors of the biblical narratives 

chose to present it, determined as they were by later 

Hebrew hatred for their neighbors. Although some 

conflict and some battles certainly took place, the 

majority came and settled in the manner of Dumuzi, 

the shepherd, intermarrying and assimilating with the 

inhabitants. That is why penetration into Palestine 

could not proceed through the Amalekite south, but 

had to take the longer route of the desert, through 

Edom and Moab with whom assimilation was possible 

and who in all likelihood reinforced the amphictyony 

forces with their own. The more significant aspect of 

this period was acculturation of the migrants in Pales- 

tine and the emergence of extreme Hebrew ethno- 

centrism in reaction to acculturation. 

Palestine was full of Hittites, Perizzites, Jebusites, 

Moabites, Edomites, Philistines, Phoenicians, Syr- 

ians, and Canaanites, [ts dominant religion and culture 

were Canaanite. Those who did not partake of this 

religion and culture were being assimilated when the 

amphictyony tribesmen entered the area. On the reli- 

gious level, “‘the nation of priests,” where every 

human ministers unte himself on the open and free 

highway to God, became a nation whose religious life 

was dominated by priests.?® Paralleling this was a 

gradual change from the worship-anywhere attitude 

of the desert to the localization of worship in a shrine 

or immobile building in village or city, as well as adop- 

tion of the elaborate sacrificial system of the Canaan- 

ites. The desert worship-as-you-need attitude equally 

gave way to the Canaanite religious calendar based 

upon the rhythm of the seasons in response to the 

needs of settled farmers.



On the cultural level, the Hebrews were gradually 
learning the language of Canaan, namely, Hebrew. 
They must have come with some other dialect of Ara- 
maic which they had retained from patriarchal days 
and which called them to cooperate with the tribes of 
northwest Arabia and south Trans-Jordan. Their 

clothing, eating, marrying, and other living habits 
were being attuned with those of Canaan as they re- 
transformed themselves from desert nomadism to 

settled farming. The tribal confederacy and its rule by 

chieftains or “‘judges” gave way to kingship (Samuel, 

Saul) and dynastic rule (David). King Solomon, 
David’s son, sought and obtained Canaanite help in 

designing and building the Temple.?® Hiram of Tyre 

and his people furnished most of the specialized labor 

as well as the timber and other building materials. 

Moreover. Solomon married “‘many strange womern, 

together with the daughter of Pharaoh, women of the 

Moabites, Ammonites, Edomites, Zidonians and Hit- 

tites.””?” Those women and the religious and cultural 

influences they represented succeeded in turning Sol- 

omon’s heart “after other gods.” Solomon’s court 

was s0 Canaanized that he “went after Ashtoreth the 

goddess of the Sidonians, and after Milcom the abomi- 

nation of the Ammonites.”’?® Solomon’s wives exer- 

cised no little authority over his court and govern- 

ment. and filled the land with “high places for 
Chemosh . . . for Molach,” with statues and altars 

devoted to his wives’ gods.?® Indeed, the difference 

between the Hebrew and Canaanite ways of life has 

been blurred and almost obliterated.®® This pushed 

the conservative elements into stronger conserva- 

tism and brought about the split of the kingdom into 

Israel and Judah. Israel’s greater momentum toward 

assimilation made it possible for its people to dissolve 

without a trace within the Fertile Crescent society 

once its royal government, rent by dynastic and do- 

mestic disputes, was knocked out by Assyria in 722 

B.C.E. Judah’s stronger ethnocentrism stretched out 

its life to 587 B.C.E. when it too was destroyed by 

Babylon and its leadership driven into exile. 

The Exilic period. In Babylon, acculturation con- 

tinued, despite the fact that the exiles were for the 

most part the most ethnocentric-minded and conserv- 

ative of the lot. New religious influences had by then 

come to Babylon from the East, the most appealing of 

them being eschatology — with its attendant angel- 

ology and demonology, Paradise and Hell, and finz) 

judgment —and messianism. The Mesopotamians 

had beecome weary of their long struggle and began to 

doubt the values that had created their civilization 

three millennia earlier. Hence, they succumbed to the 

promise of a Saoshyant or savior who at the end of 
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time would resurrect all humans and restore the 

world to its pristine mnocence and goodness, and 

enter humankind into Paradise after purging them of 

their sins through immersion into molten metal. Ob- 

viously, their new religious view was that of the des- 

perate and the downtrodden. It appealed to those 

incapable of making their kingdom on earth a replica 
of God’s, of trusting that the social order was fully 

capable of controlling itself and maintaining its own 

equilibrium. Most of the exiles, therefore, grew roots 

in Mesopotamia and resisted all appeals to return to 

Judah. 

A few of them turned to the new religtous vision — 

messiamsm— to bolster their ethnocentric hope for 

return to Judah and vindication agamnst their enemies. 

Their leader in this trend was Isaiah who reinter- 

preted the rise of Persia, Babylon's enemy, as the rise 

of a messiah (anointed or king) to lead the Exiles 

victoriously to Jerusalem and rebuild the glory of the 

Davidic kingdom.?! In Babylon, the exiled Judzhites 

relearned the old Mesopotamian desire of a universal 

community and a world-state. They witnessed Baby- 

lon’s attempt to achieve this ideal; and they heard 

Persia’s claim that it too was engaged in the same 

pursuit. Gradually, the actualization of the world- 

state unfolded before their eves as Cyrus joined one 

province after another to his empire. This prompted 

the Judahites to emulate their Babylonian captors and 

Persian liberators; and the vision dawned on Isaiah 

that the reconstituted kingdom of Judah would be the 

capital of a world-state, the center of power out of 

which “shall go forth the law . . . [in] judgment [of ] 

the earth . . . theisles . . . the gentiles.””** Like- 

wise, the power and jurisdiction of the monolatrous 

god grew to challenge the other gods, to expose their 

impotence, even to declare them inexistent.® But the 
conception of the ideal remained as ethnocentric as 

before; indeed, it became more so. For the raising of 

the Hebrews and restoration of their power de- 

manded that the omnipotent God use His power to 

crush and subjugate the nations of the world.?* He will 
order “‘the Gentiles . . . to bring thy sons in their 

arms and thy daughters shall be carried upon their 

shoulders. And kings shall be thy nursing fathers and 

their queens thy nursing mothers; they shall bow 

down to thee with their face toward the earth and lick 

up the dust of thy feet.”’? Obviously, resentment 
against the enemy had combined with ethnocentric 

hombast to reach this fantastic proposition. 

The post-Exilic period. The plan to restore the 

Judahic kingdom did not work. Few people responded 

to Isaiah’s appeal and the others preferred to stav in 

Babylon. Other attempts also failed; and this con- 
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vinced those who believed in the vision that it was 

impossible of realization in time. Gradually, the Da- 

vidic kingdom was idealized, spiritualized, and pushed 

beyond time. The eschatology learned at Babylon was 

wedded to the kingdom of David to constitute a uni- 

versal messianic hope. This hope, with its object com- 

pletely purged of material, political, ethnocentric con- 

tent, became the seed out of which Christianity was to 

grow. Spiritualization of the kingdom and internaliza- 

tion of the struggle for it was a powerful antidote to 

the tragic reality. 

The other alternative taken by the ethnocentrists 

was to resume the political-military struggle against 

the masters that supplanted Persia. Successive rebel- 

lions by Judahite zealots under the Greeks and 

Romans exacerbated the falure. Destructive coun- 

termeasures were taken to blot out Zion and disperse 

those who still believed in her as focus for a political, 

ethnocentric kingdom. With Temple and Jerusalem 

finally destroyed, the Judahite priesthood declared an 

end to the sacrificial system of Temple worship. 

Henceforth, Jewish worship was to consist only of 

reciting the Torah, observing the Sabbath and the 

dietary laws, and where possible the personal status 

laws. 

Judaism in peninsular Arabia. The desert 

roamings of the patnarchs, as well as the repeated 

persecutions they suffered at the hands of other He- 

brews within Palestine or non-Hebrews without, and 

the destruction of Judah and Israel, provided many 

Hebrews with the impetus to settle in northwest Ara- 

bia. Their engagement in metal works and trade 

earned them a place and a livelihood. They were never 

autonomous tribes but had to exist as protégés or 

clients of one or another of the dominant Arab tribes 

in the region. That was the situation in which the 
Prophet Muhammad found them. 

A group of them had found their way to Yaman 
where they proselytized the king and seized control of



the state. There they began a cruel persecution of 

Christians who were previously converted to Chris- 

tianity by Abyssinian missionaries accompanying the 

Byzantine expeditionary force under Abrahah about 

570 C.E., incurring the condemnation of Christians, 

pagan Arabs, as well as the future Muslims.*® The 
Jews of Arabia never succeeded in winning the Arabs’ 

respect. Partly this was due to their ethic, which fo- 

cused on survival rather than on the values of chiv- 

alry; and partly, to their attachment to the Torah, 

which they often hid, would not teach to others, and 

often violated in their own conduct.’ 

It 1s quite evident that the Hebrews produced no 

civilization in ancient times. Rather, they were part of 

the greater Semitic whole composed of Arabia and the 

Fertile Crescent. As migrant tribes in the patriarchal 

age, they belonged to and carried the civilization of 

the Amorites. Following their exodus from Egypt, 

they were reacculturated into the Semitic stream by 

the amphictyony of northwest Arabian Sinaitic and 

Jordaman tribes. Later, they were nearly completely 

Canaanized in Palestine. In Babylon, they underwent 

another acculturation, this time by a Zoroastrianized 

Mesopotamian people who had lost faith in them- 

selves and 1n their ancient tradition. Later still, they 

were Hellenized. Nowhere in this long history does 

one meet with creativity except in the all-important 

spheres of religion and religious literature. However, 

they were incapable of spreading the good they had, 

namely, the transcendental monotheism of Abraham. 

Instead of doing so, they thought, wrote, and lived the 

strongest ethnocentrism. 
Once they bound themselves to the letter of the 

law, they produced one of the greatest legalistic tradi- 

tions of all time. In legal thought, however, they never 

produced a systematic jurisprudence, or elaborated a 

universal legal ethic or theory for the benefit of hu- 

manity. We shall have occasion to consider the ques- 

tion of the contribution of the Judeo-Christian tradi- 

tion to Islam below. 

CHRISTIANITY 

It is obvious that the religious situation of the Jews at 

the time immediately preceding the advent of Jesus 

called for a prophet to reformit. The time was ripe for 

a movement to break the dominion of ethnocentric 

particularism on Jewish minds and to reaffirm their 

equality with all other humans, to purge their theol- 

ogy of its anthropomorphisms and restore divine tran- 

scendence to its rightful place at the core of the faith; 

to liberate the Jews from the tyranny of the law which 

kept its letter but had lost its spirit. A divine dispensa- 

tion was certainly due to bring the internalizing and 
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spiritualizing tendency in Judaism to full development, 

if the moral decay of the ancient world was to be 

arrested and humanity reoriented to religious felicity. 

To fulfill this great task, God sent Jesus, the son of 

Mary. Born and raised in the midst of these problems, 

he dedicated the last three years of his life to teach 

and exemplify the new faith. His call was shaped by 

the situation of his contemporaries, Jews and Gen- 

tiles. The former had convinced him of their hypocrisy 

and narrow legalism; the latter, of their materialism 

and cynicism. Hence, his two-pronged attack against 

both. 

The Essence 

Insofar as it can be elicited from the Gospels of 

Matthew, Mark, and Luke, and insofar as this can be 

checked against the religious needs of the age and the 

region, the essence of religious experience as Jesus 

understood and taught it was that salvation is a state 

of consciousness dominated by faith in God almghty 
and merciful, and attunement with His will through 

purity, self-denial, and charity. This internalization of 

religion, Jesus taught, was the antidote to Jewish legal 

literalism, hypocrisy, and ethnocentric particularism, 

as well as to Roman materialism and cynicism. The 

internal personalist values restored the focus of the 

law to its role of reforming the individual. It recap- 

tured the spirit which literalism had lost, and chal- 

lenged the hypocrite by referring him to the agency 

that knows him best, namely, his conscience. More- 

over, internalization put the prime religious values of 

piety and obedience on a level where all men are equal 

before God. Where they are the criteria, no man may 

be discriminated for or against since only God is the 
Judge. No ethnic or other peculiarities can have any 

bearing on the net worth of the person. Jesus’ reli- 

gious call was directed equally to those Jews who 

observed the ethic of materialism and cynicism in 

imitation of their Greek and Roman teachers, and to 

the whole of classical antiquity. Jesus’ reform was 

divinely guided. It answered the terrible but real need 

of humanity at its time.% 

The Manifestation 

The Jews' response to the reformative ministry of 

Jesus was meager. His call was perceived by the eth- 

nocentric leadership as diametrically opposed to 

them, and they took it as designed to undermine their 

hold over the Jewish people. It appealed to the 

uprooted, the slaves, and the destitute; for they sawin 

it a genuine compensation for their misery. It re- 
stored to them their confidence in themselves as the 
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call shifted attention from the external, of which they 

had none, to the internal, which they could develop in 

plenty. To the more sensitive, the call of Jesus rees- 

tablished religion as it ought to be — as personal faith 

mm God and commitment to do His will on earth. These 

factors combined to constitute a reform of Judaism 

under the leadership of a master — Jesus — whom all 

Jews expected as a savior from the apparently hope- 

less predicament in which they had been languishing 

since the Exile, from the Untergangin which they had 
been drifting since Solomon’s death. However, the 

zealots and conservatives were in the majority; and 

they rose in defense of their power which was threat- 

ened by the reform. They trumped up charges of 

blasphemy and rebellion against Jesus and persuaded 

the Romans to get rid of him, 
Paul, a Romanized Jew at the service of the 

Romans in their persecution of members of the new 

faith, converted to Christianity. The countless ple- 

beian converts to Christianity practicing their faith in 

hiding from authority and prosecuted by Paul now 

became a great potential for turning the Roman Em- 

pire, its religion, and its ideology upside down, But 

first, the message of Jesus had to be transformed into 

something Hellenistic that would appeal to the vast 

millions of the empire around and beyond the Medi- 

terranean shores. This had already been done to the 

Old Testament by Philo of Alexandria, and in the Gos- 

pel of John. The dominant ideology was gnosticism; 

the dominant culture, Hellenism. Both were spread- 

ing throughout the provinces of the Roman Empire on 

a foundation previously laid down by the Greeks. The 

methodology was that of etsegesis, or allegorical in- 
terpretation of what is revered as scripture or holy 

text, which had precedents in the attempts of late 

Greek thinkers to make sense out of Greek pagan 

religions, Thus began the transformation of the rel- 

gion of Jesus.?? 

The focus of the mission shifted from Palestine and 

the Jewish people, who were the very object of the 

reform, to the main urban centers of the Roman Em- 

pire where the masses of slaves and uprooted lived. 

The language changed also — from Aramaic to Greek 

— and with it, the categories of thought embedded in 

the language. The internalist emphasis of the reform 

remained. But instead of being the prerequisite condi- 

tion for fulfilling the works of obedience to God, it 

became the ipso facto constituent of salvation. The 

content of faith was likewise expanded. God remained 

the center of it. But in addition, it acquired faith in His 

incarnation in Jesus, in Jesus’ death as an oblation and 

atonement for human sins, in his resurrection and 

victory over his enemies, and in the Holy Spirit as the 

third person of a divine trinity. The obligation to do 

the works commanded by God remained, butonly as a 

consequence of faith which was declared sufficient 

even if it had no such consequences. This axiological 
denigration of ‘‘works” was coupled with the institu- 
tion of sacraments and a sacramentally ordained 

priesthood to administer them. The state, because it 

happened to be the enemy, was condemned as the 
work of Satan. The Christian was to owe it no positive 

loyalty, but to suffer its taxation or authority with 

patience, awaiting the second advent of Christ when 

the fallen would be saved and all the enemies would be 

vanquished. 

This transformation of Christianity was brought 

about by John and Paul. It was not the only one. In the 

absence of a central authority, churches were formed 

in town after town on the basis of a sermon which a 

Christian missionary had delivered or an epistle he 

had sent. Every church was autonomous, depending 

upon its own constituents in all matters, including 
doctrine and nature of the faith. Thus many “‘Chris- 

tianities’’ arose, each developing according to its own 

spiritual and other determinants. Since all of them 

were missionary — Jesus himself had repudiated Jew- 

ish particularism—it was inevitable that the 

churches would multiply themselves and come into 

conflict with one another as to what was and was not 

Christianity. 

Thus, three main lines of thought emerged, each of 

which in various forms was defended by churches 

scattered over the whole Eastern Mediterranean. 

Unfortunately, heretication, excommunication, per- 

secution, and sometimes open genocide have left us 

no traces of these churches and their leaders except in 

the memories of their enemies. The Roman Church 

contended for supremacy over all the churches of 

Christ. When it finally achieved this status, it eradi- 

cated the other churches by forcing them all to adopt 

its doctrine and its tradition alone as canonical. There 

were numerous bones of contention between the 

churches, such as those revolving around the nature 

of man, sin, and grace; or that of the Church, ministry, 

and sacraments; or the authority of the Church of 

Rome, but the most important controversies revolved 

around the nature of Jesus. These were the most 
determinative, for their conclusions affected every 

other aspect of Christian doctrine and practice. 
The first and oldest controversy grew from the 

Semitic background of Jesus. Its adherents believed 
that Jesus was indeed the expected Christ or Messiah, 
sent to deliver the Jews from their predicaments, but 
that he was human, all too human. He was to achieve 
his deliverance by teaching true religion and by good 
example. His mission was like that of previous 
prophets: to convey the divine message whose con-
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Hustration 3.1 

An alabaster cvlinder seal depicting the Sun-God emerging 

from the Gates of the East, Babvloman, c. 2000 B.C.E. 

tent 1s salvific if observed. In the first century, this 

must have been the view of all or most Jews who heard 

of and believed in Jesus and who constituted the first 

Christian Palestimian churches. It was also the view of 

Cerinthus (c. 100) who taught that Jesus was indeed 
human; that at his baptism ““the Christ’’ —a high di- 

vine power — had descended upon him and was the 

cause of his delivery of the message. Once the mes- 

sage was delivered, the Christ left him to die like any 

other human.*® 
This first view of Christianity must have traveled 

with the Jews throughout the Roman Empire where it 

won converts among Jews as well as others. Some of 

them called themselves Ebionites and chose poverty 

as their lifestyle, devoting their energies to self-purifi- 

cation and worship. Regarding Jesus as a human 

prophet with a message from God, they learned his 

lesson on internalism best, and may be regarded as 

the first exemplification of monastic and ascetic life in 

Christianity.*! In Rome, in the middle of the second 

century, Hermas, brother of Pius, bishop of Rome, 

wrote an essay — The Shepherd— giving classical 

expression to this view.*? Another major exponent of 

this view was Paul of Samosata (third century) whose 

followers, the Paulicians, survived until the ninth cen- 

tury when Empress Theodora sent her army to exter- 

minate them in Armenia. 

The second view of Christianity was born in Alex- 

andria, and was the outcome of a peculiar synthesis 

between the internalizing messianism of the Jews and 

gnosticism. Assuming creation to be a descending 

degradation from the eternal Abselute One Who i1s 

[Courtesy The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Purchase, 

1886.] 

wholly spirit to the changing relative plurality whichis 

imprisoned in matter, gnosticism saw salvation as a 

release of the spiritual from its prison and return toits 

primordial source. Matter being absolutely evil for its 

contradiction of and distance from spirit, the world- 

and life-denying gnosticism accorded with Jewish de- 

spair and eschatology. Such release from matter cer- 

tainly occurred at death. In life, it had to be attained in 

gnosts, the moment at which the soul of man detached 

itself from every material connection, pulled itself up- 

ward and away from creation by disciplined medita- 

tion or contemplation, and became illuminated by the 

presence of the Absolute. This was thinking, the very 

process of salvation, 

The Absolute, for its part, could only think, since it 

is all spirit. Moreover, it could think only of itself, 

since it was origmally all that existed. Through its 

thinking, another fogos or mind emanated from it, and 

from this, a third emanated until all nine logot, minds 

or heavenly lights (the Ennead), emanated from one 

another and made possible the emanation of the active 

mind that created the universe. Thinking, then, is a 

cosmic activity. It is identical with the process consti- 

tutive of creation as well as of its maintenance by 

which things come to be —the downward process — 

as well as that by which they can return to their origin, 

The latter, when achieved by humans, is salvation. 

The activity of the Absolute, of God, may hence be 

described in the following terms: the logos or word of 
God, which is as divine as God because it is consub- 

stantial with the Absolute, is the creative principle in 

its downward motion. It is also the saving principle 
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because its activity in the upward motion, namely, 

human thought, is redeeming. This sophisticated lan- 

guage of Neoplatonism was Christianized by casting it 

into popular Greek terms borrowed from the adher- 

ents of the mystery religions. Jesus became the Word 

of God, for whom the world was created. His advent 

and teaching were constitutive of salvation. There 

neither was nor could be another way to restore man 

who, because of matter, lost knowledge of God except 

through knowledge of the word of God.*® An enthused 

apologist for this Christianity could even say that 

Christ equals logos or mind or reason; that whoever 

activates his mind is a Christian and is saved; that 

Socrates was the archetype of intelligence, as well as 

of Christian salvation,** 

The Christian churches to which Neoplatonism 

gave rise were numerous. However, the growing 

power of the Church of Rome eventually hereticated, 

excommunicated, and supplanted all of them. 

Throughout their existence, these churches never 

permitted their lofty intellectualism to be marred by 

the plebelan ideas of the mystery religions. As adher- 

ents of Docetism, they believed that Christ, being 

divine, of the Father Who is God or the Absolute, 

cannot suffer or die. Hence, any historical Jesus was a 

phantasm, an appearance designed to cover the divine 

and saving message. Cerinthus, Saturninus (c. 120), 

and Basilides (¢, 130) taught that another person was 

crucified in place of Jesus, who “flew back” to heaven. 

Marcion (c. 160} followed the same view with the 

demand that the Old Testament be abolished because 

its god is “‘a worker of evil, delighting in wars, incon- 

stant in judgment and self-contradictory.”*> In rather 

emphatic terms, all of them affirmed the absolute 

unity of God, which merited them the appellation of 

Monarchianism. The farthest they would go to meet 

their opponents was the admission that the trinity was 

no more than three manifestations of the Absolute, 

“Father, Son and Holy Spirit [ being) one and the same 

being, in the sense that three names are attached to 

the one substance . . . as the sun: it is one sub- 

stance, but it has three manifestations, light, heat and 

the orb itself.”’#® This explanation of the trinity was 
advocated by Sabellius, an early third-century theolo- 

gian, and was named after him.*” None of them 
doubted that the Christ was God, but none of them 

meant by the Christ the earthly, human, historical 

Jesus. The Christ was the Word (Jogos or mind) of 

God. Hence, they reasoned, “God always, Son always; 

the Son exists from God Himself . . . [He is] unbe- 

gotten . . . not born-by-begetting . . . [not even] 

by thought . . . does God precede the Son.”"*® Arius 

went farther, repudiating with a syllogism that car- 

ried his name the idea of a begotten Christ as logically 

self-contradictory, since the begetter must always be 

prior in being and time to the begotten.*? 

Arianism, as a variety of gnosticism, almost domi- 

nated Christendom for several centuries. However, 

the coincidence of imperial interests as well as those 

of some members of the Byzantine royalty with those 

of the Church of Rome led eventually to the destruc- 

tion of all churches that said no to Rome’s assertion 

that Jesus was both God as well as man, that he suf- 

fered death in atonement for vicarious guilt, and that 

he rose three days later in triumph, as the gods of the 
mystery religion and fertility cults did in their spring 

rituals. 
This position of the Church of Rome was the third 

view of Christianity, which came to supplant the other 

two views. It sought and found authority for its doc- 
trine in the Gospel of John and the epistles of Paul, but 

more clearly in the essays of some apostolic fathers 

such as Ignatius (c. 107) and Athanasius (¢. 373).5° It 
was Augustine that gave the view its final crystalliza- 

tion,®' in his controversy with Pelagius (c. 400), an 

Irish monk, and his pupil Celestius. These two as- 

serted man's innocence as well as his capacity to 

achieve the good without divine grace. The implica- 

tion is evident that without necessary sin— and 

hence the need for divine intervention — Christians 

need not assert either Jesus’ divinity or his atoning 
death. That is why, after some hesitation, Augustine 

rose to the defense of Pauline Christianity and 

launched against Pelagius the most virulent attack in 

the formative history of the Christian faith. 

Victory of the Roman view, however, was not 

easy. For centuries the Byzantine Imperial Govern- 

ment backed the Church of Rome and imposed its 

view upon the people. The Council of Nicaea (325} put 

together a creed combining the gnostic elements with 

the Pauline, and hardly anybody accepted it. Later, at 

the Council of Constantinople (381}, the authority of 
the Church of Rome was challenged by the Church of 

Constantinople, which called itself “‘the New Rome,” 

and again at Chalcedon in 451. The conversion of the 

churches to the Roman position continued, at least 

publicly. However, Christians with a Semitic bent of 

mind could not reconcile themselves either to trini- 

tarianism or to the notions of vicarious guilt, vicarious 

suffering, salvation through death, or the unquestion- 

able authority the Church of Rome had arrogated to 

itself. While confessing their adherence to the Church 
of Rome, they continued secretly to entertain their 

age-old ideas. 

Christianity in Arabia 

Most people in the western arm of the Fertile 
Crescent and in Africa had in time converted to Chris-



tianity. The northern tribes which lived in the adjoin- 

ing desert had also been converted. Few conver- 
sions took place in Mesopotamia, but Christians were 
numerous as a result of immigration. Fleeing Byzan- 

tine persecution, Christians ran away by the thou- 

sands to the edge of the desert, or to the Persian 

Empire across the desert, where the hand of the per- 

secutors could not reach them. For their part, the 

Persians welcomed them because of their knowledge 

and experience. Heretical monks were the carriers of 

the legacy of ancient learning. Christian condemna- 

tion of that learning (the Academy of Athens and all of 

the philosophy schools in the Empire were closed in 

529 by order of Justinian) sent its protagonists to the 

desert or Persian Empire for shelter. In Edessa, Jun- 

dishapur, Bosra, and other localities, colonies of exiled 

Christians prospered and kept alive the tradition of 

Greek learning under the aegis of a liberal, non- 

Roman Christianity. 

In the Arabian Peninsula there was hardly any 

Christian presence. Byzantium was interested in Pen- 
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insular Arabs as tradesmen or carriers of goods from 

distant Asia and Africa. The missionary spirit of By- 

zantium was weak or nonexistent, and, at any rate, its 

center was the Mediterranean and Europe, not the 

east. Some Arab tribes (Ghassan, Bani Taghlib, 

L.akhm) counted a number of Christians and some had 

Christian chieftains. They were all on the edge be- 
tween Peninsular Arabia and Byzantium, or between 

Arabia and Persia. The two great powers were inter- 

ested in them either as buffer satellites to protect 

their frontiers, or as refugees capable in the arts and 

sciences who hated their persecutors, the enemies of 

Persia. An Arab Christian from the Nabataean tribe of 

southeast Jordan was brought to Yaman as a slave, 

and he succeeded in converting those who came into 

contact with him to his faith. His name survived in 

Islamic annals as Ya‘qab al Sarrdj; and his faith was 

probably a monophysite version of Christianity.>2 The 
Christians of Arabia could not keep themselves away 

from the political winds blowing upon the region as a 

whole, As they regarded Byzantium, their patron, and 

Map 11. The Third Millennium B.C.E.. The Birth of Ctvilization 
B. The First World State (2360-2180) 
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looked to it for protection, they invited interference 

by the Persian Empire. The latter favored the Jews of 

Yaman, as enemies of the Christians. A Jewish perse- 

cution of Christians under Dhii Nuwas, Jewish king of 

Himyar, took place in 523. Its cruelty left a bad mem- 

ory throughout the Peninsula and was immortalized 

by a mention in the Qur’an (85:4) in support of the 

persecution of Christians. When Justin [ heard of it, he 

ordered Abyssinia to send an expeditionary force to 

Yaman, partly to avenge the Christians and partly to 

seize the trade route for Byzantium. The Abyssinians 

achieved a brief victory in Yaman and built a cathedral 

in San‘d’, the capital, Realizing that the second objec- 

tive could not be met without the subjugation of Mak- 

kah, they set out to conquer it, but met with disaster. 

The year (570) was the year of the Prophet’s birth, 

also called “the year of the elephant” because the 

Makkans saw the animal for the first time in the ser- 

vice of the invading Abyssinians.5® 

The Christian inhabitants of the western Fertile 

Crescent as well as the Christians of the Peninsula 

adhered to their own traditions, most of which were 

inimical to Roman doctrine. The area continued to 

burst into “‘heresies’ questioning, if not the divinity 
and humanity of Jesus, the relationship between 

the two natures (Apollinarianism, Nestorianism, Eu- 

tychianism, Monophysitism, Monothelitism), the na- 

ture of man, sin, salvation (Pelagianism), the author- 

ity of the Church and the “Holy See of Rome” (Mon- 

tanism, Donatism), and the legitimacy of images 

(iconoclasm). When Islam knocked at their door, they 

were only too glad to accept its call, and they con- 

verted en masse. Not only were they embittered by 

the exploitative and tyrannical policies of Byzantium, 

whose yoke they wished to shake off, but they also 

resented the religious imperialism evident in the 

forced supremacy of Roman doctrine. The fact that 

Islam confirmed Jesus’ prophethood and humanity 
and spoke of him in the most respectful way did the 

rest, 

Eastern Christians who converted to Islam 

brought with them their ideas, crafts, and customs 

which were later to enrich Islamic civihization, West- 

ern writers often accuse the eastern churches of fos- 

silism, pedantry, and backwardness. To reduce the 

glory of Islam’s victories, they describe those 

churches and Byzantium itself as corrupt, inept, and 

ready to fall when Islam came on the scene. The truth 

is that up to the advent of Islam, the pedantry, irratio- 

nalism, and backwardness of Byzantine Christianity 

were equally true of all Christendom. Islam reformed 

Christianity in the regions it incorporated into its em- 

pire, purging it clean of petty theological disputation 

and superstitious doctrines. After Islam arrived, the 

Christians’ genius and energies poured themselves 

into the culture and civilization of Islam. The soul of 

the Fertile Crescent under Islam rediscovered itself 

and reaffirmed its Ancient Mesopotamian legacy. It 

was temporarily (nearly a millennium!) alienated from 

its own identity by the Greeks and Romans, on one 

side, and by the Persians, on the other. The former 

imposed first their naturalism and idolatry, and then 

their trinitarian, sacramentalist version of the religion 

of Christ. The latter imposed their dualism and caste 

system. Under the impetus of Islam, both were 

shaken off and the Fertile Crescent Arabs now joined 

with the Peninsular Arabs to rebuild Semitic civiliza- 

tion. 

CONTRIBUTION OF THE JUDEO- 
CHRISTIAN TRADITION TO ISLAM 

Were the contribution of the Judeo-Christian tradition 

to that of Islam to be measured by the co-existence in 

both of identical religious personalities, events, ideas, 

and principles, it would be enormous. But co-exis- 

tence is not contribution; and the fact that Islam came 

later in history than either Judaism or Christianity 

constitutes no proof of same. Western scholars, how- 

ever, not only affirm such contribution but even call it 

“borrowing,” thus exacerbating Muslim dissatisfac- 
tion with Western interpretations of [slam. It is re- 

pugnant to speak of “borrowing” between any two 

movements, an earlier and a later one, when the later 

sees itself as a continuation and reform of the earher. 

The same scholars do not speak of “‘borrowing’’ by 

Christianity from Judaism, or by Buddhism from Hin- 

duism, or by Protestantism from Catholicism. Yet 

that is precisely how Islam sees itself regarding Ju- 

daism and Christianity, namely, as their very same 

identity but reformed and purged of the accumulated 

tamperings and changes of their human leaders and 

scribes. 

Islam does not regard itself as a new religion but as 

the oldest religion — indeed, as the eternal religion of 
God, of Adam in Paradise and on the earth, of Noah 

and his progeny. It sees itself as the religion of Abra- 
ham and his descendants, of all the prophets God had 

sent to the Hebrews as well as to other peoples, and of 
Jesus, the son of Mary. Moreover, Islam assumes the 

religious legacy of Mesopotamia as its own and does 

s0 rightly, since Mesopotamian civilization was the 

product of Arab migrants from the Peninsula as they 

settled in Mesopotamia and were reinforced by the 

continuous flow of humans from the desert into the 

Fertile Crescent. What is commonly called Semitic 

language, Semitic religion, and Semitic civilization isa



product of which the Arabs of the Peninsula were 

prime movers, authors, practitioners, and objects. 

The Mesopotamian tradition, as well as its mono- 

theistic reform by Abraham, became the tradition of 

all Arabs, those of the Peninsula as well as those of the 

Fertile Crescent. The Hebrews were one of the tribes 

composing this great conglomerate of peoples. [t is 

certainly repugnant to claim that the Mesopotamian 

or Abrahamic tradition belongs to a minority of Abra- 

ham'’s descendants rather than to all the peoples of 

the Arabian theater who are the physical and spiritual 

heirs to both. It cannot be denied that both Hebrews 

and Arabs are acutely aware of their legacy, that both 

regard Abraham and his progeny as their ancestors, 

and his faith and tradition as their own, but it must be 

equally affirmed that both traditions are entitled to 

draw from that legacy as they please, What is usually 

charged as borrowed by Islam from Judaism is exactly 

what may be charged as borrowed by Judaism from 

the Semitic Arabian Mesopotamian tradition. James 

Pritchard’s Ancient Neay Eastern Texts and Abra- 

ham Heidel's Babvionian Genesis popularized what 

the Hebrew Bible had “borrowed” from Ancient 

Mesopotamian literature, and James A. Montgom- 

ery's Arabia and the Bible shows what the biblical 

redactors borrowed from the religious literature of 

their contemporary Arab neighbors. 

Aswe saw earlier, the Mesopotamian tradition was 

formed in Mesopotamia by migrants from Peninsular 

Arabia whose flow was constant across the centuries, 

from the thirtieth to the thirteenth century B.C.E. 

However, the ideas carried by the migrants to the 

Fertile Crescent were known and adhered to by the 

folks who stayed behind and did not emigrate. 

Like the Mesopotamian tradition, the religious 

tradition of the Peninsula was subject to Abraham’s 

reformative ideas which came to it through Ishmael, 

Abraham’s eldest son, whom he chose to bring back to 

the Peninsula and settle in Makkah (Paran or Faran} 

and who became the ancestor of many great peoples 

(Genesis 17:20; 21:20 - 21). From Arab tradition, we 

know that Isma‘ll — the Arabic version of Ishmael — 

married into the Jurhum tribe, that he scioned 

founders of the twelve tribes of Arabized Arabs, and 

that these were the prime carriers of the “Arab” 

tradition of language and ideas. 

Unlike the Jewish tradition in whose genesis He- 

brews and Arabs participated, Christianity developed 

as a strictly Jewish and Christian affair. No Arabs 

were responsible for its genesis which may be totally 

credited to the Jews and their traditions. It acquired 

the Mesopotamian legacy by virtue of its growth out 

of the Jewish tradition. However, large numbers of its 

early adherents were non-Jewish Fertile Crescent 
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Arabs who joined the faith partly for its own spiritual 

merit and partly in reaction to the tyranny and crass 

materialism of the Romans, as well as in Semitic re- 

sistance to Hellenistic culture. In the first two cen- 

turies C.E., Arabs constituted the majority of Chris- 

tians. These were universalist missionaries by double 

virtue: that of their Arab heritage and that of their 

new Christian faith which opposed Jewish ethnocen- 

trism. They took their Christianity farther east to 

Persia and India, to Egypt and Abyssinia, north into 

the Caucasus and wherever around the Mediterra- 

nean their ancestors had planted colonies for trade or 

settlement, As we have seen, the ascendancy of the 

Church of Rome backed by the Byzantine Empire had 

alienated these Semitically oriented Christians. When 

they were hereticated by the Church of Rome, and 

persecuted by the Byzantine Empire or its puppets on 

the scene, they took refuge in the desert. There, they 

swelled the ranks of Jewish refugees and reinforced 

the Abrahamic tradition with their monotheistic and 

spiritualizing version of Christianty. 

Both Jews and Christian immigrants to the desert 

found a ready welcome among those Arabs who 

upheld the Mesopotamian-Abrahamic tradition. To- 

gether, they consolidated that tradition in Peninsular 

Arabia which came to be known as Hanifiyyah. Its 

adherents, the hanif(s), resisted every association of 

other gods with God, refused to participate in pagan 

rituals, and maintained a life of ethical purity above 

reproach. It was common knowledge that the hanif 

was a strict monotheist who paid no tribute to tribal 

religion, that he was of impeccable ethical character, 

and that he kept aloof from the cynicism and moral 

lasciviousness of other Arabs. The hanifs always 

stood above tribal disputes and hostilities. Everybody 

knew of their presence since they belonged to nearly 

all tribes. Moreover, they had the reputation of being 

the most learned in religion. The Prophet knew the 

hunafd’ well enough to say: “Islam is 1dentical with 

Hanifiyyah,” and above him stood the Qur’an’s au- 
thoritative identification of Abraham as a hani/. 

In Aramaic, the hanifs were called hanepai, 

meaning ‘‘separated.”” The term must have been 

coined by their enemies, the adherents of contrary 

religious views, who held power or were in the major- 

ity and who observed the phenomenon of some dis- 

senting members of their own group separating 

themselves. Such phenomena must have happened 

throughout Hebrew and Christian history before the 

Hijrah. As the religious establishment, whether Jew- 

ish or Christian, deviated from the Abrahamic tran- 

scendentalist faith and persecuted the dissenters, the 

latter had little choice but to run away to the desert 

where their relatives, clan-members, or fellow tribes- 
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men would grant them shelter. The desert peoples’ 

faith would more likely have remained the purer — 

and hence closer to the Abrahamic faith — than those 

Hebrews whose settlement resulted in Canaanization; 

or those Christians who allowed the rehigion of Jesus 

to be transformed into the trinitarian, sacramentalist 

religion of John and Paul. As followers of Abrahamic 

Judaism and Jesus' Christianity, the dissenters would 

thus have found affinity of view and sympathy among 

those who remained loyal to the transcendent unity of 

God. Naturally, what was regarded by the establish- 

ment as “‘separated’’ was viewed by the desert people 

as “pure,”’ thus constituting the two apparently con- 

tradictory meanings of the word hanifin Aramaic and 

Arabic. 

Long before the Prophet’s age, a call for an Abra- 

hamic monotheistic reform arose in the Peninsular 

tribes of ‘Ad (N. Hadramawt), Thamiid and Shu‘ayb 
(Hijaz) at the hands of the prophets Hiid, Silih, and 

Shu‘ayb. The memory of their calls remained; but 

their movements toward reinstituting Abrahamic 

monotheism did not succeed and were drowned in 

Arab shirk or associationism. 

MAKKAN RELIGION 

When Abraham came with Hagar and Ishmael to 

Makkah (whom the Qur’an calls Ibrahim, Hajar and 

Isma‘ll, respectively), there was no plantation in the 

area. The Qur'anic account described the place as 

desolate.® Together, they built the Ka‘bah, a square 

room with one aperture, and dedicated it to the wor- 

ship of the one God. The fountain of Zamzam, which 

sprang miraculously at the feet of the baby Isma‘ll as



his mother scrambled between Safa and Marwah in 
search of water, continued to flow, and the place be- 
came a caravan stop. Centuries later, the Ka‘bah be- 
came a pantheon of numerous idols or gods; and Mak- 
kah became the main center binding together the 
whole of Arabia religiously, culturally, politically, and 
economically. The tradition of its foundation by Ibra- 
him and Isma'll as a sanctuary for the one God re- 

mained a living memory throughout Arabia. 

The transcendental unity of God which Ibrahim 
and his family taught was not easy to keep in mind. It 

required a level of sophistication that was not always 

available. How many generations it did survive in 

Makkah after Isma‘l, nobody knows. It was trans- 

formed into the shirk or polytheism of Makkah by a 

combination of forces. First was the human desire for 

adeity in close proximity in case of need. The needs of 

daily living are many: to foretell the future; to consult 

and obtain advice whether the time is auspicious to 

undertake war, a business undertaking, a hunt, a long 

journey; to appease when tragedy strikes in the hope 

of having it lifted; to thank when bliss and good for- 

tune arrive. When any of these needs is felt, it re- 

quires a rather strong mind and will to resist the 

temptation to seek satisfaction through the close and 

concrete if available. The tendency is operative even 

with the knowledge that ultimate power lies with an- 

other being, in which case the nearby deity is re- 

garded as an intercessionary agency. ‘“We worship 

them [the deities] but for their power to bring us 

closer to God.”’®® Second was the tendency to aggran- 

dize the deceased good man whether ancestor, chief- 

tain, patriarch, or benefactor to the point where his 

humanity passed into divinity. It is a peculiarly human 

temptation not only not to see the bad sides of the 

deceased but to idealize their good qualities. Idealiza- 

tion is a very potent idol-making inclination in all 
humans. Unless it is kept in check, the deceased could 

easily suffer apotheosis. Third was the perpetual fear 

humans felt upon realization of their helplessness in 

front of the inexplicable mighty forces or tragic 

events of nature. Unless their nerve-resistance ca- 

pacity is adequate, it is not surprising that suffering 

and tragedy may bend or break the person’s will and 

corrupt the mind. In such cases, numinous perception 

shifts from God, the real cause of the event, to the 

force of nature that acted as vehicle or locus for it. 

The transcendent God is likely to be perceived as 

distant simply because His transcendence may be 

construed as distance. It was in militancy against this 

tendency that transcendentalist faith took special 

care to emphasize the nearness, accessibility, and 

availability of God to anyone who calls upon Him. 

Fourth, and last, was the near total absence from the 
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scene of any transcendentalist faith. True, the tran- 

scendentalist tradition was kept by the hanifs; but 

these were too few to be effective. The Abrahamic 

faith was poorly maintained. While the Jews were 

perceived as having reduced transcendent mono- 

theism to monolatry hy their anthropomorphism and 

ethnocentrism, the Christians, by their incarnation 

and trinitarianism, their sacramentalism and theo- 

tokos-theology, were perceived as having reduced it 

to polytheism. Wherever they turned, the pre-Islamic 

Arabs saw the transcendence of God violated. Those 

Arabs who inclined in that direction became bolder by 

the example of their neighbors. It was their Byzantine 

Christian neighbors who sold them the human statues 

of the Ka‘bah. 

The Essence 

The essence of religious experience in pre-Islamic 

Arahia revolved around two axes. The first was he- 

donism, or the pursuit of a material, personal, worldly 

happiness during one’s lifetime. This life was the only 

opportunity one had to do so. When life passed or was 

lost, everything dissolved into oblivion; there was 

nothing outside this life. Existence was hard enough in 

the desert. Its travails as well as those of life in general 

were to be drowned in wine, women, and poetry. 

Many children, many wives, many friends, large herds 

of sheep and goats, camels and horses, a prosperous 

trading business, a victorious booty-laden raid, wine 

and poetry for a pastime — these were the compo- 

nents of happiness. 

The second axis was romanticism. On the individ- 

ual level it was expressed in mur ‘ah, or the values of 

chivalry. These included bravery in battle, hospitality 

even in poverty, fidelity even at the risk of one’s life, 

and, above all of these, eloquence. Eloquence glorified 

these values and idealized them, making them the 

ultimate ends of human life. Nothing was greater than 

the poet’s craft; for poetry intensified the beauty and 

appeal of the valuable deeds. It made them worthy of 

remembrance, immortal. On the societal level, ro- 

manticism made up the internal solidarity of the tribe. 

It rested on the consciousness of identity of the tribes- 

man which was given to the member by the tribe, His 

being and existence, his legitimacy and reputation, 

and finally his very security could be assured only 

within the tribe. Outside of it, the Arab of the Penin- 

sula was an outlaw; his life and property were a free 

and easy prey for anyone who could take them. As a 

tribesman, the whole might of the tribe was his very 

own. Any offense against his person was at once an 

offense against every other member; and everyone 

stood obliged to avenge it against any member of the 
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offending tribe. In the member’s life, the tribe was 

supreme. Its prosperity, reputation, honor, greatness 

were all the member’s; and so were its misery, 1l 

reputation, dishonor, or defeat, No wonder then that 

the tribe monopolized the member’s loyalty. The land 

was not a constituent, since the tribe moved con- 

stantly and shifted from one area to another. But the 

poetry the tribe had produced, and the deeds of its 

members which poetry immortalized — these defined 

Hustration 3.2 

Clay tablets containing part of the 135-line text of a Sumer- 

jan version of the Job essay on a man’s suffering and submis- 

sion to his god. The poem has been pieced together from six 

the tribe, classified it among other tribes and deter- 

mined the honor and self-esteem of the individual. 

Indeed, the tribe has never been so mystified and 

made so beautiful through poetical idealization of its 

heroes as in Peninsular Arabia. This was romanticism 

founded upon tribal discipline, tribal loyalty, tribal re- 

sponsibility, and all of these were made immemorial in 

the most exquisite poetry ever produced in any lan- 

guage. To live in the atmosphere this poetry created, 

clay tablets and fragments excavated at Nippur, about 100 

miles south of Baghdad. [Courtesy The University Mu- 

seum, University of Pennsylvania.] 
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Having rekindled aspiration for a universal *ur 
community, the new migrations from the ’ 
Arabian Peninsula, the Amurru, pulled the 

people together to form a new world empire, 
Babylon |. Babylon was the scene of the first 
revelation of the law, the Code of Hammurabi. 
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and to move in pursuit of material well-being and 
contentment under the mur¥’ah values it glorified, 
was for the pre-Islamic Arab of the Peninsula the 

meaning and purpose of life. 

The Manifestation 

South Arabian (Ma'in, Saba’, and Qataban) as well 
North Arabian (Lihyin, Thamiid, and $afd) inscrip- 

tions give evidence that a supreme deity called a! liah 

or Allahwas worshipped from time immemorial. This 

deity watered the earth, made the crops grow, the 

cattle multiply, and the springs and wells yield their 
life-giving waters.%® In Makkah as well as throughout 
Peninsular Arabia, “Allah” was acknowledged as “‘the 

creator of all,” “‘the Lord of the world,” “the Master 

of heaven and earth,” “the ultimate Controller of 

all.”’s” “Allah” was the most frequently mentioned 

divine name.?® However, His functions were dele- 
gated or assumed by other minor deities; and His 
wondrous effects were expressed in the sun and the 

moon, for example. His qualities were hypostasized 
and turned into gods and goddesses beside Him. Thus 
a whole pantheon came to exist, each member cater-
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g either to a special need or a special tribe and 

representing a special feature, site, object, or force 

that suggested His numinous presence, provision, or 

might. Allat, a goddess, was described as the daughter 

of Allah and identified with the sun by some, with the 

moon by others.®® Al ‘'Uzz3 was a second divine daugh- 

ter, associated with the planet Venus; Manart, the 

third daughter, represented fate. Dhii al Shara and 

Dhtt al Khalasah were gods that took the names of 

places of divination; Dha al Kaffayn and Dbt al Rijl 

were associated with bodily organs of some special — 

though unknown—significance., Wudd, Yaghiith,



Ya'diq, and Suwa‘ were gods who took the names of 
the divine functions of loving, helping, preserving, and 
inflicting of hard punishment, respectively. The god 
Hubal, who had the most prominent statue in the 
Ka‘bah, had a hand made of solid gold. Al Malik (the 
King), al Rahman (the Merciful), and al Rahim (the 
Always-Merciful) identified gods or perhaps repre- 
sented supreme divine functions of a god of another 
name. Proper names abound in ancient inscriptions 
where the divine name is joined to words such as 
“servant of,”” “friend of,” “protected by,” “favored 
by,” and so on.%° 

When these gods and goddesses had a shrine, or a 

marked spot of earth associated with them, they were 

attended to by a part-time priesthood. The priests 

functioned only when worshippers called for their ser- 

vices. Otherwise, they were private persons, like 

their fellow tribesmen. Their function was to draw 

arrows or throw stones or interpret dreams and 

omens of nature when the purpose was divination of 

the god’s opimon or judgment; to perform the sacri- 

fice or help in the offering when the object was propi- 

tiation or thanksgiving. And they were not needed at 
all when the object was daily or occasional respect 

effected by the worshipper’s circumambulation of the 

sacred precincts. Service of all the gods of the Ka‘bah 

belonged exclusively to Quraysh, the dominant tribe 

of Makkah. This honor and prestige among all Arabs 

belonged exclusively to the Makkans, though even 

there, the priestly function was a part-time affair. The 

Makkans combined the priesthood with the leader- 

ship of the state and distinguished six functions, each 

of which they assigned to each one of the Quraysh 

clans. The Hijabah was for the maintenance of the 

Ka‘bah and guardianship of its keys; the Sigayah, for 
the provision of fresh water to daily worshippers and 

seasonal pilgrims; the Rifadah, for providing food for 

the pilgrims; the Nadwah, for organizing and chairing 
all convocations; the Qiy@dah, for leading the military 

forces in war; the Liwa’, for holding the flag and other 

deities or symbols wherever prescribed.® 
Tribal internecine wars were the general rule 

whose interruption brought relatively short periods of 

peace. Poetry fanned the fires continuously, pro- 

claiming death for the tribe as the highest peak of 
heroic achievement. Ayyam al ‘Arab (Moments of 

Arab Glory) developed almost like a cult, wherein the 

worshippers were any Arab audience listening with 

rapture as the priest —in this case, the narrator — 

told in eloquent poetry and prose the legacy of anec- 

dotes of the warring heroes of one tribe after another. 

This cult took complete possession of the imagination 
of those who participated. 

Tribal wars broke out between North and South in 
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the Arabian Peninsula, as the Southerners en- 

croached upon the Northerners and sought to estab- 

lish hegemony over them. The Northerners, Bani 

‘Adnan, were divided against themselves and thus 
made the task easier for the Southerners. However, 
tyrannical exploitation by the South prompted the 

‘Adnam group of tribes in the North to rally and 

achieve their independence. The South’s leadership 

was in the hands of the kingdom of Himyar, whose 

wars with Abyssinia eventually rendered it weak 

enough for the northern dependencies to challenge its 

authority. In its war of independence, fought toward 

the end of the fifth century C.E., the North was led by 

Kulayb, chieftain of the twin tribes of Bakr and Tagh- 
lib. The oldest hostility on record took place about 

350 C.E., between ‘Adwan (a northern tribe) which 

was led by ‘Amir ibn al Zarb, and Madhhaj (a southern 

tribe). The Battle of Khazzaz (c. 400 C.E.) was the 

subject of “poetical fights” between Farazdaq 

(Madhhaj poet of Basrah, d. 732 C.E.) and Jarir 

(Mudar poet of Yamamah, d. 733 ¢.E.). Such poetical 

fights rocked the UmawT caliphate and stirred up the 

people from Yaman to Persia. Between the northern 

tribes themselves, many battles were fought, the 

most important taking place between the Rabi‘ah 

group of tribes and the Mudar group. Each group 

accounted for six victories over the other, thus pro- 

viding the poets with twelve battles to depict in po- 

etry, singing the exploits of their heroes. Within the 

Rabi‘ah group, hostilities broke out and battles were 

fought continually. Between Bakr and Taghlib, a 

whole series of battles took place in which al Muhalhil 
(d. 570), one of the greatest poets of pre-Islamic Ara- 

bia, participated, lost his brother Kulayb, and com- 

posed some of the most beautiful poetry in the lan- 

guage in the latter’s eulogy. Within the Mudar group, 

to which the Makkan Quraysh tribe belonged, hostili- 

ties were hikewise continuous. The tribes of ‘Abs and 

Hawazin accounted for the famous battles of 

Rahrahan (c. 420 ¢.E.) and of Dihis and Ghabra’ (c. 

423). Imru’ al Qays (d. 431), the king-poet of ‘Abs 
who authored one of the mu ‘allagat memorized and 

recited by all Arabic-speaking peoples, was involved 

in the first battle. As a young man of fourteen, the 

Prophet Muhammad was involved in the Battle of al 

Fijjar (584 c.E.), fought between his tribe, Quraysh, 

and the tribes known as Kinanah and Qays-‘Aylan. 

The battle received its name, which means “desecra- 

tion,” because the enemies of Quraysh broke the 

taboos commonly agreed upon by all Arabs not to fight 

within the haram area or during the holy months. 
Unlike all other battles, this one did not produce her- 

oic poetry, but shook all Arabs into awareness of the 

futility of these struggles. Voices were raised in all 
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quarters demanding an end to the bloodshed, which 

prepared the ground for the call of the Prophet to 

repudiate tribalism and unite all Arabs under the ban- 

ner of Islam. 

The Arabs’ love of poetry caused them to hold an 

annual competition at the ‘Ukaz Fair on the occasion 

of the annual pilgrimage to the Ka‘bah. The most 

competent literary critics and authoritative poets 

would sit in judgment, and new poetic compositions 

were recited in competition for prizes. When the new 

compositions did not measure up, the prizes were 

awarded to the former prize winners. The prize en- 

tailed permission for the best composition to be writ- 

ten in gold and hung on the walls of the Ka‘bah. 

Hence, the name mu‘allagat or “‘suspended.” The 

generations delighted in learning and reciting these 

poems, which set the standard for literary eloquence. 

When Islam arrived, the practice was two centuries 

old, during which time only ten poems had been 

awarded the distinction of mu‘allagat® The prize- 

winning poems sang the praises of the tribes of their 

authors, the glories of a chivalrous engagement, the 

greatness of personal honor and tribal fidelity, the 

tenderness of love, the warmth of friendly discourse 

with wine and song, the sweetness of revenge, the 

ephemeral nature of all life. Each excelled in one form 

or another; and everyone agreed that Zuhayr had no 

match when he composed, inspired by desire; al Na- 

bighah, when he was inspired by fear; al A'shd, by 

musical pleasure; and ‘Antarah, by anger. 
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CHAPTER 4 

The Essence of Islamic Civilization 

There can be no doubt that the essence of Islamic 

civilization is Islam; or that the essence of Islam is 

tawhid, the act of affirming Allah to be the One, abso- 

lute, transcendent Creator, Lord and Master of all 

that is. 

These two fundamental premises are self-evident. 

They have never heen doubted by those who be- 

longed to this civilization or participated in it. And 

only very recently have missionaries, Orientalists, 

and other interpreters of Islam subjected them to 

doubt. Whatever their level of education, Muslims are 

apodictically certain that Islamic civilization does have 

an essence, that this essence is knowable and capable 

of analysis or description, that it is tawhid.! Analysis 

of tawhid as essence, as first determining principle of 

Islamic civilization, is the object of this chapter. 

Tawhid is that which gives Islamic civihzation its 
identity, which binds all its constituents together and 
thus makes of them an integral, organic body which 

we call civilization. In binding disparate elements to- 

gether, the essence of civilization—in this case, 

tawhid —impresses them with its own mold. It re- 
casts them so as to harmonize with and mutually sup- 

port other elements. Without necessarily changing 

their natures, the essence transforms the elements 

making up a civilization, giving them their new char- 

acter as constitutive of that civilization, The range of 

transformation may vary from slight to radical, de- 

pending on how relevant the essence is to the differ- 

ent elements and their functions. This relevance 

stood out prominently in the minds of Muslim ob- 

servers of the phenomena of civilization. That is why 

they took tawhid as title to their most important 

works, and they pressed all subjects under its aegis. 

They regarded fawhid as the most fundamental prin- 

ciple which includes or determines all other princi- 

ples; and they found in it the fountainhead, the prime- 

val source determining all phenomena of Islamic 

civilization, 

Traditionally and simply expressed, fawhid is the 

conviction and witnessing that ‘““there is no God but 

God.” This negative statement, brief to the utmost 

limits of brevity, carries the greatest and richest 
meanings in the whole of Islam. Sometimes, a whole 
culture, a whole civilization, or a whole history lies 

compressed in one sentence, This certainly is the case 

of the kalimah (pronouncement) or shahadah (wit- 
nessing) of Islam. All the diversity, wealth and his- 
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tory, culture and learning, wisdom and civilization of 

Islam is compressed in this shortest of sentences “La 

ilaha illa Allah.” 

TAWHID AS WORLDVIEW 

Tawhid is a general view of reality, of truth, of the 

world, of space and time, of human history. As such it 

comprehends the following principles: 

Duality 

Reality is of two generic kinds, God and non-God; 

Creator and creature. The first order has but one 

member, Allah, the Absolute and Almighty. He alone 

is God, eternal, Creator, transcendent. Nothing is like 

unto Him: He remains forever absolutely unique and 

devoid of partners or associates. The second 13 the 

order of space-time, of experience, of creation. It in- 

cludes all creatures, the world of things, plants and 

animals, humans, jinn and angels, heaven and earth, 

paradise and hell, and all their becoming since they 

came into being. The two orders of Creator and cre- 

ation are utterly and absolutely disparate as far as 

their being, or ontology, as well as their existence and 

careers are concerned. It is forever impossible that 

the one be united with, fused, con-fused or diffused 

into the other. Neither can the Creator be ontologi- 

cally transformed so as to become the creature, nor 

can the creature transcend and transfigure itself so as 

to become in any way or sense the Creator.? 

Ideationality 

The relation between the two orders of reality is 

ideational in nature. Its point of reference in man 1s 

the faculty of understanding. As organ and repository 

of knowledge, the understanding includes all the gno- 

seological functions of memory, imagination, reason- 

ing, observation, intuition, apprehension, and so on. 

All humans are endowed with understanding. Their 

endowment is strong enough to understand the will of 

God in either or both of the following ways: when that 

will is expressed in words, directly by God to man, and 

when the divine will is deducible through observation 

of creation.? 

Teleology 

The nature of the cosmos is teleological, that is, 

purposive, serving a purpose of its Creator, and doing 

so out of design. The world has not been created in 

vain, or in sport.* It is not the work of chance, a 

happenstance. It was created in perfect condition. 

Everything that exists does so in a measure proper to 

it and fulfills a certain universal purpose.® The world s 

indeed a “cosmos,” an orderly creation, not a 

“chaos.” In it, the will of the Creator is always real- 

ized. His patterns are fulfilled with the necessity of 

natural law. For they are innate in the very nature of 

things. No creature other than man, acts or existsina 

way other than what the Creator has ordained for it.% 

Man is the only creature in which the will of God 1s 

actualized not necessarily, but with man’s own per- 

sonal consent. The physical and psychic functions of 

man are integral to nature, and as such they ohey the 

laws pertinent to them with the same necessity as all 

other creatures. But the spiritual functions, namely, 

understanding and moral action, fall outside the realm 

of determined nature. They depend upon their subject 

and follow his determination. Actualization of the di- 

vine will by them is of a qualitatively different value 

than necessary actualization by other creatures, Nec- 

essary fulfillment applies only to elemental or utilitar- 

ian values; free fulfillment applies to the moral, How- 

ever, the moral purposes of God, His commandments 

to man, do have a base in the physical world, and 

hence there is a utilitarian aspect to them. But this is 

not what gives them their distinctive quality, that of 

being moral. It is precisely the commandments’ 

aspect of being fulfillable in freedom, that is, with the 

possibility of being violated, that provides the special 

dignity we ascribe to things ‘“‘moral.”’” 

Capacity of Man and Malleability 
of Nature 

Since everything was created for a purpose — the 

totality of being no less so— the realization of that 

purpose must be possible in space and time.® Other- 
wise, there is no escape from cynicism, Creation itself 

and the processes of space and time would lose their 

meaning and significance. Without this possibility, 

taklif, or moral obligation, falls to the ground; and 

with its fall, either God's purposiveness or His might 

is destroyed. Realization of the absolute, namely, the 

divine raison d'étre of creation, must be possible in 

history, that is, within the process of time between 

creation and the Day of Judgment. As subject of moral 

action, man must therefore be capable of changing 

himself, his fellows or society, nature or his environ- 

ment, so as to actualize the divine pattern, or com- 

mandment, in himself as well as in them.® As object of 

moral action, man as well as his fellows and environ- 

ment must all be capable of receiving the efficacious
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action of man, the subject. This capacity is the con- 

verse of man’s moral capacity for action as subject. 

Without it, man’s capacity for moral action would be 

impossible and the purposive nature of the universe 

would collapse. Again, there would be no recourse 

from cynicism. For creation to have a purpose —and 

this is a necessary assumption if God is God and His 

work is not a meaningless ¢travatl de singe— creation 
must be malleable, transformable, capable of chang- 
ing its substance, structure, conditions, and relations 

so as to embody or concretize the human pattern or 

purpose. This is true of all creation, including man’s 
physical, psychic, and spiritual nature. All creation is 

capable of realization of the ought-to-be, the will or 

The Makkans and the Hebrews are cousins, Both descend from one 

ancestor, Abraham or [brahim, of Ur in Lower Mesopotamia. Rebelling 

against the idolatry of his people and escaping miraculously from their 

judgment against him, Abraham joined the roaming Amurru tribesmen 

and came to Canaan. He settled his eldest son, Ishmael or Isma‘il, in 

Makkah, where they built the Ka‘bah and [sma‘il scioned the Makkan 

tribe of Quraysh. Abraham’s other son, Isaac, and his progeny sought to 

settle in Canaan but could not do so for almost a millennium, during 
which time they either roamed the area or went to Egypt. They settled 
in Canaan in the following millennium, but they were torn between 

assimilation with Canaan and separation from it. Their stay in Canaan 

ended with destruction, and the survivors dispersed throughout the 

world during the next two millennia.
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pattern of God, the absolute in this space and in this 

time.*? 

Responsibility and Judgment 

If man stands under the obligation to change him- 

self, his society, and his environment so as to conform 

with the divine pattern, and is capable of doing so, and 

if all that is object of his action is malleable and capable 

of receiving his action and embodying its purpose, 

then it follows with necessity that he is responsible. 

Moral obligation is impossible without responsibility 

or reckoning. Unless man is responsible, and unless 

he is accountable for his deeds, cynicism becomes 

once more inevitable. Judgment, or the consumma- 

tion of responsibility, is the necessary condition of 

moral obligation, of moral imperativeness. It flows 

from the very nature of “‘normativeness.’””** It is im- 

material whether reckoning takes place in space-time 

or at the end of it or both, but it must take place. To 

obey God, that is, to realize His commandments and 

actualize His pattern, is to achieve fal@h or success, 

happiness, and ease. Not to do so, to disobey Him, 1s to 

incur punishment, suffering, unhappiness, and the 

agonies of failure. 

TAWHID AS ESSENCE 
OF CIVILIZATION - 

As the essence of Islamic civilization, tawhid has two 

aspects or dimensions: the methodological and the 

contentual. The former determines the forms of ap- 

plication and implementation of the first principles of 

the civilization; the latter determines the first princi- 

ples themselves. 

The Methodological Dimension 

The methodological dimension includes three prin- 

ciples, namely, unity, rationalism, and tolerance. 

These determine the form of Islamic civilization, a 

form that pervades every one of its departments. 

Unity. There is no civilization without unity. Un- 
less the elements constituting a civilization are united, 

woven, and harmonized with one another, they con- 

stitute not a civilization but a hodgepodge conglomer- 

ation. A principle unifying the various elements and 

comprehending them within its framework is essen- 
tial. Such a principle would transform the mixture of 

relations of the elements with one another into an 

orderly structure in which levels of priority or de- 

grees of importance are perceivable. The civilization 

of Islam places elements in an orderly structure and 

) 

Hlustration 4.1 

An Afghan pilgrim in Makkah. [Courtesy Saudi Arabian 

Ministry of Information.] 

governs their existence and relations according to a 

uniform pattern. In themselves, the elements can be 

of either native or foreign provenance. Indeed, there 

18 no civilization that has not adopted some elements 

foreign toit. What is important is that the civilization 

digest those elements, that is, recast their forms and 

relations and thus integrate them into i1ts own system. 

To “in-form” them with its own form is in fact to 

transform them into a new reality where they exist no 

more in themselves or m their former dependency, 

but as integral components of the new civilization in 

which they have been integrated. It is not an argu- 
ment against any civilization that it contains such ele- 

ments; but it is a devastating argument against any 

avilization when it has merely added foreign ele- 

ments; when it has done so in disicinted manner,
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without re-formation, in-formation, or integration. As 
such, the elements merely co-exist with the civiliza- 
tion. They do not belong organically to it. But if the 
civilization has succeeded in transforming them and 
integrating them into its system, the integrating pro- 
cess becomes its index of vitality, of its dynamism and 
creativity. In any integral civilization, and certainly in 
Islam, the constitutive clements, whether material, 
structural, or relational, are all bound by one supreme 
principle. In Islamic civilization, this supreme princi- 

ple is tawhid. It is the ultimate measuring rod of the 
Muslim, his guide and criterion in his encounter with 

other religions and civilizations, with new facts or 

situations. What accords with it is accepted and inte- 

grated. What does not is rejected and condemned. 

Tawhid, or the doctrine of absolute unity, tran- 
scendence, and ultimacy of God, implies that only He 

is worthy of worship, of service. The obedient person 
lives his life under this principle. He seeks to have all 

Hlustration 4.2 

A pilgrim in Makkah studying the Qur’an. [Courtesy Saudi 

Arabian Ministry of Information.] 

Iustration 4.3 

Mosque of the Prophet in Madinah. [Photo by L. al Fariigl.] 

his acts to conform to the pattern, to actualize the 

divine purpose. His life must therefore show the unity 
of his mind and will, the unique object of his service. 
His life will not be a series of events put together 

helter-skelter, but will be related to a single over- 

arching principle, bound by a single frame which inte- 

grates them together into a single unity, His life thus 

has a single style, an integral form—in short, Islam. 

Rationalism. As methodological principle, ratio- 

nalism 1s constitutive of the essence of Islamic civiliza- 

tion. It consists of three rules or laws: first, rejection 

of all that does not correspond with reality; second, 

denial of ultimate contradictories; third, openness to 

new and/or contrary evidence. The first rule protects 

the Muslim against opinion, that is, against making 

any untested, unconfirmed claims to knowledge. The 

unconfirmed claim, the Qur’'an declares, is an instance 

of zann, or deceptive knowledge, and is prohibited by 

God, however slight is its object.!? The Muslim is 
definable as the person who claims nothing but the 
truth. The second rule protects him agamst simple 

contradiction on one side, and paradox on the other.'? 
Rationalism does not mean the priority of reason over 
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revelation but the rejection of any ultimate contradic- 
tion between them.!* Rationalism studies contradic- 
tory theses over and over again, assuming that there 
must be an aspect that had escaped consideration and 
that, if taken into account, would expose the contra- 
dictory relation. Equally, rationalism leads the reader 
of revelation—not revelation itself —to another 
reading, lest an unobvious or unclear meaning may 
have escaped him which, if reconsidered, would re- 
move the apparent contradiction. Such referral to 
reason or understanding would have the effect of har- 

monizing not revelation per se-—revelation stands 

above any manipulation by man! — but the Muslim’s 

human interpretation or understanding of it. It makes 
his understanding of revelation agree with the cumu- 
lative evidence uncovered by reason. Acceptance of 

the contradictory or paradoxical as ultimately valid 
appeals only to the weak-of-mind. The intelligent 
Muslim is a rationalist as he insists on the unity of the 

two sources of truth, namely, revelation and reason. 

The third rule, openness to new or contrary evi- 

dence, protects the Muslim against literalism, fanati- 

cism, and stagnation-causing conservatism. It inclines 

him to intellectual humility. It forces him to append to 

his affirmations and denials the phrase “Allahu 

a’lam ”’(Allah knows better!). For he is convinced that 

the truth is bigger than can be totally mastered by 

him, 

As the affirmation of the absolute unity of God, 

tawhid is the affirmation of the unity of truth. For 

God, in Islam, is the truth, His unity is the unity of the 

sources of truth. God is the Creator of nature whence 
man derives his knowledge. The object of knowledge 
are the patterns of nature which are the work of God. 

Certainly God knows them since He is their author; 

and equally certainly, He is the source of revelation. 

He gives man of His knowledge; and His knowledge is 

absolute and universal. God is no trickster, no malevo- 

lent agent whose purpose is to misguide and mislead. 
Nor does He change His judgment as men do when 
they correct their knowledge, their will, or their deci- 

sion. God is perfect and omniscient. He makes no 
mistakes. Otherwise, He would not be the transcen- 

dent God of Islam. 

Tolerance. As methodological principle, toler- 

ance is the acceptance of the present until its false- 

hood has been established. Thus, it is revelant to 

epistemology. It is equally relevant to ethics as the 

principle of accepting the desired until its undesir- 

ableness has been established.!® The former is called 

sa‘ah; the latter, yusr. Both protect the Muslim from 

self-closure to the world, from deadening conserva- 

tism, Both urge him to affirm and say yea to life, to 
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new experience. Both encourage him to address the 

new data with his scrutinizing reason, his constructive 

endeavor, and thereby to enrich his experience and 

life, to move his culture and civilization ever forward. 

As methodological principle within the essence of 

Islamic civilization, tolerance is the conviction that 

God did not leave people without sending them a mes- 
senger from among themselves to teach them that 

there is no God but God and that they owe Him wor- 

ship and service,® to warn them against evil and its 

causes.'” Inthis regard, tolerance is the certainty that 
all men are endowed with a sensus communts, which 

enables them to know the true religion, to recognize 

God’s will and commandments, Tolerance is the con- 

viction that the diversity of religions is due to history 

with all its affecting factors, its diverse conditions of 

space and time, its prejudices, passions, and vested 

interests. Behind religious diversity stands al din al 

hanif, the primordial religion of God with which all 

men are born before acculturation makes them ad- 

herents of this or that religion. Tolerance requires the 

Muslim to undertake a study of the history of religions 

with a view to discover within each the primeval en- 

dowment of God, which He sent all His apostles at all 

places and times to teach.!® 
In religion—and there can hardly be anything 

more important in human relations —tolerance 

transforms confrontation and reciprocal condemna- 

tions between the religions into a cooperative schol- 

arly investigation of the genesis and development of 

the religions with a view to separating the historical 

accretions from the original given of revelation. In 

ethics, the next all important field, yusr immunizes 

the Muslim against any life-denying tendencies and 

assures him the minimum measure of optimism re- 

quired to maintain health, balance, and a sense of 

proportion, despite all the tragedies and afflictions 

that befall human life. God has assured His creatures 

that “with hardship, We have ordained ease [yus#].''1? 

And as He commanded them to examine every claim 

and make certain before judging,?® the ws@liyyiin 
{doctors of jurisprudence) resorted to experimenta- 

tion before judging as good and evil anything desired 

that is not contrary to a clear divine injunction. 

Both sa‘ah and yusr devolve directly from tawhid 

as a principle of the metaphysic of ethics. God, Who
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created man that he may prove himself worthy in the 

deed, has made him free and capable of positive action 

and affirmative movement in the world. To do so, 

Islam holds, is indeed man'’s raison d’étre.?* 

The Contentual Dimension 

Tawhid as first principle of metaphysics. To 

witness that there is no God but God 1s to hold that He 

alone is the Creator Who gave to everything its being, 

Who s the ultimate Cause of every event, and the final 

End of all that is, that He 1s the First and the Last. To 

enter into such witnessing in freedom and conviction, 

in conscious understanding of its content, 1s to realize 

that all that surrounds us, whether things or events, 

all that takes place in the natural, social, or psychic 

fields, is the action of God, the fulfiliment of one or 

another of His purposes. Once made, such realization 

becomes second nature to man, inseparable from him 

during all his waking hours. One then lives all the 

moments of one’s life under its shadow. And where 

man recognizes God’s commandment and action in 

every object and event, he follows the divine initiative 

because it is God’s. To observe it in nature is to do 

natural science.?? For the divine initiative in nature is 

none other than the immutable laws with which God 

had endowed nature.?®* To observe the divine initta- 

tive in one’s self or in one’s society is to pursue the 

humanities and the social sciences.?* And if the whole 

universe itself is really the unfolding or fulfillment of 

these laws of nature, which are the commandments of 

God and His will, then the universe is, in the eye of the 

Muslim, a living theater set in motion by God’s com- 

mand. The theater itself, as well as all it includes, is 

explicable in these terms. The unization of God means 

therefore that He is the Cause of everything, and that 

none else is so. 
Of necessity, then, tawhid means the elimination 

of any power operative in nature beside God, whose 

eternal initiative are the immutable laws of nature. 

But this is tantamount to denying any initiative in 

nature by any power other than that which is innate in 

nature, such as magic, sorcery, spirits, and any theur- 

gical notion of arbitrary interference into the pro- 

cesses of nature by any agency. Therefore, fawhid 

means the profanization of the realms of nature, their 

secularization. And that is the absolutely first condi- 

tion of a science of nature. Through fawhid, there- 

fore, nature was separated from the gods and spirits 

of primitive religion. Tawhid for the first time made it 

possible for the religio-mythopoeic mind to outgrow 

itself, for the sciences of nature and civilization to 

develop with the blessing of a religious worldview that 
renounced once and for all any association of the 

sacred with nature. Tawhid is the opposite of super- 

stition or myth, the enemies of natural science and 

civilization. For fawhid gathers all the threads of 

causality and returns them to God rather than to oc- 

cult forces. In so doing, the causal force operative in 

any event or object is organized so as to make a con- 

tinuous thread whose parts are causally —and hence 

empirically —related to one another, That the thread 

ultimately refers to God demands that no force out- 

side of it interferes with the discharge of its causal 

power or efficacy. This in turn presupposes the link- 

ages between the parts to be causal, and subjects 

them to empirical investigation and establishment. 

That the laws of nature are the inimitable patterns of 

God means that God operates the threads of nature 

through causes. Only causation by another cause that
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is always the same constitutes a pattern. This con- 

stancy of causation is precisely what makes its ex- 

amination and discovery—and hence, science — 

possible, Science is none other than the search for 

such repeated causation in nature, for the causal link- 

ages constitutive of the causal thread are repeated in 

other threads. Their establishment is the establish- 

ment of the laws of nature. It is the prerequisite for 

subjecting the causal forces of nature to control and 

engineering, the necessary condition for man’s usu- 

fruct of nature. 

Tawhid as first principle of ethics. Tawhid 

affirms that the unique God created man in the best of 

forms to the end of worshipping and serving Him.?® 

This means that man’s whole existence on earth has 

as its purpose the obedience of God, the fulfillment of 
His command. Tawhid also affirms that this purpose 

consists in man’s vice-gerency for God on earth.? 
For, according to the Qur’dn, God has invested man 

with His trust, a trust which heaven and earth were 

incapable of carrying and from which they shied away 

with terror.?” The divine trust is the fulfillment of the 

ethical part of the divine will, whose very nature re- 

quires that it be realized in freedom, and man is the 

only creature capable of doing so. Wherever the di- 

vine will is realized with the necessity of natural law, 

the realization is not moral, but elemental or utilitar- 

ian. Only man is capable of realizing it under the possi- 

nder the Great 

hility of doing or not doing so at all, or doing the very 

opposite or anything in between. It is this exercise of 

human freedom regarding obedience to God’s com- 

mandment that makes fulfillment of the command 

moral. 

Tawhid affirms that God, being beneficent and 

purposive, did not create man in sport, or in vain. He 

endowed him with the senses, with reason and under- 

standing, made him perfect —indeed, breathed into 

him of His spirit?® —to prepare him to perform this 
great duty. 

Such great duty is the cause for the creation of 

man, It is the final end of human existence, man’s 

definition, and the meaning of his life and existence on 

earth. By virtue of it, man assumes a cosmic function 

of tremendous importance. The cosmos would not be 

itself without that higher part of the divine will which 

is the object of human moral endeavor. And no other 

creature in the cosmos can substitute for man in this 

function. Man is the only cosmic bridge by which the 

moral—and hence mgher — part of the divine will 

may enter the realm of space-time and become his- 

tory. 

The responsibility or obligation (faklif) laid down 

upon man exclusively knows no bounds. It compre- 

hends the whole universe. All mankind is object of 

man'’s moral action; all earth and sky are his theater, 

his matériel. He is responsible for all that takes place 

in the universe, in every one of its remotest corners. 
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For man's taklif or obligation is universal, cosmic. It 

comes to end only on the Day of Judgment. 

Taklif, Islam affirms, is the basis of man’s human- 

ity, its meaning, and its content. Man’s acceptance of 

this burden puts him on a higher level than the rest of 

creation, indeed, than the angels. For only he is capa- 

ble of accepting responsibility. 1t constitutes his cos- 

mic significance. A world of difference separates this 

humanism of Islam from other humanisms. Greek civ- 

ilization, for instance, developed a strong humanism 

which the West has taken as a model since the Renais- 

sance. Founded upon an exaggerated naturalism, 

Greek humanism deified man, as well as his vices. 

That is why the Greek was not offended by represent- 

ing his gods as cheating and plotting against one an- 

other, as committing adultery, theft, incest, aggres- 

Hlustration 4.5 

Basmalah in mirrored symmetrical design. [Photo by L. al 

Fariiqi.] 

sion, jealousy and revenge, and other acts of brutality. 

Being part of the very stuff of which human life is 

made, such acts and passions were claimed to be as 

natural as the perfections and virtues. As nature, both 

were thought to be equally divine, worthy of contem- 

plation in their aesthetic form, of adoration —and of 

emulation by man of whom the gods were the apoth- 

eosis. Christianity, on the other hand, was in its for- 

mative years reacting to this very Greco-Roman hu- 

manism. It went to the opposite extreme of debasing 

man through “original sin” and declaring him a “fallen 

creature,” a “massa peccata.”* 

The degrading of man to the level of an absolute, 

universal, innate, and necessary state of sin from 

which it is impossible for any human ever to pull him- 

self up by his own effort was the logical prerequisite if 

God on High was to incarnate Himself, to suffer, and 

die in atonement for man’s sinfulness. In other words, 

if a redemption has to take place by God, there must 

be a predicament $o absolute that only God could pull 

man out of it. Thus human sinfulness was absolutized 

in order to make it “‘worthy’’ of the Crucifixion of God. 
Hinduism classified mankind into castes, and assigned 

the majority of mankind to the nethermost classes — 

of ‘“untouchables” if they are native to India, or ma- 

litcha, the religiously unclean or contaminated of the 

rest of the world. For the lowest as well as for the 

others, there is no rise to the superior, privileged 

caste of Brahmins in this life; such mobility is possible 

only after death through the transmigration of souls. 

In this life, man necessarily belongs to the caste in 
which he is born. Ethical striving is of no consequence 

whatever to its subject as long as he is alive in this 

world. Finally, Buddhism judged all human and other 

life in creation as endless suffering and misery. Exis- 

tence itself, it held, is evil and man’s only meaningful 

duty is to seek release from it through discipline and 

mental effort. 

The humanism of fawhid alone is genuine. It alone 
respects man as man and creature, without either 

deification or vilification. It alone defines the worth of 

man in terms of his virtues, and begins its assessment 

of him with a positive mark for the innate endowment 

God has given all men in preparation for their noble 

task. It alone defines the virtues and ideals of human 

life in terms of the very contents of natural life, rather 

than denying them, thus making its humanism life-af- 

firmative as well as moral. 

Tawhid as first principle of axiology. Tawhid 

affirms that God has created mankind that men may 

prove themselves morally worthy by their deeds.?® As 
supreme and ultimate Judge, He warned that alt men’s 

actions will be reckoned?®!; that their authors will be
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rewarded for the good deeds and punished for the 
evil?* Tawhid further affirms that God has placed 
man on earth that he may colonize it,3 that is, that he 
may strike out on its trails, eat of its fruits, enjoy its 
goodness and beauty, and cause it and himself to pros- 
per.** This is world-affirmation: to accept the world 
because it is innocent and good, created by God and 
ordered by Him for human use. Indeed, everything in 
the world, ncluding the sun and the moon, is subservi- 
ent to man. All creation is a theater in which man is to 
perform his ethical action and thereby implement the 
higher part of the divine will. Man is responsible for 
satisfying his instincts and needs, and every individual 
1s responsible for the same satisfaction for all men. 
Man is obliged to develop the human resources of all 
men to the highest possible degree, that full use may 
be made of all their natural endowments. He is obliged 

to transform the whole earth into productive orchards 

and beautiful gardens. He may in the process explore 
the sun and the moon if necessary.?® Certainly he 
must discover and learn the patterns of nature, of the 

human psyche, of society. Certainly he ought to indus- 

trialize and develop the world if it is eventually to 

become the garden where the word of God is su- 

preme. 

Such world affirmation is truly creative of civiliza- 

tion. [t generates the elements out of which civiliza- 
tions are made, as well as the social forces necessary 

for its growth and progress. Tawhid is anti-monkery, 

anti-isolation, anti-world-denial, and anti-asceti- 

cism.*® On the other hand, world affirmation does not 

mean unconditional acceptance of the world and na- 

ture as they are. Without a principle to check man’s 

implementation or realization, affirmation of the 
world and nature may run counter to itself by the 

exaggerated pursuit of any one value, element, or 

force, or group of them, to the exclusion of all others. 

Balancing and disciplining man’s pursuit so that it 

results in harmonious realization of all values, under 

the priority system properly belonging to them, 

rather than under any haste, passion, zeal, or blind- 

ness of man, is a necessary prerequisite. Without it, 

the pursuit may wreck itself in either tragedy or su- 

perficiality, or may unleash some truly demonic force. 

Greek civilization, for instance, exaggerated its pur- 

suit of the world. It asserted that all that is in nature is 

unconditionally good and hence worthy of pursuit and 

realization. Hence, it declared all that is actually de- 

sired, the object of a real interest, to be ipso facto 

good, on the grounds that desire itself, being natural, 

is good. That nature often contradicts itself, that and 

the pursuits of such desires or elements of nature may 

counter one another, did not have enough appeal to 

warrant a revision of the first assumption. The need 

for a supernatural principle overarching all the tend- 

encies and desires of nature, and in terms of which 
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their contradictions and differences may be under- 

stood, must be recognized. But instead of realizing 

this truth, Greek civilization was too intoxicated with 

the beauty of nature per se and regarded the tragic 

outcome of naturalism itself natural. Since the Renais- 

sance, modern Western civilization has paid the high- 

est regard for tragedy. Its zeal for naturalism took it 

to the extreme of accepting nature without morality 

as a supernatural condition. Since the struggle of 

Western man has been against the Church and all that 

it represents, the progress of man in science was 

conceived as a liberation from its clutches. Hence, it 

was extremely hard even to conceive of world-affir- 

mation or naturalism as attached to normative 

threads stretching from an a priori, noumenal, abso- 

lute source. Without such threads, naturalism is 

bound to end up in self-contradiction, in conflicts 

within itself that are ex hypothest insoluble. The 

Olympus community could not live with itself in har- 

mony and had to destroy itself, Its world-affirmation 

was In vain. 
The guarantee of world-affirmation, which secures 

it to produce a balanced, permanent, self-redressing 

civilization, is morality. Indeed, true civilization is 

nothing but world-affirmation disciplined by an a 

priori, or supernatural, morality whose inner content 

or values are not inimical to life and the world, to time 

and history, to reason. Such morality is furnished by 

tawhid alone among the ideologies known to man. 

Tawhid as first principle of societism. 

Tawhid asserts that “this ummah of yoursis a single 

ummah whose Lord is God. Therefore, worship and 

serve Him.”% Tawhid means that the believers are 

indeed a single brotherhood, whose members mutu- 

ally love one another in God, who counsel one another 

to do justice and be patient®®; who cling together 

without exception to the rope of God and do not sepa- 

rate from one another®®; who reckon with one an- 

other, enjoining what is good and prohibiting what is 

evilt%; who, finally, obey God and His Prophet.** 

The vision of the ummah is one; so is the feeling or 

will, as well as the action. The ummah is an order of 

humans consisting of a tripartite consensus of mind, 

heart, and arm. There is consensus in their thought, in 

their decision, in their attitude and character, and in 

their arms. It is a universal brotherhood which knows 

neither color nor ethnic identity. In its purview, all 

men are one, measurable only in terms of piety.*? If 

any one of its members acquires a new knowledge, his 

duty is to teach it to the others. If any one acquires 

food or comfort, his duty is to share them with the 

others. If any one achieves establishment, success, 

and prosperity, his duty is to help the others do like- 

wise.®? 

There is hence no tawhid without the ummah. 

The ummahis the medium of knowledge, of ethics, of 

the caliphate (vice-gerency) of man, of world-affirma- 

tion. The ummahis a universal order comprehending 

even those who are not believers. It is an order of 

peace, a Pax Islamica, forever open to all those indi- 

viduals and groups who accept the principle of the 

freedom to convince and to be convinced of the truth, 

who seek a world order in which ideas, goods, wealth, 

or human bodies are free to move. The Pax Islamica 

is an international order far surpassing the United 

Nations, that child of yesteryear, aborted and warped 

by the principles of the nation-state and the dominion 

of the “big powers,” both of which are constitutive of 
it. These principles are, in turn, based upon ‘““national 

sovereignty’”” as it has evolved in the ideological his- 

tory of Europe since the Reformation and the demise 

of the ideal of the universal community the Church 

had so far half-heartedly carried. But national sover- 

eignty is ultimately based on axiological and ethical 

relativism. 

The United Nations is successful if it fulfills the 
negative role of preventing or stopping war between 

the members. Even then, it is an impotent order since 

it has no army except when the Security Council’s 

“big power’”’ members agree to provide it ad hoc. Per 

contra, the Pax Islamica was laid down in a perma- 

nent constitution by the Prophet in Madinah in the 
first days of the Hijrah. He made it inclusive of the
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Jews of Madinah and the Christians of Najran, guaran- 

teeing to them their identity and their religious, so- 

cial, and cultural nstitutions. History knows of no 

other written constitution that has honored the mi- 

norities as the constitution of the Islamic state has 

done. The constitution of Madinah has been in force in 

the various Islamic states for fourteen centuries and 

has resisted dictators and revolutions of all kinds— 

including Genghis Khan and Hulagu! 

The ummah then is a world order in addition to 

being a social order. It is the basis of Islamic civiliza- 

tion, its stne qua non. In their representation of 

human teason in the person and career of Hayy ibn 

Yaqzan, philosophers had discovered that Hayy had 

by his own effort grown to the point of discovering the 

truth of Islam, and of tawhid, its essence. But having 
done so, Hayy had to invent or discover the ummah. 

He therefore made for himself a canoe out of a hol- 

lowed trunk and set forth on the unknown ocean, to 

discover the ummah without which all of hus knowl- 

edge would not cohere with the truth. 

Tawhid is, in short, ummatism. 

Tawhid as first principle of aesthetics. 

Tawhid means to exclude the Godhead from the 

whole realm of nature. Everything that is in or of 

creation is a creature, nontranscendent, subject to the 

laws of space and time. Nothing of it can be God or 

godly in any sense, especially the ontological which 

tawhid, as the essence of monotheism, denies. God is 

the totally other than creation, totally other than na- 

ture, and hence, transcendent, He is the only tran- 

scendent being. Tawhid further asserts that nothing 

is like unto Him,** and hence, that nothing in creation 

can be a likeness or symbol for God, nothing can 

represent Him. Indeed, He is by defimtion beyond 

Hliustration 4.7 

Mosque of Zzhir in Alor Star, Malaysia. [Photo by L. al 

Faraqr.] 
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representation. God is He Whom no aesthetic intu- 

ition whatever is possible. 

By aesthetic experience is meant the experience 

through the senses, of an a priori, metanatural es- 

sence that acts as the normative principle of the object 

beheld. It is what the object ought to be. The nearer 

the visible object is to that essence, the more beautiful 

it is. In the case of living nature, of plant, animal, and 

especially man, the beautiful is that which comes as 

close to the a priori essence as possible, so that who- 

ever is capable of judging would be right in holding 

that in the aesthetic object nature has articulated it- 

self eloquently, clearly; that the beautiful object is 

what nature meant to say, as it does so rarely among 

its thousand-and-one shortcomings. Art is the process 

of discovering within nature that metanatural essence 

and representing it in visible form. Evidently, art is 

not the imitation of created nature; nor is it the sen- 

sory representation of natura naturata, the objects 

whose “naturing’’ or natural reality is complete. A 

photographic representation may be vatuable for 1l- 

lustration or documentation, for the establishment of 

identity. As a work of art, it is worthless. Art is the 

reading in nature of an essence that is nonnature, and 

the giving to that essence of the visible form that is 

proper to it. 

As it has been defined and analyzed so far, art is 

necessarily the presumption to find in nature that 

which is not of it. But that which is not of nature s 

transcendent; and only that which is divine qualifies 

for this status. Moreover, since the a prion essence 

which is the object of aesthetic appreciation 1s norma- 

tive and beautiful, man’s emotions are especially af- 

fected by it. That is why humans love the beautiful and 

are determined by it. Where they see the beautiful in 

human nature, the a priori metanatural essence is 

humannessidealized to a transcendent degree. This is 

exactly what the Greeks called apotheosts, or the 

transfiguration of a human into divinity. Humans are 

particularly prone to adore such transfigured humans 

and regard them as gods. Modern Western man has 

little tolerance for any deity as far as metaphysics is 

concerned. But as far as ethics and conduct are con- 

cerned, the “gods” that he creates out of his idealiza- 

tion of human passions and tendencies are the real 

determinants of his action. 

This explains why among the ancient Greeks the 

arts of representing the gods as apotheoses of human 

elements, qualities, or passions, visually as in sculp- 

ture and imaginatively as in poetry and drama, were 

the foremost aesthetic pursuits. The objects they 

represented —the gods—were beautiful because 

they were idealizations of what human nature ought 
to be. Their beauty did not hide the innate conflict of 

each with the other gods, precisely because each was 

the real object of nature absolutized to its divine, su- 

pernatural level. 

It was only in Rome, the theater of Greek deca- 

dence, that the supreme Greek art of sculpture de- 

generated into realistic, empirical portraiture of the
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various emperors. Even there, however, this would 

not have been possible without the deification of the 

emperor. In Greece, where the theory remained pure 

for centuries, the art of drama developed alongside 

that of sculpture precisely in order to represent the 

eternal conflicts of the gods with one another by 

means of an unfolding of a series of events in which the 

characters were involved. The overall purpose was 
the representation of their individual characters 

which the spectators knew were human, all too 

human, but which were the source of immense de- 

light. If the dramatic events unfolding before their 

eves led to a tragic end, this was regarded as neces- 

sary and innate. Its necessity removed its sting and 

through catharsis it helped remove from them the 

Hlustration 4.8 

guilt they felt at their immoral affirmations and pur- 

suits. That is why the art of tragedy, born and per- 

fected in Greece, was the apex of the literary arts as 

well as of all the humanities. In a rare statement of 

truth, the Orientalist G. E. von Grunebaum said that 

Islam had no figurative arts (sculpture, painting, and 

drama) because it is free of any gods incarnated or 

immanent in nature, gods whose activities conflict 

with one another or with evil.*® Von Grunebaum 

meant it as a reproach to Islam, though it is in reality 

Islam’s prime distinction. For it is the unique glory of 

Islam that it is absolutely free of idolatry, of the mis- 

taking of the creature for the Creator. However, the 

statement remains true; for it shows the intimate 

relation between the figurative arts, the pagan reli- 

Mosque of Sultan Ahmad, Istanbil. [Courtesy Embassy of Turkey, Washington, D.C.] 
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Hlustration 4.9 

Nigerians standing for sal@t |Courtesy A. R. Doi.] 

gions of antiquity, and the incarnational theology of 

the West. 

The Jews had previously asserted that the tran- 

scendence of God precluded any making of “‘graven 
images,”” and committed themselves, in obedience to 

that divine commandment, to a whole history of near 

total withdrawal from any visual art.*® They produced 

some minor works only under the influence of Egypt, 

Greece and Rome, and Christendom. In modern 

times, especially since their emancipation under Na- 

poleon and assimilation into Western culture, they 

have abjured their original Senutic position for the 

naturalism of the West. 

Tawhid is not against artistic creativity; nor is it 

against the enjoyment of beauty. On the contrary, 

tawhid blesses the beautiful and promotes it. It sees 

absolute beauty only in God and in His revealed will or 

words. Accordingly, it was prone to create a new art 

befitting its view. Starting from the premise that 

there is no God but God, the Muslim artist was con- 

vinced that nothing in nature may represent or ex- 

press God. Through stylization, he removed every 

object as far as possible from nature. Indeed, the ob- 

ject of nature was thereby so far removed from nature 

that it became almost unrecognizable. In his hand, 

stylization was a negational instrument by which he 

said No! to every natural thing, to creation itself. By 

denying its naturalness altogether, the Muslm artist 

expressed in visible form the negative judgment that 

there is no God but God. This shahadah (witness) of 

the Muslim artist is indeed the equivalent of the demal 

of transcendence in nature. 

The Muslim artist did not stop there. His creative 

breakthrough came when it dawned on him that to 

express God in a figure of nature is one thing, and to 

express His inexpressibility mn such a figure is an- 

other. To realize that God — May He be glorified in 

His transcendence —is visually inexpressible, is the 

highest aesthetic objective possible for man. God is 

the absolute, the sublime. To judge Him unrepresent- 

able by anything in creation is to hold His absoluteness 

and sublimeness seriously. To behold Him in one’s 

imagination as unlike all that is in creation is to behold 

Him as “‘beautiful —unlike any other object that is 
beautiful.” Divine inexpressibility is a divine attri- 

bute, whose meaning is infinity, absoluteness, ulti- 

macy or nonconditionedness, limitlessness. The infi- 

nite is in every sense the inexpressible. 
In pursuit of this line of Islamic thought, the Mus- 

lim artist invented the art of decoration and trans- 
formed it into the “‘arabesque,”” a nondevelopmental 
design that extends in all directions ad infinitum.
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The arabesque transfigures the object of nature it 
decorates — whether textile, metal, vase, wall, ceil- 
ing, pillar, window, or page of a book - into a welght- 
less, transparent, floating pattern extending infinitely 
inall directions. The object of nature is not itself but is 
“trans-substantiated.” It has become only a field of 
vision. Aesthetically, the object of nature has become 
under the arabesque treatment a window onto the 
infinite. To behold it as suggestive of infinity is to 
recognize one of the meanings of transcendence, the 
only one given— though only negatively —to sen- 
sory representation and intuition. 

This explains why most of the works of art pro- 
duced by Muslims were abstract. Even where figures 
of plants, animals and humans were used, the artist 
stylized them in such a way as to deny their creature- 
liness, to deny that any supernatural essence is resi- 
dent within them. In this endeavor, the Muslim artist 
was assisted by his linguistic and literary legacy. To 

the same end, he developed the Arabic script so as to 

make of it an infinite arabesque, extending nondevel- 

Map 16E. The Eastern Roman Empire 
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Hllustration 4.10 

Mosque lamp, Syria, ¢. 1355 C.E. [Courtesy The Corning 

Museum of Glass.| 

opmentally in any direction the calligrapher chooses. 

The same 1s true of the Muslim architect whose build- 

ing1s an arabesque in its facade, elevations, skyline, as 

well as floor plan, Tawhid i1s the one denominator 

common to all artists whose worldview is that of 

Islam, however geographically or ethnically separate 

they may be.#’ 

NOTES 

1. See my refutation of the Orientalists who raise doubt 

that Islam has an essence or that it 1s known or knowable, in 

“The Essence of Religious Experience in Islam,” Numen, 

20(1973), pp. 186-201. 

2. Inthisregard, tawhid distinguishes itself from Sufism 

and some sects of Hinduism, where the reality of the world 

89
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is dissolved into God, and God becomes the only reality, the 

only existent. In this view, nothing really exists except God. 

Everything is an illusion; and its existence is unreal. Tawhid 

equally contradicts the ancient Egyptian, Greek, and Taoist 

views that run in a direction diametrically opposed to that of 

India. In that view, the Creator’s existence is dissolved into 

that of creation or the world. Whereas Egypt maintained 

that God is indeed Pharaoh, and the green grass blade rising 

from earth in the spring, and the Nile River with its water 

and bed, and the disc of the sun with its warmth and light, 

Greco-Roman antiquity maintained that God is any aspect 

of human nature or personality magnified to a degree that 

places it above nature in one sense but keeps it immanent in 

nature in another. In either case, the Creator is con-fused 

with His creation. Under the influence of its priesthood, 

Christianity separated itself from tawhid when it claimed 

that God incarnated Himself in the body of Jesus and as- 

serted that Jesus is God. [t is Islam’s unique distinction that 

it emphasized the ultimate duality and absolute disparity of 

God and the world, of Creator and creature. By its clear and 

uncompromising stand in this matter of divine transcen- 

dence, Islam became the quintessence of the tradition of 

Semitic prophecy, occupying the golden mean between 

Eastern (Indian) exaggerationism, which denies nature, and 

Western (Greek and Egyptian) exaggerationism, which 

denies God as other. 

3. This principle points to the absolute ontological sepa- 

ration of God and man, to the impossibility of their union 

through incarnation, deification or fusion. The principle, 

however, does not deny the possibility of communication 

between them. In fact, it is inseparable from prophecy, or 

the communication by God to man of a commandment which 

man is expected to obey. Nor does it rule out the possibility 

of communication through intellect or intuition, as when 

man observes the creatures, ponders their whither and 

why, and concludes that they must have a creator, designer, 

and sustainer Who deserves to be heeded. This is the ave- 

nue of ideation or reasoning. In the final analysis, it is this 

principle of ontic separation of God and the world that dis- 

tinguishes tawhid from all theories that apotheosize man or 

humanize God, whether Greek, Roman, Hindu, Buddhist, or 

Christian. 

4. As the verses 3:191 and 23:116 indicate. 

5. As contained in the verses 7:15; 10:5; 13:9; 15:29; 

25:2: 32:9: 38:72; 41:10; 54:49; 65:3; 75:4, 38, 8019, 

82:7; 87:2-3. 

6. Qur'an 17:77; 33:62; 35:43; 48:23; 65:3. 

7. Any deed that is done “by nature” is ipso facto 

amoral, deserving neither reward nor punishment. Exam- 

ples are breathing, digestion, or an act of charity or injustice 

entered into under ¢oercion. It is completely otherwise with 

the act entered into in freedom, with the possibility of its 

author doing or not doing it, or doing some other act beside 

it. 

8. This is attested by the verses that speak of the perfec- 

tion of God’s creation (see notes 4, 5 above), and those that 

stress man’s moral obligation and responsihility, The latter 

are too numerous to count. 

9. This is the meaning implied in the verses that s peak of 

the subservience of creation to man, namely, 13:2; 14:32- 

33: 16:12, 14; 22:36-37, 65; 29:61; 31:20, 29; 35:13; 

38:18; 39:5; 43:13; 45:11-12. 

10. As the ubiquitous emphases of moral obligation in 

the Qur’an indicate. 

11. The verses dealing with the Final Judgment are very 

numerous, and there is no need to cite them all; some exam- 

ples: man will not be left alone without reckoning (75:36), 

but will be brought to account by God (88:26, 4:85). 

12. God prohibited man from doubting his fellows in 

4:156; 6:116, 148; 10:26, 66; 49:12; 53:23, 28. 

13. This Greek term has no equivalent in Arabic, which 

illustrates the difference between the minds behind the two 

languages. The Greek term refers to an irrational dogma 

adhered to by the Christian. 

14. The philosophers have raised reason above revela- 

tion and have given it priority status when judging religious 

claims. Certainly they are wrong in doing so. The Islamic 

thinker is certainly capable of defining reason differently 

and to use his definition as premise of all other claims. The 

question of validity of either definition may certainly be 

raised, and we have no doubt regarding the philosophic 

viability, or reasonableness—nay, superiority!—of the 

Islamic definition. The definition given here, that rational- 

ism is the rejection of ultimate self-contradiction, has, in 

addition, the value of continuing the tradition of the right- 

eous fathers. 

15. Evidence for this can be found in the verses ques- 

tioning arbitrary prohibition, e.g., 5:90; 7:13; 66:1, as well 

as the wus#lt (juristic) principle agreed upon by all that 

“Nothing is haram (prohibited) except by atext.”” Consider 

also the verse, “God has indeed detailed for you what He 

has prohibited”” (6:119, 153). 

16. Qur'in 6:42: 12:109; 13:40; 14:4; 15:9; 16:43; 

17:77; 21:7, 25; 23:44; 25:20; 30:47; 37:72; 40:70. 

17. Ibid., 4:162; 35:23. “We have sent before you 

[Muhammad] no prophet but We revealed to him that there 

is no God other than Me. Adore and serve Me.” 

18. Ibid., 30:30. 

19. Ibid., 94:6. 

20. Ihid., 49:6. 

21. See below, Chapter 14. 

22. The natural sciences did not develop until the princi- 

ple was accepted that natural events constantly follow the 

same immutable laws, That is precisely what Islam has 

contributed for the development of natural science among 

its adherents. Its insistence on the orderliness of the 

cosmos under God provided the atmosphere necessary for 

the growth of the scientific spirit. The opposite faith, 

namely, that nature has no constancy but is the field of 

action of arbitrary deities incarnated therein, or of magical 

forces manipulating it, can lead to no science. 

23. Unlike history, which studies a particular event and 

analyzes it into its individual constituents and establishes 

their mutual relations, the natural sciences are concerned 

with the general pattern, the universal law applicable o all
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particulars of a given class, or to all members of a class, or to 
all classes. 

24, The same is true of the social sciences and the hu- 
manities where the object is the establishment of the laws 
governing or determining human behavior, individual or 
collective. 

25. In accordance with the verse, “And I have not cre- 
ated jinn or humans but to worship and serve Me” (Qur’an 
51:56). 

26. As in ibid., 2:30; 6:165; 10:14, 
27. Ihid., 33:72. 

28. Asin ibid., 15:29; 21:91; 38:72: 66:12. 

29. To use the term of St. Augustine. 

30. Qur'an 11:7; 18:7; 47:31: 67:2. 

31. Ibid., 9:95, 106. 

32. Ibid., 99:7-8; 101:6, 11. 

33. Ibid,, 11:61, 
34. Ibid., 2:57, 172; 5:90; 7:31, 159; 20:81; 67:15: 

92:10. 

35. As God had said in the Qur'an, ““You may penetrate 

the regions of heaven and earth if you can. You will not do so 

except with power and authority” (55:33). 

36. Qur'an 57:27. Indeed, we stand under the divine 

commandment, “And do not forsake your share of this 

world” (28:77). God taught humans to pray to Him that 

they “may be granted advantage in this world as well as in 

the next” (2:201; 7:156). Moreover, He assured them that 

He will answer their prayers if they do the good deeds 
(16:30; 39:10). 

37. Qur'an 21:92; 23:53. 

38. As Strah Al ‘Asr (103) indicates. See also 49:10. 
39. Ibid., 3:103. 

40. Ibid., 3:110; 5:82; 9:113; 20:54, 128. 

41. As God has commanded in the verses 3:32, 132; 

4:58; 5:95; 24:54; 47:33; 64:12. 

42. As the hadith said, quoting the Prophet’s farewell 

sermon on his last pilgrimage. By tripartite consensus we 

mean the sameness of vision or mind or thinking, the agree- 

ment of will or decision and intention, and the agreement of 

action or human arms. 

43. The Prophet likened the Muslims to a well-con- 

structed building whose parts consolidate one another; and 

to an organic body that reacts in its totality whenever any 

organ or part of it is attacked. 

44, Qur’'an 42:11. 

45. For further details of this question, see Isma‘ll al 

Fariql, “Islam and Art,” Studia Islamica, 37 (1973), pp. 

81-109. 

46.1. R. al Farnqr, “On the Nature of the Religious Work 

of Art,” Islam and the Modern Age, 1 (1970}, pp. 68-81. 

47. For further reading on the relation of tewhid to the 

other arts, see below Chapters 19-23; and Lois Lamya’ al 

Fardql, Aesthetic Experience and the Islamic Arts, Islama- 

bad: Hijrah Centenary Committee, 1405/1985. 
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PART THREE 

THE FORM





CHAPTER 5 

The Qur'an 

DATA REVELATA AND THE HISTORY 
OF PROPHECY 

Revelation, or the communication of God’s will to 

man, has a long history, and has taken various forms. 

In the earliest times, God, or the being assumed to be 

divine, revealed his will indirectly through the omens 

of nature, or directly through visions and dreams, 

which the priesthood was initiated to decipher and 

charged to communicate and implement. The data 

revelata were preserved by being committed to mem- 

ory. They were recalled, recited, or invoked on cere- 

monial occasions. Some were thus translated into and 

had become a living tradition; others were forgotten 

or transformed into something else after the passing 

of the original recipients of revelation. Naturally, all 

were subject to forgetfulness, personal interpreta- 

tion, and the shifting vicissitudes of the needs and 

conditions of the carriers, Their recording or textu- 

alization was late and, at any rate, had to await the- 

invention of writing. The idea that the verba of a 

divine message is holy and hence object of a religious 

taboo against tampering with it, may be as old as 

revelation itself. However, the earliest text of a divine 

message containing a claim of such holiness or taboo 

— and thus establishing by internal evidence that the 

promulgators of that message regarded it as such —is 

the Code of Hammurabi. Its evidence is partly graphic 

and partly verbal. The former presents Hammurabi in 

reverential posture before the god of Justice, Sha- 

mash, Who hands to him the law. The latter consists in 

Hammurabi's own affirmation that the law was com- 

mitted to him by the god who remains its ultimate 

executor and keeper, and the code’s threat to those 

who would tamper with its text.! In a passage reflect- 

ing the Hanifi tradition of Peninsular Arabia, the 

Qur’an refers to suhuf (revealed texts) of Ibrahim 

(Abraham).? Although archeology has not yvet uncov- 

ered a physical proof of their existence, it 1s not unrea- 

sonable to assume their existence. Since historians 

have agreed to place Ibrahim in the patriarchal age — 

2000-1400 B.c.—it is likely that he knew how to 

read and write, and regarded the text of a divine 

message as reverently as did Hammurabi's contempo- 

raries who were themselves Ihrahim’s compatriots 

and fellows.? 
The next claim of this kind is one made on behalf of 

King Hezekiah who reigned in Judah from 715 to 687 

B.C.E. Hezekiah's claim to fame is the reform he 

achieved, which sought to centralize the cultic ob- 

servances of the Hebrews, a reform alleged to fulfill a 

requirement of a Deuteronomic text and hence imply- 

ing both the existence of the text and its being held 
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sacred by the people. However, no law book is even 
hinted at in connection with that reform.* A “book’ is 
indeed mentioned in connection with the reform of a 
later successor to Hezekiah’s throne, Josiah (640 - 
609 B.C.E.), and this constitutes the third claim of its 
kind (II Kings 22:8). Instructed by the king to bring 
out the hoard of silver from the Temple’s vault to 
spend it onrepairing its walls, Hilkiah, the high priest, 
found a “book of the law” for which he could not 
vouch.> The king ordered his ministers as well as 
Hilkiah to go out to the people and ask “all Judah 

concerning the words of anybody regarding this 

book’’ unto which “our fathers have not hearkened.” 

None rose to the bait but a certain Huldah, a “proph- 

etess” of doubtful reputation, seized the occasion to 
defend the anti-Canaanization, anti-assimilation view 

of the book which neither king nor high priest ever 

knew (II Kings 22:11 - 20). Later, a fourth claim pre- 

sented itself. “The word of God”” which came to Jere- 

miah was thrown into the fire by King Jehoiakim 
around 598 - 597 B.C.E. because it threatened dire 

punishment for Judah at Babylon’s hands (Jeremiah 

36:20ff). This did not destroy it because Jeremiah 

could recite it from memory. However, the redactor 

of the Book of Jerermiah saw fit to warn the reader that 

to that very word of God that came to Jeremuah, 

“there were added besides unto them many like 

words’’ (Jeremiah 36:32). Two centuries later, a fifth 

claim was made when Ezra introduced yet another 

version of the law of God which scholars classify as P 

in contrast to the earlier versions of ] and E, as well as 

D, the above-mentioned law book of Josiah, Hilkiah, 

and Huldah.® Throughout the two millennia of pre- 

Christian history, the Hebrews certainly received nu- 

merous revelations. But there is no evidence that they 

ever agreed upon or kept a text in a way worthy of its 

divine provenance. It was at the Council of Jamnia 

(Yibna) in 100 C.E. that a body of old inherited texts, 

redacted and edited numerous times by unknown pet- 

sons, was declared holy and hence ‘'defiling the 

hands”’ that touched them.?” Even then, the texts 

known as ‘“Latter Prophets” and ‘“Writings” were 

not finally fixed but were to suffer addition. Canoniza- 

tion was a long process in which the Pentateuch was 

first to be recognized as canonical, followed by the 

other parts of the corpus. 

This development in the texts of revelation was in 

large part determined by changing attitudes toward 

the phenomenon of prophecy. In Mesopotamia, the 

king and the provincial governors he appointed acted 

as receivers of the messages from Heaven, and as 

conveyors of its contents to the people. Reverence for 

the divine was thus joined to reverence for the state 

and its officers. This reverence never waned but con- 

5. THE QUR’AN 

tinued regardless of the growth or decline of the state 

and its power. Although the Hebrews issued from the 

same Mesopotamian background, they seem to have 

lapsed into more primitive forms during the centuries 

following their exodus from Ur. Jacob’s stealing the 

gods of his employer-uncle (Genesis 31:19-22), his 

wrestling with God-as-ghost near the Jordan River 

(Genesis 32:24-32), and the intermarriage of the 

Beni Elohim (literally the sons of gods) with the 
daughters of men (Genesis 6:2 - 4)— granted the an- 

tiquity of the ] and E sources— point to the level of 

Hebrew popular religiosity in Canaan rather than to 

the lofty one of their ancestors in Mesopotamia. 

Through his association with Jethro, High Priest of 

Midyan, Moses, who grew up as an Egyptian in reli- 

gion and culture, quickly undid his upbringing and 

recaptured his Mesopotamian inheritance. He saw 

God as speaking to him directly in a message contain- 

ing the essentials of the law, not unlike Hammurabi. 
However, as the Hebrews and their colleagues, the 

Amphictyonites who rallied with and accompanied 

themin their drive toward Canaan, settled there, they 

returned to the Canaanite practices they had learned 

before they went to Egypt. In the period of the Judges 

and down to David (1200-1000 B.C.E.), whole vil- 

lages practiced prophecy with trumpet and drum and 

singing and dancing (Il Kings 4:1). The whole popu- 

lace would plunge into an orgy of ‘“‘prophesying” 

(I Samuel 10:5, 10; 19:18). Under Samuel, David, 

and Solomon, the Old Testament evidence shows, 

prophecy became tame, and the prophets, now turned 

almost into priests — Samuel, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and 

Pashhur were both (Isaiah 8:2; Jeremiah 20:1-6)— 

invariably advocated the monarchy and its policies 

like state functionaries. State functionaries they cer- 

tainly became under David, who used them to voice 

the plea that his kingdom was God’s and his dynasty 

was eternal. During Solomon’s reign dissatisfaction 

with his policies expressed itself through some dis- 

senting voices critical of the monarchy. After his 

death, prophecy disengaged itself from the state and 

established itself as the authoritative autonomous 

voice of God. For several centuries the prophets re- 

layed to the people divine pronouncements that were 

critical and often condemnatory of royalty, state pol- 

icy and administration, and popular religious and so- 

cial practices. It was in this period that prophecy at- 

tained greater heights than were achieved in 

Mesopotamia. Jeremiah compared the word of Ged to 

a ball of fire that cannot be conjured and that, when it 

comes, can only be passed on with all its integrity. 

This apogee did not last. Soon prophecy degenerated 

with the decay of Israel until nobody could differen- 
tiate between the true prophet and the false ones who 
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Hlustration 5.1 

Calligraphy panel from a contemporary mosque in Kuwait. 

Central medallion: Basmalah; middle circle: Qur'an 33: 35; 

outer circle; Qur'an 91: 1-15. [Courtesy ‘Isam Taji.] 

were circulating among the Hebrews everywhere by 

the hundreds. 
Jesus came in the midst of this degeneration of the 

phenomenon of prophecy. Hebrew scripture had al- 

ready been canonized, and Jesus invoked it on every 

occasion, Both speaker and audience must have as- 

sumed its divine origin and sacredness, its authority 

and unchangeableness. This notwithstanding, no one 

of Jesus’ disciples, who were all Jews well acquainted 

with the taboo of a revealed message, revered the 

new revelation of Jesus enough to commit it to mem- 

ory or record it. Obviously, this could not be expected 

of his detractors and enemies, or generally of the 

unbelievers. But the strange fact is equally true of his 
believing followers. A few anecdotes from his life, 

coupled with a few of the parables he taught, some 

proverbs and common sayings he quoted along with 

his recollection of some passages of Hebrew scrip- 

ture, are all that survived of his message. Nothing of 

this was kept in the original tongue Jesus spoke, 
namely Aramaic. All came down filtered through 
Greek, a tongue alien to Jesus and his audience in its 

vocabulary as well as its categories of thought. 

Scholars speak of a “Jewish’” or “Palestinian’’ Chris- 

tianity battling Hellenic Christianity and the form 

which the message of Jesus had taken soon after its 

appearance. The latter triumphed and dominated; and 

the “Aramaic message’’ of Jesus disappeared forever. 

These circumstdnces, unfortunate for the histo- 

rian of the texts of revelation, moved Ibn Hazm, the 

greatest comparativist before modern times and the 

first textual critic of the Old and New Testaments, to 

open his analysis of the New Testament with a feeling 

of relief. “The Torah,” he wrote, 

is claimed by its adherents to be the verbatim word of God 

conveyed by Him to Moses and written down by his own 

hand. That is why I had to write the foregoing long and 

assiduous analysis of its text to establish the contrary. For- 

tunately, no Christian makes this kind of claim regarding the 

New Testament. All Christians agree that the New Testa- 

ment text is a composite of works by the four evangelists — 

Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John —and a number of other 

writings by humans,® 

CLIMAX OF THE PHENOMENON 
OF PROPHECY 

In a sense, Hammurabi, Moses, and Jeremiah repre- 

sent apogees of the phenomenon of prophecy. Each 

one of them regarded God as revealing to him His will 

through words which are absolutely His — verbatim 

— absolutely commanding, imperative, and carrying 

Hlustration 5.2 

Mosque, Ottawa, Canada, completed 1981. [Courtesy ‘Ab- 

dullah Khandwani.] 



a measure of numinousness to make them at once 
sacred and unalterable. However, were the three 
messengers to return to earth today, they would not 
recognize what is attributed to them as their own. 
Perhaps Hammurabi alone might recognize the code 
bearing his name as his own. The text of the code we 
have comes from a stela that was carried away from 

Mesopotamia to Susa by raiding Elamites between 
1207 amd 1171 B.C.E., more than five centuries after 

Hammurabi. Whether the stela was a true copy of the 

original we will never know. Even so, it was disfigured 

by the Elamites; and the missing parts had to be filled 

in from still later copies of the code.® 
Moses and Jeremiah, on the other hand, would be 

hard put to find in the texts of the Old Testament 

anything that is in language, form, or content truly 

their own, communicated by them as the message 

from Heaven. Not only were the texts of their mes- 

sages heavily altered by countless collectors and edi- 

tors, but their very language has long been dead and 

forgotten. Whatever 1s attributed to them passed 

through numerous languages, peoples, and ages, each 

of which conceived it in its own idiom or language, and 

molded and repatterned it in different modes of feel- 

ing and thinking different from those of the messen- 
gers themselves or of their first audiences. Even if the 

Old Testament is to be trusted in its ascriptions, the 

real messages of these prophets, like those of all 

divine messengers before them, lie buried under im- 

penetrable and forever insoluble hermeneutical 

problems — linguistic, idiomatic, syntactical, formal 

Hlustration 5.3 

Al Rashid Mosque, Canadian Islamic Centre, Edmonton, 

Alberta, completed 1982, [Courtesy ‘Abdullah Khandwint.] 
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Hlustration 5.4 

Spiral minaret of Grand Mosque of Al Mutawakkil, 53- 

marra, Iraq. [Courtesy Joseph P. Metelski.] 

(lexicographic, grammatical, redactional, stylistic, 

ideational), structural, and historical. 

We have a completely different case in the mes- 

sage of Muhammad conveyed in the last two decades 

before his death in 10/632. Both the Prophethood of 

Muhammad and the Qur’dn he conveyed as the mes- 

sage dictated to him by the angel on behalf of God 

represent the highest and ultimate development of 

the phenomenon of prophecy. Unlike any prophet be- 

fore him, were Muhammad to return today, he would 

doubtless acknowledge the Qur’an to be the selfsame 

text he received from God and conveyed to his com- 

panions. 

The text has been preserved absolutely intact. Not 

one jot or tittle has changed. Diacritical marks have 

been added and the calligraphy has been improved to 

facilitate its correct reading and recitation. Its parts 

stand today in exactly the same order in which the 

Prophet was instructed by the Angel to arrange them. 

Moreover, the language the Prophet and his contem- 

poraries spoke is still alive. It is read, written, and 
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spoken by the millions. Its grammar, syntax, idioms, 

literary forms — the media of expression and the con- 

stituents of literary beauty —all are still the same as 

they were in the Prophet’s time. All this makes of the 

Qur'an a phenomenon of human culture without par- 

allel. 

The Qur’an as Divine Ipsissima Verba 

The Qur'an is a text of 114 suwar (sing. sizrah) or 
chapters, 6,616 @yat or verses, 77,934 words, and 

323,671 letters. It was revealed in Makkah and Ma- 

dinah and their environs— hence the characteriza- 

tion of its swwar as Makki or Madani—several 

verses at a time. Except for the first few revelations, 

which took the Prophet Muhammad completely by 

surprise, each of the revelations had a situational con- 

text to which it spoke. Most of these, if not all, are 

known to scholars as asbab al nuzil (the situational 

causes of revelation). From the first tolast, each reve- 

Map 18. Makkah al Mukarramah at the Time of the 
Prophet 
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lation was first impressed upon the Prophet’s mem- 

ory, who then conveyed the revelations verbatim to 

his relatives or companions, who memorized and re- 

cited them in turn, and finally recorded them in a text. 

At the end of his life, Muhammad had about 30,000 

contemporaries who had heard and memorized the 

Qur’an in whole or in part. Several of them could read 

and write and had committed the Qur'an to writing in 

part or in toto. Certainly, writing materials were 

crude: leather, bones, stone or wood, cloth, and pa- 

pyrus. 

Since revelation of the Qur'an was a cumulative 

process over some twenty-three years, the Prophet 

arranged and rearranged the revelations year by 

year. This took place during the month of fasting — 

Ramadan — when the Angel Gabriel would instruct 
the Prophet where to intercalate and include the new 

passages, and the Prophet would then recite liturgi- 
cally and publicly all that had been revealed up till then 

in the new order given to him by the Angel. For 

fourteen centuries, following this practice of the 

Prophet, Muslims by the hundreds of thousands have 

liturgically and publicly recited the Qur’an from mem- 

ory. Under Islamic law, recitation of the Qur’an in 

saldt—the ritual of worship—may not be inter- 

rupted except by loss of ritual purity or death; but it 

can and should be interrupted in case of error in the 

recitation. In that case any other worshipper may 

raise his voice with the correct recitation of the 

misread, omitted, or mispronounced passage. 

The Qur’'an was also committed to writing, Being 
illiterate, the Prophet engaged a scribe to write down 

the revelation. Many others wrote it down as well. In 

the year Muhammad died, all the revelations written 
by the Prophet’s scribe were collected and stored in 

the house of ‘A’ishah, the Prophet’s wife and daughter 
of Abii Bakr, the first khalifah (caliph), Twelve years 

later, as many non-Peninsular Arabs and non-Arabic- 

speaking peoples converted to Islam and recited the 

Qur’an with some mistakes, the Prophet’s scribe was 

ordered to head a commission of the Prophet’s Liter- 

ate companions, of those who were most able in mem- 

ory, to prepare a written text of the Qur’an, This was 

completed within the year, and several copies were 

made and distributed. One of these old copies is extant 

and 1s kept in Bukhira. Except for the diacritical 

marks and some improvements of orthography and 

calligraphy, the Qur’an extant in every Muslim home 

around the world today, or kept and recited from 

memory by the millions, is identical to the material 

that was recited and conveyed by the Prophet to his 
companions fourteen centuries ago. 

There is no history of the text of the Qur'an. Nor 

can there be one other than that which traces the



Hllustration 5.5 

Mosque of Sulayman the Magnificent, Istanbill, Turkey. [Photo by L. al Farfiqi.) 

shape and use of diacritical marks and calligraphic 

forms. Some Orientalists have misunderstood the fact 

that a few words of the Qur'an could be read with 

slightly differing accentuation, or replaced by others 

of the same length, construction, and, in most cases, 

meaning. These variants of recitation were autho- 

rized by the Prophet himself, and were kept as exe- 

getical footnotes in commentaries, or passed from 

generation to generation as a gérd@’'ah or “‘recitation 

tradition.” These variants affect neither the form nor 

the substance nor meaning of the Qur’an. They exist 

at all because they were tolerated by the Prophet, 

who may have authorized a variant pronunciation be- 

cause it agreed with the reciter’s tribal or local lin- 

guistic tradition. Muslims agree that the Qur'an was 

revealed in the linguistic tradition of Quraysh, the 

dominant tribe of Makkah. That is why the Quraysh 

recitation is basic, and the others are tolerated and 

included in footnotes and commentaries for use by the 

interested. None of this warrants the appellation “his- 

tory.”?® Other Orientalists have investigated the 

5. THE QUR’AN 

problem and have concluded with William Muir that 

““we might beyond the strongest presumption affirm 

that every verse in the Kor'an is the genuine and 

unaltered composition of Muhammad himself, and 

conclude with at least a close approximation to the 

verdict of von Hammer that we hold the Kor’an to be 

as surely Muhammad’s word, as the Muhammadans 

hold it to be the word of God.””*! Thus, accordance 

between the judgment of history and scholarship, on 

one side, and the pronouncement of faith, on the 

other, is complete and total. The historicity and integ- 
rity of the text of the Qur’an stands absolutely beyond 
question, 

Muhammad proclaimed, and the Qur’an (7:156 - 
57) confirmed, what his contemporaries already 
knew, namely, that he was illiterate, and could not 

have composed the Qur'an. The words and verses of 
the Qur’an must have come to him from an outside 

source, which revelation identified as the Angel Jibril 
(Gabriel), the messenger from heaven. Thus Muslims 

believe the Qur'an to be verbatim revelation. The 
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Prophet’s consciousness was the recipient, a passive 

patient that suffered the divine words to be indelibly 

impressed upon it. “The prophet as tape-recorder” is 

a theory of prophecy which Jeremiah proclaimed for 

the first time in the history of the Hebrew prophets 

and which Islam seconded and fulfilled par excel- 

lence.'? The very word of God is “‘put in the mouth” of 

the prophet.!3 It is like a “‘ball of fire’” which, having 

come, cannot but be conveyed by the prophet to the 

people in all its power and holiness.'* In vain did Jere- 

miah warn against those who “stole” the word of God, 

tampered with it, or those who would “use their 

tongues and say, He saith.”'® In an identical, yet more 

emphatic vein, the Qur’an proclaimed: “The Qur'anis 

but a revelation, sent down as such by Us. . . . We 

have revealed it in Arabic . . . inthe Arabic tongue, 

clear and precise. . . . As We recite it, you [Muham- 

mad] shall follow Our recitation of it. . . . Do not 

seek to bring revelation to yourself. . . . Had the 
Prophet ascribed to Us anything which We did not 

reveal, We would have seized him with power and cut 
off the arteries of his heart.”’*® 

The Muslims took the revelation in dead earnest. 
They regarded the Qur'an holy and divine both in its 

meaning-content and in its language and form. They 

held it in the highest honor possible. To express their 

esteem of it, they invented the arts of Arabic calligra- 

phy, manuscript illumination, and book-making, arts 

that gave to humanity its noblest and richest creations 

in the visible aesthetics of the word."” 

Hllustration 5.6 

Grand Mosque of Dimashq, interior mosaic decoration, 

early eighth century c.E. [Courtesy ‘Isam Khalifah.] 

Afiifl@fifl 
IHustration 5.7 

Plaited Kafi script (Basmalah). {[Photo by L. al Farfigi.] 

Earlier revelations in the Semitic stream of history 

were codes of law composed in mundane and practical 

prose. The later revelations were narrations and ex- 

hortations to piety and virtue, but were similarly com- 

posed in plain common-sensical style. The Hebrew 

Old Testament contains many passages of exquisite 
literary beauty. But no one who believes in the divine 

source of the Hebrew Bible has rested his claim for its 

divinity on its literary beauty. On the contrary, appre- 

ciation of any literary beauty was a consequence of 

faith in the text’s divine origin. The same dependence 

of beauty upon faith characterizes the Christian view 

that the Bible -— whether Hebrew, Greek, or English 

—isthe word of God. When faith in the divine origin is 
absent, or when “divine origin”’ is understood as 

meaning inspiration not unlike the inspiration of 

human genius in poetry and letters, the common view 

is that the King James version, with its Elizabethan 

penchant for flowery language and rhymed prose, has 

added considerably to the literary beauty of the He- 

brew Bible. 

The case of the Qur’an is the reverse of that of the 

Bible. Without a doubt, the Qur’an is beautiful, indeed, 

the most beautiful literary composition the Arabic 

language has ever known, Its beauty, however, is not 

the consequence of faith but its very cause. The aes- 

thetic judgment — that the Qur’an is beautiful, nay, 

sublime —is not a pronouncement of faith. It is a 

critical judgment, reached through literary analysis. 

Hence, its beauty is not only held by Muslims but also 

by non-Muslims conversant with the literary aes- 

thetics of the Arabic language. Instead of beauty de- 
pending upon the divine origin and flowing out of faith 
in that origin, the divine origin of the Qur’an is the 
reasoned consequence of its literary beauty. Beauty is 

the cause and evidence for its divine origin. Islam is 
unique among the religions of humankind in that it



rests the veracity of its scripture (the claim that it is 

revelation) on the fact of its sublime beauty. It trusts 

the judgment of the critical mind, familiar with Arabic 

literary beauty, to acquiesce unconditionally to the 

Qur’anic claim upon presentation. 

Indeed, this was the argument raging between the 

Prophet and his opponents in Makkah, The Prophet 

called upon them to abandon the false gods of Makkah 

and the debauched style of life of its people, and 

claimed for his call the very authority of God. It is God 

Himself, the Prophet claimed, Who sent the revela- 

tion commanding this radical change. Reluctant to 

forsake their gods, to abandon their traditions and 

alter their customs, the Makkans resisted. They de- 

nied the authority of the new teaching, alleging that 

rather than God, the source and author of the Qur’an 

Hlustration 5.8 

Calligraphy design, KafT script, sixteenth century C.E., writ- 

ten in gold and black ink. The text is Qur'an 112: 1-4, 

[Photo by L. al Fariigl.] 
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Hlustration 5.9 

Page of a Qur'an, Muhaqgaq script, copied for Sulaymaén the 

Magnificent in the sixteenth century C.E. Opening s#rah, 

“AlFatihah” (The Opener). This page comes from a copy of 

the Qur’an preserved in the Topkapi Saray Museum, Istan- 

bil. [Courtesy Research Center for Islamic History, Art, 

and Culture, [stanbiil.] 

was Muhammad or some teacher from whom the 

Prophet borrowed these words. The so-called word of 

God or revelation was not divine but human, all too 

human, and hence devoid of commanding authority. 

What proof did Muhammad have that it was divine? 

Could he produce a miracle such as Moses and Jesus 

had performed?'® The Qur’an answered them that he 

was unable, that he commanded no superhuman 

power, and that in the process of revelation, he was a 

passive patient receiving what was given by the divine 

source.'® The proof that the Qur'an was the word of 

God devolved upon the Qur’an itself. It constituted its 

own proof by its inimitability, its superior beauty, and 

its moving appeal which no human composition can 

match. Thus, the Prophet seems to have argued, with 
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Hlustration 5.10 

Leather-tooled Qur'an cover, held in the Library of Sulay- 

maniyvah Complex, Istanbil. Dated 1025/1616. [Courtesy 

Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Government of Turkey.] 

the revelation’s own hacking, that the Qur’an is divine 

because it 1s beautiful, The veracity of Muhammad, of 

his call or religion, as well as that of its supporting 

base, the Qur’an—that the Qur’an is indeed revela- 

tion from God — hung by a single thread, namely, the 

beauty of the Qur'anic text. The Qur’an, Muhammad 

claimed with Qur’anic approval, indeed dictation, is so 

beautiful that 1t 1s inimnitable; it is so inimitable that it is 

miraculous. It is therefore not the work of humans but 

of God. This character of the Qur'an is called its 7z 

The opponents of the Prophet in Makkah sought to 

repudiate the claim of this inimitability, and to affirm 

that the Qur'an was 4 human product that could be 

imitated and even surpassed. The Qur’an provoked 

this defiance further by inviting the opponents to pro- 

duce a similar book,2® ten suwar ke any n the 

Qur’an.?! But none would rise to the bait, despite the 

fact that the Arabs regarded themselves the pinnacles 

of poetry and literary eloguence, and the Makkans, 

the very head of that pinnacle. The Qur’an reduced 

the challenge, asking them to produce even one s rah 

like any of the Qur’'an whose short suwar had fewer 

than thirty words, and inviting them to bring their 

own gods to help.?? The terrible struggle which the 

Makkans waged against Muhammad, with all its cost 

in blood and injury, in tribal division and hatred, in 

economic hardship, in its threat to Makkah’s leader- 

ship of Arabia, could have been stopped and finished 

by a Makkan victory if they could only compose 4 few 

verses that would equal or surpass the Qur’an in liter- 

ary beauty and eloguence. 

If the Makkan poets and literati were frightened by 

the prospect of such competition, Makkan leadership 

was not. Poets and men of letters from all over Arabia 

were called to the rescue and were promised the 

greatest prizes for their compositions. One of them, al 

Walid ibn al Mughirah, listened to the Qur’an recited 

by the Prophet and felt admiration for it. Abi Jahl, the 

Makkan leader, approached him to bolster his resist- 

ance and promised him the wealth of Makkah. Al 

Walld listened again to the Qur’an and spoke out with- 

out hesitation: “I am the first connoisseur of poetry 

and letters in Arabia, and I speak with unquestionable 

authority. This Qur’an is not the work of humans, nor 

of jinn. It has a very special beauty, a very special 

ring. It is replete with light and beauty, surpassing 

everyvthing known.” Abfi Jahl insisted still more. 

Under pressure, al Walid finally declared that the 

Qur'an was extraordinary but human, the work of 

magic, not God; but that it was inimitable just as the 

Prophet had claimed.?® Other poets and contenders 
presented their compositions as well, only to be de- 

clared failing by one another and their own sponsors. 

By its words, the Qur’an wielded an awesome power, 

fascinating, shattering, composing, and moving. 

Whatever their predicament or social position, those 

who heard it and apprehended its meanings fell pros- 

trate before the divine presence it signified. 

The Freezing of the Arabic Language and 
of Its Categories 

Being the verbatim word of God, the Qur'in was 

the object of the greatest veneration by Muslims. It 

signified the divine presence itself and commanded 

the greatest honor. The first and perennial duty of 

every Muslim was to appropriate it. To memorize it, 
torecite its verses, to analyze its sentences and grasp



their meanings —these were for the Muslim the 
deeds with the greatest merit. The non-Arabic- 
speaking converts to Islam applied themselves to 
learning Arabic with all the earnestness of which they 
were capable. Many of them mastered it better than 
the Arabs. Too numerous to count were the non-Arab 
poets, prose writers, critics, and men of letters who 

stood at the pinnacle of Arabic Literary achievement. 

And many more were those who contributed in major 

and significant ways to the elaboration and establish- 

ment of Arabic grammar, syntax, lexicography, and 

literary criticism. Without them, the Arabic legacy 

would not be itself. The Muslim Arabs, for their part, 

found the propagation of their mother tongue a great 
blessing and honor conferred upon them by the ad- 

vent of Islam. To belong to the people of Muhammad, 

to speak his tongue, to think in the language of the 

Qur’an was an honor they guarded most avidly. To be 

closer to Arabic and hence to the Qur'an meant for all 

Muslims to be closer to God. This caused the Muslims 

to preserve Arabic, to make it the language of daily 
discourse in order to maintain and increase their fa- 

miliarity with its idioms, its figures of speech, its elo- 

quence, the more to appreciate the beauty of the 

Qur’an. 

The fact that the Qur'an was assumed to be the 

very word of God produced another very grave and 

significant result. Since the Qur’anic word is divine, it 

is eternal and cannot change. Muslims may not allow 

their usage of it to change, Otherwise, the cumulative 

effect of change would alienate them from the Qur’an 
to the point of rendering it liable to misunderstanding. 
The Qur’anic words should be attached to their mean- 

ings forever if they are to be eternal. Otherwise, they 

would be dated human conventions that become ob- 

solete as soon as their meanings shift in the flux of 

time and space. Rather than conveying something 

eternal, they would then point to something that once 

was and is no more. They would lose their normative- 

ness, as human interest in them becomes academic 

and historical. 
This issue was at the root of the controversy that 

raged under al Ma'miin (197 -217/813 -833) when 

he appointed Ibn Ab@i Du’'ad as chief justice. That 

jurist belonged to the Mu'‘tazilah school, which held 

the Qur'an to be the created word of God because it 

feared that the contrary (namely that the Qur’an is 

the eternal word of God) would compromise the di- 

vine unity. Ibn Abii Du’ad used his position to promote 

this view, and he was opposed by Ahmad Ibn Hanbal 

(240/855), who led a popular resistance against the 

Mu‘tazilah position. The opposing populace correctly 

perceived that to declare the Qur'an created is to 

subject it to space and time and all the conditioning of 
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history, to divest it of its holiness and thus to liberate 

Muslim consciousness from its determining power 

and normativeness, The upshot was the downfall of 

the Mu'tazilah school and repudiation of its doctrine. 

The Qur’'an emerged victorious, and the masses ac- 

cepted it as uncreated not only in its meaning or con- 

tent but also in its form, in the Arabic words in which it 

is composed. Every idea of translating the Qur’an was 
laid to rest as every Muslim regarded learning 

Qur’anic Arabic as the paramount religious duty. In 

handling its words and phrases, the Muslim believed 

he was in contact with the divine, 

A third implication of the conviction that the 

Qur’dn is the word of God was that the Qur’an objecti- 

fied all the norms of the Arabic language. The rules of 
grammar and syntax, of conjugation of words, of liter- 

ary construction and beauty, in short, all that is con- 
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Hiustration 5.11 

Leather-tooled Qur’'an cover, held in the Library of Sulay- 

miniyyah Complex, Istanbiil. [Courtesy Ministry of Culture 

and Tourism, Government of Turkey.] 

stitutive of the language, was there, concretized in 
the Qur’an as it had never been before. It was from 

the Qur’an that the Arabist derived his grammar, the 
linguist his morphology, the poet his figures of 

speech. It was the standard and norm of all that per- 

tains to Arabic. Some pre-Islamic poetry, common 

sayings and proverbs, a few narratives of history, or 

passages of famous oratory survived. Where these 

deviated from the Qur’an, the Qur’anic form over- 

ruled. A total coalescence took place between the 

Qur’an and the Arabic language. Thus attached to the 

Qur’an as its sublime instance, the Arabic language 

passed beyond the flux of time and became as eternal 

and unchangeable as the Qur’an itself, its ideal exem- 

plification. Indeed, the Mushim mind never permitted 
any separation of the Qur'an from its Arabic language. 

Arabic was nothing else besides the language of the 

Qur’an. The two were equivalent and convertible 

since neither was possible without the other. Both 

remained alive, always co-present and mutually rein- 

forcing each other. To learn the one meant to live and 

think in the other. To possess and understand the one 

was to possess and understand the other. Both re- 

mained alive as well as interdependent. Arabic could 

not change. It stood beyond history, beyond change. 

Its words and lexicography, its structure and order, 

its forms and norms, all froze and became immune to 

change. Fourteen centuries after the revelation of the 

Qur’an, anyone with an average knowledge of Arabic 

can understand the Qur’an as clearly and certainly as 

its audience did when it was first revealed. Between 

the Arabic-speaking Muslim and the Qur’an there can 

be no ideological gap brought about by change in lan- 

guage or shifting of the categories of thought embed- 

ded in it. All those who know the Arabic language 

stand the same chance of understanding the Qur’an as 

the Prophet’s contemporaries had done. The only dif- 

ference between them lies in the extent of one’s vo- 

cabulary. Given a dictionary, their understandings 

Hllustration 5.12 

Contemporary Kuwait mosque. [Courtesy ‘Isam Taji.] 



HHustration 5,13 

Calligraphy arabesque {Qur’'an 13: 28). [Photo by L. al Far- 

0q1.] 

must be equal if their mastery of Arabic grammar and 

syntax is assured. That is why understanding of the 

Qur’an knows of no hermeneutical problems such as 

affect the Bible. The only hermeneutic the Qur’an 

knows is lexicographic; the only possible question 

concerns the meaning a given word had at the time of 

revelation, which the word is then assumed to have 

had throughout the fourteen centuries. 

THE IDEOLOGICAL CONTENT OF 
THE QUR’AN 

The “How’’ and “What’’ of Revelation 

The Islamic revelation described itself as a mes- 

sage defining “al/ Din” ot “‘the definitive religion.” It 

presented its principal idea or essence, namely 

tawhid, as the witness of God about Himself.* As 

regards humans, Islam regarded itsell as din al 

fitrah, or “innate” or ‘“natural religion,”%* the reli- 
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gion God had iinplanted in humankind as He endowed 

them with cognitive faculties with which to discern 

His norms or patterns in all fields of hfe and activity. 

The foregoing descriptions imply that Islam was not a 

new religion but an old one, indeed, the oldest, since 

God, in His eternity, could not but have the same 

description of Himself. They also imply that the same 

religion must have been revealed before Islam. In- 

deed, it was the religion of all the prophets, the reli- 

gion (God conveyed to Adam when “'He taught him the 

names of things.”#® In relating itself to the previous 
revelations, the Islamic revelation distinguished itself 

as one concerned with the norms of religion and 

ethics, afigurization in abstracto, a statement of prin- 

ciples and patterns. Unlike the previous revelations of 

the Semitic legacy which, as we saw earlier, were 

revelations of the law, the divine will in prescriptive 

form, the Islamic revelation focused on principles; and 

it relegated to man the task of translating them into 

guides and precepts for daily action and living. These 

Hlustration 5. 14 

“Mirrored” calligraphy design (Qur'an 17: 84). [Photo by 

L. al Farqt.] 
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guides were designated as shari‘ah (law) or minhaj 

{(program). The revelation acknowledged, further, 

that the law is susceptible to change in time and place, 

conditioned as it must be by the status quo of the 

addressees. The needs of various societies must de- 

termine the nature of the laws they may be expected 

to observe. The principles of the law and its ends, on 

the other hand, stand above change and must remain 

the same throughout creation, since they represent 

the ultimate purposes of the Creator. 

This self-view of the Islamic revelation enabled it 

to explain the repetition of messages from God in 

history. The revealed prescriptions of the past were 

corrupted or outgrown. They had to be superseded by 

new revelations responsive to the changed needs of 

their respective societies. That is why every society 

must have received more than one revelation, each 

progressively different from the other as far as it 

addressed specific prescriptions to specific circum- 

stances of a given society, but all of them identical as 

far as the ultimate purposes of first principles are 

concerned. Revelation was a process of revocation 

(naskh) of the old law, and promulgation (tashr7?} of 

the new. Hence, the succession of the prophets. 

The same need for restatement has affected the 

divine purpose or first principles whenever the mes- 

sage, figurized in a language for the benefit of a spe- 

cific society, fell into misunderstanding and misinter- 

pretation, This might have been caused by change in 

language, or the massive migration of people, or both, 

rendering the meanings of the message unreachable. 

By suffering change, both the “what” and the “how”’ 
of the past divine messages necessitated the repeti- 

tion of prophecy as God’'s means of communication 

with humanity. 

The Islamic revelation separated the “what’ from 
the “how.” The latter became the prerogative of 

humans. They were the trustees expected to under- 

take the elaboration of the law and to maintain its 

relevance for all times and places by developing it as 

the varying circumstances of societies dictated. How- 

ever, if this effort of humans is not to issue eventually 

in completely different religions, there must be an 

immutable statement of the core, of religious and eth- 

ical principles, which everybody can refer to as the 

ultimate basis of all legislation. Such a statement is 

precisely what the Qur’an purported itself to be. It is 

the sole and ultimate authority, containing all the first 

principles of creation, of human life. Unlike the 

shari‘ah, which is subject to change (and necessarily 

s0), the Qur’an was meant to provide continuity and 

identity. That is why the text of the Qur’an, as well as 

the cogmitive tools necessary for its understanding 

(the Ar4bic language with all its principles and struc- 
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Hlustration 5.15 

The doors of the Ka‘bah, Makkah, and its embroidered, 

calligraphy-design cover. [Photo by L. al Faraqi.} 

tures, the categories of thought imbedded in it, its 

words, their forms and meanings) had to be frozen, 

had to remain the same throughout the centuries. The 

Qur’an’s view of itself as the verbatim word of God, 

and the attachment of the Arabic language to the 

divine word as something inextricable from 1t, fit well 

into this overall divine scheme. 

Many thinkers have wondered how it came about 

that all the parts of the divine scheme fitted so well 

together. Some have speculated that the growth of 
the Arabic language to its level of perfection and pre- 

cision, the addiction of the Arabs to the appeal of the 

word, the fulfillment of their genius in the aesthetics 

of poetry and literary eloquence, were stages in an 

unfolding Heilsgeschichie. The question of the divine 
choice of placing the definitive revelation in Arabia 
where the situational context fitted the purpose had 
been raised and answered in the Qur’an. “God knows 

best where to place His message” was the answer of



faith. But it is also an item of the (aith that God oper- 

ates through material and situational causes, a fact 

that legitimizes the above-mentioned speculation as a 

fallible attempt by humans to grasp more penetrat- 

ingly the nature of the divine mission. 

Ideational Structure 

Although the Qur’an is indeed an ideational figuri- 

zation of the essence of Islam couched in sublime 

Arabic form, not every word of its text pertains to that 

essence in the same degree and belongs. as it were, on 

the same level of priority. Disparity of importance 

between its constitutive ideational elements 1s due in 

part to its comprehensiveness. “We have not left out 

anything in this Book” (Qur’an 6:38). If the book is to 

include everything, it must order them differently 

because by nature they do not all belong to the same 

rank. Second, the Qur'an contains principles of reli- 

gion and ethics as well as prescriptive legislation for 

everyday living. Some of these prescriptions have a 

place in the Qur'an because of the capital importance 

of thelr content for the overall divine plan. These are 

the “Qur’'anic laws of marriage and divorce, of depen- 

dence and inheritance. They govern the family, an 

institution which Islam treats with a seriousness as if 
it were of the essence of human life. Since human life 

is not possible without the institution of the family, 

the regulations governing its formation and dissolu- 

tion, its proper development and functioning, its 

growth and felicity, are equally of the cssence. Other 

Qur'anic laws were given as illustrative of the legisla- 

tion to be made by man on the basis of Qur'an-given 

principles. Such are the laws pertaining to the organi- 

zation of society. That society and social order and 

human relations must be ordered in justice and equity 

to all is of the essence. But the forms social order may 

take can and do varv. The Qur'an’s pronouncements 

in this regard are conditionally normative, in contrast 

to those first principles such as fawhid, justice, human 

freedom and responsibility, and so on, which are abso- 

lute and universal. 

One must keep in mind that the Qur'an does not 

treat its subject matter systematically. Fulfilling a 

requisite of the aesthetic sublime in letters, a subject 

to be examined below, the Qur'an 1s a book in which 

principles and precepts are strewn like a string of 

pearls that has become unfurled. The ordering of its 

chapters, and of its verses in the chapters, is not 

meant to give the Qur'an a topical structure. The 

order given by the Prophet on instruction from the 

Angel, which Muslims have always regarded as es- 

sential to the Qur’an, fulfills the condition of the liter- 

ary sublime in Arabic and most legacies of Semitic 
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literatures. It is not developmental, not organic; it 

does not work itself toward a culmimmation or conclu- 

sion at specific points., Rather, it is composed of a 

series of clusters of verses, each cluster treating a 

different topic, but constituting a complete unit even 

if it is only one or two lines. As a whole, the Qur'anisa 

bhook without beginning or end. It can be read or 

recited by beginning at any verse and stopping at any 

verse, It is infinite, or rather, a window to the infinite, 

a window through which the reader can peek at the 

supernal plenum, the infinite space of values and prin- 

ciples constituting the divine will.?” Any systematiza- 

tion such as we have attempted in our analysis of the 

essence of Islam (sce Chapter 4) 1s the outcome of 

fallible endeavor. 

At the very center of the Qur’an's edifice of ideas 

stands God, the Absolute, the One, the Transcendent, 

the Creator, the Cause and Judge of all. His existence, 

His nature, His will and His creation, His purpose for 

humanity and His conveyance of that purpose and will 

through all the prophets including Muhammad, the 

last of the prophets, constitute the content of the 

faith, the ‘agidah of Islam. 

Surrounding this center of Qur’anic ideas about the 

divine being and its relevance to creation is a body of 

methodological principles governing man’s response 

to divinity. In their sum, these principles establish a 

worldview constituted by the following: 

1. Rationalism or the subjection of all knowledge, 

including religious knowledge, to the dictates of rea- 

son and common sense, the repudiation of myth, of 

paradox, of ultimately contradictory positions, acqui- 

Hlustration 5.16 

Calligraphy design by Sadigayn (Qur'an 55: 26 - 28). [Photo 

by L. al Fartql.) 
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Hlustration 5.17 

Young Muslims studying the Qur’an in Ningxia Autono- 

mous Region, People’s Republic of China. [Courtesy Dru 

Gladney.] 

escence to proof and evidence, and openness to fur- 

ther evidence and readiness to alter one’s knowledge 

and attitude according to the demands of new evi- 

dence. 

2. Humanism, or the doctrine, first, that all 

humans are born innocent, there being neither origi- 

nal sin nor guilt; second, that they are free to deter- 

mine their individual destinies since neither matter 

nor social order can or should restrict their movement 

or efforts to order their lives in accordance with the 

best dictates of their own consciences; third, that they 

are equal before God and the law since no discrimina- 

tion is legitimate that bases itself upon race, color, 

language, inherited culture, religion, or inherited so- 

cial position; fourth, that they are all by nature capa- 

ble of making judgments of truth and falsehood, of 

good and evil, of desirableness and its opposite, since 

without such capacity for judgment and action, nei- 

ther humanity nor moral merit nor demerit are possi- 

ble; fifth, that they are all responsible, certain to be 

accountable and will receive from their Creator, 

whether in this world or the next, exactly what their 

deeds have earned for them. 

3. World- and life-affirmation, or the doctrine that 

God created life to be lived and not denied or de- 

stroyed, and the world to be enjoyed; that Creation is 

subservient to man, malleable and transformable by 

him according to his wishes and design; that both life 

and the world are to be promoted and developed, 

culture and civilization to be nurtured and to issue in 

human self-realization in knowledge, in faqwd@ and 

ihsan (piety and righteousness), and in beauty. 

4. Societism, or the doctrine that man’s cosmic 

value lies in his membership in and contribution to 

human society; that his individual self is certainly an 

end-in-itself, yet more ennobled, and hence condi- 

tioned, by its subjection to humanity as an end-in-it- 

self. 

Beyond these methodological principles, but lying 

within the essence of the Qur'anic figurization, is a 

body of ethical principles sometimes given explicitly 

and sometimes to be inferred from their concrete 

instantiations narrated or described by the Qur’an. 

They constitute Islam’s personal and social ethics, the 

moral precepts to guide the conduct of individuals and 

groups. The Qur’anic text is, in the main, a phenome- 

nology of moral values or precepts. 

Finally, the Qur’anic essence includes the institu- 

tions of Islam. These cover all fields of human activity: 

the religious and the ethical, the political and the eco- 

nomic, the cultural and the educational, the judicial 

and the military, as we shall have occasion to see 

below. 
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Farliql, Tawhid: Essays on Life and Thought{Kuala Lum- 

pur: A.B.LLM., 1982). 
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The Sunnah 

THE TEXTUAL BASE 

The burden placed upon man by the Islamic revela- 

tion, namely, henceforth to transiate the data reve- 

lata into laws or precepts for action, was a heavy one 

indeed. At least in the stream of Semitic religious 

consciousness, it was the first time that law was 

desacralized — and by religion itself; it was divested 

of its holiness as direct revelation. Henceforth, law 

was declared to be a human responsibility in the exer- 

cise of which humans were fallible. When done right, 

law is man’s greatest accomphshment; when done 

wrong, his greatest downfall. At any rate, law-making 

was to be a human activity, capable, like every other 

human activity, of being right or wrong. When wrong, 

it is equally man’s responsibility to discover the locus 

of error, to amend that law, and bring it into accord 
with the divinely given principles of which the law 1s 

the translation. Certainly it is an act of mercy that God 

chose to aid man in fulfillment of this obligation when 

He provided him with an example and clarification, an 

exegesis of the general principles of the revelation, 

For that is precisely what the sunnah is. 

Techmcally, the sunnah is a collection of the 

Prophet’s sayings and deeds. It includes his opinions 

about matters good or evil, desirable or otherwise, as 

well as the practices of which he approved as becom- 
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ing for Muslims to follow. The sunnah quotes the 

words and phrases attributed directly to the Prophet 

or to his companions who witnessed his attitudes and 

deeds and reported them. Every unit of the sunnak 

conveying a report about the Prophet is called a ha- 

dith. The sunnah occupies a place second to the 

Qur’an. Its function is to clarify the Qur'an’s pro- 

nouncements, to exemplify and illustrate 1ts purposes. 

Where the Qur’anic statement is general, the sunnah 

particularizes it to make it applicable; and where par- 

ticular, the sunnah generalizes it in order to make 

possible its extrapolation to other particulars. The 

sunnah was first memorized by the companions of 

the Prophet as many of them found the time to record 

the Prophet’s sayings in writing. Afraid that the new 

Muslims might confuse the word of God with the word 

of Muhammad, the Prophet had first prohibited the 

writing down of his own sayings. Later, when the 

possibility of confusing the two was removed by the 

majority’s memorization of the Qur'an, the Prophet 

permitted his companions to write the sunnah. 

Among those companions who recorded some parts 

of the sunnah were Sa‘'d ibn ‘Ubadah al Ansarl 
(15/637), ‘Abdullah ibn Abli Awfd, Samrah ibn Jundub 

(60/680), Jabir ibn ‘Abdullah (78/698), Wahb ibn 

Munabbih (114/732) who inherited the collection of



Abil Hurayrah (58/678); ‘Abdullah ibn ‘Amr whose 

writing recorded 1,000 or more hadith preserved in 

the Musnad of Ibn Hanbal; and ‘Abdullah ibn ‘Abbas 

(69/589) who left us a “‘camel load” of writing mate- 

rials covered with hadith of the Prophet. Besides 
these, there was the covenant of Madinah, the consti- 

tution of the first Islamic state and the first constitu- 

tion ever to be written. Dictated by the Prophet, its 

principles have remained operative throughout Is- 

lamic history. The main bulk of the sunnah, however, 

was not written until later. The first generation of 

Muslims memorized the sayings of the Prophet, 

taught them to one another, observed what they pre- 

scribed, and emulated what they described as the 

practice of Muhammad. 

The value of the sunnah and its relevance to Islam 

was universally recognized by all Muslims. The need 

for it to help the Muslim fulfill the requirements of his 

faithin liturgical, legal, ethical, social, economic, polit- 

ical, and international affairs was felt by all. Hence, 

the sunnahcame to be regarded, from the beginning, 

as a second authoritative source of Islam, whose dicta 

were binding on all Muslims. The Qur’an commanded 

obedience to the Prophet and equated that obedience 

with obedience to God.? It ordered the Muslims to 

refer their disputes to him and to abide by his judg- 

ment.?2 The Prophet’s companions, for their part, 

obeyed that command and voluntarily fulfilled every- 

thing the Prophet had asked of them. It was their 

unanimous consensus that the sunnah of the Prophet 

is normative, that its precepts are binding on all Mus- 

lims. Indeed, the Muslims had no other source to 

provide them with the specific rituals of worship and 

institutions of their faith, and to legislate for them in 

matters on which the Qur’an is silent, save the sun- 

nah. Naturally, there can be no contradiction be- 

tween the Qur’an and the sunnah. Everyone of the 

latter’s provisions must be either confirmed or im- 

plied by the Qur’an, whether explicitly, by a direct 

passage of the text, or implicitly, by a Qur’anic princi- 

ple or desideratum whose realization necessitates the 

provision commanded by the sunnah. 

However, not all that the Prophet said or did, ap- 

proved or disapproved of, is normative and hence ob- 

ligatory for Muslims to follow. The Prophet was not 

superhuman or divine but a human, all too human, 

being. The Qur'an repeated this fact many times, and 

the Prophet himself never tired of reaffirming this 

basic truth. As a human being he did, said, approved 

and disapproved of many things outside of his function 

as executor of Qur’anic commands, as exemplar of the 

ethic of Islam, or as embodiment of the Islamic life- 

style. In this regard, Muslims distinguish between 

those items that issue from his prophethood and mis- 
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sion, and those that issue from his humanity. The 

former are accepted as normative without hesitation. 

The latter, in absence of evidence to the contrary, are 

treated as peculiar to him as a shepherd, tradesman, 

farmer, husband, general, statesman, paramedic, en- 

gineer, and so on. Muslims regard the former as nor- 

mative and the latter, otherwise; and in doing so, they 

are backed by the Prophet himself, who acknowl- 

edged and accepted on numerous occasions the con- 

trary counsel or action of his companions. The sun- 

nah, as a technical term or source of Islamic law and 

ethics, includes only those items that are proven to 

have heen meant by the Prophet to be followed and 

obeyed in loyalty to his divine message. 

The foregoing differentiation in normativeness di- 
vided the sunnah into two great divisions; one con- 
taining all those items that give rise to law and obliga- 

tion (sumnah hukmiyyah), and one containing all 

those that do not (sunnah ghayr hukmiyyah). Withip 

Map 20. The Prophet’s Migration to Yathrib: Al 
Hijrah, 1/622 
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Hlustration 6.1 

A calligraphic design (‘“Muhammad”’ repeated 5 times) by 

the contemporary Turkish calligrapher Emin Berin. [Photo 

by L. al Farigqi.] 

the former, various degrees of normativeness were 

discerned following two criteria: first, the degree of 

certainty of provenance (wuritd) or the quality of our 

knowledge that those items issued from the Prophet 

and did so for the purpose of clarification or exemplifi- 

cation of the divine message; and second, the degree 

of certainty with which the specific connotation (da- 

lalah), the exact identity, meamng, or form of that 

which is commanded, is known. This differentiation 

divided the sunnah hukmaiyyahinto gat‘wyyah (abso- 

lutely certain) and zanniyyah (probable), and these 

divisions applied to both provenance and connotation. 

Obviously, legal obligation attached only to those 

items fulfilling the criteria of certainty in both re- 

spects. 

During the lifetime of the Prophet, the sunnah 

was for the most part something witnessed in public. 

As it issued from the Prophet, people heard, saw, and 

understood. When they were not present and sought 

reassurance, they could and did refer to the Prophet 

and asked him directly, face to face, to satisfy their 

quest. After his death, the companions asked one an- 

other. When all those who attended or witnessed the 

event agreed, their unanimity was tantamount to cer- 

tainty. For it is not possible that the Prophet’s com- 

panions, with all their loyalty and sincerity, their per- 

sonal differences and distinctions, could come up with 

the same report unless the event was real and its 

meaning was absolutely clear. Items of the sunnah 

that fit this description were called sunnah mutawa- 

tirah. The sunnah mashbithah refers to those items 

that were reported by some companions ——not all — 

whose consensus could not have involved mistake, 

error, or misrepresentation; while sunnah ahdd n- 

cludes items reported by one companmon known for 

his good memory, fidelity, and moral integrity. 

Across these divisions lies the distinction between 

fi'liyvah (actional) and gawliyyah (verbal). The 

former refers to deeds of the Prophet, done once, 

occasionally, or repeatedly under the witness of the 

public. To this group belong the rituals and institu- 

tions of Islam which continue to be practiced through- 

out the Muslim world with astounding identity despite 

the centuries that separate their practice from the 

Prophet and the total discontinuity of geography, eth- 

nicity, language, and culture among the world’s fol- 

lowers of the Prophet. The latter comprises the 

Prophet’s sayings heard by others and necessarily 

involving a lesser degree of certainty than something 

witnessed, unless — again like the rituals and institu- 

tions—they were repeated on a daily, weekly or 

yearly basis. 

The sunnah thus was heard, witnessed, memo- 

rized, recorded, and transmitted to posterity. Since 

the third century A.H., it has been known through six 

canonical collections called the sihah(sing. sahth). By 

order of the rigor with which they carried out their 

sifting and classification, the collectors of the sthah 
were al Bukhari (256/870), Muslim (251/865), Abi 

Da'ud (275/888), Ibn Majah (273/886), al Nasa'l 

(303/915), and al Tirmidhi (279/892). Among these, 

the first two stand apart, acknowledged by all Mus- 

lims as more critical and authoritative than the rest. 

Those items commeonly found in both their texts are 

most authoritative of all. 

THE CONTENT 

Following the death of the Prophet, the Muslims 

found themselves a people with a cause, a people 

endowed with a mission as radical as it was universal 

(Qur’an 3:19, 85). The whole world had to be remade 

in the likeness of the divine pattern. The world within 

—the self —and the world without — nature — had 

to be transfigured into that pattern. The Muslims 

themselves had already undergone a radical transfor- 

mation at the hands of the Prophet in the course of 

their conversion to Islam and their companionship 

with the Prophet in his lifetime. This was the justifica- 

tion of the name “Muslim” which revelation con- 

ferred upon them (Qur'an, 22:78). The Prophet made 

certain to impart to them his vision, his cause; and 

they were the excellent pupils who appropriated that 

vision and dedicated their lives to it. The vision of the



Prophet lay complete in the Qur’'an, ready for the 

understanding to appropriate. The last verse to be 

revealed affirmed: “Today I have completed for you 

your religion, assigned to you My total blessing, and 

established Islam henceforth as your religion.”? It 
signified that, as idea, principle, and representation 

the whole life- and worldview of Islam was complete, 

ready to be taken in its entirety by any intellect willing 

to appropriate it and possessing the mimimum requi- 

site powers of theoretical and axiological cognition. 

Understanding of the Qur’an and the power to pro- 

duce in oneself the self-shattering, self-reconstruct- 

ing, and self-mobilizing required for joining the com- 
pany of the Prophet are not readily available to all. 
Those who are capable of being moved by a vision 

presented tn abstracto are always few; and those 

who, being so affected, are so moved that they cannot 

rest unless and until their “vision is realized in history 

or they perish in the process” — to use Muhammad's 

own phrase — are fewer still. For, as educators have 

always realized, cognitive appeal presumes a strong 

imagination capable of representing to the conscious- 

ness a vision in the concrete where the values may 

exercise their appeal upon the heart with all their 

power, Without such imagination, the apperception 

remains theoretical; and theory, in the sense of idea- 

tion, does not affect the heart, the source of all move- 

ment. But, the stronger an imagination is, the more 

vivid its representation will be and, consequently, the 

more real the value represented, the stronger will be 

the affective emission or moving appeal. The case of 

the Prophet’s companions could not be different from 
that of humanity at large. Nor could their special sen- 

sitivity to the religious and ethical plight of human- 

kind, or their specially developed imagination as the 

most poetry-possessed people in the world, absolve 

them from the need for another aid, a nontheoretical, 

nonideational aid. This aid was the sunnah. It sup- 

plied the needed concretization of the ideal of Islam. 

The sunnah as concretization of the vision, or 

materialization of the ideal, translated theory into re- 

ality. In it, the values of Islam were given form and 

became alive. They throbbed with moving power. In 

their presence, the inert became alive, lost its onto- 

logical poise, and began to move in the direction to 

which the values pointed. From their concrete instan- 

tiations, the values of Islam commanded the actualiza- 

tion of materials that fulfill their patterns; and in their 

presence, humans could only obey. The sunnah was 

the ministry of Muhammad. It extended over the last 

twenty-two years of his life. In his life as well as after 

his death, the sunnah of Muhammad supplied the 

missing link between thinking and doing, between 

ideational apperception and action, between thought 
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Htustration 6.2 

Anatolian prayer rug {eighteenth century), Turkish and 

Islamic Art Museum, Istanbil, Turkey. [Photo by L. al Far- 

figh.] 

and life and history. That is why the sunnah of 

Muhammad became the teacher of the millions. It 
constituted the richest mine from which every person 

in a position of leadership drew to exhort or to con- 

vince, to inspire or to move. It furnished the emula- 

tory material that dominated all Islamic celebrations, 

and indeed, decorated and ornamented all Muslim 

convocations. 

The sunnah materials may be grouped into four 
categories, each of which built an image of Muham- 
mad in the imagination of Muslims. First were the 

ritualistic materials which formed the image of the 

Prophet as worshipper of God, as His pious servant. 
Second were those texts pertaining to Muhammad's 
role as missionary and caller to the new faith, asaman 

of the world with all kinds of relations with other 
people of the world but living by and for his mission 
alone. Third were the materials pertaining to 
Muhammad as a human being and hence as husband, 
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Map 21. The Prophet’s Delegates to Neighboring 
Sovereigns, 6/628 

father, relative, neighbor, and friend. Fourth were the 

materials pertaining to the Prophet as leader of men 

whether in the state, the battlefield, the marketplace, 

the classroom, or the mosque. 

Muhammad as Worshipper Servant of God 

The principal act of worship— sal@f— was im- 

posed by God directly on Muhammad on the occasion 

of the Is¥a"and Mi'rdj (the night journey to Jerusa- 

lem and ascent to heaven in the year 6 B.H./616). 

Saldtis also commanded in the revelation a countless 

number of tines, as are the other rituals of fasting, 

shahadah, zakat, and hajj. Muhammad taught his 

followers the details of salat, as well as of all other 

rituals, following the instruction given him by God. 

The Prophet’s obscrvance of these rituals was metic- 

ulously observed, reported, tried, and repeated in the 

practice of the companions. The latter performed 

under the eye of the Prophet who corrected every 

deviance from what he knew to be the norm. From the 

smallest detail of bodily purification to the highest 

spiritual meanings, these rituals constitute a fair part 

of the sunnah. Every Muslim learns them as a child, 

and has Muhammad constantly in mind in his perform- 

ance of them throughout his life. 

Important as they certainly are for the religious 

life, punctuating as they do human life five times a day 

(salat), a whole month every year (siyam), touching 

every unit of wealth beyond what is absolutely neces- 

sary for subsistence (zakat), and providing a culmina- 

tion of the Muslim's personal and corporate piety 

(hajj), the rituals of Islam have a restricted place. 

They may be neither increased, reduced, or changed 

because the sunnah has taught them in their exact 

and precise dimensions (or maqgddir). Those who 

flout or neglect to observe them are guilty; those who 

overdo and exceed the proper dimensions are perhaps 

not as guilty as the former, but guilty nonetheless. 

When asked whether 1t would not earn a person 

greater merit to fast all year and pray all might, the 

Prophet answered: ““God did not prescribeit. . . . As 

for me, I prav and I sleep; I fast and | eat; I work and 

I keep women company.” Unlike the “holy men” of 

other religions, Muhammad was not therefore an as- 

cetic denying the world and mortifying his flesh, nor a 

monk spending most of his hours in prayer or medita- 

tion. The rituals of Islam were acts of obedience and 

self-discipline, closed to indulgence of any kind. It is 

therefore elsewhere that we have to look for Muham- 

mad’s pietism. 

Long before any revelation came to him, the 

Prophet was in the habit of 1solating himself and medi- 

tating over the predicament of humanity. The plight 

of humans everywhere distressed him; the status quo 

of other religions left much to be desired, for these 

rehgions had been disfigured by their guardians, the 

monks, priests, and rabbis. They had long since 

stopped to mnspire and move humanity toward the 

great goals., And vet, the signs of God in creation 

were everywhere, arousing wonder and pressing the 

human mind to break through to its Creator. The 

patterns of God within the self, in the world of nature 

and history, were obvious if humans would only shake 

off the inherited stereotypes and open themselves to 

the ever-fresh evidence of the facts of creation. 
Following revelation and Muhammad’s absolute 

conviction that God is, that He is indeed God, One, 
Absolute, Almighty, and Bencficent, he became a man 
possessed. Everything in the world of humans — the 
past, the present, the future —and everything in that 
of nature —the sun, moon, stars, trees, and animals 

big or small—moved and lived and died by God’s 
action. Belief in God is not religious until one sees
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HHustration 6.3 

A class of students performs during Commencement pro- 

gram at Clara Muhammad School, Philadelphia, 1983. 

[Photo by L. al Farfign.) 

evervthing as the creation, work, and providence of 

God. Muhammad did see the world this way and did so 

par excellence. Prophethood placed Muhammad in 

contact with thts divine Being in a special way. God 
was the Creator of Muhammad and all else, as well as 

the Master constantly watching over and guiding ev- 

ervthing. Above all, God as God of the universe is to 

be acknowledged through His works, contemplated 

through the events of nature and history, which fill 

the mind of anvoune who thinks. Furthermore, He1s to 

be loved, honored, and obeved, not just acknowledged 

and held in contemplation. For what is perceived as 

divine is ipso facto understood as normative and com- 

manding. To love, honor, and obey God is to conscript 

onesell voluntarily into His service, which is nothing 

less than transforrmng oneself, other selves, and the 

whole of creation into a harmonious whole fulfilling 

His will. And His willis the plenum of values, material, 

atilitarian, moral, religious, aesthetic. Many of these 

are already actualized in creation, and many others 

remain 1o be actualized by man. 

This then was the meaning of worship for Muham- 

mad: to perceive God through His works, to acknowl- 

edge Him precisely for what He 1s — namely, God, the 

One, Absolute in all respects. ever-living, ever- 

present — and to fulfill His will. Worship, hence, was 

not something to be done at one time or place rather 

than another. Tt was a full-time occupation, a job never 

accompli, never stopped. No reason may justify a 

relaxation of worship except death. As long as life is, 

the obligation to worship continues, Such was the 

preoccupation of the Prophet. If he performed a rit- 
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ual, he would shorten 1t 1o accommodate those ob- 

serving it with him, or would lengthen it if he were 

alone and inclined toward contemplation. But he 

would never permit contemplation to disturb his pen- 

chant for the other forms of worship. He saw and 

heard God wherever his senses turned, and he was 

ever-restless in seeking to do His will, 

Muhammad’s spirituality was of a new kind. The 

world had known a spirituality that knew the eternal 

only as the antipode of the material, and sought it only 

at the cost of self, of world and history. Hinduism and 

Buddhism taught such spirituality. Such too was the 

spirituality of Christianity, which integrated intoitself 

that of Alexandrian Hellenism, with all its antagonism 

to matter and the world. The affirmation of life, the 

world, and history was irreconcilable with these reli- 

gions. It could be affirmed only in the pagan religions; 

but these were really little more than that will pro- 

jected onto the supernatural and mvthologized. Hu- 

Hlustration 6.4 

Two examples of Indian calligraphy from the Hadith litera- 

ture. Both read: “Whoever builds a mosque for the sake of 

God, God will build for him a house in Paradise.” The exam- 

ple on top appears on a mosque commissioned by Rukn al 

Din Barbak Shiah (fifteenth century), Hatkhola, Sylhet, 

Bangladesh. The one at the bottom is from a mosque in 

Gaur commissioned by Shams al Din Yasuf Shzh (fifteenth 

century). [Courtesy Department of Antiquities, Govern- 

ment of Bangladesh.] 
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manity vearned for a spirituality that would reconcile 

the two: a religion that affirmed life and the world but 

disciplined their pursuit with morality; that affirmed 

the personalist values of purity, faithfulness, and de- 

votion but disciplined their pursuit with measured rit- 

uals and engagement in the making of history. 

Pondering, wondering, and meditating took most 

of Muhammad’s energies before the Qur’anic revela- 
tion. Thereafter, every moment of his life was an 

acknowledgment of God, an act of acquiescence to the 

Creator-Master of the universe. Every moment was 

an active affirmation of life, a reconstruction of cul- 

ture and civilization, a remolding of the world into the 

divine pattern. The last two decades of his life were a 

continuous struggle, a constant self-exertion in the 

path of God. But by living in God’s presence and work- 

ing under His command, the struggle and exertion 

became rest and reassurance — the sakinah which is 

more precious than any and all gifts. Muhammad was 

in the habit of withdrawing to His Master and pleading 

for this sakinah whenever events took a turn for the 

worse. But never did that recourse to God deter him 

from fulfiling whatever task was due, whether to 

himself, his family, his environment, or to the least of 

his people. 

Muhammad as Caller 

The divine command dictated that Muhammad 
should be a caller of men to God. It was to be his most 

solemn duty to convey the revelation to the world.* 

Hlustration 6.5 

At prayer (saldt) inthe Masjid Negara (National Mosque) in 

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. {Photo by L. al Faragr.] 

Hiustration 6.6 

Interior of mud mosque, Zaria, Nigeria. [Courtesy A. R. 

Dol 

The command cautioned that his duty did not go 

beyond conveyance, that is, informmng, warning, and 

guiding others. How the call fared, whether 1t suc- 

ceeded or not, was not his responsibility but God’s.® 

He alone disposes, guiding or not permitting to be 

guided whomsoever He wills.® In perfect obedience, 

Muhammad conveyed all that was revealed to him and 

lost no time in calling to the new faith all those he 

could contact. The unique incident i1 his career, in 

which he failed to call a blind pauper to the faith be- 

cause he was preoccupied by a man of influence,” was 

not a case of fatlure to call. For his business with the 

notable was equally a call to Islam. This was an error 

in judgment as to who was more important at that 

moment of time. The obligation to call, the concern 

for the faith quality of everyone, never left Muham- 

mad’s consciousness. He turned every occasion into 

an opportunity for mission. And the image of the 

Prophet as da‘ivak or “‘caller to God” has com- 

manded the imagination of Muslims ever since. In this 

image, and in the anecdotes and direct sayings of 

which it 1s composed, the sunnah concretized the 

vision of Islam as the valued personal quality and life- 

style of Mushms. 

The Prophet was armed with the most formidable 

—indeed miraculous and irresistible — weapon, 

namely, Qur'anic eloguence. The power of the Qur’an 

to persuade and to convince was a great fremendum, 

a moving fascinosum, without match. As sublime pre- 
sentation of [slam, the Prophet allowed it to speak for 

Islam on every occasion, thus giving the call the nu- 
minous power of the divine voice. Thus, when ‘Utbah 
ibn Rabi‘ah and the Quraysh tribe offered Muhammad



kingship, money, wealth, and medication, assuming 

that those things would cause him to desist from his 

opposition to Makkan religion, Muhammad answered 
them with verses from the Qur’'an. Those verses did 

not only ward off the suspicion that Muhammad was in 
search of kingship and wealth, or was sick and needed 

medication, but also converted the Makkan delegate, 

Rabi‘ah, to Islam. For those who understand Arabic, 

the Qur’an is truly mighty, A phrase or two of it well 

woven into the text of a speech or an essay could set 

the composition on fire, make it vibrant and penetrat- 

ing. Muhammad’s speech relied heavily on the Qur’an 

and often was composed exclusively of Qur’anic 

verses. 
Qur’anic quotations aside, Muhammad’s own 

human speech was eloquent. He used to say that, 

having been brought up in the camp of Bani Sa’d bin 

Bakr, he spoke Arabic precisely and eloquently. He 

Hlustration 6.7 

Pilgrim in prayer. [Courtesy Saudi Arabian Ministry of In- 

formation.] 
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appreciated literary eloquence highly and admitted 

that “literary beauty is a fascinating art.”” Certainly, 

he was a master of the Arabic language, capable of 

manipulating it to touch the hearts of his audience and 

stimulate their imagination. Added to his personal 

conviction of God and of His attributes and actions, 

and to the zeal he felt in his attachment to the cause, 

the Prophet was preeminently successful in convinc- 

ing the people of the truth. His words, as ‘A’ishah has 

reported, were always so well measured that they 

were easy to memorize from the first hearing; and 

none had touched the strings of the heart and elicited 

such emotions as did Muhammad. 

Muhammad lent his ear readily to everyone who 

sought it. He listened with a smile expressing sympa- 
thy, and with eyes focused on the speaker in candid 

interest. When his time to respond came, he did so to 

the point, never ambiguously. If he did not know the 

answer, “God knows better” was the reply. If the 

matter was controversial, he would reassure the 

speaker and win his acquiescence to the principles 

underlying the problem, principles that were always 

religious. Anyone who talked to Muhammad emerged 

not only convinced of his judgment in the matter at 

hand but also of the greater issue, and became a new 

recruit for the cause of Islam. Still more, such a per- 

son emerged fully in love with and admiration for the 

Prophet’s person. This was the case with his fiercest 

opponents, such as the aforesaid ‘Utbah ibn Rabi‘ah 

and ‘Umar ibn al Khattab. 

The latter drew his sword in rage over the 

Prophet’s ‘‘blasphemies” against the gods of the Qu- 

raysh, and went looking for Muhammad to put an end 

to this scourge once and for all. That very trip ended 

in his conversion to Islam, and he became one of its 

staunchest defenders. The Qur'an and Muhammad's 

call vanquished the voice of paganism in ‘Umar and 

replaced it with the voice of Islam. Muhammad’s mun- 

istry was a perfect exemplification of the divine com- 

mandments; ‘‘Argue with them with fairer and more 

comely saying. . . . Respond to evil with good, and 

the enmity between you and the evil-doer will be 

transformed into warm friendship.® 

The Prophet took great risks in conveying his 

message. The early years in Makkah brought terrible 

reaction. The Makkans jeered at him and his friends. 

They threw their refuse in his face and boycotted his 

whole tribe regardless of whether they were Muslims 

or not. Muhammad took his call to Ta'if, was pelted 

with stones and chased away, and almost perished on 

that mission. His failure weighed heavily on his con- 

science, causing him to pray to God like one defeated 

but still loyal and faithful. In the service of mission, 

Muhammad spared neither himself nor his compan- 
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Woodcarving on traditional houses of Saudi Arabia. [Courtesy Saudi Arabian Ministry of Informa- 
tion.] 

ions. So great was his enthusiasm to respond favor- Hudhayl tribe (Hijaz) at the tribe’s request. At al 
ably to any invitation to present Islam that his ene- RajT', the said tribesmen fell upon the Muslims, killed 
mies took it as a way to fight Islam by killing its four, and sold two to Makkah. The latter were also 
adherents. Once, he sent six of his companions to the executed. He sent a number of his dearest compan-



ions, under the protection of Aba Bara ‘Amir ibn 

Mailik, to teach Islam to the tribes of Najd. At the well 

of Ma‘iinah, the tribesmen of Bani ‘Amir fell upon the 

Muslims and decimated them. One Muslim, taken for 

dead among the corpses, survived to tell the story. 

For the sake of this mission, Muhammad was 

always prepared to forgive. He forgave all the 

Makkans — including those who opposed him most 

Map 22. The Riddah (Apostasy) Wars, 10-12/632-634 
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— and invited them to join the new faith, at the time of 

his greatest victory. Custom prescribed their enslave- 

ment and confiscation of all their wealth; but for 

Muhammad, the higher interest of mission came first 

and last. Similarly, the Prophet would not execute 

‘Abdullah ibn Ubayy, who had vilified and cheated 

him, committed treason aganst the Islamic state, and 

fought the movement on every occasion, When the 
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son of ibn Ubayy, a fervently committed Muslim, 

heard that his father had been condemned by the 

Prophet, he asked that he be the executioner, lest 

somebody else’s execution create in him a will to 

vengeance. Indeed, when ibn Ubayy died, the Prophet 

offered a shroud for his remains, led the funerary 

prayer for him, and walked in his funeral, thus con- 

vincing his son and all those who witnessed these 

events that propagation of the faith could and should 

vanquish all thoughts of retribution. Following the 
Muslims’ victory at Hunayn (8/630), the Makkans 

helped themselves to the greater part of the war 

booty; when the Madinans complained, the Prophet 

offered himself as compensation, saying, ‘‘Are you not 

the happier that the Makkans are running away with 

the material things and you with the Prophet of 

God?"® 

Muhammad taught every Muslim to be a mission- 
ary for Islam; and he taught them well. Whether in 

high or low position, missionaries emulate thelr 

prophet well. The Muslim has consistently made a 

commendable presentation of the message of Islam. 

This is partly due to the normative nature of the 

message and partly to the teaching of the Prophet. 

Ja‘far ibn Abt Talib was brought into the presence of 

the Negus of Abyssinia to answer the Makkan charge 

and request for extradition to Makkah of himself and 

the few Muslims who escaped thither. Ja‘far pre- 

sented the case of Islam truthfully and yet in a way 

that could not but win the pleasure of the king. “O 

King,”” he said, “we were in a state of ignorance and 

immorality, worshiping idols, eating carrion, commit- 

ting all sorts of iniquities. . . . The strong among us 

exploited the weak. Then God sent usa prophet. . . . 

He called us to worship naught but God . . . to tell 

the truth, to hold to trust and promise, to assist the 

relative or neighbor . . . to avoid fornication and 

false witness. . . . We believed and followed 

him. . . . The Makkans tried to dissuade us and in- 

flicted upon us great suffering, That i1s why we came 

hither. . . . Asfor Jesus, our Prophet brought us this 

revelation concernming him.” Here Ja'far recited 

verses from sitrah “Maryam,” which fell upon the 

ears of the audience like sweet music. The Negus and 

his Patriarchs were moved to tears and vowed never 

to extradite the Muslims or molest them.® 

Muhammad as Family Man 

Muhammad was twenty-five when someone first 

suggested that he should get married. He was a poor 

man, a dependent of his uncle Ab{i Talib. Young men 

in Makkah were in the habit of frequenting its bars 

and flirting with the barmaids. Not Muhammad! He 

led a life of chastity and purity. Nothing of the petu- 

lance of youth or the debauchery of adult life in Mak- 

kah was known of him. In the last two years of his 

bachelorhood, Muhammad was in the employ of Kha- 

dijah, a widow and a merchant, whose interest he had 

served well enough-to deserve her praise as well as 

that of Maysarah, her long-trusted and faithful ser- 

vant. The latter went on the trading trips with 

Muhammad looking after the interests of his em- 

ployer. The successful ventures were as much his as 

Muhammad'’s; but Maysarah modestly put Muham- 

mad ahead of himself, reporting to Khadfjah that the 

successes were exclusively Muhammad's. 

The fact that nobody had spoken to Muhammad 

about marriage indicates that marriage was not on his 

mind. That explains his stupefaction when Nafisah 
bint Munyah, a friend of Khadijah, suggested that if he 
would entrust the matter to her, she would secure for 

him the hand of Khadyjah with all the wedding ex- 

penses prepaid. Muhammad was elated, and he and 

Khadijah were married. Khadijah gave Muhammad all 

his children but one: Fatimah, who married Muham- 

mad’s cousin ‘All and bore him his only grandsons, 

Hasan and Husayn. Fatimah alone survived her fa- 

ther’s two sons, Qasim and T3hir, who died in infancy. 

Three daughters, Zaynab, Ruqayyah, and Umm 

Kulthfim, all married and died without children before 

8/630. In 9/631, another son, called Ibrahim, was 

born to Muhammad from his Egyptian wife Maryam. 

That child also died in infancy. Khadijah remained the 

only wife of Muhammad as long as she lived. Their 
marriage lasted until her death in 1 B.H./621. It was 

during this period that many of the most important 

events of the life of Muhammad occurred. It was in- 
deed a happy marriage for both. 

Khadijah’s wealth relieved Muhammad of the bur- 
den of working for a living. It liberated him from 
material concern for himself and his family, and pro- 

vided him with the leisure requisite for long medita- 

tions, one of which was the occasion for the first 

revelation. When those first revelations came, 

Muhammad thought himself sick or possessed. He 

could not bring himself to believe what the Angel had 

conveyed to him, that he was to be a prophet. It fell to 

Khadyjah to prop up her husband’s spirits, to reassure 

and inspire him, to help him gain confidence in himself 

and in those extraordinary experiences, With the re- 

peated return of the vision, Khadfjah herself needed 

reassurance. She sought this from Waraqah ibn Naw- 

fal, a distant uncle of hers, reputed for his religious 
knowledge and wisdom. After hearing a full report, 
Waraqah exclaimed, “By Him Who dominates my 
soul, Muhammad is the Prophet of this nation. The 
great Spirit that has come to Moses has now come to
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him. . . . May he be firm!” Khadijah was certainly Islam, no Muslim would condescend to marry the 

encouraged; but it was a tremendous burden that she 

had henceforth to carry as wife of someone who was 

to be a prophet. Muhammad loved his wife dearly. He 

poured on her all the affection of which he was capa- 

ble. He cried when she died; and he kept her memory 

on every occasion. Later, his youngest wife, ‘A’ishah 

said, “I have never been more envious than [ am of 

Khadijah, long dead as she may be.” 

Though Muhammad married eight times after the 

death of Khadijah, only one of them was a real mar- 

riage. That was his marriage to ‘A’ishah, daughter of 

his closest companion, Ab@ Bakr. The others were 

marriages for political and social reasons. The 

Prophet entered into them as an exemplification of a 

new value Islam taught. A few examples will illus- 

trate. Zaynab bint Jahsh, a cousin of his whom 

Muhammad knew well, was given by him in marriage 

to Zayd ibn Harithah, Khadfjah's slave whom Muham- 

mad had manumitted. Incompatibility of the spouses 

made them miserable, and the marriage broke down. 

This was a double tragedy, since Arab custom made 

the divorced wife of a slave a social pariah, forever 

unmarriable. Although this custom was abolished by 

woman despite her young age. To raise her status and 

teach the Arabs a lesson against social stratification, 

Muhammad took her in marriage. Hafsah was a wid- 

owed daughter of ‘Umar ibn al Khattab, a close com- 

panion of the Prophet. She was in her forties and was 

poor. Her father was even poorer. He offered her toa 

number of friends and acquaintances, but all declined. 

It grieved him deeply that his daughter was homeless, 

unprotected, and liable to fall into trouble. To uplift 

them both and teach the Muslims that it is necessary 

for them to give the needed protection to their single 

women, especially the widows, the Prophet joined her 

to his household as his wife. 

Sawdah was the Muslim wife of Sakran ibn ‘Amr, 

one of the first converts to Islam. The Prophet mar- 

ried the couple when Sawdah converted to Islam. She 

had to run away from her family to avoid their ven- 

geance. The same had happened to her husband. The 

Prophet ordered them both to emigrate to Abyssinia. 

On their return, Sakran died. Sawdah had to choose 

between staying in the streets or returning to her 

family and their retribution. Muhammad had to give 

her the protection due and reassure his other fol- 
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TABLE 6.2. 

Abraha’s abortive attack on Makkah, “The 

Year of the Elephant.” 

Death of ‘Abdullah, the Prophet’s father. 

Muhammad'’s birth (August 20). 
Muhammad’s nurture by Halimah and resi- 

dence at Bani Sa‘d. 

Persian conquest of Yaman. 

Expulsion of the Christian Abyssinians. 

575- Persecution of Christians in Yaman by the 

Jewish King Dhii Nuwas. 

570 C.E. 

570-3975 

575-597  Persian dominion in Yaman. 

576 Death of Aminah, the Prophet’s mother. 
578 Death of the Prophet’s grandfather, ‘Abdul 

Muttalib. 

Guardianship of the Prophet passes to his 

uncle Abn Talib. 

580-590  The Fijar War. 

582 Muhammad's first journey to Syria. Meeting 
with Bahirah. 

586 Muhammad's employment by Khadijah. 

595 Muhammad’s second journey to Syria. 

Muhammad marries Khadijah. 

605 Muhammad helps rebuild the Ka‘bah. 

610 Call to Prophethood (June). Beginning of the 

revelation of the Qur'an. 

Khadijah, ‘Alf, and Abii Bakr accept Islam in 

that order. 

613 Public preaching of Islam begins. 

Confrontation with the Makkans. 

615 Hamzah accepts Islam. 

lowers that their families would not be left to the 

mercy of their enemies, should they fall as martyrs in 

the raging conflict. 

Juwayriyyah was the daughter of al Harith, chief of 
the Banii al Mustaliq tribe. She was a widow, and she 
fell captive in the war her people waged against the 

Muslims. The Prophet took her as his portion of the 

booty, manumitted her in respect to her father, and 

offered to take her in marriage. Her father left the 

choice to her, and she decided in favor of Islam and 

marriage to Muhammad. Her honor was thus kept. 

She proselytized for Islam with her people and 

brought them all into the faith a few months following 

her marriage. 

These and other women were elevated through 

their marriage to Muhammed to the rank of “‘mothers 

of the Believers.” Each one played an important role 

in the formative period of Islam and contributed to the 

social cohesiveness of the new society. Having de- 

CHRONOLOGY OF THE PROPHET’S LIFE AND ACTIVITIES 

First Muslim migration to Abyssinia. 

‘Umar accepts Islam. 

616 General boycott of Banii Hashim. 

Return of the first emigrants. 

617 Second migration of Muslims to Abyssinia. 

619 Death of Abt Talib. 

Death of Khadijah. 

Muhammad seeks tribal protection and 

preaches Islam in T#'if. 

620 Muhammad’s engagement to ‘A’ishah bint 
Abi Bakr, 

First converts of Aws and Khazraj from 

Yathrib. 

621 First meeting of al ‘Aqabah. 

Allsra’ and al Mi‘rdj (night journey and ascent 

to heaven). 

622 Second meeting of al ‘Agabah. 

Attempted assassination of the Prophet by the 

Makkans. 

July 16, the Hijrah, the Prophet’s migration 

to Yathrib, henceforth called Madinah al 

Nabiyy, or The City of the Prophet, 1/1/1 

AH. 

1AH/ 
622 c.E. The Prophet builds a mosque and residence. 

Establishment of Islamic brotherhood as new 

social order 

The Prophet founds the first Islamic state. 

The Covenant of Madinah. 

Muhammad marries ‘A’ishah. 

clared the old tribal ties illegitimate in the new univer- 

salist wmmah, Muhammad used every other cohesive 

to consolidate the fledgling society. The honor of be- 

longing to the house of the Prophet or of being related 

thereto by marriage was part of the great reform 

[slam had introduced in man - woman relations. Prior 

to Islam, a woman was regarded by her parents as a 

threat to family honor and hence worthy of burial alive 

at infancy. As an adult, she was a sex object that could 

be bought, sold, and inherited. From this position of 

inferiority and legal incapacity, Islam raised women to 

a position of influence and prestige in family and soci- 

ety. Regardless of her marital status, a woman be- 

came capable of owning, buying, seling, and inherit- 
ing. She became a legal entity whose marriage was 
impossible without her consent, and she was entitled 
to divorce her husband whenever there was due 
cause. All religious obligations and privileges fell 
equally upon women as well as upon men. Adultery



The call to worship (salat) is instituted. 
‘Abdullah ibn Salam accepts Islam. 
The Jews attempt to split the Aws-Khazraj 

coalition. 

1/623 Hamzah’s campaign against the Makkans near 

Yanbu'. 
Campaign of al Kharrar. 

2/623 Campaign against Waddan. 

The incident of Finhas. 

Campaign of Buwat. 

Campaign of al ‘Ushayrah. 

2/624 Institution of Ka‘bah in Makkah as Q:iblah 

(orientation) in worship. 

Campaign of Badr (first Muslim victory). 

Campaign of Banii Qaynuqa’“. 

3/624 Campaign of Banii Sulaym. 

Campaign of Dhit Amarr. 
Campaign of al Qaradah. 

3/625 Muhammad’s marriage to Hafsah, widow, 

daughter of ‘Umar. 
4/625 Campaign of Hamrd’ al Asad. 

Marriage of ‘All to Fatimah, the Prophet’s 

daughter. 

Campaign of al Rajt’. 

Treachery against Islam at Bi'r Ma‘finah. 

Campaign of Band al Nadir. 

4/626 Campaign of Uhud; martyrdom of Hamzah. 

5/626 First campaign of Dawmat al Jandal. 

5/627 Campaign of al Muraysi'. 
Hadith al Ifk (libel) against ‘A’ishah. 

being looked upon by Islam as a capital and most 

degrading crime, Islam protected women and guided 

them against all that may lead to their downfall. It 

exempted a woman from having to earn her livelihood 

by obliging her male relatives to support her at all 

times. It further decreed that in any matter a woman . 

should be entitled to at least as much as she was 

obliged to give, and so always with kindness. 

All these legal reforms were radical in their day; 

and they remain radical in much of the world today. 

Muhammad and his household provided the exempli- 

fication of these reforms, and added to it the embodi- 

ment of the new ethic. His wives testified that 

Muhammad’s sympathy for them never waned; that 

they never saw him except with a smile on his face. 

And they in turn made his home an abode of peace and 

contentment. As Prophet and head of state, he did not 

regard it beneath his dignity to help them in their daily 

house chores. On the contrary, he made them think of 
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Campaign of al Khandaq (The Ditch). 
Campaign of Banii Qurayzah, 

6/628 Second campaign of Dawmat al Jandal. 

Campaign of Fadak. 

Campaign of Khaybar. 

Al Hudaybiyah Peace Treaty with Makkah. 

The Prophet sends delegates to present Islam 

to the neighboring monarchs. 

71629 First Islamic Hajj. 

Khilid ibn al Walid and ‘Amr ibn al ‘As accept 

Islam. 

8/629 Killing of Muslim missionaries at Dhat al Talh. 
8/630 Campaign of Makkah. 

The Makkans accept Islam. 

Destruction of the idols and cleansing of the 

Ka‘bah. 

Conversion of the Arab tribes in the Hijaz. 
Campaign of Hawazin at Hunayn. 

9/631 Second Muslim pilgrimage (led by Abii Bakr). 
10/631 The Christian delegation of Najran (Yaman) 

visits Madinah and is incorporated into the 

Islamic state as a constituent wmmah in 

that state. 

The Year of Deputations: The Arab tribes 

enter Islam and pledge their loyalty. 

10/632 Death of Muhammad’s son Ibrahim. 

Last pilgrimage of the Prophet. 

Completion of the revelation of the Qur’an. 

11/632 Death of the Prophet. 

The campaign of Mu’tah. 

Hlustration 6.9 

Interior, Mosque of Sulaymin, Istanbiil, Turkey, 1569- 

1575. [Photo by L. al Fartg.)
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Al Awza‘i (d. 158/774) was the founder of the school of law known 

by his name. The majority of Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, and Palestine 

belonged to his school from 134 to 300 A.H. Beginning in 150 A.H. Abil 

Zar‘ah introduced the school of Shafi‘i; and that of Ibn Hanbal began to 

spread after 250 A.H. Today, the whole area is overwhelmingly Hanaff, 

a school that, having conquered Iraq from 100 A.H. on, began to spread 

in Syriain 150 A.H., with a sprinkling of Hanbalis and Shéfi‘Ts among the 

Sunnis. Substantial minorities (Druze, Shi‘ah Twelvers or Ithna 

‘Asharis, and Seveners or Isma‘llis) emerged under Fatimi rule and 

continue to the present day. 
Spain was all HanafT until 200 A.H. The Mailiki school became pre- 

dominant by 250 A.H. and continued unchallenged until the end of 

Muslim rule in that country (898/1492). 

India is predominantly Hanafi, Small Shi‘ah minorities (mostly 

Isma‘ilis) continue to survive in the region around Bombay. 
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him as their equal. One of them was bold enough once 

to say to him, “Alright now, it is your turn to speak. 

But please say only the truth.”” The remark infuriated 

her father, ‘Umar, who was present and who casti- 

gated her severely for her ofiensive tone. Muhammad 

interfered, saying: “We did not invite yvou here for this 
purpose.” Muhammad spent long hours with his chil- 

dren and grandchildren. He lengthened his prostra- 
tion once in order not to push away a grandchild who 

saw his position as an invitation to ride on his back. He 

counseled his followers to be good to their families, 

declaring that “‘surely the best among you in the eye 

of God are the best toward their families.” Muham- 

mad called earning a livelihood for one’s dependents



an act of worship and raised its value to the level of 
martyrdom. The Qur'an condemned monkery 

(57:27), and the Prophet used to add: “‘Marriage is of 
my sunnah.’ He encouraged the young Muslims to 
marry, often contributing to their dowries or reducing 

those obligations to affordable amounts. The Qur’an 
condemned killing one’s children, whether out of fear 
for family honor, or out of fear of poverty and famine. 

The Prophet urged the Muslims to procreate, saying: 

“Allah will provide for them'; their numbers are 

“pleasing to God and His Prophet.” 

This great emphasis on the necessity and value of 

the family coincided with the destruction by Islam of 
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the tribe and the loyalties and commitments to which 

it had given rise. First, the family was a matter of 

nature. Based upon the bond of blood, it harbored 

feelings of love, of trust, and of concern that may not 

be violated without injury to the human personality. 

Hence, Islam acknowledged and girded it with law. 
Second, by regulating inheritance and dependence, 

Islam enabled the family to exist and prosper in its 

extended form, so that three generations could live 

together and eat from the same kitchen. Third, the 

large membership prevented any gap from forming 

between the generations and facilitated the processes 

of socialization and acculturation of the members. 

Map 23C. Law and Jurisprudence: Spread of the Schools 
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Fourth, Islam made available in any household a wide 

variety of talents and temperaments so that the 

members might complement one another; and it dis- 

ciplined them to adjust to one another’s needs. 

Bevond the family, there was only the universal 

wmmah, [slam having done away with the tribe and its 

institutions. The wmmah was both the universal com- 

munity and the universal state. It was an open and 

egalitarian society which any individual or group could 

join by an act of decision. Unlike the world-empires 

which are built upon power and designed to exploit 

the slave and subject populations for the benefit of the 

elite few, the ummah was classless. The bond holding 

it together was a rational one, built upon the con- 

sensus which members sharedin the vision of Islam. It 

depended upon educationin that vision and training in 

its implementation on the local and universal levels. 

The family bond, on the other hand, is a blood call 

affecting humans willy-nilly, regardless of their ethi- 

cal or rational maturity. Certainly, it can also rise to 

the level of rationality and carry some of the noblest 

and most ethical meanings of which man is capable. 

But there is no denying that without this rationality 

the family bond is both necessary and universal, unlke 

the ‘“‘ummatic” bond which is exclusively acquired and 

rational. 

Muhammad as Leader 

Perhaps the most essential quality of leadership is 

the capacity to perceive and to assess correctly all the 

factors given in a situation, to decide upon the desired 

objective, to design the best strategy for execution, to 

convince those involved of the appropriateness of the 

whole scheme, and to move them to desire it with the 

strongest will of which they are capable. Muhammad 

had this capacity to a very high degree. Had there 

been no Islam, he would have been the ablest states- 

man Makkah ever knew. Islam added its own world- 

view as a new objective, and expanded the scope of 

leadership to humanity and the world. 

A single event in the early sunnah of the Prophet 

gave evidence of his leadership qualities. While the 

Makkans were rebuilding the Ka‘bah following a flood 

that cracked its walls, the chieftains disputed among 

themselves who should have the honor of laying the 

cornerstone. This was the Black Stone which the 

Makkans had honored for generations. Since all the 

chiefs were involved, the suggestion of Abi Umayyah 

that they bind themselves to accept the arbitration of 

the first comer to the site, was accepted but with 

apprehension, When the first comer turned out to be 

Muhammad, they felt reassured that his judgment 

would bear no prejudice to anyone. Entrusted with the 

task, Muhammad decided to roll the Black Stone onto 

a canvas and to have each of the tribal chiefs hold on to 

a corner of the canvas as they carried the stone to its 

place. Each chief emerged satisfied that the honor was 

his, and that none had surpassed him in that honor. All 

were deeply grateful to Muhammad who turned a 

threatening occasion into one full of joy. 

The same astute perception of Muhammad was 

present when he first arrived in Madinah. The Mus- 

lims welcomed him warmly. Each wanted to have the 

honor of receiving Muhammad in his home; and 
toward this end, the tribal chiefs competed with one 

another. The Prophet said he was not going to make a 

decision; rather, he would stop wherever his camel 

would stop. After wandering in the streets of Madmah 

for a while, the camel came to rest on the empty lot of 

Sahl and Suhayl, the sons of ‘Amr. The Prophet paid 

for the land and upon it built his first mosque. 

Just as he would not favor one chief or section of 

the community over another, Muhammad was always 

careful not to claim any privilege for himself. He re- 

garded himself as an equal among equals. When meal- 

time approached as he marched on a campaign, his 

companions declared they would prepare the meal. 

They apportioned the tasks among themselves and 

left nothing for the Prophet to do. Noticing that they 

had omitted the collection of wood for the fire —the 

hardest and least pleasant chore — Muhammad de- 

clared: “‘And [ will gather the wood.”” Among subordi- 
nates, his position was that the chief should always be 

worthy of their love and esteem. This he expressed in 

the hadith that says: ‘“The prayer of the imam 

(leader) who is hated by the people is unacceptable to 

God”; “whoever assumes the leadership of a people 

against their will, his prayer never reaches beyond his 

ears.”” Neither His prophethood nor his status as chief 

of state prevented Muhammad from treating others 

as his equals. Indeed, it was he who taught the Mus- 

lims to have their servants and slaves eat at the same 

table, to give them the same clothes to wear, to call 

them “son’” rather than “‘servant” or “‘slave,” and be 

called by them ‘“‘uncle” rather than “master.” One 

day in the marketplace, a merchant whom Muham- 

mad patronized took his hand and kissed it. Muham- 

mad pulled his hand back saying, “That is what the 

Persians do to their king. [ am not a king, and you are 

not a Persian.”” Likewise, when the Muslims were 

mobilized to dig a ditch in front of the vulnerable part 

of Madinah as defense against cavalry attack, 

Muhammad insisted on joining them with his own 

hands. Long before his prophethood, this quality 

caused Muhammad to be loved by his companions and



acquaintances. Zayd was an adult slave brought to 
Makkah for sale. Khadijah bought him and presented 
him to Muhammad, who manumitted him forthwith 
and made him his assistant. Soon Zayd’s father ar- 
rived to ransom his son; but, finding him free, he 
offered to take him home. Muhammad gave Zayd the 
choice of staying or returning to his home and family, 

but Zayd chose to remain with Muhammad. 

For his personal security in Makkah, Muhammad 
relied on tribal loyalties. His tribe, Bani Hashim, 

could and did protect him for many vears against the 

rest of Makkah. This protection was not without its 

price in vituperation and ridicule, in injury and social 

and economic boycott. Makkan opposition was gain- 

ing momentum while Muslims were stil} too few and 

weak in Makkah. Soon, the situation became critical; 

and Muhammad’s tribal chief had to ask his nephew 

— Muhammad — to drop the cause. But Muhammad 

refused, pledging his own life to pursue the struggle to 

the end. Although the uncle supported Muhammad 

and rejected Makkah's ultimatum, Muhammad knew 

that the time of decision was near and that the men of 

Banti Hashim were no match for all the Makkans now 

united against them because of him. It was his pre- 

science of this situation that prompted him to negoti- 

ate and enter into two successive covenants with the 

Muslims of Madinah. Thus he would replace the tribal 

relationship, should Band Hashim give up their sup- 

port, and bolster his forces against the Makkans with 

those of Madinah. Certainly, his premonition was 

right and his strategy timely. Both were precious 

components of his leadership. 
Upon arrival in Madinah in the summer of 622, 

Muhammad reconciled the two main tribes of the city 

and merged them together to form the first Islamic 

polity. Their alienation and mutual antagonism were 

traditional. Muhammad replaced hatred with respect, 

love, and esteem; estrangement with concern; and 

division with unity. He then merged the Madinese (a/ 

Awnsar) with the Makkans (a! Muhajirin) who had 

come to Madinah bare-handed and destitute. Every 

home in Madinah responded to the appeal by opening 

its hearth to a Makkan individual or family. It was the 

first time that chiefs and aristocrats, plebeians and 

slaves, rich and poor, citizens and aliens merged to- 

gether toform a new society in which the bond of faith 

transcended the differences of birth and history; 

where religious loyalty created for itself an organic 

socioeconomic, political, and military unity. The union 

was not restricted to Muslims. Muhammad persuaded 

the Jews to join, and they became integral members of 

the new social order. They too had their differences 

among themselves, as well as with the Arab and Mus- 
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lim Madinese. They were clients of the two dominant 

tribes, al Aws and al Khazraj, and were involved with 

the latter in all their disputes and wars. Muhammad’s 

leadership was strong enough (o bring them all under 

one roof and to weld them together into the first 

ecumenical, pluralistic society. To formalize their 

union and record their agreement, Muhammad dic- 

tated the Covenant of Madinah— the first written 

constitution in human history. Promulgation of this 

constitution launched the first Islamic state, the first 

multireligious world order.!t 
Muhammad brought all this about with his own 

wisdom and power of persuasion. Of the power to 

coerce anyone, he had none. He knew well that a 

union not fully desired by its members cannot stand, 

just as the ruler undesired by his people will never 

succeed. The new society was based on shira (con- 

Hlustration 6.10 

Interior view of the Sathgumbad Mosque, Bagerhat, Dis- 

trict Khulna, Bangladesh, c. 1459. [Courtesy Department of 

Antiquities, Government of Bangladesh.] 
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TaBLE 6.3. THE EarLY CALIPHS 

A, The Rashidan Caliphs, Al Madinah (11-41/632-661) 

Abi Bakr al $iddig 

‘Umar Ibn al Khattab 

‘Uthman ibn ‘Affan 

'AlT ibn Abd Tilib 

Date 

11-13/632-634 
13-24/634- 644 
24-36/644-656 
36-41/656-661 

B. The Umawi Dynasty, Dimashg (41 -133/661-750) 

Umayvah 

I | 

Abi al "As Harb 

Al Hakam SufyiEn 

4. Marwin [ (65-66/684 -685) 

| 

1. Mu‘awivah (41-61/661-630) 

9. Yazid 1 (61-64/680-683) 

3. Mu'awivah II (64-65/683-684) 

| | | 
Muhammad 5. ‘Abdul Malik (66 -86/685-705) ‘Abdul 'Aziz 

12, Yazid 111 13. Ibrahim 

{127/744) (127/744) 

14. Marwan [[ (127 - 133/744-750) 

sultation among peers with a view to achieve con- 

sensus, as described in the Qur’an 42:38) as well as 

upon a number of principles that have continued to 

serve as norms of political activity throughout Muslim 

historv. Among others, these principles include the 

following. Social order is absolutely necessary. “If as 

few as three of vou go out on a mission, you should 

designate a khalifah (leader), a first successor, and a 

second successor.”'t? This is the old Mesopotamian 

principle which regards social order as the conditio 

sine qua non of life; the group without a leader is ike 

sheep without a shepherd.'® The uwmmakh is a people 

with a cause, a mission to be accomplished in space 

6. Al Walid | 7. Sulayman 9. Yazid 11 10. Hisham 

(86-97/ {97 -99/ (102- 106/ (106-126/ 

705-715) 715-717) 720-724) 724-743) 8 ‘TUmar Il 

| (99-102) 
11. Al Walid 11 717-720) 

(126-127/ 

743-744) 

and time, and hence it must be ordered. "'Even an 

unjust zzadm, " Muhammad said, "“is better than chaos 

or no-order . . . where anvbody may take the law 

into his own hand. . . . Naturally, neither case, as 

such, is felicitous; and yet, an unjust government that 

maintains order does fulfill an essential good for soci- 

etv.” Best of all is the government that fulfills both 

order and justice. In such a state, obedience to the 

ruler is a religious and civil duty as long as what is 

commanded docs not contravene the law of God. 

Where the state departs from the law of God, no 

obedience is necessary. Because of potential abuse of 

this condition, Muhammad carefully warned against
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C. The Umawt Dynasty, Qurtubah (139-423/756 - 1031) 

1. ‘Abdul Rahman I (139-172/756-788) 

2. Hisham I (172-180/788-796) 

3. Al Hakam I (180-207/796-822) 

. ‘Abdul Rahman II (207 -238/822-852) 

| 
5. Muhammad I (238-273/852- 886) 

I 
| I 

6. Al Mundhir (273 -275/886 - 888) 27. ‘Abdullah (275-300/888-912) 

N 

Muhammad 

8. ‘Abdul Rahman III 
(300—3150/912—961) 

| | [ 
9. Al Hakam II ‘Abdul Jabbar ‘Abdul Malik Sulayman 

(350-366/ ‘Ubaydullah 

961-976) 

Hisham Al Hakam Muhammad ‘Abdul Rahman 

10. Hisham II 
(366-391/ 
976-1000) 
(401-404/ 

1010-1013) 

11. Muhammad II 12. Sulaymin 13. ‘Abdul Rahman IV 
(400, 401/ (400-401/ (409/1018) 
1009, 1010) 1009-1010) 

(404-407/ 

1013-1016) | 
14, ‘Abdul Rahman V 15. Muhammad III 

(414/1023) (414-416f 
1023-1025) 

16. Hisham III 
(418-423( 
1027-1031) 

(Continued on next page) 

it. We should never question the legitimacy of a gov- 

ernment’s action, he commanded, unless it is ob- 

viously kufran bawahan fihi burhan (a departure 

from the law of God confirmed by unquestionable evi- 

dence of its occurrence).!* Within these limitations, 

every Muslim or citizen is a pastor responsible for his 

pastorate, the ruler for his state as well as the father 

for his home, the mother for her children and house- 

hold, the employee for the interests of his employer,!® 

Besides orienting the ship of state toward the goals 
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Table 6.3 (Continued) 

D. The ‘Abbasi Dynasty, Al Kafah (133-149/750 - 766) 

1. The Makkan Lineage 

Baghdad (149-657/766 - 1258) 

Hashim, Grandfat{ler of the Prophet - 

I I ' 
‘Abdullah Abi Talib Al ‘Abbis, Uncle of the Prophet 

I | | 
Muhammad, ‘Ali ‘Abdullah 

the Prophet l | 

| . ‘Ali 

Al Hasan Al Husayn Muhammad 

I 
| | 

Al Saffah Al Manstr 

2. The Caliphs 

Al ‘A'bbés 

f 
1 

1. Abul ‘Abbas Al Saffah (133-137/750-754) 2. Abi Ja‘far Al Mangir 

(137-159/754-775) 

3. Al Mahdt 

(159-169/775-785) 

| — 
4. Al Hadr 5. Haran al Rashid 

(169-170/785-786) (170-194/786-809) 
| 

I 
6. Al Amin 

(194 - 198/809-813) 

l | 
7. Al Ma’'miin 8. Al Mu‘tasim 

(198-218/813-833) (218-228/833-842) 
| 

| 
Muhammad 

12. Al Musta‘in 

(248-252/862-866) 

| ] 
9. Al Withiq 10. Al Mutawakkil 

(228-233/842-847) (233-247/847-861) 

14. Al Muhtadt 

(256-257/869-870) 
| 

[ 

11, Al Muntasir 

(247-248/861 - 862) 

Islam had prescribed for it, the prime duty of the 

leadership is to care for the weak, the poor, and all 

those who need help to fulfill the ultimate and per- 
sonal goals. ““Those leaders who fulfill this function,” 

Muhammad proclaimed, “earn for themselves a guar- 
antee against the Fire.”” And history has no regard for 

| ] 
13. Al Mu‘tazz 15. Al Mu'tamid 

(252 - 256/866 - 869) (257 -279/870-892) 

16. Al Mu‘tadid 
(279-290/892-902) 

those societies that did not care for the weak among 
them. “Indeed,” the Prophet said, “God will provide 
and give assistance and victory in the measure to 
which societies show concern for their weak, . . . 
Whoever shows no mercy to the small among us, and 

no respect to the great, does not belong to us.”” Above



17. Al Muktaft 18. Al Mugtadir 

(290-296/902 - 908) (296-320/908-932) 
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— 
19. Al Qahir 

(320-323/932-934) 
| 

20. Al I[{ac_fi 

(323-329/934 - 940) 

22, Al Mustakit 

(333-335/944-946) 

I 

21, Al Muitaqt 

(329-333/940-944) 

25. Al Qadir 

(381-423/991-1031) 

26, Al Qia'im 

(423-468/1031-1075) 

Muhammad 

27. Al Muqtadt 

(468 -487/1075-1094) 

| 
28. Al Mustazhir 

(487}—5]2/1094—1118) 

23. 

24, 

| 
Al Mut 
(335-364/946-974) 

| 
Al Ta' 
(364 -381/974-991) 

[ 
29. Al Mustarshid 

{512-530/1118-1135) 

30. Al Rashid 

(330-531/1135-1136) 

all, social order should issue in justice for all. To re- 

spond to the cry of the victims of injustice — whether 

Muslim or non-Muslim—is of paramount 1mpor- 

tance. ““Nothing separates that cry from the hearing 

of God,” the Prophet affirmed. 

The leadership of the social order must organize its 
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32. 

33. 

34. 

36. 

| 

Al Muqtaft 

(5331-555/1136-1160) 

Al Mustanjid 

{5355-566/1160-1170) 

| 
Al Mustad?’ 

(366-576/1170-1180) 

Al Nasir 

(576-622/1180-1225) 

. Al Zahir 
(622-623/1225-1226) 

Al Mustansir 

(623-640/1226-1242) 

. Al Musta'sim 

(640-656/1242-1258) 

administration so as to maximize 1ts service to the 

people and minimize the cost. To achieve this objec- 

tive, competence should be the criterion of employ- 

ment. “To appoint any leader of anv public service, 

however small, on any other basis,” the Prophet de- 

clared, “‘is an act of treason to God, His Prophet and 
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the wmmah.” The ruler should hold everyone respon- 

sible for his deeds and leave the reckoning of inten- 

tions to God. But if he starts suspecting people, or 

pushing them to suspect one another, corruption will 

spread within that state and bring it to ruin. The ruler 

should always aim at reconciliation and unity. When a 

dispute arises between two factions, he should bring 

them to a just settlement; should any rebel against the 

settlement, the whole ummah should oppose the 

rebel faction and bring it to its senses.!® Justice is 

certainly the first social ideal of Islam. The indignation 

its violation generates in the Muslim and the enthusi- 

asm for its defense and maintenance know little or no 

limit in the heart committed to tawhid. However, like 

every value, the pursuit of justice can also become 

oppressive. That is why one should not omit to 

temper such pursuit with compassion and mercy. This 

realization, together with his usual sensitivity to the 

need of the hungry, the weak, and the oppressed, 

prompted Muhammad to declare: “When He created 

humanity, God pledged to himself that He would 

always exercise mercy. ‘My mercy is stronger than 

My wrath’— God said.” As to his own rule, Muham- 

mad said: ‘‘God did not send me to be a zealot as ruler, 

nor a fanatic, but an educator and guide to make life 

easier for humans.” 

All the foregoing facts of the sunnah concretize 

the values relating to the personal and internal social 

ethic of Islam. This was an achievement of the Mak- 

kan period. The external social ethic of Islam, how- 

ever, could not come into play until after the Hijrah to 

Madinah and the setting up of the ummah as a sover- 

eign state. Prior to this event, the ummah existed in 

potentia. Even so, it was subject to such persecution 

that it could not exercise its prerogatives as an 

ummah. Hence, the first concern of the Prophet after 

the Hijrah, once internal order was established and 

everybody was assigned to his station, was to turn to 

the outside world. Obviously the most immediate ex- 

ternal problem was the warlike hostility of Makkah, 

whose leadership had decided to assassinate Muham- 

mad on the eve of the Hijrah. On that night, learning 

of their plan, the Prophet decided to divert their at- 

tention by putting ‘Ali, his cousin, in his bed and cov- 

ering him with Muhammad’s own green mantle. 
Muhammad and Abii Bakr slipped away in the dark- 

ness of night. The Makkans forced the door open, 
pulled the mantle with their swords drawn and found 

‘Al instead of the man they wanted. 

Most of the Muslims had by then left Makkah for 

Madinah. They left behind them their relatives and 

properties. The Makkans resorted to harassing the 

former and confiscating the latter. The Muslim emi- 

grants from Makkah were destitute and had to depend 

on the hospitality of their hosts. It was natural for 

them to think of ways of getting back at the Makkans. 

The caravans of Makkah passed through Madinah, 

carrying goods north and south. The Muslims sought 

to seize what they could, and Makkah mobilized for 

war. In consequence, the Muslims were dragged into 

their first military confrontation with their enemies. 

Three hundred Muslims led by the Prophet met a 

Makkan army of over one thousand at Badr. Both 

sides thought that the encounter would be decisive for 

all time. While the Makkans readied the cream of their 

men for battle, the Prophet lifted his followers’ mo- 

rale to the highest possible level. He prayed to God 

aloud, saying, “O God, here is Makkah come to belie 

Your Prophet and stamp out Your servants. If they 

win today, Youwill not be adored in thisland. Grant us 

Your assistance and victory. You alone are our Mas- 

ter, our Help and Succour.”” Then he turned to the 

Muslims and said to them that God would answer his 

prayer and grant them victory; that whoever fell in 

the coming battle would achieve Paradise and life 

eternal.’” 

The Prophet’s military strategy was questioned by 

his followers after he declared to them that whereas 

the cause was divine, the strategy would be human. In 

consultation with one another, the Muslims decided 

upon a different deployment of their forces. The bat- 

tle raged in the afternoon, and losses were heavy on 

both sides. The Muslims emerged victorious. In fact, 

it was a miraculous infusion of unusual energy that 

made the Muslims fight so valiantly as to defeat their 

enemies despite their preponderous numbers and 

equipment. However, the Muslims were exhausted 

and could not press their victory by pursuing the 

Makkans. They returned to Madinah satisfied with 

their victory in a battle, if not in the war. A year later, 

the Makkans returned for another engagement, 

which took place outside of Madinah, at the foot of 

Mount Uhud. There, the Muslims lost the battle but 

inflicted heavy losses upon the Makkans, who could 

not pursue their victory and occupy Madinah. Desper- 

ate as well as wise from their mistakes, the Makkans 

launched another last attempt against Muhammad 

and his movement. This time they mobilized practi- 

cally the whole of Arabia and arrived at the gates of 
Madinah to destroy the Islamic state, eradicate the 

Muslims, and finish off their scourge once and for all. 
With such vastly superior numbers the Muslims could 

not contend, and they had to stay within their city. In 

haste, one vulnerable side of the city had to be de- 

fended by digging a ditch in front of it, which gave the 

battle its name.!® Fortunately for the Muslims, they



did not have to fight. A terrible sandstorm swept over 

the region. It did not affect the Muslims who were 
inside their own houses and fortresses; but it played 

havoc with their enemies who were camped in tents 

over a wide arch on the southern flank of Madinah 

right in the path of the storm. The storm uprooted 

their tents, dispersed and killed most of their mounts, 

and destroyed their supplies. Those who could man- 

aged to run away and the campaign collapsed. 

The constitution of the [slamic state (the Covenant 

of Madinah) regarded the Jews as an autonomous 

ummah within the state. It endowed the rabbinic 

court with ultimate authority to adjudicate and settle 

all Jewish affairs. Since their defeat and dispersion by 

the Romans, this was the first time that Jewish com- 

munal existence and the Torahic lJaw were recognized 

as legitimate by any state. Nonetheless, the Jews' 

allegiance to the Islamic state wavered. The Prophet 

warned them first, then banished some of them, then 

banished others and confiscated their properties. In 

the Battle of the Ditch they again played a treacher- 

ous role; but it was thwarted only by collapse of the 

enemy in the sandstorm. This time the Prophet was 

compelled to execute a number of them and send the 

rest out of Madinah. From their exile in Khaybar, 

their plotting against the Islamic state continued. In 

time it necessitated a campaign to dislodge and banish 

them from the Arabian Peninsula altogether. Their 

fate under Christian Byzantium was no better. How- 

ever, when the Fertile Crescent was conquered by 

the forces of Islam, the status under the Covenant of 

Madinah was again offered to them without regard to 

their past relations with the Muslims in the Arabian 

Peninsula. 
Several months after the Battle of the Ditch, on the 

occasion of the kajj(pilgrimage), the Prophet decided 

to perform the pilgrimage ritual with his companions. 

He invited all the Arab tribes to join him, partly to pay 

tribute to the Ka‘bah and the Abrahamic tradition 

which it expressed, and partly to disprove Makkah's 

claim that the Muslims have no regard for Makkah 

and its tradition. Upon reaching the outskirts of Mak- 

kah, the Makkans came out in force to defend their 

city against what they thought to be a Muslim inva- 

sion. The Prophet had previously declared the reli- 

gious intention of the trip; but the Makkans did not 

trust his statement. They feared that once inside the 

city, the Muslims would take over. Hence, they de- 

creed that there would be no entry for Muslims and no 

pilgrimage. The occasion called for some negotiation 

between the two parties, which led to an agreement 

known as the Treaty of Hudaybiyah. 

The terms of the covenant spelled humiliation for 
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the Muslims. First, the Muslims were to perform no 

pilgrimage that year but could return for pilgrimage 

the following year provided they came devoid of arms 

and stayed no more than three days. Second, any 

Makkan who joined them was to be returned to Mak- 

kah and any Muslim who defected to Makkah was not 

to be returned to Madinah. Third, the Arabs from 

outside Makkah who wished to join with the city could 
do so, and those wishing tojoin with Muhammad could 

do so. Fourth, neither side was to attack the other in 

the next ten years. The Prophet acquiesced in these 

terms. He calculated that, since Islam was a matter of 

personal conviction and faith, the Makkan convert to 

Islam would not apostasize if he were compelled to 

reside in Makkah; that the presence of the Muslim 

apostate in Madinah would be useless and even harm- 

ful. He also realized that the tribes were autonomous 

entities, If they wished to join Makkah, no one could 

stop them by force; but the possibility of persuading 

them to join the ranks of Islarn might prove to be a 

distinct advantage. As to the ten years of peace, the 

Prophet took them to be a tremendous gain because 

peace was exactly what he needed to bring the mes- 

sage of Islam to the whole of Arabia. He equally 

agreed to postpone the pilgrimage one year in order 

Hllustration 6.11 

Jami* Mosque, Brunel, [Courtesy Government of Brunei.] 
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to have a peaceful pilgrimage at which all Arabs would 

gather and be informed of the message of Islam first- 

hand. He was therefore agreeable to signing the 

treaty. Not so were the senior companions, who re- 

garded the whole treaty as an insult worthy of a vio- 

lent response. Division and rebellion within Mushm 

ranks were close at hand. Moreover, the treacherous 

past of Makkah left no room for Muslim confidence. 

The Makkans overkept the Muslims’ delegate, ‘Uth- 

man ibn ‘Affan, and the rumor spread that they had 

killed him. What if they took the Muslims by surprise 

right now and started a battle whose time, place, and 

conditions were all of their own choosing? How could 

they be trusted to enter into a covenant of peace? 

While the delegates of both camps waited, the 

Prophet gathered his closest companions under a tree 

and sat down to reason with them. He asked them to 

trust in God, in Him and in peace. Equally, he asked 

them to be ready to fight to the last man should the 

Makkans cheat. Finally, Muhammad reasserted his 
authority as Prophet and reminded them of their cov- 

enant to accord him obedience in everything, includ- 

ing laying down their lives. As in all other times of 

crisis, Abli Bakr was the first to renew his pledge and 

warned ‘Umar ibn al Khattib not to violate his own, 

which he made when he first entered the ranks of 

Islam. So ‘Umar renewed his pledge to obey, and the 
other companions followed suit. Having restored 

unity to his camp by this new covenant — later called 

Bay‘at al Ridwan or the Covenant of Contentment 
—the Prophet proceeded to sign the pact with Mak- 

kah. The delegates returned safely to their camps, 

and the Muslims began their journey back to Madinah. 

On the way home, sitrah “Al Fath” was revealed, 

opening with the verse: “We have granted you a clear 

and certain victory; and We have forgiven you all your 

shortcomings, past and present. We have proffered 

unto vou Our total blessing; and We have guided you 

onto the straight path.”’'® This revelation dissipated 
whatever doubt remained in the minds of the Muslims 

concerning the value of the Treaty of Hudaybiyah. 

The following years proved them right. 

For the first time, Islam, its Prophet, and its 

ummah as sovereign state were no longer looked 

upon by the Makkans and their allies as nonentities or 

runaways from the Quraysh tribe, but as equals with 

acknowledged title, legitimacy and rights, and a politi- 
cal entity as prominent as Makkah. Second, the pact 

acknowledged the right of access of Muslims to the 

Ka'bah, and their right to perform the pilgrimage and 

to worship within the holy sanctuary of Makkah. 
Third, the peace permitted Muhammad to send his 

messengers to the tribes of Arabia without fear for 

their lives. In two years of [slamic mission in Arabia 

after the Treaty of Hudaybiyah a near majority were 

converted. When Muhammad called the Muslims to 

march on Makkah following Makkah'’s violation of the 

Hudayhiyah treaty, the numbers that rallied to the call 

were so preponderant that Makkah was overwhelmed 

without battle. The peace which Hudaybiyah ushered 

in gave Muhammad the confidence to send his dele- 

gates even outside of Arabia, to Abyssinia, Egypt, 

Byzantium, Persia, and the tribes on the edges of the 

Peninsula. Without Hudaybiyah, the conquest of 

Makkah would not have happened so soon, nor would 

it have been so bloodless. 

By instituting peace, the Hudaybiyah Treaty al- 

lowed the Muslims to present Islam without being 

regarded as a threat. Since war and hostility were 

ruled out, the conflict resolved itself into an ideational 

one presented to reason and conscience, to each indi- 

vidual person as such. [s God God or not? If He is the 

only Creator, ought He not to be the only Master or 

Judge? Must not worship and adoration, obedience 

and service, loyalty and faith be exclusively His? If 

justice and mercy and temperance are virtues, must 

they not be God's commandments and hence be 

obeyed under all circumstances? And if literary elo- 

quence is the noblest and greatest value, is not the 

Qur’an so sublime that it must be a revelation from 

God, a supernatural work by the divine Author? This 

cool logic of Islam quickly convinced the Arabs of the 

Peninsula, as it was to convince the millions to whom 

it was presented later. The ranks of the ummah 

swelled with new recruits every day, and soon Islam 

became the preponderant voice of most of Arabia. 

Abi Basir, a Makkan, converted to Islam and ran 

away to Madinah. The people of Makkah asked for his 

extradition in accordance with the terms of the treaty. 

Muhammad called Abl Basir and told him: “We Mus- 
lims do not cheat. We pledged to return the runaways, 

and we must therefore return you to Makkah. Be firm 

and go back. God will provide for you.” Abli Basir 

surrendered to the Makkan delegates and left. On the 

way to Makkah, Abfi Basir wrestled with his captor, 

seized his sword, killed him, and ran away. The num- 

ber of Makkan converts to Islam continued to in- 

crease, Since by remaining in Makkah they would 

expose their lives to danger, they ran away to the 

desert and lay in wait for Makkan caravan traffic. 

They disrupted that traffic so badly that Makkah, 

being unable to contain them, pleaded with the 

Prophet to alter the terms of the treaty so that the 

Makkan converts to Islam would fall under Muham- 

mad’s responsibility and he would have to contain 

them under the terms of the treaty. It was ironic that



the term of the treaty that the Muslims found humili- 
ating and objectionable turned out to be advantagcous 
to the Muslims and harmful to Makkah. The Makkans 
sent Suhayl ibn ‘Amr, the delegate who had dictated 
that ruling, to plead for its repcal. 

The next pilgrimage season soon arrived, and 
Muhammad called on all Muslims to perform the hajj 
with him. Thousands responded and readied them- 
selves to go. Muhammad taught them how to dress 
for the pilgrimage, how to perform the ritual, what to 

say and do. Their procession and entry into Makkah 

with their thrd@m garb, consisting of two white un- 

sown pieees of cloth, their chanting Labbavka Alla- 

huwima Labbayka (At vour call O God. here I come) 

must have been awe-inspiring to all the Arabs who 

saw them. It engendered profound respect for them 

and reverence for their new religion, Islam. The Mak- 

kans evacuated their city and positioned themselves 

on the mountain overlooking the sanctuary. As the 

Muslims circumambulated the Ka’bah, Muhammad 
taught them to chant: 

Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar 

(God is Greater, God is Greater, God is Greater) 

Allahu Akbar, Ailahu Akbar. Wa Lillahi-l-hamd 

(God is Greater, God iz Greater, to God belongs the praise) 

Allahu Akbaru Kabiran, wal hamdu lillahi kathiran 

(God is Greater. trulv Greater; to God belongs all the 

praise) 

Wa subhana Aliahu bukratan wa agilan 

(To God belongs the glory every morning and evening) 

La ilaha illa Allahu wahdah 

{There 1s no God but Allah alone) 

Sadaga wa'dah, wa a‘azza jundah 

(His promisc was truc; He reinforced with His army) 

Wa hazama al ahzaba wahdah 

(And He alone brought defeat to Makkah and her allies) 

.4 ilaha i3 Allahu wa la na‘hudu illd 1yyih 

(There is no God but Allah. We shall adore none but Him) 

Mukhlisina lahuddina walaw karina al mushrikiin 

{We shall be candid in our religion to Him. howcever 

opposed the associationists may be}. 

This confession of faith was as candid as 1t was 

terrifying and fascinating. Its defiant tone inspired 

terror in the heart of the enemy without show of 

arms; and vet it moved those hearts to agree with it by 

its certain candidness, its firm resolution to adore but 

one God, its reassurance and optimism that God will 

give Islam ultimate victory. Equally, the ritual of the 

hajjitself confirmed the Muslims’ high regard for the 

Ka‘bah, for Makkah and her Abrahamic tradition. All 

this made Islam irresistible, at least Lo {two of Mak- 

kah’s greatest generals, Khilid ibn al Walid and ‘Amr 
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ibn al 'As, who abandoned their fellow Makkans and 
rushed in front of them to declare their conversion to 
Islam. Muhammad received them with open arms and 
nvited them to join in the ceremony, 

It was only a few months after this pilgrimage that 

a tribe allied to Makkah aggressed upon an ally of 

Madinah. The Muslims asked the Makkans to fulfill 

thetr responsibility under the Hudaybivah Treaty. But 

the Makkans declined. The Muslims mobilized and 

called for war. Ten thousand or more horsemen and 

thousands more on camel back and foot behind them 

stood al the gates of Makkah within days, ready to lay 

down their lives at the Prophet's command. Over- 

whelmed, the Makkans surrendered. The Prophet 

entered the city and went straight to the Ka‘bah, With 

his own hands, he struck the idols down, removed the 

debris from the holy precinct, cleansed and reconse- 

crated the Ka'bah to the unique God, Master and 

Creator of all. As he labored he recited: “The truth 

has become manifest; falsehood is confuted, as it 

should be.”?° The Makkan leaders stood by, watching 
and trembling in fear for their lives. Then the Prophet 

called them to come forth to hear his verdict. They 

advanced and knelt beforc him. The Prophet said: 

“Rise and go forth; you are free,” signifving his gen- 

eral pardon to them and to all Makkans. This magna- 

nimity of Muhammad at his finest hour of triumph 

dissipated the last resistance in thelr hearts. First 

their leaders and then the rank and file came to de- 

clare their conversion to Islam. Makkah became a 

Muslim city; its sanctuary became the holiest shrine 

of Islam, and its people its foremost defenders. 

Finally, the sunnah was the concretization of 

[slam’s relevance to international order and relations. 

The covenant of Madinah had acknowledged the Jews 

as an unrmah and had granted them constitutional 

autonomy to order their lives as the Torah dictated 

and as it was interpreted by their own judicial courts 

and institutions. This constitutional provision did not 

change when some Jews commitied acts of treason 

against the Islamic state because Islam rejects any 

theory of vicarious guilt. The acts of treason were the 

acts of those who committed them, not of their de- 

scendants, The same constitutional provision was ex- 

trapolated by the Prophet for application to the Chris- 

tians of Najran. These had sent a delegation to 
Madinah seeking a reassurance regarding their own 

status and inquiring about [slam. The Christian dele- 

gation was met and entertained by the Prophet, who 

also presented Islam to them. Some of them con- 

verted and joined the ranks of the Muslim u#mmah. 

Thaose who did not convert were established by the 

Prophet as another ummah within the Islamic state 
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and under its constitution. He sent the delegates back 

to their people in Yaman guarded from the hazards of 

the road by Muslims and accompanied by Abii “‘Ubay- 

dah, whom he appointed as state representative in 

their midst. 

The Islamic state, therefore, was by the Prophet’s 

own design and implementation a muitireligious order 

which brought together under the erder of peace and 

legitimacy Muslims, Jews, and Christians. This plural- 

ism was not a matter of courtesy but was constitu- 

tional; not a matter of tolerating the alien customs of 

food, dress, or music, but the whole corpus of laws 

that governed the life of the non-Muslim religious 

community. The pluralism of the Islamic state was a 

pluralism of laws, an innovation unheard of elsewhere 

in the history of mankind. The Islamic state of Ma- 

dinah was a microcosm of the world order to be. The 

act of bringing the Christians of Najran under the 

Constitution was to be repeated by his companions in 

favor of the Zoroastrian Persians, and by their suc- 

cessors in favor of the Hindus and Buddhists, and of all 

other religions. 

Following the peace with Makkah, Muhammad had 

sent delegations to the kings around Arabia inviting 

them to join Islam. If they did not accept to convert, 

after hearing the presentation of the delegates, they 

were invited to join the Pax Islamica, the interna- 

tional order of peace under which ideas are free to 

move and humans are free to convince and be con- 

vinced of the truth while preserving their political, 

economic, social, cultural, even military establish- 

ments intact. The Islamic state sought an opportunity 

to present Islam to all humans everywhere and would 

honor their personal decisions to accept or reject it. It 

was not interested in subjugating them, nor in ex- 

ploiting them in any way. It sought not its own inter- 

est but their own as equal human beings, as creatures 

of God like themselves, entitled to have the revelation 

conveyed to them. The Islamic state’s mission was 

restricted to conveying that message from God. The 

decision to accept or reject it was to be entirely man’s, 

just as God had said (Qur'an 18:29). But no power, 

institution, or tradition may prevent humans from 

hearing and considering the divine call. That would be 

to assume their incapacity to judge for themselves, 

which, besides being both false and insulting, is a kind 

of spiritual tyranny over them. 

This is why the Prophet’s delegates were in- 

structed to tell the kings and chieftains that every 

ruler must bear responsibility for the spinitual welfare 

of his subjects. The emperor of Byzantium, the ruler 

of Egypt, and the Negus of Abyssinia responded with 

kind words. The emperor of Persia and the chieftains 

of the buffer states in Northern Arabia rejected the 

call with contempt and defiance. The ruler of Dhat al 

Talh, a vassal of Byzantium, killed all fifteen of the 

Prophet’s companions who were sent to present 

Islam to him and his people. The governor of Busra, 

another agent of Byzantium, killed the Muslim dele- 

gate upon hearing him deliver his message. Some 

Muslim historians have reported that Emperor Hera- 

clius himself gave the order to the provincial gover- 

nors to mobilize and engage in hostilities.?* This re- 

sponse from Byzantium and its satellites prompted 

the Muslims to seek to break the authority obstruct- 

ing the promulgation of the divine message. The op- 

tions of these defiant rulers were further restricted by 

their foolhardy actions. The Muslim armies gathering 

at their door offered them three possibilities: to ac- 

cept Islam; to accept the world order of Islam in which 

they would exist as a constituent ummah, free to 

exercise their religion and guaranteed their human 

and corporate rights; or war. As for the Muslims 

themselves, their spirit was typified by ‘Abdullah ibn 

Rawahah, a companion of the Prophet in command of 

the army at Ma‘an, southeast of the Dead Sea. Before 

engaging the enemy, he told his men: “Brothers! That 

which some people fear might happen to us is pre- 

cisely the reason why we came here; namely, martyr- 

dom. We Muslims fight neither with numbers nor 

equipment. Our only power is in our faith, which God 

has graciously granted to us. Rise to battle and march 

forward! One of the two greatest blessings shall be 

ours; either victory or martyrdom. In either case we 

are the winners.” A similar spirit moved the Musiims 

confronting the Persian Empire. The Persian su- 

preme commander, in an attire so resplendent and 

covered with gold that he could hardly move, sent 

after the Muslim commander who was clad in the 

usual desert attire. '“What brings you here to fight 

us?,”” the Persian asked. The Muslim commander an- 

swered: “‘That humans may stop worshipping humans 

and offer worship to the Creator of humans. To fulfill 

this end, our men are as eager to die as your men are 

eager to live.”’%? 
In the tenth year of the Hijrah (632 C.E.) the 

Prophet led a procession of over 100,000 Muslims 

from Madinah to Makkah to perform the Hajj. These 

thousands had come from all corners of the Peninsula 

to accompany the Prophet on his pilgrimage. Thou- 

sands more joined the procession en route, and others 

went directly to Makkah. On this occasion, the 

Prophet delivered the sermon that was to be his last. 
In it he summed up the message of which he was the 
divinely appointed trustee. 

Mounted on his camel and with Rabi‘ah ibn



Umayyah by his side on another camel to repeat his 
words so that everyone would hear, the Prophet said: 

0O Men, listen well to my words, for [ do not know whether 1 

shall meet you again on a like occasion. Until vou meet your 

Lord, the safety of lives and of your property shall be as 

inviolate as this holy day and holy month. . . . You will 

indeed meet vour Lord and He will reckon vour deeds. 

Whoever is keeping anything that does not belong to him 

must return it to its rightful owner. . , . All interest is 

abolished; and all interest due shall be waived; only your 

capital is yours. . . . You will neither inflict, nor suffer any 

injustice or iniquity. . . . God has commanded that all in- 

terest due to ‘Abbas ibn ‘Abd al Muttalib and his clan [to 

which Muhammad was heir] in pre-Islamic davs shall be 

waived. . . . O Men, Satan has lost hope of ever being 

worshipped in your land. Nevertheless, he is still capable of 

determining the lesser of vour deeds. . . .Omen, toyoua 

right belongs with respect to your women, and to vour 

women a right with respect to vou, plus kindness. . . . Do 

treat them well and be kind to them, for they are vour 

partners and committed helpers. . . . I am leaving with 

vou the Book of God and the susnnak of His Prophet. If you 

follow them, vou will never go astray.?? 

Eighty-one days after he delivered this sermon, 

the Prophet died. He had been ill for ten days, and he 

suffered from a strong fever. Before he was buried, 

his companions gathered to ponder their fate after his 

departure. His death was a terrible shock which 

caused some of them to lose their common sense. In 

their grief, they were responsive to the plea of ‘Umar, 

which he voiced at that meeting, that Muhammad had 

not died, that God had lifted him up to Heaven as He 

did Jesus before, and that he continued to live. Abil 

Bakr arrived late to that meeting. Overhearing 

‘Umar, Abfi Bakr nudged him to sit down and keep 

quiet. But ‘Umar persisted, and spoke even louder. 

Abf Bakr rose and addressed the assembled Muslims: 

“0 People, if vou have been worshipping Muhammad, 

then knew that Muhammad is dead, dead, dead. But if 

you have been worshipping God, then know that God 

is eternal and never dies. God said in His Holy Book: 

‘Muhammad is but a human messenger like other 

messengers before him. If he died or were killed, 

would you then forsake your faith [that only God is 

God?]* (Qur'an 3:144). That was the last time the 
Muslim world heard of any attempt to deify Muham- 

mad, or to ascribe to him any of the supernatural 

qualities that belong exclusively to God. 

Before that occasion, on the death of his son Ibra- 

him, born to him of his Egyptian wife Maryam, 

Muhammad was struck with overwhelming grief. 

Since he had no male progeny, the birth of Ibrahim 

had meant a great hope for him, which he expressed 
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Hlustration 6.12 

Ince Minare Madrasah, Konya, Turkey, 1260-1265. 

[Courtesy Embassy of Turkey, Washington, D.C.} 

by choosing the ancestral name for the child. His pre- 

mature death as an infant of only a few months de- 

pressed Muhammad severely. At that moment, some 

companion suggested that the baby did not die, but 

was taken by God and lived with Him. Looking at the 
dead infant he held in his arms, Muhammad said: “O 

Ibrahim, the fact that you are the son of Muhammad, 

the Prophet of God, is of no avail to you whatever, as 

you meet your Creator. The sun and the moon are 

signs of God. They neither shine nor set for anyone; 

nor are they eclipsed for the death of anyone. Nothing 

avails a human except his deeds.” 
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CHAPTER 7 

Institutions 

The essence of Islam was not only laid down in the 

words of the Qur'an — for the ready use of the under- 

standing, and as sublime literature to move the deep- 

est emotions. It was also expressed in the concrete 

deeds and judgments of the Prophet asrecorded in the 

sunnah and taught to and practiced by a stream of 

generations. In addition, the essence of Islam was laid 

down in social institutions founded by the Prophet and 

continued after him to the present day. Islam meant to 

be observed, to be preserved perpetually as befits its 

claim to be the last revelation. Hence, the shari‘ah, or 

Islamic law, incorporated these institutions and de- 

voted its attention to their protection and to the regu- 

lation of their operation. The institutions of Islam 

cover most of life’s activities -— the personal, the fa- 

milial, the communal, and the international. And they 

do so with regard to Muslims as well as non-Muslims. 

Insofar as non-Muslims relate to the Islamic commu- 

nity and/or state, the shari‘ah has devoted undivided 

attention to them. 

THE SHAHADAH 

The shahddah (witnessing) is the solemn recitation of 

the words, ““There is no God but God and Muhammad 

is the Prophet of God.” These words may be recited 

alone or with the words, “Ashhadu anna’ (I wit- 

ness that), prefixed to them. They are the first words 

the Muslim newborn baby hears as the parents or 

attendants recite them upon birth; and they are the 

last words the Muslim hears in his hour of death. If 

they are capable, the dying recite the words to them- 

selves; if incapable, they are recited by others for 

them. At burial, the dead are reminded by the attend- 

ants that God is their God, that there is no God but He, 

that Muhammad is the Prophet of God. Thus the life 

of the Muslim begins and ends with the shahadah. 

Between life and death, the shahddahis recited by 

Muslims countless times. Some occasions for the reci- 

tation are official and public. In a court of law, before 

any testimony is given, the shahddah is recited to 

establish the Muslim faith of the person involved. No 

more may be required, as the shahadah is regarded 

by the shari‘ah as sufficient evidence of the person’s 

adherence to Islam. Not being a sacramental religion, 

Islam has no ritual of initiation. The only requirement 

is the solemn declaration of acquiescence to the es- 

sence of the faith, made by a conscious subject under- 

standing the meaning of the terms recited. Other oc- 

casions for reciting the shahadah are personal and 

private. The liturgy of Islam prescribes that the 

words of the shahadah be the first words pronounced 
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Hlustration 7.1 

Religious instruction for young Muslims of Toronto, Can- 

ada. [Courtesy ‘Abdullah Khandwant.] 

by the Muslim upon waking in the morning and the 

last before going to sleep; upon conclusion of every 

wudi’ (ablution) or ghusl (bath); in every rak‘ah 

(prayer unit) during qu ‘%d (sitting on one’s legs) as 

part of the prayer recited at that stage of sal@t (wor- 

ship). The Muslim who performs his five daily rites 

would thus have occasion to recite the shahddah 

fourteen times a day. The shahadah s also recited by 

Muslims nonliturgically, whenever the occasion calls 

for it. It is used as an opener in speeches and letters, 

prefaces and introductions, as well as intermittently 

in any conversation as a means of punctuation, excla- 

mation, or an expression of surprise, bewilderment, 

or reassurance. In the Muslim’s mind, the notable 

states of consciousness are all associated with the 

presence of God and the subject’s awareness of that 
presence, and therefore the shahadah is a suitable 

accompaniment. In most Muslim homes, the shaha- 

dah is present in beautiful Arabic calligraphy in every 

room, and sometimes on every wall. 

The meaning of the shahadah is affirmation of 
divine existence and unity, transcendence and abso- 

luteness, presence and proximity of God. Its value is 

identical with that of tawhid, of which it is the expres- 

sion. Its meaning alsoc comprehends the affirmation of 

the prophethood of Muhammad and, consequently, 

acceptance of all that he conveyed as revelation from 

God. The shahadah therefore is the confession of 

faith, As we saw earlier, the Islamic confession of faith 

is not itself an “‘act of faith.”” Rather, it is a declaration 

of an intellectual-cognitive and intuitive-emotional 

fait accompli, namely, the conviction of the truth that 

God is indeed God and that Muhammad is indeed His 
Prophet. This conviction may be arrived at in differ- 

ent ways— sensory, empirical, rational, a priori, 

emotional, and intuitive — until one reaches a state of 

perfect certainty called yagin, and the shahadahis an 

affirmation or proclamation that yagin has been 

reached. 

SALAT 

Salat is the supreme act of worship in Islam. It is 

mistakenly referred to as “prayer.” The latter is an 

act of adoration or worship possible in any shape, 

form, language, or condition. The child’s petitional 

request for a toy is as much a “‘prayer”’ as the medita- 

tive act of the mystic saint. Per contra, salat may be 

performed only at certain times, in a prescribed way, 

under certain conditions. It is entered into five times a 

day, at dawn, noon, mid-afternoon, sunset, and an 

hour after sunset. At times other than these, the salaf 

is a compensatory make-up exercise whose value is 

less than when it is recited at its proper time. Salat 

must be preceded by ablution, consisting of a solemn 

declaration of one’s intention to perform it and of 

washing with clean water one’s hands, mouth, nos- 

trils, ears, face, neck, and head; one’s arms to the 

elbows and feet to the ankles; and a recitation of the 

shahadah. Without ablution, there 1s no salat at all. 

Salat is always recited in Arabic. Recited in any 

other language, salat loses its liturgical status and 

becomes an invocational prayer. Salat consists of 

units (rak‘@t) of which the dawn salat has two; the 

noon, mid-afternoon, and night salat, four, and the 

sunset saldt, three. The rak‘ah or unit consists of 

recitation of Allahu Akbar (God is greater), of the 

opening s#rak of the Qur’an, and of praising and glori- 

fying God and invoking His blessing upon the Prophet 

Muhammad in specific terms. The rak‘ah also con- 

sists of genuflection and prostration performed in one 
and the same way by all Muslims. One salat a week, 

the noon saldt of Friday —has to be performed in 

congregation. For transients and travelers, congre- 

gation is recommended but not obligatory. Any two or 

more worshippers constitute a group for salat pur- 

poses. Every group salat must be led by an imam 

(leader) whose movements the congregation follows 

without exception. The group must stand behind the 

tmam in straight rows, foot to foot and shoulder to 

shoulder without discrimination between the wor- 

shippers. Once the sa/at is begun, 1t must be com- 

pleted in all its parts, unless the worshipper loses 

consciousness or unless the state of sacral purity in 
which his ablution had placed him is undone. Salat or 
worship in Islam has but this one definite and specific 

form as assigned to it by revelation to the Prophet 

Muhammad. Any change in its form nullifies it.
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Formal as it is, salatin Islam is a discipline imposed 
upon all Muslims. By subjecting the worshipper to it, 

Islam sought to discipline its adherents and keep them 
ever conscious of the presence of God. Salat punctu- 

ates the time and habituates the Muslim to a healthy 

rhythm of life. Through ablution in fresh water, salat 
acts as a refreshener and cleanser; and through the 

alternation of standing up, genuflection, prostration, 

and sitting down, it serves as an exercise for the body. 

Salatbrings psychic satisfaction and emotional fulfill- 

ment. To empty the consciousness of its daily cares, 

to concentrate upon God and His presence and will, is 

an uplift of the self to the realm of the absolute and 

universal. From such an exercise, the worshipper 

emerges more ready to face life and its problems than 

before. The content of the salat, the ideas presented 

to the mind through the liturgical recitation, 

strengthen the self in its determination to will and do 

the good, to avoid evil, to fill the world with value. 

Finally, when performed in congregation, the packed 

straight lines readily suggest and exhort the Muslim 

to uphold egalitarianism, universalism, brotherhood, 

and concern for the others. 

Saldt made necessary the establishment of 

mosques (from masjid— place of worship) in Islamic 
towns and cities. Every city quarter has its mosque 

where the residents of the vicinity hold their congre- 

gational salat. Usually, mosques stand no farther 

away from one another than the distance that can be 

covered by the human voice. For it is the muezzin 

(mu’adhdhin —caller to the salat) that calls the 
worshippers in the vicinity to prepare and congregate 

for worship five times a day. In order toreach a larger 

distance, the call to sal@tis proclaimed from the high- 

est place in the locality. This made necessary the 

attachment to the mosque of a mi'dhanah (a high 

tower from which the call to selatis made). In English 

this tower has been misnamed “‘minaret” (from the 
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Arabic mandrah, lighthouse). The skyline of any 

Muslim city is punctuated with “minarets” of varying 

shapes and heights. Every town has its masjid jami’ 

(congregational mosque), where the fumu'‘ah (Fri- 

day noon worship by the totality of Muslims present in 

any locality} is performed. More than any other insti- 

tution, the sa/@thas determined Islamic architecture 

and the character of Islamic cities. 

SIYAM 

Islam prescribes fasting during the month of 

Ramadan, the ninth month of the lunar year. On each 

of the twenty-nine or thirty days of the month, Mus- 

lims abstain from food, drink, smoking, and sex from 

dawn to sunset. Before retiring, the Muslim solemnly 

commits himself to fast the following day and to ob- 

serve total abstinence from all alimentation of the 

body, and from satisfaction of its sexual desires. At 

sunset, the fast is broken and the Muslim celebrates 

the victory achieved over self during the day by mak- 

ing the meal a ceremonial occasion for the whole fam- 

ily and sometimes for the neighborhood as well. Ob- 

viously, siy@am changes the rhythm of daily life, 

spurring activity in the morning and night, and slow- 

ing it down in the afternoon. In Muslim towns, the 

proximity of dawn and the setting of the sun are an- 

nounced by the beating of drums, chanting of songs, 

and the adhan (call to salat), or, in bigger towns and 

cities, by all these and the firing of cannon at central 

squares. In every congregation, Ramadan witnesses 

the public recitation of the whole Qur’an, in thirty 

Hlustration 7.2 

Calligraphy design in the shape of a boat. “I believe in God, 

and His angels, and His books, and His prophets, and the 

Day of Judgment, and in His providence with what it in- 

cludes of fortune and misfortune, and in the resurrection 

after death.” [Photo by L. al Fariqi.] 

Hlustration 7.3 

Part of the shah@dah, or declaration of faith. Contemporary 

design by Emin Berin, [stanbal, Turkey. [Photo by L. al 

Fariqr.] 

equal parts, as supererogatory exercises of worship, 

salat al tarawih, held after the night salat. During 

one night in the second half of Ramadan, which the 

Qur'an had called Laylat al Qadr (“the night of 

power’”) as commemoration of the advent of the first 

segment of the Qur'anic revelation, Muslims address 

their invocations and prayers to God, and rededicate 

their lives to His service and obedience with special 

determination and warmth. On every day of 

Ramadian, Muslims make a point of giving in charity, 

of doing good deeds, of bringing consolation and rec- 

onciliation to all around them, besides offering daily 

hospitality to the needy and the wayfarer, Before the 

end of the month, they distribute to the poor an 

amount of charity equivalent to a day’s feeding of an 

adult person on behalf of each member or dependent 

in their households. 

Muslims call Ramadan the blessed month, a month 
of mercy and compassion. Certainly, it is a month of 

self-purification and rededication to the cause; a 

month of commiseration with the poor and hungry, 

the majority of mankind. Above all, it 18 a month of 
self-mastery and discipline during which the most 

basic instincts and needs of the body are consistently 

denied. If they are sated at the end of the day or in the 

night, they are denied again the next dawn — a repeti- 

tion that ideally fulfills the requirements of disciplin- 
ing the human self, of mastering one’s instincts and 

desires to the point of determining when and how they 

may be satisfied. Ramadan is for Muslims a month of 

reckoning with oneself, a unique month to take stock



Hlustration 7.4 

‘Id Prayers, Toronto, Canada. [Courtesy ‘Abdullah Khand- 

wani.] 

of one’s moral and spiritual assets and liabilities. The 

end of the month is celebrated with an 7d or feast, 
which is to the month what the sunset meal is to the 

day of fasting. It is celebrated with a special sal@t 

consisting of two rak‘@t (sing. rak‘ah), in which the 

whole community participates. Where weather per- 

mits, it is held in an open field to accommodate the 

thousands of worshippers who gather, clad in their 
new or best apparel, chanting the takbirat. 

After salat al ‘Id, Muslims exchange congratula- 
tions and good wishes, distribute presents to children 

and the poor, and treat one another to an elaborate 

feast. The zakat (tithe) of Ramadan comes appropri- 

ately at the end of the month to help the poor cele- 

brate the ‘Id and bring about a change from their daily 

privation. 

ZAKAT 

Ramadén and the ‘Id are not the only occasions at 

which Muslims contribute to their poor. Practically on 

every page of the Qur’in, and hence in almost any 

portion of the Qur’an they recite within or outside of 

their daily salat, they read that God commands them 

to give sadagah (alms) to the poor and the needy. 

Sadaqahis formless; any amount given at any time in 

any circumstance of poverty or need is a commend- 

able and meritorious act, the more so the purer the 

motive behind it. Islam teaches its adherents that the 

poor and deprived have a “title” to the wealth of the 

rich (Qur’an 70:24 - 25), and exhorts the rich inces- 

santly to meet that obligation. 

In addition to sadaqah, Islam has founded the in- 

stitution of zakat for the purpose of giving charity 

7. INSTITUTIONS 

and concern for the poor a permanent and definite 

establishment. Being formless and depending solely 

upon the good will of the donor, sadagah could not be 

trusted to satisfy the needs of society fully, regularly, 

and permanently. The need is certainly permanent, 

for as long as humans are humans, endowed with 

differing capacities and motivations for economic ac- 

tion, there will be some who, whether deservedly or 

otherwise, are poor. Indeed, the majority of human- 

kind belongs to this class. Abject as poverty may be 

(the Qur’an calls it “the promise of Satan”’— 2:268), 

the human predicament is that it is, and most likely 

will continue to be, universal. To transform the ele- 

ments of nature into sources of nutrition and comfort, 

of wisdom and beauty, efficiency and enjoyment, is the 
content of the divine amanah every human carries. 

So many humans will fail in achieving a satisfactory 

level of amanah and will consequently suffer poverty 

in their lives that to help them in their deprivation and 

misery is indeed built into the amanahitself and con- 

Hiustration 7.5 

A pilgrim in Saudi Arabia for the Hajj. [Courtesy Saudi 

Arabian Ministry of Information.] 
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stitutes a fair part of the moral vocation. And nothing 

is more conducive to happiness in the recipient, and to 

self-discipline and transcendence in the donor, than 

the act of charity. Hence no morality could do without 

it. Religion may back up morality in this regard and all 

religions have done so. Islam went beyond other reli- 

gions by institutionalizing charity in addition to giving 

its voluntary form (sadaqah) the greatest possible 

promotion. 

Zakat consists of an annual contribution of 2% 

percent of one’s appropriated wealth to public wel- 

fare. It is incumbent upon minors and adults, males 

and females, living or dead. After debts, zakatis de- 

ducted from the inheritance of any deceased Muslim. 

Although it can be more than 2V percent if the donor 

s0 wishes, it cannot be less. To cheat m its calculation 

Map 24B. Islam and Christianity, 1009/ 1600 

is, under Islamic law, a punishable crime. “Appro- 

priated wealth” excludes debts and habilities; house 

and household effects (except jewelry) required for 

living; and land, buildings, and capital materials used 

in or for production. Zakat is due on the current 

year’s income as well as on the accumulated incomes 

of the past if held by the same person who acquired 

them, and on all stocks in trade, including lands and 

buildings and capital goods if they are owned (not kept 

on credit) and stocked for trade, not production. 

Zakat is obligatory for all Muslims, whether perma- 

nent or transient residents of the Islamic state. Is- 

lamic law empowers and obliges the Islamic state to 

collect the zakat, and keep a distinct account of it, 

separate from the public funds of the state treasury. 

Zakat funds must be spent on the categories the 
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Qur’an has specified, namely, the poor and the desti- 

tute, the wayfarer, the bankrupt, the needy converts, 

the captives, the collectors of zakat, and in the path of 

God. With the exception of the last, all these catego- 

ries are specific, capable of strict definition. The last 

category is deliberately ambiguous to allow zakat 

funds to be used for the general welfare of the commu- 

nity. The sunnah has allowed use of zakat funds for 

education of the people, for public works, and for 

defense of Islam and the ummah. 

The institution of zakat has offered numerous ad- 

vantages to Muslims. Being a religious duty, it offers 

the donor the inner satisfaction of a duty accom- 

plished. [t induces a feeling of pleasure in giving up 

wealth by teaching that only those funds on which the 

due zakat has been paid are halal (legitimate) for 

appropriation or consumption. The very word zakat 

means ‘‘sweetening,” and it implies that those funds 

on which no zakat has been paid are “‘bitter.” The 

funds on which zekat has been paid are promised to 

give satisfaction and reward in this world and the 

next: those on which no zakat has been paid will bring 

suffering and punishment in this world and the certain 

fire of Hell. Economically, zakat has proven to be a 

tremendous stimulus to investment of income 1n pro- 

ductive enterprise, for the appropriated and not-in- 

vested capital would disappear in 2%z percent annual 

zakat-levies in thirty vears. Invested in production, it 

adds to society’s wealth, creates jobs, and produces 

more than 22 percent zakdat tax for appropriation by 

the owner. Moreover, zakat is a great promoter of 

wealth circulation, a prime objective of any healthy 

economy. 

Under Islamic law, zakat is obligatory to Muslims 

alone. Non-Muslim citizens are exempt but have to 

pay a different kind of tax (the jizyah, an annual poll 

tax levied on the lay, adult, free, and capable males 

exclusively). The Islamic state collected the zakat 

under the Prophet. After his death, some Muslims 

resisted the collection. They were declared apos- 

tates, and were fought by the majority untit they ac- 

knowledged the legitimacy of the institution and paid 

the dues. The practice of enforceable collection of the 

zakal continued throughout the UmawT and early 

‘AbbiasT periods, but was abandoned later, as it was 

replaced by the usual direct and indirect taxes levied 

by the government. From then on, it became a volun- 

tary institution upheld by local Muslim comimunities 

by its sheer moral power. 

HAJT 

Islam prescribes that all capable Muslims perform 

pilgrimage to the Ka‘bahin Makkah once in a lifetime. 

7. INSTITUTIONS 

Hlustration 7.6 

A pilgrim from Africa in Makkah. [Photo by L. al Fariiqi.] 

Besides commanding his companions to perform it, 

the Prophet exhorted them to prepare for it, and 

taught them the specific way in which each of the 

rituals involved was to be done. The Prophet estab- 

lished it as an institution with which all Muslims 

should involve themselves even if they do not perform 

the hajj. The sunnah raised the religious and ethical 

value of pilgrimage so high that it became the ultimate 

worldly hope and crowning finale of the Muslim’s life, 

Pilgrimage to the Ka‘bah in Makkah is meant to be 

undertaken as an affirmative response to God’s call- 

ing. The refrain which the pilgrim chants throughout 

the pilgrimage is an expression of this acquiescence to 

God’s call. The hajj is therefore a self-presentation 

before God. Muslims prepare for it as if they were 

leaving this world altogether. They have to pay their 

debts and the zakadt due on their wealth; to return 

whatever was given them in trust; and to provide for 

their families and dependents during their absence. 

They must have earned enough to cover the expenses 

of the journey and the sacrifice it includes. No hajjis 

valid if performed “‘on credit.” In a sense, the haj; isa 

rehearsal of the Day of Judgment when all humans will 

return to God in their creatureliness, shorn of all their 
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Hlustration 7.7 

Pilgrims preparing to travel from Jiddah to Makkah. [Cour- 

tesy Saudi Arabian Ministry of Information.] 

worldly differentiations. Before God, there are nei- 

ther rich nor poor, neither kings nor heggars, neither 

refined nor crude. All are equal. Ali will have nothing 

but the record of their deeds on earth to show; and 

nothing else will avail them. 

To express this awareness, the pilgrim sheds his 

clothes and ornaments before reaching Makkah, dons 

the two pieces of white unsewn cotton, takes ablu- 

tions, performs a saldt of two rak‘at, and declares 

solemnly his intention to perform the hajj. Women 

pilgrims do likewise without shedding their clothes, 

but they wear one piece of unsewn cotton over the 

upper part of their bodies on top of their ordinary 

clothes, Pilgrims then proceed to Makkah where they 

circumambulate the Ka‘bah seven times, jog between 

the two hills of Safd and Marwah seven times, and 

perform another salatof two rak‘at. They proceed to 

the plain of ‘Arafat outside of Makkah the following 

day and spend it totally in worship. This is the core of 

the ritual without which no hajj may be said to have 

been performed, in contrast to other rituals of the 

haj7 which may be missed without nullifying the pil- 

grimage. On that evening, the pilgrims proceed from 
‘Arafat to Muzdalifah and thence to Mina, where they 

sacrifice an animal, give its meat to the poor, and cast 

stones at a pillar symbolizing the devil in expression of 

their resolution henceforth never to entertain his 

counsel or succumb to temptation. They then return 

to Makkah, repeat the circumambulation of the 
Ka‘bah, and desacralize themselves by clipping some 

of their hair and putting on their usual clothes. 

On the occasion of the hayj, the chief of state, 
accompanied by other chiefs of state and dignitaries 

from the Muslim world, enters the Ka‘bah for the 

purpose of washing its walls and floor and performing 

one brief salatinside the building. Following the hajj, 

these dignitaries and leaders convene to review the 

state of [slam and the Muslim world, as do the pilgrims 

of lesser rank. The hajs then becomes the largest and 

most spectacular social and political convention the 

world has ever seen. Hundreds of thousands (and in 

modern times, millions) of people coming from count- 

less villages and towns, representing the widest possi- 

ble variety of ethnicities, languages, cultures, cus- 

toms, and pownts of view interact with one another. 

Having divested themselves of the differences which 

history has placed in them, they seek to renew their 

commitments to serve God. No wonder that the hajs 

has played such a capital role in the history of Islam 

and the ummah. It has served as educator, crystal- 

lizer, informant and communicator, reconciler of mil- 

lions on the grandest scale, Before Jeaving for Mak- 

kah, the relatives and fellow townsmen of the pilgrims 

visit with them in order to wish them well. The pil- 

grims are usually sent off on their journey after a long 

celebration and joyful procession. When they return 
from Makkah, the celebrations are renewed, this time 
to hear the news of the pilgrim as well as of the world 

of Islam. The pilgrim is henceforth accorded a special 
prestige and honor among his peers, expressed in the 
title Hajj or Hajst (masc.) or Hajjah (fem.), which 
hefshe affixes to his/her name. 

For those who do not perform the hajj— and they 
are always the majority — the occasion is celebrated



as a feast. It is given the name ‘Id al Adha (Feast of 
the Sacrifice). It lasts three days and begins with a 

Salat al ‘Id similar to that of ‘Id a! Fitrat the end of 
Ramadin, the month of fasting. Following the saldt, 

an animal is sacrificed and most of its meat 1s given to 

the poor. The families celebrate with banquets and 

exchange visits, gifts, and good wishes. In their 

minds, as in those of the pilgnms, the occasion recalls 

the experience of Ibrahim, the great prophet and pa- 

triarch, who brought his eldest son Isma‘l and his 

Egyptian mother, Hajar, to settle in Makkah, as yet a 

desolate place in the desert. Hajar deposited the child 

and wandered in the wilderness looking for water. She 

ran back to the baby's cries, to venture out again in 

search of water. This is reenacted by the pilgrim’s 

sa‘y (jogging) between the two hills of $afa and Mar- 

wah. At her return, she found a spring of water, Zam- 

zam, jutting under the foot of the child. Zamzam is 

now within the Haram precinct, The story of Ibra- 

him’s sacrifice is told in the Qur'an (37:100-113). 

When Isma‘ll grew up, Ibrahim received the command 

from God to sacrifice his son. He acquiesced, and at 

the moment he was about 1o execute the command, 

God stopped him and provided a lamb to be sacrificed 

instead.! All this, the Islamic tradition holds, took 

place on the site where the Ka'bah stands. In grati- 

tude to God, Ibrahim, the father, and Isma‘l, the son, 

built the Ka‘bah and consecrated it as the “House of 

God,” the house where God alone would be adored 

and worshipped. Isma‘l grew up, married a Jurhum 

tribeswoman from the vicinity, and scioned the Arabs 

of the northern regions of the Peninsula. Later on, the 

HHustration 7.8 

View of the Prophet’s Mosque in Madinah. [Courtesy Min- 

istry of Information, Saudi Arabia.] 
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7. INSTITUTIONS 

Makkans lapsed into idolatry; but the tradition of their 

origin and descendance from Isma‘l and Ibrahim 

never died. To the Muslim, the hajjis a reaffirmation 

of the faith of Ibrahim, whom the Qur’an called the 

first Muslim, the hanif par excellence. 

THE FAMILY 

As regards male -female relations, Islam proclaimed 

the divine pattern as consisting of their cohabitation 

under the law. The Creator, the Qur’an asserted, has 

constituted humanity into male and female, estab- 

lished mutual affection between them, and prepared 

them to find quiescence and love in each other (Qur'an 

31:21). Celibacy is condemned and marriage 15 en- 

couraged. Islam blesses the couple that opts for mar- 

riage. Muslims regard it as noble and universally nec- 

essary because it brings quiescence, progeny, and 

continuation of life with purity and responsibility. 

Marriage also facilitates constructive participation in 

society’s corporate life and mission through socializa- 

tion of the children which the family institution 

achieves. Furthermore, Islam 1s free of the precon- 

ception of woman as temptress, as source of evil and 

death, or as cause of the fall of humanity, Sex and 

procreation carry no stigma, being in themselves nat- 

ural like food, growth, and death, and having been 

instituted by God as integral elements of the process 

of existence and life, the very medium and matértel of 

ethics and religion. 

In the Muslim world, prearranged marriages have 

been the rule, though marriages of two individuals 

committed to each other have always been known and 

accepted. In all cases, agreement of the parties to the 

marriage is an indispensable prerequisite. A child 

marriage contracted by the parents may be annulled 

by either spouse on demand upon reaching puberty. 

With the spouse’s consent, the parents, guardians, or 

relatives negotiate the terms of the contract of mar- 

riage. Marriage not being a sacrament, 1ts contract is 

a civil agreement, whose terms may be anything 

agreeable to the two parties. Once executed, the con- 

tract regulates the life of the married couple, their 

interrelations on the economic or any other level, as 

well as the termination of marnage. In order to be 

valid, a contract must include, besides the spouses’ 

express consent, specification of an immediate and a 

deferred dowry due to the female from the male. The 

first is a consideration in jewelry andfor cash to be 

spent on the bride’s trousseau or house furnishings; 

the sccond is a consideration in cash or kind which 

becomes due and payable by the male upon divorce. 

This dowry serves as a deterrent as well as an insur- 

ance policy against the male’s arbitrary decision to 
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Hlustration 7.9 

The Ka'bah in Makkah, Saudi Arabia, {Courtesy NasTm Husayn. | 

terminate the marriage. As the divorced wife’s com- 

pensation is decided on before the marriage takes 

place, at a tine of mutual love and esteem between 

the would-be spouses, the wife stands the best chance 

of a favorable settlement. 

Under [slamic law marriage does not alter the 

Muslim woman’s legal status as a full personality, 

capable of owning and disposing of income and prop- 

erty as she pleases. Neither does marriage alter the 

woman’s name. Her residence and conduct in life are 

regulated by the contract of marriage. She can initiate 

divorce proceedings against her husband if there is 

cause, which the shari'ah defines as incompatibility, 
cruelty, injustice, prolonged absence, adultery, insan- 

ity, and incurable or contagious diseases. She can 

make her marriage monogamous if she chooses to 

include a clause in her contract annulling her marriage 

in case the husband contracts another. Islam regards 

men and women as absolutely equal in their religious 

and cwil duties, although it does not understand this 

equality as implying equivalence of natural capacities 

and talents, or asidentity of roles. [slam’s view, there- 

fore, 1s one of equality, not egquivzlence. Men and 

woimen were created differently and were destined 

for different roles in creation. Both roles call for the 

greatest possible intelligence and exertion if they are 

to realize the ultimate purposes of creation. This not- 

withstanding, Islam imposes upon men always to deal 
with women &i/ ma‘ritf(with svinpathy, kindness, and 
in the noble way). As mistresses and managers of the 

household, as mothers and educators of the children, 

and as sources of sakinak (quiescence, bliss, benedic- 

tion, beauty), women have plaved a capital role in the 

making of Islamic society. 

The Islamic family is not a nuclear one, consisting 
of only parents and children. It is extended to include 
the grandparents, grandchildren, uncles and aunts, 
and their progeny. lslam has guided the family in its 
extended form by the laws of dependence and inheri- 
tance. The former regard as the male’s dependents all



TABLE7.1. THE Kiswah{(COVERING) OF THE KA'BAH 

The kiswahis put together of 54 strips of cloth of 14 meters 

each, covering an area of 875 m? The cloth is 2 mm thick. 
The lining is made of white linen. The belt around the kis- 

wah is 61 meters long and 94 cm wide. 

220 B.H. Tubba‘ Abil Karib As‘ad, king of Himyar, first 

to cover the Ka‘bah with silk and make a door 

for it, 

10 A.H. The Prophet covers the Ka‘bah with a Yamani 
cloth; after that, the caliphs put on a new cover 

every year. 

160 Al Mahdl orders one kiswah per year. Al 
Ma'miim orders a kiswah in white silk. In con- 

secutive years, he orders yellow, green, and 

black coverings. 
570 Isma‘l ibn al Nisir organizes a wag f of three 

villages in Egypt for the making of the kiswah. 

‘Uthmanli rulers added seven villages to the 

wag f. 
1226 Muhammad ‘Alf dissolves the wag f. The gov- 

ernment assumes responsibility. 

1341 Dispute between Sharif Husayn and Egypt. Is- 
tanbul makes kiswah and sends it by sea via 

Rabigh. 
1346 Dar al Kiswah in Makkah organized with 

twelve looms, 

1347 First kiswah made in Makkah. 

the women in the extended family, regardless of their 

financial status, thus relieving them of having to earn 

their livelihood: the latter regard all the members of 

the extended family as heirs in varying degrees, as- 

signing to the males double the share of females. If 

anything, Islam’s law of inheritance has done womena 

favor — their property is theirs to keep or to sell; they 

are entitled to half the share of males; and they are 

forever dependents whose sustenance is obligatory 

upon the males. Islamic law has laid down the respon- 

sibility for the maintenance and prosperity of the 

household at the door of men, and Islamic ethics extol 

the value attached to this responsibility to the highest 

level of honor and felicity. By living together, the 

members of the extended family overcome any gap 

between the generations; they acculturate and social- 

ize the new generation with efficiency and ease, and 

provide for each member a companion, confidant, 

playmate, or fellow to enable that member to over- 

come the hardships of life. Individualism, egotism, and 

loneliness are thus banished from Islamic family life. 

Furthermore, because the extended family readily 

provides a replacement for almost any function, it 

7. INSTITUTIONS 

makes it possible for any of its members — including 

the women who have such inclination and aptitude — 

to pursue vocational goals outside the home without 

damage to children or to household harmony and 

beauty. Thus the Islamic family system is the best 

equipped to face and overcome the problems of mo- 

dernity. 
Islam assigns responsibility for bringing up chil- 

dren totally to the parents. Their duties include, be- 

sides physical care and nourishment, acculturation 

into Islam and socialization into the ummah. The 

shari‘ah prescribes that parents must arrange to give 

their children instruction in the Islamic rituals and 

Islamic law and ethics, and to initiate them into mem- 

bership in the wmmah. In case of inability or failure, 

the responsibility must be shouldered by society. The 

parents recite the shahddah into their children’s ears 

when born; give them their Islamic names; arrange 

for their circumcision if males, for their learning “the 

pillars of Islam,” and for their correct reading and 

recitation of the Qur’an; prepare them for a life of 

service to the extended family and society; correct 

them when they err; and advise and provide them 

with a good example at all times. For their part, the 

shari‘ah prescribes for the children to honor and obey 

their parents and elders, and to support them in their 

old age. 
The Muslim family is individually and corporately 

responsible for the ummah. It is the family’s task to 

populate the state, to prepare the generations to 

uphold the social, cultural, political, and economic 

systems of the ummah, to contribute to the welfare of 

all citizens, and to defend the ummah in time of need. 

Hlustration 7.10 

The famous Black Stone, encased in the east corner of the 

Ka‘bah. [Courtesy Ministry of Information, Saudi Arabia.] 
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THE MOSQUE, THE MADRASAH, 
AND THE WAQF 

In Islam, the mosque occupies a place of central im- 

portance. Regardless of Its size, location, or splendor, 

the mosque has fulfilled the same function every- 

where. Once built, the mosque belongs to no human 

owner. Its owner is literally God, making the expres- 

sion ““House of God’’ not only figuratively but legally 

true. There is no such a thing as membership in or of a 

mosque; every Muslim in the world 1s equally entitled 

to attend all functions, to use all facilities. There is no 

“admission’’ or initiation, no fees or subscription, no 

quota, limit, or restriction for anyone. This is the 

practical result of the mosque being wagf, a perpetual 

trust which the donor gave to God and then relin- 

quished all control over. The mosque is run by a mu- 

tawalli (manager) who is appointed to the post by the 

gadi (judge) of the district. His duty is to receive the 

donations of the people and to maintain the mosque 

building, keeping it open, clean, well lit, and in good 

repair. In order to provide for the mosque, its muta- 

wall?, and its tmam, the original or other donors 

contribute other properties or, better still, build 

shops around the mosque, the income from which 

covers the mosque expenses. The mutawallt “man- 

ages’’ the wagf under the supervision of the gads. 

Every mosque has a mu’adhdhin (caller to salat) 

and an imam (salat-leader). Both are members of the 
community who recite the Qur’an well and enjoy an 

impeccable reputation among their peers. They are 

neither priests nor ministers; and there is neither 

Hiustration 7.11 

Overview of the Plain of ‘Arafat, site of the principal rituals 

of the Haj). [Courtesy Ministry of Information, Saudi Ara- 
bia.] 

ordination nor sacrament to administer. The imam’s 

liturgical leadership is meant to synchromze the 

movements of the worshippers (beginning and ending 

of salat, genuflection and prostration), to recite aloud 

the Qur’anic passages of the salat, and to deliver the 

sermon on Friday — functions which any member of 
the community could perform. Sometimes the imams 

fulfill other functions as well, such as being the school 

teacher, or the social and political ieader of the com- 

munity; but these are not necessary concomitants of 

their liturgical leadership. The wagf was the earliest 

instance of a moral, nonhuman personality recognized 

by law. On behalf of the wagf, the mutawall? could 

sue; receive and administer funds; enter into con- 

tracts of service, repair, supply, or construction, The 

wagqf is always perpetual; once made, it cannot be 

revoked or canceled. Wagf property cannot ever be 

sold, but it can be exchanged under special conditions. 

In most cases, neither mutawaliinor iman: are {ull- 

time employments. Often theyv are honorific. 

During the times that it was not used for the five 

daily salat exercises, the mosque often served as a 

place of “continuing education’ for the worshippers, 

a community center in which the local members held 

their meetings. The Prophet’s headquarters were in 

his mosque in Madinah, and it remained the head- 

quarters of the Rashidiin caliphs (10-39/632 - 660). 

The mosques were also centers of mission. Non-Mus- 

lims were admitted to be taught the fundamentals of 

Islam. Naturally, they soon developed into colleges 

with permanent teachers and pupils. The colleges 

were first housed within the mosque, and the classes 

were held between the saldf exercises. Later, the 

colleges came to occupy independent buildings adjoin- 

ing or attached to the mosques. Unless someone else 
was appointed to head the college, the imam of the 
mosque carried that responsibility. He, the other 
teachers, and the students all received their respec- 
tive stipends from the income of the wagf of the 
mosque or from a special waqf for the madrasah 
(school). 

Mosque and madrasah contributed immensely to 
the growth of awqaf(plural of wagf ); and these con- 
tributed in equal measure to the growth of colleges 
and learning among Muslims. Here were young and 
adult Muslims dedicating their lives to the study of the 
Islamic sciences: Qur’an and hadith; criticism and ex- 
egesis; every branch of the shar7T'ah; history, astron- 
omy and geography; Arabic grammar and letters. 
Certainly they deserve, the Muslim donor thought, to 
be relieved of the task of earning a living so that they 
may devote all their energies to their noble pursuits, 
The madrasah became autonomous. Each college 
was endowed with a constitution all its own, and it was



internally governed and regulated. The college was 

supported by its own wagf. Nobody exercised author- 

ity over the internal affairs of the college but its own 

shaykh or dean 1n consultation with his faculty, Mus- 

lims regarded it as an inviolable institution, worthy of 

their greatest respect and unlimited donations. Pur- 

suit of knowledge and wisdom was for the first time 

recognized by society as a whole as an institution 

worthy of their material and moral support without 

touching its internal autonomy and integrity. 

UKHUWWAH (BROTHERHOOD) 

Islam declares all Muslims to be the brothers of one 

another; all of them together constitute but one 

ukhiwwah or brotherhood (Qur'an 10:4), It elabo- 

rates the meaning of brotherhood and translates this 

Map 24C. Islam and Christianity, 1358/1939 
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into precepts for action. These precepts have been 

the substance of Islamic preaching throughout his- 

tory, and have been regarded as laws, integral to the 

shari‘ah. However, most of them are laws without 

specific sanctions for their violation, except in the 

cases where material damage to others issues from 

the Muslim'’s failure to fulfill them. Islanmc law treats 

such cases as “‘crimes of neglect,”” pumshable at the 

discretion of the court according to the gravity of the 

consequent damage. 

As in the Mesopotamian social order, the new [s- 

lamic religion regarded every person as a shepherd 

responsible for his/her pastorate; as standing at the 

center of several circles subject to his/her influence 

and therefore dependent upon that person’s will and 

action to bring about felicity. Islam constantly com- 

bated individualism and isolationism, and commended 
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Hlustration 7.12 

Sa‘y, the running back and forth between Safa and Marwah 

seven times as part of the Hajj ritual. [Courtesy Ministry of 

Information, Saudi Arabia.] 

interference in the lives of others to bring about their 

good. “Whoever witnesseth an evil,” the Prophet 

said, “let him undo it with his own hands. If unable, 

with his tongue; and if unzble still with his heart — the 

least of the actions of faith.”” The first of these circles 

15 the family; the second is the neighborhood; the third 

1s the collegium of profession or vocation; the fourth is 

the village, the town, ar the city; and thereafter the 

people, the world u#mmah, humankind. 

The duties to members of society include the fol- 

lowing: greeting; visiting In sickness; consolation in 

tragedy; cooperation to resist aggression and evil; 

sharing in joy; forgiveness of misdemesnor; arrest of 

gossip about the neighbor in his absence (whether 

good or bad); cover-up of shortcomings; protection of 

the neighbor’s family and property in his absence; 

advice and counsel on all occasions; instruction in all 

fields of knowledge whether religious, moral, or tech- 

nical; charity in need; reconciliation in dispute, 

whether with self or others; and finally, participation 

in the funeral in case of death. [slamic law calls for the 

punishment of any Muslim whose neglect of these 

duties issues in actual damage to the neighbor, 

These precepts have helped to establish the bonds 

of ukhwwwah or brotherhood among Muslims, how- 

ever diverse their backgrounds. The servant or slave 

1S5 to be given food and clothing as a member of the 

family, the neighbor feels reassured that behind him 

stands a whole mass of people ready to help avert any 

evil, or to undo its effects; the poor are reassured of 

relef: the ignorant, of good counsel and guidance; the 

wayfarer and the refugee, of hospitality; the orphan 

and widow, of the full protection of the law, the court, 

and the executive; the bankrupt and the captive, of 

assistance and ransonl. The environment of Islam is 

indeed a brotherhood in which the Indonesian, the 

Central Asian, the European, the North African, the 

sub-Saharan African, the Indian can recognize as 

hrothers the Syrian, the Egyptian, the Makkan, and 

find in their homes a haven and a refuge. The effects of 
this mixture of the races is obvious in most Muslim 

cities, as one watches the passers-by in the market- 

place, whose physical characteristics betray their di- 

verse origins. Moreover, the zakat fund, and its of- 

fices and men, are always on the ready to offer their 

help. 

THE HARAH (HABITAT) 

The foregoing institutions of Islam make it necessary 

for Muslims to live close to one another. Of course, 

they have been doing so since before Islam but for 

other reasons, namely, security, descendance from a 

common ancestor, or in satisfaction of common eco- 

nomic needs. Islam accepted the status guo; but it 

infused it with its own values and thereby enlarged 

and strengthened the social milieu. New elements 

were incorporated into the community as the new 

political order of Islam enabled or caused large shifts 

and movements of population to take place. Most im- 

portant was Islam’s removal of political frontiers and 

customs barriers between the various sections of its 

territories. Islamic egalitarianism wiped out the social 

differentiations of previous cuttures. The king or 

Hlustration 7.13 

View of Mina. [Courtesy Ministryv of Information, Saudi 
Arabia.| 



chieftain, the nobleman, and the plebeian found them- 

selves all equal in Islam, Moreover, their equality was 

given form in their rituals as well as in the treatment 
accorded to them by the shari’ah and its guardians, 

whether in the mosque, in the community, or in any 

state organ or social institution. New trades devel- 

oped and new associations sprang up which prompted 

the people to move and venture out, to inmtiate new 

undertakings. These migrants descended upon a com- 

munity and necessitated the reorganization of its habi- 

tat, or chose a new site to build a new city, town, or 

village mcorporating the new values of [slam. 

The center of a harak (locality) was a complex that 

included the mosque, the madrasah, the public bath, 

and the water supply. Close to these and making up a 

sort of outer sphere was the sitq (market), consisting 

of one or more rows of shops along several winding 

streets. The streets were covered to protect the 

shops and the shoppers from the weather, and were 

divided into sections, each of which housed one of the 

professions or trades — grocerers, jewelers, black- 

smiths. carpenters, tanners, textile merchants, and so 

forth. Each section had at least one, and often more 

than one, baker, restaurant, coffee house, inn, or rest 

house. Bevond this center of the city lay the residen- 

tial quarters. These consisted of dead-end streets on 

the sides of which stood the homes of the citizens. The 

streets were always crooked, providing alternate 

places of sun and shade, differing lot shapes for 

houses, inner courts and gardens, and perhaps 

greater security against attack. Usually, there was 

one access to each harah, and no through passage on 

its streets to the outside. If the town was big enough 

to include several harat (sing. harah), each one hada 

bakery, a grocery, and a small mosque on one or 

another of its winding streets. 

The harah was administered by a mukhtar (cho- 

sen), an elected or appointed notable who knew ev- 

ervone. He ruled by moral authority derived from his 

status as elder of the community, and by his moral 

reputation. The harah had no police. Usually, the 

hirah housed no stranger who was not the guest of 

one of its residents. The residents, for their part, 

knew one another and followed the development of 

one another’s lives with brotherly curiosity and con- 

cern. They met one another in the market and in the 

mosque on a daily basis, and they did so on their way to 

or from their shops and factories within or close to the 

city, or on their farm or pasture lands which were 

normally at a distance from the town. The children 

went to the kuttab (elementary school) attached to 

the harah mosque; or, if older, to the madrasah at- 

tached to the city mosque, and interacted with one 

another there. The women gathered in discharging a 

7. INSTITUTIONS 

number of household chores, such as fetching water, 

washing clothes, taking their dairy products and hand- 

icrafts to market, manufacturing the same, or pro- 

cessing foods for storage. In farming communities, 

numerous families moved to the land and lived in tents 

or under roofs of dry branches and leaves during the 

harvest season. Whatever the lifestyle, the yvoung, the 

old, the men, and the women of the kdrah had many 

occasions every day to interact with one another, and 

to put into practice the values of Islamic brotherhood 

for the benefit of all. 

The Muslim habitat provided countless opportuni- 

ties to promote and consolidate the bond of common- 

Hlustration 7.14 

The Green Dome of the Prophet’s Mosque, Madinah. 

[Courtesy Ministry of Information, Saudi Arabia.| 
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wealth and brotherhood among the people. Ramadin 

drilled them all into a new rhythm of life which in- 

creased social and cultural homogemzation. So did the 
daily and Friday sa/at at the mosque, and the proces- 

sional celebrations and festivities punctuating the 

year. The inhabitants of the h@rah enjoyed the pri- 

vacy of their house enclosure, to which they could 

retire whenever they wished. And they were com- 

pelled by co-presence in the hdrah to interact with 

and interfere in one another’s affairs. Birth and death, 

circumcision and marriage, graduation from school, 

building a masonry roof, sowing, harvesting and stor- 

ing, starting and returning from a long trip, the hajj 

—all these and countless more events contributed to 

this solidification of disparate individuals into the 
ummah of Islam. This was not only true on the harah 

level. Many of these factors worked on the 

inter-h@rah, mter-town, and regional levels as well. 

IIH]]]]]]H]] Christian minority in Muslim countries 

THE HISBAH 

The hisbah is another institution unique to Islam. 
Every district in rural areas and every town and city is 

supposed to have an office that carries this name. In 

most cases, the kisbahoffice consists of one person; in 

some, where the work load is heavy or the area under 

jurisdiction too large; the muhtasib (holder of the 
office of hisbah) has one or more assistants, one of 

whom wears a policeman’s uniform. Normally, the 

muhtasib has ready access to the records and ser- 
vices of all government departments, Above all, he 

holds in his hand the executive power of the district 

governor, the judicial power of the district court, as 

well as the coercive power of the district police. Con- 

centration of such powers in the hands of a single man 
would be baffling were it not for Islam’s command- 
ments to all adherents to enjoin the good and prohibit 

the evil. For their part, the Muslims take this com-



mandment quite seriously. To the end of fulfilling the 

obligation it lays upon them, they have invented the 

institution of the hisbah, and delegated to the muhta- 

sth the powers which they hold individually and as a 

community. What they personally cannot do is by that 

means guaranteed to be carried out by another acting 

as their agent in the prevention of evil and actualiza- 

tion of the good. The muhtasib, therefore, is gener- 

ally responsible for the Islamic welfare of the people at 

the grassroots level. Since, in the purview of Islam, 

both the worldly material and the otherworldly spiri- 

tual concerns constitute welfare, the muhtasib’s ju- 

risdiction is in effect limitless, Everything God has 

ordamed and everything man has legitimately recog- 

nized as desirable have fallen within the muhtastd’s 

concern; and that also includes prevention of any and 

all evil, 

Hustration 7.15 

Ihrahim’s Shrine in the Holy Mosque in Makkah. [Courtesy 

Ministry of Information, Saudi Arabia.] 
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The shari‘ah specifies that to hold the office of 

hisbah, one has to be of impeccable character, and 

known and acknowledged as such by one's peers. The 

muhtasib should be a man of great experience and 

wisdom, physically fit and morally trustworthy, an 

elder who knows personally all the people under his 

care. The muhtasib should command a fair knowl- 

edge of the shari'ah and its provisions, a fair com- 

mand of the vision of Islam, a sound understanding of 

the problems of the people, and a deep sympathy for 

their circumstances. To fulfil his function, the 

muhtasib cannot sit in an office in expectation of 
complaints. He 1s always out of office and “in the 

field,” inspecting and looking into everything, to 

guarantee observance of the shart'ah. A good part of 

his day is usually spent in the marketplace, the scene 

of a large part of human relations — the economic — 

where most disputes and acts of injustice take place. 

He inspects the weights and measures to prevent 

cheating. He checks the notaries who write down the 

contracts on behalf of the contracting parties, and the 

deeds of sale. He listens to the complaints of the public 

and attends to them on the spot, paying special atten- 

tion to children and women. Next in the muhtasid’s 

order of priority are the public services, the freedom 

of passage on the streets, maintenance, lighting, and 

cleanliness of the thoroughfares, as well as the order- 

liness and cleanliness of the mosques, restaurants, 

and public baths. He inspects the kuft@b, the law 

court, and all places where people congregate to en- 

force observance of Islamic law and ethics. He exam- 

ines the goods and services of the whole village or 

town in order to prevent cheating in their quality 

and/or measurement, keeping the standard units of 

measurement in his office. And it is his dutv to see that 

the beasts of burden and the ships were not over- 

loaded, thereby exposing the lives of humans and ani- 

mals to danger. The muhtasibis also accountable to 

the ¢adt and governor for the non-Muslims. It 1s his 

duty to see to it that they are not molested by anyone, 

that they enjoy the freedoms granted to them by, and 

fulfill their obligations under. the shari‘ah. Finally, 

the muhtasib is responsible for the noncitizens 

present in his territory, their entry and exit, as well as 

their enjoyment of their rights under the shari‘ah. 

Generally speaking, everybody can appeal to the 

machtasib to undo a wrong. And the muhtasibhas all 

the judicial and executive powers necessary to deal 

with the complaint. However, the muhtastb cannot 

resort to spying on the citizens under his care; nor can 

he set himself as a judge and listen to witnesses and 

evidence in a dispute involving controversy. The 

wrongs with which he is empowered to deal are the 

manifest ones only. 
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Hlustration 7.16 

A woman during selat in her home in Ningxia Autonomous 

Region, People’s Republic of China. [Courtesy Dru Glad- 

ney.] 

AL KHILAFAH: THE STATE AND 
WORLD ORDER 

Last but not least of the public institutions of Islam is 

al khilafah or al tmamah, synonymous terms refer- 

ring to the state or government. Al khilafah is the 
mother of all other institutions, their condifio sine 

qua non, without which all the other institutions lose 

their grounds and support. Internally, the khilafak's 
justification is the enforcement of the shari‘ah whose 

comprehensive individual and institutional application 

constitutes the first means for bringing about justice. 

Externally, the khilafah is responsible for the well- 

being and security of the ummah, for calling human- 

ity to God and to submission to His will, and for estab- 

lishing the new world order of peace and justice on 

earth. All these purposes flow from the essence of 

religious experience in Islam. They are readily recog- 

nized by all Muslims as necessary implications of 
tawhid. Having created the world as theater and mal- 

leable material for humans to prove their moral worth 

by doing the good works, and having equipped them 

with all the necessary perfections, faculties, capaci- 

ties, and an authentic, permanently comprehensible 

revelation of His will, humans are obliged to recon- 

struct themselves and the world in the likeness of the 

divine pattern, to build culture and civilization in the 

process, and to add to the total value of the cosmos. 

And since both the pattern of God and its actualization 

in history are individual and societal, intentional and 

actional, spiritual and material, internal and external, 

the Muslims must organize themselves corporately, 

set up a system to regulate interhuman relations, to 

adjudicate disputes with fairness and equity, and to 

carry out the purpose of God in the world, in history. 

Except for the few in modern times who have lost 

their Islamic roots through a Western education and/ 

or association, the Muslims of all ages and places have 

acknowledged the Islamic state as necessitated by 

Islam and have understood its justification as 

shari‘ah-based. Jurists point to the numerous depart- 
ments and/or provisions of the law required to be 
upheld and enforced by the state. Without the state, 
they conclude, these segments of the shari'ah would 

not be observed, a failure clearly condemned by the 

Qur’an as tantamount to forsaking the whole of reli- 

gion and hence, resulting in apostasy (Qur’'an 5:44; 

2:85). The mutakalliman (Islamic thinkers) have 

regarded the state as a purely rational necessity. Both 

have argued that state organization of defense and 
protection of mission are absolutely required if life 

itself, with its culture and civilization, are to survive 

and develop. They all conclude that the state 15 an 

Islamic as well as human necessity. 

Still others regard the state as dictated by consid- 

eration of trade and security, of general utility and 

public welfare. This makes it not a rational necessity 

but an indispensable means of human vicegerency on 
earth. Whatever the line of justification, all Muslims 

regard formation of the state and participation in its 

affairs as a moral and religious duty, a requisite of the 

Islamic faith itself. They see their position confirmed 

in the hadith of the Prophet that it is of the essence of 

Islam to participate in one’s lifetime in at least one 

bay‘ah (caliphal election), that is, in the political pro- 

cess. Islam’s original vision of the necessity of the 

state shows its Mesopotamian inheritance where, a 

people without ruler, and hence devoid of social order, 

were regarded as sheep without a shepherd, destined 

for destruction. 

This vision of the state in Islam implies a number of 

principles of nature and structure; and these are rele- 

vant for its domestic organization and external inter- 

relations,
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Hlustration 7.17 

Prayer during Ramadin in Beijing, People’s Republic of 

China. [Courtesy of Dru Gladney.] 

Universalism and Egalitarianism 

Al khilafahis a social order whose actualization is 

commanded by God. God’s will or commandment 13 

one and universal. It applies to all humans as humans 

— hence to all lands and continents —and does not 

discriminate between them. Therefore, Islam saw the 

state as cosmic and universal. Muslims knew, no less 

than their Mesopotamian ancestors, that humans dit- 

fered from one another in many ways, physical and 

mental, giving rise to tribalism, nationalism, racism, 

and every kind of corporate particularism. But they 

regarded none of these as constituting grounds for 

interhuman discrimination. The East and the West, 

the North and the South, the blacks and the whites, 

the Asians and the Africans —all were equally the 

creatures of God, obliged to do His will. Hence, all 

must be included in the social order set up to fulfill that 

will. The ultimate ground of the Islamic state being 

transcendent, the state cannot but be universally ap- 

7. INSTITUTIONS 

plicable to and inclusive of all humankind, the whole of 

creation. Al khilafah is therefore a world order in 

which all humans are citizens, or citizens-to-be; all 

states are federal provinces, or federal-units-to-be. 

Whether actually or in pofentia, the Islamic state is to 

cover the globe. 

Totalism 

The Islamic state 1s totalist insofar as the impera- 

tives of God are not only morally binding on all 

humans but are also relevant to every human activity. 

Human life and existence is not divisible inlo a reli- 

gious sphere where God’s commands obtain, and a 

secular sphere where they do not. All life and exis- 

tence are pervaded by values or moral “oughts” as 

laid down in the divine commandments. The shari‘ah, 

whose application is the raison d’étre of the state, is 

comprehensive, covering every field and every ac- 

tion. There is no department of human activity that 

can properly be excluded from the relevance of the 

divine pattern. The will of God for manis, according to 

Islam, the transformation of creation by humans into 

the prescribed divine pattern, and in the course of 

such transformation, the proving of themselves as 

morally worthy. In the purview of the divine com- 

mandment, everything is relevant. All activities of life 

are subject to the law, because they are all expres- 

sions of self, of other selves, and/or of nature, In all 

cases, therefore, every change counts because it can 

and should be a change for the better. That is why 

Islam regards every act as an act of worship, an act of 

obedience or disobedience, in harmony or disharmony 

with the divine will. The state is man’s corporate 

attempt to make all activities accord with and actual- 

ize the divine will. The range of state activities must 

therefore be limitless, just as its action must always be 

calculated to bring humanity and the world to a closer 

and more perfect actualization of the divine pattern. 

Thus, the more the state rules and governs and inter- 

feres in the lives of the citizens in order to make them 

adhere to the divine pattern, the more successful it 

will be. This is the opposite of the Anglo-Saxon view 

that the less the state governs, the better it 1s. 

Freedom 

The Islamic state must be free inasmuch as the 

_desired actualization of the shar?‘ah, the instantiation 

of the divine pattern on earth, is moral, that is, is to be 

achieved deliberately in obedience to God and in pur- 

suit of His will. A coerced actualization may bring 

about a utilitarian, not a moral achievement. It cannot 
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therefore satisfy the requisite of morality, however 

great the advantage it brings about. Totalitarianism 

and regimentation may be responsible for highly de- 

sirable change in humans and nature. But the change 

they bring about is vitiated by the lack of freedom, the 

absence of a will committed to bring about these 

changes out of love for them as constitutive of the 

divine will. In order to be moral, change and the act 

that brings it about must be free; it must be conscious 

and deliberate, knowing and desiring its objective and 

the means to that objective. This is the essence of the 

amanah{trust) God had offered to heaven, earth, and 

mountains, and which they “rejected’ because by na- 

ture they did not possess the requisite freedom of 

action. Man accepted the trust because he is a free 

and capable being. In and throughout nature, the di- 

vine will is actualized by necessity, through the work- 

ing of natural law. Nothing in nature can be otherwise 

than it is. Only man has a choice. Only he has the 

freedom to do or not to do the will of God. 

Education 

Since the Islamic state cannot be totalitarian, and 

since the obedience of its citizens must be free, it 

follows that the only legitimate influence it can exer- 

cise is that which seeks to convince and persuade, to 

obtain acquiescence and reassurance at once. The 

state is therefore a school on a grand scale where the 

ruler is teacher and the ruled are students; indeed, the 

Mustration 7.18 

Salat in the Xining Mosque, Qinghai Province, People’s 

Republic of China. [Courtesy Dru Gladney.] 

entire community is a school where everybody 1s at 

once teacher and pupil, teacher of what he knows to 

those who know less, and pupil of what he does not 

know under those who know more. In the Islamic 

state, as in any good school, teaching is by both word 

and example. In the Islamic society, enjoining the 

good, encouraging emulation of the good deed, and 

prohibiting and preventing evil are everybody’s busi- 

ness. The Prophet said: Everyone is a shepherd; and 

everyone is responsible for his/her pastorate. All are 

anxious to seek the highest virtue, the greatest piety, 

namely, knowledge and application of the truth, the 

content of the divine will. Hence, the Islamic state 18 

truly al imamah (literally, leadership), aleadership of 

humans to their ultimate felicity and well-being, a 

Jeadership that propels and guides the people, rather 

than coercing them. 

Pluralism 

Since doing the will of God on earth must be free, 

deliberate, and voluntary, it follows that dissent in the 

Islamic state must be legitimate and receive the pro- 

tection of the state. The dissenter may not be 

coerced. Criminal or other activity prejudicial to the 

security of other citizens or of the state may and 

should be barred; but this is not regarded as limitation 

of freedom, for freedom does not imply the possibility 

of the agent’s self-destruction, or of the destruction of 

others. Where dissent is a matter of principle and 

conviction, it can be answered only by argument and 

persuasion, the avenues of which must never be 

blocked. Hence, the shari‘ah created the dhimmah. 

This is a constitutional institution which permits the 

non-Muslim to be a citizen of the Islamic state, and to 

order his life under any system of law he desires. 

Islamic law is the only law that allows other laws to 

stand and be observed. In the Islamic state, where 

Islamic law is sovereign, Christian, Jewish, Hindu, and 

whatever other laws the non-Muslims wish to ob- 

serve, are de jure. 

The Islamic state is therefore a free state just as its 

society is an open and free society in which anyone is 

welcome provided aggression and war are renounced 

and a commitment to peace and reason is declared. It 

is equally open to Muslims and non-Mushms, the lat- 

ter being free to observe their own laws in ordering 

their personal and communal lives. The lives of the 

Muslim citizens are ordered by Islamic law. And so 1s 

the Islamic state itself in the conduct of its affairs. War 

and peace, citizens and noncitizens, public morals and 

communal order fall likewise under Islamic law which 

is the source of the social order in its entirety.



Rule of Law 

In al khilafah, sovereignty belongs not to the peo- 
ple as a nation or collective but to the law. Nobody in 

the Islamic state “legislates”; only God does; and He 

did so for the last time in the revelation of the Qur'an 

and the exemplification of the Prophet Muhammad. 

There is hence no legislature and no need for one. 

Every citizen is an executive of the law in his own 

sphere, the khalifah or chief of state being responsi- 

ble for directing the common effort as a whole. Inter- 

pretation of the law is the prerogative of the ummah 

as a whole, and its ‘wlama’ (literally, the learned} 

devote their lives and energies to that pursuit. How- 

ever, they do not constitute a priesthood or a legisla- 

ture. They are neither elected nor appointed nor or- 

dained. Each one of them establishes his credibility 

separately through his personal knowledge and wis- 

dom. They are the product of the Islamic educational 

system. If it is at all proper to call them a “class,” it 

must be borne in mind that they are an absolutely 

“open’’ class ready to grant its membership to anyone 

who cares to learn and master the law, whether by 

going through the educational system or by doing the 

work in the privacy of his home with or without the 

help of the learned. Being the guardians of the law, the 

‘ulama’ constitute a large reservoir of brain- and 

manpower for the recruitment of the judiciary. The 

court in Islam is absolutely autonomous. It judges by 

the law. In the Islamic state, the non-Muslim court 

enjoys exactly the same power over non-Muslims as 

the Islamic court enjoys over Muslims. 

Shiira 

The executive branch of government in the Islamic - 

state runs on the basis of sh#ar@ (consultation) be- 

tween ruler and ruled. The process is institutionalized 

in Majlis al Shira (the Shitra Council), whose 

members are the best qualified for exercising shitra. 

However, the method of election to membership has 

never been specified, allowing the Islamic state to 

seek the form that best suits its situation, mission, and 

temper. To curb the power of the executive, [slamic 

7. INSTITUTIONS 

law permits any court in the realm to look into any 

case involving the Islamicity of any law. In the past, 

the shari‘ah set up a special court — Al Mazalim— 

to hear complaints against the ruler or his delegated 

representative. 

The government of the Islamic state has three 

main functions. First, it must uphold Islamic law in the 

daily life of its Muslim subjects. This means it has to 

organize corporate observance of the Islamic calen- 

dar, where the hours of the day and the days of the 

year are punctuated by Islamic rituals, memorials, and 

other special events. [t has to help the Muslims imple- 

ment the shari‘ah in their dealings with one another, 

and to adjudicate their disputes with justice and eq- 

uity. Second, the Islamic government must uphold the 

freedom and integrity God has granted the non-Mus- 

lims in the Islamic state, and to protect them in their 

setting up of their religious leadership and courts of 

law to adjudicate their own disputes. Third, the Is- 

lamic government must carry out the sacred task of 

calling all humans to God and His law. To this end, 1t 

must seek to maintain the peace of humankind to the 

full extent of its power and by all means at its com- 

mand. It must enable all people to hear the Word of 

God, but never to coerce them to accept it. Their 

decisions must always be honored. It must also lend its 

assistance wherever possible to the victims of injus- 

tice, whether Muslim or otherwise; and bring peace 

and reconciliation to any conflicting factions whether 

within or outside its territory, Finally, the Islamic 

state must be instrumental in setting up a new world 

order in which every human on earth can live in secu- 

rity and peace, improve himself with knowledge, 

share in God’s bounty, and be free to convince and be 

convinced of the truth. 

NOTES 

1. The Islamic story runs parallel to that of Genesis 

22:1-15, except that in the Qur'an, Isma ‘Tl is the sacrificial 

son, and Ishaq is promised Ibrahim in reward for his demon- 

strated faith. Muslims find carraboration of this in Genesis’ 

assertion, “Your only son,”” which is not true in the case of 

Ishaq. 
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The Arts 

In dealing with any aspect of Islarmc civilization, its 

final raison d’étre and creative base must be seen as 

resting on the Qur’an, the Holy Scripture of Islam. 

Islamic culture 1s, in fact, a “Qur’anic culture’’; for its 

definitions, its structures, its goals, and its methods 

for execution of those goals are all derived from that 

series of revelations from God to the Prophet 

Muhammad in the seventh century of the common 

era. [t is not only the knowledge of Ultimate Reality 

that the Muslim derives from the Holy Book of Islam. 

Equally compelling and determining are its ideas on 

the world of nature, on man and all other hiving crea- 

tures, on knowledge, on the social, political, and eco- 

nomic institutions necessary for the healthy running 

of society —in short, on every branch of learning and 

activity known, This does not mean that specific ex- 

planations and descriptions of every field of endeavor 
are literally spelled out in that small book of 114 

suwar{(sing. sitrah) or chapters. It does mean that in 

it the basic principles are provided for a whole culture 

and civilization. Without that revelation, the culture 

could not have been generated; without that revela- 

tion, there could have been neither an Islamic reli- 

gion, an Islamic state, an Islamic philosophy, an Is- 
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lamic law, an Islamic society, nor an Islamic political 

or economic organization. 

Just as surely as these aspects of Islamic culture 

may be rightly seen as Qur’anic in basis and motiva- 

tion, in implementation and goal, the arts of Islamic 

civilization should also be viewed as aesthetic expres- 

sions of similar derivation and realization. Yes, the 

Islamic arts are indeed Qur’anic arts, 

This statement may be startling to non-Muslims 
who have long viewed Islam as an iconoclastic and 

conservative religion that denied or prohibited the 

arts.! It may be equally strange to some Muslims 

who have misunderstood the efforts of the ‘ulama’ 

(learned men) and the ummah to guide aesthetic par- 

ticipation toward certain forms and types of art, and 

away from others. Some Muslims have thought that 

that guidance implied a rejection of, rather than 2 

guidance for, Islamic art. Both of these views are 

misunderstandings of Islamic art and its genesis. 

How then are the Islamic arts to be seen as 

“Qur’anic’”’ expressions in color, in line, in movement, 

in shape, and in sound? There are three levels on 

which such an interpretation rests.



LEVEL I: THE QUR’AN AS DEFINER 
OF TAWHID OR TRANSCENDENCE 

The Message To Be Aesthetically 
Expressed: Tawhid 

The Qur’an was a revelation sent to mankind and 
intended to reteach the doctrine of monotheism, a 

message conveyed to numerous Semitic prophets of 

earlier times— Abraham, Noah, Moses, and Jesus, 

for example, The Qur'an comprised a new statement 

of the doctrine of monotheism, of the one God Who is 

the unique, unchanging, and eternal Creator as well as 

Guide of the universe and all that exists within it, Allah 

is described in the Qur’an as a transcendent Being of 

Whom no visual or sensory experience is possible. 

“No vision can grasp Him, . . . Heis above all com- 

prehension (Qur'an 6:103). . . . Nothing is like unto 

Him” (Qur'an 42:11). He is beyond exhaustive de- 

scription, and incapable of being represented by any 

anthropomorphic or zoomorphic image. In fact, Allah 

is that which defies answers to the questions of who, 

how, where, and when? It is this idea of the utter 

oneness and transcendence of Allah that is known as 

tawhid (literally, ‘‘making one”). 

The Qur’anic statements regarding the nature of 

God certainly preclude God’s representation through 

sensory means, whether in human or animal forms or 

in figural symbols from nature; but this is not all that 

the Qur’anic message contributes to the Islamic arts. 

We find that the whole iconography of Islamic art has 

been significantly influenced by the Qur’anic doctrine 

of tawhid or Islamic monotheism. If God was so com- 

pletely nonnature, so ultimately different from His 

creation, it was not just a negative prohibition of natu- 

ralistic images of Him that was necessary as Islam 

began its new career. That was an aesthetic achieve- 

ment of the Semitic soul which had been made in an 

earlier period by the followers of Judaism. Images of 

Yahweh were strongly condemned by all the Hebrew 

prophets, as well as in the well-known Second Com- 

mandment of the Mosaic Code. Even setting down the 

name of God was discouraged. Instead, the four con- 

sonants of the name ‘‘Yahweh,” or other abbrevia- 

tions, often served as written symbol for the God of 

the Hebrews. 

Arising after the aesthetic influence from an alien 

tradition (that of the Greco-Romans and their Hellen- 

istic offspring) had exerted itself for centuries over 

many regions of the Semitic East, Islam brought a 

demand for a new manner of aesthetic expression. 

The new Muslims needed an aesthetic mode that 

could supply objects of aesthetic contemplation and 

delight that would reinforce the basic ideology and 

8. THE ARTS 

structures of the society and be a constant reminder 

of its principles. Such art works would reinforce the 

awareness of that transcendent Being, the fulfillment 
of Whose will was the end-all and be-all, the raison 

d’étre, of human existence. This orientation and goal 

of Islamic aesthetics could not be achieved through 

depiction of man and nature. It could be realized only 

through the contemplation of artistic creations that 

would lead the percipient to an intuition of the truth 

itself that Allah is so other than His creation as to be 

unrepresentable and inexpressible. 

This challenge for aesthetic creativity was taken 

up by the early Muslims. They worked with motifs 

and techniques known to their Semitic, Byzantine, 

and Sassanian predecessors; and they developed new 

motifs, materials, and techniques as the need and in- 

spiration arose. Even more important was their cre- 

ation of new modes of artistic expression which were 

to be adopted and adapted in various parts of the 

world as Muslim individuals and political power 

spread with the religion in the regions from Spain in 

the West to the Philippines in the East. These new 

modes have provided a basic aesthetic unity within 

the Muslim world without suppressing or prohibiting 

regional variety. 

Islamic art was to fulfill the negative implications 

behind the declaration of La illaha tlla Allah— that 
there is no God but God and He is completely other 

than human and other than nature. But it also was to 

express the positive dimension of tawhid— that 

which emphasizes not what God is »ot, but what God 

1s. Probably the most salient aspect of the Transcen- 

dent which the Islamic doctrine taught was that God is 

infinite in every aspect—in justice, in mercy, in 

knowledge, in love. However fully one might try to 

enumerate His many attributes, or describe any one 

of those attributes as applied to Him, the attempt 

would end in failure.? His qualities are always beyond 

human comprehension and description. The pattern 

which has no beginning and no end, which gives an 

impression of infinity, 1s therefore the best way to 

express in art the doctrine of tawhid. And it is the 

structures created for this purpose that characterize 

all the arts of the Muslim peoples. It is these infinite 

patterns, in all their ingenious variety, that provide 

the positive aesthetic breakthrough of the Muslims in 
the history of artistic expression. It is through these 
infinite patterns that the subtle content of the Islamic 

message can be experienced. 

The art of the Muslims has often been designated 

as the art of the infinite pattern or as “infinity-art.”” 

These aesthetic expressions have also been called 

“arabesques.”’* The arabesque should not be limited 
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to a particular kind of leaf design perfected by the 

Muslim peoples, as has sometimes been maintained.5 

It 1s not simply any abstract two-dimensional pattern 

that uses calligraphy, geometric figures, and stylized 

plant forms.® Instead, it is a structural entity that 

accords with the aesthetic principles of the Islamic 

1deology. The arabesque generates in the viewer an 

intuition of the quality of infinity, of that which is 

beyond space-time; but it does so without making 

the —to the Muslim — absurd claim that the pattern 

itself stands for that which is beyond. Through con- 

templation of these infinite patterns, the recipient’s 

mind is turned toward the Divine, and art becomes a 

reinforcement and reminder of religious belief, 

This interpretation of the raison d’étre of Islamic 

art rules out many common misconceptions regarding 

this art’s rejection of figural art and the concentration 

instead on abstract motifs. For example, it denies the 

notion that nature is regarded by the Muslim as an 

illusion. For the Mushm, nature is part of God’s tangi- 

ble creation, equally as real and valid and marvelous as 

humanity and the animal world. In fact, nature 1s re- 

garded as a proof of the Creator’s power and benefi- 

cence (Qur'an 2:164, 6:95-99, 10:4 -6, and so on). 

Neither can one maintain that it 1s an Islamic idea to 

regard nature as an evil to be derogated. How could 

the Muslim think of God’s creation as evil? Instead, 

nature is described by the Qur'an as a field of perfect 

and beautiful marvels presented for mankind’s use 

and benefit (Qur’an 2:29, 78:6-16, 25:47 - 50, etcet- 

era). For the Muslim, nature, although glorious in its 

variety and perfection, is only the theater in which 

humans operate to fulfill the will of a higher realm or 

cause. God, for the Muslim, is this highest Cause, “‘the 

greater One.” Allahu Akbar 1s the ubiquitous 

Muslim exclamation of appreciation, admiration, 

thanks, and inspiration that expresses this belief. 

While other cultures and peoples may have regarded 

man as “‘the measure of all things” or nature as the 

ultimate determiner, the Muslim’s concentration has 

been on God in His uncompromising transcendence.” 

Islamic art then has a goal similar to that of the 

Qur’an — to teach and reinforce in mankind the per- 

ception of divine transcendence. 

Characteristics of the Aesthetic 

Expression of Tawhid 

That is not the only way in which a bond exists 

between the Qur’an and Islamic art. It is also embod- 

ied in the aesthetic characteristics which the Mushms 

devised in order to create the impression of infimity 

and transcendence demanded by the Qur’anic doc- 

trine of fawhid. How is this doctrine emphasized 

8. THE ARTS 
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Hiustration 8.1 

Geometric arabesque, inlaid tabletop, twentieth century, 

Syria. [Photo by L. al Fartqi.] 

through aesthetic content and form to stimulate the 
impression of infinity and transcendence? 

Abstraction. The infinite patterns of Islamic art 

are, first of all, abstract. While figural representation 

1s not totally absent, there is generally little argument 

that naturalistic figures are rare in the Islamic arts. 

Even when figures from nature are used, they are 

subjected to denaturalization and stylization tech- 

niques that render them more suitable for their role as 

deniers of naturalism than as faithful depictions of 

natural phenomena. 

Modular structure. The Islamic art work is com- 

posed of numerous parts or modules which are com- 

bined to produce the larger design. Each of these 
modules is an entity carrying a measure of climax and 

perfection which allows it to be perceived as an ex- 

pressive and satisfying unit on its own as well as an 
important part of the larger complex. 

Successive combinations. The infinite patterns 

of sound, sight, and movement evidence successive 

combinations of the basic modules and/or their repeti- 
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Hlustration 8.2 

Stylized animal design on thirteenth-century rug from 

Konya, Turkey. [Courtesy Ministry of Culture and Tour- 

ism, Government of Turkey.] 

tions. In this way, larger additive combinations are 

formed which carry their own independent status and 

identity. The successively larger combinations m a 

work of [slamic art in no way destroy the identity and 

character of the smaller units of which they are made. 

Even such larger combinations may, in turn, be re- 

peated, varied, and joined to other smaller or larger 

entities in order to form still more complex combina- 

tions. Thus the infinite pattern has numerous centers 

Hlustration 8.3 

Detail of ceramic decorations on the Shah Zindah Tomb, 

Samarqand, fourteenth century. [Photo by L. al Fariiql.] 
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Hlustration 8.4 

Copper plate (niello) with Qur’anic inscription, Cairo, twen- 

tieth century. [Photo by L. al Fartqi.] 

of aesthetic interest, numerous ‘“‘views’’ to be experi- 

enced as the successive combinations of smaller mod- 

ules, entities, or motifs are experienced. No design 

has a single point of aesthetic departure or a progres- 

Ilustration 8.5 

Prayer rug from Turkey, eighteenth century, which in- 

cludes many ‘“‘successive combinations” of design motifs 

and modules. [Courtesy Ministry of Culture and Tourism, 

Government of Turkey.] 



Hlustration 8.6 

Tala Kart Madrasah, Samarqand, 1646-166(. [Photo by L. 

al Fardql.] 

sive development to a culminating or conclusive focal 

point. Instead, the Islamic design has an inexhaustible 

number of interest centers or foci, and a mode of 

internal perception that defies assignment of 2 begin- 

ning or conclusive end. 

Repetition. A fourth characteristic which 1s de- 

manded in order to create the impression of infinity in 

an art object is a high level of repetition. The additive 

combinations of Islamic art use repetitions of motifs, 

of structural modules, and of their successive combi- 

nations which seem to continue ad infinitum. Ab- 

straction is enhanced and reinforced by this curbing of 

the individuation of the constituent parts. It prevents 

any one module in the design from taking precedence 

over another. 

Dynamism. The Islamic design is “dynamic,” 

that s, it is a design that must be experienced through 

8. THE ARTS 

time. Boas has described art works as being based 

either on time or on space.? For him the time-based 

arts include literature and music, while the arts of 

space are those of the visual arts and architecture. 

Dance and drama are categorized by Boas as arts 

utilizing both time and spatial elements. Although this 

description may prove meaningful for classifying the 

arts of Western culture, it proves misleading for an 

understanding of the Islamic arts. The superficial or 

obvious aspects of time and space do apply here, of 

course. A literary or musical composition, for exam- 

ple, is normally experienced through a series of tem- 

poral aesthetic ¢vents. In the case of literature, the 

art product is experienced either through reading or 

listening to its recitation; and in the case of music, 

through participating in or listening to a performance. 

Less commonly, the musical performance might be 

“read” from a score. On the other hand, the visual 

arts and architectural monuments all make use of 

space. They occupy physical space and use spatial 

elements (points, lines, shapes, and volumes) for their 

creation. 

While granting these characteristics as pointed out 

by Boas, one needs to go further in qualifving the 

[slamic arts if they are to be properly understood. In 

addition to having the external temporal or spatial 

characteristics mentioned above, characteristics that 

may be regarded as universally relevant, every work 

of Islammc art partakes, on a more subtle level, of a 

strong and perhaps unique temporal orientation. In 

fact, the visual arts in Islamic culture, though dealing 

with spatial elements, cannot be properly experi- 

enced except through time. The infinite pattern can 

never he comprehended in a single glance, in a single 

moment, with a single view of its multifarious parts. 

Instead, it draws the eye and the mind through a 

series of views or perceptions that must be compre- 

hended serially. The eye moves from pattern to pat- 

tern, from center to center of a two-dimensional de- 

sign. The architectural monument is experienced in 

the successive movement through its rooms, aisles, 

dome chambers, or subdivisions. Even the building or 

complex of buildings is not comprehended from afar as 

a totality, but necessitates its being experienced 

through time as the visitor moves through its many 

segments and quarters.® The pictorial miniature art 

likewise presents a series of characters or scenes that 

must be experienced successively and sequentially, as 

in the time arts of literature, musical expression, or 

dance. Whether belonging to the so-called space arts 

or the time arts, the Islamic art work is compre- 

hended serially and cumulatively. The imagination is 

pushed to supply the continuation of an evolving, re- 

peating pattern which seems even to extend, by im- 
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taken interpreters.’? On the contrary, appreciation of 

it must involve a dynamic process that investigates 

each of its motifs, modules, and successive combina- 

tions serially. For those who understand its message 

and structures, it is the most dynamic, most aestheti- 

cally active, of all arf forms.!? [t is an expression in 

which both the arts of time and those of space require 

a temporally determined experience and apprehen- 

s10n. 

Intricacy. Intricate detail is a sixth characteristic 

that defines Islamic art. Intricacy enhances the ability 

of any pattern or arabesque to capture the attention of 

the viewer and force concentration on the structural 

entities represented. A straight line or a single figure, 

however gracefully executed, could never be the sole 

iconographic material of the Islamic pattern. It is only 

with the multiplication of internal elements and the 

increased intricacy of execution and combination that 

the dynamism and momentum of the infinite pattern 

can be generated. 
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Hlustration 8.8 

Calligraphy and arabesque wall and furniture decorations, 

Dimashq, Syria. [Courtesy Embassy of Syria, Washington, 

D.C.] 

Hlustration 8.7 

Central Asian prayer rug (Milhim Mubarak Collection), dis- 

played at an Exposition of Islamic Art organized by the 

Nicholas Sursuq Museum, Beirut, Lebanon, 1974. [Photo 

by L. al Farigt.] 

plication, beyond the edge of a plate, the page of a 

book, the panel of a wall, or the facade of a building. 
No overall understanding of even the architectural 

infinite pattern is possible except after the actual or 

imagined movement over its surfaces and through its 
spaces in a temporal sequence. Ardalan and Bakhtiar 

speak of ““a moving architecture . . . that reads like 

a musical composition.”!? The totality cannot be com- 
prehended simultaneously; instead, one only knows 

the whole after experiencing and savoring its many 

parts.!! 

The arabesque therefore can never be a static 

composition as has sometimes been charged by mis- 



Hllustration 8.9 

Persian Miniature, *‘Bahram Killing a Dragon,” illustration 

from a copy of the Khamsah of Nizami dated 1574. [Cour- 

tesy The University Museum, University of Pennsylvania.] 

LEVEL II: THE QUR’AN AS 
ARTISTIC MODEL 

In addition to being determined by the ideological 

message of the Qur'an, Islamic art is also “Qur’anic” 

in the sense that the scripture of the Muslim peoples 

has provided the first and prime model for aesthetic 

creativity and production. The Qur’'an has been de- 

scribed as “‘the first work of art in [slam.”’1* This is not 

to be understood as meaning that the Qur’an is re- 

garded as the creation of the literary genius of the 

Prophet Muhammad, as has been repeated so many 

times by non-Muslims and so vigorously denied by 

Muslims. On the contrary, Muslims hold that the Holy 

Scripture is divine in its form as well as its content, in 

its letters as well as its ideas; that it was revealed to 

Muhammad in the exact words of God; and that its 

present arrangement in @yat (verses) and suwar 

(chapters) was dictated by God. 

This content and this form of the Qur’an have pro- 

vided all the distinguishing characteristics which, as 

we have noted above, are representative of the infi- 

8. THE ARTS 

mite patterns of the Islamic arts. The Qur'an itself is 

the most perfect example of infinite patterning — the 

example that was o influence all future creations in 

the literary arts, the visual arts (both decoration and 

archilectural monuments), and even the arts of sound 

(see Chapter 21) and movement.' As a literary work, 

the Qur'an has had a tremendous aesthetic and emo- 

tional impact on Muslims who read or heard its poetic 

prose. Many conversions Lo the new religion were in 

fact made through the aesthetic power of its recita- 

tions, and many are the accounts of people weeping or 

even dying from listening 1o its recitation.’® Even 

non-Muslims have been deeply impressed by its liter- 

ary excellence. This inimitable perfection of the 

Qur’an has been designated as its £ 7@e, or “‘power to 

incapacitate.” But the inability to match its eloquence 

has not kept it from being a model for all the arts. This 

contribution to [slamic culture has shaped the adop- 

tion and use of countless artistic motifs and tech- 

nigques borrowed from many cultures and many peo- 

ples over the centuries. It is this core or model that 

molded the adoption of those materials and ideas and 

determined the creation of new motifs and tech- 

niques. The sublime embodiment of the Islamic mes- 

sage of tawhtd was to be the norm and the ideal for all 

future examples of Islamic art (see Chapter 19). 

The Qur’an provides the first model for the six 

characteristics of Islamic art mentioned above. First, 

instead of emphasizing realistic or naturalistic depic- 

tion, the Qur'an evidences a rejection of narrative 

development as a literary organizational principle. 

References to certain events are treated segmentally 

Hiustration 810 

Mausoleum of Muhammad V, Rabat, Morocco, carved 

stucco ornamentation, lambrequin arch. {Photo by L. al 

Farigt] 
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and with repeated mention, as if readers were already 
familiar with the stories and characters. The main 
purpose 1s not narrative, but didactic and moral. The 
very ordering of the work (the longer, more proselike 
Madinan suwar near the beginning, and the shorter, 

strongly poetic Makkan suwar near the end) contrib- 

utes, as well, to the Qur’an’s abstract quality. Verses 

do not lead the reader through a series of contrasting 

and dramatically stimulated moods. Instead, the 

reader 1s moved by emotions that seem abstracted or 

divorced from specific characterization. The @vatand 

stwar certainly arouse the emotions of the listener, 

but they do so without evoking specific moods. 

Second, the Qur'an, like the Islamic work of art, is 

divided into literary modules (@vat and suwar) which 

exist as satisfying segments standing on their own. 

Each one is complete, and not dependent on what 

went before or comes after it. The modules have little 

or no organic relationship that would necessitate a 

particular sequence. In its cantillated recitation, pe- 

riods of silence (wagfat) provide a clear division of the 

musical rendering into aural modules (see Chapter 

23). 
Third, Qur’anic lines and verses are combined to 

form longer entities or successive combinations. 

These may be short chapters or sections within a 

longer chapter. For example, ten @vat constitute a 

‘“ushr. A series of ‘ushr divisions make a rub‘ or 

“quarter.” Four “‘quarters” combine to form a hizé. 

Two ahzab(pl. of hizb) constitute a juz’(*'part’’), and 

thirty ajza’(pl. of juz’) are contained in the complete 

Qur’an. Even the ayatmodules are further subdivided 
into separate lines by end rhymes and assonance. 

So long as the meaning is not distorted, stopping 

places for these combinations of verses may be varied. 

A reading (gira’ah) of the Qur'an may end with the 

completion of a s@rah or may stop after any verse or 

cluster of verses, even if they averarch two or more 

suwar. The Mushm reads or hears mag tayassara 

(““what transpires’’), that is, whatever hefshe is 

moved to read or hear at that particular time. The 

recitation 1s therefore without predetermined length 

or beginmng and end. It leaves no impression of con- 

clusive development or finality. 

The fourth characteristic that can be found in all 

the arts of Islamic culture — the profusion of repeti- 

tive means —is equally represented in the Qur’anic 

prototype. Poetic devices resulting in sound or metri- 

cal repetitions abound in the Qur’an. In addition to 

frequent instances of single- or multisyllable end- 

rhymes, the Qur’an contains numerous rhymes inter- 

nal to the lines. Repetitions of metrical units and of 

vowel and consonant sounds abound and poetically 

enliven this literary work. Refrain phrases and lines 

8. THE ARTS 

return again and again to reinforce both the didactic 

and the acsthetic message. The repetition of ideas and 

of patterns of speech are counted among the elements 

of eloquence or balaghah. It is this eloguence that has 

provided substantiation for the argument of the Mus- 

iims that the Qur’an 1s indeed miraculous, and there- 

fore the eternal word of God. 

The fifth outstanding characteristic of the visual 

arts of [slamic culture — the necessity of experienc- 

ing them through time —is to be expected in the Holy 

Qur'an, since all literary works are considered to be 

time arts. In this case, however, as in all the Islamic 

arts, there 1s a scrial process of perception and appre- 

ciation that defies development to a single major cli- 

max and subsequent conclusion. The impression of 

overall unity is weak, and only through experiencing 

its individual parts in succession does the reader or 

listener grasp a sense of the whole. 

Hlustration 8.11 

Muslim woman carrying Qur'an on her head, Jolo, Sulu 

Province, Philippines. [Courtesy I. E. Winship.] 
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Intricacy, the sixth characteristic of the arts of the 
Muslim peoples, is equally modeled after the Qur’an. 
Parallelism, antithesis, congery, metaphor, simile, 
and allegory are only some of the many poetic devices 
that provide verbal richness and elaboration in the 

Qur'an. The proliferation of these elements causes 

those who hear or read its passages to marvel at its 

beauty and elogquence. 

LEVEL III: THE QUR’AN AS 
ARTISTIC ICONOGRAPHY 

The Qur’an not only provided Islamic civilization with 

an 1deology to be expressed in its arts; it not only 

furnished the first and most important model of artis- 

tic content and form; but it also provided the most 

important material for the iconography of the Islamic 

arts. 

The long tradition of literary emphasis and excel- 

lence among the Semitic forerunners of the seventh- 

century Muslims is well known. Following their inter- 

est and excellence in literary creation, the art of 

writing had been developed by the Semitic peoples at 

an early stage. Writing was used for millennia in the 
pre-Islamic Mesopotamian cultures as a component 

of the visual arts. Accompanying bands of script have 

been found on numerous artistic reliefs and statues of 

the Sumerians, the Babylonians, and the Assyrians, to 

name but a few of these peoples.!” The function of 

those pre-Islamic calligraphic inclusions was, how- 

ever, primarily discursive. Writing was used as a logi- 

cal accompaniment to explain the meamng of a visual 

representation. Such use of writing in artistic prod- 

ucts continued in Byzantine art. With Islam, however, 

writing and calligraphy were to undergo a profound 

metamorphosis which changed them from merely dis- 

cursive symbols into aesthetic and fully iconographic 

materials. 

It was not by chance that this development took 

place. Rather, it can be seen as another dimension of 

the basic “‘Qur’anic” influence on the aesthetic sense 

and behavior of the Muslims. The aim of art for the 

Muslim is to direct human beings, as vicegerents of 

the one transcendent God, toward contemplation and 

remembrance of Him. Toward this goal, no more suit- 

able agent could be found than the poetically inspiring 

passages from the Holy Qur’an. Though God is indeed 

beyond nature and beyond representation, His Word 

as revealed to the Prophet Muhammad carries re- 

membrance of Him to the viewer or listener without 

fear of violating divine transcendence. It is therefore 

the iconographic material par excellencefor the work 

of Islamic art. Already in the seventh century C.E., this 

tendency had become manifest, as is so clearly dem- 

8. THE ARTS 

Hlustration 8.12 

Qubbah al Sakhrah (““The Dome of the Rock”), Al Quds, 

completed 691 C.E. [Courtesy Ministry of Tourism and An- 

tiquities, Government of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jor- 

dan.] 

onstrated in the decoration of the Dome of the Rock 

(Qubbah al Sakhrah)in Jerusalem. This monument, 

which has an extensive decorative program incorpo- 

rating Qur’anic quotations, was completed by the 

UmawT caliph ‘Abd al Malik in 71/691. Through con- 

tinued and prolific use of Qur’anic expressions and 

passages, the art objects of the Muslim peoples were 

to be constant remnders of tawhid. 

Realization of the effectiveness, ennoblement, and 

suitability of Qur'anic visual and discursive motifs 

brought in its wake a wealth of correlative influences 

on Islamic culture and the arts. These include the 

astonishingly rapid development of the Arabic script, 

its elaboration into a highly malleable catalog of 

forms, the incredible proliferation of distinctive 

styles, and the widespread use of calligraphic mate- 

rials in artistic works. 

Inclusion of Qur’'inic passages was never to be 

executed without care, reverence, and perfection. 

Consequently, the art of beautiful writing, or calligra- 

phy, developed among the early Muslims with aston- 

ishing inventiveness and rapidity. No pre-Islamic or 

post-Islamic calligraphy has demanded of itself the 

cursiveness, malleability and plasticity, as well as legi- 

bility, that was demanded of the Arabic script. Elonga- 

tions and contractions in height as well as width were 

essayed as the letters were molded into various 

shapes and sizes. Numerous styles of script were used 
alone or were combined with noncalligraphic motifs. 

Scripts of every imaginable angular and rounded mien 
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Hlustration 813 

Malaysian brocade with Qur’anic passage (2:255) executed 

in K#f7 script, contemporary. [Photo by L. al Faraq.] 

have been created by the Muslim peoples. Some of 

the most interesting contemporary aesthetic efforts 

in the Muslim world are indeed those developing 

around this most popular artistic subject matter of the 

Muslim peoples. 

Since every act and thought of the Muslim carries a 

religious connection or determination, the incorpora- 

tion of the words of God in every possible decorative 

scheme, in every aural and visual experience, is a 

desired objective.'® Qur’anic passages have been used 

as decorative motifs not only on religiously significant 

items but also on fabrics, garments, vessels and ser- 

vice trays, boxes and furniture, walls and buildings, 

even the lowly cooking pot, in every century of Is- 

lamic history and in every corner of the Muslim world. 

8. THE ARTS 

It is no less prevalent and prominent in the literary 

and vocal arts. With the inclusion of beautiful calligra- 

phy reproducing passages from the Qur’an, the Is- 

lamic work of art derives not only a discursive influ- 

ence from the Qur’an but also a Qur’anic aesthetic 

determination. Even when the writing conveys mate- 

rial other than passages from the Holy Scripture — 

plous sayings; proverbs; names of God, the Prophet, 

or religious persons; or details of construction, pat- 

ronage, or artist— there has been an emphasis on 

imaginative and beautiful exemplifications of Arabic 

script. From Rabat to Mindanao, from Kaneo to Sa- 

marqgand, the Qur’anic passages executed in Arabic 

script have provided the most revered ingredient of 

the arts. In no aesthetic tradition of the world has such 

a decisive role been played by the art of calligraphy or 

by a single book. 

A number of scholars have written in recent years 

about the symbolic nature of Islamic art.’® Some of 

them are non-Muslims; others are Muslims. In both 

cases, however, these writers, almost exclusively, 

have been born or educated in a Western environ- 

ment. Their attribution of symbolic significance to the 

Islamic arts does not merely imply the universally 

accepted notion that the arts are a way of expressing 

an abstract idea in poetry, color, lines, shapes, sounds, 

movements, and so on. In this sense, of course, all art 

is symbolic. These writers claim much more for what 

they see as the symbolic implications of Islamic art. 

For them, the forms, shapes, objects, scenes, and 

even letters and numbers used in Islamic art have a 

hidden (batini) significance. As the mandala, the 

Ulustration 8. 14 

Calligraphy (Thuluth) sculpted in wood, southern Thai- 

land, nineteenth century. Umidentified eulogy passage. 

[Courtesy Asian Art Museum, University of Malaysia, 

Kuala Lumpur,] 
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phallic pillar, or the anthropomorphic representations 

of gods and goddesses hold special religious signifi- 

cance for the Hindu, or the cross, the Crucifixion 

scene, and the statue of Christ are powerful symbols 

for the Christian, so their argument goes, there are 

specific “‘Islamic symbols’” which visually represent a 

wealth of meanings to be grasped and understood by 

the viewer, Although the motifs or symbols of which 

these scholars speak are judged to be peculiar to Is- 

lamic culture, the aesthetic logigueis identical to that 

which pertains to certain other artistic traditions. The 

dome is to be regarded as the dome of heaven, it is 
claimed®®: the medallion at the center of a carpetisa 

representation of the passageway into heaven®!; the 

blue of the manuscript illumination is a symbol of the 
Infinite, of God?2; the epigraphic decoration including 

the ruler’s name is a symbolic stand-in for the political 
state,® or even a manifestation of Allah.?* Even emp- 
tiness or the “void” is regarded as “the symbol of 

both the transcendence of God and His presence in all 

things.”#® 

All of these ascriptions of literal symbolic content 

are antagonistic to the essence of Islamic art and to its 

abstract quality. Islamic art was born and developed in 

a Semitic environment which forswore and con- 

demned all representations of the transcendent 

realm. It i1s an art based on an ideoclogy — tqwhid — 

that cannot be aesthetically expressed by real or 

imagined linkages between nature and God. Such link- 
age wotuld be a kind of shirk or “‘associationism’” of 
other beings and objects with Allah; and this has been 

judged as the most hated practice, the major sin, in 

Islam. 

These beliefs and premises have generated a 

uniquely asymbolic quality in the religion and culture 

of Islam, It has frequently been noted that even the 

rituals of Islam are functional rather than symbolic in 

essence. The call to prayer, even the minaret itself, 

are not symbolic aural or visual elements. They are, 

respectively, an act to help the Muslims congregate 

for prayer at specific times of the day and an architec- 

tural member to facilitate that act.?® The mihrgb
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niche of the mosque commands no special deference 

on the part of the worshipper; the area is not holier 

than any other in the mosque.?” The crescent, which 

has often been associated with Islam by non-Muslims, 

has no significance as a visual symbol of the faith 

within Islamic culture.?® It is rather an insignia of the 

Ottoman army which the Europeans mistakenly re- 

garded as a symbol of the religion of Islam. Since the 

cross had much earlier come to symbolize Christian- 

ity, they jumped to the conclusion that Islam had 

adopted the crescent as its comparable symbol. 

Surely these facts are known to the non-Muslim as 

well as Muslim scholars of Islamic art. It 1s strange, 

then, that these scholars persist in interpreting that 

art in a way that is inconsistent with the rest of the 

culture. The following hypotheses may heip explain 

their adherence to such explanations of aesthetic 

meaning in Islamic art. 

One hypothesis is that the authors are so indoc- 

trinated by Western interpretations of art that it is 

difficult, if not impossible, for them to escape those 

civilizational biases when dealing with the art of Islam. 

Unfortunately, premises that may fit perfectly for in- 

terpreting the Christian art of Europe seem to have 

been transplanted to the field of Islamic art, where 

they are patently out of place. This certainly under- 

lines the need for extreme caution, deep knowledge, 

and empathy to be exercised when dealing with com- 

parative and intercultural studies in general and with 

[slamic art in particular, 

A second reason for the prevalence in recent publi- 

cations of symbolic interpretations of Islamic art is 

that the field of aesthetics and art history 1s dominated 

either by Western scholars or those with Western 

training. The field has been held in such low esteemin 

the Muslim world that it has attracted few significant 

talents from within, necessitating its control by reli- 

gio-cultural outsiders. In addition, since colleges and 

universities in the Muslim world have been negligent 

in fostering studies in aesthetics and art history, Mus- 

lims interested in those disciplines, practically with- 

out exception, have been trained in Western institu- 
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tions, under the influence of Western tutors and 

Western art principles. The Muslim scholars, there- 

fore, whether converts or Muslims by birth, are often 

as affected by the exogenous misinterpretations of 

Islamic art as are their non-Muslim counterparts. 

There is a third reason for the recent attributions 

of a blatantly literal symbolic content to Islamic art, in 

contradiction to 1ts inherent abstract quality. This is 

the influence of Safism, the mystical current within 

Islam. Mysticism, in addition to its stress on the per- 

sonal, inward expenence of religion, is a doctrine or 

persuasion that emphasizes the mysterious, the eso- 

teric, and the magical qualities of rehgion. Such ideas 

are true of mystical thought in Islam, as well as in 

Christianity, Hinduism, Jainism, Judaism, and other 

religious traditions. Mystics have commonly ascribed 

hidden meanings to letters, words, and phrases as 

well as to all types of visual motifs and figures. As they 

have sought, by various means, to achieve union with 

the divine, they have been much less careful to main- 

tain the clear distinction between the transcendent 

and the natural realms which is a hallmark of orthodox 

Islam and tawhid (see Chapter 16). 

No one can deny the existence of such ideas within 

Islamic history or the proliferation of certain occult 

practices and interpretations which they brought in 

their wake. But these facts should not be blown out of 

proportion to explain the whole phenomenon known 

as Islamic art. Though mystics have tried to argue 

that the originator of Stifism was Muhammad himself, 
it was only centuries after the Prophet’s death that 

the movement gained any statistical significance. Its 

wider acceptance in certain periods of Islamic history 

cannot be adduced to explain the genesis and whole 

history of Islamic art. The presence of a uniquely 

Islamic art was already evident in the first century 

A.H., a period certainly antedating widespread Sff 

influence. ‘Abd al Malik’s Qubbah al Sakhrah (Dome 

of the Rock) in Jerusalem (71/691) has alil the ingre- 

dients and characteristics of Islamic art — of Qur'anic 

art— long before Sifism proliferated and began to 

attach its interpretations of literal symbolism to the 

Islamic arts. The Dome of the Rock was certainly not 

a product of mystical Islamic ideology. Therefore, it 

must be accorded an aesthetic interpretation that ac- 

cords with Islam as a whole. 

Exaggerations (both religious and social) of some 

mystical groups have given Siifism a bad name in 

many parts of the Muslim world. Its inward-looking, 

personalist tendencies have been regarded by the Is- 

lamic modernists as one of the prime causes for the 

subjugation and degradation of the Muslim peoples at 

the hands of internal and external powers. It is argued 

that an overemphasis on personal piety was achieved 

8. THE ARTS 
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Hlustration 8.15 

Carved calligraphy decoration (from Qur’an 2:285) on dome 

of Mausoleum of Sultin Qayt Bay, Cairo, 1472-1474 C.E. 
{Photo by M. Ashraf.] 

at the expense of the traditional Islamic stress on 

individual and collective achievement, development, 

and progress. This transvaluation diminished the 

striving for cooperation between din and dunya (be- 

tween “religion” and ‘‘this world’"), and brought an 

exaggerated concern instead for the afterlife. Recent 

Hlustration 8.16 

Excerpt from a glazed tile calligraphic frieze used to deco- 

rate the Sa‘dian Tombs, Marrakish, Morocco, 1578-1603 

C.E. [Photo by L. al Farfiqt.] 
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Islamic reform and revival movements are therefore 

generally opposed to mysticism, and the leadership of 

the contemporary Muslim #mmah is largely nonmys- 

tical or even antimystical. 

Although the majority of Muslims living in the 

Muslim world are not adherents of mystical brother- 

hoods, and although those organizations and their ac- 

tivities are regarded with some suspicion by many in 

the Muslim world, it would certainly be erroneous to 

say that the mystical movement of Islam is dead. 

However, the power Siifism held over the people after 

the disruptions of the Mongol invasion and the Cru- 

sades, and the influence it exerted during the subse- 

guent decline in power and increase of political frag- 

mentation, i1s no longer widely evident. In fact, it is 

primarily in Europe and America that Safism flour- 

ishes, whether in actual communities or in scholarly 

interest, research, and publication. It 1s there that 

Muslim Siifis find a sympathetic ear and attain power 

and prestige. It is there that Westerners —divorced 

from their former religious traditions and cast adrift 

without religious moorings — have taken an interest 

in the ecstatic and exotic practices of Islamic mysti- 

cism and espoused its emphasis on the inner spirit. A 

latent background in Christian or Jewish mysticism 

often provides a bridge for the Westerner to the mys- 

tical elements in Islam. In fact, a considerable number 

of the Anglo-Saxon converts to Islam in recent dec- 

ades have entered through the influence of SGff move- 

ments. Contributors of writings expounding the sym- 

bolic interpretations of Islamic art have come mainly 

from this group of white, upper-class, educated West- 

ern converts or their non-Muslim Western counter- 

parts. 

The mystical, literally symbolic interpretations of 

recent writings are in opposition to the abstraction so 

deeply imbedded in the aesthetic consciousness and 

production of the Muslim peoples. They are also an- 

tagonistic to the Islamic aversion to any practice that 

hints of divine immanence or compromises divine 

transcendence. Although they may attract the West- 

ern-trained scholar and the mystic, they do not satisfy 

the need for a comprehensive and internally consist- 

ent interpretation of the Islamic arts. 

An acceptable theory of Islamic art is one that 

assigns its premises to factors internal to the religion 

and culture rather than to those imposed by an alien 

tradition. It is also one that bases itself on the most 

significant rather than on the minor or accidental ele- 
ments affecting that culture. Given such demands, the 
Holy Qur'dn provides a ready and logical source of 

inspiration for aesthetic creation. The Qur’'an has 

been as influential of the arts as it has been of the 

other aspects of Islamic culture. The Qur’an has pro- 

vided the message to be expressed aesthetically, as 

well as the manner of expressing it as evidenced in the 

six characteristics of its literary form and content. It 

has even supplied its own expressions and passages as 

most important subject matter for the iconography of 

the arts. The Islamic arts therefore can rightfully be 

designated “‘Qur’anic arts.” 
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PART FOUR 

THE MANIFESTATION 





CHAPTER 9 

Having come into history, the religion of Islam sought 

to convince humans of its truth and to recruit them for 

its fellowship. The essence of religious experience 

being what it is, Islam entertained the greatest plan 

ever, namely, to convert the whole of humanity and to 

mobilize them for the achievement of justice, truth, 

well-being, saintliness, and beauty. We have already 

seen that Islam does not discriminate between people 

except for their virtue, their righteousness, and their 

piety. And we have seen that Islam sees the divine 

imperative as touching every range of human activity 

and concern; that everything is relevant to religion, 

not just the rituals of worship or sacraments. And we 

have seen that Islam is neither a religion of contem- 

plation, nor one of monkery and ascetic withdrawal 

from the world. It is rather a religion of involvement in 

the world, in its kitchens and marketplaces as well as 

in its mosques and on the battlefields. 

Islam came to one man, Muhammad. It asked him 

“to rise and warn his next of kin and people” (26:214). 

When he cowered in fear of the burden—and 

wrapped himself against the shivering of that fear, the 

voice called out to him, “O[You! who are] wrapped in 

your mantle . . . Arise” (74:1 -2). Muhammad 

obeyed the call. He converted his wife and his cousin, 

and called his personal friends to the new faith, The 

The Call of Islam 

process had begun; but it was a long way from its 

objective of converting the world. As a new move- 

ment seeking to reform the established religion, Islam 

was hated and combated, and its few adherents were 

persecuted. Insults and curses were heaped upon 

them. Every means of pressure was exerted to dis- 

suade them from their faith. And when all these tac- 

tics failed, the enemy hatched a plot to do away with 

the leader, Muhammad. With God’s help, the Prophet 

outwitted them and escaped. They began open war- 

fare against him and his followers. Many battles were 

fought and many lives were lost; but the cause of [slam 

continued to advance and finally overcame the oppo- 

sition. 
This story of Islam is commonplace in the history 

of religions. Practically every religion has had a simi- 

lar beginning. The majority religion seeks to safe- 

guard itself by preventing other religious movements 

to growin its midst. If a new religion does succeed and 

gains a foothold, the older, established religion perse- 

cutes the new one. The same tragic history is true of 

cultures and ethnicities. Wherever there happen to be 

minorities, the majority culture or ethnicity tries hard 

toabsorb them; and when it fails, it resorts to tyranny 

and coercion. It is a sign of health and vitality for a 

majority to seek to expand itself and absorb the minor- 
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ity. There is nothing wrong with that universal appe- 

tite. Rather, the fault is in the method of absorption, in 

its recourse to persecution, to coercion and tyranny, 

to the ““carrot” or the “big stick”” to achieve its end. 

Practically all the religions of the world are guilty 

n this respect—all except Islam. For Islam has a 

unique theory of mission, a unique theory of other 

faiths, and a unique theory of the other religions and 

their adherents within Islamic society. 

ISLAM’S THEORY OF MISSION 

God’s Commandment 

The Muslim regards himself as commanded by God 

to call all humans to a hfe of submission to Him, to 

isldm as a present participial act (42:15). His life goal 

is that of bringing the whole of humankind to a life in 

which Islam, the religion of God, withits theology and 

shari‘ah, its ethics and institutions, 1s the religion of 

all humans. In the Qur’an, God has commanded the 

Muslim: ““Call men unto the path of your Lord with 

wisdom and goodly counsel. Present the cause to 

them through arguments vet more sound” (16:125). 

Da‘wah is the fulfillment of this commandment. It 

includes the tasks of teaching the truth to those who 

are ignorant of it; proclaiming the good news of 

worldly blessing and otherworldly paradise; and 

warning against the impending punishment of hell in 

the hereafter and of misery in this world (22:67). 

Fulfillment of the command is declared by the Qur’an 

to be the apex of virtue and felicity. “Who s better in 

speech than he who uses it to call men to God?” 

(41:33). The Prophet too regarded mission as the 

noblest virtue, its consequence—conversion to 

Islam — the greatest of all prizes. Since obedience to 

God is of the essence in Islam, to fulfill the command- 

ment of calling men to obedience to God must be the 

nearest fulfillment of that essence, a burden all Mus- 

lims carry with pride and resolution. 

Da‘wah Is the Greatest Charity 

There is no doubt concerning the centrality of 

da ‘wah to Islam nor of the value of its end-product as 

far as the fate of man is concerned. Knowledge of the 

truth is the greatest possession; da‘wah is the im- 

parting and teaching of truth. The caller seeks to 

dispense the truth, and the called is invited to appro- 

priate it. Obviously, da‘wah is the giving away of the 

most precious gift possible to give. Moreover, da‘wah 

is warning against imminent danger. To alert one’s 

fellows or neighbors to a fire that is spreading is re- 

garded by all as an obligatory charity. How much 
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greater a charity it is to alert one’s neighbor against 

the infinitely more ominous fire! Finally, human life 

presents hardly any pleasure greater than that of aid- 

ing another human to perceive the truth. Compre- 

hension of the truth and the grasping of reality expand 

bath the mind and the heart at once, in both pupil and 

teacher, No wonder then that Muslims have under- 

taken the tasks of da‘wah with enthusiasm. 

Mission Is Necessary for Religion 

No religion can avoid mission if it has any kind of 

intellectual backbone. To deny mission is to deny the 

need to demand the agreement of others to what 1s 

being claimed to be the truth by the religion. Not to 

demand agreement, whena claim is made as to what is 

true or good and what is not, is either to be not serious 

about the claim or to declare the claim to be absolutely 

subjective, particularist, or relative and therefore in- 

applicable to anyone other than those who make the 

claim. Obviously, this is the extreme case of tribalism, 

of religious relativism, of ethnocentrism and parochi- 

alism. In religion, as in other matters, relativism pro- 

vides a poor defense against contention by other 

views and claims; and even the most tribalist or ethnic 

religions have had to go beyond it to make themselves 

worthwhile even among their own adherents. Relativ- 

ism implies the presentation of a claim as “true only 

for the adherent, and contrary claims may be equally 

true for others.” But religions make the most signifi- 

cant assertions about life and death; existence and 

nature; past, present, and future; the world and cre- 

ation; virtue and vice; happiness and damnation; 

knowledge and truth. When such assertions are de- 

clared not necessary by their claimants, the serious- 

ness of the assertion is put in doubt. Still graver, 

however, is the assumption that the claim is made in 

all candidness. In that case, it becomes an invitation to 

juxtapose contradictory propositions, to claim them 

to be true, and to accept their contradiction as ulti- 

mate and forever irreconcilable. Such a position, to 

which the religious relativist reduces the assertions of 

his faith, can by nature appeal only to a mediocre 

mind. The mind with any amount of intelligence 

rebels at such a claim, because the truth by nature is 

exclusivist. Certainly any person, including the man of 

religion, may propose a hypothetical statement, a 

proposition of doubtful value, of limited application or 

validity, of uncertain truth. But in religion, especially 

as regards the fundamental premises of the faith, one 

cannot equivocate about truth, with all its power, uni- 

versalism, and exclusiveness. But when convinced of 

the truth of one’s claims one needs to defend them 

against contention, and thus becomes involved in con- 
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vincing the nonadherent of their truth — which is the 
intellectual side of mission. 

Islam is indeed a missionary religion, perhaps more 

so than any other, precisely because the claims it 

makes are rational and critical. Moreover, [slam 

claims to be the final revelation, the definitive reform 

of all religions, especially of Judaism and Christianity 

which preceded it in the same religious tradition. Its 

claims are naturally directed against the contrary as- 

sertions of other religions. Intellectually speaking, 

therefore, the mission of Islam is a necessary corol- 

lary of its affirmations and denials. Anybody is invited 

to contend; and the Muslim is epistemologicalty bound 

to prove the truth of Islam’s propositions, and obtain 

the consent of the contender. 

NATURE OF ISLAMIC MISSION 

Freedom 

Being an invitation to consider the most important 

claims regarding life and death, eternal bliss or pun- 

ishment, happiness in this world or misery, the light of 

truth or the darkness of falsehood, virtue and immo- 

rality, da‘wah or mission must be conducted with 

absolute integrity on the part of both caller and called. 

For either party to tamper with that integrity, by 

asking for or receiving bribes or advantages, applying 

or suffering any kind of coercion or pressure, using it 

for any purpose other than the discovery of truth and 

for the sake of God, is a capital crime, vitiating and 

invalidating the call. The call of Islam must be made in 

dead seriousness; and it 1s always expected to be re- 

ceived with equal commitment to the truth. The 

called must feel absolutely free of fear, absolutely 

convinced that the judgment he reaches is his very 

own. 

Muslims do not therefore see themselves com- 

manded to call men to Islam simpliciter. The condi- 
tions of their call have been set by God, and they carry 

the same authority as the command to call. “No coer- 

cion in religion. Truth is manifest; and so is false- 

hood. . . . Whoever wills, let him believe; and who- 

ever does not will, let him disbelieve . . . whoever 

accepts the call does so to his own credit; whoever 

rejects it does so to his own discredit (Qur’an 2:256, 

18:29, 39:41). Certainly, “calling” is not coercing. 
Rather, it is an invitation whose objective can be ful- 

filled only with the free consent of the called. Since the 

objective 1s to convince the called that God is his 

Creator, Master, Lord, and Judge, a forced judgment 

is a contradiction in terms. Humanistic ethics regard 
coerced da'‘wah as a grave violation of the human 

person, second only to homicide, if not equal to it. And 

the judgment of Islam is no less severe. That is why 

the Qur'an specified the means of persuasion to be 

used. If the case is argued with the non-Muslims and 

they are not convinced, they must be left alone 

(5:108, 3:176-177, 47:32). When the Prophet’s en- 

thusiasm in calling men to Islam overstepped the 

boundary, God stopped him reprovingly (10:99), 

teaching us the lesson that even a prophet may not go 

beyond what preserves the integrity of the call. More- 

over, the gravity of what is being asked demands that 

the person making the decision do so in full conscious- 

ness of all consequences, spiritual, social, and mate- 

rial. And in order to reassure the Muslims that their 

duty is not to guarantee the result, the Qur'an told 

them that it is not they who convert men to Islam but 

God, and once their presentation is made, to leave the 

matter to Him (28:56, 7:154). Certainly, the Muslim 

is to try again and never give up, that God may guide 

his fellowmen to the truth. The example of his own 
life, his commitment to the values he professes, and 

his engagement constitute his final argument. If the 

non-Muslim is still not convinced, the Muslim is to 

rest his case with God. The Prophet himself allowed 

those Christians who were not convinced by his own 

presentation of Islam to keep their faith and return 

home in dignity. 

Rationality 

Islamic da'wah s an invitation to think, to debate 

and argue, and to judge the case on the merits pre- 

sented to the mind. It cannot be met with ndifference 

except by the cynic, nor with rejection except by the 

fool or the malevolent. The right to think is innate and 

belongs to all men. No man may preemptively deny it 

to any human including himself. It can be denied only 

at one’s loss of integrity or respect. 

Since what is being sought here is judgment, it 

follows from the nature of judgment that da ‘wah can- 

not have for objective anything but a reasoned, delib- 

erate, and conscientious acquiescence to its contents 

on the part of the cailed. This means that if the con- 

sciousness of the called is in any way vitiated by any of 

its common defaults or defects, the da‘wah is itself 

equally vitiated. That da‘wah which involves in any 

way forgetfulness, transport of emotion, or an artifi- 

cially induced lapse or “‘Psychopathic expansion” of 

consciousness, i1s not legitimate. Da‘wah is not the 
work of magic or illusion, not a mere appeal to the 

emotions so that the response is rather affectation 

than judgment. It must be a cool presentation to the 

consciousness, one wherein neither reason nor heart 

overrule each other. The decision must be an act of 

discursive reason supported by an emotional intuition



HHustration 9.1 

A Chinese Muslim of Xining, Qinghai Province, People’s 

Republic of China. [Photo by Dru Gladney.] 

of the values involved, the former disciplining and the 

latter enriching the other. Judgment should be arrived 

at only after consideration of the alternatives, their 

comparison and contrast with one another, after the 

precise, unhurried, and objective welghing of evi- 

dence and counterevidence. Without tests of internal 

coherence, of consistency with other knowledge, of 

correspondence with reality, the response to the call 

of Islam would not be rational. The call of Islam cannot 

therefore be made in secret; for it is not an appeal to 

the heart. 

The call of Islam, therefore, is a critical process of 

intellection. It is in its nature never to be dogmatic, 

never to stand by its contents as if by its own author- 

ity, or that of its mouthpiece, or that of its tradition. It 

keeps itself always open to new evidence, to new 

alternatives: and it continually casts and recasts itself 

in new forms, in cognizance of the new discoveries of 

human science, of the new needs of human situations, 

The Islamic caller is not the ambassador of an authori- 
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tarian system, but the co-thinker who is cooperating 

with the called in the understanding and appreciation 

of God’s double revelation, in creation and through 

His prophets. It is inhuman for the process of intellec- 

tion to stop at all; for the mind to close itself up against 

the light of new evidence. Whatever its present affilia- 

tion, it should continue to be dynamic, always growing 

in intensity, clarity of vision, and comprehension. 

Hence no healthy mind can afford to reject the call a 

priori. The mind that is so satisfied with its own truth 

that it wishes to hear no other evidence 1s doomed to 

stagnate, to become impoverished, and to lose via- 

bility. 

Universalism 

No human may be excluded from the call of Islam. 

God’s existence, transcendence, and unity, His rele- 

vance to this world and life, His commandments, are 

everybody's concern. Nobody may be precluded from 

the debate about matters of religion. God has called all 

humans to Him, because all humans are equally his 

creatures and He is equally their Creator and Master. 

Any limitation of His call is equally a limitation of 

Himself and His power, or an arbitrariness that can- 

not be reconciled with His justice and impartiality. 

Partiality may be a characteristic of a tribal, ethno- 

centric God. It is certainly not one of Islam, The trib- 

alist God can escape the charge of arbitrariness no 

more than He can escape the charges of irrationality 

and mediocrity. Racism, election, parochialism, or fa- 

voritism do not become stronger when they attribute 

their judgment to God. They only denigrate them- 

selves and their god in the eve of humanity. There are 

those who divide humanity, including their own ad- 

herents, into castes and assign “‘spirituality”” and “tal- 

ent” to some and deny them to others on the basis of 

their birth in these castes. Such theories are even 

more offensive than tribalism because they are built 

on the flimsiest and most pretentious notions. 

Islam knows no such limitations. It absolves no- 

body from the tasks of hearing the evidence and ren- 

dering judgment. It has called humanity to listen to 

and consider its claim. It regards with contempt those 

who do not accept Islam but cannot put up a valid 

counterargument. If to accept Islam 1s wise, Islam 

regards counterarguments as honest and worthy of 

all respect (as it does counter-counterarguments). 

Whether among its adherents or in the world at large, 

[slam regards all humans as equal creatures, equally 

descendant from Adam and Eve. “O People,” the 

Qur'an proclaimed, “We have created you all from a 

single pair of male and female; and We have differen- 

tiated you into tribes and nations that you may know 
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one another. Priority in the eye of vour Lord is a 

function of virtue [not of tribe or nation){(49:13). The 

Prophet Muhammad’s last sermon included the admo- 

nition: “All of you descend from Adam and Adam 

proceeded from dust. No Arab has any priority over a 

non-Arab, and no white over a black except in right- 

eousness.” All men are equally mukallafiin, that is, 

obliged to respond to God’s call with obedience. God's 

divinity lays a universal claim on the whole of creation. 

ISLAM’S THEORY OF OTHER FAITHS 

On the Level of Ideas 

For the Muslim, the relation of Islam to the other 

religions has been established by God in His revela- 

tion; and for him, the Qur’an is the ultimate religious 

authonity, the final and definitive revelation of His 

will. What Islam teaches in this regard has been con- 

firmed by Mushm practice throughout the centuries. 

Its continuity constitutes an irrefutable testament to 

Muslim understanding of the meanings attributed to 

the Qur’anic verses. Despite the widest possible vari- 

ety of ethnic cultures, languages, races, and customs 

characterizing the Muslim world, from Morocco to 

Indonesia and from Russia to the heart of Africa, the 

understanding and the practice have been the same. 

Islam’s ideational relation to the non-Muslim will be 

discussed as it pertains to Judaism and Christianity, to 

the others religions, and to mankind in general. 

Judaism and Christianity. Islam accords to 
these two religions special status. First, each of them 

is the religion of God. Their founders on earth— 

Abraham, Moses, David, Jesus — are the prophets of 

God. What they have conveyed—the Torah, the 

Psalms, the Evangels — are revelations from God. To 

believe in these prophets, in the revelations they have 

brought, is integral to the very faith of Islam. To 

disbelieve them—nay, to discriminate between 

them —is apostasy. ““Our Lord and your Lord is in- 

deed God, the One and Only God™ (Qur'an 20:88). 

God described His Prophet Muhammad and his fol- 

lowers as ‘‘believing all that has been revealed from 

God”’; as “believing in God, in His angels, in His reve- 

lations and Prophets’’; as “not distinguishing between 

the Prophets of God” (2:285). 

Arguing with Jews and Christians who object to 

this self-identification and claim an exclusivist monop- 

oly on the former prophets, the Qur'an says: “You 

claim that Ibrahim, Isma‘ll, Ishag, Ya‘qlib and their 

tribes were Jews or Christians [and God claims other- 

wise]. Would you claim knowledge in these matters 

superior to God’s?”’ “Say, [Muhammad], We believe 
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n God, in what has been revealed by Him to us, what 

has been revealed to Ibrahim, Isma‘l, Ishaq, Ya'qtb, 

the tribes; in what has been conveyed to Moses, to 

Jesus and all the prophets from their Lord’” (3:84). 

“We have revealed |Our revelation] to you [Muham- 

mad] as We did to Noah and the Prophets after him, to 

Ibrahtm, Isma‘fl, Ishaq, Ya‘qub, the tribes, to Jesus, 

Job, Jonah, Aaron, Solomon, and David”’ (4:163). “It 

is God indeed, the living and eternal One, that re- 

vealed to [Muhammad] the Book [Qur’an] confirming 

the previous revelations. For it is He Who revealed 

the Torah and the Evangels as His guidance to man- 

kind . . . Who revealed the Psalms to David” (3:2 - 

4), “Those who believe [in you, Muhammad], the 

Jews, the Christians and the Sabaeans—all those 

who believe in God and in the Day of Judgment, and 

have done the good works, will receive their due re- 

ward from God. They have no cause to fear, nor will 

they grieve” (5:69). 
The honor with which Islam regards Judaism and 

Christianity, their founders and scriptures, is not 

mere courtesy but acknowledgment of religious 

truth. Islam sees them not as “other views"” which it 
has to tolerate but as standing de jure, as truly re- 

vealed religions from God. Moreover, their legitimate 

status is neither sociopolitical nor cultural nor civiliza- 

tional but religious, In this, Islam is unique. For no 

religion in the world has yet made belief in the truth of 
other religions a necessary condition of its own faith 

and witness. Christianity accepts the scripture of Ju- 

daism as its own, and some Christians regard the 

Torah, or Jewish law, as binding. However, the major- 

ity of Christians consider themselves free from the 

laws of Judaism, following St. Paul's understanding 

that the mission of Jesus was essentially a liberation 

(apolytrosis) from the law. All Christians subject the 

Hebrew scripture to “Christian’’ interpretation and 

regard Judaism as a mere prelude to God’s salvation 
plan, a preparatio for Christianity, not as an autono- 

mous religion, valid in and of itself. 

Consistently, Islam has pursued this acknowledg- 

ment of religious truth in Judaism and Christianity to 

its logical conclusion, namely, identification with 

them. Identity of God, the source of revelation in the 

three religions, necessarily leads to identity of the 

revelation and of the religions. Islam does not see 

itself as coming to the religious scene ex nihilo, but as 

a reaffirmation of the same truth presented by all the 

preceding prophets of Judaism and Christianity. It 

regards them all as Muslims, and their revelations as 

one and the same as its own. Together with Hanifism, 
the monotheistic and ethical religion of pre-Islamic 

Arabia, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam constitute 

crystallizations of one and the same religious con- 
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sciousness whose essence and core is one and the 

sarme. The unity of this religious consciousness can be 

easily seen by the historian of civilization concerned 

with the ancient Near East. It is traceable in the litera- 

tures of these ancient peoples and is supported by the 

unity of their geography, their languages (for which 

they are called “Semitic”), their demography, their 

history and their artistic expression. It is relevant to 

recall here the conclusion we drew in our earlier dis- 

cussion of ancient Near Eastern religiosity (see Chap- 

ters 2 and 3). There we discovered that the unity of 

the religious consciousness of the Near East consisted 

of five dominant principles which characterize its 

known literature: the disparate ontic reality of God 

from His creatures; the purpose of man'’s creation as 

service to God; the relevance of Creator to creature; 

the law as content of God’s will; man’s capability to 

transform the world into what ought to be; and finally, 

happiness and felicity resulting from man’s fulfillment 

of the divine command, with suffering and damnation 

as the result of human failure in this pursuit. 

Islam has taken all this for granted. It has called the 

central religious tradition of the Semitic peoples 

“Harnifism’”’ and identified itself with it. The Islamic 

concept of ‘“Hanif” should not be compared to Karl 

Rahner’s “anonymous Christians.” “Hanif’" is a 

Qur’anic category, not the invention of a modern 

theologian embarrassed by his church’s exclusivist 

claim on divine grace. It has been operating within the 

Islamic ideational system for fourteen centuries. 

Those to whom it is attributed are the paradigms of 

faith and greatness, the most honored representa- 

tives of religious life, not the despised though toler- 

ated approximators of the religious ideal. Islam’s hon- 

oring of the ancient prophets and their followers is not 

to be affected by any diminution of respect or loyalty 

to them by either Jews or Christians. In Islam, the 

Christians are exalted for their asceticism and humil- 

ity, and they are declared the closest of all believers to 

the Muslims. If, despite this commendation of them, 

their prophets, and their scriptures, Jews and Chris- 

tians persist in opposing and rejecting the Prophet 

and his followers, Muslims see themselves nonethe- 

less bound to call the Jews and Christians in these 

words: “O People of the Book, come now with us to 

rally around a fair and noble principle common to both 

of us, that all of us shall worship and serve none but 

God, that we shall associate naught with Him, that we 

shall not take one another as lords beside God. But if 

they still persist in their opposition, then warn them 

that We shall persist in our affirmation” (3:63 - 64). 

[slam has given the maximum that can reasonably



be given by any religion to another. It has acknowl- 
edged as true the other religion’s prophets and 
founders, its scripture and teaching. It declared its 
God and the God of that religion as One and the same, 
and the adherents of the two religions as mutual 
friends under God. 

The other religions. Islam teaches that the phe- 
nomenon of prophecy is universal, that it has taken 

place throughout all space and time, and that there 

will be no judgment unless a prophet has been sent to 

each people (Qur’an 17:15). God’s absolute justice 

requires that no one will be held responsible unless 
His law has been conveyed and promulgated. Such 
conveyance and/or promulgation is precisely the phe- 

nomenon of prophecy. Some of these prophets are 

widely known; others are not. Neither Jewish nor 

Christian nor Muslim ignorance of them implies their 
nonexistence. Islam teaches that God has not differ- 

entiated between His messengers; that the prophets 

of all times and places have taught one and the same 

lesson — namely, that worship and service are due to 

God alone, and that evil must be avoided and the good 

pursued (16:36). Islam thus lays the ground for a 

relation with all peoples as recipients of a revelation 

identical to that of Islam. But if all prophets have 

conveyed one and the same message, where did the 

religions of mankind obtain their historical variety? To 
this question, Islam furnishes a theoretical and a prac- 

tical answer. 
Islam holds that the messages of all prophets have 

but one essence composed of two elements: {awhid, 

or the acknowledgment that God alone is God and that 
all worship, service, and obedience are due to Him 

alone; and morality or the doing of good and avoidance 

of evil. Each revelation has come in a code of law 

applicable to its people, and hence relevant to their 

historical conditions. Such particularization does not 

affect the essence of the revelation, only the “how"’ of 

service. This Islamic theory of revelation rallies hu- 

manity around common principles of religion and mo- 

rality which it removes beyond contention. 

The second cause of religious diversity is that the 

revelations of God are not always welcomed by all 
men. First, some with vested interests do not agree 

with divine dispensations that persistently advocate 

charity and altruism, and giving of the rich to the poor. 

Second, being in support of ordered social living, reve- 

lation always counsels obedience of the ruled to the 

law, but under the assumption of a rule of justice, 

which may not atways be agreeable to rulers and kings 

who seek to have their own way. Third, divine revela- 

tion reminds man to measure himself by reference to 

God and His law, not to himself. But man is vain, and 
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self-adoration is for him a constant temptation. 

Fourth, revelation demands that humans discipline 

their instincts and keep their emotions under control. 

But humans are inclined to indulgence, and their incli- 

nation pushes them against revelation. Fifth, where 

the contents of revelation are not judiciously and me- 

ticulously remembered, taught, and observed publicly 

and by the greatest numbers, they tend to suffer from 

dilution, shift of emphasis, change; or they are com- 

pletely forgotten. Finally, when the divine revelation 

is moved across linguistic, ethnic, and cultural fron- 

tiers, indeed, even to generations within the same 

people but far removed from its original recipients in 

time, it is exposed to change through interpretation. 

Any or all of these circumstances may bring about a 

corruption of the original revelation. That is why God 

has seen fit in His love and mercy to repeat the phe- 

nomenon of prophecy, to send forth prophets to re- 

convey the divine message and reestablish it in the 

minds and hearts of humans. 

Islam’s relation to all humans. Islam has simi- 

larly felt a bond between itself and all other religions, 

indeed, even with areligionists and atheists, whom it 

aims to rehabilitate as integral members of a universal 

human society. This relation constitutes Islam’s uni- 

versalism and humanism. At its root stands the pur- 

pose of creation, which Islam defines in terms of in- 

nate capacity to discover the will of God—the 

ethically imperative — by reason, as well as through 

the faculty of innate religion, din al fifrah, which was 

implanted by God in every human to enable him to 

recognize the Creator and to acknowledge His law. 

Everybody is endowed with an inherent talent to con- 

sider and to perceive the truth. Thus, behind the daz- 

zling religious diversity of mankind stands an innate 

religion which is inseparable from human nature, a 

primordial religion, the one and only true religion 

(Qur’an 30:30; 3:19). All men possess a faculty with 

which they can perceive God as God and the moral law 

as imperative, unless misguidance had taught them 

otherwise. Under this view, Islam rehabilitates all 

humans as genuine instances of homo religiosus. This 
view makes a clean sweep of prophecy and of all his- 

tory and trusts that in their innate form, humans may 

still agree on a naturally available religion and moral- 

ity not different from Islam. Indeed, in its beginning 

Islam identified itself with natural religion or din al 

fitrah, which it praised as the religion of God. 

On the Level of Practice 

Based on these precepts, the Prophet Muhammad 

founded the first interreligious social order in human 
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history. He had barely arrived in Madinah in July 622 

when he brought together all the inhabitants of the 

city and its environs and promulgated with them the 

Islamic state and its constitution. This event was of 

capital importance for the relation of Islam to the 

other religions, and of non-Muslims to Muslims in all 

times and places. Four years after the Prophet’s de- 

mise in 10/632, ‘Umar ibn al Khattab, the second 

caliph, ordered that the date of promulgation of this 

constitution be the beginning of the Islamic calendar 

since it was indeed the beginning of Islamic history. 

The constitution was a covenant between the 

Prophet, the Muslims, and the Jews. It abolished the 

tribal system of Arabia under which the Arab defined 

himself and by which society was governed. Hence- 

forth, the Arab was to be defined by Islam; and his 

personal and social life to be governed by Islamic law, 

the shari‘ah. The old tribal loyaities gave way to a 

new social bond which tied every Muslim to all other 

Muslims across tribal lines, to form the wmmah. The 

ummah is an organic body whose constituents mutu- 

ally sustain and protect one another. Their personal, 

reciprocal, and collective responsibilities are all de- 

fined by law. The Prophet was to be its chief political 

and juristic authority; and, as long as he lived, he 

exercised this power. After his death, his successors 

exercised political authority, while juristic authority 

devolved exclusively upon the jurists who had by then 

developed a methodology for interpretation, renewal, 

and expansion of the law. 

The Jewish ummah. We have already seen how 

the Prophet founded the first Islamic state, and made 

it inclusive of the Jews and Christians of Arabia. Suf- 

fice it here to recall those features that are pertinent 

to the status of the non-Muslim in [slamic society. 

Alongside the ummah of Muslims in Madinah stood 

the ummah of the Jews. Their old tribalist loyalties to 

the Arab Aws and Khazraj tribes were supplanted by 

the bond of Judaism. Instead of their citizenship being 

a function of their relationship to this or that Arab 

tribe, it was now a function of their Jewishness. Their 

life was structured around Jewish institutions and 

governed by the Torah, their revealed law. Political 

authority was vested in them collectively as Jewish 

people, and juristic authority rested with their own 

rabbinic institutions. Overarching both wmmah of 

Jews and Muslims was a third organization, also called 

“al ummah,” or “al dawiah al Islamiyyah” (the Is- 
lamic state), whose purpose was the protection of the 

state, the conduct of its external affairs, and the car- 

rying out of Islam’s universal mission. The state could 

conscript the Muslims in its services, whether for 

peace or for war, but not the Jews. However, Jews 

could volunteer their services if they wished. Neither 

the Muslim nor the Jewish ummah was free to con- 

duct any relation with a foreign power, much less to 

declare war or peace with any other state or foreign 

organization; which was the exclusive jurisdiction of 

the Islamic state. The Jews of Madinah entered freely 

into this covenant with the Prophet and his Muslim 

followers. The new constitution raised their status 

from tribal clients on sufferance to citizens de jure of 

the state. In all Islamic states through history, wher- 

ever the law of Islam was sovereign, the Jews never 

lost that status. Their position could not come under 

attack or be denied because it was ordained by the 

Prophet Muhammad. Even when the Jews betrayed 

that status, the Muslims continued to acknowledge 1t 

because of its religious sanctity. When the Islamic 

state expanded to include northern Arabia, Palestine, 

Jordan and Syria, Persia and Egypt, where numerous 
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Jews lived, they were automatically treated as legal 

citizens of the Islamic state, This explains the har- 
mony and cooperation that characterized Musiim - 

Jewish relations throughout the centuries that fol- 

lowed. 

For the first time in history since the Babylonian 

invasion of 586 B.C.E., and as citizens of the I[slamic 

state, the Jew could model his life after the Torzh and 

do so legitimately, supported by the public laws of the 

state where he resided. For the first time, a non-Jew- 

ish state put its executive power at the service of a 

rabbinic court. For the first time, the state assumed 

responsibility for the maintenance of Jewishness, and 

declared itself ready to use its power to defend the 

Jewishness of Jews against the enemies of Jewishness, 

be they Jews or non-Jews. After centuries of Greek, 

Roman, and Byzantine (Christian) oppression and 

persecution, the Jews of the Near East, of North 

Africa, of Spain and Persia, looked upon the Isiamic 

state as liberator. Many of them readily helped its 

armies in their conquests and cooperated enthusiasti- 

cally with the [slamic state administration. This coop- 

eration was followed by acculturation into Arabic and 

Islamic culture, and produced a dazzling blossoming 

of Jewish arts, letters, sciences, and medicine. It 

brought affluence and prestige to the Jews, some of 

whom became ministers and advisers to the caliphs. 

Indeed, Judaism and its Hebrew language developed 

their “‘golden age” under the aegis of Islam. Hebrew 

acquired its first grammar, the Torah found its ju- 

risprudence, Hebrew letters achieved their lyrical 

poetry, and Hebrew philosophy found its first Aristo- 

telian, Mds3 ibn Maymin (Maimonides), whose thir- 

teen precepts, couched in Arabic first, defined the 

Jewish creed and identity. Judaism developed 1ts first 

mystical thinker as well, Ibn Gabirol, whose “Sufi” 

thought brought reconciliation and inner peace to 

Jews throughout Europe. Under ‘Abd al Rehman il in 

Cordoba, the Jewish prime minister, Hasdai ben Sha- 

pirit, managed to effect reconciliation between 

Christian monarchs whom even the Catholic Church 

could not bring together. All this was possible because 

of one Islamic principle, namely, the recognition of the 

Torah as revelation and of Judaism as God’s religion, 

as proclaimed in the Qur’an. 

The Christian ummah. Shortly after the con- 

quest of Makkah by Muslim forces in 8/630, the 

Christians of Najran in Yaman sent a delegation of 

chieftains to meet the Prophet in Madinah. Their pur- 

pose was to clarify their position vis-a-vis the Islamic 

state, and that of the state vis-a-vis them. The con- 

quest of Makkah had made the Islamic state a power 

to reckon with in the region. The delegates were the 
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guests of the Prophet; he received them in his house 

and entertained them in his mosque. He explained 

[slam to them and called them to convert to his faith 

and cause. Some of them did and instantly became 

members of the Muslim ummah. Others did not. 

They chose to remain Christian, and to join the Is- 

lamic state as Christians. The Prophet constituted 

them a Christian #mmah, alongside the Jewish and 

Muslim umam (pl. of ummah), withm the Islamic 

state. He sent with them one of his companions, Abl 

‘Ubaydah, to represent the Islamic state in their 

midst. They converted to Islam in the period of the 

second caliph (2 -14/624 - 636). 

When the Muslims defeated the Byzantines on the 

battlefields, the latter abandoned the territories of the 

Fertile Crescent to their native peoples. Having heard 

of the Muslims and of their attitude toward Christian- 

ity, the archbishop of Jerusalem refused to surrender 

the keys of the city except ta the caliph in person. 

‘Umar journeyed to Jerusalem and, after agreeing 
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with the archbishop, signed the following treaty 

which remained the #ypos of Muslim tolerance and 

good will on the religious as well as on the social and 

cultural levels. 

In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. This 

charter is granted by Umar, Servant of Allah and Prince of 

the Believers, to the people of Aelia. He grants them secu- 

rity for their persons and their properties, for their 

churches and their crosses, the little and the great, and for 

adherents of the Christian religion. Neither shall their 

churches be dispossessed nor will they be destroyed, nor 

their substances or areas, nor their crosses or any of their 

properties, be reduced in any manner. They shall not be 

coerced in any matter pertaining to their religion, and they 

shall not be harmed. Nor will any Jews be permitted to live 

with them in Aelia. Upon the people of Aelia falls the obliga- 

tion to pay the jizya, just as the people of Mada'in (Persia) 

do, as well as to evict from their midst the Byzantine army 

and the thicves. Whoever of these leaves Aelia will be 

granted security of person and property until he reaches his 

Map 33A. Al Futihat of the Prophet I Quraysh Car- 
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destination. Whoever decides to stay in Aelia will also be 

granted same, and share with the people of Aelia in their 

rights and the jizya. The same applies to the people of Aelia 

as well as to any other person. Anyone can march with the 

Byzantines, stay in Aelia or return to his home country, and 

has until the harvesting of the crops to decide. Allah attests 

to the contents of this treaty, and so do His Prophet, his 

successors and the believers. 

Signed: Umar ibn al-Khattab. 
Witnessed by: Khalidibn al-Walid, ‘Amr ibn al-‘As, ‘Abd al 

Rahman bin ‘Awf, and Mu’awiyah ibn Abu Sufvan. 

Executed in the year 15 A H.? 

The Christian #mmah in the Islamic state contin- 

ued to grow by the expansion of its frontiers to the 

north and west. Indeed, for the greater part of the 

first century A.H., the majority of the citizens of the 

Islamic state were Christians, enjoying respect, lib- 

erty, and a new dignity which they had not enjoyed 

under either Christian Rome or Greek Byzantium.



Both these powers had been imperalist and racist. 

They had colonized the territories of the Near East 

and tyrannized their non-Roman, non-Greek subjects. 

Under Islam on the contrary, Christians lived in peace 

and prospered for centuries, during which time the 

Islamic state saw righteous as well as tyrannical sul- 

tans and caliphs. Had it been a part of Islamic senti- 

ment to do away with the Christian presence within 

the Islamic state, it could have been done without a 

ripple. But it was Islam’s respect for and acknowledg- 

ment of Jesus as Prophet of God and of his Evangel as 

revelation that safeguarded that presence. 

The same is true of Abyssinia, a Christian neigh- 

boring state which harbored the first Muslim emi- 

grants from the wrath of Makkah. When, in the early 

years, Makkan persecution became unbearable for his 

followers, the Prophet ordered them to seek refuge in 

Ethiopia, the Christian kingdom, confident that the 

followers of Jesus Christ were moral, charitable, and 

Map 33C. Al Futihat of the Prophet I: Battle of 
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friendly, and promoters of the worship of God. His 

high regard for them was well justified. The Christian 

emperor rejected Makkah’s demand for extradition of 

the Muslim refugees and acclaimed the Qur’'anic rec- 

ognition of the prophethood of Jesus, the innocence of 

his mother, and the oneness of God, Abyssinia main- 

tained with the Islamic state at the time of the 

Prophet a covenant of peace and friendship. In conse- 

quence of this, the expansive designs of the Islamic 

state never included Abyssinia. 

Nothing is further from the truth and more inimical 

to Muslhim - non-Muslim relations than the claim that 

Islam spread by the sword. Nothing could have been 

and still is more condemnable to the Muslims than to 

coerce a non-Muslim into Islam. As noted earlier, the 

Muslims have been the first to condemn such action as 

mortal sin. On this point, Thomas Arnold, an English 

missionary in the Indian Civil Service of colonial days, 

wrote: 

. of any organised attempt to force the acceptance of 

Islam on the non-Muslim population, or of any systematic 

persecution intended to stamp out the Christian religion, we 

hear nothing. Had the caliphs chosen to adapt either course 

of action, they might have swept away Christianity as easily 

as Ferdinand and [sabella drove Islam out of Spain, or Louis 

XIV made Protestantism penal in France, or the Jews were 

kept out of England for 350 years. The Eastern Churches in 

Asia were entirely cut off from communion with the rest of 

Christendom throughout which no one would have been 

found to lift a finger on their behalf, as heretical commun- 

ions. So that the very survival of these Churches to the 

present day is a strong proof of the generally tolerant atti- 

tude of the Mohammedan governments towards them.? 

Compared with the histories of other religions, the 

history of Islam is categorically different as far as 

toleration of nonbelieving communities is concerned. 

Fortunately, we have on record many witnesses from 

those days of Muslim expansion to whom we should be 

grateful for clearing this matter once and for all. Mi- 

chael the Elder, Jacobite patriarch of Antioch, wrote 

in the second half of the twelfth century: “This is why 

the God of vengeance . . . beholding the wicked- 

ness of the Romans who, throughout their dominions, 

cruelly plundered our churches and our monasteries 

and condemned us without pity — brought from the 

region of the south the sons of Ishmael, to deliver us 
through them from the hands of the Romans.”* Bar- 

hebraeus is author of an equally powerful witness in 

favor if Islam.® Ricoldus de Monte Crucis, a Domini- 

can monk from Florence who visited the Muslim East 

about 1300, gave an equally eloquent witness of toler- 

ance, nay, friendship, to the Christians.® And vet, if 

the Muslims were so tolerant, the Christian persist- 
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ently asks, why did their co-religionists flock to Islam 

by the millions? Of these co-religionists the Arabs 

were the smallest minority. The rest were Hellenes, 

Persians, Egyptians, Cyrenaicans, Berbers, Cypriots, 

and Caucasians. 

In making the same point Thomas Arnold reported 

approvingly from the speech of a Christian missionary 

leader — Canon Taylor of the Anglican Church— 

delivered at a church congress to consider mission to 

Muslims. He wrote in his Preaching of Islam that 

Taylor said: 

It is easy to understand why this reformed Judaism [sic!] 

spread so swiftly over Africa and Asia. The African and 

Syrian doctors had substituted abstruse metaphysical 

dogmas for the religion of Christ: they tried to combat the 

licentiousness of the age by setting forth the celestial merit 

of celibacy and the angelic excellence of virginity— 

seclusion from the world was the road of holiness, dirt was 

the characteristic of monkish sanctity —the people were 

practically polytheists, worshipping a crowd of martyrs, 

saints and angels; the upper classes were effeminate and 

corrupt, the middle classes oppressed by taxation, the 

slaves without hope for the present or the future. As with 

the besom of God, Islam swept away this mass of corruption 

and superstition. It was a revolt against empty theological 

polemics; it was a masculine protest against the exaltation 

of celibacy as a crownof piety. It brought out the fundamen- 

tal dogmas of religion— the unity and greatness of God, 

that He is merciful and righteous, that He claims obedience 

to His will, resignation and faith. It proclaimed the responsi- 

bility of man, a future life, a day of judgment, and stern 

retribution to fall upon the wicked; and enforced the duties 

of prayer, almsgiving, fasting and benevolence. 1t thrust 

aside the artificial virtues, the religious frauds and follies, 

the perverted moral sentiments, and the verbal subtleties of 

theological disputants. It replaced monkishness by manli- 

ness. It gave hope to the slave, brotherhood to mankind, 

and recognition to the fundamental facts of human nature.” 

Umam (sing. umminah) of other religions. Per- 

sia’s incursion into Arabia had left behind it some 

Persians and some, though very few, Arab converts to 

the Zoroastrian faith. A larger number of these lived 

in the buffer desert zone between Persia and Byzan- 

tjum, and in Shatt al ‘Arab, the lower region of the 

confluence of the Tigris and Euphrates, where Arabia 

and Persia overlapped. Notable among the Persian 

Zoroastrians in Arabia was Salman al Farisy, who con- 

verted to Islam before the Hijrah and became one of 

the illustrious companions of the Prophet. According 

to some traditions, it was the Prophet himself who, in 

the “‘Year of Delegations’” (8 -9/630-631), the year 

that witnessed the tribes and regions of Arabia send- 

ing delegations to Madinah to pledge their fealty to 

the Islamic state, recognized the Zoroastrians as an- 

other ummah within the Islamic state. Very soon 

afterward, the Islamic state conquered Persia and in- 

cluded all its millions within its citizenry. Those who 

converted to Islam joined the ummah of Muslims; the 

millions of others who chose to remain Zoroastrian 

were accorded the same privileges and duties ac- 

corded by the constitution to the Jews. The Prophet 

had already extended their application to the Chris- 

tians eight years after the constitution was enacted. 

They were extended to apply to the Zoroastrians in 

14/636, following the conquest of Persia by the 

Prophet’s companions if not sooner by the Prophet 

himself. 

Following the conquest of India by Muhammad bin 
Qasim in 91/711, the Muslims came in contact with 

new religions, Buddhism and Hinduism. Both religions 

co-existed in Sind and the Punjab, the regions con- 

quered by Muslims and joined to the Islamic state. 

Muhammad bin Qasim sought instruction from the 

caliph in Damascus on how to treat Hindus and Bud- 

dhists. They appeared to worship idols, and their doc-



trines were at the farthest remove from Islam. Their 

founders were unheard of by Muslims. The caliph 

called a council of ‘u/ama’and asked them to render 

judgment on the basis of the governor’s report. The 

judgment was that as long as Hindus and Buddhists did 

not fight the Islamic state, as long as they paid the 

jizyah or tax due, they must be free to *worship their 

gods’ as they please, to maintain their temples and to 

determine their lives by the precepts of their faith. 

Thus, the same status as that of the Jews and Chris- 

tians was accorded to them.3 
The principle governing Islam and the Islamic 

state’s relations with other religions and their adher- 
ents had thus been established. It was implemented as 

the Islamic state entered into relations with those 

adherents, a process that took place either during the 

Prophet’s life or very soon after it. When the shari'ah 

crystallized in prescriptive form, the status, rights, 

and obligations of Mushm and non-Mushm citizens 
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Minaret, Qingzhen Mosque, People’s Republic of China. 

The mosque was founded in the eighth century; the present 

buildings date from the fourteenth century. [Photo by S, M. 

Chiu.] 

were already included. For fourteen centuries in 

many places, or less hecause of the later arrival of 

Islam or the imposition of Western law by colonial 

administrations, the shari‘ah successfully governed 

Muslim - non-Mushm relations, It created a modus 

vivend: that enabled the non-Muslims to perpetuate 

themselves — hence their continuing presence in the 

Muslim world — and to achieve felicity as defined by 

their own faiths. The atmosphere of the Islamic state 

was one replete with respect and honor to religion, 

piety and virtue, unlike the tolerance of modern 

times — where such may exist —born of skepticism 

regarding the truth of religious claims, of cynicism 

and unconcern for religious values. The Islamic 

shari‘ah is otherwise known as the millah or millet 

system (meaning ‘“‘religious communities™), or the 
Dhimmah or Zimm: system (meaning the covenant 

of peace whose dhimmah or guarantor is God). Evil
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rulers cannot be denied to have existed in the Muslim 

world; and where they existed, Muslims as well as 

non-Muslims suffered. Nowhere in Islamic history, 

however, were non-Muslims singled out for prosecu- 

tion or persecution for their adherence to their faiths. 

The constitution that protected them was taken by 

Muslims to be God-inspired, God-protected. The 

Prophet had already warned: “Whoever oppresses 

any dhimmi (non-Muslim peace-covenanter with the 

Islamic state), I shall be his prosecutor on the Day of 

Judgment.”” No other religion or societal system has 

ever regarded the religious minority in a better light, 

integrated it into the stream of the majority with as 

little damage to either party, or treated it without 

injustice or unfairness as Islam did. Indeed, none 

could. Islam succeeded in a field where all other reli- 

gions failed because of its unique theology which rec- 

ognized the true, one, and only religion of God to be 

innate in every person, the primordial base of all reli- 
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gions, identical with the Haniff tradition, with Sa- 

baeanism, Judaism, and Christianity. 

Far from being a national state, the Islamic state is 

a world order in which numerous religious communi- 

ties, national or transnational, co-exist in peace. Itis a 

universal Pax Islamica which recognizes the legiti- 

macy of every religious community, and grants it the 

right to order its life in accordance with its own reli- 

gious genius. It is superior to the League of Nations 

and the United Nations because, instead of national 

sovereignty as the principle of membership, it has 

taken the principle of religious identity. Its constitu- 

tion 1s divine law, valid for all, and may be invoked in 

any Muslim court by anyone, Muslim or non-Muslim,
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CHAPTER 10 

Al Futtihat: The Spreading 
of Islam 

The word al Futi#hat is the plural of fathah which 

means “‘opening.”’ In the figurative sense, it is often 
used to refer to the victorious campaigns carried out 

by the Prophet and his followers under the flag of 

Islam. In this usage, however, the term does not mean 

conquest, in the literal or material sense. Rather, it 

refers first to the opening of the heart and mind to the 

truth of Islam; and second, to a change in the configu- 
rations of history that makes it possible for the mes- 

sage of Islam to overcome obstacles and reach the 

hearts and minds of men. The evidence for this mean- 

ing is in the Qur'an where Sitrah Al Fath begins with 
a verse that is the source of usage in this figurative 

sense. The passage reads: “We have opened for you 

[Muhammad] a manifest opening; that Allah may for- 

give you your previous sins, complete His blessing, 

guide you to the straight path, and grant you a great 

victory” (48:1-3). These and subsequent verses 

were not revealed after a military victory but upon 

conclusion of the peace treaty of Hudaybiyah with the 

Makkans. It was a peace that all the companions found 

humiliating to themselves, to the Prophet, and to 

Islam; a peace whose acceptance by the Prophet in- 

cited them to disobedience and outright rebellion. 
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The Prophet found it agreeable because it was a 

treaty of peace, and peace was most needed if people 

were to stop and listen to the call of God. The Qur’anic 

revelation confirmed Muhammad’s understanding of 
the treaty and called it a “manifest opening.” The 
accounts presented in this chapter are regarded by 
Muslims as futizhdat in this moral sense. That they 
rested upon, or were associated with, operations of a 
military nature belongs to their aspect as events in 
mundane history. Their significance, however, stood 

beyond those operations precisely because the world 

—with all its power and sovereignty, its joys and 

material wealth— was no part of the objective at all. 

That is why these Muslims were ready to keep politi- 

cal, economic, social, and cultural power where it was. 

Their only concern was to reach the heart and mind of 

their enemy — plebelan or king — and convince him 

of the Islamic truth. If the person was not convinced, 

all they asked was the freedom to reach and convince 

others. The thrones of the world and material wealth 

were nothing in their eyes, which were full of the 

Islamic vision of the love of God and fulfillment of the 

divine imperative.
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THE CAMPAIGNS OF MUHAMMAD 

Aware that the Ban@i Hashim, which had given 

Muhammad the protection needed to survive in a soci- 

ety divided by tribal loyalties, had lost their powerful 

position, Muhammad concluded a new security pact 

with the Mushm converts from Madinah. Despite 

their own tribal loyalties, these new Muslims cove- 

nanted with Muhammad twice at al ‘Agabah to defend 

Muhammad against his enemies as if they and he were 
anew tribal unit of their own. This pact paved the way 

for Muhammad to send his followers to Yathrib (later 

Madinah); and he followed in July 622, after foiling the 

Makkan plan to assassinate him. These developments 

coincided with the progress of the revelation. Having 

begun with the call to abandon the multiplicity of gods 

and idols and give worship to the one God to Whom 
alone service 1s due, the Qur’anic revelation had elab- 

orated the cosmology of a theocentric umverse, the 

eschatology of certain judgment and eternity of re- 

ward and punishment, and the anthropology of human 

reasonableness, innocence, and responsibility, of life- 

affirmation and positive achievement as the works of 

salvation and felicity. The revelation was now ready 

to turn its attention to society and to crystallize its 

place and function in the divine plan of creation. 

Therefore, upon his arrival at Madinah, Muham- 

mad gave his attention to the establishment of the 

first society of Islam. The pacts of ‘Aqabah were sup- 

planted by a new agreement, the ‘‘Covenant of Ma- 

dinah.”” This covenant boldly affirmed the solidarity of 

the Muslims as an integral, autonomous community, 

and repudiated their old tribal loyalties. It invested 
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Pietra durae decorations of columns, the Fort, Lahore, Pak- 

istan, seventeenth century. [Photo by L. al Farfql. 

them with a new identity, Islam. No more would they 

be known as Bani Hashim, Quraysh (the Makkans), 

and as Aws or Khazraj (the Madinese). The covenant 

buried that tribalist tradition with all its rights and 

obligations once and for all; and it established in Ma- 

dinah a new sociopolitical, military order based upon 

the members as Mushims. The non-Muslim members 

of the tribe were invited to join the new order — they 

had no choice after the dissolution of the tribalist 

order by the Muslim majority. The Jews of Madinah 

constituted by themselves no tribal entity, but lived as 

clients of the Aws and Khazraj tribes. The Covenant of 

Madinah formed them into an autonomous, integral 

community of their own; and, as such, made them a 

constituent member of the new Islamic polity. Hence- 

forth, the revelation was to spell out the laws under 

which the new order was to operate, and the purposes 

and patterns of social behavior it was expected to 

achieve, The Muslims, with the Prophet as their 

leader and chief of state, were to actualize the revela- 

tion and provide the example for all other peoples at 

all times. 

Muhammad began by setting the house in order. 

Since the Makkan émigrés (al Muhdjirin) were 

destitute, he suggested that they be adopted by the 

Madinese and given a new start in life. This done, the 

new polity, the Islamic state, was ready to turn its 

attention to the outside. Two challenges posed them- 

selves. First, now that the Muslims were protected by 

the new Islamic state, they should call all the Arabs to 

Islam, Second, Makkah, the persistent enemy, must 

not be permitted to send its caravans across the terri- 

tory of Madinah without reckoning for its past deeds. 

In January 623, barely six months after the Hijrah, 

the Muslims launched their first raid to intercept a 

Makkan caravan traveling north to Syria. The Muslim 

force consisted of forty riders under the command of 

Hamzah, the Prophet’s uncle. The caravan was under 

the command of Abd Jahl. They met at al ‘Is where 
Majdiy ibn ‘Amr al Juhani separated them. At the 

same time, another Mushim force of sixty riders was 

sent to Rabigh, where a Makkan force of 200 led by 

Abi Sufyan had come to protect the caravan. The 

Makkans withdrew before the Muslims' arrival and no 

engagement took place. Sa‘d ibn Abli Waqqas, who 

shot the first arrow under Islam at Rabigh, was com- 

missioned by the Prophet to probe for the Makkans 

deeper into the Hijaz, He had a force of only twenty 

riders. Sa‘d returned without engaging the enemy. In 

June 623, another Muslim force set out for al Abwa’ 

with the Prophet himself in command. They reached 

Waddan, but no Makkans were there to engage them 

in hattle. The Prophet talked to Bani Damrah, the 
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inhabitants of the locality, and caused them to join the 

Muslim alliance. In July 623, another expeditionary 

force marched against a Makkan caravan led by 

Umayyah ibn Khalaf, without success. In the autumn 

of the same year (October 623), the Prophet led an- 

other force to ‘Ushayrah in the district of Yanbu'. The 

expedition produced no engagement, but it brought 

Band Mudlaj to join their neighbors and allies, Bana 

Damrah, and to participate in the general security 

pact of Islam. A month later, another expedition set 

out for Badr in search of Kurz ibn Jabir al Fihri, who 

had raided Muslim cattle. Again they failed to catch up 

with the pursued party. 

The same season witnessed a reconnoitering mis- 

sion near Makkah which was led by ‘Abdullah ibn 

Jahsh. It netted the Muslims a donkey caravan loaded 

with goods and two Makkan captives. Its timing pro- 

vided the Makkans with the argument that the Mus- 

lims had no respect for the holy months of the Arabian 

tradition. The raiders were hence chastized by the 

Muslims until a revelation justified fighting injustice 

even in the holy months (Qur’'an 2:217).
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The first serious encounter between Makkah and 

the Mushms took place in the spring of the following 

year, 624. Abli Sufyan led the Makkan caravan from 

Syria. Sensing that the Muslims were following him, 
he sent Damdam al Ghifari to mobilize the Makkans. 

These were fearful of a stab in the back by their 

neighbor tribe, the Kininah, When the chief of Ki- 

nanah reassured them, they marched to face Muham- 

mad and his party of 305 riders. The Muslims, who 

had set out in search of a caravan guarded by thirty or 

forty riders, now confronted a force of nearly 2,000. 

At any rate, the caravan had already escaped. The 

Prophet gave the Muslims the choice of withdrawing 

or pressing ahead for a confrontation with Makkah; 

the decision to press on was unanimous and enthusias- 

tic. The Muslims encamped at Badr, where they 

awaited arrival of the enemy. The enemy soon ar- 

rived, and the battle began. The losses were heavy, 

but the Mushms triumphed as the Makkan force with- 

drew in defeat. 

The Battle of Badr had significant consequences. It 

consolidated the position of Islam in the minds and 

hearts of the people, and of the fledgling Islamic state. 

The non-Muslims in and around Madinah had now 

become convinced that Islam was a force to reckon 

with. They called meetings at which old divisive po- 

etry was recited to split the umty which Islam had 

forged between the Aws and Khazraj tribes. People 

repudiating unity between Muslims and Jews, Mak- 

kans and Madinese, were given a hearing. Ka‘b ibn al 

Ashraf, a Jewish leader, bemoaned the Makkan defeat 

loudly and traveled to Makkah to incite the Makkans 

to renew the fight —a betrayal of the Covenant of 

Madinah which he had signed. This treachery re- 

sulted in his execution. Muslim - Jewish relations de- 

teriorated rapidly. An attack on the honor of a Muslim 

woman in a jeweler’s shop was revenged by a Muslim 

killing a Jew of the Qaynuga‘ tribe and that tribe’s 

disposal of the life of the attacker. The incident then 

aroused the Muslims to attack the Banii Qaynuqg3‘ and 

blockade their quarter in Madinah. The Prophet’s 

companions urged him to banish, rather than kill, the 

captives; and the Qaynuqa’ tribesmen left Madinah 

for Adhri‘at in northwest Arabia. The remaining Jews 

of madinah and vicinity were invited to remain, and 

were reassured by the Prophet that the Covenant of 

Madinah would be honored; that they would enjoy 

[slam’s protection, peace, and security if they would 

observe their obligation and not betray their cove- 

nant. Ostensibly they gave the Prophet a new pledge 

to abide by their agreement; but their fear of the 

Muslims and their plotting to overthrow the Islamic 

state continued. 

Unable to contain his grief after the Makkan de- 

feat, Abfi Sufyan and a few of his men attacked al 

‘Urayd, a suburb of Madinah, burned its orchards, 

killed two of its inhabitants, and withdrew to Makkah. 

The Prophet gave them pursuit but never caught up 

with them. In order to hasten their escape, they un- 

loaded the grain and flour their camels carried. The 

Muslims were therefore able to pick up their trail. 

Despite the fact that there was no engagement, the 

Muslims referred to their expedition as the campaign 

of al Sawig (literally, flour). Following what seemed to 

be a dislodgment of Makkan hegemony over the area, 

several tribes prepared for war, out of fear for their 

future. The Ghatafian and Sulaym tribes mobilized and 

set out in the direction of Madinah. The Muslims 

prepared to meet them at Qargarat al Kudr, only to 

find that their enemies had retreated and dispersed 

before the Muslims’ arrival. The Tha‘labah and 

Muharib tribes gathered at Dha Amarr. A Muslim 

army led by the Prophet sought them there without 

avail. 

A vear after Badr (623 C.E.), Makkah was ready to 

march again, having put in the field an army of 200 

horsemen, 3,000 camel riders, and about 1,000 men 

in heavy armor. The Makkans advanced to the vicinity 

of Madinah. The Prophet thought that for better de- 
fense, the Muslims had better remain in their city and 

reinforce it. His companions, however, prevailed 

upon him to let them go out to meet the Makkans in 

the open fields. They prepared to engage the enemy 

at the foot of Mount Uhud, just outside of Madmah. 

The Muslims took the higher ground and sent one 

formation o the low ground to meet the advancing 

Makkans. The armored infantry of Makkah was de- 

feated in the melée while the cavalry was kept at bay 

by Muslim bowmen on the higher ground. When these 

abandoned their positions to retrieve booty from the 

fallen enemy, Makkan cavalry led by Khalid ibn al 

Wald quickly outflanked the battlefield, seized the 

higher ground and fell upon the Muslims from behind. 

Muslim ranks fell into disarray, and the Prophet would 

have been killed were 1t not for a handful of fiercely 

loyal companions who shielded him with a ring of 

steel. Nonetheless he received at least one blow 

which knocked out one of his molars. The Makkans 

were too apprehensive to push their luck further, and 

they retreated without achieving a conclusive victory. 

The Muslims rallied and pursued the Makkans for 

three davs and three nights. But the Makkan retreat 

was swift. No engagement ensued; and the Muslims 

returned with a more viable claim to victory than their 

adversaries (Qur'an 8:42). 

In the following months several other campaigns 
were carried out. The Banii Asad marched against the 

Prophet. A force mobilized to meet them included 
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three notable companions (Abd ‘Ubaydah ibn al 

Jarrah, Sa‘d ibn Abi Waqgas, and Usayd ibn Hudayr) 

under the leadership of Abfi Salamah ibn ‘Abd al Asad. 

The campaign netted the Muslims a large amount of 

cattle which they herded into Madinah as spoils of war 

and evidence of victory. Sent by the Prophet to re- 

connoiter the Band Lihyan’s preparations for war, 

‘Abdullah ibn Unays single-handedly killed the leader 

of the tribe and threw the enemy force into confusion. 

In 625, six of the Prophet’s companions who were 

well-versed in the Qur’an were lured to al Raji* by the 

Hudhayl tribe, which had requested men to teach 

them Islam. These delegates were betrayed and at- 

tacked by their hosts. Four died and two were sold 

into slavery to Makkah, where they were crucified. At 

Bi'r Ma‘dnah, in the same year, another party of Mus- 

lims was led by al Mundhir ibn ‘Amr and protected by 

Abii Bard’, one of the chieftains of the Band ‘Amir. 
The first Muslim to set foot in Banii ‘Amir’s territory 
was put to death immediately by the other chieftains 

who ordered their men to mete out the same fate to 

the other Muslims. Aba Bard'’s prestige was put to 

the test and the tribesmen refused to kill the Muslims. 

Banii ‘Amir’s allies responded with enthusiasm and 

killed all the Muslims, who had come not to fight but to 

teach. Later, Abd Bard’ avenged himself against his 

fellow-chieftain who was mainly responsible for the 

Muslim tragedy. 

In the summer of 626, Bani Muharib and Bani 

Tha‘labah, both of Ghatafan, took to the field against 

the Muslims taking with them their women and prop- 

erty, thus forcing the Prophet to march with his com- 

panions to meet them. The encounter took place at 

Dhat al Riga‘. The non-Muslims gave up their ground 

and ran away at the sight of the adversary, leaving 

their families and properties to fall into the hands of 

Muslims. 

In the fall of the same vear, the Prophet led a 

Muslim force of 1,000 riders to Dawmat al Jandal 

(today’s al Jawf) in the north-central desert, halfway 

between the northern tip of the Hijaz and Traq. The 

Prophet’s purpose was above all to establish Islam and 

its state as the dominant religion and power in the 

Peninsula, to deter the Arab tribes from adopting the 

cause of Makkah. Every occasion was for him one to 

spread the word of God and invite men to join the 

ranks of those who make His service supreme. 

The Muslims had reason to believe that, after all 

these military activities, they could feel secure, settle 

down for some rest, and give attention to their inter- 

nal affairs. The Prophet, on the other, had to keep his 

eyes and ears open for any move by the Arab tribes 

directed against the Muslims. The Quraysh, the 
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masses of Hudhayl and Ghatafan tribes, and the Jews, 

who had never stopped their plotting, all sat in wait for 

an opportunity to pounce on Madinah. Indeed, 

Huyayy ibn Akhtab and Sallam ibn AbG Hugayq trav- 
eled to Makkah to plead with the pagans that their 

religion was better than Islam, that dominion should 

belong to Makkah because of its idolatrous tradition, 

and that the whole of Arabia was anxious and ready to 

march with them to stamp Islam out once and for all, 

Having convinced the Makkans to try once more in 

the coming spring, they proceeded to the tribes and 

convinced Bani Kinanah, Ghatafin, Band Sulaym, and 

Bani Asad to join. A force of over 10,000 riders con- 

centrated itself on Madinah as their target. The Mus- 

lims decided this time to stay put in Madinah and to 

fortify their houses, block the alleys and streets, and 

wait for the unbelievers to attack. Salman, a compan- 

1on of the Prophet, suggested that a ditch ought to be 

dug wide and deep enough to stop any cavalry assault.
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The Prophet approved and a corvée was mobilized 

and put on the job at once, with the Prophet himself 
digging shoulder to shoulder with his people. 

The allied tribes now surrounded Madinah but 

could not advance. The Banii Qurayzah were afraid of 

the consequences in case the Mushms won, and did 

not move. But when the Muslims asked them in turn 

to provide men for sentry duty, which was being kept 

around the clock, and invoked the Covenant of Ma- 

dinah, the Band Qurayzah turned the request down 

and repudiated the agreement they had committed 

themselves to honor. Fortunately, a sandstorm biew 

over the area. It was s0 strong that it dispersed the 

enemy's animals and destroyed their tents. The Mak- 

kans were the first to pack up what was left of their 

belongings and returned to Makkah. The rest of the 

tribes dispersed as well, 

The danger of war lifted, the Muslims found them- 

selves victorious, not by their own might but by what 

they believed to be the help of God. Turning to the 

Qurayzah traitors in their midst, the Muslims laid 

siege to their quarters and offered them the choice of 

an arbitrator. Bani Qurayzah chose the Aws chief, 

Sa‘d ibn Mu‘ddh, as arbitrator. His judgment was that 

they should get the full punishment they deserved for 

their treason. 

Under the Treaty of Hudaybiyah (March 628), 

peace reigned between the Muslims and Makkah for 

ten years. The treaty was broken less than two years 

after its conclusion when Makkah refused to compen- 

sate the Muslims for an attack launched against them 
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by one of Makkah's allies. The missionary efforts of 

the Prophet and his companions had won the Arabs to 

Islam by the thousands. Thus, it was possible for the 

Prophet to mobilize an overwhelming force, march 

with it to Makkah, and overtake the city without a 

fight. 

Another consequence of Hudaybiyah was that it 

called upon the Muslims to give attention to their 

northern frontier. The Khaybar Jews, among whom 

the exiles from Madinah lived, had been architects of 

the grand tribal rally that had been defeated at the 

campaign of the Ditch, a year before. They now con- 

vinced the numerous Ghatafan clans, indeed the 

whole northwest of Arabia, to join the Makkans. In 

pursuit of his call to Islam, the Prophet sent messen- 

gers to present the new religion to Herachus, em- 

peror of Byzantium; to the archbishop of Alexandria; 

to al Harith, chief of Ghassan and king of al Hirah; to 

the king of Yaman; and to the Negus of Abyssinia. He 

sent identical messages to Chosroes, to the kings of 

Yamamah and Bahrayn, and to the chieftains of the 

Arab Christian and Zoroastrian tribes in the regions 

separating Byzantium and Persia in northern Arabia. 

These initiatives set the whole Fertile Crescent buzz- 

ing with reports and predictions of what the Muslims 

might do next. The Jews of the North (Khaybar, 

Fadak, Tayma’, and Wadi al Qura) lost no time in 

initiating a plot to counter the Islamic moves and, in 

anticipation of war, to strengthen their fortresses at 

Watih, al Sulalim, Na‘Tm, Qamas, al Shaqq, Zubayr, 

and Natat. Sallam ibn Mishkam, first leader of the 

Jews, had made lis headquarters at Natit; but when 

the Muslims advanced, he came out to meet them and 

was kilied by men of the Khazraj, of whom he was once 

a client. Al Harith ibn Zaynab, another Jewish leader, 
perished the same way before the fortress of Na'Tm; 

and so did Sa‘b ibn Mu’adh at the fortress of Qamis, 

and the Jewish poet Marhab, who recited Arabic bat- 

tle poetry before engaging the Mushims. 

News of their anti-Islamic activities prompted the 

Prophet to launch a military campaign against the 

Jews of the North of Arabia. The campaign ended with 

an agreement that the Jews would remain in their 

places but would have to share half of their crops with 

the Islamic state. The older leaders, Saliam ibn Abii al 

Hugayq and Yasir ibn Razzam, were seized and exe- 

cuted for their treason. The local leaders fell in battie, 

and the Jewish presence in Arabia was reduced to 

insignificance. No more would the Jews enjoy any 

political power in Arabia. This fact caused the Mus- 

lims, especially the Ansar of Madinah, to mellow their 

attitude toward the Jews and to reestablish friendly 

relations. The Prophet himself inclined in this direc- 
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tion. He saw fit to attend a memorial to ‘Abdullah ibn 

Ubayy and present his personal condolences to his 

son, and to warn his deputy in charge of the Jews not 

to interfere in their religious life or molest them inany 

way. Likewise, the Prophet extended the protection 

of the Tslamic state to the Jews of Banii Ghaziyah and 

Bani ‘Arid who had not been involved in the hostihi- 

ties. 

These events reached the ears of the authorities in 

Byzantium, who then ordered a partial mobilization 

for war. At the same time, the Prophet sent five of his 

companions to Bani Sulaym in the North, the present 

I[slam to them. That tribe had been patronized and 

protected by Byzantium. Four of the delegates were 

summarily executed, only one escaping to tell the 

Hlustration 10.4 
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story. Of the party of fifteen missionaries the Prophet 

sent to Dhat al Talh for the same purpose, all were 

killed. He also sent a messenger to the Byzantine 

governor of Busra, who met the same fate. The 

Prophet returned with his men to Madinah and began 

to organize a larger army. Under the leadership of 

Zayd ibn Hirithah and including such notable com- 

panions as Khilid ibn al Walid, ‘Abdullah ibn Rawahah, 

and Ja‘far ibn Abi Talib, the army began its march in 

late 629. 

The Byzantines had indeed assembled a tremen- 

dous army made up of Greek soldiers as well as Arab 

recruits from the buffer territories of Lakhm, Judham, 

al Qayn, Bahrd’, Baliyy, and so on. Three leaders of 

the Muslim force fell in battle, and Khalid ibn al Walid 

assumed leadership. He resorted to a ruse to make the 

Byzantines believe that large Muslim reinforcements 

had arrived, whereupon the Byzantines decided to 

withdraw. The Muslims returned to Madinah. The 

Prophet organized another army under ‘Amr ibn al 

‘As and sent it northward, partly to avenge the dead of 

the Mu’tah campaign, and partly to deter Byzantium 

from further anti-Islam adventures. The Muslim force 

camped at Dhit al Salasil in Judham territory (which 

gave the name to the campaign). The Muslims 

achieved another victory and returned with loads of 

war booty (March 630). 

The Islamization of Makkah that followed the 

Prophet’s magnanimous pardon of his previous ene- 

mies did not please the tribe of Hawazin. They mobi- 

lized and marched upon hearing of the news of Mak- 

kah's surrender. The Muslims, their ranks reinforced 

by new Makkan converts, marched to meet them. 

Despite their numbers, the Muslims nearly lost the 

battle when they were trapped in an ambush in a 

narrow strait (Wadi Hunayn) between two mountain 

ranges on which the Hawizin tribesmen perched 

themselves. The Prophet stood firm, recouped the 

Muslim forces around him, and concluded the engage- 

ment with a resounding victory (Qur’an 9:25-26). 

Six or seven months later (September 630), the 

Prophet heard news of an impending military move by 

Byzantium against Arab tribes that had shown friend- 

ship to Islam and the Muslims; alarge army was on the 

ready at Tabtk. He ordered the preparation of an 

expedition to the north and led it out of Madinah in 

person. The force was called jaysk al ‘usrah (“the 

army of hardship’’) because it was hard to raise and 

equip, and because it undertook an even harder task at 

the most difficult time of the year for man and animal, 

namely, at mid-summer. The Muslim army encamped 

at Tabiik, and the Prophet invited Bishop Y@hanna ibn 
Ru'bah, governor of Aylah at the northeast extremity
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of the Red Sea, to visit him. The governor came and 

was handed a covenant by the Prophet. 1t contained a 

promise that the governor’s Christian subjects, their 

guests, their ships and their properties, their religion, 

their culture, and their customs were all to be honored 

and protected by Islam. The Prophet gave the gover- 

nor a Yamani mantle and showed every courtesy. The 

news of the Mushm army’s arrival at Hijr caused the 

Byzantines to withdraw to the hinterland. The first 

purpose of the expedition being obviated by their 

withdrawal, and the entry of Avlah into the Islamic 

covenant of peace secured, the Prophet decided to 

return home. 

The following vear (631) was one of peace for the 

whole of Arabia. It was called the Year of Deputations. 

One tribe after another sent its representatives to 

Madinah to convey to the Prophet of God news of the 

entry of their people into the faith of Islam and their 

joming the Islamic state. Tribes that fell under the 

protection of Byzantium or Persia, or under other 

stronger tribes, no longer felt the need to remain in 

their tutelage. The Islamic state and the peace of 

Islam were one; and every Muslim felt the new safety 

enveloping him. Evervbody was keen to join the new 

order, if not for its ideological aegis, then surely for 

the social. economic, and political well-being it prom- 

1sed. 

Especially worthy of mention is the delegation of 

the Thaqif tribe, people of the city of T@'if, perched on 

the highest peaks of the Hijaz, southeast of Makkah. 

The Prophet had laid siege to Ta'1f following the cam- 

paign of Hunavn, without subduing it. Most of its 

peaple., the tribesmen of Thagif, continued to worship 

the idol of the goddess al Lat. Now they had to reckon 

with the [slamic state, whose power extended over 

almost the whole of the Peninsula. They decided to 

send a delegation of three of their chiefs (o negotiate 

their terms with Muhammad. These pleaded for sav- 

ing the idol of al Lat, and for continuation of her wor- 

ship along with Allah for three vears or less. The 

Prophet rejected all their terms and ordered the im- 

mediate destruction of the idnl. He did accept a last 

appeal from the delegation to save themselves from 

the opprobrium of their people if they were to break 

up the idol with their own hands. He assigned Abg 

Sufyan ibn Harb and al Mughirah ibn Shu'bah to that 

task. 

Seventy-four tribes sent delegations to the 

Prophet to assurc him of their faith and obedience. 

The whole of Arabia had entered Islam, united itself 

under the aegis of the first Islamic state, and stood 

poised to bring the blessings of faith and peace to a 

troubled world outside Arabia. 
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THE MUSLIMS’ 
HISTORICAL CAMPAIGNS 

In the Arabian Peninsula: The 

Apostasy Wars 

The news of the Prophet’s death in 632 spread 

quickly among his companions and followers, Abu 

Bakr had taken leave of him at the dawn praver to 

spend the day in a nearby oasis, and had believed that 

the Prophet’s sickness was passing. On hearing the 

news, he returned immediately to Madmah, The 

Muslims had alreadv gathered in the guest hall of 

Band $3a‘idah. shocked by the death of their Prophet 

and leader and wondering how to proceed. Being 

mostly Madinese, the gathered people were inclined 

Lo elect their tribal chief, Sa'd ibn ‘Ubadah (of the 

Khazraj tribe), as successor to the Prophet. Then Abd 

Bakr, ‘Umar ibn al Khattab, and Abu ‘Ubaydah ibn al 

Jarrah armived. Their presence altered the course of 

history. Had tribal feeling crystallized around Sa‘d, it 
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would have resurrected the pre-Islamic particularism 

which Islam had condemned so severely. As the con- 

versation progressed, the Madinese suggested that 

two successors be elected at once, a Madinese for the 

Angar (literally, helpers) and a Qurayshi for the Mak- 

kans. The three Makkans objected that this would 

split the wmmah, which God had declared to be one 

(Qur'an 21:92). ‘Umar then beldly nominated Abd 

Bakr to succeed the Prophet on the grounds that He 

was the Prophet’s oldest and most trusted companion 

whom the Prophet had delegated to lead the Muslims 

in prayer in almost every one of his absences from 

Madinah. ‘Umar asked Abii Bakr to stretch forth his 

hand, placed his hand on it as was the custom, and 

gave his oath of fealty to him. Abt ‘Ubaydah followed 

and gave his oath of fealty to Aba Bakr. Overwhelmed 

by a feeling of Islamic solidarity and unity, the Ansar 

present followed the example of the two Makkans, 

one after another. The trustworthiness of Aba Bakr, 

his closeness to the Prophet, and the tremendous 

esteem in which he and ‘Umar were universally held, 

were obviously irresistible. 

Abii Bakr accepted their oaths, thanked them, and 

returned to the Prophet’s house to arrange for the 

funeral and burial. It was Abi Bakr’s decision that 

the Prophet should be buried at the very spot where 

he died, in ‘A’ishah’s chamber, which adjoined the 

mosque and was later incorporated into it. On the 

following day, Abii Bakr took his place at the pulpit in 

the mosque and delivered his inaugural speech. He 

said: “‘Oh Men! I am assigned the duty of leading you 
when I am not the best of you. Therefore, if I do well, 

help me; if [ do wrong, redress me. . . . The weak 

shall be mighty in my eye until I have restored to them 

their right; the mighty shall be weak until I have 
restored from them the rights of the weak. . . . 

Obey me as long as [ obey God and His Prophet. But if 

I disobey them, then no obedience is incumbent upon 
you.”’! The whole assembly rose and, filing past AbQ 

Bakr, rendered to him their oath of fealty. This was 

the public bay‘ah (election) of the khaiifah (succes- 
sor) which was to become the pattern of caliphal elec- 

tion in Islam, The decision of the previous day was the 

“first bay‘ak’ acting as a nomination of the caliph by 
ahl al hall wal ‘aqd (the decision-makers of the com- 

munity). . 
The first political decision Abi Bakr took was to 

send the Muslim army back to al Sham (Syria). The 

Prophet had sent the army to Syria in response to 
Byzantine mobilization. Its leader was Zayd ibn Ha- 
rithah who received reinforcement of a cavalry force 
under Khilid ibn al Walid. The first force lost the 
battle at Mu’tah, in Jordan; and its three leaders fell 

one after the other. The Byzantines were equally ex- 
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The Tower of Hasan, Rabat, Morocco, 1196 C.E. [Photo by 

L. al Fariiql.] 

hausted and withdrew, not caring to press their vic- 

tory on the battlefield. Khalid’s arrival on the scene 

was late and resulted in no engagement. The Prophet 
then led the same army back north, covenanted peace 

with Aylah in south Jordan, and thus secured the 

northwest flank. Khalid was sent to Dawmat where he 
secured the central north flank after subduing Ukay- 
dir, its chief, and bringing him captive to Madinah. 
When news of further troop deployment by Byzan- 
tium reached the Prophet shortly before he died, he 
sent the same army under the leadership of Usamah, 
the teenage son of the fallen general who had led the 
force on the earlier expedition. The army returned to 

Madmah without engaging the enemy. In fact, it had 

marched for two days when the news of the Prophet’s 

death reached it and its commander decided to return 

home. The new chief-of-state, Caliph Abu Bakr, de- 

cided to reinforce the army and send it back north to 

fulfill the mission entrusted to it by the Prophet. Abi 
Bakr rejected arguments that Usimah was too young
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to lead, and that the time called for Muslim unity, for 

presence of the army closer to home. He argued that 

no action started by the Prophet could be altered or 

interrupted; and he probably thought that the pres- 

ence of the army in the northern regions constituted a 

better defense against the only real dangers confront- 

ing the Islamic state, namely, Bvzantium and Persia. 

The news of the Prophet’s death produced another 

crisis of far greater proportion. A number of tribes 

defaulted on paying the zakat to its collectors, argu- 

ing that it had been a tribute to Muhammad; since he 

died, the tribute was no longer due. Obviously, this 

was either a misunderstanding of the institution of 

zakdt or a cloak behind which the old tribalism and 

separatism reasserted themselves. In either case, it 

drew Abi Bakr’s fury and caused him to prepare for 

war. When his opponents objected that no war was 

legitimate against those who witnessed to the unity of 

God and the Prophethood of Muhammad, Abd Bakr 

replied that zakat was of the essence of Islam and 

could not be denied without denying the religion itself. 

The 'Abs and Dhubyan tribes, who held an unortho- 

dox view of the zakat, camped at Dhul Qassa, thirty 

miles east of Madmah. Abl Bakr quickly ordered 

every available man to take up arms, surprising the 

two tribes and vanquishing their main force in battle 

while putting the rest to flight. The fleeing remnant 

joined Tulayhah, chief of Banti Asad, who camped 

farther east and who had declared himself a prophet. 

AbT Bakr put Khalid ibn al Walid at the head of his 
force, and he returned to Madinah after commanding 

Khilid to win back to Islam every recalcitrant in Ara- 

bia. The Tay tribesmen from the area joined with 

Khalid. The Muslims scored a great victory at Bu- 

zakha and dispersed their enemies. Tulayhah himself 

éscaped to Syria but later repented and was forgiven. 

His defeat reverberated throughout Arabia. The Banii 

Asad came out en masse to give fealty, and their 

surrender prompted the Band Sulaym and Hawazin 

tribe to follow suit and pay the zakat. Abld Bakr readily 

pardoned all upon their return to the fold of Islam. 

Farther east, Banti Tamim and Banii Hanifah lent 
their support to Musaylimah who also claimed tobe a 

prophet. Khilid marched against them. One branch of 

Banid Tamim, the Banii Yarbu’, resisted under their 

leader Malik bin Nuwayrah. Khilid gave them battle 

until they returned to Islam. Their leader, Malik, fell 

captive and was killed. The Bant Hanifah gave battle 

to the Muslims and killed a number of the Prophet’s 

older companions. Zayd ibn al Khattab, Thabit ibn 

Qays, al Bara’, and Abii Dujanah, among numerous 

others, laid down their lives. The Band Hanifah were 

cornered in a garden at Yamamah, and its members 

were killed to the last man. The encounter came to be 

known as the Battle of Yamamah. Musaylimah was 

killed by Wahshi, now a fervent Muslim and the same 

Makkan who, before his conversion to Islam, had 

fought for Makkah against the Muslims and had, in 

fact, killed the Prophet’s uncle Hamzah at Uhud. His 

javelin had killed “the best and the worst of men,”” as 

he hemoaned during the rest of his days. The number 

of companions killed was so large — some historians 

claim it was half the force of 5,000 — that the Mus- 

lims feared for the loss of the Qur’an itself, which the 

fallen heroes had kept in their memories. 

The Battle of Yamnamah was the major engage- 

ment of the Riddah (Apostasy) Wars which raged 
after the death of the Prophet. But it was not the last 

one. ‘lkrimah, son of Aba Jahl, and two tribal chief- 

tains, Hudhayfah and Arfajah, joined forces to subdue 

‘Umin and succeeded in adding that large province to 

the Islamic state. Later, in their march, they added 

the province of Mahrah. A number of tribes living in 

the South and Southwest joined the successful cause. 

The Christian Najran renewed the covenant they had 

made with the Prophet. Their neighbors, however, 
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Ferhadija Mosque in Banja Luka, Yugoslavia. [Photo by S. 
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the Zubayd and Kindah tribes, rebelled under the lead- 

ership of ‘Amr ibn Ma‘di Karib and al Ash‘ath ibn 

Qays, respectively. The news reached Abii Bakr, who 

immediately dispatched al Muhdjir ibn Abi Umayyah 

with a small force to Yaman and ordered ‘lkrimah and 

his men to proceed thither in all haste. The two joined 

forces at Ma'rib, the site of the great dam, and moved 

westward against the rebellious tribes in Yaman. 

They laid siege to al Ash‘ath in Nujayr; al Ash'ath was 

seized and sent captive to Madinah where AbQi Bakr 

forgave him and gave him his sister in marriage. The 

other chief, ‘Amr ibn Ma‘di Karib, surrendered to al 

Map 37. Al Futithat in Asia, 28-40/650-661 

Muhijir and repented. This brought the Riddah Wars 

to an end, and Arabia stood once more united, this 

time into an indissoluble religious as well as adminis- 

trative unit. Henceforth, the tribal wars of Arabia 

stopped, having been condemned religiously and po- 

litically by Islamn, as religion and as state. 

On the Persian Front 

Al Muthanna ibn Harithah, chief of Banii Shayban, 

a clan of Banti Bakr, having distinguished himself as 

one of the heroes of the battle of Dhi Qar against the 
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Persians, had risen in esteem among Banii Bakr. He 

was largely responsible for the reconciliation of the 

various clans of Banii Bakr when Khilid ibn al Walid 

was sweeping through their territories. These clans, 

living in the shadow of the Persian Empire, had 
formed the satellite state of Lakhm, with its capital at 

al Hirah. They were adversely affected when Persia 

revoked the semi-autonomous status they had en- 

joyed and subjected them to direct colonialist rule by 

Persia. Full of resentment against their imperial mas- 

ter, these tribesmen welcomed the opportunity al 

Muthanna’s leadership provided to rally together 

under the Islamic state and face the Persian Empire as 

a new unity with a separate identity, a new purpose, 

and a new mission. The reconciliation among the clans 

of Banl Bakr was a direct result of their allegiance to 

Islam and the Islamic state. Naturally, the tribesmen 

saw 1n all this, in addition to the promise of Islam, an 

occasion to restore their dignity and assert their will 

against Persia. However, Caliph Abia Bakr did not 

trust them, precisely on account of their previous 

apostasy, and forbade Khilid ibn al Walid to recruit 

any of them into the Islamic army. Only the few clans 

who never apostasized were permitted to join the 

Muslim army, and these included al Muthanna and his 

men. Al Muthanni’s men joined with Khalid's forces 

at al Hafir in the Northeast (about 100 miles south- 

east of modern Kuwait). Together with the forces of 

the Tay tribe who lived farther east in Jabal Shammar 

and rallied under Khalid’s command, they made a for- 

midable army. 
With these reinforcements, the Muslim army 

moved to Kidhimah (present-day Kuwait) and de- 

feated the Persians in 11/633. Pushing north toward 

the Euphrates estuary, the Mushms took Ubullah, the 

port city on Shatt al ‘Arab, and brought its largely 

Christian Arab inhabitants under the protection of the 

Islamic state. Skirting the Euphrates, the Muslim 

army proceeded north. But before engaging the Per- 

sians at Ullays, it crossed the Euphrates to give battle 

to the Persians at Walajah (near modern Shatrah). 

Both cities were seized and entered under the same 

covenant of peace. The stage was set for an advance 

on al Hirah. At the approach of the Muslims, the 

Persian commander fled to Madi'in (Ctesiphon) and 

left the city to its inhabitants, who were quick to 

welcome the Muslims, to agree to pay the jizyah, and 

to enjoy peace under the Islamic flag. Khalid then 

advanced toward al Anbar, on the northwestern edge 

of Sawid, the alluvial plain between the Tigris and 

Euphrates rivers. The capital of the region had been 

inhabited for centuries by the Arab tribes of Taghlib, 

Namir, and lyad. Following its conquest, Khilid 
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Minaret of Uligh Bak Madrasah, Samarqand, U.S.S.R., 

1420 c.E. [Photo by L. al Faraq.] 

moved in the direction of ‘Ayn al Tamr, which he took 

after a brief battle with its desert garrison. It was at 

this site that he received the caliph’s order to march 

with his men to Syria. 

On the Byzantine Front 

The ruler of Dawmat al Jandal, a Christian, had 

embraced Islam in the course of the Prophet’s last 

campaign to Tabik and Aylah. At Muhammad’s 

death, he lapsed and renounced his allegiance. To- 

gether with the news of further military moves by 

Byzantium, this was the prime reason behind Abn 

Bakr's decision to send the Islamic army back to the 

north, Three columns were ordered to march under 
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Hlustration 10.8 

Garden, Xian Mosque, People’s Republic of China. [Cour- 

tesy Robert H. Garvin.] 

the command of ‘Amr ibn al ‘As, Shurahbil ibn Ha- 
sanah, and Yazid ibn Abi Sufyan in the direction of 

Palestine, Jordan, and Syria, respectively. Yazid en- 

gaged and defeated the Byzantines at Wadi ‘Arabah, 

southwest of the Dead Sea, killing the Greek com- 

mander Sergius. The rest of the Byzantine army re- 

treated to Ghazzah; but on their way, ‘Amr at Dathin 

engaged them in another battle which nearly annili- 

lated them. That battle took place south of Bi'r al Sab* 

or Beersheba. The two columns then turned back to 

the desert route in the east and marched parallel to 

the column of ‘Amr toward Dir‘ah and Busra. These 
cities commanded the narrow passage to Damascus, 

between the mountain chain of al Shaykh (Hermon) 

and Hawran. There, their march was stopped by the 

bulk of the Byzantine army, reinforced by fresh re- 

cruits under command of Heraclius’s brother Theo- 

dorus. 

It took Khalid only eighteen days to cross the des- 

ert from east to west and surprise the enemy by 

emerging behind his lines. The march took place in 

March 634, and was regarded as the greatest military 
feat in the history of the area. Going southwest from 

Hirah, Khalid arrived at Dawmat and brought it back 

to the fold of Islam. He then proceeded through Wadi 

Sirhan to Quragir. There he prepared to cross one of 

the driest deserts in the world, outflanking the Byzan- 

tines and the other Mushm columns. Five days later, 

his army arrived at Suwa or Sab‘ Abir, where they 
found some water below the surface near an acacia 

tree. Replenishing themselves and their animals, the 

men drove to Tadmur (Palmyra), seized it, and moved 

southwest to meet the Byzantines from behind their 

lines. On the way, Qaryatayn and Marj Rahit were the 

scenes of bloody encounters with the Byzantines, 

from which the Muslims emerged victorious. The 

march continued southward, and the cities of Busra 

and al Fihl (Greek Pella) surrendered. The retreating 

Byzantine force was attacked again at Marj al Suffar; 

and in the fall of 23/635 the Islamic army entered 

Dimashq (Damascus). Ba‘albak, Hims, Hamiah, and 

the other towns of Syria met the same fate. 

Undaunted by this defeat, Heraclius thought of 

another strategy to counter the Muslim army. Just as 

the Muslims were invincible when fighting under des- 

ert conditions, Heraclius, with his heavily armored 

army, could move safely within Palestine. The route 

south was shorter, and he could reach Wadi ‘Arabah 

before any Muslims could. There he hoped to cut off 

the Muslim supply lines to Madinah, and the road of 

their possible retreat. 

Having raised another army, Heraclius marched 

south via Caesarea on the coast, aiming at the elimina- 

tion of the guardian force the Muslims had left at Bi'r 

al Sab‘ (Beersheba) in south Palestine. Khalid learned 

of this march, and hastened to meet him. The Muslim 

commander took the longer and more arduous road, 

passing through Karak and ‘Ayn Hagb at the head of 

Wadi ‘Arabah. He joined with the other Muslim forces 

under ‘Amr ibn al ‘As and arrived at Bi'r al Sab‘ long 
before Heraclius. Without delay, he marched north- 

ward to meet Heraclius halfway between Caesarea 

and Bi'r al Sab‘. The two armies fought at Ajnadayn, 

between the Mediterranean coast and Bayt Jibrin, and 

another Muslim victory was scored. 

After all these encounters, only the Byzantine 

force at Dir‘ah remained. Khalid returned to that 

front forthwith, rallied all the Muslim forces, and con- 

fronted the enemy. With their defeat at Ajnadayn and 

their loss of the territories to the north, the Byzantine 

position at Dir‘ah became untenable. Heraclius or- 

dered a retreat to a small plain on the banks of the 

Yarmik River which was surrounded with high cliffs, 

a position he regarded as defensible. A sandstorm—a 

common phenomenon at that time of the year— 

blinded the Byzantines and their horses and gave ad- 

vantage to the Mushm troops who were used to des- 

ert conditions. Khalid rallied all the Muslim forces he 

could muster. The Muslim army attacked and routed 

the enemy in one day. Byzantium was driven from the 

Fertile Crescent once and for all. 

A few days after news of the Mushm victory had 

reached him, AbG Bakr died. He had been caliph for a 

little more than two years. ‘Umar ibn al Khattb suc- 
ceeded him as khalifah. The new ruler appointed Abi 

‘Ubaydah ibn al Jarrah governor of Syria, and pro-
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ceeded 1n person to inspect the new territories, the 

garrisons, and their generals, and to define their 

status, rights, and obligations. He arrived at al Ja- 

biyah, one of the camps of the Muslim army north of 

the Yarmik battlefield. Abandoned by the Byzantines, 

Jerusalem, which was until then under siege, offered 

to open its gates. Ready to make peace with the Mus- 

lims, the bishop of Jerusalem requested ‘Umar to take 

charge of the city in person. ‘Umar acquiesced to his 

request, journeved to Jerusalem, and took over its 

kevs in the fall of 25/637. It was on this occasion that 

he executed the covenant mentioned ecarlier (see 

Chapter 9). 

Return to the Persian Front 

On the eastern front, Khilid's departure to Syria 

with half or better of the Muslim armed forces had left 

that area unprotected. Al Muthanna had come to Ma- 

dinah to ask for help, and Abi Bakr, on his deathbed, 

had ordered recruitment of a new army to be sent to 

the eastern front against Persia. His successor, 

‘Umar, fulfilled the order by calling for fresh recruits. 

Abd ‘Ubavdah ibn Mas'td of Ta'if, being the first to 

volunteer., was appointed a general. Al Muthanna re- 

turned to the eastern front, ahead of his colleague, to 

recruit more men from the iribes en route, who had 

been forbidden by Abi Bakr to join because of their 

earlier apostasy. ‘Umar had issued a new edict per- 

mitting their recruitment. The new Persian emperor 

Yazdigird appointed Rustum to the command of the 

front against the Muslims. Rustum began by sending 

delegates to the cities that had made covenants of 

peace with the Muslims, urging them to renege on 

their agreements. 

Soon the two armies confronted each other near al 

Hirah. There they fought the Battle of the Bridge, 

which resulted in the loss of several thousand Muslim 

lives. The rest of the army withdrew under the com- 

mand of al Muthanni following the fall of Ab@l ‘Ubay- 

dah in battle. Reinforcements soon arrived from Ma- 

dinah. A month later, the two armies stood again face 

to face at al Buwayb (between Kiifah and Najaf) on the 

west side of the Euphrates. The Persians were now in 

the same position as the Arabs had been in the pre- 

vious baitle. The bridge was seized by al Muthanna. 

Denied access and a passage for retreat, the Persians 

were decimated. The Muslims reoccupied al Anbar 

and 'Ayn al Tamr, advanced to and took al Hirah, and 

penetrated deeply into the plain between the two 

rivers. In a short time they stood before the gates of al 

Mada'n. 

Al Muthanna did not recover from the wounds he 

suffered at Buwayb and died a month after his victory. 

Caliph ‘Umar appointed a close companion of the 

Prophet to assume command of the eastern front. 

This was Sa'd ibn Abli Waqqis, a veteran of the Battle 

of Badr, a man about forty years old. He was sent forth 

with an army of 5,000 men, with the promise that 

more would come later. The lifting of the ban on the 

tribes who were guilty of apostasy increased the 

army’s manpower resources, Even Talhah, the false 

prophet, converted to [slam and arrived at the scene 

heading 3,000 men from his tribe of Banii Asad. The 

Muslim forces, agile and quick of foot because they 

wore no armor, were perfectly at home in the deserts 

adjoining the Euphrates. In addition, they had been 

resting during the last two to three months of winter 

and spring, the wounded among them recovering and 

their horses and camels feeding on the spring pas- 

tures at the oases of Sharaf, Sulman, Thalabiyyah, and 

Ghuday some eighty miles from the Euphrates, well 

bevond the reach of Persian cavalry. The Persians, on 

the other hand, were laden with armor. For a “tank 

regiment,” they brought to battle a force of thirty- 

three elephants to lead the attack. Yazdigird, the Per- 

sian king, had impetuously ordered Rustum, his com- 

manding general, to waste no time and to attack the 

Muslim force. Against his better judgment, Rustum 

gave the order, and the army crossed to Qadisiyyah, 

forty-five miles from the Euphrates, in the desert. 

The engagement took place there in the spring of 

15/637. The Muslims won, and pursued their ene- 

mies to and beyond Mada’in (the twin cities of Seleu- 

kia and Ctesiphon, on either bank of the Tigris). Al- 

though the caliph had instructed Sa‘d to stop there 

and not to advance deeper into Persia, the Persians’ 

preparation of another army to recapture Iraq forced 

the caliph to rescind his order and to permit the Mus- 

lim armies to advance. An engagement at Jalala’, in 

the north, followed by another at Mawsil piled further 

defeat on the Persians. The last effective engagement 

took place at Nihawand (ancient [Ecbatana), and the 

remnant of Yazdigird's army was completely de- 

stroyed. Khiizistan, Elam, Pars, and Persepolis fol- 

lowed in 28/649-29/650. Khurasan, Makran, and 

Baltchistan were also subdued; Yazdigird was assas- 

sinated by one of his own generals at Marw in 29/651, 

Nothing is more indicative of the spirit that moved 

the Muslims in these battles than the conversation, as 

reported by al BaladhurT, between Rustum, the com- 

manding general of the Persians, and al Mughirah ibn 

Shu‘bah, the Muslim delegate. Without ceremony, al 

Mughirah entered the carpeted hall riding on his 

horse and seeking to sit at the side of Rustum. When 

he was prevented from doing so, he remained stand- 

ing by his horse. Rustum suggested that, since the 

Arab tribesmen were moved to this war by their pov- 
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erty and lack of food, the Persians would gladly give 

them wealth and food in plenty, provided they prom- 

ised to return home. Al Mughirah answered: “We are 

here neither for food nor wealth, but to reorient your 

men from adoration of men to adoration of the one 

God. Our men are as eager to lay down their lives for 

this cause as your men are eager to preserve theirs. I 

call you to Islam. If you accept, you are one of us. If 

you do not, [ offer you the peace of Islam and ask you 

to pay the jizyah. If you do not accept this, then 

war.””? 

Futahat in Egypt and North Africa 

Caliph ‘Umar ibn al Khattab prepared an army, 
gave its command to ‘Amr ibn al ‘As, and commis- 

sioned him to take Islam to Egypt. The march began 

in the winter of 18/639. After taking al Faramah 

(Pelusium), the army moved to Babilyin (Babylon), 

where the Byzantine army was routed. Cyrus, the 

archbishop of Alexandria and representative of the 

emperor who came to defend Babylon, returned to 

Alexandria after the fall of Babylon with the following 

description of the Muslims: 

We have witnessed a people to each and every one of whom 

death is preferable to life, and humility to proininence, and 

to none of whom this world has the least attraction. They sit 

not except on the ground, and eat naught but on their knees. 

Their leader famir/is like unto one of them: the low cannot 

be distinguished from the high, nor the master from the 

slave, And when the time of praver comes none of them 

absents himself, afl wash their extremities and humbly ob- 

serve their prayer.? 

To save Alexandria from a similar defeat, Cyrus 

agreed to pay tribute to ‘Amr ibn al ‘As, to keep the 

peace, and to maintain a Muslim garrison in the city. 

‘Amr reopened the ancient canal linking the Nile 
to the Red Sea. Popular dissatisfaction with the By- 

zantine government of Alexandria caused the Greek 

emperor to send a naval force under Manuel, an Ar- 

menian general, to subdue the city. The Greeks suc- 

ceeded in taking the city and they slaughtered the 

Muslim garrison. However, the Muslim army re- 

turned, engaged and defeated the Byzantine army at 

Nikiu (25/646), and then proceeded to evict the By- 

zantines from Alexandria. This time, they established 

a permanent Muslim administration. Thig campaign 

was the occasion of ‘Abdul Latif al Baghdadi's false 
charge — repeated blindly by a number of Muslim and 

Orientalist historians after him— that Caliph ‘Umar 

had ordered the destruction of Alexandria’s famous 

Ptolemaic library. In fact, that library was first burned 

im 48 B.C.E. by Julius Caesar and then destroyed com- 

pletely in 389 C.E. by an edict of Emperor Theodosius, 

In 28/649 the Muslims built a fleet. From Alexan- 

dria and other ports of the eastern Mediterranean 

shore, they launched an attack upon Cyprus and 

wrenched it from Byzantium, In 34/655 the maritime 

battle of Dhi al Sawari, in which 500 Greek ships 

were destroyed, putan end to Greek hegemony in the 

eastern Mediterranean. The fall of Alexandria opened 

the way for the Muslims to march westward toward 

Libya. Bargah (Pentapolis) was conquered by ‘Amr 

ibn al ‘As with little or no resistance. The people of 

Tripoli offered tribute the same year; and ‘Amr’s suc- 

cessor, ‘Abdullah ibn Sa‘d ibn Abi Sarh, moved west- 

ward into Ifrigvah (Africa} and forced Carthage to pay 

tribute as well. In 31/652 ‘Abdullah pushed south- 

ward and entered into a covenant of peace with the 

Nubians. 

Futiahat in the East and West 

Subsequent developments were to take place in 

the east under the leadership of al Hajjaj ibn Yasuf al 

Thaqgaft (95/714) and in the west under Misa ibn 

Nusayr (97/716). Having distinguished himself in the 

service of the UmawT dynasty in the Hijaz, al Hajjaj 

was appointed governor of the eastern provinces in 

74/694 in order to pacify them. He did so with an arm 

of steel, and mobilized the region to undertake further 

expansion of Islam in Asia. Al Hajjaj picked three 

outstanding generals and sent them in different 

directions with three well-equipped armies. ‘Abdul 

Rahman ibn al Ash‘ath went to Kabul and subdued its 

king, Zunbil, in 80/700. Qutaybah ibn Muslim con- 

quered Balkh in 85/705 and Bukhara, Samarqand, and 

Khawirizm (modern Khiva) in the short period of two 

years (91/710-93/712). Farghanah was conquered a 

year later, and Kashgar (in Chinese Turkestan) in 

96/715. In 133/751, al Shash (Tashkand) was added 
to the [slamic Empire. The third general, Muhammad 

bin Qasim, pacified Mukran and entered Sind in 

92/711 to rescue a shipload of Muslim merchants 

whose boat was shipwrecked at Daybul at the mouth 

of the Sind River (near present Karachi). He advanced 

to Nirtn (modern Hyderabad) and established an Isla- 

mic administration as far as Multan, 

On the western front, Misa ibn Nusayr appointed 

the general ‘Ugbah ibn Nifi’ to lead an army into 

Ifrigyah. In 50/670, ‘Ugbah founded the city of Qay- 

rawan (modern-day Tunis), near Carthage, for use as 

a Muslim base. ‘Ugbah overran the whole of North 
Africa and reached the shore of the Atlantic Ocean. 
Muslims remember his statement: ““If ] knew of a land 
beyond this sea, I would cress it on horseback and 
conquer the land for Islam!” But he did not live to 
conquer the Maghrib (Northwest Africa) for [slam,
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for he died in 63/683. Miisa ibn Nusayr took charge of 

Ifrigyah by a direct commission from the caliph in 

Damascus. He extended the frontier to the Atlantic 

and brought the hinterland under direct control. The 

Berber inhabitants were exposed to Islam and began 

to join its ranks en masse. In 92/711, Tariq ibn Ziyad, 

a Berber convert to Islam, landed near the rock at the 

southern end of the Iberian Peninsula. The rock has 

since that time been known as “Jabal Tariq" (the 

mountain of Tarig)—or in its later corrupted form, 

Gibraltar. King Roderick with an army of 25,000 met 

the Muslim force at nearby al Buhayrah, was dealt a 

crushing defeat, and lost his life. With this victory, any 

possibility of a centralized resistance was removed, 

and only local garrisons in the cities remained. These 

fell one after the other either after a brief siege or 

through direct assault. Tarig marched toward Toledo, 

the capital, taking Ecija on the way. Another column 

took Archidona, a third seized Elvira, and a fourth led 

by Mughith al Rimi took Cordova. The following 

year, Miis3 ibn Nusayr limself arrived on the scene 

with 10,000 fresh troops. His objectives were the 

fortified towns which Tariq had avoided on his march. 

Madinah, Sidonia and Carmona, Seville, and Merida 

were all in Muslim hands before the end of the year. 

Muslim troops continued their advance into Aragon, 

Leon, the Asturias, and Galicia. The conquest of Sara- 

gosa sealed the fate of Spain, which the Muslims re- 

named al Andalus. 
The Muslims did not stop in Spain but continued 

their march into France until they reached Poitiers/ 

Tours, where the battle with Charles Martel stopped 

their northward thrust in 113/732. Their move into 

France, however, was not stopped. Avignon fell into 

their hands two years later (115/734); Lyons, Nar- 

bonne, and most of the area of the Provence down to 

the Mediterranean, two years thereafter. In 176/792 

two armies were raised by order of Hisham I (172/ 

788 - 180/796) to carry the flag of Islam deeper into 

the northwest and northeast corners of the Iberian 

Peninsula. The latter column met with greater suc- 

cess than the former. Having subdued Catalonia, it 

marched straight into southeast France and joined 

ranks with the remnants of the Muslim forces that had 

retreated from Poitiers/Tours. They reoccupied Nar- 

bonne and Carcassonne. Arles and Nimes followed. 

Having occupied the islands of Majorca, the Muslims 

of Spain and those of Africa carried out a number of 

raids against Corsica and Sardinia in 191/806 - 193/ 

808. They were aided by their co-religionists from 

Nice. But it was not until the end of the century that 

the Muslims made a serious advance into southeast 

France. The Muslims chose another area east of Mar- 

seilles, around the bay of Grimaud, and established a 

base for their operations at Fraxinet (today’s Garde- 

Frainet) because of its strategic location: accessible 

by sca, guarded by a dense forest of ash (fraxini), and 

providing passage to the Alps. The Muslims seized 

the passages of the Alpine chains, one after another, 

and spread their dominion over the countryside. By 

288/900, the regions of Provence, Dauphiné, Pied- 

mont, Monferrat, and La Maurienne, and up the 

Rhine including St. Gall, Great St. Bernard, 5t. Rémy, 

and south to the Mediterranean slightly east of Nice, 

all were under Muslim control. The Muslims were 

forced out of these areas by the invading Huns from 

the north and Hungarians from the east. The Castle of 

Fraxinet was captured by the French in 365/975, and 

Muslim presence in France and Switzerland was over 

by the end of the fourth/tenth century. The Mushms 

seized the island of Sicily in 217/832, and they ruled it 

until the arrival of the Normans in 450/1058. How- 

ever, the Normans allied themselves to the Mushms, 

who kept the actual government of their realm in their 

own hands for another two centuries, admittedly with 

a gradual waning of their influence in government, 

trade and industry, agriculture, local government, and 

the arts. The last remnant of Muslims was evacuated 

from Sicily by order of the German King Frederick. 

Futahat in the North 

In the sixth-seventh/thirteenth - fourteenth cen- 

turies, the Muslim presence in Spain was losing 

ground; it came to a virtual end with the fall of Gra- 

nadain 901/1492. Simultaneously, an ‘Uthmanlt (Ot- 

toman) state was founded in Anatolia in 699/1299 by 

‘Uthman 1, as a successor to the waning Byzantine 

power in that region. It consisted of Turkomen who 

had emigrated from Central Asia and arrived in the 

Muslim world in repeated waves as *“Tatars” or Mon- 

gols under Genghis Khan and Tamerlane. The Turks 

who founded the ‘Uthmanh state were the converted 

grandchildren of the invaders. Since they arrived in 

waves, their numbers and density in central and east- 

ern Turkey had been increasing for years, and the 

lands that had come into their possession had been 

expanding steadily. They formed a number of petty 

states under diverse dynasties. In Turkey proper 

(Asia Minor), the Artukis dominated Diyarbakr from 

495/1102-811/1408, when the Karkoyunlu dis- 

placed them and united the lands of both tribes. The 

Danishmandis ruled in central and eastern Anatolia 

from464/1071-563/1178, when the Saljiigs of Riim, 

who first founded their power in Anatolia, expanded 

their domain and joined that of the Danishmandis to 

theirs. The Saljiks of RGm dominated Anatolia until 

they were displaced by the Mongol invasion under the 
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leadership of the children of Genghis Khan. The rest 

of Anatolia which did not fall in the foregoing con- 

quests was under the dominion of the Qaramanis from 

654/1256 to 888/1483, when the ‘Uthmanli state 

added it to its own territory. 

The ‘Uthmanli state had a vigorous leadership 

which expanded its dominion constantly for three 

centuries. Bursa was conquered and made the capital 

in 715/1315; Iznik (Nicaea) was conquered in 

730/1329. An alliance was made between the ‘Uth- 

manl state and Kantakuzinos, the Byzantine regent 

(whose daughter Theodora was married to the ‘Uth- 

manli Sultin Orhan Ghazi). This alliance, made 
against the rebellious Greek constituents of the By- 
zantine regent, occasioned the arrival of Turkish 

troops in Europe. The ‘Uthmanli state moved its seat 

to Adrianople in 768/1366. Finally, Constantinople 

itself was conguered in 857/1453, and its name 

changed to Istanbul (a corruption of Islampul, or city 

of Islam). The conquered city became the capital of a 

vigorously growing Muslim Empire. Before the con- 

guest, the Muslims had brought most of Bulgaria, 

Serbia, and Rumania under ‘Uthmanli rule. In the 

following century, the Muslims continued their ad- 

vance into the Balkans, central Europe, and south 

Russia. By the middle of the sixteenth century, the 

Black Sea had become a Muslim lake, Muslim soldiers 

laid siege to Vienna, the island of Rhodes was con- 

quered, and Islam was firmly rooted in the central 

Balkans. 

Futahat in South Asia 

In South Asia, as the ‘Abbasi state power declined, 

autonomous Muslim states emerged in Baluchistan, 

Afghanistan, Multan, and Sind. Sebuktigin had estab- 

lished himself in Ghazna in 367/977 and consolidated 

the provinces surrounding it when the neighboring 

Indian state took to war against the Muslims. The 

Indians were defeated by Sebuktigin’s son Mahmid. 
Nonetheless, the states of Ujjayn, Gwalior, Kalinjar, 

Kannawj, Delhi, and Ajmer confederated in order to 

make war against the Muslims; but they were de- 

feated in the battle of Peshawar in 399/1008. Anxious 

to secure the kingdom for the future, Mahmiid then 

took the initiative to expand his dominion into these 

Indian states. His army gave battle to the Hindus and 

marched victorious into Nagarkot, Thanesar, Kan- 

nawj, Kalinjar, and Somnath. Ghaznawl power passed 

into the hands of the Ghius a century later; and under 

Ghiyath al Din Muhammad, Muslim power spread 

over most of North India. Ucch and Gujarat were 

conquered in 573/1178, Lahore in 5821186, Bha- 

tinda in 587/1191, Delhi and Ajmer in 588/1192, 

Kannawj and Banaras in 590/1194. Under Shihab al 

Din, the successor, a small expeditionary force led by 

Bakhtiyar Khalji conquered Bihar and Bengal. The 

Khalji Sultanate based itself in Delhi (659/1196- 

720/1320) and secured Devagiri (Dawlatabad) which 

had been added to Muslim dominion two years earlier; 

it had conquered Warangel, Madura, and Dvarasamu- 

dra in 710/1310. Ghiyath al Din Tughluq, a provincial 

ruler, had come to Delhi to punish the Hindu slave 

who usurped power from the last Khalji Sultan. He 

established a new sultanate which carried his name. 

The Tughlug sultanate (723/1323-801/1398) did 

not add new territory to the domain of Islam, and it 

carried only one expedition into Hindu lands— 

Kangra, in the Himalaya Mountains. The Sayyid and 

Lodi dynasties ruled the Muslim provinces of India 

after the Tughlug Sultanate; but it did not add to 

Muslim territories. 

The Moghul Dynasty was founded by Babiir follow- 

ing his victory over the Lodis at Panipat in 932/1516. 

A period of consolidation followed. In 971/1564, 

Gondwana was annexed, and Akbar marched against 

Chitor and conguered it. The only territorially signifi- 

cant addition after that was Jinji in 1110/1698, and 

Koukan in 1112/1700. This followed the successtul 

termination of the Maratha's resistance to Muslim 

Moghul power. From then on, Muslim political and 

military power went on the decline, but not the power 

to convince of the truth of Islam, 

THE CONTINUING FUTUHAT 

Nothing is further from the truth than the claim that 

[slam was spread by the sword, or that Hollywood 

image of the Muslim rider or foot soldier charging the 

enemy with a view to kill, subdue, or convert. Unfor- 

tunately, in their resentment, the enemies of Islam 

did much to implant that image in the minds of genera- 

tions of people. The Muslim faithful who is supposed 

to lay down his life in such process of forceful conver- 

sion of others knows only too well that God has com- 

manded him never to coerce anyone into the faith 

(Qur'an 2:256). He knows that God even warned his 

Prophet against any such practice (10:99, 88:22) and 

that the responsibility of the faithful cannot go beyond 

presentation of the claims of faith. Finally, he knows 

only too well that it 1s God Who guides, not he; and 

that God guides some and permits others to go astray 

(13:27). If he did not, how could he be the ‘“‘faithful’’ in 

question? And if he did, how could he indulge in such 
condemnable crimes? Logic, however, is not the forte 

of the falsifiers of history. 

Thomas Arnold, whom we mentioned earlier in 

this book and to whose excellent work, The Preach-
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ing of Islam, we referred, cited fact after fact to bury 

the malicious claim once and for all.* In describing the 

events of the futwhat, Arnold wrote: 

These stupendous conquests which laid the foundations of 

the Arab Empire, were certainly not the outcome of a holy 

war, waged for the propagation of Islam, but they were 

followed by such vast defection from the Christian faith that 

this result has often been supposed to have been their aim. 

Thus the sword came to be looked upon by Christian histo- 

rians as the instrument of Muslim propaganda, and in the 

light of the success attributed to it the evidences of the 

genuine missionary activity of Islam were obscured.’ 

Islam is a missionary rehgion. Its lack of an orga- 

nized church made the task of teaching Islam to non- 

Muslims incumbent upon every member of the com- 

munity. Every Muslim regarded himself as a caller of 

men to God, and took personal pride in the effort and 
its results. He was careful to match profession and 

speech with action. And he tried to the full extent of 

his capacities to be a model unto men, just as his 

Prophet was a model to him. The sincerity of his 

commitment, the candidness of his judgments, and the 

consistency and perseverance of his deeds exerted a 

disarming effect upon his neighbors. 
The second reason for this massive entry into the 

faith of Islam was the order of justice which the Mus- 

lims brought with them. The swiftness, discipline, and 

efficacy of the Islamic judiciary system and its ready 

availability to rich and poor, aristocrat or plebeian, 

free of charge, made a deep impression on people 

accustomed to the colonialist exploitation by the 

Greeks and the Romans for many centuries. For gen- 

erations, workers and farmers, landlords and mer- 

chants, were never certain of the state’s whimsical 

power dominating purse and property. The provinces 

were never treated on a par with Byzantium, the 

Greek mainland. The Semite populations were sub- 

ject peoples whose exploitation the state pursued with 

unabated diligence. The Muslims entered the land as 

genuine liberators from this colonialist yoke. In any 

case presented to them, they came down harshly and 

swiftly on the side of justice. For the first time since 

even their grandparents could remember, the people 

felt that their properties and incomes were secure, 

that justice was not a mere ideal or claim, that it was 

theirs for the asking. 

The third reason explaining the early mass conver- 

sions to Islam must be sought in the new authority 

associated with religion, The papacy, the supreme 

church authority, and its representatives were per- 

ceived as temporal rulers in search of power and prop- 

erty which they obtained and kept with impunity. 

Their history of heretication, excommunication, per- 
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The Fort, Lahore, Pakistan, seventeenth century. [Photo 

by L. al Fartqt] 

secution, and forceful conversion was long and well 

remembered. In the second half of the twelfth cen- 

tury, five centuries after the advent of Islam to these 

lands, Michael the Elder, Jacobite Patnarch of An- 

tioch, wrote: 

Thisis why the God of vengeance, who alone is all-powerful, 

and changes the empire of mortals as He will, giving it to 

whomsoever he will, and uplifting the humble —beholding 

the wickedness of the Romans who, throughout their do- 

minions, cruelly plundered our churches and our monas- 

teries and condemned us without pity — brought from the 

region of the south the sons of Ishmael, to deliver us 

through them from the hands of the Romans. And, if in 

truth, we have suffered some loss, because the Catholic 

churches, that had been taken away from us and given to the 

Chalcedonians, remained in their possession; for when the 

cities submitted to the Arabs, they assigned to each denomi- 

nation the churches which they found it to be in possession 

of (and at that time the great churches of Emessa and that of 

Harran had been taken away from us); nevertheless it was 

no slight advantage for us to be delivered from the cruelty of 

the Romans, their wickedness, their wrath and cruel zeal 

against us, and to find ourselves at peace.® 

The Muslims neither persecuted nor coerced the peo- 

ple to believe. Despite the utmost respect for religion 
and the crucial place it occupied in their lives, the 

shari‘ah stood guard against any infringement by 

them of the Qur’anic prescriptions for protecting ““the 

People of the Book™ and for respecting the religious 
convictions of their neighbors. 

The fourth reason for the mass conversion of 

Christians and Jews to Islam had to do with the nature 

of the mentality of the provincial subjects of the By- 

zantine Empire. In Western Asia, these people were 
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mainly of Semitic (Near Eastern or Arab) stock; and 

their minds had been formed by the same visions that 

produced the Mesopotamian civilization. Indeed, they 

were the descendants of the Akkadians, Amurru, and 

Arameans. Many spoke Syriac, Aramaic, Hebrew, or 

Arabic in addition to the Greek language which had 

been forced upon them by the Greeks since Alex- 

ander. When the Seleucis, Alexander’s successors, 

enforced their program of Hellenization in religion, 

language, and culture, many peoples rebelled. Some 

reacted silently by pushing stylization of their sacral 

objects to new heights in defense of their transcen- 

dentalist view of the godhead against Greek natural- 

ism, as their archeological remains prove. Others 

reacted with armed struggle like the Maccabean 

Jews, or the Christians under Justinian whorebelled in 

532 C.E. against Byzantine ecclesiasticism which 

looked upon the emperor and his court as Divine Maj- 

esty, privileged with the right to oppress, and paid 

for it with 35,000 lives massacred by the emper- 

or’s army. The war cry was: “we will become 

Jews . . . or return to Grecian paganism’ rather 

than submit to such tyranny.’ 

There is a fifth reason that helps to explain the 

sudden conversion of the masses to Islam in the cen- 

tury of the futihat. That is the unenviable situation to 

which the religion of Christ had sunk. It is common to 

most histories of the Church to describe what they 

call “Eastern Christianity” in condemning terms. 

Dean Milman wrote: 

Sect opposed sect, clergy wrangling with clergy upon the 

most abstruse and metaphysical points of doctrine. The 

Orthodox, the Nestorians, the Eutychians, the Jacobites 

[and, we may add, the so-called Catholics who were fighting 

all of these at once| persecuting each other with inex- 

hausted animosity. . . . It had not been wonderful if thou- 

sands had not, in their weariness and perplexity, sought 

refuge from these interminable and implacable controver- 

sies in the simple, intelligible truth of the Divine Unity, 

though purchased by the acknowledgement of the prophetic 

mission of Mohammed.8 

The contrast between Christianity and Islam was 

dazzling to the eyes of the Christian Near Easterner, 

who pined after an ideology that would accord with his 

innermost consciousness so long alienated from itself, 

first by Hellenistic paganism, then by Hellenistic 

Christianity. The same was true of the Jews. It should 

be recalled that the Christians had prohibited the Jews 

from entering or hiving n Jerusalem. This order had 

been a tradition since the destruction of Jerusalem by 

the Romans in 70 c.E. The Christian bishop of Jerusa- 

lem made its observance a condition of his surrender 

of the city to ‘Umar ibn al Khattab, and the Muslims 

Hlustration 10.10 

Entrance to Shish Mahal ("“Mirror Palace™) inside Lahore 

Fort, built by Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan. [Photo by L. al 

Fariiql.] 

had to honor it because Jerusalem was then a com- 

pletely Christian city, It was under the Umawfs that 

this ban on the Jews was gradually lifted. Not until the 
vast majority of its residents had converted to Islam 

did adherence to the ban become pointless. Jews were 

first permitted to visit Jerusalem, and later to reside 

within its walls, after its inhabitants had converted to 

Islam. It is therefore thanks to Islam, to its tolerance, 

and to its universalism that the Jews succeeded in 

reestablishing their presence in the holy city.® 

The Fertile Crescent 

The lands situated in the belly of the Fertile Cres- 

cent and the desert surrounding it on three sides were 

inhabited by Arab tribes who spoke Arabic and whose 

culture was as Arab as that of Makkah. Politically they 

had fallen under the influence of the two giants, By- 

zantium and Persia, for whom they acted as proxies,
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and by whom they were proselytized. Most of the 

BanG Ghassan in the West converted to Christianity, 

and some of the tribesmen of Bakr, Taghlib, Lakhm, 

and TanGkh, who inhabited the eastern regions, con- 

verted to Christianity and others to Zoroastrianism. 

When Islam appeared, in 13/635, common cultural 

bonds with the Arabs of the Peninsula combined with 

the five reasons mentioned above to persuade most of 

the Arabs of the Fertile Crescent to convert to Islam, 

The Zoroastrians converted first, partly because they 

had recently lost their semi-autonomous status as 

buffer state and had becoime a direct colony of Persia, 

and partly because the injustice of the Persian order 

and the inner corruption of Zoroastrian society were 

even greater than those of Byzantium. The spread of 

[slam in Syria and Persia was just as fast, once the 

imperial power of Byzantium and Persia was broken. 

Some Christians in Syria have preserved their faith to 

Map 38. Al Futwhat in Asia, 41-133/661-750 

the present day, enjoying not only the tolerance of 

[slam but also the friendship of the caliphs and their 

governments, The annals of Muslun history are re- 

plete with records of Christians in high offices in Mus- 
lim governments. From the days of Mu‘dawiyah, the 

first Umawi caliph (41 -61/661-680), whose trea- 

surer was the father of John of Damascus, to the later 

‘Abbast caliphs and Buwayhi sultans, the secretaries 

of state, of war and defense, and of the treasury were 

often Christians.® 

The Crusades whose numerous campaigns may be 

read on Map 48, left thousands of European and other 

crusaders in the territories they occupied. The treat- 

ment these unfortunates received at the hands of 

their own commanders, or at the hands of the Greek 

escorts, the Venetian shipowners, and the Byzantine 

hosts, contrasted shockingly with that of the Muslims 

when they passed under their dominion. Odo of Deuil, 
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a monk of St. Denis and chaplain to Louis VII, 

accompanied his patron on the Second Crusade and 

gave a moving account of the conversion to Islam of a 

large number of crusaders. Following a fierce attack 

by the Muslims in Phrygia (543/1148), the wealthy 

and influential crusaders satisfied the exorbitant de- 

mands of Greeks and Venetians and took to the sea, 

leaving behind thousands of poor, wounded, or ex- 

hausted crusaders. Their misery moved the Muslims 

to pity and compassion. They tended to the sick and 

wounded and fed the hungry, and this kindness and 

liberality caused the crusaders to abandon the crusade 

as well as their faith and join their enemies both in 

rank and in faith, “Avoiding their co-religionists who 
had been so cruel to them,” wrote Odo of Deuil, “they 

went in safety among the infidels who had compassion 

upon them, and, as we heard, more than three thou- 

sand joined themselves to the Turks when they re- 

tired. Oh, kindness more cruel than all treachery! 

They gave them bread but robbed them of their faith, 

though it is certain that contented with the services 

they performed, they compelled no one among them 

to renounce his religion.”!! The manifest superiority 

of the Muslims — in social, cultural, ethical, and reli- 

gious matters —was equally effective in converting 

many of the crusading commanders as well. Robert of 

St. Albans, an English Templar, gave up Christianity 

and joined Islam out of love and admiration for its ethic 

and refinement. He married a granddaughter of 

Salahuddin.'? Benedict of Peterborough reported that 
on the eve of the great battle of Hittin, six of the 
knights of Guy, king of Jerusalem, “possessed with a 
devilish spirit, deserted the King and escaped into the 

camp of Saladin, where of their own accord they be- 
came Saracens.”’!? 

North Africa and Spain 

The same influences that affected the Christian 

presence in the Near East were present in North 

Africa, perhaps to an even greater degree. Persecu- 

tion of dissenting churches was carried out more sys- 

tematically and with greater ferocity in Africa than in 
the West Asian territories. Justinian is said to have 

ordered the massacre of 200,000 Copts in Alexan- 

dria, and his predecessors had subjected the Jacobites 

(as Copts were identified) to indignities that have 

never been forgotten. Muslim victory over the By- 

zantines achieved by ‘Amr ibn al ‘As and his succes- 
sors who carried the banner of Islam to Tums brought 
the Christian population under an Islamic dominion 
characterized by the same terms ‘Umar ibn al Khattab 
had granted to the Christians of Jerusalem. Instead of 

persecution and interference in their internal church 

affairs, the Muslims granted them total autonomy n 

all matters pertaining to religion. Instead of bitter- 

ness and rancor, the Christians found respect for their 

religious views and justice in their relations with the 

Muslims. In the first years of the futihat in North 

Africa, the revenue from the jizyah (the polltax levied 

by the Islamic government on adult male and capable 

non-Muslims in return for the protection and security 

which the Pax Islamica provided) amounted to 12 

million dirhams from Egypt alone. During the cali- 

phate of Mu‘awiyah, ten years later or less, the 

amount fell to 5 million; and in the caliphate of ‘Umar 

ibn ‘Abdul ‘Aziz (62/682) the amount dwindled to 

nothing, causing the governor to seek authority to 

raise new taxes to cover the expenses of his adminis- 

tration. 

Add to these factors the influx of Arab tribes from 

the Peninsula and their settlement in North Africa. 

Blinded by their religion to any discrimination based 

on race, color, ethnicity, or language, permitted by 

Islamic law to marry non-Muslims, and encouraged by 

their vision to practice miscegenation and unite with 

humanity, these Arab immigrants mixed with the na- 

tives with great enthusiasm. The natives, for their 

part, were anxious to mix with them because of the 

additional prestige such alliances provided. Arab 

tribes poured into North Africa and spread nearly 

everywhere, especially southward along the Nile and 

westward along the Mediterranean coastline. By the 

fourth century A.H. their penetration had reached 

Soba, twelve miles north of modern Khartoum, where 

they built a large mosque. In the fourteenth century 
the Juhaynah tribe in particular had already converted 

most of the Dongola, according to the world traveler 

Ibn Battiitah. Establishment of the Funj Empire in the 
ninth century A.H. signified the near extinction of 

Christianity in the northern area of the present 

Sudan. 

In 1502 an edict by Ferdinand and Isabella pro- 
nounced Islam illegal in Spain and its practice crimi- 

nal. Thus the Islamic presence of eight centuries was 
brought to an end in a country that shone like a jewel, 

bringing some of the greatest contributions of learn- 

ing and civilization to Europe. This glorious chapter of 

human history began in 92/711 when converted na- 

tive North Africans launched an expedition across the 

Strait of Gibraltar to back up a Muslim missionary 

group which had met death at the hands of the Spanish 

authorities the year before. The Catholic Church of 

Spain had just assumed full power over the monarchy, 

following its battles with Arianism, and exercised un- 
restricted power over all the affairs of the realm. This 
power was especially oriented toward wiping out all 
the vestiges of Arianism and toward the persecution
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of the Jews, the only non-Christians in view. Catholic 

victory, however, was achieved at tremendous cost in 

the attitudes of Arian Christians toward the Catholic 

Church. In his history of Visigothic Arianism, Adolph 

Helfferich correctly stated that its doctrinal remains 

in the consciousness of the Spanish people had predis- 
posed them to accept Islam. Like Arianism, Islam 

rejected any duality of being in Christ as well as his 

crucifixion and resurrection, while the Arian doctrine 

of a divine nature in Christ might be interpreted as 

God’s spirit or word breathed into Jesus.!* 

Because of this theological war waged by the Cath- 

olic Church against the Arian Church, large numbers 

of clergy converted to Islam, setting an unprece- 

dented example to therr pastorates. Thus Alvar, a 

monk and historian of the Church of Cordoba, moaned 

in 240/854: 

While we are investigating their [the Muslims'] sacred ordi- 

nances and meeting together to study the sects of their 

Philosophers not for the purpose of refuting their errors, 

but for the exquisite charm and for the eloguence and 

beauty of their language ~ neglecting the reading of the 

Scriptures, we are but setting up an idol the number of the 

beast (Apoc. xiii, 18). Where nowadays can we find any 

learned layman who, absorbed in the study of the Holy 

Scriptures, cares to look at the works of any of the Latin 

Fathers? Who is there with any zeal for the writings of the 

Evangelists, or the Prophets, or Apostles?! Our Christian 

young men, with their elegant airs and fluent speech, are 

showv in their dress and carriage, and are famed for the 

learning of the gentiles; intoxicated with Arab elogquence 

they greedily handle, eagerly devour and zealously discuss 

the books of the Chaldeans [Mushims], and make them 

known by praising them with every flourish of rhetoric, 

knowing nothing of the beauty of the Church’s literature, 

and looking down with contempt on the streams of the 

Church that flow forth from Paradise; alas! the Christians 

are so ignorant of their own law, the Latins pay so little 

attention to their own language, that in the whole Christian 

flock there is hardly one man in a thousand wha can write a 

letter to inquire after a friend’s health intelligibly, while you 

may find a countless rabble of all kinds of them who can 

learnedly roll out the grandiloquent periods of the Chaldean 

tongue. They can even make poems, every line ending with 

the same letter, which display high flights of beauty and 

more skill in handling metre than the gentiles themselves 

possess.t® 

Eastern Europe 

While the tide of Islam was receding in Western 

Europe, Islam made history in Eastern Europe. 

There, Islam spread its dominion, beginning in 

753/1353 when Adrianople was made capital of the 

emerging ‘Uthmanli state. In the first half of the fol- 

lowing century, that dominion spread all the way to 

the Danube and included most of Greece; and in the 

second half, which also witnessed the capture of Con- 

stantinople and its renaming Islampul, that dominion 

spread to the Adriatic Sea. Under Sulayman (926/ 

1520-974/1566), Hungary, southern Poland and 

southern Russia, the Caucasus, and Crete were 

added, and the Aegean and the Black Sea became 

Muslim lakes. 
As in other areas, centuries-old inter-Christian 

disputes and struggles had left their scars on the 

minds and hearts of the people. Here, the antagonism 

was between Catholic and Orthodox, Greeks and 

Russians, Greeks and their Frankish and Venetian 

overlords, and finally between the Greek masses and 

their feudal lords who were installed by distant for- 

eign rulers and who had exploited and tyrannized the 

people. Above all, the administration of the Byzantine 

Empire was corrupt to the core and had left many 

malcontents, full of resentment and desire for re- 

venge. 
The new regime of the ‘Uthmanli Muslims brought 

order and dignity to these people; and the administra- 

tion was far more just than it had ever been under 

Byzantium. Greek merchants preferred to sail under 

the ‘Uthmanli flag and they readily gave up their 

tongue and clothing style for those of the ‘Uthmanlis. 

On the doctrinal level, between Islam and Paulician 

Christianity there was far more than affinity. Their 

Christologies were identical, both regarding Jesus as a 

human and a prophet, sent by God to teach the su- 

preme religious truth of divine unity and justice. This 

“Paulician’’ call of Islam evoked memories that were 

fresh among the people whose emperors had fought 

the Paulician Church with tooth and claw, and had 

massacred them by the hundreds of thousands. Al- 

though very few in number, some Christians called 

themselves Paulicians after they passed under the 

dominion of Islam. They were known as iconoclasts 

and strict unitarians. Add to this the fact that the 

‘Uthmanli administration not only removed all obsta- 

cles to migration between the Asiatic and European 

provinces but encouraged it. Christian migrants were 

always well received, rehabilitated, and helped by the 

Muslims, and a great social and ethnic mixture took 

place as a result of intermarriage. 

In Albania, for instance, the Muslims first arrived 

in 789/1387, but they were not recognized as sover- 

eign until 827/1423. Christians and Muslims cooper- 

ated harmoniously while the Christians enjoyed au- 

tonomy in their internal affairs. Conversion was slow, 

but by the sixteenth century the Muslims outnum- 

bered the Christians. Farther to the north, n modern 

Yugoslavia, the Muslims fanned out in large numbers, 
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and Islam spread with them in Bosnia, Serbia, Mon- 

tenegro, Herzegovina, and Croatia. The spread of 

Islam was greatly assisted by the mass conversion of 

the Bogomiles under Muhammad II (855/1451- 

886/1481). Bogomile Christianity had a great affinity 

to Islam. It abhorred the worship of Mary, the institu- 

tion of baptism, and every form of priesthood. It repu- 

diated the cross as religious symbol, the bells, the 

gaudy decorations of the Catholic Church; and it con- 

demned any bowing before the cross as idolatry. Like 

the Paulicians and the Arians generally, the Bogo- 

miles rejected the doctrines of the incarnation, Cruci- 

fixion, and resurrection. They drank neither wine nor 

spirits, kept their beards and said only the Lord’s 

prayer. Passage to Islam was relatively easy for them, 

and their example prompted others to follow their 

course. 

Crete first came under Muslim rule from 210/825 

to 350/961. In this period all its inhabitants converted 

to Islam. When Byzantium reconquered Crete, an Ar- 

menian monk was sent to proselytize it, and in time 

the population converted again. In the early twelfth 

century, when the Cretans were all Greek Orthodox, 

the island was purchased by the Catholic Venetians 

from its French “owner,” the Duke of Montserrat, to 

whom it had fallen following the partition of the By- 

zantine Empire. A rebellion was put down with such 

ferocity that half the island or better lay fallow and 

deserted for a century. The people who survived con- 

sisted of serfs, cruelly exploited by their Venetian 

overlords. Therefore, the Cretans longed for a libera- 

tor to end their misery. As soon as the Muslims ar- 

rived, Greek authority in religious and secular affairs 

was immediately restored. Reconversion to [slam 

progressed in peace and freedom until the Greek rev- 

olution and the passing of Muslim dominion from the 

island in the nineteenth century. 

Persia 

The same place the Qur’in accorded to “the Peo- 

ple of the Book’ (Christians, Sabeans, and Jews) and 

the same treatment the shar7‘ah accorded to them 

was extended by the Muslims to the Zoroastrians as 

soon as Persia passed under the dominion of Islam. 

Religious legitimacy and autonomy regarding internal 

affairs, especially those pertaining to personal status, 

were a constitutional matter, and were granted read- 

ily. Intermarriage turned the ‘‘vanquished” into the 

in-laws of Islamic leaders and commanders. Husayn, 

the grandson of the Prophet, married Shahrbanu, a 

daughter of Yazdigird, the fallen monarch of the van- 

quished kingdom. The situation of the Christians in 

Persia was worse than that of their Arab co-religion- 

ists in Byzantium. When Byzantium defeated Persia, 

Khusro I brought his Christian subjects under a terri- 

ble wave of persecution. As for the Zoroastrian 

masses, their situation was one of servitude to the 

castes of royalty and priesthood. 

Jslam’s entry onto the scene was therefore be- 

lieved to be a genuine liberation from certain misery, 

enlightenment, and revival of piety after the darkest 

religious decay. Large numbers converted immedi- 

ately. Islamic tolerance, however, enabled the con- 

servative to practice and keep their faith. Toward the 

end of the second century A.H., Siman, a nobleman 

from Balkh, converted to Islam, and renamed his son 

Asad. The son later founded the Samani dynasty 

(261/874-390/999). In 260/873, the whole city of 

Daylam converted to Islam through the effort of a 

Muslim missionary, Abd Muhammad Nasir al Haqg; 

and the province of Tabaristdn did so in 300/912 

through the effort of Hasan bin ‘All. At Samargand, 

destruction of a popular idol by Qutaybah ibn Muslim 

disproved the belief that whoever touched it would 

perish, and the Magian spectators embraced Islam by 

the thousands. By the time of Al Mu‘tasim, the vast 

majority of the people of Transoxania had joined the 

ranks of the faithful. The Samani dynasty was respon- 

sible for bringing Islam to neighboring Turkestan by 

converting its prince Satug Bughra Khan in 34%/960. 

Emulating their prince, 200,000 families professed 

Islam on the same day. The prospects of matrimony 

between the House of Ghaznah and the pagan Ilik- 

Khinis of Central Asia brought the latter into the fold 
of Islam in 1042, and most of their realm followed. 

The king of Kdbul converted to Islam in the caliphate 

of Al Ma’'min; but the bulk of Afghanistan did not join 
Islam until 258/871, when Ya'qdb ibn al Layth 

brought Kabul under the dominion of the Saffar? dy- 

nasty. 

China 

The Arabs had established trade relations with the 

Chinese before Islam. Their seafarers had phed the 

Indian Ocean, passed through the Straits of Malacca 

between Sumatra and peninsular Malaysia, crossed 

the South China Sea, and established trading posts on 

the southeast coast of China, as well as en route, for 

example, In Sumatra and on the Malabar Coast of 

India. Under the T’ang Dynasty, which came to 

power in 618 C.E., Chinese annals made the first men- 

tion of the Arabs, called their kingdom Madinah, and 

described their faith as Islam. The same annals ac- 

knowledged the presence of Chinese Mushms in Can-
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ton, called them Hui Hui, and described their mos- 

ques. Muslim annals mention that Qutaybah had sent 

ambassadors to China after Islam was established in 

Samarqgand and Shash (modern Tashkent). But Chi- 

nese annals mention an ambassador called Sulayman 

who was sent by Hisham in 108/726 to Emperor 

Hsuan Tsung. This may be a legend explaining the 

Arab origins of the Chinese Mushms. Supposedly, Al 

Mansiir sent a body of Muslim troops at the request of 

the Emperor’s son, Su Tsung, in 139/756 to help him 

recover his throne from a usurper, and the Muslim 

force decided to stay in China rather than return 

home. 

The widespread dislocation of people produced by 

the Mongol invasions of Central, South, and West Asia 

caused many Muslims to emigrate to distant, safer 

places. Some emigrated to China, or to the lands lead- 

ing to it. On the other hand, the Mongol conquest of 
Central Asian Muslim lands produced a number of 

Muslims who befriended the Mongols and worked for 

them. In 642/1244 ‘Abdul Rahman became head of 
the imperial finances and collected the taxes imposed 

on China. His successor, another Muslim named 

Sayyid Ajall, appointed in 658/1259 by Qubla Khan, 
became the governor of Yunnan where he built both 

mosques and Buddhist temples for his subjects. In 

1335 Ajall sought and obtained an imperial proclama- 

tion that Islam was ‘‘the true and pure religion.” In 

1420 mosques were built in the capitals Singnanfu 

and Nankin, and Muslim presence was conspicuous 

enough to be observed by Marco Polo (1275-1292) 

in Yunnan and its capital, Talifu. A few decades later, 

that presence was evident throughout the south 

coastal region of China. Finally, under the Ming Dy- 

nasty (1369-1644), its founder Emperor Hungwu 

recognized his Muslim subjects and conferred upon 

them numerous privileges. 

India 

Pre-Islamic Arab seafaring in the Indian Ocean had 

established traders’ colonies on the southwest coast 

of India known through its Arabic name of Ma‘bar 

(Malabar). These must have converted to Islam when 

it was established in Arabia and began to spread in 

Western Asia. They were individuals or small commu- 

nities at best, living under a Hindu government. The 

arrival of Muhammad bin Qasim with an army at Day- 

bul in 93/711 marked the beginning of the first Mus- 

lim government on the subcontinent. His pacification 

of the area and his inquiry of the Caliph in Damascus 

how to treat strangers who were not “people of the 

Book’’ but who agreed to pay tribute and live in peace 

with the Muslims, gave rise to an extension of this 

legal category (dhimmi) to Hindus and Buddhists, 
thus defining Islam’s attitude to these two religions. 

Sindi scholars were responsible for introducing 

Sanskrit knowledge and wisdom into the Near East. 
Muslims from Arabia and local converts began to 

spread Islam in the areas adjoining Sind. Thus Islam 

began its career in the subcontinent. 

The first Muslim city in India was al Mansirah, 

foundedc. 112/730 0onanisland in the Indus river near 

Shahdadpur. Multan, further to the north, became an 

Islamic center soon thereafter, and capital of a Mus- 

lim state by 236/850. Ibn Hawqal visited the city in 

367/977 and described its population as all Mushm. 

From there Islam spread to Punjab in the north and 

Gujrat in the east and south. Islam made another in- 

flux from the northwest. Mahmiid of Ghaznah (998 - 
1030) invaded India from Afghanistan and established 

a base in Lahore. He placed his generals as governors 

of large areas including Punjab and Multan. From 

there Islam began to spread in all directions and, at 

the hand of Muhammad ‘Alafi, as far as Kashmir, 

where he had found refuge from unfriendly Muslims 

and Hindus. When Mas‘id of Ghaznah arrived in 

Kashmir in 425/1033, there were already a prosper- 

ing community of Mushms in that province. 

In the southwest, Makran was a Mushm state be- 

fore the end of the tenth century. In the following 

century, Islam made significant inroads into Gujarat 

through two famous missionaries of Islam, ‘Abdullah 

and Mulla ‘Alf; in Pirana Imam Shah established 

friendly relations with the Hindus and succeeded in 

Hlustration 10.11 

Qabiis Mosque, Brunei. [Photo by L. al Fardql.] 
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Hlustration 10.12 

Arcade of courtyard, The Islamic Center, Washington, D.C. 

[Courtesy The Islamic Center, Washington, D.C.] 

converting thousands of them. Imim Shah had no 

match in missionary zeal until Malik ‘Abdul Latif who 

in the reign of Mahmd Begarah (863/1458-917/ 
1511) converted thousands of Hindus to Islam. 

Mu‘inuddin ChishtT arrived in Ajmer when it was com- 

pletely Hindu. Before he died in 644/1246, he had 

transformed it single-handed into a base for Islam and 

made it the capital of a large STff order which radiated 

Islam in all directions. 

In Bengal, Chittagong had for centuries been a 

center of Arab maritime trade. Surrounding it was a 

strong Buddhist community whose religion had fallen 
into a primitive pattern and involved human sacri- 

fices. Islam did not progress with any great speed 

until after the death of King Kans (796/1393) who 

ordered his son to be a Muslim and to take his place on 

the throne as King Jaldluddin, and then changed his 

mind, dethroned his son, and had him reconvert to 

Hinduism. When he died, his son reascended to the 

throne as an enthusiastic and committed Muslim sov- 

ereign. Within the space of a century, the overwhelm- 

ing majority of the people had converted to Islam. 

East, Central, West, and South Africa 

The Berbers made a last stand against the Muslim 

army in 84/703 and lost. In consequence, they were 

to supply 12,000 troops to the army of Islam. In mili- 

tary service, they would keep their dignity and honor, 

learn Islam and get disciplined in the law, and share in 

the spoils of war. Learned men were assigned to teach 

them and to accompany them on their war expedi- 

tions. Those who accompanied Tariq ibn Ziyad in the 

campaign against Spain were such fresh converts. 

Their career found fulfillment in Spain. In the African 

hinterland, however, Islam made slow progress. [n 

the eleventh century, a Sanhajah chieftain brought 

with him a learned Muslim to teach Islam to his recal- 

citrant tribesmen. The man was ‘Abdullah bin Yasin. 

He tried with little avail to make the faith of the people 

more than lip-service. He retired to an island in the 

Senegal river with a few followers. Soon, others 

joined and the ranks of his pupils swelled. When they 

reached a thousand, he set them out to reform 

through teaching; but resolved with them that in case 

of failure, they would return to him to attempt the 

task by force. The teaching experiment failed again 

and ‘Abdullah bin Yasin prepared to march with his 

followers as if to war. His campaign was successful, 

and he found himself at the head of a continentwide 

movement in control of the land. The movement was 

called al Murabitiin. 

From the land of the Berbers, Islamization ex- 

tended to the pagan tribes of the Sudan. The Lamtuna 

and the Jadala, two clans of the Sanhijah, distin- 

guished themselves in bringing Islam to the pagans. 

Through their efforts, the whole Fulbe tribe became 

Muslim before the end of the eleventh century. Most 

of the citizens of Jenne and Timbuktu, founded in 

494/1100, were Muslim. These cities became great 

centers of Islamic learning and they taught Islam to 
the Mandingos who conquered Ghana and became the 

greatest Muslim activists, bringing Islam to the 

Hausa people. Islam was also brought into the West- 

ern Sudan by Egyptians and Nubians coming to dwell 

or to trade. Their presence and missionary activity 

brought Islam to the Lake Chad area. In the four- 

teenth century, Muslim missionary efforts were 

strengthened by the Tunjar Arabs emigrating from 

Tunis to Darfur and other southern lands. One of 

them, Ahmad, was liked by the heathen king of Dar- 

fur, and he was taken into his employment and patron- 

age. He later married his patron’s daughter and es- 

tablished a dynasty which continued the task of 

proselytizing the natives. By 1017/1608 most of the 

Wadai and Baghirmi peoples were converted to Islam, 

making possible the establishment by ‘Abdul Karim in 

1021/1612 of Wadai as the center of Islamic influence 

throughout West Africa. 

The Fulbe people mobilized and dedicated them- 

selves to the propagation of Islam under the leader- 

ship of Shaykh ‘Uthman dan Fodio in the late eight- 

eenth century. They were eminently successful as 

they introduced Islam as far as Adamana in the south-
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east, founded the city of llorin in Yoruba iand, and 

made the centers from which Islam radiated to the 

south and southwest. The Sufi orders of Mirgha- 
niyyah (founded by Muhammad ‘Uthman al Amir 

Ghani in 1251/1835, the older Baghdad-originated 

Qadiriyyah from its centers at Walata and Timbuktu, 

the Tijaniyyah stemming from Algiers, and the Sanii- 

siyvah from its bases in Kufrah and Jaghbiib in south- 

east Lybia consolidated and continued the gains made 

earlier. 

On the African east coast, contacts were made 

with the Arabs before Islam and continued to grow 

vigorously thereafter, Maqdisu (Maqdishu, Maga- 

doxo) was founded ¢. 339/950 by Mushm immigrants 

who called themselves Ummah Zaydiyvah (Emozay- 

dij) or the followers of Zayd ibn ‘All. Other immigrants 

founded cities of their own farther south. ‘Ali, son of 

Sultan Hasan of Shiraz, emigrated with his black 

mother and followers, and founded the city of Kiloah, 

The news of their prosperity encouraged many more 

to emigrate, thus reinforcing the Islamic presence and 
mission to the tribes inhabiting the hinterland. Their 

efforts were assisted by those Muslims descending 

from the north through the Nile valley. Notable 

among their missionary achievements was the con- 

version of the Galla and Zayla‘ peoples reported by ibn 

Hawgal in the ninth century to be Christians, and by 

Abil Fida in the fourteenth to be Mushms. 

The Dutch encouraged Muslims from the Malay 

Basin to emigrate to South Africa in order to work in 

the new plantations they were operating near the 
Cape of Good Hope. These intermarried with their 

Dutch masters as well as with the native Africans, and 

multiplied their numbers. Together with Muslim im- 

migrants from India who settled on the east coast of 

South Africa, they constitute a significant presence in 

the land. 

The Malay Basin 

The circumstances of the spread of Islam in the 

Malay Basin are so similar to those in Africa that they 

can be merged into a single account. The most impor- 

tant element in this account is the encounter of Islam 

with the primitive mentality of the pre-Islamic Malay. 

That mentality fragmented human existence into 

countless separate tribes. It pictured the world as 

alien, frightful, and above all full of spirits which it had 

to appease and placate. These tribes relied on food 

gathering, or the least agriculture to survive, and 

related their miseries to fantastic myths in terms of 

which they understood themselves and the reality 

around them. They lived on cannibalism, instituted 

human sacrifice, tolerated infanticide, and never saw 

the nakedness of the body or the need to cleanit. They 

never realized the need to read and write, to record 

human experience, and they existed without civiliza- 

tion, or even awareness of human culture. Where the 

West impinged upon it before Islam, as in Africa, 

Westerners bartered goods without ever developing 

native trade or industry and, besides bringing with 
them hitherto unknown diseases which debilitated the 

people, introduced gin and rum with all their attend- 

ant consequences. Where the first outside influence 

upon the primitive mentality came from Hinduism or 

Buddhism, as in the Malay archipelago, it provided no 

exposure or link to the outside world and formed nei- 

ther society nor empire. Instead of developing native 

trade and industry or laying down foundations for the 

development of learning and civilization, Hinduism 

pushed primitive mythology to a higher degree of 

complexity and sophistication. As to the impact of 

Buddhism, it may have taught the Malay how to build 

temples and carve statues to the Buddha (although it 

is by no means certain that Borobudur is the work of 

natives; rather it seems the work of imported crafts- 

men who left behind them no tradition of sculpture or 

architecture!). But asin the other cases of contact, the 

primitive mentality remained primitive. 

Islam transformed the primitive mentality com- 

pletely, It eliminated superstition and spirits and 

ascribed all causation to one supreme Creator Whose 

will is orderly and Whose patents in creation are eter- 

nal. It divested the tribal chiefs and elders of their 

unscrupulous whimsical judgment and binding power, 

and it vested all normativeness in a permanent and 

unique law, backed by worldly and other-worldly 

sanctions. [t dissolved the tribe, repudiated its loyal- 

ties, and grouped the people into nations and empires, 

imbuing them with loyalty for causes greater than 

themselves. It ended cannibalism, human sacrifice, 

and infanticide once and for all. It outlawed alcohol and 

nakedness, imposed cleanliness, and made necessary 

the wearing of shoes. [t banned ghazw (raiding) and 
plunder, and safeguarded life and property. It ordered 

the family and its internal relations on a footing of 

justice, and raised women to a status not reached by 

many of the civilized nations of modern times. It es- 

tablished schools and imposed literacy on all its adher- 

ents, giving them a lingua franca with which to com- 

municate internationally, and made possible the 

translation of books on religion and law to make their 

observance wider and deeper. It ordered them to 

build houses that lent privacy to their families and 

mosques in which to congregate for worship and the 

conduct of public affairs. It encouraged travel, trade, 
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and industry and brought to the converts the best and 

most advanced learning known to other Muslims in 

the world. In short, conversion to Isiam meant for the 

primitive a leap into civilization, from a miserable ex- 

istence shorn of decency and dignity to one replete 

with both, and beautified with the products of Islamic 

poetry and art. 

Islam came to the Malay Basin soon after its advent 

in Arabia, for Arab contacts and trading colonies in the 

area were pre-Islamic. Bases in Sumatra, at the Ma- 

lacca straights, must have been founded to make the 

trade with Canton {China) possible. The period from 

the seventh to the thirteenth centurtes witnessed a 

steady influx of traders and immigrants who settled in 

the region to conduct its prospering foreign trade. 

These arrived from Arabia as well as Persia, Afghani- 

stan, and India where Islam had already established a 

strong and expanding presence. These traders mar- 

ried native women, learned the native tongues, and 

preached Islam to those with whom they came mto 

contact. Gradually, they developed a viable measure 

of security and popularity. Although the annals 

mark ‘Abdullah ‘Arif as founder of the first Muslim 

state in Atcheh in Sumatra in the mid-twelfth cen- 

tury, it is likely that pettier kingdoms of Muslims 

must have been formed earlier and that “Sri Paduka 

Sultan” ‘Abdullah’s monarchy was the high point 
of a long development. Marco Polo reported that Per- 

lak (northeast corner of Sumatra) was already a Mus- 

lim kingdom in 692/1292. 

The dislocations which the Mongol invasions had 

caused produced many emigrants to Southeast Asia. 

Hence, from the thirteenth century, the area wit- 

nessed a great expansion of Muslim power. ‘Ulama’, 

Siifis, disbanded soldiers, craftsmen, and people of all 

walks of life and many races poured into the Malay 

Basin in search of peace and security, away from 

Tatar holocausts and other wars. Islam made its entry 

in large numbers into Palembang, South and Central 

Sumatra, and North Java in the first half of the four- 

teenth century. Minak Kamala Bumi is credited with 

spreading it into Java, after it had taken root among 

the Lampongs in the west of the island. [t was mainly 

from Sumatra that Islam spread in Malaysia in the 

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Smaller colonies 

of Muslims were also set up by seafarers on the east 

coast of Malaysia, and these developed into the mod- 

ern states of Trengganu (which has the oldest Muslim 

inscription of the area, the Trengganu Stone bearing 

the date of 702/1303), and Kelantan, and planting 

other Muslim colonies m Thailand, Cambodia, and 

Vietnam. 

Western Europe and the New World 

This discussion would not be complete without at 

least a brief allusion to the spread of Islam in Western 

Europe and America in the last hundred years. Colo- 

nialism had opened the gates for the colonized to mi- 

grate to the colonial country as cheap labor; and the 

developed industries of the West after World War II 

were hungry for working hands that could not be 

found in Europe. In consequence, between ten and 

fifteen million Muslims now live in Western Europe. 

The Muslims came to North America after World War 

11, to study or seek fortune, and in time took root in 

the New World. Their missionary activity led to the 

conversion of some two or three million native Ameri- 

cans. Together, they form an active, fast-growing 

community of about five or six million people. Smaller 

groups exist in Canada and the other countries of the 

New World. 
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CHAPTER 11 

The Methodological Sciences 

ISLAM AND THE DISCIPLINED 
PURSUIT OF KNOWLEDGE 

Islam identified itself with knowledge. It made knowl- 

edge its condition as well as its goal. It equated the 

pursuit of knowledge with ‘thadah (worship) and 
poured its most lavish praise on those who committed 

themselves to its cultivation, making them the saints 

and friends of God, and raising their ink above the 

blood of the martyrs in value. Islamic knowledge, 

however, was not some Upanishadic insight which 

one obtains from a guru-master. Nor was it an invol- 

untary flash in the consciousness of an adherent un- 

dergoing a mystical experience, though some Mushim 

Siffs have defined it that way. Nor was it some eso- 

teric information obtained on authority after initia- 

tion, or an illumination arrived at subjectively through 

contemplation. Rather, Islamic knowledge is the 

rational — empirical and intuitive — apprehension of 
every realm of reality. It i1s the critical knowledge of 
man and history, of earth and heaven. It is the tested, 

practical knowledge that produces results and leads to 

virtue, the object of the Muslim’s prayer, ‘O God, 

grant us a knowledge that is useful and beneficial!” It 

is at the farthest possible remove from speculation, 

which Islam condemns as vain and idle. Islam’s aver- 
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sion to speculative knowledge is not anti-intellectual- 

ism. Rather, it is the apogee of criticality. The human 

quest will never be successful or worthwhile without 

strategy and economy. Pursuit of impossible knowl- 

edge is certainly futile; use of the wrong methodology 

annihilates the enterprise before it starts. Ghayb, the 

transcendent realm—the ultimate questions of 

metaphysics, the domain of God, of His heaven, His 

angels, His activity, of after-time and beyond-space 

—are forever beyond our ken. By nature, we can 

have no knowledge of them other than what God has 

revealed. Stealing knowledge from heaven like Pro- 

metheus is ridiculous and naive; desiring it as did 

Adam and Eve regardless of consequences is futile. 

The mature, the responsible, and the wise among 

humans are those who are satisfied with their human 

condition. They accept it gratefully, knowing their 

limitations; and they move on to undertake the great 

task of establishing the truth men can establish — 

namely, knowledge of themselves and of their envi- 

ronment, 

Knowledge is infinite because the truth is infinite. 
There 1s no shortcut to it; the road leading toit is hard 

and hazardous, requiring disciplined self-application 

and dedication. Above all, it 1s lengthy, extremely so,



consuming the better years of a man’s life. Fortu- 

nately, man does not start on the quest of knowledge 

ex nihilo. He stands equipped with a number of gifts 

which make the pursuit easy and bring the object 

within reach. He 1s endowed with the senses and the 

faculties of memory and imagination, of theoretical 

and axiological perception. And above them all stands 

the critical faculty of reason to guide, to collate and 

harmonize, to correct and corroborate, and finally to 

systematize the acquired knowledge and relate it to 

action. These are all gifts for which humans can never 

be too grateful. 

To make the quest still easier, lslam regards 

prophecy as an aid to the human quest. Revelation, 

Islam holds, 1s not the disclosure of God but the mak- 

ing known of His will and commandments. Its object is 

knowledge, and only knowledge. It is offered as a 

warning against error and pitfall, as guidance to the 

truth, the same truth that 1s the object of the human 

quest and which the faculties of knowledge seek. Itis 

recorded in a book — the Qur’'an — as a summation of 

the general principles and purport of all knowledge. 

The Qur'an constitutes a ready reference for all who 

seek an open, public source of truth. It lays one condi- 

tion upon the seeker, namely, mastery of the Arabic 

language, which anyone can achieve given the requi- 

site aptitude and resolution. The Qur’an stands as a 

book alongside another “book,” nature or reality, 

which is equally open, public, and available to the 

seeker. The contents of the two “books” are 1denti- 

cal: the laws of nature are the patterns the Creator 

has imbedded in His creation. They are hence His will, 

whether they apply to nature—to earth and sky, to 

things and organisms — or to history —to the inten- 

tions and deeds of men. Whereas the Qur’an requires 

linguistic competence for access to its contents, that 

of nature needs more to “read’”’ and understand it. It 

calls for use of all cognitive faculties at once. Despite 

the equivalence of the two books, priority belongs to 

the Qur'an, because it posits the base of knowledge as 

such, the very thesis of the place of God, man, nature, 

and knowledge in the overall scheme of things. More- 

over, linguistic competence and the ability to read the 

Qur’an are a window to an infinite realm of meanings. 

To grasp these meanings and understand their inter- 

relations, to discover the realities of creation to which 

they apply and those which they project for man to 

bring about, one needs all the faculties of cognition as 

well as all the cumulative legacy of human knowledge. 

The Muslims called a! ‘uliam al shar‘iyyah those 

sciences that seek to master the meanings of revela- 

tion. They included in that category the sciences of 

language, the sciences of the Qur’an, those of the 

hadith, and those of the shari‘ah. The sciences of 

1. THE METHODOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

Hlustration 11.1 

Muslim students going to the Central Mosque in Offa, Ni- 

geria, [Courtesy A, R. Doi.] 

language were the first in importance because they 

constituted the key to the data of revelation, texts as 

well as meanings, The sciences of the Qur'anrevolved 

around the text of the word of God — its verba, gram- 

mar, syntax, and lexicology —and of the contempo- 

rary history as the situational context of revelation, as 

well as the meanings apparent and/or imphcit in the 

text. The sciences of the hadith dealt with the sun- 
nah of the Prophet Muhammad as clarifying, exem- 

plifying, and concretizing the Qur’anic meanings. The 

sciences of the hadith also dealt with the problems of 

establishing the authenticity of the traditions and 

their texts. Finally, the sciences of the shari‘ah, tak- 

ing all the foregoing sciences for granted, sought to 

specify the imperatives of Islam, to translate them 

into prescriptive legislation, and to devise institutions 

as well as methodologies for the shari‘ah’s perpetual 

observance. 

THE SCIENCES OF LANGUAGE 

Introduction 

Being the language of revelation, the Arabic lan- 

guage was the first to come under scholarly study. It 

did so under the pressure of millions of new converts 

who wished to have access to the revelation which 

they belicved was the divine message. Some of them 

spoke languages close to Arabic, for the Semitic lan- 

guages were known by many people in Western Asia. 
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They or others may even have known Arahic as a 

second language. However, understanding the Qur’an 

and mastering its meanings, which was the desidera- 

tum of everyone, required greater competence than 

they could command. Hence their intense desire to 

learn. 

History has never witnessed a similar phenome- 

non. Millions of converts, of all ages and ethnic back- 
grounds, rushed to put themselves through an Arabic 

training program. The Arabs were under divine com- 

mand to bring the message of Islam to all peoples. For 

the majority, that was the justification for their being 

outside Arabia in the new lands to which Islam had 

come. Now that hostilities stopped and public security 

was reassured, the Arabs had little to occupy them- 

selves. The mosque was instantly turned into a 

classroom, and so were the streets, marketplaces, 

and private homes. The Arabs had no text to teach 

except the Qur'an which they had memorized and 

which they utilized as the standard of grammatical 

rules and their exemplification. Everywhere, the new 

Muslims gathered around an Arab to learn from him 

directly, and then perhaps to teach others who had no 

Arab teacher. 

In time, the demand for teaching Arabic to non-Ar- 

abic-speaking Muslims produced the science of the 

language, namely, grammar, orthography, syntax, 

lexicology, linguistics, and poetics. Had the message 

been restricted to the Arabic-speaking people, devel- 

opment of the Arabic sciences may not have taken 

place as early as it did. 

The first scholar to rise to the task of laying down a



grammar of the Arabic language in systematic form 
was Abi al Aswad al Du’ali (69/689). He belonged to 
the class of Tabi‘in (second generation of Muslims), 

and had been a companion of ‘AR ibn Abi Talib, the 

fourth caliph, at the Battle of Siffin. Al Du’ali was also 

responsible for devising the vocalization signs, which 

are determined by the grammatical status of the 

words and which constitute indices to that status and 

make understanding possible. The first vocalization 

signs used in Arabic were those used in Syriac and 

later adopted by Hebrew: one dot above for the short 
i _ry 

a’" of the direct object; one dot within the letter for 
01 

the nominative ‘‘u’’; and one dot under the letter to 

indicate the terminal ‘i’ sound of the indirect object. 

This system did not last long. Before the first century 

of the Islamic period was over, the signs presently 

used were introduced. The same time witnessed the 

establishment of signs to denote the joining of two 

words or their separation, doubling of a consonant, 

and dots to differentiate letters having the same 

shape. By the time of al Hajaj, the governor of Iraq 

and the eastern provinces, these processes were 

completed. It was he who introduced them into the 

Qur’dnic script during the caliphate of ‘Abdul Malik 

ibn Marwin (66 - 86/685-705). 
The Umawi caliphs encouraged the talented 

among their subjects to lay down the foundations of 

the Arabic language, and generously rewarded those 

who made worthy contributions. Cahph ‘Abdul Malik 

asked his attendants: “Who could list organs of the 

body beginning with the letters of the alphabet in 

their own order?”” Suwayd ibn Ghaflah rose and said, 

“Prince of the Believers, I am equal to it”’; and he 

recited “Aisfor . . . ,Bisfor ... ) downto Z. 

When another attendant rose and said, *'I can cite two 

organs for each letter,” Suwayd retorted, “I can cite 

three'’; and he did. The books of al Asma‘T on the 
animals and plants were not works of zoology or bo- 

tany but linguistic treatises that identified, analyzed, 

and classified the names of animals and plants and 

their usage. Such works were specialized lexicons, in 

which words were arranged according to their mean- 

ing rather than their spelling. The Arabs produced 

them by the hundreds and thus laid the foundations for 

Arabic linguistics. Beside the works of al Asmaf, the 
most famous were Figh al Lughah of al Tha‘alibi and 
Al Mukhassass of Ibn Sayyidih. 

The earliest and possibly the greatest master of 

the Arabic language was Khahll ibn Ahmad (180/796), 

the teacher of Stbawayh and a score of the greatest 

grammarians and men of letters of the second century 

A.H. He discovered, theorized, and established the 

rhythmic modes of Arabic poetry and gave them their 

names. He wrote Kiia@b al ‘Ayn, the first thesaurus of 

11. THE METHODOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

Arabic words and book of grammar and syntax. He 

surveyed and counted the words of the Arabic lan- 

guage and found them to be 1,235,412 words. Abi 

Bakr al Zabidi(379/989), who published a summary of 

Ibn Ahmad’s masterpiece, gave the census of the lan- 

guage and arrived at the following table: 

Number Form of 

of Words Roots In Use Not in Use 

750 Two letters 589 161 

19,650 Three “ 4,269 15,381 

33,400 Four *“ 2,820 30,580 
6,375,600 Five * 42 6,375,558 

6,429,400 7,720 6,421,680 

The Science of Adab 

Besides being a general term referring to all stud- 

ies pertaining to the Arabic language, the word adab 

has acquired two technical meanings, both of which 

were differentiated from “t/m (science). To contrast 

the ‘@lim (man of sclence) with the adib (man of 

adab), the former 1s defined as ““whoever specializes 

in any branch of the sciences and perfects his knowl- 

edge of it,”” while the latter is “whoever familiarizes 

himself with every branch of knowledge, takes the 

best part of it and digestsit.” To be a man of adabis to 

SOME MUGHUL RULERS: 
Babur 932- 937/1525-1530 

Humayiin 937 - 964/1530-1556 

Akbar 964 -1014/1556-1605 

Jahangir 1014-1037/1605-1627 

Shah Jahan 1037-1069/1627-1658 

Aurangzeb 1069-1119/1658-1707 

FIRUZ TUGHLUQ (752-790/1351-1388) BUILT: 

200 towns 

40 mosques 

30 colleges 

30 reservoirs 

50 dams 

100 hospitals 

100 public baths 

150 bridges 

‘ALA’UDDIN KHALJI (696-716/1296-1316): 

attracted musicians from all over India; 

under him Indo-Muslim music was created, 

FAMOUS URDU POETS: 

Mazhar 1111-1195/1699-1781 

Sauda  1130-1194/ 717-1780 

Dard 1132-1200/1719-1785 

Mir 1137-1223/1724-1808 
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Hlustration 11,2 

A Qur’anic school in Nigeria. [Courtesy A. R. Doi.] 

know all fields of learning enough to realize their fun- 

damental principles, methods, problems, objectives, 

achievements, and hopes, and to know these so weil as 

to relate them meaningfully to the enterprise of 

human thought and life. The second technical mean- 

ing was a later mvention. It apphed to the man of 

science whose specialization consisted of prose and 

poetry, 

In the early period of Islamic history, adab re- 

ferred to the first technical meanmng. It was particu- 

larly used to mean the collection, organization, and 

dissemination of the sayings, wisdom, poetry, history, 

and cultural materials of the Arabs as aids to under- 

standing of the Qur’an. It was Ibn ‘Abbas, the first 

Qur’anic exegete, who advised the Muslims to look 

for an explanation of anything they found problematic 

in the Qur’an, in the poetry, and in the adab of the 

Arabs. When non-Arabs converted to Isiam and 

sought to learn the Arabic language, the materials 

necessary for confirmation and exemplification of the 

rules of grammar, lexicology, syntax, and so on, were 

sought in the culture of the Arabs. Pursuant to the 

goals of Arabization so keenly desired by the Umawis, 

the caliphs encouraged the theorizers of Arabic and 

offered great prizes to a new breed of collectors, the 

ruwdat al adab, those who searched the Arabic Penin- 

sula for cultural materials, memorized them, and con- 

veyed them to the students. 

Kiifah and Basrah, standing between the Persian- 

speaking and Arabic-speaking worlds, became the 

vital centers of adab activity. The Persian clients of 

Band Asad distinguished themselves as the foremost 

students and teachers of Arabic and adab. They and 

others with similar commitment to teach the Qur’an 

used to travel to the heart of Arabia in search of the 

adab materials. And they did this voluntarily in order 

to excelin spreading Isiam and its language. The more 

the caliphs rewarded the famous among them, the 

more adaband its riwayah (collection and intellectual 

11. THE METHODOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

distribution) became professions whose men ex- 

pected to be paid for their services. In his Al Fihrist, 
Ibn al Nadim has given the names of scores of early 

Arabic teachers (al fusaha’) and of collectors and 

distributors of adab. The first two generations of 

these collectors were immigrants from the central 

and western parts of the Peninsula; the third genera- 

tion comprised, in the main, clients of one Arab tribe 

or another, a good number of them clients of Banii 

Asad. Among the first generation the most famous 
were Abal Jamas Thawr ibn Yazid, the teacher of Ibn 

al Mugqaffa®, Shubayl ibn ‘Ara‘arah (a Kharijt), Abx 

Thawibah al Asadi, Nasr ibn Mudar (of Banli Asad), 

Ab Mahlam al Shaybani, al Faq‘asT (of Bana Asad); 

and Khalaf al Ahmar (180/796), client of AbG Musa al 

Ash‘ari. Among the second and third generations of 

masters of adab and riwayah were: Qatadah ibn 

Da‘amah (117/735); Abt ‘Amr ibn al ‘Ala" (154/770); 

Abi ‘Ubaydah Mu‘ammar ibn al Muthanna (209/824); 

‘Abdul Malik al Asma‘T (214/829), author of more 

than forty books on poetry and on the names of ani- 

mals, camels, horses, goats, plants, date palms, and so 

on; Abu Zayd al Ansari (215/830), author of The 

Pearls of Language, Book of Rain, and Book of Milk, 

and Abu ‘Ubayd al Qasim ibn Salam (223/837), author 

of Gharth al Musannaf, which took forty years of 

labor to complete. Another group of ruwat special- 

ized and excelled in the coliection and dissemination of 

poetry. Among them were Hammad al Rawiyah 

(156/772), a client of Banii Bakr; Mufaddal al Dabb1 
(168/784), author of the famous anthology Al Hama- 

sah, and of Al Mufaddaliyyat, another anthology of 

126 poetical compositions and other materials; Ab 

‘Amr al Shaybani (206/821); Muhammad ibn Salam, 

creator of the science of classification of poets; and 

Ibn Abul Khattab, the author of the classic Jamharat 

Ash'ar al ‘Arab. 

The Muslims were the first to systematize literary 

criticism, to identify its standards, principles, and 

rules, and to write textbooks for education of the 

students. The first of these was Thn Qutaybah (267 - 
880), author of Adab al Katib. He was followed by 

‘Abdul Qahir al Jurjam, whose Asrar al Balaghah fi 

Nm al Bayan covered more ground and carried the 

critical analysis to higher levels. Finally, Diya’ al Din 

ibn al Athir al Jazart wrote his Al Mathal al Sa’tr and 

with it perfected the discipline. 

The Science of Grammar and Syntax 

The people of Basrah launched the discipline of 

Arabic grammar through Abtil Aswad al Du’ali, who 

identified and organized its principles and rules. The 

first to give explanation and justification for the rules 
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of grammar was Ibn Abi Ishaq al Hadrami (117/735). 

‘Isd ibn ‘Umar al Thaqafi (149/766) and Hartn ibn 

Miisa were the first to write textbooks, and Sibawayh 

(183/799) was the first to set it to verse. His book was 

the first to present grammatical knowledge in literary 

form, thus making its pursuit a high intellectual plea- 

sure. His book quickly became a classic and was ap- 

preciated by everyone. It won the titles of al Kitab 

(the book) and “a! Bahr”(the ocean). ‘Al ibn Hamzah 

al Kasa'1(189/801), a student of Banii Asad, was the 

favorite of the ‘Abbasi caliph Harin al Rashid and 
teacher of his son, al Amin. After the latter became 

caliph, he sided unjustly with his teacher against Siba- 

wayh in a public debate between the two masters. 

Yahya ibn Ziyad al Farra’ (207/822), another Bant 

Asad student, excelled to the point that posterity ac- 

knowledged him as the greatest champion of the Ara- 

bic language. He was the favorite of Caliph al Ma’miin, 

whose princely children vied with one another for the 

privilege of bringing the scholar his shoes whenever 

he left the court. He dictated two works on grammar, 

Al Hudiid and Al Ma‘@ni. Finally, Ya‘qb ibn Ishaq 

Ibn al Sakit (244/858), teacher of Caliph al Mutawak- 

kil's children, wrote Islah al Mantigand Tahdhib al 

Alfaz. 
The work of Khalil ibn Ahmad in grammar was so 

fundamental and so perfect that it satisfied the need of 

several generations. Many works were written as 

commentaries and amplifications of his Kztab al ‘Ayn. 

Ibn Ahmad and his contemporaries Abi “‘Ubaydah and 

al Asma'‘T graduated hundreds of great grammarians 

who led the field after them. Together, they devel- 

oped fasrif (conjugation of verbs and foliation of 

words) into a science and wrote it down. Abiil ‘Abbas 

Tha‘lab (291/903) was another of the students of Ibn 

Ahmad, Abli ‘Ubaydah, and al Asma‘l. He wrote 
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Hlustration 11.3 

Young Indonesian Muslims learning to pray. [Courtesy In- 

donesian Islamic Library Center, Masjid al Istiglal, Jakarta.] 

Hlustration 11.4 

Courtvard, Madrasah al Sharritin, Salé, Morocco, 1341 

C.E. [Photo by L. al Fardqr.] 
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twenty-two books on grammar, among them Kztab al 

Fasth and Kitab Qawa‘id al Shi‘r. Abli Ishaq al Zajj3) 

(311/923) wrote Kitab Sirr al Nahw in which he 

included an analysis of the “‘conjugable and non-conju- 

gable”’; he also produced a book on the human body, 

Khalg al Insan, and another on the meanings of the 

Qur'an, Ma‘ani al Qur'an. Abtl ‘Abbas Muhammad 

al Mubarrad (285/898) contributed his classic work, 

Al Kamil. Arabic grammar continued to occupy the 

greatest minds, and production of great works in the 

field continued. In the succeeding century, Ibn Khala- 

wayh (370/980) led the discipline of parsing, which he 

applied systematically to thirty suwar of the Qur'an, 

recording them in a book entitled Parsing of the 

Quy’an. He also produced a book on the negative 

copulative {ayse. ‘Uthman ibn Jinnt (392/1001), the 

son of a Greek slave, crowned the century with twelve 

llustrious works on grammar. 
The next great age of grammarians was the sev- 

enth century A.H. It witnessed the work of Muham- 
mad ibn Malik (672/1273), Alfiyyat bn Malik, a 

summation of Arabic grammar in 1,000 verses of 

beautiful poetry, and that of Muhammad ibn Ajarrim 

(723/1323), Al Ajarritmiyyah, which has remained 
the standard text of Arabic grammar throughout the 

Arab world till the present. 

The Science of Lexicology 

Lexicology, or the science of establishing the 

meanings of words, is as old as the language which it 

serves. The need to teach the correct diction, and to 

understand the correct purport of a statement, is uni- 

versal. In the case of the Arabic language this need is 

crucial; for Arabic has a different word for each subdi- 

vision or nuance of the meaning, and for each member 

of a class which a word connotes. Every hour of the 

day, for instance, has a different name; and so does 

every night in the cycle of the moon. The hair on 

every identifiable area of the head, every shortcoming 

of the human eye, each has its proper term. Every 

action has a variety of degrees of intensity and other 

qualifications, each of which has a different word to 

designate it. To see, tosit, to stand, to walk, to eat, to 

drink—each has dozens of words referring to the 

same action generally meant by these words, but 

every one of the words qualifies the action in a way 

that ensures its special identity. Likewise, ordinary 

objects have numerous names which refer to the same 

object and yet distinguish slightly variant examples of 

it. Thirteen names belong to milk, thirteen to honey, 

twenty-one to light, twenty-four to the year, twenty- 

nine to the sun, fifty to various kinds of clouds, fifty- 

two to darkness, sixty-four to rain, eighty-eight to the 
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well, one hundred to wine, one hundred to the ser- 

pent, one hundred and seventy to water, two hundred 

and fifty-five to the she-camel, three hundred and fifty 

to the lion. The horse, the donkey, the wild beasts, the 

desert, the sword, the tall man, the short man, the 

hero, the hospitable, the stingy, the noble —all have a 

great number of terms to designate them. Add to this 

the fact that Arabic is unique in having several 

hundreds of words that carry a meaning and its oppo- 

site at the same time, making usage and context de- 

termine which meaning the hearer should perceive as 

that intended. Asif this were not enough, some words 

carry three or more meanings at the same time. Lexi- 

cologists have reported one hundred and fifty words 

with three meanings, one hundred and fifty with four, 

another one hundred and fifty words with five, and so 

on up the scale until they reach thirty-five meanings 

for the word ‘@yn (eye) and sixty for the word ‘ajitz 

(old person). 

Understandably, a language such as Arabic, when 

it is learned by an adult, requires a lexicon. But in 

Arabic, because of the conjugation and foliation of 

words, the lexicon user must be a lexicologist, capable 

of breaking down a word and reducing it to its root 

form. Then he must find the meaning of the root, and 

apply the structural formal meaning to that root in 

order to find out the meaning of the word in question. 

The advent of Islam altered the meanings of some 
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Hlustration 11.5 

Calligraphic carving, Qutb Minar, Delh, India, 1206 C.E. 

{Photo by L. al Faraqi.] 

words and Introduced new words with new meanings. 

The Qur’anic usage determined these changes. Simi- 
larly, a number of words acquired a new juristic con- 

notation, a liturgical connotation, a religious and 

ethical, political, economic, or social connotation, fol- 

lowing the definitions of the shari‘ah or the require- 

ments of Islamic personal and/or social ethics. These 

had to be learned by both Arabic-speaking and other 

Muslims. The shift from the old meanings to the new 

was easier to grasp by the Arabic-speaking people of 

the Peninsula; and it was doubly difficult for those who 

commanded only half-mastery of the language in the 

provinces adjoining the Arabian Peninsula. 

In consequence of the advent of Islam and its rapid 

spread in the known world, a whole range of new 

meanings was attached to old words, or new words 

were “foliated” out of old roots, to refer to the re- 

quirements of the new situation. Administrative 

terms, economic and financial terms, military terms, 

diplomatic terms, and terms expressing new prob- 

fems, new states, and new experiences made their 

way into the language and required lexicologists to 

establish them and regulate their use. 

Al Jurjani (816/1413) prepared the first compen- 

dium of lexicology, entitled Al Ta‘rifat(Paris, 1845). 

He was followed by al Tahdanawi (1158/1745) in his 

Kashshaf Istilahat al Funin (Calcutta, 1861). The 

mystics developed a lexicon of their own, and Ibn 

‘Arabi included one in his Al Futihat al Makkiyyah. 

More important, a new methodology for writing and 

speaking in any science or branch of learning was 

11. THE METHODOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

developed and observed by everyone. Naturally, the 

methodology was first used in the exegesis of the 

Qur'an. It involved the identification of, first, each 

word in the sentence as to its grammatical form, func- 

tion, and interrelation with other parts of the sen- 

tence; second, the literal meaning of the words, that 

18, of their roots and of their structural forms; third, 

the lexicological meaning of the terms in the context 

of their usage; fourth, the technical meaning of the 

terms in relation to the science, discipline, or field of 

inquiry in which they fell. 

By the end of the third century A.H., a huge collec- 

tion of lexicological works had accumulated, making it 

necessary to organize them into a comprehensive dic- 

tionary of the Arabic language. The earlier attempts 

at producing a dictionary — Khalil ibn Ahmad’s Kitab 

al ‘Ayn, Ibn Durayd’s Jamharah, and al Qalt's A/ 

Badi’ I 

dictionaries, more complete and better organized, 

was produced. Muhammad ibn Ahmad al Azharl 

(370/980) wrote his Al Tahdhib after a sojourn of 

twenty years among the tribes of central Araba. 

Sahib ibn ‘Abbad (385/995) produced Al Muhif 

Ahmad ibn Faris (390/999) his Al Mujmal; Isma al 

JawharT (398/1007) his A/ Sthah; and ‘All ibn Sayyi- 
dih, his Al Muhkam and Al Mukhassass. The last 

two, the former ordered alphabetically and the latter 

according to meaning, were the most complete and 

best ordered of all Arabic dictionaries for centuries to 
come. Al Muhkam reigned over the field until 

Muhammad ibn Manzar (711/1311) produced his 

Lisan al ‘Arab; Majduddin al Firizabadi (817/1414), 

his Al Qdmiais al Muhit; and Murtadi al Zabidi (1206/ 

1791), his Taj al ‘Aris. Al Muhkam and the later 

three works are still widely used today, and they are 

regarded as the ultimate lexicological references for 

the Arabic language. 

The academies of Arabic language of Cairo, Bagh- 

dad, Damascus, ‘Amman, Fas, and, more recently, the 

Arabic Language Committee of the League of Arab 

States, have been busy in expanding the Arabic lan- 

guage vocabulary to accommodate the inventions, 

discoveries, and products of modern science and tech- 

nology. Observing the classical rules of the language, 

the impressive new lexicons they have produced con- 

tain new words that fili the modern needs. These 

were created either by conjugating existing roots, or 

by adopting new roots and conjugating them accord- 

ing to Arabic rules to obtain the desired modalities of 

meaning. Al Lisan al ‘Arabi(*'The Arabic Tongue™), 

published in Rabat, Morocco, on behalf of the League 

of Arab States, has so far produced over thirty vol- 

umes with several thousand new words in each. 
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CHAPTER 12 

The Sciences of the Qur'an 

THE SCIENCE OF 
QIRA’AH (RECITATION) 

Being the literal word of God, the Qur'an was the 

object of the greatest reverence among Muslims. It 

continues to be so to the present day. Naturally, to 

recite it correctly is the first prerequisite of the man 

of learning as well as of the worshipper. The first 
discipline to develop in this regard was ‘fim al 
Qira’ah, the science of reading or reciting the Qur’an. 

The word gari’(reader or reciter) is an honorific title. 

The Prophet had approved a number of variant recita- 
tions, according to accents and dialects of some of the 
tribes of Arabia, but he ruled that the standard was 

that of Quraysh. Consequently, a number of recitation 

traditions developed following the variants permitted 

by the Prophet. To distinguish between them, and to 

recite according to the Quraysh standard, was the 

first discipline. The traditions included the recitations 

of ‘Abdullah ibn Kathir (120/737), ‘Asim ibn Abd al 
Nujiad (127/744), ‘Abdullah ibn ‘Amir (118/736), ‘Al 
ibn Hamzah (189/804), Abii ‘Amr ibn al ‘Ald’ 

(155/771), Hamzah ibn Habib (156/772), and Nafi’ 
ibn Abd Nu‘aym (169/785). Their knowledge re- 
mained an oral tradition passed from teacher to pupil, 
generation after generation., The oldest written 

record came at the turn of the fourth century A.H., 
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when Muhammad ibn Qasim al Anbari (328/939) 

wrote his Al Idah ft al Waqf wal Ibtida’. Ibn al Sayra- 
f1 (444/1052) wrote Al Taysir fi al Qira’at al Sab’, 

Jami* al Bayan, and Mufradat al Qira’at, thus es- 

tablishing the oral tradition as a science. It has been 
alleged by the uninstructed that the seven variant 

recitations constitute several versions of the Qur’an. 

Nothing could be farther from the truth. The “seven” 
are not even dialects, though some of the variations 

are due to dialects. They are httle linguistic indul- 

gences which the Prophet permitted in order to ease 

the recitation for those whose upbringing made the 

Qurayshi pronunciation of some words difficult. 

THE SCIENCE OF ASBAB AL NUZUL 
(THE CONTEXTS OF REVELATION) 

The second science to develop out of Qur’anic study 

was ‘llm Asbab al Nuzul (the historical contexts of 

revelation). In learning the Qur’an the Muslims real- 
ized that it is not possible to understand the word of 

God without knowledge of the time in which it was 

revealed, of the circumstances that brought it about, 
and of the real situations it had addressed. All revela- 

tion is contextual, situational. Even when revelation 
speaks of God and His angels and the heavenly king-
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dom, it is so that humans may recognize and acknowl- 

edge Him as their Creator and Lord. This does not 

make the revelation relative to history, but related to 

it, the relative and the relational being disparate. The 

absolute which is the opposite of the relative may well 

be relational. The Qur’an is absolute since it is the will 

of God and His word; but it 1s relational to the world 

and history since it addresses the world. 

The asbab al nuzil, causes or occasions of revela- 

tion, add considerably to our understanding of any 

verse, and for verses carrying a judgment, an impera- 

tive, or a sanction, a knowledge of them is crucial. 

This is an autonomous science, for which grammati- 

cal, linguistic, and lexicological analyses are neces- 

sary, but which goes beyond them. The discipline 

depended upon the oral tradition and applied all the 

known canons of critique to ascertain authenticity of 

the reports it received. It accepted those traditions 

that had been witnessed and reported by several 

channels. The variants were checked against one an- 
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other, compared with the form aspects of the reports. 

Assuming their relation to the Qur'anic verses in 

question, the resultant meanings obtained were com- 

pared and contrasted with similar verses and their 

certain contexts of revelation. 

‘All ibn Ahmad al Wahid1 (427/1035) was the first 

to collect and systematize bits of mformation and data 

scattered in numerous volumes dealing with the 

Qur'an as well as other subjects, under the title Asbab 

al Nuzul. The same title was used by Jalaluddin al 

Suyiiti (911/1505) for his work to which he prefixed 

the words “Lubab al Nugal.” The expanded title 

alerted the reader that the work was only a selection 

from the available data. Ibrahim al Ja'bari(732/1331) 

and Ibn Hajar al ‘Asqalani (852/1448) wrote books on 

asbab al nuzil. The greatest amount of pertinent 

materials, however, was mcluded in the books of exe- 

gesis. Despite this fact, the contexts of revelation 

remained an autonomous science distinct from exe- 

gesis. 

THE SCIENCE OF MAKKI AND 
MADINI (HISTORICAL CRITICISM) 

The third science to develop from study of the Qur’an 

was Hm al Makki wal Madin? (knowledge of the 

locus of revelation— Makkah or Madinah). Like the 

contexts of revelation, the study of the locus of revela- 

tion may be subsumed under exegesis. Most of the 

pertinent materials were included in the exegetical 

works. However, the study is independent and auton- 

omous, because it deals with historical matenals dif- 

ferent from those of the science of asbab al nuzil. 

The latter takes into consideration the particular his- 

torical materials in the individuals and their interrela- 

tionships, and the events, deeds, and circumstances 

that constitute the real matrix of the specific verse or 

verses In question. These, however, are not the only 

historical materials relevant for a correct understand- 

ing of revelation. The Makki and Madini science was 

developed in order to answer three different in- 

quiries. 

First, granted that the verse or verses in question 

refer to this or that person and to this or that deed or 

event, the revelation of the verse or verses so related 

was meant as an address to the Makkans, that 1s, to 

the non-Muslims. This address provided a wider con- 

text, a background to which the revelation could be 

related. Why did God choose that particular person or 

deed? To what use was the particular event put by 

such revelation? What were the divine purposes be- 

hind such utilization? How were those purposes re- 

lated to the general situation of the Makkans? Evi- 

dently, if the addressees of revelation were the 
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Muslims and not the non-Muslin Makkans, a different 

set of meanings might be perceived in them. Perhaps 

better than any other, this Qur'anic science arouses 

the scholar's historical sense and prompts him to raise 

the most far-reaching questions of historical criticism. 

For the Makkah - Madinah bifurcation is not merely 

geographical. It is equally —and we might even say, 

uppermost — chronological or historical. Second, 

raising the question of Makkah - Madinah is necessar- 

ilv to look at Islam as a movement in history and to 

question our perception of it as falling in stages, in 

different places and times, and in varying degrees of 

development within the last twenty-two or twenty- 

three years of the Prophet’s life. The relevance of 

such historical knowledge of Islam as a movement 

goes far beyond the knowledge of who the addressees 

were. In the broad steps of a great movement, even 

the addressees as a group might be a context for an 

address directed at humankind in general. This may 

and may not include the Makkans or Madinans, but it 

must surely pertain to the state of religion and culture 

during that portion of the lifetime of the Prophet. 

There are many verses of the Qur’an which scholars 

have affirmed to be either Makkan or Madinan, but 

which actually speak to neither. The only way toiden- 

tify those verses is to ask the geographical and 

Hiustration 12.1 

Copper niello platter with calligraphy and arabesque pat- 

terning, contemporary Egyptian craftsmanship. Clockwise, 

beginning at 9 o’clock position, are eight exclamations to 

God: “Oh Just One; Oh Judge; Oh Great Glorious; Oh Mer- 

ciful; Oh Beneficent: Oh Most High; Oh Rich One {Oh] Lord; 

Oh Guardian,” surrounding a central ““Action [good deeds] 

is obligatory.” [Photo by L. al Fardqi.}] 
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chronological question, whether the revelation was 

Makkan or Madinan. 

Some verses were revealed neither in geographic 

Makkah nor in Madinah, This class includes verses 

revealed in Jerusalem, T7'if, Hudaybiyah, and Juhfah. 

When Makkah and Madinah are taken chronologi- 

cally, scholars try to establish whether the revelation 

took place during the day or the night, whether the 

Prophet was alone or in company of others. In fact, 

Muslim scholars gave full vent to their imagination, 

raising all sorts of detailed questions and seeking criti- 

cal answers to them. Was the Prophet in a tent, ina 

house, or in the open? Was he stationary or in motion? 

What activity engaged him at that time? If the revela- 

tion took place when he was in company, who were 

the companions and what brought them together with 

the Prophet? Even the weather at the time of the 

revelation was an object of inquiry. Its relevance to 

some verses is a matter of fact. 

Third, while geographically speaking some verses 

were certainly revealed in Madinah, they addressed 

or were meant for the Makkans. Other verses were 

certainly revealed in Makkah, but they were meant 

for a projected society of Muslims, and hence to a 

would-be Madinah. Respectively, these were desig- 

nated by the scholars as Madinan with Makkan status 

(Madiniyvah hukmuha Makkiyyah) or Makkan with 

Madman status (Makkiyyah hukmuha Madiniyvah). 

So too, there were verses that addressed neither the 

Makkans nor the Madinans but the Christians and 

Jews, the “‘People of the Book."”” Their assignment to 

Makkah or Madinah may have a geographical or 

chronological significance. But its real import may be 

elsewhere, in the fact that they were addressed to the 

People of the Book everywhere. Still others went 

beyond any Makkan, Madinan, or People-of-the-Book 

reference. They were addressed to mankind and they 

touched upon umversal human themes and problems. 

A proper understanding of the Qur’an requires the 

raising of the question Makkan or Madinan for it is the 

spearpoint of historical questioning of a higher order. 

Raising and seeking to answer all these questions 

constituted an enterprise which Islam blessed, thus 

enabling it to gather its materials and blossom forth as 

a science. Historical criticism was never a science 

before the Muslims undertook this enterprise; and 

none has been as critically managed. Complemented 

with the sciences of language, it performed its task 

with thorough-going scholarship. The effort was 

prompted by a sophisticated and fastidious historical 

sense which Islam instilled in its adherents by teach- 

ing them that the truth is critically, rationally know- 

able; that Islam has no esoteric secrets and nothing to 

hide; that it does not fear a total and complete disclo-



sure of all that pertains to it. For it is neither mythical 

nor dogmatic, neither particularist nor gnoseological. 

The Qur’anic scholars were perfectly aware of the 

relatedness of their revelation to desert, village, and 

city; to Arabs and non-Arabs, Muslims and non-Mus- 

lims; to Christians and Jews and others. Their work on 

the Makkan and Madinan question was their best ex- 

ercise in historical criticism. The description of al 

Hasan ibn Habib al Naysabtul is certainly true: 
“Knowledge of the advent and place of revelation, and 

ordering the revelations as belonging to an early, 

middle, late or conclusive period constitutes one of 

the noblest sciences.”"? 

THE SCIENCES OF 
TAFSIR (EXEGESIS) 

Exegesis through Tradition (Bil-ma’thar) 

In a general sense, the Muslims regard the sunnah 

as a clarification or exegesis of the Qur’an. This was 

the purport of Chapter 6, in which the sunnah was 

treated as a form of the essence of Islam. Since the 

Qur’an is that essence stated in discursive proposi- 

tions for better understanding, it follows that what 

clarifies and amplifies that essence, what exemplifies 

and concretizes it, fulfills the same function for the 

Qur’an. Besides this general sense, the sunnah con- 

tains specific materials pertaining to specific Qur'anic 

verses for the purpose of exegesis. Being the first and 

highest authority for understanding the Qur’an, the 

Prophet made numerous statements explaining the 

contents of Qur’anic verses in response to the inguir- 

ies of his companions. Nobody dared to explain the 

Qur’an during the lifetime of the Prophet. His ready 

availahility to perform this function obviated the need. 

No one could better qualify for the task than the 

Prophet. Naturally, he knew bhest the situation to 

which the Qur'an spoke, and the meaning of what it 

said. Unless the revelation was absolutely clear and 

immediately understood by the people it addressed, it 

was natural for somebody to ask for an interpretation, 

as well as for the Prophet to oblige. The Prophet’s 

interpreting words were kept in mind to be passed to 

others who did not witness the revelation. Also, if the 

revelation was immediately comprehensible to the 

people present and witnessing the occasion, it may 

not have been so for the absent. When the revelation 

was brought by the companions to those removed 

from it, it was natural for the reporters to give a 

clarifying description or analysis in order to show its 

relevance. Likewise, after the Prophet had died, and 

the revelation was taught to the millions near to and 

far from the scene, the companions volunteered an 
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Bab al Mardin Mosque, Toledo, Spain, 999 c.k. The 

mosque was later converted into a church. [Photo by L. al 

Faraqr.] 

explanation or gave it upon request in order to facili- 

tate comprehension and observance. It 1s also natural 

that the need and demand for clarification of the reve- 

lation would increase in direct proportion to four fac- 

tors: geographical distance from Makkah and Ma- 

dinah; time distance from the life of the Prophet; 

Hllustration 12.3 

Bab al Mardin Mosque, entrance. [Photo by L. al FarGgl.] 
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direct involvement with the Prophet’s activities and/ 

or the progress of the Islamic movement; and linguis- 

tic distance from the Arabic language and the dialect 

of Quraysh. Clarifications must have numbered in the 

thousands. They were memorized and circulated at 

their time and passed to the second, third, and fourth 

generations of Muslims, Dependence upon them cre- 

ated the first school of exegesis named after the pro- 

cess that created it, Tafstr bil Ma'thiir, or Exegesis 

through Tradition. 
Some companions were more disposed than others 

to rendering the service of exegesis, and some ex- 

celled. As to the quantity and quality of their reports, 

Muslim scholars regard the following ten as outstand- 

ing: the four Rashidiin caliphs (Aba Bakr, ‘Umar, 

‘Uthman, and ‘Al), Ibn Mas‘Gd, Ibn ‘Abbas, Ubayy 

ibn Ka‘b, Zayd ibn Thabit, AbG Masa al Ash‘ari, and 

‘Abdullah ibn al Zubayr. Among these, Ibn Mas‘td 

stands out as the ablest companion, since his exegesis 

was repeatedly approved by the Prophet; the Prophet 

had called him ‘“‘the exegete of the Qur’an’ and 

prayed that Allah might increase and guide him in this 

pursuit. The next class of companions involved with 

exegesis included Absi Hurayrah, Anas ibn Malik, 

‘Abdullah ibn ‘Umar, Jabir ibn ‘Abdullah, and ‘A’ishah, 

the Prophet’s wife. The companions constituted the 

first tabagah or class or generation of exegetes, the 

next generations constituting the second and third 

fabagat. Exegetes were also divided according to 

their place of activity. The scholars recognize four 

schools: those of Makkah, Madinah, Basrah, and 

Kafah. Ihn Taymiyah, among others, preferred the 

Makkan school on the ground that Ibn ‘Abhas, Muja- 

hid, ‘Ata’ ibn Aba Riyah, ‘lkrimah, Sa‘d ibn Jubayr, 

and Tawus belonged to it. Others preferred the school 

of Kiifah on account of its association with Ibn Mas‘Gd; 

or that of Madinah because of its association with 

Zayd ibn Aslam, whose son ‘Abdul Rahman ibn Zayd 
was the teacher of Mailik ibn Anas, the founder of the 

Malikt school of law and author of one of the earliest 

records of hadith. 

Among the third generation of exegetes, the fol- 

lowing stand out: Sufyan ibn ‘Uyaynah, Wakt' ibn al 

Jarrah, Shu‘bah ibn al Hajaj, Yazid ibn Hartn, and 

‘Abd ibn Hamid. These were the authorities from 

whom the greatest work of “Exegesis through Tradi- 

tion'’ drew, Jami‘ al Bayan f1 Tafstr al Quvr'an by 

Ibn Jarr al Tabart (310/922). Of equal importance — 

and greater clarity —is Tafsir al Qur’an al ‘Azim of 

‘Imad al Din ibn Kathir (774/1372). Next in impor- 

tance come the following works: Al Durral Manthir 

fi al Tafstr bil Ma'thiir of Jalaluddin al Suyiti 

(911/1505); Bahr al ‘Uldim of Nasribn Muhammad al 

Samarqandi (375/985); Ma‘alim al Tanzil of Husayn 

ibn Mas‘ad al Baghwi (516/1122); and Al Muharrar 

al Wajiz of ‘Abdul Haqq ibn ‘Atiyyah (546/1151). 

Exegesis through Reason (Bil-Ra’y) 

Claiming itself to be the religion of reason and 

common sense, whose disciplines honor the critical 

use of human faculties of intellection, Islam consist- 

ently opened the gates for those inclined to let the 

Qur’an speak for itself as to the meanings it intended 

to convey. Exegesis of the Qur'an by the Qur'an, 

wherever it is possible, must take precedence over 

tradition. This is the first criterion. Second, the tradi- 

tions were so numerous and varied, coming from dif- 

ferent persoms, places, times, and schools, that a 

higher criterion was necessary to reconcile their dif- 

ferences or to detect and discard the inapplicable. 

Such higher criterion must be the coherent under- 

standing of reason. Surely, it must be disciplined by 

language and history and must take due account of all 

that linguistic, formal, and historical criticism have to 

offer. But ultimate judgment must belong to reason in 

light of the message of Islam as a whole. Third, exe- 

gesis must fill the need for doctrinal understanding, 

for juristic deduction of laws or for extrapolation of 

prescriptions for action. Such processes must assume 

and be founded upon a critical understanding of the 

underlying concepts and precepts of the revelation, 

which 1s impossible without reason. 

For these reasons, another school of exegesis de- 

veloped in addition to that which relied on tradition — 

the school of @l Ra’y(reason). Its foremost promoters 

were those concerned with the elaboration of laws. 

Next to them stood the teachers of Islam entrusted 

with presentation of the faith to the non-Mushms and 

defending 1t against their attacks. These tasks fell 

upon the companions and their descendants gener- 

ally, But with the diversification and multiplication of 

the issues, specialization emerged. The first task be- 

came the province of the jurists; the second, that of 

the Mu‘tazilah, the first dialecticians of Islam. The 

productions of both were absolutely necessary. The 

brilliant successes of Islam in its early history, 

whether in the field of guiding action and solving prac- 

tical problems or in converting the masses of the con- 

tinents by the millions, are standing monuments to its 

viability and common sense, to the reasonableness 

and healthy-mindedness of its call. 

Obviously, exegesis by reason could not be permit- 

ted to proceed without criteria to govern its applica- 

tion. In order to prevent the Qur’an from being taken 
beyond its real intention, Islamic scholarship identi- 

fied a number of prerequisites for the exegete. First, 

he must be an accomplished linguist, perfectly at



home with the Arabic language, especially with its 

usage among the Arabs who were the contemporaries 

of revelation. Second, he must have unquestionable 

mastery of the message of Islam, of its essence and 

thrust in the history of religion and revelation, so that 

his exegesis may stand coherent with Islam as the 

final crystallization of prophecy. Third, the exegete 

must have an understanding capable of perceiving 

meanings, abstracting relations, and generalizing 

principles resident in the various passages of the reve- 

lation. This is the capacity to organize and order wdeas, 

Map 44. Al Futihat in West Africa to 700/ 1300 
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to discover their order of rank and relations, and to 

present (o the consclousness the most coherent ar- 

rangement. Fourth, he must take into consideration 

the reports of tradition stemming from the Prophet 

and his companions, But he must be able to distinguish 

between the genuine and the spurious, as well as be- 

tween the differing degrees of validity that the true 

traditions often represent. 

The foremost works of exegesis through reason 

are: Al Kashshaf ‘an Haqga'iq al Ta'wil of Mahmid al 

Zamakhshart(538/1143); Mafatth al Ghaybof Fakhr 
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Hlustration 12.4 

Calligraphic design by Emin Berin, Turkey. “Allah” in the 

center with repetitive border chain of “Muhammad.” 

[Photo by L. al FarGqt.] 

al Din al Razi (606/1209); Anwar al Tanzil of ‘Ab- 

dullah al Baydawi (691/1191); and Madarik al Tan- 

z7l of ‘Abdullah al Nasaft (701/1301). 

A variety of exegetical works on the Qur’an sought 

to interpret the revelation from a preconceived view 

of an author or a school. Such were the exegeses of 
the Mu'tazilah, the $afis, the Shi‘ah and their sects, 

and the modermists. Although all of them may claim to 

fall under the category of exegesis through reason 

since each has its own rationalization for following its 

school, the fact that each 1s sectarian, or that it inter- 

prets according to one view, brands it as an illegiti- 

mate application of exegesis through reason. No dog- 

matic observance of any view is true to reason. 

Rational exegesis is, above all, critical and open. it 

accepts evidence wherever it may come from and 

wherever it may lead. It never prejudges. It cannot 

therefore have any loyalty to a school, except to the 

anonymous school of reason and truth. The value of 

these works lies therefore not in their consistent pre- 

sentation or defense of their sectarian views but in 

their demonstration of the wealth of facets of mean- 

ings which the verses of the Qur’an often carry, those 

which escape ordinary observation. 

THE SCIENCE OF ISTINBAT AL 
AHKAM (EXTRACTION OF LAW) 

Islam recognized the Qur’an as the first source of 

Islamic law; and Muslims have always understood it as 

the commanding, imperative will of God. What the 

Qur’an describes as desirable and good is so; and what 

it describes as undesirable and evil is so. However, 

Muslims have recognized the imperatives and desid- 

erata of the Qur’an as falling into different orders of 

rank or priority. Although they all belong to the divine 

will and are constitutive of it, Qur’anic values do not 

all enjoy the same degree of normativeness. Some are 

more fundamental and important than others. Some 

are direct and specific in what they demand of man; 

some are indirect, pointing to general directions. 

Some are explicit and comprehensible on first read- 

ing; others are implicit and have to be deduced from 
one or more Qur’anic premises. The Qur'an was re- 

vealed so that it may be a guide. Anxious to order their 

lives in accordance with its model, the Muslims ap- 

plied themselves to the task of eliciting from its text 

the imperatives and prescriptions which they can ob- 

serve. It was hence necessary to elaborate a system of 

principles or rules by which imperatives may be 

reached, a methodology for translation of the Qur’anic 

texts into laws for application, or practical precepts 

for the guidance of the people. 

Juristic Categorization 

The Qur'an has been analyzed by the jurists for 

their own purposes, and the relevant parts of it have 

been divided into the following categories: (1) doc- 

trine or first principles; (2) religious obligations; (3) 

ethical imperatives; and (4) laws in the strict sense of 

rights and obligations. All of these categories were 

regarded as relevant to the sha#t‘ah which was as- 

sumed to be reforming of all aspects of human life. 

‘The relevance of Qur'anic laws is obvious enough. 
That of the others is built upon the fact that the 

Qur’an contains general rules for behavior as well as 

for rendering justice. It is the juristic base that makes 

all other sources of Islamic law —the sunnah, giyas



(extrapolated laws), t7tthdd (creative interpretation), 

ijma’ (consensus), ‘urf (custom), and maslahah 

(commonweal) — legitimate, 

On the other hand, jurists divided the Qur’anic laws 

(in the strict sense of rights and obligations) into three 

main divisions; (1) the laws that define the Muslhim and 

his faith; (2) those that govern ethics or morality; and 

(3) the practical laws that govern human action and 

interhuman relations directly and immediately. The 

last category was divided into ritualistic and nonritu- 

alistic laws. The nonritualistic laws comprised the 

following subdivisions: (1) personal status (marriage, 

divorce, legitimacy, inheritance, dependence, etcet- 

era); (2) civil laws, economic laws (financial, commer- 

cial, industrial); (3) criminal laws; (4) constitutional 

laws; (3) international laws; and (6) laws of juristic 

procedure. As to the legal evidence that the Qur’anic 

provisions furnish in legal processes, Muslim scholars 

distinguished between categoric or terminal evidence 

(gat']) and likely or supporting evidence (zanni). 

Immediate and Mediate Meanings (Al 
Mantiiq and al Mafhim/Al Lafz and 

al Ma‘na) 

The immediate meaning is defined as that which 

the understanding apprehends upon presentation of 

the term. Some terms in the language are susceptible 

to one interpretation only. They carry a meaning as- 

sociated with them and commonly known to all. No 

additional statement is necessary to identify or clarify 

the meaning. Such, for instance, are the verses com- 

manding the performance of a certain thing in specific 

quantities. Scholars have also distinguished two sub- 

categories of immediate meanings: first, those whose 

meaning is specifically given in the pronunciation of 

the term; second, those whose pronunciation con- 

firms the meaning intended above all others, either by 

itself or by its place in the sentence. 

The mediate meaning is defined as that which the 

understanding learns from a factor other than the 

presentation of the term. Its apprehension implies 

" some intellection besides sensing with the ear or the 

eye. Mediate meaning may be confirmed by presenta- 

tion of the term, or it may differ from it. Jalaluddin al 

Suyiitl confirmed this distinction and assigned the title 

fahwa al khitab(the content of communication) to the 

first kind, and lahn al khitab (the reference of com- 

munication) to the second, on the basis of presence 

and absence of equivalence between them. The 

former are simple, and their understanding is easy 

because of the equivalence of the meaning proclaimed 

in the pronunciation and the meaning understood by 

intellection. The latter, however, are the more com- 
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plex, because many factors may contribute to their 

disparity with the presentational meanings of their 

terms. Qur anic scholarship recognized three kinds of 

disparity: that which is due to qualification by an adjec- 

tive; that which is due to qualification by condition or 

hypothesis; that which is due to qualification by exclu- 

sion. In the first kind, scholars distinguish three kinds 

of adjectival qualifications due to the intrinsic state of 

a thing, its number or quantity, and its circumstance 

or condition. 
While keeping all these distinctions separate and 

applying them to the understanding of any Qur’anic 

passage, Islamic scholarship has devised rules for ex- 

traction of law in any category and has assigned to 

each extraction a place on the scale of validity. For 

example, from Qur'an 2:223, which says “upon the 

father falls [the burden of | the mother’s sustenance 

and clothing,”” jurists have extracted twolaws: depen- 

dence (nafagah) and descendance (nasab). The first 

meaning is immediately clear upon presentation; for 

one could not hear these words and understand some- 

thing other than dependence, or the obligation upon 

the father to support the mother. The second is ar- 

rived at through a mediate understanding, passing 

from the relation of the newborn to the obligation of 

the father to support the infant and mother, to the 

public acknowledgment that the newbornisindeed his 

own progeny. Evidently, the former kind of evidence 

Hlustration 12.5 

Glass jar, nineteenth century, Turkish and Islamic Art Mu- 

seumn, Istanbdl. [Photo by L. al Farfiqi.} 
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is stronger than the latter and carries a higher degree 
of validity. 

Another species of mediate meanings is that which 

1s understood from the sentence as a whole or from 

the compositional context which may include more 

than the sentence in question. Islamic scholarship has 

devised rules for understanding these meanings, for 

derving laws from them, and for settling contention 

by differing jurists applying these rules, 

The General and the Particular 

Perhaps the most complex issue in the matter ex- 

traction of laws from statements composed as codal 

propositions is the matter of determining the extent 

of application of what is commanded or desired to be 

done. The issue is intimately connected with formal 

logic, which isin turn imbeddedin the Arabiclanguage 

and is expressible only in its terms. That is partly the 

reason why the wus#liyviin (philosophers of law) re- 
jected Aristotelian logic and had to develop their own 
in order to govern lawmaking. Islamic scholarship 
called “general” (‘@m) the term that comprehends a 
plurality, and distinguished two varieties of it— 
generality in the term itself, and generality in the 
meanings to which the term may refer. It called par- 
ticular (khdss) the term that comprehends only one 
object, and distinguished three varieties of it — the 
particularity of a genus, of a species, or of a single 
being. The jurists expanded and added to these dis- 
tinctions a tremendous amount of detail, all to the end 
of specifying the applicability of a legal injunction. 
They divided themselves into generalists (advocating 
the priority of the general term), particularists (advo-



cating that of the particular term), and the medianists 

(refusing to incline to one or the other without addi- 
tional evidence). 

The particularists held strongly to the view that 

the law derived from the general term must apply to 

the minimum required to maintain the truthfulness of 

the term. Extension of the law beyond that minimum 

requires ad hoc evidence. In the absence of such evi- 

dence, the applicability of the law 1s guestionable, and 

in [slam no law is valid when its evidence or base is in 

doubt. The generalists held that the law derived from 
the general term must apply to all the members de- 

noted by that term since comprehensiveness follows 

analytically from the general term. What requires 

special evidenceis, rather, the restriction of the law to 

some members. However, the generalists disagreed 

among themselves as to the nature of the evidence for 

comprehensiveness, whether it was categorical or 

whether it admitted of qualification and exception, 

with serious consequences for the applicability of the 

laws. The medianists (! wagifivvah), for their part, 

refused to go either way, thus casting doubt upon 

what the others had taken as analytically, and hence 

necessarily, implied in the terms in questions. The 

discussions of the jurists led them to assign differing 

degrees of validity to the laws, and thus to make 

justice all the more certain. They classified the partic- 

ular, wherever it served as base for law, as highest in 

validity, the more so the more specific the particular- 

ism of its foundation. They equated its validity to that 

of the generalin the absence of any express exclusion, 

bearing in mind the time factor in revelation. The 

general followed by the particular was weaker than 

the particular followed by the universal. 

Command and Prohibition 

The same variety of distinctions and categories has 

affected the commands and prohibitions of the Qur’an 

as to their obligatoriness. Obviously, there are grada- 

tions that affect any command or prohibition. Above 

all, it was necessary to define the good as object of 

enjoinment and evil as object of prohibition. The rela- 

tion of ethical terms to law was fully analyzed and all 

the possible positions were defined and their conse- 

guences identified. It is in these discussions that one 

meets Islam’s axiology or theory of value, as well as 

its deontology, or theory of morality. Islamic jurispru- 

dence has known schools that regarded goodness and 

evil as intrinsic to objects (al Mu'tazilah, Abtt Hantfah) 

and others that regarded them as functions of the law 

(al Ash‘arT, Ahl al Hadith). Distinctions were made as 

to the nature of good and evil, whether the obligation 

12. THE SCIENCES OF THE QUR’AN 

was for one or repeated observance, for immediate or 

protracted execution, and whether any command im- 

plied the doing or not-doing of its opposite. In this 

connection, Muslim scholars have distinguished acts 

as voluntary (ikhtiyari), involuntary (muwallad), 

and a whole spectrum of categories between these 

two poles. They have distinguished between the ob- 

ligatory (wdajib) and the prohibited (haram), placing 

Hlustration 12.6 

Goblet with geometric and NaskhT calligraphy decoration, 

enameled glass, Syria, 1200 c.E. [Courtesy Continental Oil 

Co.l 
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between these poles the recommended (mandib), 

the neutral or permissible (mubah), and the recom- 

mended against (makrith). They have also elaborated 

rules to govern the interrelations of all these catego- 

ries. The problem of the relation of good and evil to 

law was moved toward solution by distinguishing be- 

tween intrinsic and instrumental goodness, between 

the object-in-itself and the object-in-percip:, and be- 
tween commands and prohibitions involving rewards 
or sanctions and those that do not. Good and evil were 

rationally perceptible in objects; and the shar?'ah was 

rationally discoverable as well, for it was capable of 

justifying itself on the basis of its beneficence for hu- 

manity. Between the given of reason and the given of 

revelation, there is hence an equivalence that rules 

out any ultimate discrepancy. This is complemented 

by the principle that there can be no sanction or pun- 

ishment without a law grounded in text, though there 

can be blame or praise without such a law. The 

shart'ah instituted the former in the hudid (capital 

crimes with specific sanctions) and the fa ‘@zir (lesser 

crimes punishable at the discretion of a judge). The 

same was true of the rights and obligations that issue 

from good and evil regardless of their agreement or 

disagreement with the shart'ah. 
The science that studies the methods and rules of 

extracting law from the text of the Qur’an is the do- 

main of usit! al figh. The usalis produced a legacy of 

tremendous proportion and importance. And it may 

be said that this is unique to Islam since in no other 

religion or culture was the discipline of methodology 

of law derivation as well developed. The science 

began as an oral tradition from the days of the 

Prophet’s companions. Al Shaf‘T gave it its first text in 

the Risalah. Subsequently Muslim scholars produced 

a deluge of works. Of these, we can only mention the 

greatest classics in chronological order. 

1. Usil al Figh, by ‘Ubaydullah al Karkhi(340/951) 

2. Al Fusal fi al Usil, by Ahmad al Raz al Jassass 

(370/980) 

12. THE SCIENCES OF THE QUR’AN 

3. Al Taqrib min Usiil al Figh, by Muhammad al 

Bagqillani (403/1012) 

4. Al Ikhtilaf ft Usitl al Figh, by al Qadi ‘Abdul 

Jabbar (415/1024) 

5. Taqwim al Adillah ft al Usil, by "Ubaydullah al 

Dabbist (430/1038) 

6. Al Thkam ft Usul al Ahkam, by "All ibn Hazm 

(456/1063) 

7. Al Mu'tamad f7 Usit! al Figh, by Muhammad ibn 

‘Al al Basr (463/1070) 
8. Al Burhan jt Usil al Figh, by ‘Abdul Malik al 

Juwayni (478/1085) 

9. Usil al Figh, by 'Ali Muhammad al Baydawi 

(482/1089) 

10. Usil al Figh, by Muhammad Ahmad al Sarakhsi 

(490/1096) 
11. Al Mustasfa man ‘lim al Usiil, by Abti Hamid al 

Ghazali (505/1111) 

12. Al Mahsul fi Usitl al Figh, by Fakhruddin al Razi 

(606/1209 
13. Al Ihkam fi Usil al Ahkam, by Sayfuddin al 

Amidi (631/1233) 
14. Al Muwafaqat f& Usad al Figh, by Ibrahim al 

Shatibi (790/1388) 

I'jaz al Qur’an 

We should not omit to mention here that the 

knowledge of the aspects of 7@z (sublime nature) of 

the Qur'an was regarded as one of the principal 

Qur'anic sciences. The literary analysis of the 

Qur’anic text was certainly an autonomous science 

which required the highest degree of linguistic com- 

petence and literary knowledge. (See Chapter 5 for 

details of Qur'anic :7dz.) 

NOTE 

1. ‘AlT ibn Ahmad al Wahidi al NaysabarT (468/1075), 

Asbab al Nuzial (Beirut: Dar al Kutub al ‘Ilmiyyah, 

1400/1980), p. 4. 
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CHAPTER 13 

The Sciences of the Hadith 

THE SUNNAH AS SECOND SOURCE 
OF ISLAM 

We have seen that the sumnnah of the Prophet 

Muhammad — his actions, sayings, judgments, and 

attitudes — constitute the exemplification of the 

message of Islam. And we have seen that the sunnah 

consisted of oral reports which the companions of the 

Prophet passed to the second generation of Muslims, 

and these to the third and fourth. Some of this infor- 

mation was written down from the very beginning, by 

some of the companions; but the bulk of it was re- 

tained in practices which the whole ummah observed 

(as in the rituals) and in reports committed to mem- 

ory. The sunnahreceived its normativeness from the 

Qur’'an. By direct Qur’anic command, all Muslims 

stand obliged to obey the Prophet, to honor his word, 

and to follow his example. Indeed, the sunnah made 

specific the general imperatives of the Qur'an. It pro- 

vided explanation and clarification of the purposes of 
revelation. 

Naturally, a source of Islam as authoritative as the 

sunnahdeserved all the attention Muslimns could give 
to it. Like the Qur’an, the sumnah covers almost 

every subject, and its coverage ranges from the most 

abstract and general to the most concrete and particu- 

lar. Naturally, the Mushms looked to it to answer 
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their own inquiries concerning religion, morality, 

trade, contracts, crimes, the state, and so on. The 

more problems they faced, and the more varied these 

problems were, the more they looked to the sunnah 

for the answer or for directions leading to the an- 

swers. As the need for the sunnah increased, and as 

the number of people experiencing this need in- 

creased, the verbal reports of the sunnah prolifer- 

ated. The more they proliferated, the more apt were 

its reporters to fall into error in their reporting, and 

its audience in their hearing and understanding of its 

malerials. Even with the best of intentions, it was not 

possible to save the sunnahfromincorporating mate- 

rials extraneous to it. It did not have a character and 

style uniquely its own; it was not #2712z (miraculous 
and inimitable) like the Qur’an; nor was it ordered by 

the Prophet to he memorized and transmitted literally 

like the Qur’an. 

As long as the Prophet was alive, it was possible to 

turn to him for explanation and information, or to 

check on any reports received about him. After his 

death, this was no longer possible. His departure was 

itself occasion for the followers to expand the sunnah 

in good conscience. As to those who willed such ex- 

pansion in bad conscience (and no tradition is entirely 

free of them), they could do so after the Prophet’s



death with impunity until the tools were developed by 

which it became possible to test and evaluate the 

reports of the sunnah. To these instrumental 

sciences we shall now turn. 

The Science of Riwayah (Reportage) 

The sciences of the hadith are divided into two 
main groups. One group, with a membership of one, is 

the science of riwayah, or reportage. It consists of 

learning the texts of the hadith and the chains of 

reporters, of classifying them in some way in order to 

make them more easily retrievable. Riwayah is the 

capacity to recall and report upon demand any hadith 

for which the situation asks. It is a positive discipline, 

carrying by itself no critical apparatus. Ritwayah is a 

discipline peculiar to the Arabs, and they have culti- 

vated it to the point of making it an autonomous 

Map 47. The Talar Holocaust 
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science, Before Islam, their innate inclination and ca- 

pacity for riwayah concentrated on poetry, descend- 

ance and lineage of humans and animals, proverbs and 

common sayings, orations and proclamations of the 

kuhhan (sing. k@hin, oracular priest). After the birth 

of Islam, they added to these materials the Qur’an and 

the hadith of the Prophet and his companions. The 

second group of sciences is called dirayah, it includes 

all disciplines concerned with the knowledge of a ha- 

dith's validity and all that pertains to authentication of 

oral traditions. It comprises the six disciplines which 

will now be introduced. 

The Science of Rijal Al Hadith (Biography) 

The discipline seeks to establish the full biogra- 

phies of the had7th reporters. Thanks to the concern 

of Muslim scholars for the su#nnah, biography became 
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Illustration 13.1 

Badshahi Mosque, Lahore, Pakistan. Built by Mughal ruler Aurangzeb, 1674 c.E. [Photo by 

L. al Fartqi.] 

Hustration 13.2 

Contemporary calligraphy design including ten representa- 

tions of the word “‘Allah,” designed by Emin Berin, Turkish 

calligrapher, [Photo by L. al Fartqi.) 

7 

a science with its own research and critical methods. 

It consisted of collecting and classifying data about the 

reporters. Their births and deaths, their descendance 

and that of their spouses, their occupations and per- 

sonal status, their economic and social conditions, 

their residences and travels, their friends and ac- 

quaintances, their hkes and dislikes, their attitudes 

and judgments, their intethgence and memory, their 

political and cultural affiliations, what aroused and 

pacified them — all these were useful data, the collec- 

tion, classification, preservation, and retrieval of 

which were of crucial importance to the critical evalu- 

ation of the hadith. Considering that the compamons 

of the Prophet numbered about 10,000 people, the 

gathering of adequate information about those who 

were In any way connected with a reported hadith 

was a tremendous task. The greatest works produced 

in this field are the following: 

1. Al Istt'ab fi Ma'rifat al Ashab, by Yisuf ibn ‘Abd 
al Barr (463/1070). In it, the author listed every 

person who met the Prophet even once in his life, 

even as an infant, 

2. Usd al Ghabah ft Ma'rifat al Sahabah, by ‘1zzud-



dinibn al Athir, in which the author included 7,500 

full biographies. The same scholar produced a se- 

quel entitled Tajrid Asma’ al Sahabah, in which 

he included 8,000 persons. 

3. Tajrid Asma’ al Sahabah, by Muhammad ibn 

Ahmad al Dhahabi (748/1337), containing 8,000 

biographies. 
4, Al Isabah fi Tamyiz al Sahabah, by Ahmad ibn 

Hajar al ‘Asqalani (852/1448), in which the author 

included over 10,000 biographies. 

The Riwayah scholars classified the methods by 

which any person in the chain of reporters had re- 

ceived his hadith, and they assigned to it a degree of 

authority. The first and most authoritative form of 

transmission was that of hearing the “higher link” in 

HNustration 13.3 

Double-niche Ushak carpet, Turkish, seventeenth-eigh- 

teenth century, Dennis R. Dodds Collection, Philadelphia. 

[Photo by L. al Fariiqt.] 
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the chain tell the tradition to the “lower link” in per- 

son, thus enabling the latter to preface his report with 

the statement ‘[ have heard X telling me that. . . .” 

Second in authority was the hadith received through 

gira’'ah (reading), which means in this context: “I 

have recited before X and he has approved my recita- 

tion, that. . . .”” Third in authority was the hadith 

obtained through 4j@zah, which means that the higher 

link, who was the teacher of the lower, permitted the 

latter to recite on the former’s behalf and with his 

authority. Fourth in authority was munawalah, or 

“‘the giving by the higher authority to the lower, ex- 

pressly for the purpose of riwdyah.” Filth was muka- 
tabah (learning by correspondence); sixth was :/am 

(public proclamation for the purpose of information); 

seventh was wastyyah (leaving something written by 

a will); eighth was wajadah (finding something 

through research in written documents). 

I[slamic scholarship has classified the reporters 

after application of these and other criteria into a 

dozen classes of progressive trustworthiness, and has 

assigned to their reports a qualifying title indicating 

the degree of trustworthiness of their narrator. 

The Science of Al Jarh Wal Ta‘dil 
(Character Examination) 

This science seeks to examine all available data for 

the purpose of determiming the trustworthiness of the 

person as a reporter of hadith. It is the critical appa- 

ratus of the previous science, for its objective is to 

elaborate a thorough set of criteria with the purpose 

of assigning to each reporter varying degrees of 

trustworthiness. 
The first rule was that all criticism of personal 

character should be the work of the living on the dead. 

Any criticism by the living of the living was ¢pso facto 

unacceptable. Second came the criteria of rationality, 

precision, legal innocence or righteousness (‘adl), and 

adherence to Islam. Rationality or reasonableness 

was presumed if the reportage occurred in the re- 

porter’s adulthood, which was defined as sexual matu- 

rity for hearing a hadith, and the age of fifteen or over 

for reporting it. Rationality was also supposed to 

mean that the reporter conducted his personal and 

family life, his economic and social activity in a coher- 

ent and sensible manner. He should not be known for 

irrational flights of temper in which he lost self-con- 

trol. 

By precision (dabt) the critics meant the capacity 

of the reporter to distinguish between correct and 

spurious data, whether in relation to reporter or to 

the text reported. According to one scholar, a re- 
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porter lost his credibility if he reported about the 

famous (known) companions what was not commonly 

known about them; if he reported a single had7th that 

was suspect on other grounds; if his report included 

mistakes of language, diction, composition, or of or- 

dering of the reporters in the chain; or, finally, if he 

reported a hadTth otherwise known to be false. Legal 

innocence was defined as having a record of conduct 

without blenush. Especially vitiating to legal inno- 

cence was any previous conviction of crime (hadd), 

perjury, or any misconduct involving moral turpitude. 

Public failure to perform the duties of the shari'ah, to 

be upright in both action and speech, were also vitiat- 

ing. Legal imnocence could be established by the sol- 

emn witness of any legallv innocent person; but to this 

end 1t was prescribed that he who witnessed to an- 

other person’s legal innocence must be either his life- 

time neighbor, his partner in some major economic 

enterprise, or his fellow in some long and hazardous 

journey —thus establishing good character empiri- 

cally, not merely on good faith. The critics ruled that 

good character established through unquestionable 

evidence of just dealings with one’s fellows, freedom 

from any breach of promise, or any violation of the 

principal virtues of Islam was stronger than legal in- 

nocence established bv someone’s recommendation. 

Under such rigors, however, [slamic scholarship 

was realistic enough to provide rules for trusting 

those reporters whose records left something to be 

desired. Thev devised a calculus of virtue by means of 

which the good points might be weighed against the 

bad points; and they ruled in favor of that reporter 

whose net balance was pro-virtue. Application of 

these criteria vielded the assignment to cach link in 

the chain of reporters of a place on a graded scale of 

twelve levels. ITmam al Bukhart (256/869) and Ibhn 

Sa‘d (230/844), Yahya ibn Ma'n (233/817), Ibn Han- 

bal (241/855), and Milik ibn Anas (179/795) were 

among the greatest in this field who wrote down the 

results of their researches for the benefit of later 

generations. 

Map 48. The Crusades 

First Crusade, 1096—1099 

Second Crusade, 1147-1149 

Third Crusade, 1189-1192 

a) by Philippe Auguste of France 

b) by Richard of England 

c) by Frederick Barbarossa of Germany 

13. THE SCIENCES OF THE HADITH 

The Science of ‘llal Al Hadith (Vitiating 
Causes of Hadith) and of Gharib Al 

Hadith (The Insufficiently Known) 

Both of these disciplines seek to examine each ha- 

d1th to ascertain its freedom from any vitiating cause. 

The former searches the data for any historical dis- 

crepancy, the latter examines the hadith in question 

in light of all other ahadith to ascertain its strange- 

ness or oddity. In order to complete its work, the 

science of ‘Nal al Hadith examines the situational 

contexts in which the hadith occurred. Ina sense, the 

historical circumstances in which the deed of the 

Prophet was done, his statement made, or his judg- 

ment passed constituted documentation for ‘tlal 

being attributed or not to each hadith. The investiga- 

tions of both these disciplines complemented knowl- 

edge of the meaning of the hadtth, its historical pur- 

port, its agreement with or difference from other 

hadith. Such knowledge was indispensable for ex- 

traction of law from any given hadith. 

Muslim scholars, however, did not lay out criteria 

for determination of “tlal, as they did in the case of 

criticism of the reporters. Historical situations were 

so infinite 1n variability that causes for impairment 

CONSEQUENCES OF THE CRUSADES 
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1. Destruction to Muslims and their cities; to Eastern Christians and 

their churches, including Constantinople; and to European Jews in 

the Crusaders’ path. 

. Hatred and resentment between Europe’s Christians on the one 

hand, and Christians, Muslims, and Jews of the East, on the other; 

falsification of Islam in Christian minds. Both evils continue today. 

. A flow of culture and civilization from East to West. The Crusaders 

brought back with them medical arts and hospitals; public baths; 

books on astronomy, geometry, and literature; musical instruments; 

the military arts and heraldry; chivalry values and sports tourna- 

ments; dyes and gunpowder; fruits and vegetables; perfumes and 

sugar; windmills and waterwheels; textiles; gold coinage; the com- 

pass; and the arts of navigation. 

Fourth Crusade (not shown on map), 

1202-1204 

Fifth Crusade, 1217-1221 

Sixth Crusade, 1228-1229 

[T 1 Crusader states, ca. 1100 

l:] Muslim states
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could not be properly enumerated or classified. The under ten categories, ordering them according to 

reasons for categorization of hadith as gharib or not their degree of gravity. 

was equally unspecified because of the infinite number Islamic scholarship has produced a number of ex- 

of possible reasons for judging a hadith as “‘strange.” cellent works in the two fields mentioned here. They 

When asked to name such criteria, the scholars of are Kitab al ‘llal, by ‘Al ibn al Madin1 (234/818), the 

hadith specializing in these two branches of knowl- teacher of Imam al Bukhart, A! Zahr al Matlil fi al 

edge have answered in the words of Ibn Hajar, one of Khabar al Ma'lul, by lbn Hajar al ‘Asqalani 

the greatest authorities in the field; ““This is one of the (853/1449); and Al ‘llal al Mutanahiyah, by Ibn al 

most difficult branches of knowledge, because 1t re-  Jawzi (655/1257). 

quires the most acute vision, and the widest possible 

knowledge of history, of the reporters, of the ad- 

dressees of the hadith, of the texts and chains of all 

other ahadith. Some of us do have the knowledge and 

others do not.”’! However, in his Ma ‘rifat ‘Ulam al Even after passing all the foregoing tests, aha@dith 

Hadith, al Hikim al Naysabiir1 dared to attempt this may contradict one another, or present themselves in 

impossible task and arranged the causes of invalidity such a way as to reduce one another’s vahdity. Such 

The Science of Mukhtalaf Al Hadith 
(Hadith Harmonization)
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ARABIC SCRIPT 
Cultural legacy; From the advent of Islam to the present. 

Liturgical use: whole Muslim world 
Religious education: whole Muslim world 

For all purposes: Arab world 
Aesthetic decorational use: whole Muslim world 

Private elementary and secondary education: all areas other than 

the Arab world. 

CHANGE TO LATIN SCRIPT 

1. Change by British Colonial Administration: 

I 
ol
 e
 

Language: Country: Date: 

Hausa Ghana, Nigeria After World War I 

Swahili Kenya, Tanzania After World War I 

Malay Malaysia After World War 1 

2. Change by French Colonial Administration 

Bambara Senegal to Ivory After World War 1 

Malinke ]’ Coast 

i:flfachek Chad, Niger, Mali After World War 1 

3. Change by Dutch Colonial Administration: 
Malay Indonesia After World War I 

4. Change by National Administrations: 
Turkish Turkey After World War 1 

Albanian Albania After World War 1 

Serbo-Croatian Yugoslavia c. 1890 

{Serbia, Croatia, 

Montenegro) 

CHANGE TO CYRILLIC SCRIPT 

By U.S.S.R. Colonial Administration: 

) Language Country Date 

Illustration 13.4 Adharbayjani Adherbayjan 1922-1937 

Minaret, Sultin Ahmad Mosque, Istanbil, Turkey, 1617 (Latin script since 

£ 

C.E. [Photo by L. al Fariq.] 1937) 
Kazakh Kazakhstan 1927 

Kirgiz Kirpgizistan 1927 

Tadjik (Farsi) Tadjikistan 1940 

Tatar, Bashkir Tatar Asian Soviet 1927 

. L . . Socialist Republic 
dlscrepgncy, v?rlatlon, or outright contradiction may Turkic Turkmeristan 1940 

be genuine; or it may be only apparent, and a harmless (Latin 1928 - 1940) 

mistake. In the former case, one of the hadithmustbe  {;pek Uzbekistan 1930 

false or less valid than the other; or the one may have {Latin 1920-1930) 

been revoked through the other in a real change of 

judgment by the Prophet (naskh). In the latter case, 

the mistake should be corrected and the contradiction 

removed. The reports may concern two events in the 

Prophet’s life rather than one; or the difference may (321/933), Mushkil al Athar; and Abil Faraj ibn al 

be accounted for with linguistic analysis. Jawz (597/1290), Al Tahqig fi Ahadith al Khilaf. 

Numerous hadith scholars wrote works in this ~ These works are the best in the science of hadith 

field, and devised rules and methods for dealing with harmonization. 

the various problems. They classified the possibilities 

of error as well as their solutions; and they assigned 

gradels of vzlilidity to the hadith accc:)rding tq themea-  The Sciences of Lan guage and Those of 

sure in which they fulfill the testing requirements. the Qur’an 

Imam al Shaf (204/819) wrote Ikhtilaf al Hadith, 

‘Abdullah ibn Qutaybah (276/889) wrote Kitab All the sciences discussed in chapters 11 and 12, 

Ta'wil Mukhtalaf al Hadith; Abii Ja‘far al Tahawi ~ whether those of the Arabic language or those of the
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Hustration 13.5 

Double Pavilion, Topkapi Palace, Istanbiil, Turkey. [Courtesy Embassy of Turkey, Washington, .C.] 

Qur’an, apply equally to the hadith except one —the 

science of 19az al Qur'an—since the sunnahisnot 

divine but human. The principles, methodologies, and 

criteria developed by all these sciences were applied 

to the hadith with excellent results. 

The Results of Islamic Scholarship in the 
Sciences of the Hadith 

One million or more ahadith were in circulation by 

the end of the second century A.H. The tasks of col- 

lecting. classifving, and appraising them were formi- 

dable. However, Muslim scholars worked on them 

with diligence. Often they had to travel thousands of 

milesin order to ascertain the probability of one link in 

the chain of reporters, or the veracity of one word or 

expressionin the text of a hadith, But they were more 

than willing to pay the price, for the matter concerned 

their religion and their Prophet, The study took sevy- 

eral generations to complete, and resulted in univer- 

sal acceptance of six collections as authoritative. 

These are the works of al BukhdrT, Muslim, Abt 

Dawid, al Nasa'1, al Tirmidhi, and lbn M3jah. Two 

other collections were regarded by some Muslims as 

equally authoritative: those of Malik ibn Anas and 

Ahmad ibn Hanbal. Beyond these, there were many 

other collections which scholars classified as untrust- 

worthy because their authors were lax in applying the 

criteria of the disciplines. These untrustworthy col- 

lections included some true ahadith as well as those 

that were weak, problematic, or doubtful. Other col- 

lections were notorious for their sectarianism and 
prejudice. 

As for the six authoritative collections, some 

scholars have recognized that the collection of Ibhn 

Majah was not as critical as the other five; and they



have therefore replaced it with those of Mikk and lbn 

Hanbal, thus making the authoritative collections 

seven In number in their categorization. Among 

these, the collections of al Bukhart and Mushm are 

especially trustworthy and stand apart, above the 

others. Between the collections of these two scholars, 

that of al Bukhart takes precedence in reliability and 

authority. A still higher level of authority belongs to 

those ahadith reported by both al Bukhart and Mus- 

lim. 

The number of ahadith considered and passed as 

valid shed much light on the validity of the collections. 

Ibn Hanbal examined 750,000 ahadith from which he 

selected 40,000 as valid. Al Bukhari examined 

300,000 reported by 1,000 authorities and selected 

only 7,275 as valid. Among the valid accepted by al 

Map 50. Languages of the Muslim World 
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Bukhari, there were numerous repetitions which, if 

eliminated, would bring the number of his accepted 

ahadith to 2,602, If the same criteria were applied to 

the collection of Muslim, we would find that that au- 

thor accepted about 4,000 ahadith as valid. Those 

ahadith judged authentic by both al BukharT and Mus- 

lim numbered about 1,500. 

As regards validity or authenticity, hadith scholars 

have classified the hadith into four main categories: 

Sahih or authentic; Hasan, or good, likely to be au- 

thentic; Da7f, weak, or likely to be inauthentic; and 

Mawdu’, or forged and hence not a hadith. Laws 

derived from the first two are binding to all Muslims; 

laws derived from Daif are not binding but are rec- 

ommended for observance. 

The qualities that justify classifying a hadzthin the 

1] 
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Sahth category, the highest in authenticity, are the 

following: (1) musnad, meaning that it was reported 

by an unbroken chain of qualified reporters going back 

to the Prophet, every member of which had heard it 

personally from the next link in the chain (hearing 

being the most reliable form of transmission); (2) mu- 

tawatir, or universally related by at least four but 

sometimes as many as 310 different reporters in ex- 

actly the same form or meaning, without contradic- 

tion by any; (3) absolutely free of any vitium arising 

out of historical context, or in relation to other hadith, 

and satisfying every demand of rationality, coher- 

ence, correspondence with historical fact, and con- 

formance to acceptable language and style; and (4) all 

links in the chain of reporters fulfill all requisites, and 

Map 51. Ethnography of the Muslim World 

thus constitute an unchallengeable chain, whose 

members cannot rationally be assumed to have 

agreed on falsehood, forgery, or an innocent mistake. 

The hadith qualifying for the second category, 

Hasan, fulfilled the same requirements as the Sahih 

but one, namely, precision. Some reports of it showed 

imprecision in reportage. The Da ‘7f examples are the 

most complex. They fall into as many kinds and 

classes as there are points contributing to their weak- 

ness. Most books of hadith count about twenty such 

categories, and some go as high as seventy-five kinds 

or grades of weakness. 

In their absolute honesty in matters of religion, the 

scholars of Islam dared not destroy the ahadtth which 

their tests had proven to be weak or forged. They 
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kept them and classified, recorded, and published 

them in special collections. They gave the causes or 

evidence of their judgments and even assigned de- 
grees of inauthenticity to them, from the avowedly 

forged ahadith to those including words or ideas sim- 

ply unbecoming of the Prophet. 

CONCLUSION 

There is no doubt that the methodological sciences of 

Islam were among their greatest achievements. Nor 

can there be any doubt that the religion of Islam, 

because of these sciences, achieved for itself the most 

authentic status among the religions of the world. 

Were the founders of the world’s religions to return 

today, none but the Prophet Muhammad would feel at 
home with what has come down through the centuries 

as coming from him. Who could tell what the other 

13. THE SCIENCES OF THE HADITH 

religions may have become had their followers devel- 

oped and applied the critical methodological sciences 

of the Muslims in the first or second century of their 
history? The West has succeeded in developing bibli- 

cal criticism in the last two centuries. One must ac- 

knowledge that that discipline has attained brilliant 

accomplishments, but the fact that it came eighteen 

centuries late removes the possibility of the religion’s 

historical presence being affected in accordance with 

those accomplishments. Instead, it has resulted in the 

juxtaposition of two alternatives: skepticism and 

naive fundamentalism. 

NOTE 

1. Quoted in Subhi al Salih, ‘Uldm al Hadith wa 
Mustalahih (Beirut: Dar al ‘Ilm lil Malayin, 2nd ed, 

1378/1959), p. 180. 
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CHAPTER 14 

The Law 

THE NEED FOR LAW 

God and creation are two ontologically disparate 

realms of being. Between them only one relation is 

possible, namely, that creation fulfill the will of the 

Creator; for the latter is its ultimate norm or ought- 

to-be. In nature, fulfillment of the divine will is built-1n 

and necessary. Nature’s compliance with the divine 

will is precisely what scientists call “natural laws.” 

Another realm of divine laws is the social order, where 

humans interrelate with one another according to 

moral and social laws which revelation presented as 

imperatives, and compliance with which is free. In- 

deed, compliance with them i1s without value unless it 

15 free. Man may violate them; or he may realize them 

voluntarily for the sake of God, their Author. Such 

fulfillment gives man an additional, higher merit than 

all other creatures. It is this merit that Mushms call 

the moral; its opposite is the immoral. For this reason, 

the Qur’an tells: ““God offered His trust to heaven and 

earth and mountain; but they shied away in fear and 

rejected it. Man alone carried it” (Qur’an 33:72). For 

this reason, the Qur’an adds, “God taught man the 

names of things [revealed to him their essences] and 

then commanded the angels to prostrate themseives 

before him”” (Qur’an 2:34). Thus man is higher than 

the angels on account of his capacity to act morally. 

264 

His s a cosmic function, to actualize in space-time the 

higher part of the divine will~—the moral — which 

only he can do. 

Five conditions must be met if the purpose of cre- 

ation 1s to be realized. First, the content of the divine 

imperative must be known or, at least, knowable, 

Second, man must be capable of action, of actualiza- 

tion of the divine imperatives in space-time. Third, 

space-time, nature or creation, must be malleable, 

that is, capable of being changed by human action into 

the desired ought-to-be. Fourth, there must be judg- 

ment, so that action is not in vain but entails signifi- 

cant consequences. Fifth, the reckoning of man'’s ful- 

fillment of the ought-to-be must be done on a scale of 

absolute justice, 

In support of the first condition, Islam taught that 

man 1s endowed with all the equipment necessary for 

the discernment of the divine imperatives. He has 

been given sight and hearing, smell, taste and touch, a 

heart, and understanding as faculties of cognition with 

which to discern the theoretical and axiological pat- 

terns of creation, within and outside of himself, in 

nature and in other humans. He has been endowed 

with language as a tool of discursive expression, and 
with colors and forms, light and shade, sound and 
imagination as media of aesthetic expression. Above



all, he has been endowed with reason, with which to 
weigh and consider, to coordinate and judge all things. 
In addition to all this, God in His love and mercy 
revealed to man His will. “Unto every people,” the 
Qur’an affirms, “God had sent prophets to teach them 
the divine imperatives in their own tongue” (Qur’an 
14:4). Reason and revelation are “‘two open books” 
available to man to discern the divine imperative. Al- 
though human reasoning is fallible, yet it is trustwor- 
thy as an avenue of truth, since it can reconsider and 
correct its previous findings. And although revelation 
is not fallible, man's understanding of it is, and there- 
fore stands to be corrected bv reason. The two 
sources thus become equivalent in the sense that no 

contradiction between them can ever be final. Where 

there is fault, reconsideration by reason is the only 

recourse. Fortunately, it is an open, free, public, self- 

conscious, and critical avenue. 

In support of the second condition, Islam taught 

that man is indeed the author of his deeds whether 

good or evil, and that this fact is a hard datum of 

consciousness, Man becomes conscious of it when 

facing several possibilities of action and/or inaction 

and he decides in favor of one; when, in the very 

exercise of action the subject becomes aware that he 

could or could not disturb and alter the status quo in 

question; when, having done the deed, the subject 

becomes aware of his responsibility, of either guilt or 

merit for the action undertaken, and for its results in 

space-time. 

In support of the third condition, Islam taught that 

the whole of creation, with its suns and moons and 

stars, is subservient to man (Qur'an 22:65; 31:20) to 

the end of proving his moral worth. Both science and 

metaphysics teach the necessity of adequate cause to 

produce any effect, as well as the necessity of the 

effect once the adequate cause is there. Neither af- 

firms that the causal nexus is closed to any further 

determination by outside forces if there be such; or 

that when such forces enter the nexus, they do not 

generate but only deflect the movement of the nexus 

to an end other than that to which it would have 

moved without the additional interference. This 

openness of nature to determination by human initia- 

tive acting as additional causation is precisely what is 

meant by her subservience; and no more is needed to 

prove its malleabihty. 
Finally, in support of the fourth condition, Islam 

taught that every human will get his or her due 

whether in or beyond space-time; that the reckoning 

starts at birth, not before it. Hence, Islam rejected as 

unjust — and hence untrue — any doctrine of original 

sin, any attempt to weigh down the scale before birth, 

whether against man (as in Christianity, Hinduism, 

14. THE LAW 

Jaimism, and Buddhism) or in his favor (as in Greek 

religion). Man’s merit and demerit, it held, were func- 

tions of his own works, never transferable, Further, 

Islam taught that God is the ultimate Judge Whose 

scale is that of absolute justice, one which never loses 

an atom’s weight of good works— or of evil works; 

one which admits of no intercession by anyone, no 

favoritism to anyone. 

This vision of Islam was not a piece of utopian 

thinking. Nor was it left to the personal effort of the 

noble-minded, to be actualized when they were so 

inclined, and to suffer neglect or violation when they 

were not. It had to be, and was, translated into the 

shart'ah, the system of laws that cover human life 

from the cradle to the grave. The values of Islam, 

therefore, did not remain ethical desiderata which 

could not be invoked in a legal process. As sharT‘ah 

the ideal values enjoyed the full force of established 

law, and became facts of everyday life. They became 

known to the literate and illiterate alike a whole mil- 

lennium before the age of printing. They were under- 

stood and pursued hy the masses. Kings and cobblers 

appreciated and invoked their provisions on a daily 

basis to correct injustice, to justify possession, or to 

restore aright. The social ideal became so much a part 

of life that no spirituality was conceivable that did not 

begin with the fulfillment of the law. This realism 

protected Muslim piety against empty moralism, and 

Muslim morality against the speculative flight of the 

mystics. 

Exceptin afew cases, the letter of the prescriptive 

elaborations of the values of Islam was not declared 

sacrosanct and hence absolutely unalterable. The 

qualities of eternity and immiutability belonged to the 

values or principles behind the prescriptive elabora- 

tion, not to the legal form given them by translation of 

the purposes of the law into legislative prescriptions. 

Eternity and absoluteness belonged, in the main, to 

the axiological postulates. With the exception of these 

postulates and directions, all deontological elabora- 

tions were open to reinterpretation by humans. This 

openness was dictated by the ever-changing condi- 

tions and situations of human life which demanded, in 

turn, a readiness on the part of the law to meet them 

in pursuit of 1ts eternal objectives. The shari‘ah was 

divine and eternal not in its letter but in its spirit. The 

letter of the law was honored because of its derivation 

from that which is divine and eternal. 

To govern the process of translation of the values 
of Islam into legislative prescriptions, and to enable 

the shari'ah to accommodate the changing human 

conditions, revelation provided both the law and the 

mechanism for its renewal. The fundamental princi- 

ples, the values and groundwork for both the law and 
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the methodology for its dynamic development were 

given by Islam under divine authority. Muslims in- 

vented the science of usii! al figh to systematize de- 

velopment of the law to meet new situations and 
problems, to institutionalize the continuous adapta- 
tion of the law to historical change. It was the task of 

usitl al figh to distinguish between the changeable 

and the changeless, and to develop a methodology out 

of the relevant principles laid down in the Qur’an and 

the sunnah for governing change. The changeless 

included the prescriptive (magadir) laws of the 

Qur’an and sunnah, bound as they were by their 

texts. As Muslims were absolutely certain of the di- 

vine provenance as well as of the unadulterated trans- 

mission of their texts, the prescriptive laws of the 

Qur’'an and sunnah were susceptible to linguistic 

hermeneutics only, the mere clarification of their 

grammatical, syntactical, and lexicographic mean- 

ings, These were universally accepted as obligatory 

and changeless by Muslims at all times. The rest of 

the juristic content of the Qur'an and sunnah was 

regarded, again by all Muslims, as capable of change 

and development, though differences arose concern- 

ing application of the methodological principles gov- 

erning change. Usiéi! al figh arose in order to establish 

criteria of validity for the development of new laws 

from their sources in the revelation. 

Iima‘ and giyas found no disagreement among 

Muslims and were accepted as vahd principles of law- 

making by all schools. Ijma ‘consists of the agreement 

of all jurists in any given period on a matter of law. 

Qiyas consists of subsuming a new matter under an 
established law because of the equivalence of the 

causes underlying them, To these principal criteria, 

usit! al figh added the following: 

1. Al tamassuk bil asl, the rule that originally and 
essentially all beneficial actions are legitimate, all 

harmful ones illegitimate. 

2. Istishab al hal, the rule that laws are permanently 

valid unless there is evidence challenging their 

beneficial nature. 

3. Al masalih al mursalah, the rule that a benefit is 

deemed legitimate if the shari‘ah is not known to 

have established or denied it. 

4. Al dhara’i’, the rule that the legitimacy of that 

which is instrumental is directly affected by the 
benefit or harm implicit in the final end to which it 

leads. 

5. Al istigrd’ al naqis, the rule that a universal law 

may be derived from a particular law through as- 

cending generalization, if no exception is known to 

challenge the generalization. 

6. Al istihsan, the rule that a weaker giyas may be 
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POPULATION OF INDEPENDENT MUSLIM COUNTRIES 

Country 

Democratic Republic of 

Afghanistan 

People’s Socialist 

Republic of Albania 

Democratic and Popular 

Republic of Algeria 

State of Bahrain 

People’s Republic of 

Bangladesh 

People’s Republic of 

Benin 

Brunei 

United Republic of 

Cameroon 

Republic of Chad 

Federal and Islamic 

Republic of Comoros 

Republic of Dijibouti 

Arab Republic of Egypt 
Ethiopia 

Republic of Gambia 

Peaple’s Revolutionary 

Republic of Guinea 

Republic of Guinea- 

Bissau 

Republic of Indonesia 

Islamic Republic of Iran 

Republic of Iraq 

Republic of Ivory Coast 

Hashemite Kingdom of 

Jordan 

State of Kuwait 

Republic of Lebanon 

Socialist People’s 

Libyan Arab 

Jamabhiriva 

Republic of Malawi 
Malaysia 

Republic of Maldives 

Republic of Mali 

Islamic Republic of 

Mauritania 

Kingdom of Morocco 

People’s Republic of 

Mozambique 

Republic of Niger 
Federal Republic of 

Nigeria 
Sultanate of Oman 

Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan 

State of Qatar 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

Republic of Senegal 
Republic of Sierra Leone 

Total 
Population 

16,640,940 

2,920,067 

20,131,891 

424,000 

96,178,846 

3,689,192 

173,000 

9,087,157 

4,895,826 

424,424 

424,763 

44,756,157 

33,686,800 

850,703 

5,759,245 

888,280 

161,679,203 

40,735,800 

14,090,771 

8,868,193 

3,451,222 

1,486,692 

3,308,472 

3,263,104 

6,531,720 

14,929,273 

216,770 

7,481,395 

1,609,313 

22,237,740 

12,751,800 
5,836,678 

89,922,874 

964,494 

91,793,774 

227,900 

9,849,520 

6,145,774 

3,751,340 

Muslim 

Population 

16,474,531 

2,190,050 

19,729,253 

424,000 

81,752,019 

2,213,515 

131,000 

4,997,936 

4,161,452 

411,691 

420,515 

41,623,226 

21,896,420 

723,098 

5,471,283 

710,624 

153,595,243 

39,921,084 

13,386,232 

4,877,506 

3,278,661 

1,486,692 

1,885,829 

3,263,104 

3,592,446 

7,912,515 

216,770 

7,107,325 

1,609,313 

22,015,363 

7,651,080 

5,311,377 

67,442,155 

964,494 

89,039,961 

227,900 

9,849,520 

5,838,485 

3,001,072 

Percentage 
Muslims 

99 

75 

98 

100 

85 

60 

76 

55 
85 

97 
99 
93 
65 
85 

95 

80 

95 

98 

95 

55 

95 

100 

57 

100 
55 
53 

100 
95 

100 

99 

60 

21 

75 

100 

97 
100 
100 
95 
80
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POPULATION OF INDEPENDENT MUSLIM 

COUNTRIES (Continued) 

Country 

Somali Democratic 

Republic 

Democratic Republic of 

Sudan 

Syrian Arab Republic 

United Arab Republic of 

Tanzania 

Republic of Togo 

Republic of Tunisia 

Republic of Turkey 

United Arab Emirates 

Republic of Upper Volta 

People’s Democratic 

Republic of S. Yemen 

Yemen Arab Republic 

{North) 

Total 

Population 

4,216,680 

19,728,720 

9,016,360 

19,889,840 

2,696,640 

6,891,060 

47,658,660 

1,060,625 

7,271,600 

2,080,780 

7,654,260 

Muslim 

Population 

4,216,680 

16,769,412 

8,114,724 

12,928,396 

1,483,152 

6,546,507 

47,182,073 

1,060,625 

4,072,096 

1,976,741 

7,577,717 
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Total Muslim 

Paopulation Population 

Country (in thousands) (tn thousands) 
Azerbaijan 10,353 8,076 

Erithrea 3,450 2,588 

Kashmir 7,613 5,939 

Kazakhstan 13,777 10,048 

Kirghizia 3,373 3,103 

Palestine 3,450 3,003 

Sinkiang 10,706 8,665 

Tadjikistan 3,375 3,268 

Turkmenia 2,482 2,234 

Uzbekistan 47,919 42,169 

MUSLIM MINORITIES 

Total Muslim 

Population Population 

Country (in thousands) (in thousands) Percentage 
Angola 6,870 1,717 

Argentina . 28,571 559 

Armenia S5.5.R. 2,618 343 

Australia 15,128 152 

Austria 7,656 41 

Belgium 10,243 200 

Bhutan 1,337 63 

Botswana 802 39 

Brazil 124,950 242 

Bulgaria 8,898 1,388 

Burma 35,269 3,529 

Burundi 4,318 863 

Byelorussia S.5.R. 9,183 621 

Cambodia - 7,500 805 

Canada 24,399 824 

Central America 

and the Carribean 37,595 120 

preferred o a stronger one if it fulfills the general 

purposes of the shari'ah better. 

7. Al ‘urf wal ‘@dah, the rule that custom and estab- 

lished practice may be legitimate sources of law. 

By these means, the science of usitl al figh estabd- 

lished a methodology of logical deduction and analogi- 

cal extrapolation from the data revelata, as well as 

criteria for an empircal discovery of the common 

welfare of the people. For the overwhelming majority 

of Muslims, to actualize justice and fulfill equity, to 

establish critically the requisites of public welfare, and 

to subsume them — either through direct or indirect 

deduction, juristic preference, or juristic considera- 

tion of the commonweal under the gencral purposes 

of the law — was regarded as the pinnacle of juristic 

wisdom and Islamic piety. 
We are therefore dealing neither with a fossilized 

law whose form or letter is immutable, nor with a flux 

of precepts that change with every situation. Rather, 

Islam's laws were anchored in eternal principles or 

values whose applications developed following hurman 

situations, but only with critical guarantees for the 

permanence of those principles and values. 

THE VALUES OF THE SHARI'AH 

Shari‘ah and Justice 

Muslims believe that the sharT‘ah1s the property 

of all humanity, that everyone is entitled to adjudicate 

his disputes with his peers under its provisions, No- 

body may be stopped from taking recourse to it if he 

s0 wishes, whether male or female, rich or poor, king 

or tramp, black or white, Mushm or non-Mushm, resi- 

dent or transient, citizen or noncitizen. Equally, no 

Muslim 1s immune from being charged under its pro- 

visions. Anybody can bring such a charge to court and 

the court is obliged to consider the charge. On the 

other hand, unless he s guilty of a crime prejudicial to 

the state or agamnst the u#szmah as a whole, or unless 

he has committed a bodily injury against others or 

aggressed upon another’s property, no non-Muslim 

may be tried under the sharT'ah unless he expressly 

asks for it. The shari‘ah prescribes that the non- 

Mushm be tried under his own law, be it Jewish, 

Christian, Hindu, Buddhist, or whatever, That 1s the 

non-Muslim's prerogative which the shari'ah ac- 

knowledges by recognizing non-Muslim laws as 

equally valid under its own dominion, 

In this the shari'ah is unigue in all the legal sys- 

tems history has known. It alone recognizes other 

laws as valid for those who wish to uphold them, and 

does so constitutionally or de jure. lt alone makes 

Muslim society pluralistic in the only sense that really



counts. No other system of laws or national constitu- 

tion has ever considered the possibility of instituting 

another law beside it as equally valid, legal exclusiv- 

1sm being of the very essence of national or political 

sovereigntyv. The shar7‘ah, on the contrary, never felt 

threatened by the co-existence of other laws in the 

territory it dominated, and gave its full blessing to 

their observance and application. At the same time, 

the Muslims continued to believe in the truth and 

worthiness of the sharT'ah and felt obliged to call 

humanity to convert to Islam and the shar7‘ah. Their 

exclusivism was a matter of epistemology, metaphvs- 

ics, and ethics, not of personal or state action. On the 

level of action. tolerance and pluralism were the rule. 

Justice 1s so important in Islam that the shari'ah 

prescribed that it be meted out freely and swiftly in 

order for it to be readilv available to all. Of all the 

contributions of Islam, the universal right to justice 

which the shari‘ah has upheld throughout its fourteen 

centuries of history i1s perhaps the greatest. Islam 

taught that to establish justice on earth is the supreme 

duty of every human. Every man is religiously obliged 

to rise —nay, to lay down his life —in the establish- 

ment and defense of justice. Indeed, justice is so hal- 

lowed and cherished that evervbody, however lowly, 

poor, or miserable, must feel absolutely certain that 

justice 1s his for the asking. That is why the shari‘ah 

prescribed that the meting out of justice be absolutely 

free. There are no fees and no costs; and any court 1s 

constitutionallv qualified to look into any case, and 

seek the expert advice of anyone. Islamic practice has 

separated the cases where the defendant is the state 

or any of its officers and has assigned them to a special 

court called mahkamat al mazalim (the court for 

acts of injustice). Islamic law did not resort to imposi- 

tion of fees to discourage litigation; but it imposed 

very stiff penalties for those who present false claims, 

including permanent legal disenfranchisement, the 

loss of the natural status of ‘ad!{legal personality), or 

the right to be heard in court at all. 
Giving witness is regarded by the sharT'ah as an 

obligation, with the greater merit belonging to the 

witness given voluntarily and before asking. Having 

prescribed the absolute equality of all those who stand 

hefore it, the shari‘ah postulates their innocence until 

legal evidence has established the contrary. It recog- 

nizes evervhodv’s right to arbitrate and settle one’s 

dispute out of court; and it holds man responsible only 

for his own personal deeds, firmly rejecting every 

suggestion of vicarious guilt or group culpability. In 

the meting out of justice, the Muslims are commanded 

to be its first exemplars and witnesses (Qur’an 2:143), 

even if the whole world should act otherwise. Islamic 

justice was built on a principle it inherited from Meso- 
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MUSLIM MINORITIES (Continued) 

Total Muslim 

Population Population 
Country (in thousands) (in thousands) Percentage 

Chile 11,173 57 .5 

China 1,052,000 107,525 10.2 

Congo 1,583 172 11 

Cyprus 652 241 37 

Equatorial Guinea 256 86 34 

Fiji Islands 642 69 11 

Finland 4,812 4 .08 

France 54,120 1,360 2.5 

Gabon 669 269 40 

Georgia S.S.K. 4,781 1,130 24 

Germany (West) 62,528 1,012 1.6 

Ghana 12,329 5,047 45 

Greece 9,595 310 3 

Guyana 857 131 15 

Hong Kong 4,243 48 1 

Hungary 10,817 120 1 

India 693,680 79,243 11 

Ttaly 57,446 631 1 

Japan 118,777 255 .02 

Kenya 16,567 4,234 26 

South Korea 39,928 86 .02 

Libera 1,877 572 30 

Laos 3,560 37 1 

Lesotho 1,370 138 10 

Malagasy Republic 8,766 1,552 18 

Malawi 6,155 1,928 31 

Malta 354 52 15 

Mauritius 969 162 17 

Moldavia S.5.R. 3,643 123 3 

Mozambique 10,531 2,535 24 

Namibia 703 39 5.5 

Nepal 15,338 553 3.6 

New Zealand 3,169 33 1 

Panama 1,969 ) 58 2.9 

Philippines 50,061 5,551 11 

Foland 35,931 382 1 

Portuguese Timor 672 147 22 

Reunion 493 108 22 

Rurnania 22,498 216 1 

Russian S.F.S.R, 132,600 8,976 6.7 

Rhodesia-Zimbabwe 7.544 1,017 13.5 

Singapore 2,250 382 17 

South Africa 29,189 545 1.9 

Sri Lanka 15,031 1,374 9 

Surinam 424 123 29 

Swaziland 562 53 9 

Taiwan 17,980 155 08 

Thailand 48,087 6,406 13 

Trinidad & Tobago 1,207 146 12 

Uganda 13,621 4,460 33 

Ukrania 5.5.R. 48,078 6,505 14 

United Kingdom 57,019 2,800 5 

United States 224,113 4,344 1.9 

Vietnam 54,212 245 5
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MUSLIM MINORITIES (Continued) potamia: “A life for a life, an eye for an eye, a nose for 

Total Muslim a nose, an ear for an ear, and a tooth for a tooth, and 

Population Population for other injuries, equitable retaliation” (Qur’an 5:47, 

Country (in thousands) (in thousands) Percentage 42:21). 

Yugoslavia 22,617 4,821 21 

Zaire 29,494 2,742 9 

Zambia 5,931 800 13 Shari‘ah and Rationalism 

Islam claims that the truth is one, just as God is 

One, and that it is knowable to humans by any of the 

POLITICAL INDEPENDENCE IN THE MUSLIM WORLD twin avenues of reason and revelation. Translated 

Independent Countries into law, this Islamic value prescribes that all humans 

Continent Country Year of Independence  are entitled to know the truth; and no censorship or 

Africa Egvpt 1922 restriction may be imposed by anyone. The shart'ah 

Libya 1951 recognizes that all humans are entitled to inquire, to 

Moraco 1956 search, to learn, and to teach one another, and pre- 

Sudan 1956 scribes research and learning as universal duties from 
Tunisia 1956 which no one is exempt. Under the shari‘ah, human 

Guinea 1958 society is regarded as a school on a grand scale where 

Cameroon . 1960 everyone is student and teacher at the same time. 
Central African Republic 1960 . . . .. 
Chad 1960 The shari‘ah declares 1deo]qg1cal skgptu:lsm to be 

Mali 1960 false, a defiance of God, and it prescribes that none 

Mauritania 1960 may promote it to destroy the tradition of human 

Niger 1960 knowledge and wisdom, or prevent anybody from ap- 

Nigeria 1960 propriating it or contributing to its growth. Al ‘aqgl 

Senegal 1960 (reason or rational knowledge) was honored by the 

Somalia 1960 shari‘ah as one of the six maqasid al shart'ah (ulti- 

Togo 1960 mate purposes of the law) along with life, property, 
Upper Volta 1960 family, religion, and honor. 
Sierra Leone 1961 

Tanzania 1961 

Algeria 1962 Shari‘ah and World-Affirmation 
Gambia 1965 
Comorro 1975 Islam holds that God has created life and the world 

Rio de Oro 1976 for a purpose; that they are prime values whose ac- 

Asia Iran 1921 tualization is desirable. Life, the shari‘ah maintains, 

Irag . 1932 ought to be lived, the world developed, instincts satis- 
Saudi Arabia 1921 fied; talents, faculties, and potentialities ought to be 
Turkey 1290 realized, and happiness sought and achieved. The re- 
Yaman 1911 s v g 
Jordan 1045 sult of all these activities §h0}1]d be the building an_d 
Lebaron 1945 growth of culture and civilization. The human pursuit 
Syria 1945 of these objectives is the very matrix in which law and 

India 1947 ethics may be fulfilled. They are therefore necessary 
Pakistan 1947 if the divine purpose of creation itself is to be realized. 

Indonesia 1949 Translated into the shari‘ah, the affirmation of life 
Malaysia 1957 and the world prescribes that to be born is to have the 

Kuwait 1961 right to be, to live as long as God permits; that none 
‘South Yaman 1968 may be deprived of life except for legitimate cause. 
Uman 1970 The shari‘ah also prescribes that to be born is to be 
Bahrayn 1971 : ) . Bangladesh 1971 entitled to the father § name, to his care and support 
Qatar 1971 or to that of the state in case of orphanhood or inabil- 

United Arab Emirates 1971 ity, to a free education and protection by society and/ 

Maldives 1977 or its institutions. Every human is entitled to the vo- 
Brunei 1983 cation of his choice, to partake of God’s bounty on 

Europe Albania 1913 earth, to marry and raise a family, to acquire and enjoy 
South America  Surinam 1975 wealth.



Shari‘ah and Universal Egalitarianism 

Islam affirms the relation between God and all 

humans to be one and the same, that relation being a 

function of their creatureliness, or place in the 

cosmos. It rejects therefore all claims of favoritism or 

chosenness of any humans, and regards such claims as 

threats to divine transcendence and ultimacy. 

Translated into law, this egalitarianism prescribes 

that none may be exempted from the imperatives of 

the shari‘ah on the ground of identity. All Muslims 

are mukallafiun (required to obey the law) and are so 

equally. Neither race nor ethnicity, neither sex nor 

position in society, neither wisdom nor wealth can 

alter their equality before the law. The fact that 

Muhammad was their father, the Prophet admon- 
ished his children, avails them nothing; and ‘Umar, 

the Caliph, could not exempt his son from enforce- 
ment of the law upon him. Governors of provinces and 

newly converted kings were subject to retaliation by 

the least person whose rights they had violated. Even 
the Muslim collectivity as a whole— the ummah— 

has no recourse against the law, and was sentenced by 
the least judge when it was found in violation of the 

law. 
The shari‘ah’s egalitariamsm did not apply solely 

to the Muslims among themselves, or to the citizens 

of the Islamic state regardiess of their religious affilia- 

tion. It applied to all humans on earth entitling them 

— Muslim or non-Muslim, citizen or noncitizen, resi- 

dent or nonresident, individual or group —to enter 

into a covenant of peace, of trade, of mutual security 

and friendly relation with the Islamic state. The “law 

of nations” has never witnessed anything compara- 

ble. For the shari‘ah recognizes the right not only of 

all nations, or peoples, or sovereign governments, to 

enter into a pact of peace and friendship with the 

Islamic state, but also of individuals, and this solely on 

the grounds of their humanity. In case the noncitizen 

covenanter is a Muslim, the shar7‘ah would apply in 

all its provisions; in the case of a non-Muslim, the law 

of the covenanter’s millah (community) applies dur- 

ing residence within the Islamic state, According to 

the shari‘ah, the Islamic state has no right to refuse 

entry, or a covenant of peace and friendly relations, to 

anyone who applies, without due cause. The shari‘ah 

entitles such a person to bring a lawsuit against the 

state in any Islamic court. 

In order to bring about mutual understanding and 

cooperation between the nations —a condition nec- 

essary for the conveyance of the word of God—the 

shari‘ah forbids any ridicule or derision of any people, 

nation, or religion by another, and declares such acts 

punishable. Aggression of one nation against another 

is more ominous. It is regarded by the sharZ‘ah as an 
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POLITICAL INDEPENDENCE IN THE MUSLIM WORLD 
(Continued) 

Dependent Countries 

Continent Country Dependent Since 
Africa Erithrea 1918 

Asia Mindanao c. 1500 

Pattani 19th century 

Cyprus 1878 

Central Asian Khanates 1884 

Palestine 1918 

Kashmir 1947 

Afghanistan 1980 

MUSLIM AND CHRISTIAN MINORITIES 

Muslims in 

Europe 

United Kingdom 2,800,000 

France 1,400,000 

Germany 1,100,000 
Netherlands 400,000 

Switzerland 300,000 
Belgium 200,000 

Christians in 

Muslim Countries 

Malaysia 120,000 

West Africa 10-15 million 

East Africa 10-15 million 

Indonesia 1~ 2 million 

North Africa 1,000,000 

Pakistan 250,000 

injustice and crime that must be stopped. The 

shari‘ah imposes upon the Islamic state and all Mus- 

lims to rise against the aggressor. It entitles the vic- 
tim of injustice to apply to any Islamic court for re- 

dress, and the Islamic state is duty-bound to execute 

the judgment even if it leads to violent confrontation. 
Moreover, it entitles the victim of aggression and 

injustice to seek refuge within the Islamic state. The 

Islamic state cannot treat the noncitizens on the basis 

of ad hoc agreements with their respective states or 

on that of reciprocity. Being God’s law, the shari‘ahis 

not subject to the whims or interests of governments 
or nations, even if these were Mushm. 

Shari‘ah and Society 

Istam taught that all humans were created to serve 

God, and that their fate would ultimately rest on their 

accomplishment of that service. It defined this service 

in moral terms, and made freedom its conditio sine 
gua non. Translated into law, freedom prescribed
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Hlustration 14.1 

Terra cotta floral decoration on a mthr@b (orientation niche) of the Bagha Mosque, District Raj- 
shahi, Bangladesh, 1523 C.E. [Courtesy Department of Antiquities, Government of Bangladesh.] 

that the life of the individual or group may not be 

regimented or coerced in any way except in an ex- 

traordinary and temporary emergency. The shari'ah 

imposed grave punishment upon the violators of 

men’s freedom, and entitled the coerced person to 

return to his original position unharmed. The 
shari'ah declared any witness or information flowing 
out of coercion, cheating, or spying as null and void, 

inadnussible in any legal process. 

[slamic law entitled every citizen, Muslim or non-



Muslim, to choose and pursue the career of his choice, 
to move s person, family, and goods and wealth 

anywhere, to reside wherever he wishes, to practice 

the religion of hisfher choice, to observe and develop 

his culture without hindrance from any source. The 

shart‘ah protected him against any interference in his 

affairs, and offered him its court of law to lodge his 

complaint free of charge and to receive vindication. 

Moreover, the shari‘ah held no man responsible for 

the deed of another. Unless the other was a depen- 

dent mmor or legally insane, it recognized neither 

vicarious guilt nor merit and regarded group condem- 

nation and punishment unjust and immoral. 

The shart'ah regarded the human person as a 

member or head of a household, and hence as depen- 

dent on or responsible for the household and its 

members. [t defined the rights and mutual obligations 

of hushand and wife, parents and offspring, brothers 

and sisters, uncles and aunts, grandparents and 

grandchildren, and cousins. It declared all of them 

dependents of the head of the household in case of 

need or inabihty to be heads of household of their own. 

The family in its extended form was the constitutive 

umt of society, disciplining its members into mutual 

loyvalty and cooperation for the welfare of all 

members. 
Moreover, the sharT'ah defined the person in 

terms of religious affilation, and hence as a member of 

a religious community. Such membership determined 

the law applicable to that person and placed him 

within a circle of rights and obligations pertinent to 

that religious community, Citizenship in the Islamic 

state further imposed the responsibility of participat- 

ing in the political process, of providing to the ruler 

advice as well as correction where needed. However, 

no social entity — whether the family, the millah or 

community. or the state — may absolutize itself and 

hecome the source or criterion of law. On the con- 

trary, all these circles of influence remain subject to 

the overall dominion of the shart'ah. 

Shari‘ah and Charity 

It is universally recognized that helping the weak, 

the underprivileged, and the deprived and seeking 

voluntarily to improve the quality of life for all 1s an 

objective of human morality. Few cultures, however, 

have sought to institutionalize it, and none to legis- 

late 1t. 

The shari‘ah dared this apparently impossible 

task. It legislated a specific minimum contribution by 

all owners of wealth, and recommended an indefinite 

additional amount. The latter is called sadagah (char- 

ity). It is always personai and infinite in scope, nature, 
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vartety, and application. The prescribed contribution 

is called zakat. It is collectible by state authority and 

aniounts to 212 percent of all appropriated wealth 

hevond the owner's personal need and that of his 

dependents. [t 15 collected annually. 

Comprehensiveness of the Shari‘ah 

I[slam developed a comprehensive law that covered 

the whole span of human life. This comprehensive- 

ness flowed from Islam’s conception of human life as 

created for the fulfillment of imperatives constituting 

the divine will. All acts, therefore, are seen as falling 

within the purview of the law and are either wajib 

(obhgatory), mubah (permissible), mandib (rec- 

ommended), makrith (recommended against) and 

haranm (prohibited). At the same time, the law of 

Islam acknowledged the general welfare of humans to 

Hlustration 14.2 

Key for the Ka'bah, twelfth century C.E., held in the Top- 

kapi Saray Museum, [stanbill. [Photo by L. al Farfigi.] 
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be its purpose. It divided that purpose as consisting of 

daririyyat (universal necessities), hajiyat (personal 

needs), and fahsinat (desirables). 

While ethics recommended the kind treatment of 

wife, children, and relatives, the law prescribed that 

feeding, sheltering, and caring for them be equal to 

one's treatment of oneself. In the same spirit, the law 

abolished all interest and instituted interest-free fi- 

nancing for all. It granted the captive the power to 

ransom himself by contract, the ignorant the right to 

be taught, and the deprived the right to partake of the 

wealth of the affluent. 

The law further declared it a punishable sin to 

speak evil of one’s neighbor even when the evil was 

true; to reject the neighbor’s compensation and apol- 

ogy; to fail to visit him in sickness. One must help a 

neighbor in want, return his greeting with a better 

one, give him good counsel at all times, whether he 

asks for it or not; even to bless im when he sneezes. 

A Muslim is obliged to protect his neighbor’s family 

and property in his absence, to attend his funeral and 

burial when he dies, or perform his obsequies in case 

of need. 

Islamic law prohibits man from spying, lying, and 

being deceptive. It forbids speaking without knowl- 

edge, loud speech, entering another’s house without 

knocking, and the assumption of airs of pride and 

superiority. [t commands to keep oneself clean, to put 

on one’s best when in congregation, to fulfill one’s 

promise under all conditions, to maintain one’s de- 

corum at all times, and to bend one’s head to parents 

and elders, to men of knowledge and those in author- 

ity. 

Thus the corpus of laws constituting the shari‘ah 

is usually divided into twelve departments: 

rituals and liturgy 

personal status 

contracts 

torts 

criminal law 

constitutional law 

taxation and public finance 

administrative law 

land law 

10. law of trade and commerce 

11. international law 

12. ethics and personal conduct 
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Law is often said to be the mirror of civilization in 

the sense that when it has grown mature and com- 

plete, civilization reflects itself in its laws. This view 

assumes that law is a product of civilization, produced 

like other features of civilization by the forces operat- 

ing within it. The opposite is the case with the 

shari‘ah. Rather than being a product or reflection of 

Islamic civilization, the sharT‘ah is its first cause. Its 

observance by the Muslims of the world is the source 

that generated Islamic civilization, that nursed and 

protected it in history. The shari'ah was and con- 

tinues to be the civilizing force among Muslims. 

THE LAW IN HISTORY 

Formation 

Being the medium of a continual stream of revela- 

tion, the Prophet provided the Muslims with answers 

to their inquiries regarding what they ought to do. 

The revelation was speaking to all occasions, The 

Qur'an contains little prescriptive legislation but 

many principles and schemata for morality. However, 

the Prophet clarified, instantiated, and exemplified 

these principles and thus translated them into con- 

crete guidelines and laws for action. Even in his life- 

time, and before completion of the Qur’'anic revela- 

tion, the Prophet approved of his companions’ 

recourse to their own reasoning, under the guidance 

of the divine imperatives, of a certain proposal or 

problem not mentioned in the revelation. After his 

death, and after the establishment of Islam in other 

lands through the Fut@hal, a wide range of problems 

presented themselves for solution, which the Muslims 

of the Prophet’s time had never confronted before. 

Pressing for a solution and in the absence of fresh 

revelation the Muslims began the task of translating 

ethical principles into legal prescriptions and extrapo- 

lating or deducing from the given instances of the 

Qur’an and the sunnah the new legal directives they 

needed. This process was not centralized; and it soon 

led to the emergence of different schools in Madinah 

and the provincial cities of Kifah, Damascus, Fustat, 

and Baghdad. 

Under the Rishiddn caliphs, twenty-seven com- 
panions of the Prophet distinguished themselves in 

the formation of legal opinion. Scholars have divided 

them into two groups according to the amount and 

quality of legislation for which they were responsible., 

Seven belonged to the first group: ‘Umar Ibn al 

Khattab, ‘Ali Ibn Aba Talib, ‘A’ishah, ‘Abdultah Ibn 
Mas‘td, Zayd Ibn Thibit, ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Abbas, and 

‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar. The second group included: Abii 

Bakr al Siddiq, Umim Salamah, Anas Ibn Malik, Abu 

Sa‘d al Khudriyy, Abld Masi al Ash‘ari, Sa‘d Ibn Abi 

Waqqas, Abli Hurayrah, ‘Uthman Ibn ‘Affan, ‘Abdul- 

lah Ibn *Amr, ‘Abdullah Ibn al Zubayr, Salman al Far- 

is1, Jabir Ibn ‘Abdullah, Mu‘adh Ibn Jabal, Talhah, Al



Zubayr, ‘Abdul Rahman 1lbn ‘Auf, ‘Imrian Ibn 

Husayyin, Abfi Bakrah, ‘Ibadah Ibn al $Samit, and 

Mu‘awiyah Ibn Abii Sufyan. 

The method they used was dictated by their cir- 

cumstances. Being fully familiar with the data reve- 

lata and trained by the Prophet, they first resorted to 

the Qur'an, and then to the Prophet’s sunnah. If 

these sources were silent on the issue in question, 

they used their reason to extrapolate or deduce, then 

consulted with the other companions, and acted on 

the consensus emerging from the consultation. Their 

judgments accumulated quickly into a viable tradition. 

Before their age passed away, ‘Umar I instituted their 

corpus of legal opinions as a tertiary source after the 

Qur’an and the sunnah, necessary for future legalists 

to consult before making new judgments. At the same 

time, there was the need for principles of lawmaking, 

or directives for judges as to how to proceed in new 

cases. When ‘Umar appointed Shurayh as judge, he 

gave him a testimony which became the fountainhead 

of Islamic jurisprudence. It included the following 

principles: 

1. Rendering justice to those who seek it is both an 

Islamic duty and inevitable. 

2. In the court of law all men are equal. 

3. The burden of proof falls on the complainant; that 

of swearing on the defendant. 

4. Any party’s request for time to produce the rele- 

vant evidence must be granted, within reason. 

Failure to produce the evidence is evidence to the 

contrary. 

5. Ajudgment provento be false by evidence ought to 

be revoked. 

6. All adult Muslims are legal persons— ‘adl— 

except those convicted of perjury or of a hadd 

(crime). 

7. No human may be charged for his intentions. Only 

his actions may be so charged and under legal evi- 

dence. 

8. Where you find the Qur’'an and sunnah silent on 

any matter, find the comparable case or principle 

and deduce or extrapolate the law from it. 

9. That which the Muslim collectivity has found good 

and desirable is so from the standpoint of God. 

The need for law in this early period and the entry 

into Islam of large numbers of non-Arabic-speaking 

people posed another problem, that of the correct 

rendering and understanding of the tenets of the 

Qur’an and sumnah. This called upon the jurists to 

establish rules for the understanding on the linguistic 

as well as on the juristic levels. Thus a discipline of 

linguistic hermeneutics as well as one of legal exe- 
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gesis developed. The former built a formal logic into 

Arabic grammar and elaborated the relations of gen- 

eral terms (al ‘@mm) and specific terms (@l khass), 

and their possible conversion to one another, in great 

detail. The latter distinguished between the Qur'an’s 

credal, liturgical, ethical, and prescriptive laws (in- 

cluding the criminal, cwvil, contractual, personal 

status, public, and procedural laws), and analyzed the 

nature of the legal force attaching to each. They dis- 

tinguished between categorical and probable evi- 

dence, and between final and instrumental impera- 

tives. 

Also during this period the Prophet’s actions, say- 

ings, and attitudes became verbalized, that is, they 

were retrieved from the memories of the companions 

and rendered in discursive form as a statement made 

by the Prophet or a companion and transmitted by a 

chain of narrators who received it from one another. 

Obviously, the prestige of the narrators, their close- 

ness to the Prophet, and the frequency of the narra- 

tion by the companions constituted so many argu- 

ments for authenticity of what was being reported and 

were used as ground for new legislation, 

The Flowering 

A century after the death of the Prophet, none of 

his companions were alive to give an eyewitness re- 

port. While the text of the Qur'an was established 

bevond doubt, its meanings and the relations they 

hore to the laws claimed to be founded upon them 

were subject to critical review. On the other hand, the 

sunnah was established neither in its text nor in its 

meanings. Its transmission was distant enough to be 

given detached examination. The earlier generations 

knew the situational contexts and causes of the reve- 

lation and were sufficiently imbibed with the spirit of 

the Prophet to perceive the Islamic meaning or pur- 

pose without difficulty. Presently a new age was 

dawning, characterized by distance from the two 

sources of revelation, by novel problems pressing for 

solution, and by a linguistic consciousness not so sure 

of itself. Often, too many different opinions, reports, 

and judgments were circulating concerning the same 

matter. The reassurance that religious conscience 

demanded was not always present, The question was 

no longer whether or not a certain action or measure 

was Islamic, but how its Islamicity could be demon- 

strated, and how critical conviction could be reached. 

The verbalization, verification, and canonization of 

the sunnah, as described in Chapter 6, were 

launched. The vield was the establishment of the 

Sihah (the six collections of verified traditions) and of 
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‘ulitsn al hadith, the sciences of the hadith. At the 

same time, ‘wiam al Qur’an, or “sciences of the 

Qur'an” were established (see Chapter 10). The 

ground was ready for a new science, usi! al figh, to 

lay down its principles for validating the derivation of 

law from the revelation. 

Wisil ibn ‘Ata’ (130/748), founder of the Mu'tazi- 

lah movement (Chapter 14), had previously elabo- 

rated some principles relevant to us#@l al figh, such as 

the sources of knowledge, the distinction between 

statement of fact and judgment or command, between 

particular and universal, between part and whole. Al- 

though these issues pertained to the philosophical 

matters raised by the interreligious dialogue of the 

time, by the conversion of Christians with a penchant 

for theology and metaphysical disputation, and by the 

translation of Greek philosophical texts, they did have 

some consequence for jurisprudence. Without a 

doubt, the intellectual atmosphere helped to raise and 

sharpen the theoretical issues concerning the law. 

The man who rose to the challenge and founded 

the new discipline was Muhammad Idris al Shafi7 

(204/820). He learned from Malik ibn Anas, the fore- 

most leader of the jurists In Madinah and a spokesman 

of the traditional school, and from Abi Hanifah, leader 

of Kiifah and spokesman of the liberal school. He trav- 

eled widely and was familiar with the problems of the 

Muslim world and the thinking of the jurists every- 

where. In his work, he defined the principles of de- 

duction (giyas) from the texts, and established cri- 

teria for the validation of their application. He 

examined the hujjiyvah or validating weight of the 
sunnah, equating its juristic power with that of the 

Qur'an; of istihsan (juristic preference), which he 

declared void of validating power; of the traditions of 

the Prophet’s companions, which he found weak un- 

less supported by the sunnah, and of iyma‘which he 

declared nonexistent except in rituals and the trans- 

mission of the Qur’in itself. 

In the third century A.H., the Muslim world wit- 

nessed a great influx of ideas from classical antiquity, 

Persia, and India, and Muslim knowledge grew signifi- 
cantly. Differing schools of thought arose, some re- 

maining close to the original faith, and others wander- 
ing away fromit. It was in this period that the problem 

of the createdness vs. eternity of the Qur’an arose, 

exposing the revelation to the relativization of his- 
tory. Under the leadership of Ahmad 1bn Hanbal the 

view of createdness was defeated and the threat re- 

moved. These currents naturally affected juristic 
thinking. Publication of al ShafiTs Kisalah evoked 
numerous thinkers to write for or against its views. 

‘Isa ibn Ibban (221/836) rose to the defense of liberal- 

ism, as expounded in the School of Iraq, founded by 

Abli Hanifah (150/768). Al Nazzam (221/836) added a 

dialectical argument against #7ma ‘and its possibility; 

and Asbagh ibn Faraj (225/840) wrote a defense of the 

Shafif view. The raging controversies did not fail to 

bring about a conservative reaction. Dawud ibn ‘Alial 

ZahirT wrote against both parties, pleading for the 

sanctity of the letter of the revelation and hence the 

meanings that attach to it. His work, Al Wugiil tla 

Ma'rifat al Usiil remains to this day the best defense 

of the literalist interpretation. The law itself was 

being developed furiously by the disciples and fol- 

lowers of Ab@i Hanifah, such as Sufyan ibn ‘Uyaynah 

(198/814), Muhammad ‘Abdul Rahman ibn Abu 

Layla, Supreme Judge of Kafah (148/756), ‘Abdul 

Malik ibn Jurayj (150/768), ‘Abdul Rahman al Awza'T 

(157/775), and al Layth ibn Sa‘d al Fahmi(175/792), 

all of whom took advantage of the pragmatism and 

liberal rationalism of the Hanafl school and operated 

under the intellectual impetus its methodology pro- 

vided. 

In the fourth century A.H., the early beginnings of 

usul? thinking grew and matured into a full discipline. 

The law had been developing for three centuries, cov- 

ering every conceivable action or problem-situation, 

under the guidance furnished by each of the notable 

thinkers, imams, or jurists of the earlier centuries. 

Upon the thinkers of the fourth century now fell the 

task of exposing the methodological principles im- 

plicit in this lawmaking and to justily them against 

critique by the other schools, which had reached the 

same or different dispensations but by using different 

methodological assumptions. Abundant were the ex- 

amples from which the theoreticians of the law could 

draw justification for their systematic constructions. 

Naturally, the writings on us#! al figh from that cen- 

tury on belonged to the same schools which they de- 

fended, and with which they sought to consolidate 

their formal principles. 

The Shafi‘T school was the first to be established, 

armed as it were with the Ris@lah of its founder. Ibn 

Burhan al Faris1 (305/919) produced two books on 

usitl, elaborating and clarifying the #si/7 principles of 

the Risalah. Only one of them is extant, A! Dhakhi- 

rah fi Usitl al Figh. In the same vein, among others 

too numerous to mention, Muhammad ‘Abdullah al 

Sayrafi (330/642) produced three works, a commen- 

tary, a treatise on iyma‘, and Al Bayan fi Dala'il al 

A'lam ‘Ala Usil al Ahkam, and Ibrahim Ahmad al 
Marwazi (340/952) wrote Al Fusil fi Ma‘rifat al 
Usil, in which they clarified and defended the Shafi 

views. Another Shafi‘T jurist, Ahmad bin ‘Umar bin 
Surayj (306/920) engaged Ibn Dawad al ZahirT in de- 
bate in defense of the Shafi7 principle of giyaswhich al 

Zahiri condemned. Rising to the defense of giyasas a



source of new and certain knowledge was the great 

Mu‘tazilah thinker turned anti-Mu'tazilah, Aba al 

Hasan al Ash‘arT (324/936). He wrote a treatise in 

defense of deductive logic entitled Ithbat al Qivasand 

another on particulars and universals, Al Khass wal 

‘Amm. AbT Mansir al Maturidi (333/945) joined the 

discussion on the highest philosophical level in his 

book, Al Jadal ft Usiil al Figh, meant to present and 

defend the Hanafi view. 

In the Malikt school, ‘Amr Muhammad ai Laytht 

(331/943) wrote Al Luma‘, Aba Bakr ‘Ala’ al Qu- 

shayrt (344/956) wrote Kitab al Qiyas and Usil al 

Figh, and Muhammad ‘Abdullah al Abhari (375/986) 

wrote his Al Usal il Fighand a treatise defending the 

hujjiyyah of the consensus of Madinah, Iyma‘ Ahl al 

Madinah, in explanation of the views of Malik ibn 

Anas, founder of the school. 

Important as the foregoing works may be in the 

history of their respective schools of law, they did not 

make significant changes in, or contributions to, the 

discipline as such. Surpassing both the Maliki and 

Shafit works in importance for the discipline were the 

works of the Hanalfl jurists ‘Ubaydullah Dalal al Karkhi 

(340/952) and his pupil, Abfi Bakr al Raz al Jassas 

(370/981). The main contribution of the former is his 

introduction to the discipline of thirty-nine legal rules, 

thus ending its formal nature and making it a general 

philosophy of law in addition to being a formal method- 

ology of law derivation. The latter established the 
historical and critical method in the discipline. Sys- 

tematically, al Jassas gave all matters the same treat- 

ment; definition; reporting and elaborating the prede- 

cessors’ views; assessing, criticizing, amending, and 

complementing them with those of the author; pre- 

sentation, evaluation, and criticism of the opponents’ 

views; synthesizing and summing up the position; and 

marking its strength, weaknesses, and spots where 

further research was necessary. 

The greatest contribution of al Jassas, however, 

lay in his refutation of Shafi'Ts arguments against 

istihs@n and his establishment of it as the necessary 

condition of all creative legal thinking. Under Shafi‘y, 

the ability of the jurist to attend to the welfare of the 

community was reduced, and that of responding to 

novel problems with novel solutions as inspired by the 

ultimate purposes of the shari‘ah was eliminated. 

Without istthsan, Islamic law stood condemned to 

fossilization. However, tstihsan is not to be equated 

with juridical license, for the purposes of the shari'ah 

guard it against any possible aberration. 

In the fifth century the discipline of wusil af figh 

saw great flowering. The number of scholars special- 

izing in it, and the books they wrote — systematic 

treatments and discussions of various aspects of the 
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Llustration 14.3 

King Faysal Mosque, Mindanao State University, Marawl 

City, Philippines, 1977. [Courtesy A. A, Tamano.] 

discipline and its problems— expanded significantly. 

After being a specialty of the jurists, the subject be- 

came an important component of any school’s curricu- 

lum, as its relevance to Islamic learning as a whole 

came to be understood and appreciated by all. More- 

over, usitl al figh joined the general battle of ideas 

raging at the time. Us#/7 scholars rose to defend the 

Qur’an against the Mu‘tazilah claim of createdness, 

which demanded of them the establishment of a viable 

theory of hermeneutics and language, of prophecy 

and prophethood. They alone rose to counter the Stufl 

claim for a batini (esoteric) meaning behind the Ara- 

bic words reached through allegorical interpretation 

or on authority of the initiated. The forces of sectari- 

anism were no less the target of wus#/7 thinkers who 

had to refute their claims by Islamic universalism on 

sure epistemological and ethical foundations. The 

conservatives at one extreme and the radicals at the 

other had to be refuted and the shar7'ah had to be 

established as the law of the golden mean. Finally, the 

schlolastic rigor and preference for a prior reasoning 

of the ws#7 scholars themselves had to be bent and 

tempered so as to keep the shari‘ahresponsive to the 

empirical needs of the ummah. There had to be viable 

methods to gauge the welfare of the masses, which 

usitl al figh affirmed to be a definitive source of law. 

Partly responsible for this flowering and expansion 

of wusilt scholarship was the fragmentation of the 
Muslim empire into small states governed by princely 

dynasties which vied with one another for prestige 

and competed to bring to their respective courts the 

greatest luminaries of the day. The Hamdant dynasty
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IHustration 14.4 

Ushak rug from Turkey, seventeenth century. [Courtesy 

Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Government of Turkey.] 

in northern Syria and Iraq had two capitals, Halab 

(Aleppo) and al Mawsil. The TalanT and Ikhshidr dy- 

nasties, coming in the wake of the Fatimis in Egypt, 

continued and developed the institutions of higher 

learning — especially al Azhar. The Saljtgs in Khura- 

san held their court at Marw; and the Ghaznawis, 

farther east in Ghazna (Afghanistan). Also at this 

time, Muslim Central Asia prospered under the Si- 

mani dynasty, making Bukhiri and Samargand glon- 

ous centers of Islamic learning, and Tabaristan pros- 

pered under Qabus bin Washamgir at Khiwi, near the 
Caspian Sea. South Persia and Iraq prospered under 

the Buwayhis, who kept their court at Isfahidn and al 

Rayy. Last but not least was the court of the Umawis 

in Cordoba, which equaled the cities of the Muslim 

East in splendor and refinement, attracting to its uni- 

versities and institutions the greatest minds of Eu- 

TOpE. 

Among the greatest works of usitl al figh, works 

that exercised a lasting influence on the discipline as 

well as on Islamic thinking, were the following: 

Shafi‘i scholars 

1. Ahmad Muhammad al Isfarayini (406/1016), 

Kitab Usil al Figh. 

2. Ibrahim ‘Al al Firtizabadi (476/1083), Al Luma'fi 

Usil al Figh, Al Tabsirah fi Usil al Figh. 

3. Imam al Haramayn al Juwayni(478/1085), teacher 

of al Ghazali, Al Burhan fi Usial al Figh, Al 

Tuhfah fi Usil al Figh, and Al Waraqat. 
4, Abi Hamid al Ghazali (505/1111), Tahdhib al 

Usul, Al Mankhial min ‘Ilm al Usal, and Al 

Mustasfa min Tlm al Usil. 

Maliki scholars 

1. Abid Bakr Muhammad al Bagillani (403/1012), A! 

Taqrib min Usiil al Fighand Al Mugni‘fi Usiil al 

Figh. 
2. ‘Abdul Wahhab ‘Al al Baghdadi (421/1030), Al 

Ifadah ft Usail al Figh. 

3. Ahmad Muhammad al Ma‘afirT (429/1037), Al 

Wusul ila Ma‘rifat al Usal. 
4. ‘Al Ibn Hazm (456/1063), the famous Biblical 

critic and comparativist of religion in Cordoba, Al 

Ihkam fi Usiil al Ahkam. 

Hanbalit scholars 

1. AlHasanibn Hamid al Baghdadi(403/1012), Kztab 

Usil al Figh. 
2. Abid Ya‘'ldal Farra’ (458/1065), leader of the Han- 

bali school in Baghdiad, A/ ‘Uddah fi Usiil al Figh, 

Al ‘Umdah fi Usiil al Figh, and Al Kifayah fi Usiil 
al Figh. 

Hanafi scholars 

1. Ahmad Husayn al Bayhaqt (458/1065), Al Yan- 
abt' fi al Usitl. 

2, ‘Abdullah ‘Umar al DabbisT (430/1038), Taqwim 

al Adillah fi Usiil al Figh and Asrar al Usiil wal 
Furi', 

3. ‘Al Muhammad al Bazdawi (482/1089), Kanz al 

Wusil tla Ma'‘rifat al Usil. 
4. Abi Bakr al Sarakhsi (490/1096), Usii! al Figh. 

Mu‘tazilah scholars. Though not reputed for 
their position on law and jurisprudence but on kaldm 

(theology and philosophy), some Mu'‘tazilah thinkers 

produced classics in us#l. Certainly the following con- 

stitute such classics whose influence reached far out- 

side the Mu'‘tazilah ranks. 

1. Muhammad ‘Al al Basr1(436/1044) wrote a mas- 
terpiece, Al Mu‘tamad fi Usil al Figh. 

2. AlQadi ‘Abdul Jabbar (415/1024) devoted a whole



volume of his encyclopaedic Al Mughni to the 

science of usitl, and wrote as well five other trea- 

tises on the subject: Al Ikhtilaf fi Usitl al Figh, 

Usiil al Figh, Al ‘Amad, Maymit‘al ‘Ahd, and Al 

Nihavah. 

Muslim scholars throughout the centuries have re- 

garded eight of the foregoing thinkers as the foremost 

authorities and have referred to them constantly in 

their thinking and writing. These were ‘Abdul Jabbar, 

al Basr1, Abti Ya‘la, al Juwayni, al Ghazali, al Dabbiisi, 

al Sarakhs, and al Bazdawl. ‘Abdul Jabbar and Basr1 

founded the disciplines of deontology and axiology, 

which they regarded as necessary conditions for 

knowledge of us@l al figh and law. They were led to 

undertake this task by two premises of Islamic law. 

First, it follows from God’s nature that commands 

must 1ssue from Him for man and creation to follow.. 

Knowledge of the command as command, as some- 

thing that ought to be done, is of the essence for all 

ethical and legal knowledge. Second, the command- 

ments of God are rational and hence supported by af 

ma'ani (purposes or values), as found in nature or 

pertaining to man’s ethical and spiritual life, which 

correspond to the commandments as their ontological 

grounds. These values or grounds are knowable by 

reason and are the subjects of immediate intuition by 

humans with the requisite level of moral and spiritual 

sensitivity. 

Abi Ya'la al Farrd’, al Juwavni, and al Ghazali were 

collectively responsible for exploring the nature of 

evidence and developing the theory that became the 

cornerstone of jurisprudence as well as of religious 

and philosophical knowledge. In their view, the data 

revelata were ma‘ani for which the Qur'an and the 

sunnah as discursive revelation were the bayvan or 

clarification. Further, bavan was the equivalent of 

evidence and hence the words of the Qur'an and of the 

sunnah constituted the reportative part of the ew- 
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dence. Agreement with the reportative evidence is 

the first condition of validity. There 1s yet another 

necessary part to evidence, the rational. Here the 

tests of internal coherence (dal@lah bil manziim), of 

adequacy (dalalah bil mafhitm), and of correspon- 

dence with reality (dalalah bil igtida) are the com- 

ponents, But where all this is not adequate to prove 

the point, a higher level of rational evidence may be 

invoked to overarch the varying testimonies and 

overcome their differences. Al Ghazali called this 

higher evidence “rational,” defined it in Intuitive 

terms, and identified it as the a priori eidetic content 

of thought (dalalah bil ma'na al ma’qitl). 

Finally, al DabbiisT, al Sarakhst, and al Bazdawi, the 

Hanaft jurists, reknitted with ever firmer threads the 

bond between the law and religion, making the former 

the instrument and form of man’s vicegerency for God 

on earth. This linkage was the guarantee of success 

for the sharT'ah. For it provided the community with 

cohesion in the face of ethnic diversity, and the indi- 

vidual with moral uprightness in the face of tempta- 

tion. It planted in the conscience of the average man, 

in the masses by the millions across the centuries and 

the world, the wdzi‘ (or inner restrainer) to bolster 

man’s defenses against evil, the fama ninah (or reas- 

surance) of right-walking with God, and the ‘tzzah (or 

dignity} which rightly belongs to the human who can 

see the world and history as an object to be shaped, by 

him, for the greater glory of God. 

Islamic law made Islamic civilization, not vice 

versa. It disciplined and united the Muslims across the 

generations, the centunes, and the continents, in 

every aspect of their lives, branding their minds, their 

hearts, and their deeds with the brand of Islam. By its 

agency, the convert was often lifted from the Stone 

Age to modernity in one swoop, from myth and super- 

stition to empiricism and rational evidence, and from 

struggle for individual or tribal survival to that of 

divine vicegerency of human history. 
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CHAPTER 15 

Kalam (Theology) 

THE EARLY MANIFESTATIONS 

The Rise of Kalam 

The first manifestation of Islamic thought oc- 

curred outside of Arabia, and on three fronts. The 

first was that of jurisprudence. Confronted with new 

situations and new problems, and in the absence of the 

Prophet on whom they could call for fresh instruction 

in the divine imperatives, the Muslims were thrust 

upon themselves to translate the ideals of Islam into 

prescriptions to meet the new situations of daily life 

and devise solutions for the new problems. They had 

to invent the science of jurisprudence to govern and 

regulate the process of lawmaking, as we have seen in 

Chapter 14. To this end they had to raise and answer 

questions regarding the purposes of the shari‘ah, the 

nature of human acts, the meaning of obligation and of 
good and evil, and .to establish rules for the under- 

standing of the revelation, Thus, they involved them- 

selves in elaborating and establishing logic, a system 

of rules concordant with Arabic grammar to govern 
their comprehension of linguistic meanings, deduc- 

tion of secondary meanings, rules for extrapolation, 

and methods for ascertainment of empirical truth. 
Likewise, as previously noted, hadith criticism led 

them to establish a whole set of critical disciplines, 
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including historiography and biography. These chal- 

lenges and the efforts the Muslims directed to meet 
them produced a positive, rational, and critical philos- 

ophy bent on meeting the needs of an exuberant and 

flourishing civilization. 

There is no doubt that all these considerations 

were present in the Arabian Peninsula as well as out- 

side of it in the provinces brought under the dominion 
of Islam. However, apart from the influx of wealth 

which the empire brought to Arabia, the nature and 

quality of life there did not change. The ideological 

and social change which Islam brought was radical and 

pervasive. It succeeded so well that after the Prophet 

and his generation had passed away, no thinker de- 

fended, or even presented, idolatry, associationism, 

tribalism, hedonism, dahr, or fatalism, as an issue. 

These problems, which dominated thinking and living 

in pre-Islamic Arabia, were no longer problems for 

the Muslims of the Peninsula. It was otherwise in the 

provinces where life presented different problems. 

Land tenure, irrigation and intensive agriculture, con- 

tinuous trade between large urban centers which had 

hitherto dominated world empires, and the physical’ 
and social mobility which Islam and the Islamic state 

brought —all these created problems for which no 

ready-made answers were available precisely because



life in the Peninsula presented no parallel. The new 

situations called for an intellectual effort to discover 

the relevance of Islam to them. 

The second front, equally internal to the situation 

of Muslims, was the inclination, natural in humans, to 

think out and systematize the truths presented by the 

new Islamic vision. The earlier generations, which 

witnessed the revelation, and their children and 

grandchildren were too close to the extraordinary 

phenomenon of prophecy and could only be absorbed 

in the vision it imparted. In the presence of ultimate 

reality, human tendency is to acknowledge and acqui- 

esce, to proclaim and enter into adoration and obe- 

dience. The Muslim’s consciousness had been com- 

pletely dominated by the vision of the divine pattern 

that commanded the adherent of the faith to trans- 

form space-time; and in his life, the Muslim had been 

too engaged in the business of making history to artic- 

ulate his mission and ideology in a systematic manner. 

He certainly argued about it, but controversy had no 
appeal for him, The greatest and final argument he 

had was to point to himself and his fellow Muslims as 
exemplars of the faith; and both he and his opponents 

were convinced by this argument. The spectacle of 

the Muslim giving himself completely over to the new 

religious and moral values and realizing them with a 

completeness that hardly knew or tolerated excep- 

tions while making history in the process, was as 

Hlustration 15.1 

Mausoleum of Mughal ruler Jahangir, near Lahore, Pakistan, seventeenth century. [Photo by 

L. al Farnqi.) 
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great as it was disarming. However, the human mind, 

in an epiphenomenon, wanted to propound and elabo- 

rate the new faith, and to systematize and deduce 
applications to all fields. Where this kind of work re- 

quires a minimal effort, as in the case of Islam — with 

its kitab mubin (clear book), sunnah mubayyinah 

(clarifying exemplification), and shari‘ah muhaqqi- 
gah (actualizing law) —sheer contemplation of the 

phenomenon of Islam and the revolution it brought 

about in all aspects of human life forced the mind to 

ponder and seek answers, if not to the questions of 

whence and whither, then surely to that of why. 

Revelation, in the past as in Islam, is seldom sys- 

tematic or comprehensive. It is always contextual in 

that its pronouncements speak to given situations. It 

does not purport to deal with all situations, nor to 
classify and order them so as to apply itself to them 

systematically. Rather, it pours itself out into one or 

another aspect of human living or concern, in bolts of 

intense light and heat, exposing the darkest recesses 

and the highest peaks. The tasks of ordering and cate- 

gorizing, of applying the light of revelation to other 

situations, is not the work of revelation but of scholar- 

ship and thought acting under its guidance and light. 

Likewise, if revelation is ever comprehensive —as 

the Qur’anic revelation certainly is—it is so on the 

level of first principles and values, never on that of 

specific materials for actualization. Since the aim of 
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15. KALAM (THEOLOGY) 

THE PROGRESS OF THE HAJJf 

Before Starting the Hajj 

Settle obligations. 

Provide for dependents. 

Settle disputes and begin a saintly life. 

Resolve to perform the hajffor Allah's sake alone. 

Budget adequately for trip from halal-earned money 

(honestly come by), on which zakét has been paid. 

En Route 

o
1
 

=
 

1. Hold salat at each prescribed time. 

2, Increase reading of the Qur’an. 

3. Take stock of your past. 

4, Observe saintly behavior. 

Five Mawagit (sing. migat); see Map 54 

. Dhiil Hulayfah, Northeast 

. Al Juhfah (near Rabigh), Northwest 

. Qarn al Manazil, East 

. Yalamlam, South 

. Dhat ‘Irq, Northeast O
t
 
oo

 
L0

 
D
 

First Day 

At miqal: 

1. Take shower, or at least perform ablutions 

2. Put on thram clothing (two pieces of white unsewn cot- 

ton or linen cloth), Women are exempt. 

3. Recite intention to perform hajj. 

From miqat to Makkah: 

Recite “Labbayka Allahuma . . .” (At your call, o God, 

here I come. There are no associates to You. Praise, grati- 

tude, and the Kingdom are all Yours.) 

At Makkah, within the Holy Sanctuary (Al Haram al 

Sharif): 

1. Circumambulate the Ka‘bah seven times, counterclock- 

wise, beginning from the Black Stone corner. 

revelation, and that of religion, is to reorder human 

life in toto, it is natural for it to speak on the highest 

levels of generality. Later, religious teachers and 

scholars fill in the detail. 

On the third front, the early Muslims were met by 

Jews, Christians, Sabaeans, and Zoroastrians who 

questioned the claims of Islam and demanded satisfac- 

tory answers before they could convert to the new 

faith. Naturally, when they converted to Islam, they 

brought with them some religio-ideational baggage 

which predetermined their understanding of their 

new faith. As Muslims, they thought out their difficul- 

2. Perform salat of two rak‘at, near the Ka'bah 

3. Jog seven times between Safa and Marwah hills, within 
the Haoly Sanctuary. 

4. Proceed to ‘Arafat. 

At ‘Arafat: 

1. Perform Zuhr and ‘Asr salatjointly. 

2. Listen to the sermon of the tmam. 
3. Stand up in prayer facing Makkah until sunset. 

4. Proceed to Muzdalifah. 

At Muzdalifah: 

Perform Maghrib and ‘Isha’ salaf jointly. 

Spend the night. 

Perform Fajr salat. 

Proceed to Mina. 

Pick up pea-sized stones on the way. i
k
 
o
o
 

Second Day 

At Mina: 

1. Sacrifice an animal and distribute its meat to the poor. 

2. Throw seven pebbles at each of Satan’s three jamarat 

(shrines or pillars), saying with each throw: “Alah is 

Greatest.” 
3. Desacralize by shedding ihram, cutting hair, shaving, 

etc. 

4, Spend the night at Mini, or proceed to Makkah. 

Third Day 

At Makkah, within the Holy Sanctuary: 

1. Circumambulate the Ka‘bah seven times, as on first day. 

2. Perform a saldt of two vak‘at near the Ka‘bah. 
3. Jog between Safd and Marwah seven times. 

4. Desacralize and return home. 

ties in understanding the faith, and gave them erro- 

neous interpretations. The fundamental perceptions 

of their older faiths and cultures were too imbedded in 

their consciousness to be erased by Islam overnight; 

their own categories of understanding forced them to 

cast the Islamic truths in their own light. The Near 

East into which Islam had intruded was anything but a 

philosophical vacuum. The legacies of Ancient Meso- 

potamia and Egypt, of Greece and India, of Judaism 

and Christianity, of the region’s religions and cultures 

were all alive and well. They may have allied them- 

selves with the religions and cultures dominant at the 
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PILGRIMAGE STATISTICS 

A. Number of People Who Made the Pilgrimage in 1977, 1979, and 

1983 
1977 1979 1983 
888,270 2,217,169 1,497,795 

739,319 862,510 1,002,911 
1,627,589 3,079,679 2,500,706 

Pilgrims from Saudi Arabia 

Pilgrims from other countries 

Total 

B. Number of People Who Made the Pilgrimage in 1977, by Country of 

Origin 
Country Number Country Number 

Afghanistan 6,590 Mauritius 315 

Algeria 53,230 Morocco 22,674 

Bahrain 2,269 Niger 2,854 
Bangladesh 5,815 Nigeria 104,577 

Benin 205 Oman 2,429 

Brunei 201 Pakistan 47,591 

Cameroon 990 Palestine 1,434 

Central African Republic 621 Philippines 784 

Chad 1,720 Qatar 1,139 

Djibouti 590 Senegal 4,825 

Egvpt 30,951 Sierra Leone 20 

Ethiopia 1,121 Singapore 731 

France 642 Somalia 4,786 

Gambia 99 South Africa 765 

Ghana 2,982 Spain 52 

Greece 197 Sri Lanka 407 

Guinea 1,244 Sudan 32,353 

India 21,113 Syrian Arab Republic 24,829 

Indonesia 35,703 Tanzania 1,086 

Iran 36,942 Thailand 233 

Iraq 34,909 Tunisia 7,914 

Ivory Coast 1,129 Turkey 91,497 

Jordan 14,211 Uganda 4,621 

Kenya 590 United Arab Emirates 3,560 

Kuwait 3,187 United Kingdom 1,309 

Lebanon 3,815 Upper Volta 1,995 

Liberia 80 Yemen Democratic Rep. 7,599 

Libya 20,770 Yemen Arab Republic 79,347 

Malaysia 4,278 Yugoslavia 1,115 

Mali 2,740 American countries 473 

Mauritania 1,084 Other countries 2,661 

C. Number of People Who Made the Pilgrimage, 1927 -1977, exclud- 

ing Saudi Arabia 
Year Number Year Number 

1927 90,764 1939 9,024 

1928 81,666 1940 23,863 

1929 39,045 1941 24,743 

1930 29,065 ! 1942 62,590 

1931 20,181 1943 37,857 

1932 25,291 1944 37,630 

1933 33,898 1945 61,286 

1934 33,830 1946 55,244 

1935 49,517 1947 75,614 

1936 76,224 1948 99,069 

1937 59,577 1949 107,652 

1938 32,152 1950 100,578 

advent of Islam in the seventh century; but they were 

certainly capable of resisting and questioning the new 

religion. 

Philosophical or theological thought in Islam began 

with three problems: the nature of iman (faith) and 

the status of the grave sinner (sa@hib al kabirah); 

determinism and freedom; and the nature of the di- 

vine attributes. The first two arose out of the Mus- 

lims’ division regarding the claimants to caliphal rule 

and the violent conflicts that followed. When some 

Muslims called their opponents non-Muslim on ac- 

count of their violent behavior, the issue of whether 

Tman is compatible with sin had to be met. And when 
those responsible for violence were brought to ac- 

count for their deeds and they pleaded innocent be- 
cause they acted under God's all-out determination, 

the issue of determinism and free will could not but be 

confronted and solved. The third problem stemmed 

from a source foreign to Islam. The Arabic-speaking 
Muslims had no trouble comprehending the Qur’'an in 

a direct and immediate way. Qur'inic meanings bris- 

tled and shone in their words and expressions, too 

conspicuous to be missed. But when other Mushms 

sought to understand the texts, the road of immedi- 

ate, intuitive apperception was not open to them. 

Barring it were the categories of understanding they 

inherited from their non-Arabic languages and their 

non-Islamic religions. Such a predicament threatened 

tawhid, the essence of Islam, when it affected the 

divine attributes. 

Kalam (literally “‘words” or “speech,” and refer- 

ring to oration) was the name the Muslims applied to 

the discipline studying the afore-said issues, and - 

takallim (pl. mutakallim#im) was used for the per- 
son committed to its pursuit. No word could have 

fitted better. Khutbah, oration or ex tempore speech, 

was the primary means of teaching, debating, prose- 

lytizing, or simply communicating information. Al- 

though writing was becoming more and more in use, it 

had not yet become central. Upon the able orator fell 

the task of defending the faith, of clarifying and elaho- 

rating it, of bringing it to the understanding of the 

people. 

The First Kalam Schools 

Al Qadariyyah. Founded by Ma‘bad ibn Khalid al 
Juhani (79/699), this school took its name from the 

view that man is capable of action (gadar or qudrah) 

and hence is responsible for his deeds. Ghaylin ibn 

Marwan al Dimashqi succeeded the founder in leading 

the school which taught the following principles. 

First, man is free and capable and therefore author of 

his deeds, whether good or evil. On the Day of Judg-



ment, God will reckon with him, rewarding him for his 

good deeds and punishing him for his evil deeds. They 

quoted the Qur’anic verses that obviously confirmed 

their view and interpreted those that seemed to do 

otherwise. Second, imdn is the consequence of 

knowledge and understanding, of acquiescence to the 
prophetic call of Muhammad, and hence related to 

action but not necessarily requiring it, The grave sin- 

ner, they held, was indeed a Muslim despite his sin; 

but God will surely punish him on Judgment Day. 

Third, the attributes that pertain to the divine person, 

such as hand, sight, and hearing, were to be taken 

figuratively, so that the transcendence of God may be 

preserved. Predication of the attributes to Goq, they 

warned, is unlike that of an accident or quality of the 

substance to which it adheres. For the attribute, they 

claimed, is another index for the divine self. 

Al Jabriyyah. Founded by Jahm Ibn Safwian 

(127/745) of Tirmidh in opposition to al Qadariyyah 

school, this school is sometimes known by the name of 

its founder as a! Jahmiyyah. It adhered to the follow- 

ing principles. First, man is determined in all actions 

by divine power, including the acts of faith and virtue 

or faithlessness and vice. They quoted those Qur’anic 

verses that obviously confirm their thesis, such as 

76:29-30, and subjected the verses quoted by their 

adversaries such as 41:40 to allegorical interpreta- 

tion. They thus reduced Qur’anic freedom to a warn- 

ing. Second, like al Qadariyyah, the school sought to 

preserve divine transcendence by interpreting the at- 

tributes pertaining to the self of God. They claimed 

that because only action and creation may be predi- 

cated of God, it is legitimate to attribute those quali- 

ties to the divine self. Third, the transcendence of God 

precluded that the world ever be visible to man. 

Hence, they interpreted verse 75:22, which says that 

the blessed shall behold God in Paradise, as meaning 

only that they will be in His presence. And they denied 

eternity of Paradise and Hell because they presumed 

God alone to be eternal. 

Al Sifatiyyah. The foregoing schools became 

popular and began to divide the ummah. Arguments 

and counterarguments were heard everywhere. To 

some, their claims seemed exaggerated and their ad- 

herents removed from the immediate comprehension 

of the Arabic meanings of the Qur’anic words. Natu- 

rally, this group rose to the defense of the silent Mus- 

lims who found their faith misinterpreted by both 

schools, and were known as Sifatiyyah or “attribu- 

tists.” A third school was thus founded by ‘Abdullah 

ibn Sa‘id al Kullabi, which taught two principles. The 

first affirmation was that of the divine attributes in 

their known Arabic lexicographic meaning; and con- 

15. KALAM (THEOLOGY) 

PILGRIMAGE STATISTICS (Continued) 

285 

C. Number of People Who Made the Pilgrimage, 1927 - 1977, exclud- 

ing Saudi Arabia 

Year Number Year 

1951 148,515 1965 

1952 149,841 1966 

1953 164,072 1967 

1954 232,971 1968 

1955 220,722 1969 

1956 215,575 1970 

1957 209,197 1971 

1958 207,171 1972 

1959 253,369 1973 

1960 285,948 1974 

1961 216,455 1975 

1962 199,038 1976 

1963 266,555 1977 

1964 283,319 

demnation of all questioning regarding their nature or 

predication to God. They denied that the “hand” or 

“eye” of God s like anything human. They thus pre- 

served transcendence and affirmed the attributes. 

Second, al Sifatiyyah denied the position of Qadariy- 

yah on human freedom and the capacity for action. 

They held man to be determined by God in all that he 

does, and judgment (reward or punishment) is equally 

dictated by God, thus removing the apparent contra- 

diction between them. 

Al Khawarij. When ‘Uthman ibn ‘Affin was 

elected to be the third caliph in 12/644, some leaders 

of the Muslim community were happy and others 

were not. The former were the clan of Umayyah, for 

‘Uthman belonged to their house; the latter were the 

clan of Hashim, for their candidate, ‘Ali ibn Aba Talib, 

lost his bid for the caliphate. The expectations of the 

Umayyah clan were met: the caliph appointed a num- 

ber of the governors of the provinces from his clan, 

and thus invited the envy of others and the charge of 

nepotism from some. Soon, the anti-‘Uthman forces 

gathered strength and assassinated the caliph 

(35/656). The same body that elected ‘Uthman to the 

caliphate now elected ‘Al to replace him. The 

Umayyah clan was furious. Mu‘awiyyah ibn Abi Suf- 

yan, governor of Syria, and ‘Amr ibn al ‘As, governor 

of Egypt, both of the Umayyah clan, united and asked 

‘Al to identify and punish the assassins, or he would 

be disqualified from the caliphate by implication. 

Much as he personally might have wished to comply 

with the request, ‘Alf was too weak to do so because 

insurrections were breaking out in many regions of 

the realm. Hence, Mu‘awiyvah and ‘Amr joined forces 

Number 

294118 

316,226 

318,507 

374,784 

406,295 

431,270 

479,339 

645,182 

607,755 

918,777 

894,573 

719,040 

739,319
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Hlustration 15.2 

Turfan Mosque, Xinjiang Province, People’s Republic of 

China, seventeenth century. [Photo by Ingrid Larsen.] 

and declared their independence of ‘All’s caliphate. 

Their contest for power became open defiance. 

When their respective armies confronted each 

other at Siffin, south of al Ragqgah on the Euphrates 

(36/657), and the forces of ‘All were about to carry 

the day, the contesters resorted to a ruse and offered 

to accept arbitration. Anxious to spare blood and ex- 

hausted, ‘All accepted the offer and withdrew. The 

offer of arbitration was a hoax and Mu‘awiyyah re- 

grouped his forces for another round. The arbitration 

took place in 38/659, at Adhruh on the caravan route 

from Madinah to Damascus, between Ma'an and 

Petra. A group of ‘All’s followers strongly disagreed 

and insisted that arms should settle the issue. They 

were led by ‘Abdullah ibn Wahb al Risibi and counted 

several thousand soldiers. ‘All had to fight them to 
prevent an upset of the arrangement. He attacked and 

nearly annihilated RisibT’s followers in the same year. 

But in ghe course of his encounter with them, he was 

assassinated at the hand of one of their men, ‘Abdul 

Rahman\ibn Muljam, in 40/661. With ‘Ali out of the 

way, Mutawivyah declared himself legitimate caliph 

the same Yyear. 

The opbonents of arbitration were expelled from 

the ranks of ‘All’s followers and declared heretics. 
They were charged with going against the consensus 

of the ummah and given the name of Khawarij or 
seceders. Subsequently, they were fought by every- 

body. Al Hajjgj, the Umawi governor of Iraq, fought 

many battles against them. They were fierce and ded- 

icated, and they overran southern Iraq under the lead- 

ership of Nafi‘ ibn al Azraq, and eastern Najd under 

that of Najdah ibn ‘Amir. Qatari ibn al Fuja'ah was 
their greatest poet and hero. They recognized as le- 

gitimate only the first two caliphs, Abli Bakr and 

‘Umar: and they held that any capable man may hold 

that office if he is both competent and elected by the 

community. Theologically, they held the sinner as a 

kafir, an outlaw or apostate, whom it is legitimate and 

religiously imperative to fight. Some remnants of this 

group survive to this day on the shores of the Arabian 

Gulf, in East Africa, and in Tunisia and Algeria; they 

are known as Ibadis or Ibadiyyah, in reference to 

‘Abdullah ibn Ibid who tempered their i1solation by 

teaching that it is lawful for them to live among and 

mix with ordinary Muslims who disagreed with them. 

They are remembered today for their beautiful pietis- 

tic poetry. 

Al Mu‘tazilah. The three schools discussed 

above were also known by other names depending on 

the position they took regarding the issues involved. 

Regarding their position on the divine attributes, the 

schools were known as Mu ‘aftilah (neutralizers) if 

they subjected the attributes to allegorical interpre- 

tation; Mushabbihah (anthropomorphists) if they af- 

firmed them literally; and Sifatiyyah if they afirmed 

them and condemned any entertainment of how they 

were predicated of God. Concerning their position on 

human freedom, they were known as Qadariyvah 

andfor Mu ‘tazilahif they held man free, capable, and 

responsible; Murji'ah (deferrers) if they deferred 

judgment of the sinner to God and the Day of Judg- 

ment; and Khawarij (seceders) if they declared the 

Muslim sinner a non-Muslim and made of him an out- 

law. 
From Wigil ibn ‘Atd’, who died in Basrah in 

131/749, to Abt al Hasan al Ash‘arl, who died in 

Baghdad in 322/935, runs a line of brilliant thinkers 

who constitute the Mu‘tazilah tradition.! This tradi- 

tion was founded by Wasil ibn ‘Ata’ and was divided 

into two schools: that of Basrah comprising among its 

distinguished members ‘Amr ibn ‘Ubayd, Aba al Hu- 
dhayl al 'Allaf, Ibrahim al Nazzam, ‘Amr al Jahiz, Aba 
‘Alf, and Abii Hashim al Jubba'i; and that of Baghdad, 

founded by Bishr ibn al Mu‘tamar (210/826) and 

counting among its great members Abli Misa al Mur- 
dar, Ahmad ibn Abi Du'ad (the favorite of the caliphs 

al Ma’'man, al Mu‘tasim, and al Wathiq, 204 - 232/ 

820-848), Thumamah ibn al Ashras, the two Ja‘fars 

(Ja'far ibn Harb and Ja'far ibn Mubashshir), Muham- 

mad al Iskafi, and ‘Abd al Rahim al Khayyit. Abii al 
Hasan al Ash'arT was the last great Mu ‘tazili who, 
having mastered their thought and method, over- 

turned the tables against the Mu tazilah and estab- 
lished the first crystallization of Sunni theology. The 
Mu'tazilah’s rise and flowering coincided with the 
formative period of Islamic thought, It was a time



when the array of ideas presented to the observer was 

most bewildering. The job of controverting the oppo- 

nents’ opinions, of weighing alternatives and exposing 

their shortcomings, fell on the shoulders of the 

Mutazilah; and they certainly proved themselves in 

the many battles of 1deas in which they engaged. 

Their history was as brilliant as that of their brethern 

— the military, the leaders of government and admin- 

istration, of agriculture and industry, of trade and 

communications, of learning and the sciences — who 

had spent themselves in the realization of the divine 

pattern within as well as without, in themseives as in 

the world around them. 

In the field of abstract thought, it was inevitable 

Map 54. Al Hajj: Migat al IThram (the points at which 
the pilgrims and visitors to Makkah don ihram 
clothing) 

(MIQAT AL IHRAM = The points at which 
the pilgrims and 

visitors 1o Makkah 

don ihram clothing) 
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15. KALAM (THEOLOGY) 

that questions of great importance would arise that 

demanded answers satisfying both reason and faith. 

Al Mu'‘tazilah’s answers went a long way to achieve 

this but fell short of the goal. Their efforts opened the 

gates of controversy in matters that were hasic to 

religion and ethics. The mood of the age wasfavorable 

and Mu'tazilah leaders were invited by caliph al 

Ma’man to assume power and lead the ummah. How- 

ever, controversy permeated their ranks. Trusting 

their political power rather than their reason, they 

committed the tragic mistake of forcing acceptance of 

their doctrines upon the rank and file. Those who 

opposed the Mu‘tazilah doctrine were forced out of 

office or thrown into jail. Ahmad ibn Hanbal was im- 
prisoned for his opposition of this Mu ‘tazilah view. 

Ahmad ibn AbfG Du'ad (160-240/777-855), the 
Mu‘tazilah leader, was appointed chief justice by ca- 

liph al Mu‘tasim, on the testament his father, caliph al 

Ma’miin, gave before his deathin 218/833, but he had 

exercised great influence under the latter since 

204/820. Caliph al Mutawakkil (232 -247/847 - 862) 

discharged him from office in 229/851 and ordered his 

property confiscated. Since then, el Mutazilah as a 

movement fell from favor and was banned. It became 

the minority view and soon joined other Muslim 

dissenters —the Shi‘ah—and alienated itself from 

the “orthodox” majority where some of its principles 

persisted. 
Mu tazilah doctrine was founded on five axioms?®: 

first, @! tawhid, or uniqueness of God. This axiom was 

emphasized against the contentions of the Karaites 

( Jewish anthropomorphists), of the Manichaean dual- 

ists, of the Christian trinitarians, and of the Near East- 

ern philosophers who were for the most part gnostic 

emanationists. Under this principle the Mu ‘tazilah 

sought to establish the existence, uniqueness, and 

transcendence of God, which were threatened by 

those schools. Among Muslims, however, the M ‘fa- 

zilah claim of tawhid had an altogether different pur- 

port. It demanded that the divine attributes be “neu- 

tralized.” If, as ordinary Muslims claim, the attributes 

were not God and eternal, then transcendence could 

no longer he maintained. Their argument was simple 

and straightforward. Divine knowledge is either eter- 
nal or it is created. If eternal, it is either in God, 

outside of God, or nowhere. If in God, then God is a 

theater where change takes place. If outside of God, 

then God is not omniscient and someone else is. And 

knowledge cannot be nowhere. It is somewhere and 

eternal. But it cannot be outside of God for that in- 

volves polytheism. It must therefore be in God and 

intrinsic to Him. 
Similarly, all divine attributes must be declared 

either negative, denying that their opposites are 
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TaBLE 15.1. AL Mu‘raziLaH, BASRAH BRANCH 

Al Hasan al Basri (110/728) 
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‘Amr ibn ‘Ubayd (143/760) Wasil ibn ‘Atd’ (131/748) 

I 
U ) l 

l l Hasan ibn Hafs ibn ‘Uthmén 

Khalid Ibrahim ibn Zakwan Sahm al Tawil 

ibn Safwan Yahya al 
l 

(133/750) Madani l J, 

Mu‘ammar AbQ Bakr Abf al Hudhayl 

ibn ‘Abbad al Asamm al ‘Allaf (235/849) 

(220/835) l 

Bishr ibn al Mu‘tamar Hisham Abii Ya‘qlib Ibrahim 

Founder of Baghdad Al Fuwatl al Shahham al Nazzam 

School (210/825) (318/930) (233/847) (231/845) 

| | 
‘Abbad ibn Sulayman ‘Al al Aswarl 

(250/864) (200/815) 

i 

! 
‘Umar ibn Bahr 

Al Jahiz 

(256/869) 

Later Mu'tazili Thinkers 

1. Al Qadi ‘Abd al Jabbar ibn Ahmad 

al Hamdan (415/1024) 

2. Al Zamakhshari (538/1143) 

— Teacher to student 

predicable of God; or positive, affirming a facet of the 

divine self, not an accident or quality. The Islamic 

notion that the Qur'an was the eternal word of God 

invited the same kind of argument. The Mu ‘tazilah 

maintained that the Qur'an was created by God in 

time to fulfill a purpose He had for man and creation. 

The evidence they adduced was that the Qur'an was 

composed of language, of sounds and meanings estab- 

lished by human custom, that it was kept in ink and 

paper and memorized completely by humans. It can- 

Abi ‘All al Jubbd 

(303/915) 

l 
AbQ Hishim al Jubba't 

(321/933) 

J 
Abil al Hasan al Ash‘ard 

(324/935) 

not be “in"" or “of” God. On the other hand, to hold 

that the Qur'an is “outside’’ of God and eternal is to 

affirm the existence of another eternal being besides 

God. Finally, the Mu'tazilah addressed the same ar- 

gument against the beatific vision in paradise. God, 

they claimed, cannot be beheld by the human eye, 

even in Paradise, for only material bodies can be seen. 

Hence, the Qur’anic verses affirming same (75:22) 

must be interpreted to mean something else, such as 

consciousness of the divine presence.



The second doctrine of the Mu ‘tazilah was that of 
al ‘adl (justice). This axiom was emphasized against 
the contentions of the advocates of racialism, elec- 

tion, predestination, irrationalism, and justification by 

faith among all the above-mentioned groups, as well 

as against those Muslims who were determinists, in- 

tercessionists, and advocates of the primacy of revela- 

tion over reason. Here, the Mu tazilah sought to 

establish the universalism, rationalism, humanism, 

and moral freedom of Islam. The Qur'an contains 

verses that support both freedom and determinism 

(74:41, 41:46, 76:3 for the former; 9:51, 7:188, 

11:36 for the latter; 13:13 for both). The Mu ‘tazilah 

regarded freedom as basic to the whole of religion and 

its enterprise. For this they presented five argu- 

ments: faklTf, or moral obligation, the phenomenon of 

prophethood and the sending of prophets, the affir- 

mation of divine justice, the omnigoodness of God, and 

the rationality of good and evil—all of which, they 

claimed, were essential to religion and ethics and im- 

plied human freedom, capacity for action, and respon- 

sibility. Concerning the first, they divided human ac- 

tions into necessary and free, absolving the former of, 

and charging the latter with, responsibility. They also 

denied intercession as interference with divine jus- 

tice. Regarding the second, they argued that proph- 

ecy would be vain — indeed absurd —if humans were 

not free to be warned and instructed by the prophets. 
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Such a view undermines all revelation, including the 

Qur’an, As to the omnigoodness of God, it is absolute 

and may not be compromised by His willing injustice 

and evil, which He must do if He were the author of 

human deeds. That divine justice precludes any injus- 

tice equally implies that good and evil must be discov- 

erable by reason as well as given by revelation. For it 

is injustice to consign to hell those who lived before 

the revelation and those whom it did not reach. 

The third and fourth axioms, a! wa'd wa al wa'id 

(the promise of reward and threat of punishment) and 

al manzilah bayna al manzilatayn (the interme- 

diate station between salvation and damnation) were 

subsidiary to the principle of justice. On the one hand, 

reward and punishment were held to be necessary if 

God's disposal of man’s destiny was to be an abso- 
lutely just one. If all man's deeds ended in forgiveness 

and paradise, or in punishment and hellfire, or in nei- 

ther, divine righteousness would be gravely compro- 

mised. On the other hand, an intermediate station 

between faith and unfaith, between salvation and 

damnation, was necessary on account of the faithful 

who slipped into grave sin. This axiom rehabilitated 

such a person in opposition to two kinds of extrem- 

isms: that which regarded adherence to the faith as all 

that 1s necessary for salvation, under which the sinner 

is complacently regarded as saved; and that which 

regarded all salvation as logically and materially 

TaBLE 15.2. AL Mu‘raziLal, BAGHDAD BRANCH 

Bishr ibn al Mu‘tamar (210/825) 

l 
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Thumamah ibn 

al Ashras (213/828) 
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— Teacher to student 
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Hustration 15.3 

Prayer carpet from Ladik, Turkey, eighteenth century, 

Dennis R. Dodds Collection, Philadelphia. [Photo by L. al 

Fariiq.) 

equivalent to works, under which view the sinner 18 

summarily condemned to punishment in this world 

and the next. Against both extremes, this principle 

kept the faithful, as faithful as well as sinner, under 

God’s accusing finger for the sin of which he was 

guilty. 

The fifth axiom was al amr b1 al ma‘ritf wa al 

nahy ‘an al munkar(the enjoining of good and prohi- 

bition of evil), whose role was to establish the neces- 

sity of an imperfect yet perfectible creation for man’s 

moral self-realization or fulfillment of the divine com- 

mand; hence the need for man to engage himself in its 

warp and woof, to take history into his own hands, and 

to knead and remold the world into the likeness of the 

divine pattern God had revealed. 

These five axioms were cardinal to the Mu'tazi- 

lah.3 Contention or denial of any one of them removed 

the contender from Mu ‘tazilah rank. And yet, if we 

were to characterize Mu ‘tazilah doctrine by a single 

dominant idea, we are compelled to say that the whole 

thrust of their movement revolved around the prob- 

Jern of man’s ethical nature, which they regarded as 

the central problem of the self. Their concern was a 

very Islamic one, since in Islam the end-all and be-all 

of human life — indeed, of all creation —is the realiza- 

tion in space-time of a divine trust. And their reason- 

ing was clear. If God is transcendent — and the Mus- 

lim believes He is — He may not be said to invade, or 

be invaded by, creation. God is forever unique. There- 

fore, there is in Islam neither incarnation nor panthe- 

jsm: neither emanation from God nor fusion into God. 

These are all constructs devoid of foundation. The 

only unquestionable, given reality is that man, the 

creature, stands under an imperative, namely, the 

command of value; that he is commanded as well as 

moved by value to seek its realization in the realm of 

the actual. 

According to the Mu ‘tazilah, four different princi- 

ples follow from this given reality, and their establish- 

ment is the task of all religious and philosophical 

thought. These are, first, that there 1s a command, a 

law, or shari‘ah— a divine pattern which s the divine 

will for man; and that this pattern is not man’s cre- 

ation but is sui generis, for though the law is rela- 

tional to man, it is not relative to him. Otherwise, if 

value or the so-called divine command is man’s cre- 

ation or is relative to him, ethics is either the satisfac- 

tion of instincts and desires or the rule by convention. 

In either case the imperativeness and justification of 

the command are jeopardized. 

The second principle is that man has an innate 

capacity to know that command or divine pattern, a 

capacity cultivable and susceptible of higher and 

lower degrees of perceptive strength, but nonethe- 

less internal to man's realities and devolving upon 

him. Otherwise skepticism and cynicism become un- 
avoidable, Furthermore, such capacity liberates man 

from traditions, which can never by themselves be 

critical. 

The third principle is that man, whether as subject 

or as matériel of value realization, has the capacity to 

act or not to act in accordance with the command. The 

aspect of man as subject of value realization is pre- 

cisely his moral freedom; his aspect as matérielis his 

malleability as well as that of creation, the openness of 

all space-time to in-formation by the divine pattern. 

The fourth and last principle is that there must be 

an order in which the doing or non-doing of man, his 
realization or violation of the divine pattern, will not 

be in vain, but will be of consequence for him as well as 
for the cosmos; that while the consequence for the 
cosmos is objective, the consequence for the subjectis
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TABLE 15.3. THE SHT'AH IMAMS 

1. ‘Aliyy ibn Abd Talib (41/661) 

| 
2. Al Hasan (49/669) 

| 
3. Al Husayn (61/680) 

| 
4. ‘All Zayn al ‘Abidin 

(94/712) 

| 
\ 

Zayd 

(Imam of the Zaydis of Yaman) 
5. Muhammad al Bagir 

(113/731) 

6. Ja'far al Sadigq 

(148/765) 

! 
Tsma‘Tl (143/760) 

Imam of the Isma'Tlis 

or Seveners 

personal reward or punishment. Upon this principle 

depend the immortality of the soul, the resurrection 

of the body, the Day of Judgment, and Paradise and 

Hell. It was the Mu ‘tazilah thinkers’ investigation of 

these problems that led to the establishment of these 

principles in the tradition of Islamic thought. 

THE FLOWERING 

Al Ash‘ari 

‘Alf ibn Isma‘l al Ash‘art (258-322/873-935) 

started his career as a member of the Mu ‘tazilah and 

as student of Abii ‘AR al Jubba' of the Basrah branch. 

At the age of forty, he abandoned the Mutazilah 

) 
7. Misa al Kazim 

(183/799) 

l 
8. ‘Al al Rida 

(203/818) 

9. Muhammad al Jawad 

(221/835) 

! 
10. ‘Al al Hadt 

(254/868) 

11. Al Hasan al ‘Askar? 

(261/874) 

12, Muhammad al Muntazar 

(al Mahd1) (265/878) 

Last Imam of the 

Imamt or “Twelvers” 

and countered its views, preaching against it in the 

mosque of Basrah. His views gained popularity when 

Nizam al Mulk opened the Nizamiyyah school in 

Baghdad with branches in Naysabiir, Balkh, Herat, 

Isfahin, Marw, Basrah, and Mawsil, and commis- 

sioned teachers to teach the views of al Ash‘ari. Since 

then, al Ash‘ariyyahhas been the view of the majority 

of Muslims in most of the philosophical-theological 

matters affecting Islam.* 

Tradition tells us that al Ash‘arl one day con- 

fronted his teacher al Jubba'n with the following prob- 
lem: Three brothers, one evil, one righteous, and one 

a minor, died. What was the fate of each of them? Al 

Jubbd't answered that the righteous was in Paradise; 

the evil in Hell; and the third belonged to the vague 
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class of “People of Peace.” Al Ash‘arl asked: If the 

minor asked for permission to visit his brother in 

Paradise, would it be granted? Al Jubba'T's answer, 

based on the Mu ‘tazilah doctrine of justice, was, No, 

because Paradise can be earned only with good deeds. 

Al Ash‘ari rejoined: But what if the minor claimed: 

Had I been allowed to live, I would have earned it. 

Basing his stance on the Mu ‘tazilah principle of di- 

vine omnigoodness, al Jubbd'1 answered that the boy 

would be told that it was better for him to have died 

early. Al Ash‘ari then drove to his conclusion: But if 

the evil brother were then to ask God: You have 

known the good of the minor and decided to terminate 

his life in order to prevent him from doing evil and 

ruining himself. You knew my future as well. Why 

then did you do him the favor and not me? Al Jubba'l 

was confuted and al Ash‘arm made his exit from the 

Mu ‘tazilah ranks. 

Dissatisfaction with Mu ‘tazilah doctrine was cer- 

tainly directed against the Mu tazilah's absolutiza- 

tion of the principles of justice and omnigoodness; but 

it extended to other areas as well. First, its neutraliza- 

tion of the divine attributes was repugnant to Islam. 

Subject and predicate cannot be one and the same; 

neither can God and His attributes. These are neither 

God, nor not-God; neither what the Mu ‘taztlah af- 

firmed (that they are intrinsic to God and hence His 

self ) nor what they denied (that an eternal attribute is 

another God besides God). Their question was funda- 

mentally false. The attributes are indeed attributes of 

Hlustration 15.4 

National Mosque, Sembilan, Malaysia. [Photo by L. al Far- 

fiqT.] 

TABLE 15.4. THE FATIMI CALIPHS OF CAIRO, 
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God since He described Himself in their terms. To 

them belong the transcendent quality that belongs to 

Him, which makes any questioning superfluous, since 

the transcendent is by definition beyond human exam- 

ination. To raise the question, therefore, 1s irrational; 

to answer it is denial of transcendence and hence 

blasphemy. Second, al Ash‘arT agreed that the words, 

sounds, and their meaningful associations are created 

and established by convention. These, however, are 

not the Qur’'in, but merely its empirical substrate. 

The Qur’dn is the personal speech of God; as such, it 

constitutes a reality of a different order, a spiritual 

reality comprehensible to us through our minds. It is 

eternal because it is of God; and like God, it is un- 

created. Third, the Mu‘tazilah were wrong in deny- 

ing the beatific vision in Paradise. Their claim as- 

sumed that in Paradise, vision takes place as it does on 

earth. But Paradise belongs to the transcendent 

realm where nothing is like nature. Since God prom- 

ised the vision of Him to the righteous in Paradise, we 

have neither right nor evidence to deny it. On the 

contrary, Muslims ought to affirm it as it is described 

in the revelation (Qur’an 75:23). 

The existence of the unity of God. Al Ash‘ari 
did not oppose only the M# tazilah. He elaborated a 

complete system of ideas with which to refute the 

other schools and present the Islamic claim rationally. 

Against the atheists al Ash‘arf presented three argu- 
ments, First, the world is made of bodies, and bodies 

are divisible downward into atoms — the smallest of 

all existents. Since atoms are created, and the bodies 

composed of them, 1t follows that everything is cre-



ated, requiring an uncreated cause which is God. Sec- 
ond, things are either necessary or contingent, the 

former constituting its own cause and the latter being 

caused by another. God cannot be contingent; for if 

He were, He would require another being by which 

He had to come to be, and so ad infinitum. The 

infinite regression is not a rational possibility. The 

nexus of cases must come to an uncaused cause in 

which to rest. That is God. Nor can the world be 

necessary; for that would make it another eternal 

being. Third, orderliness, design, and providence are 

evident throughout creation, which would be impossi- 

ble without them. They imply the existence of an 

ordering, a provident being, a unique being that can- 

not be plural without upset to the order of creation. 

This being is God. 

The doctrine of kasb. Al Ash‘ari was also re- 

sponsible for the doctrine of kash (acquisition). He 

distinguished between the capacity to act, that is, to 

create or produce, or change beings, and that of will- 

ing the same. He denied to man the former on the 

ground that only God has such capacity. Man only 

wills things, and the power of God causes the willed 

object to be; man gains the merit or demerit of the 

event not because he did it but because he willed it. 

God’s absolute mastery of the universe, His author- 

ship of all events, His justice, and man's responsibility 

—which Islam affirms—are thus reconciled. Al 

Ash‘arT’s doctrine of kasbis consistent with the mod- 

ern view of reality as a closed system free of causal 

gaps, and of man’s action as no more than an inter- 

vention which deflects the causal low from one effect 

to another chosen by him. 

Divine pattern, not necessary causality. 
Islam’s assertion that Godis the Author of alleventsis 

the corollary of God’s unique mastery of the universe, 

His total providence. No causal sequence is necessary 
in itself; its order and flow are contingent, determined 

by God to be what they are. Against the Greeks, al 

Ash‘ari taught that matter does not generate matter, 

nor does it cause matter to change. It is God that does. 

This is tantamount to denying causality; and al Ash‘arl 

did so in the conviction that God’s almightiness pre- 

cluded the existence of other primary or ultimate 

causal agents. Rather than laws of nature, al Ash’arl 

preferred to speak of God’s patterns in nature. This 

position was meant to satisfy the religious as well as 

the philosophical requirement.® 

Revelation and reason. We have already seen 

that the Mu ‘tazilah claimed for reason priority over 

revelation regarded good and evil as rational consider- 
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ations confirmed by revelation, and that al Ash‘arl 

asserted the opposite. Elaborating the priority of rev- 

elation over reason, al Ash‘ari linked the questions of 

good and evil, of the nature of Imd» and sin, and 

resurrection and judgment together, These, he held, 

were all given by revelation, not by reason. For they 

are not in themselves necessary; nor is their opposite 

necessarily true. If good and evil were purely affairs of 

reason, then they could exist in God’s kingdom but 
outside God’s will. Men'’s evil deeds would then take 

place against the will of God, exposing weakness in 

Him. As for the claim that God can do no evil, al 

Ash‘arT argued that it is improper to lay down any 

conditions upon the Absolute. Should God seem to be 

doing evil, the truth is that such would be contrary to 

His nature though possible, and that what seems to us 

evil may not be so in reality at all. Likewise, al Ash‘ari 

rejected the incompatibility of Iman and evil works, 

arguing that faith does not necessarily imply virtue, 

and that the evildoer may be either punished by God 

or forgiven. The same, he claimed, is true of proph- 

ecy. God did not have to send prophets; nor was send- 

ing them an impossibility. But now that He did send 

them, acquiescing to what they brought from God was 

obligatory to humans. 
These ideas were elaborated by al Ash‘ari’s pupils 

and followers into a full system which they taught in 

turn and identified with the Islamic Sunni view. Al 

Ash'ariyyah soon became the view of the majority of 

Riustration 15.5 

“Nurani,” done in acrylic, dve, and yarn by Sulaymfin_‘fsfi, 

contemporary Malaysian artist. [Courtesy Sulayman ‘Isi.] 
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Mushims. The greatest followers were Abfi al Ma‘alial 

Juwayni, al Bagillant, al Matuiidi, al Qushayii, and Abii 

[amid al Ghazal 

NOTES 

1. For a biographical and bibliographical study of 

the Mu‘tazilah, see Ibn al Murtada, Tabagat al 

M tazilah, ed. S. Diwald-Wilzer (Beirut: Catholic 

Press, 1961). For a systematic presentation of 

Mu‘tazilah doctrine and extensive accounts of their 

history, see Zuhdi Hasan Jar-Allah, Al Mu ‘tazilah 

(Cairo: Al Nadi al ‘Arabi fi Yafa Publications, 

1366/1947); A. N. Nadir, Falsafah al Mu ‘tazilah: 
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Dar Nashr al Thagafah, 1950 -1951); A. N. Nadir, Le 

systeme philosophique des Mu'tazilah (Preiniers 

penseunrs de Plslam) (Beirut: Editions des Lettres 

Orientales, 1956). For works by members of the 

Mu‘tazilah, see ‘Abd al Rahim al Khayvit's Kitab al 

Intisar wal Radd ‘Ala Ibn al Rawandi, ed. A. Ny- 

berg (Cairo: Lajnah al Ta'lif wal Tarjamah wal Nashr, 

1925); and A. N. Nadir’s Arabic edition and French 

translation (Beirut: Catholic Press, 1957), English 

edition and commentary by L. R. al Fartqi forthcom- 

ing; Al Qadi ‘Abd al Jabbar, Al Mughnt fi Abwab al 

Tawhid wal ‘Adl, in serial volumes published by the 

Ministry of Culture and National Guidance (Cairo, 

1959~ ); Al Qadi ‘Abd al Jabbar, Sharh al Usal al 

Khamsah (Cairo: Dar Ihya' al Kutub al ‘Arabiyyah). 

2. A brief statement of these five cardinal princi- 

ples of Mu'tazilah docirine may be read in D. B. Mac- 

Donald, Muslim Theology, Jurisprudence and Con- 

stitutional Theory (New York: Scribner’s, 1903), 

pp. 119-164; A. S, Triiton, Muslim Thenlogy(Lon- 

don: Luzac, 1947, pp. 79-106; W. Montgomery 

Watt, Free Will and Predestination in Early Islam 

(London: Luzac, 1948), pp. 61~92; T. ]. De Boer. 

History of Islamic Philosophy, trans. E. R. Jones 

(London: Luzac, 1933), pp. 41~64; H. A. R. Gibb, 

Mohammedanism (London: Oxford University 

Press, 1949), pp. 110-117; Baron Carra de Vaux, 

Les penseurs de Ulslam (Pans: Geuthner, 1923), vol. 

IV, chap. IV, pp. 133-156. 

3. Al Khayyii, Kitab al Instisar wal Radd "Ala 

Ibn al Rawandt, p. 93. 

4. Al Ash*arTwrote many books, one of which was a 

refutation of his own views which he held earlier when 

he was a Mu'‘tazili. The most famous of his works are: 

Al Ibanah fi Usil al Diyanah, Istthsan al Khawd fi 

Um al Kalam, Magalat al Istamivyin, and Al 

Luma’, 

5. It has often heen claimed that al Ash’arT bor- 

rowed this doctrine of atomisin from the Greeks (T J. 

de Boer, History of Muslim Philosophy, pp. 5711). 

The facts are otherwise. Greek atomism held the 

atoms to be dynamic beings carrying within them the 

potentiality for change, as it were, by definition. They 

were portions of matter which Democritus regarded 

as dynamic and capable of generation. Al Ash'arT's 

atoms were dead, inert, and immobile without God’s 

action upon them.



CHAPTER 16 

Tasawwuf (Mysticism) 

ORIGINS 

Tasawwuf, or the donning of wool, is the name given 

to a movement that dominated the minds and hearts 

of Muslims for a millennium, and is still strong in many 

circles of the Muslim world. It nourished their souls, 

purified their hearts, and fulfilled their yearning for 

piety, for virtue and righteousness, and for closeness 

to God. It grew and rapidly moved to every corner of 

the Muslim world. It was responsible for the conver- 

sion of millions to Islam, as well as for a number of 

militant states and sociopolitical movements. [t was 

equally responsible for the eclipse of Muslim power, 

for the Muslims’ exchange of rational for intuitive, 

and critical for superstitious knowledge; for their for- 

saking of this world and its concerns for the other. 

Tasawwuf was a movement of both great good and 

great evil in the history of Islamic civilization. 
Three independent streams of thought fed the 

river of tasawwuf and determined its content and 

character. First, Islam brought with it some of the 

asceticism of the desert, an aversion to the life of 

urban and settled luxury. The Qur’an and its constant 

recitation, Arabic poetry and the pietistic invocations 

and prayers composed in praise of God, and the ador- 

ing love of God and His divine presence which Islam 

emphasized created a tradition of saintliness as pos- 

session by the God-idea and absolute devotion to Him 

and His Prophet. This ascetic pietism militated 

against indulgent involvement in worldly affairs, It 
received exemplary expression in the life of the 

Prophet’s contemporary, Abfi Dharr al Ghifar 

(31/652), the administration of the Umawl caliph 
‘Umar ibn ‘Abdul ‘Aziz, and the conduct of the learned 

scholar al Hasan al BagrT (109/728). The piety of 

tasawwuf seems to have completely dominated the 

life of AbG Hashim al KGfi (158/776), who spent most 

of his time in prayer at the mosque of Kufah. The 

vision of tasawwuf inspired the exquisite poetry of 

Rabi‘ah al ‘Adawiyyah (184/801). She taught the love 

of God, pure and unadulterated by fear of punishment 

or desire for reward. 

Second, Pythagorean Hellenisim and Alexandrian 

gnosticism, which had penetrated Judaism and Chris- 

tianity, had dominated the Near East for a thousand 

years before the advent of Islam. When the masses of 

the Near East and North Africa converted to Islam, it 

was natural that gnostic ideas and metaphors were 

brought in with their spiritual baggage. The dialectic 

of spirit and matter, of light and darkness, of high 

heaven and lowly earth had penetrated everywhere. 

Two Egyptian thinkers influenced by Hellenic gnosti- 

cism directed the current to join its waters to those of 
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TABLE 16.1. 

Origin 

The river of tasawwuf was formed by three brooks of 

thought. The first brook contributed to tasawwuf the fal- 

lowing ideals: 

Arab desert asceticism 

thorough-going devotion 

strong love of God 

poetic expression 

The major figures of this first movement were: 

Abii Dharr al Ghifari, Madinah (32/652) 

‘Umar ibn ‘Abdul ‘Aziz, Dimashq (101/720) 

Al Hasan al Basri, Bagrah (110/728) 

Rabi‘ah al ‘Adawiyyah, Basrah (185/801) 

The second brook of thought feeding tasawwuf was 

characterized by: 

gnosts as certain knowledge 

imagery of light/darkness 

praise of spirit and condemnation of matter 

promotion of contemplative life over that of active com- 

mitment 

The major thinkers of this school of thought were: 

Al Harith ibn Asad al Muhasibi, Baghdad (243/837) 
Dhiil Niin al Misri, Alexandria (245/859) 

Abi Hashim al Kafi, Basrah (160/776) 

A third brook, or movement, expounded the following 

ideals: 

body mortification 

spiritual elevation 

anti-worldism 

anti-societism 

Major proponents of this movement were: 

Ibrahim ibn al Adham (Amir of Balkh, Khurisin) 

(161/777) 

‘Abdullah ibn Mubarak, Marw (181/797) 

Shagqiq of Balkh, Balkh (194/810) 

Hitim al Asamm, Balkh (237/852) 
Abi Yazid al Bistami, Bistam (261/875) 

Flowering 

The three brooks met to run in one stream. At their 

confluence stood Junayd al Baghdadi (298/910) who 

united and systematized all SGfi ideas (the three brooks) 

the native Arabian stream of ascetic love of God: Al 

Harith ibn Asad al Muhasibi(222/838) and Dhti al Niin 

al MistT (246/861). The first taught the doctrine of 
truth by illumination (ishraq), and the other the desir- 

ability and possibility of reunion with God in spirit 
following an ascent through virtue and contemplation. 

Third, being the dominant religion of most of the 

provinces of Asia acquired by Islam, Buddhism was 

soon to exercise its influence. Buddhist condemnation 
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established the categories of logic and knowledge, of 

metaphysics and ethics, pertinent to fasawwuf 

Islamized the vocabulary of tagawwuf by vesting it with 

Qur’anic terms 
initiated allegorical interpretation of the Qur’an to serve 

Siifi purposes 

Dominance 

After Junayd al Baghdadi tesawwuf ran like a mighty 

river and covered the entire Muslim world. The major 

thinkers of this period were: 

‘Umar ibn al Farid, Cairo (632/1234) 

Abii Talib al Makki, Kafah (386/996) 

Abii Nasr al Sarrdj. Dimashq (388/998) 

Abi Na‘im al Isbahani, Isfahan (430/1038) 
Abi al QasIm al Qushayrf, Naysabir (465/1072) 

Ab@ Himid al Ghazaly, Baghdad (505/1111) 

Ibn ‘Arabi, Andalus (638/1240) 

Jalaluddin al Rami, Turkey (672/1273) 

Ibn ‘Ata’ Allah a) Sakandari, Alexandria (709/1309) 

Decay 

The seeds of decay were internal to the system of 

tasawwuf, and they grew in time: 

compromise of transcendence with immanence 

compromise of intuitionism with esotericism 

compromise of societism with monkery and individual- 

ism 

compromise of reason with superstition 

compromise of fawhid with saint worship 

compromise of the authority of the Shari‘ah with that of 

the brotherhood-leader 

compromise of activism with contemplation 

Reform 

The following thinkers tried to counter the above-men- 

tioned compromises: 

Taqiyyuddin =~ Ahmad  ibn 

(727/1326) 

Ahmad Sirhindi, India (1024/1615) 

Waliyvullah al Dihlawd, India (1176/1762) 

Muhammad ibn ‘Abdul Wahhab, Arabia (1206/1792) 

“‘Uthman dan Fodio, West Sudan {1233/1817) 

Muohammad ‘Ali al Saniisi, Libya (1275/1859) 

Muhammad Ahmad (al Mahdi), Sudan (1303/1885) 

Taymiyah, Dimashq 

of this world, its total abnegation in favor of the con- 
templative and monkish life, found its mouthpiece in 
Ibrahim ibn al Adham (159/777). As told by his fol- 
lowers later, his life was not unlike that of the Buddha. 

Ibn al Adham was of noble birth, a ruling prince of 

Balkh, who suddenly decided to give up his post and 

property, his family and loved ones, and lead an as- 

cetic, solitary life in the mosque, bent on his recita- 

tions and prayer, oblivious to food and ali that belongs



to the world. Abii Yazid al Bistamy (260/875) pro- 
pounded the Hindu-Buddhist ideal of Nirvana as the 
goal (baga’) of a life of self-demial and mortification 
( fana’). Hellenic and Buddhist ideas circulated in the 
Muslim world as alien imports until Junayd al Bagh- 
dadt (296/910) joined them to the Arab ascetic love- 
of-God stream and vested them with Islamic, indeed 

Qur'anic, terms. Henceforth, the three streams were 

one and ran hike a mighty river. 

DEVELOPMENT 

The Fraternal Order 

The 5iiffs, or adherents of tasawwuf, devised for 

themselves an order and institutionalized for it an 

ideology, an organization, a program, and initiation 

and adoration rites. At the time of al Kaff and Ibn al 

Adham, the mosque was the place where the Sufi 

exercise took place. Soon the Siifis extended the ex- 

ercise beyond the saldt times and rather than inter- 

rupt the salat of non-Sufis, they chose to found a 

separate quarter, away from any interference. Thus 

the zawiyah, takiyyah, or ribat was born as an insti- 

tution separate from the mosque. There, the Sufts 

spent their days and most of their nights in prayer, 

invocation, and dhtkr, or remembrance of God. They 

had little to eat, one woolen garment to wear, and the 

floor to sleep on away from the pleasures and com- 

forts of home. Together, they constituted a fraternal 

order, an autonomous community, separate from the 

ummah. Although the fraternity was open to anyone, 

certain conditions for membership had to be met. 

Among them were: (1) the decision to join should be 

absolutely deliberate and personal; (2) all property 

must be given up; if not to the fraternity, then to one’s 

relatives or the poor, so that the member would be 

free of all attachment to worldly goods; (3) absolute 

obedience to the elder or shaykh, the superior of the 

tarigah, or mystical way, organization or brother- 

hood, and to those delegated by him to discipline the 

prospective members was required; (4) a probation- 

ary period was prescribed for each novice, after which 

the candidate was initiated into membership and 

given his garment of blue wool. 

Once admitted, the member had to pass through a 

number of stages. First he became a murid, or an 

applicant under training. Then he became a s@lik, or 

fellow traveler, If he spent enough time at the za2- 

wiyah with success, he would become a majdhib, 

that is, attracted to the SGff way. Later, he would 

become a mutadarak, or one saved from the evils and 

temptations of the world, The members of the fari- 

gahclassified themselves as follows: Al Mubtad:’(the 

beginner); al Mutadarrij (the successful practi- 
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tioner); al Shaykh (the teacher, elder, or head of the 

zawiyah); and al Quib(the pole, the highest authority 

of the tarigah with all its branches and houses. The 

life of the STfT was regarded as a sort of journey or 

safar, punctuated by a number of stations (maga- 

mdt) in progressively higher order. The member’s 

soul or consciousness was said to move through a 

series of states («hwal, sing. hal) as success in the 

SEft practice was proven. The magdmat or charac- 

teristics of the proper Siff were seven: repentance 

(tawbah), awe (wara’), asceticism (zuhd ), poverty 

( faqr), patience (sabr), reliance (tawakkul ), and sat- 

isfaction (7:d@). The ahwal or states were also seven 
in number: nearness (qurb), love (mahabbah), fear 

(khawf ), hope (rajd’), longing (shawg), witnessing 

(mushahadah), and conviction ( yagin). 

For many centuries, the Siiff fraternities existed 

without acquiring for themselves any reified presence 

in the community. Their ideology militated against it. 

When the zawiyah (lit. corner) of the mosque was the 

meeting place, and later when the Stfis moved into a 

building of their own near the mosque, members 

walked in, worshipped and adored to their heart’s 

content, gave in chanty, and walked out. Later, the 

fraternities acquired enough property to be called 

rich, or they included all or most of the members of a 

certain profession and thus became the base of a guild, 

labor union, or partnership. The earliest to be founded 

as a legal personality with extensive endowments was 

begun by ‘Abdul Qadir al Jilam (560/1166) in Bagh- 

dad. In the following two centuries, it branched out 

into most Muslim countries, where it was known as 

the Qadiriyyah. About the same time, another frater- 

nity was founded by Ahmad al Rifa'1(570/1175). It too 

spread throughout the Mushm world and was known 

as the Rif@‘tyyah. Al Shadhiliyyah, founded by ‘Al al 

Shadhili (655/1258), spread mostly in Egypt and 

North Africa; the Mawlawiyyah, founded and devel- 

oped by the followers of Jalal al Din al Rimi 

(670/1273) in Qoniah, Turkey, acquired fame, but 

few members, throughout the Near East. The same 

was true of al Shishtiyyah, the fraternity founded by 
Mu‘inuddin Shishti (633/1236) in India, Other {rater- 

nities were founded in nearly every region or prov- 

ince, but did not succeed in acquiring a worldwide 

constituency. Such were the Bektashiyyahin Turkey, 

the Tijaniyyah in Morocco, and the Ahmadiyyah 

founded by Ahmad al BadawT (675/1278) in Tanta, 

Egypt. 

Rituals 

While all Stfis practiced the rituals of Sufism, each 

tarigahinstitutionalized its own organization of them. 
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Hllustration 16.1 

Members of the Halveti-Jarrahi Order during a dhikr cere- 

mony in the United States. [Courtesy The Jarrahi Order of 

America, Spring Valley, N.Y.] 

First and common to all was the ritual of dhiky, which 

consisted of repetitive invocations and litanies which 

were sometimes brief and simple, consisting of one 

name of God, and at other times were more detailed 

and involved. Dhikr was often practiced until the 

worshipper’s consciousness lapsed or he fell from ex- 

haustion. It had the merit of emptying consciousness 

of all the cares and concerns of human life and of 

concentrating it on God, His word and law, or the 

person of the Prophet Muhammad. The exercise was 

for the STff, as it was for mystics in many other reli- 

gious traditions, the surest way to the ecstatic mysti- 

cal experience. If the mystics of the world differ, their 

difference lies not in the induction of mystical experi- 

ence, for every religion and culture has known a vari- 

ety of ways of bringing it about. The difference that 

counts lies in the visible outcome of the experience for 

the subject and for society. Whereas in Taoism the 

outcome may be contemplation of nature, in Thera- 

vada Buddhism it is world- and self-denial. In Chris- 

tianity, it is self-mortification and/or withdrawal from 

society; its marketplaces and battlefields. In Islam, it 
may well be self-dedication to a trade or craft, ortoa 

holy war. It is possible to find examples of all these 

forms in the religious traditions of mankind; but the 

different mystical traditions can be differentiated ac- 

cording to the kind of visible outcome to which the 

mystics of that tradition were led by their experience 

of the holy. 

Sama‘ (listening to Qur’anic recitation or to the 

chanting of Safi prayers and special invocations), 

ghina’ (recitation of SGff poetry and other literature 

with moving appeal), misiga and raqs (playing, lis- 

tening or dancing to beautiful music) were other Saft 

activities calculated to bring about tarab (the special 

joy and intense pleasure through hearing), nashwah 

(emotional transport), and ghaybah (passage into the 

world beyond and communion with transcendent real- 

ity). In his mystical experience, the Suff felt he heard 

the call of heaven to rise above the world of sense and 

commune with the supernal plenum. If these rituals 

did not succeed in bringing about the mystical experi- 

ence, they could be assisted by the drinking of wine or 

the consumption of drugs, to which the $iiffs gave the 

fascinating name of banj al asrar (the anesthetic of 

[heavenly] secrets). Finally, the Stffs instituted self- 

mortification as another means to the same goal of 

mystical experience. Fasting, the exposure of the 

hody to cold, heat, and coarse textiles, even the volun- 

tary infliction of pain, were regarded as means of 

self-discipline in the exodus from this world, which 

they regarded as a prison in comparison to the free- 

dom of the beyond. 

Literature 

Tasawwuf has been responsible for a great leg- 

acy of literature in Arabic and all other Muslim lan- 

guages. The Siifis sang their themes in exquisite po- 

etry; they adored God and invoked His blessings and 

help with the most moving saj‘ or rhymed prose. 

Among the poets, the greatest honor belongs to Ibn al 

Farid (632/1235), Sa‘di, Hafiz, and Jalal al Din al 

Riimi, whose Mathnaw? is an encyclopaedia of reli- 

gious and ethical knowledge as well. The foremost 

prose presentations of the SGff vision and practice 

were written by Abdi Nasr al Sarrdj (377/988) in his 

Kitab al Luma‘(The Book of Flashes); Aba Talib al 

Makki (385/996) in his Qitf al Qulib (Nourishment 

for the Hearts); Abti Hamid al Ghazali (606/1111}in 
his world-famous fhya’ ‘Ulim al Din (Revivification 

of the Sciences of Religion); Abii al Qasim al QushayrT 

(466/1074) in his Risalah, and Muhyviddin ibn ‘Arabi 

(636/1240) in his Al Futihat al Makkiyyah (The 
Makkan Inspirations). Ab@ ‘Abdul Rahman al Sulami 

(410/1021) wrote the most authoritative Who's Who 

in Safism up to his day. 

Saff literature is so rich in metaphors, similes, and 

allegories that it can claim a lexicography of its own, 

Symbolism has never seen a brighter day in the whole 

history of Islam and in the range of its iterature than 

with the Saffs. As long as Sff diction remained spiri- 

tual and refined, it attracted the people. At times, 

however, it degenerated to using such terms as em- 

bracing, hugging, and talking to God, or uniting with



Him, thereby causing revulsion in the minds of most 
Muslims. 

Speculative Thought 

From the time tasawwufinvaded the ranks of the 
ummah, and scholars from every field of knowledge 
accepted it, its legacy of thought and literature was 

tremendous. 

Al Ghazali. Abi Hamid al Ghazali studied under al 
Juwayni who recommended him to Nizam al Mulk for 

appointment as a professor of philosophy at the Niza- 

miyyah School in Baghdad. At the apogee of al Gha- 

zall's fame as a scholar he was struck by doubt regard- 

ing most of what he taught. As a consequence, he left 

his post. He roamed for ten years, visiting Damascus, 

Jerusalem, Makkah and Madinah, Naysabir, and fi- 

nally Ts, where he was born. He wrote Magasid al 

Faldsifah and Tahafut al Falasifah, criticizing the 

current philosophical views; Thya’ ‘Ulitm al Din, his 

major opus; Al Mungiz min al Dalal, his spiritual 

Hlustration 16.2 

Shaykh Muzaffar and the Halveti-Jarr3hT Dervishes of 

Istanbil on a visit to the United States, 1979. [Courtesy 

The Jarrahi Order of America, Spring Valley, N.Y.] 
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Hlustration 16.3 

Shaykh Muzaffar of the Halveti-Jarrahi Order welcomes 

new SifT converts in New York City, 1984. [Photo by L. al 

Faraqr.] 

autobiography; and two small treatises of counsels 

and advice — Ayyuha al Walad and Mizan al ‘Amal. 
He also wrote many other works on the Qur’'an, on 

tasawwuf, and on law and jurisprudence. 

Al Ghazall anticipated Descartes in his methodical 

doubt, but he arrived not at any certain cogtfo but at 

the phenomenon of yagin (epistemological certainty) 

which critically reviews and rationally evaluates the 

data of reality but only after the consciousness has 

been illuminated by the light of 7man which God 

grants to the sincere seeker. Such a person continues 

to perceive rightly through an intuitive faculty called 

dhawq, which al Ghazall borrowed from the Usili 

jurists. The latter spoke of “juristic dhawq’ as a fac- 

ulty by which one knows the purposes of the shari‘ah 

and relates them to the juristic problems at hand. Al 

Ghazall took issue with the mutakallimian, the 

Batints, the Sufis, and the philosophers. 

Al Ghazall granted that the mutakallimin de- 

fended the faith agamst its enenmies and misinter- 

preters, and that they articulated its principles and 

categories to make it readily available for the use of 

the understanding. But in their enthusiasm, they 

adopted some of the methods of their enemies, espe- 

cially the postulates of Greek logic and metaphysics 

which removed them farther from Islamic knowledge. 

The mutakallimiin relied on revelation rather than 

reason and conceded to their enemies that they had 

done so, thus rendering themselves unconvincing. 

Their kalam did not succeed in stopping the raging 

controversies, and it may have fueled them. Finally, 
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the mutakallimiin did not succeed in reaching the 

rock of apodeictic knowledge which is the goal of all 

thinking. 

As for the Baitinis, al GhazalT chastised them for 

appealing to the simple-minded and for taking advan- 

tage of the uneducated, by teaching them destructive 

esoteric doctrines on the authority of occult leaders 

whom they declared infallible. The Batinis’ objection 

to the Sunnl recourse to text as well as to iftthad 

(creative interpretation based upon the text of revela- 

tion) was misplaced, al Ghazali argued, because “the 

finite texts cannot comprehend the infinite cases of 

reality,” and because one ought to abide by the text 

wherever it is available and resort to creative inter- 

pretation in the absence of text. The Batinis’ search 

for a living infallible leader was wasted effort since no 

one is infallible, and Islam had already had a teacher 

— Muhammad — whose revelation and sunnah were 

extant., The Bitins’ recourse to Pythagoreanism to 

justify their claims was in vain. That was the philoso- 

phy Aristotle rightly despised and all sensible people 

rejected as beneath them. 

Reaffirming his view that fasawwfis both knowl- 

edge and action, al Ghazill chastised those who 

sought to reach the mystical experience inahurry. He 

also rejected the STfi claim that in the mystical experi- 

ence one reaches God through fusion into or unity 

with the divine Being. Such a claim he regarded as 

blasphemous. The true perception of God is always 

perception of the presence of the transcendent as a 

commanding being; knowledge of Him is never a 

knowledge of His self but of His will. Al Ghazali there- 

fore could not countenance the preaching of Manstr 

al Hallaj (309/922) who went about Baghdad claiming 

that through the mystical experience he and God had 

become one. By reaffirming that Islam implies action, 

al Ghazall meant to repudiate those S$iifis who 
preached monkery and withdrawal from society, any 

form of asceticism or mortification, or nonobligation 

to observe the rituals and all other laws of the 

shari‘ah. Al Ghazall thus made fasawwufrespectable 

and conformant with the shari‘ah and spirit of Islam. 

The critique of the philosophers and their craft was 

al Ghazill's greatest contribution. He knew their doc- 

trines well for he learned them as a student and taught 

them as a teacher. Among the philosophers, al Ghazal 

distinguished the atheists whom he condemned be- 

cause of their denial of God and their assertion that 

the world existed by itself; the naturalists who ac- 

cepted God's existence but denied His relevance and 

His judgment, and permitted themselves to indulge in 

the pursuit of the pleasures of this world; and the 

philosophers proper such as al Farabi and Ibn Sina 

whose doctrines he subjected to critical analysis. He 

acknowledged their contributions to mathematics, 

astronomy, logic, the sciences of nature, politics, and 

ethics. According to al Ghazali, it was in metaphysics 

that the philosophers committed their greatest 

errors; among them were the denial of bodily resur- 

Hiustration 16.4 

Modular rug design in a nineteenth- or twentieth-century 

kilim from Turkey. [Courtesy Ministry of Culture and Tour- 

ism, Government of Turkey.] 
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rection on Judgment Day, restriction of God’s knowl- 

edge to the universals rather than the particulars, and 

their assertion that the universe is eternal and un- 

created. 

Regarding the first error, al Ghazall reviewed the 

philosophers’ arguments that matter is corruptible 

but the soul is not, and that therefore it is a separate 

material entity; that 1t alone is immeortal because it is 

of the essence of the /ogos which is spirit. Against 

these ciaims al Ghazall argued that justice demands 

that the same person —both soul and body —meet 

whatever 1s due him on the Day of Judgment; that 

anything less would compromise divine justice, let 

alone contradict the divine word. Re-creation of the 

body and its reunion with its soul should be no more 

surprising than their combination on earth. Regarding 

the philosophers’ second error, al Ghazali repudiated 

the claim that knowledge of the particulars changes as 

they do; that a changeless foreknowledge of the 

changing particulars 1s indeed possible. Since God 

cannot suffer change, His knowledge must be of the 

universals alone which do not change. Al Ghaziali ar- 

gued that neither the knowledge nor the subject of 

knowledge changes when, having been informed of 

change before its taking place, the object of knowl- 

edge goes through the preknown change. Likewise, al 

Ghazali rejected the philosophers’ claim that man is 

known to God only as a universal. Such knowledge, he 

held, is unnecessarily restrictive as well as inade- 

quate. Knowing the particular, al Ghazal held, is no 

threat to the absolute and transcendent nature of the 

knower; and besides, it is absolutely necessary for a 

sound judgment. Finally, al Ghazall argued, it is as 

non-self-evident and as intellectually puzziing to dis- 

tinguish between eternity of time and eternity of 
being as it is to distingwsh between an eternal creator 

and a creation which took place ex nihiloand initiated 

the processes of time and change. 

Regarding the third error, and despite Ibn Sind's 

distinction of eternity of time and eternity of being, al 

Ghazali held that in neither case can that which is not 

eternal proceed from that which is eternal. Al Ghazall 

rightly concluded that the distinction the philosophers 

had made had availed nothing. Further, the philoso- 

phers argued that the command to create the world 

must signify a change in God’s mind and will. This 

would imply that God once did not know, and at a later 

time did know, thus imputing change and movement 

to God. Since that is impossible, the philosophers 

thought it was safe to deduce the eternity of the 

world. Al Ghazali criticized the philosophers for as- 

suming that any event in time implies a change in 

God’s consciousness. The fact that, at a certain time 

and place in the future, a certain something is going to 
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cottie to be, may itself be a piece of eternal knowledge 

in God. Therefore, when it does come true, it signifies 

no change in the subject of knowledge at all. More- 

over, al Ghazali argued, since God acts through sec- 

ondary and tertiary causes, the chain leading to a 

certain event may have been launched in eternity with 

the full foreknowledge of its whole course well known 

to God. The philosophers he said, were wrong n 

claiming a time before the world had come to be. In 

fact, both space and time are impossible without cre- 

ation. They came to be at the same time. 

Thus al Ghazali built his system on God as starting 

point and foundation, unlike the philosophers who 

started with the senses or reason. He anchored rea- 

son in Iman, whence it drew its ultimate postulates; 

and then gave it the freedom to be as critical as it 

wished. Without such anchoring, reason is fallible and 

untrustworthy. God is knowable through His works, 

His order and design of nature, His ubiquitous 

providence —all of which reason is capable of dis- 

cerning in tentative but not definitive form. Between 

God and the world stands the realm of malakitf and 

amy, by which al Ghazill meant the realm of values 

constituting the ought of all that is or will be, a realm 

that is absolute, a priori and transcendent (malakut), 

as well as normative and imperative (amr). Knowl- 

edge of 1t 1s yagin (apodeictic certainty) and such 

knowledge 1s the ground of all other knowledge. Al 

Ghazill, we may concede, taught the primacy of axio- 

logical knowledge, which relates man to God, over the 

knowledge of the world, which would be faulty and 

groundless without the first. 

Hustration 16.5 

Stylized floral arabesques in ceramic decoration, Mosque of 

Sultin Ahmad, Istanbul, Turkey. [Photo by L. al Farfiqt.] 
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Hlustration 16.6 

Grand Mosque, Xian, People’s Republic of China. The mosque was founded in the seventh century C.E. by Arab traders on 

the silk route. 

Al GhazilT's breakthrough lay in his critique of 

causality. The philosophers had mistaken simple cus- 

tomary perception for the truth. They acknowledged 

as necessary that which was not so. The relation of 

cause and effect falls into that category. The philoso- 

phers argued that, given the cause, the effect must 

follow without adducing proof except that the effect 

had in the past appeared following the cause which in 

no way proves the necessity they affirmed. “‘Follow- 

ing after” never implies “following from.”” It takes a 

different kind of proof to establish that the alleged 

cause was the real and only cause of the effect. It is 

mere custom and habit that lie at the root of our 

thinking, not rational evidence. What binds the effect 

toits cause, al Ghazall affirmed, is God's action, which 

we can trust to repeat itself in patterns because God 

does not seek to cheat and mislead us. If causes oper- 

ate and are establishable through science, it is be- 

cause the action of God is patterned, not, as the phi- 

losophers claimed, because of any necessary power in 

the cause to bring about its effect. 

Ibn ‘Arabi. Muhyiddin ibn ‘Arabl was born in 
Mursiah (Andalus) in 559/1165, and brought up in 

Seville, Cordoba, and Granada. He visited the lands of 
the East, settled in Cairo in 596/120], and moved to 

Makkah two years later. He also visited Baghdad, 

Jerusalem, and Damascus, where he died and was 

buried in 636/1240. Tradition ascribes to him a huge 

number of works, but only three are extant: Al 

Futuhat al Makkiyyah (mentioned above), Fusias al 

Hikam (Gems of Wisdom), and Tarjuman al Ash- 

wdq (Expressions of Longing). His thought was the 

most speculative in Islam. God, in his view, is One, 

Absolute, the Source of all being, Whose essence is 

being. The world is both created and eternal; created 

in so far asitis in space and time, eternal in so far as it 

is in the knowledge of God. Indeed, the world is God 

and God is the world. They are indistinguishable from 

each other except in abstract human knowledge. Man 

never becomes God; nor God man. But it is possible 

through knowledge to achieve spiritual unity with 

God. Every prophet is @ word of God and Muhammad 

is the word of God, the focal point of all other prophet- 

hoods which Ibn ‘Arabi declared partial. Behind the 

Prophet stands Al Haqgiqah al Muhammadiyyah(the 

Muhammadan truth or essence) which is the creative 

force of God. The purpose of creation is al insan al 

kamil (the perfect man), who is also the microcosm 

reflecting the glory of God, the macrocosm. In so far 

as the prophets of history were reflections of the 

perfect man, they were the awliva’ (sing. waltyy or 
friend) of God. This quality is higher than prophecy. 

Ibn ‘Arabi suggested that he too was a waltyy of God, 

indeed that he was the khatim (seal or last) of the 

friends of God just as Muhammad was the khatim of 

the prophets. The relation binding God and the per- 

fect man, Ibn ‘Arabi claimed, 1s love; and this love is 

not exercised for its own sake, or for the sake of either 

party. Rather, it has a purpose it serves and to which it 

stands as effect to cause, namely, beauty. 

This theory of wil@yah, coupled with that of the
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identification of God with the world, gave notoriety to 

Ibn ‘Arabi. His theories gave the $afis arguments 

with which to counter the sobering influence of al 

Ghazali, and impetus to stray farther away from nor- 

mative Islam. The ‘ulama’, guardians of the shari'ah, 

the orthodox and orthoprax Muslims, were revulsed 

by Ibn ‘Arabl’s flights of speculative thinking. In 

pantheism, distinctions between good and evil dis- 

solve since both are equally existent, and existence 

and divinity are one and the same reality. The same is 

true of our distinctions of ugliness and beauty, of sin 

and righteousness, which Ibn ‘Arabl regarded as 

purely relative. The ultimate conclusion of this line of 

reasoning is the dissolution of differences between 

the religions, including Islam. Ibn ‘Arabi did reach and 

express the conclusion that all religions are one, and 

that religious controversy, dispute, and competition is 

utterly senseless. Even argument and contention in 

religion Ibn ‘Arabi regarded as meaningless. 

DECAY 

Unfortunately, and despite his tremendous influence, 

al Ghazali's reform of tasawwuf, his attempt to re- 

strain the exaggeration to which the movement was 

by nature bent, did not succeed. The horses of mysti- 

cism lapsed into their wild nature and beczme indomi- 

table. The ummah suffered an eclipse from which it 

has been trying painfully to recover in the last two 

centuries. Instead of continuing to discipline man to 

obey God and observe the shari‘ah, to deepen his 

commitment to Islam and purify and lift his soul on the 

path of righteous action, tasawwufbecame a disease 

causing or exacerbating the following symptoms: 

1. Kashf or gnostic illumination was substituted 

for knowledge. Under tasawwuf, the Mushm world 

abandoned its commitment to and pursuit of rational, 

scientific knowledge for the vision of mystical experi- 

ence. It forsook the critical weighing and verification 

Hlustration 16.7 

Grand Mosque, Xian, People’s Republic of China. [Courtesy 

C. and A. Larsen.] 
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Hlustration 16.8 

Prayer Hall, Beijing Mosque, People’'s Republic of China, 

founded 349/960. Five suwar of the Qur’an are said to be 

embossed on its walls and ceiling. [Courtesy C. and A. Lar- 

sen.] 

of alternatives for the esoteric, oracular, and authori- 

tarian pronouncements of the Saff shaykh or leader. 

Once the attitude of the mind to reality changed and 

the subjective, esoteric mclination took over, all the 

sciences suffered. When men believed that truth could 

be reached in a shorter and less painful way, the will to 

critical, rational, and empirical knowledge suffered. [n 

due course, mathematics was mixed up with numerol- 

ogy, astronomy with astrology, chemistry with al- 

chemy, and, generally, the engineering of nature with 

theurgy. 
2. Karamator “little miracles,” which tasewwuf 

taught were possible in the state of union or commu- 

nion with divinity and which it justified as favors 

granted by God to the most pious, destroyed the 

Muslim'’s respect for natural causation and taught him 

to seek results by the methods of spiritualistic con- 

duction. In his mind, the natural relation of cause to 

effect, of means to objective, was destroyed and re- 

placed by his connection to the Saff master capable of 

performing a kar@amah for him. 

3. Ta'abbud, the deliberate giving up of social, 

political, and economic activity for the sake of full- 

time ritualistic worship, and the commitment of all 

energies to dhikr or pious devotion became the high- 

est goal. Surely, Islam imposed performance of the 

institutionalized five pillars of Islam, but it equally 

imposed fulfillment of man’s khilafah or “vice-ge- 

rency’’ and of amanah, ‘‘the divine trust.” 

4. Tawakkul, the total reliance upon the spiritual 

factor to produce the empirical results, replaced the 

Muslim's conviction of the certain efficacy of God's 

inexorable laws in nature and, hence, of the absolute 

necessity of human intervention into the causal nexus 

of nature, if the projected ends were to be realized. 

5. Qismat, the passive acquiescence to what hap- 

pens as being the action of arbitrary supernatural 

forces, replaced faklif, or man’s obligation to re- 

knead, recut, and remold space-time so as to realize 

therein the divine pattern. Rather than amanah, or 

man’s assumption of this divine purpose for space- 

time as his own personal raison d’étre, tasawwuf 

taught a shortcut through dhikr or repeated prayers, 

and cultivated the hope for manipulation of the arbi- 

trary supernatural forces, which opened the door to 

magic, talismanship, and charlatanism. 

6. Fana’and ‘Adam, the unreality, ephemerality, 

and nonimportance of the world, replaced the Mus- 

lim's seriousness regarding existence. It beclouded 

his consciousness of his cosmic status as the sole 

bridge through which God's will as moral value could 

be realized in space and time. Stfism taught that life 

on earth is but a brief journey to the beyond. Against 

the Islamic principle that the final realization of the 

absolute in space-time is not only a distinct possibility 

but the supreme human duty, tasawwuf taught that 

the world is no such theater after all, that such realiza- 

tion belongs to the beyond. Following al Ghazal, it 

denigrated the world beyond reason or common 

sense. 

7. Ta'ah, absolute, unquestionable, unreasoned, 

and totalistic obedience to the shaykh of one’s Suft 

fraternity replacd fawhid, the recognition of no lord 

as Lord but He. Cultivation of the mystical trance 

came to replace the shari‘ah or fulfillment of the daily 

duties and lifelong obligations. This, together with 

fasawwuf's pantheistic metaphysics, blurred all of 

I[slam’s ethical notions. 

These symptoms ruined the health of Muslim soci- 

ety during half a millennium, from the fall of Baghdad 

to the Tatars in 655/1257 to the rise of the Wahha- 

biyyah, the first anti-SGfi reform movement, in 

1159/1747. Under the $iff spell, the Muslim had be- 
come apolitical, asocial, amilitary, anethical, and 

hence nonproductive, unconcerned for the ummah 

(the world brotherhood under the moral law), an indi- 

vidualist, and, in the last resort, an egotist whose 

prime objective was to be saved himself, to be ab- 

sorbed into the consuming majesty of the divine 

being. He was shaken neither by the misery, poverty, 

disease, and subjection of his own society nor by the 

lot of mankind in history.



CHAPTER 17 

Hellenistic Philosophy 

It is proper to say that the translation of Greek scien- 

tific and philosophical texts into Arabic became a 

movement toward the end of the second/eighth cen- 

tury because of its massive programs and the speed 

with which its materials were digested and incorpo- 

rated into Islamic culture. The process was aided by 
Christians who converted to Islam, as well as by those 

who sought fortune and prosperity in the new order 

Islam had established in the Near East. These were 

the instruments of that process. The movement was 

prompted by the new converts’ questioning, as well as 

by that of those who remained Christians and coun- 
tered the missionary efforts of Muslims with argu- 

ments drawn from Greek philosophy. To respond ade- 

quately to them, it was necessary that the Muslims 

learn these arguments, discover their underlying pos- 

tulates and logic, and use them against their oppo- 

nents. A third factor contributing to the rise of Hel- 

lenistic philosophy among Muslims was the fact that 

philosophy was not unrelated to the medical and natu- 

ral sciences which the Muslims avidly sought. The 

texts of both science and philosophy were inter- 

twined, and were often included in the same work or 

manuscript, following each other as chapters in the 

same systematic work. It was ideationally difficult, if 

not impossible, to separate them from each other. 

The Mu‘tazilah were the first to seek, to study, and to 

use the philosophical legacy of the Greeks. The Mus- 

lim intelligentsia followed their example. 

ABU YA‘QUB AL KINDI 

Al Kindt (d. 251/866) was the first Muslim to elabo- 

rate a system of thought based on the logic of Greek 

philosophy. It was he who first established an Arabic 

lexicon of philosophical terms and laid down the defini- 

tions of the various categories. To this purpose he 

devoted a whole book, Risalah fi Hudid al Ashya’ 

wa Rusiimiha, the first treatise in epistemology and 

logic. He was also the first to realize the gap between 

Islamic and Arabic thought, on the one hand, and the 

Greek ideas which he introduced on the other, and 

hence the first to seek to bridge that gap. Between 

religion and philosophy, between the shar‘ah and 
Greek logic, he claimed, there is a coincidence of pur- 

pose despite the difference in method. He defined 

philosophy as “‘the establishment of what is true and 

right,” and argued that both religion and philosophy 

are equally necessary and legitimate, complementing 

each other. Contradiction or variance between them 

is never real, never final, but always apparent. It 

arises from application of the wrong method; for each 
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kind of human pursuit there is a methodology proper 

to it which if violated or exchanged will result in con- 

tradiction. Al Kindfinclined toward the Mu'‘tazilah but 

he accepted the gnostic doctrine of illumination as the 

proper method to arrive at religious truth. 

JKHWAN AL SAFA 

The Ikhwian al Safa (c. 313-363/927 - 975), literally 

the Brethren of Purity, was an association of men 

founded in Basrah about 350/961 whose Rasa’tl 

(Treatises) were known c. A.H. 375. There is wide 

disagreement about their identity and their projected 

role in society. The identity of the Ikhwan — authors 

of the treatises, the Rasa’il Ikhwan al Safa— has 
been established by diaries of Abd Hayyan al Tawhid 

(414/1023), a contemporary of the Ikhwan. These 

diaries were edited by Ahmad Amin and published 

under the title of Al Imta* wa al Mu'anasahin Cairo 

(1939 -1944). Al Tawhidi mentions Zayd ibn Rifa‘ah, 

Abt Sulayman Muhammad ibn Ma'‘shar al BistT (alias 

al Magqdisi), Abid al Hasan ‘Ali ibn Hariin al Zamjany, 

Ab{i Ahmad al Mihrajant, and al ‘AwgT as members of 

the fraternity and authors of the Rasa’t! which he 

read, took to his teacher, and discussed with them and 

others in A.H. 373. According to the Rasa 1/, the Ikh- 

wan were many and widespread; yet their organiza- 

tion was close-knit. “We have Ikhwin and friends 

among the notables and virtuous, scattered all over 

the country. Some are of royal blood, some are vi- 

ziers, governors, men of letters; others are noblemen, 

merchants, ‘ulama’, jurists, artisans and their chil- 

dren. To every class of these we have delegated a 

worthy and wise Akh (singular of Ikhwan)} to serve 

and counsel them.”” ! On thisissue, al QiftT (646/124 9} 

wrote: “‘As the authors have not disclosed their iden- 

tity, people disagreed about them. Some said that the 

Rasa’tl were the work of some descendants of ‘Alf; 

others said they were the work of Mu'tazili philoso- 

phers of the first period. None were able to establish 

their claim by any manner of means; for it is all guess- 

work.” 2 Confirming al QiftT’s insight, modern scholar- 

ship has ruled such claims out on the grounds that the 

persons in question all lived and died before a number 

of poets and thinkers (Ibn al Riimi, al Mutanabbi, Abd 

al ‘Ala" al Ma‘arri} whose authorship of many verses 

and quotations in the Rasa 1l is beyond question, and 

on the evidence which the discovery of al TawhidT's 

diaries has brought, 

The Ikhwian sought to achieve two tasks: first, to 

recover in the main body of Islam, the ummah, its 

original Islamic ethical significance; and second, to 

enable the shari‘ah, by infusing it with liberal ratio- 

nalism, to guide a recalcitrant, awakened human in- 

tellect that refuses to adopt imperatives without 

inner, personal, rational conviction. We have it on the 

authority of Abi Hayyan al Tawhidi that the Ikhwin 

came together to “‘elaborate a philosophy which, they 

claimed, brought them close to God’s grace. The 

sharT'ah, they said, had been mixed up with falsehood 

and there was no way to purify it except through 

philosophy because only philosophy can give doctrinal 

truth and practical wisdom. For when Greek philoso- 

phy is harmonized with the Arab shari‘ah, there is 

perfection.””? 
The discovery of al TawhidT's diaries shed further 

light on the nature of the Ikhwan’s argument with the 

traditionalists. They speak of the Ikhwin as regarding 

the shari‘ah as medicine for the sick and a means to 

restore to them their lost health. They considered 

philosophy as medicine for the healthy, meant to pre- 

serve health and enable man to acquire virtue and 

prepare him for divine life and heavenly eternity. 

Thus, according to the Ikhwin, philosophy grants the 

shari‘ah a place in its scheme though the latter repu- 

Hlustration 17.1 

Sabih State Mosque, Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia. {Photo by L. 

al Fardqr.] 

-



diates the former. With shari‘ah man would come 

closer to God's grace by mere obedience; but with 

wisdom he wins that grace by grasping God's power 

and providence in the cosmos. It is a proof of God’s 

goodness that there exist two mutually complement- 

ing ways for salvation, reason and revelation, Thus 

each would add to the excellence of the other: philoso- 

phy by giving the pious proof of the truth, conviction, 

and wisdom; and revelation by giving the wise piety, 

temperance, and love of God. 

The Ikhwan accepted Greek dualism as far as the 

nature of man was concerned, but they assigned to 

body and soul functions in accordance with the imper- 

atives of the sharT'ah and the desiderata of Islam. 

“Food for the body and knowledge for the soul” was 

for them a sort of war cry. To knowledge and its 

pursuit, the Ikhwan assigned first place among the 

virtues. Not one of all the duties imposed by the 

shari‘ah was more necessary, worthier, or closer to 

God, once He and His prophets were recognized, than 

knowledge and its pursuit and propagation. This en- 

thusiasm for knowledge carried the [khwan to a per- 

fect Socratism where knowledge, the good, and virtue 

are identified with one another. Knowledge is de- 

clared to bring inits train every good virtue and moral 

and material advantage. It makes the miser generous 

and gives the weak strength, the lowly, grandeur, the 

proud, humility.* 

Following their allegorical interpretation of the 

Qur'an, the Ikhwan moreover identified [bi7s, or 

Satan, with evil-doing, and defined evil-doing as blind 

belief in false opinions without knowledge or insight. 

They contrasted the good soul with the evil soul which 

does all its bad work without thought or deliberation. 
They concluded from such comparison that all ethical 

deeds and moral acts attributed to the rational soul 

are the results of that soul’s true knowledge and beau- 

tiful belief: that all true knowledge and belief is the 

result of i7tihad (creative intellectual effort) and de- 

liberation. To the man who seeks salvation, they 

counseled a self-purification through the washing off 

of false opinions and deliverance from the darkness of 

untruth. For education, that is, enlightenment, is the 

main — nay, the only — business of society and state. 

Knowledge should be taught to brother and neighbor, 

for it is the only medium of interpersonal moral rela- 

tionships. The Ikhwan’s neighborly love consisted not 

in charitable and altruistic sacrifices or in desiring 

ethical results in the persons of others, but first and 

foremost in educating one’s neighbor, in bringing to 

him knowledge, man’s most precious possession. To 

teach and educate and spread knowledge is the very 

essence of everything good. The Ikhwan were partic- 

ularly interested in teaching the young, because these 
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are the “purein heart’ and “anxious to win paradise’” 

and “beginners in science.” The older people, on the 

other hand, are “blindly attached to their sect, over- 

confident and prejudiced.” They emphasized that 

teaching should proceed “‘in stages in proportion to 

the assimilative capacity of the candidate, with kind- 

ness and sympathy.”® 

The Ikhwan endeavored to cover all the sciences of 

their times and to organize in a summa all the depart- 

ments of knowledge bound together by a single struc- 

ture. The Rasa'tl, fifty-three in number, covered all 

the fields from mineralogy, hotany, and gynecology to 

ethics and religious laws.® That the unifying structure 

is ethical is obvious. Even numbers were studied not 

as pure quantity but as interpreting natural phenom- 

ena, and this significance of number was cosmos-pre- 

vading. The sciences were classified by order of their 

ethical significance, the highest being that which 

brings man knowledge of the divine kingdom, and the 

lowest, that which instructs him about objects in this 

world. The animal kingdom was ordered on an evolu- 

tionary basis, but not with regard to the physical 

characteristics of the species, in the manner of Dar- 

win, but to the order of rank of the values each species 

had realized. Thus for their fidelity, memory, and no- 

bility of disposition, the horse and the elephant rank 

far higher, and therefore closer to man, than the apes 

despite the closer physical resemblance of the latter. 

By order of the avenues of sense and thought leading 

to them, the sciences were thought to be empirical 

(having to do with the reports of sense), discursive 

(having to do with pure thought such as logic and 

mathematics), rational (dealing with ethical and valu- 
ational knowledge and the divine world-law), and illu- 

minative (bestowed by God and directed to His nature 

and to the cosmic mysteries). Since the last science 

cannot be sought and is the prerogative of prophets, 

man's energies should be directed to the highest pos- 

sible, to ethical knowledge. 

AL FARABI, IBN SINA, AND 
IBN RUSHD 

Abii al Nasr Muhammad al Farabi (d. 339/950) 
learned five languages and studied philosophy, medi- 

cine, mathematics, chemistry, and music; he was an 

excellent lutanist. He spent most of his life in Aleppo, 

enjoying the protection and patronage of its ruler, 

Sayf al Dawlah. His first concern was the reconcilia- 

tion of the shari'ah with philosophy which he saw 

represented by the polarity of Plato and Aristotle. He 

tackled the issue in a book he entitled Union of the 

Two Wise Men — Plato and Aristotle, and he derived 

his view of their union from the Plotinian treatise 
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Theology, which he, along with the whoie Alexandrian 

and Christian traditions, mistook for a work of Aristo- 

tle’s. Al Farabi saw the two branches of learning deal- 

ing with materials (natural laws and moral laws) stem- 

ming from the same source — God. He held that they 

must be facets of one and the same reality, however 

different the approaches may be. The shart’ah and 

philosophy, he concluded, unite in objective and pur- 

pose as well as in the material they study; for both 

focus their attention on the same reality — God’s cre- 

ation and order. 

In logic and epistemology, al Farabi followed Aris- 

totle and added to his logic Porphyry’s Isagogia and 
the illuminations of The Theology of Aristotle. Al Fa- 

rabl combined the rationalism of the shari‘ah with the 

ishraq intuitionism of fasawwuf. The cosmolgy of 

Plotinus further confirmed his view. The angel who 

brought down the revelation, he claimed, was also the 

active intelligence (logos) who gave the forms to the 

philosophers. Prophecy and philosophy are, he 

claimed, genuinely one and the same. The difference 

is not in the content given to the percipients, but in 

the percipients themselves being philosopher or 

prophet. In metaphysics, al Farabi built his system on 

God as necessary ground of all being, and found in the 

gnostic legacy confirmation of this primary premise of 

Islam. Dividing reality into necessary and contingent, 

he distinguished the necessary-by-itself, the contin- 

gent-by-itself - necessary-by-another, and the contin- 

gent-not-yet-necessary. He identified God with the 

first, creation with the second, and the future of cre- 

ation and the would-be actions of man with the third. 

Like al Kindi before him, al Farabi defined God as the 

necessary being whose essence is to be, to live, to 

know, to create, to love. According to him, God does 

not know except Himself. As in the case of the Plotin- 

ian system, God contemplates Himself; He knows 

nothing of the affairs of the world. The charge al 

Ghazah brought against the philosophers was thus 

justified; for the system they advocated had no room 

for the God of Islam, the active, provident Being by 

whose leave and will everything 1s or happens. The 

philosopher’s God was indeed a deus otiosus. Nor did 

it help the philosophers to claim that the series of 

minds (logot ) that emanate from God, the absolute, 

terminate in the Active Mind which is the dynamic 
source of Forms and hence of creation, Such claim 

brought them to the blasphemy of polytheism, 

Al Farabi was more successful in his social theory, 

where he combined the sound insights of Plato with 

the requisites of Islam, and avoided what contradicted 

it. In his utopia, elaborated in Ava’ Akl al Madinah al 

Fadilah, the ruler is at once philosopher and prophet, 
combining the prerogatives and virtues of both. Al 

Farabi perceived Islamic brotherhood as requiring 

that the citizens be like members of an organic body, 

that labor be according to competence and reward 

according to capacity. He avoided Plato’s communion 

of husbands and wives, knowing how quickly such a 

view would arouse.the Muslims to condemn him. Al 

Farabialso wrote Thsa’al ‘Ulim (Classification of the 

Sciences), crystallizing an effort begun by al Kindi to 

separate philosophy from kalam, and justifying 

adopted Greek philosophy as a discipline dependent 

entirely upon reason, unlike kal@m, which he de- 

clared to be dependent upon revelation, the given data 

of faith. Philosophy was in the philosophers’ view ra- 

tional and critical; kalam, dogmatic. Little did al Fa- 

rabi and al KindT appreciate the critical rationalism 

implicit in fawhid, and little did al Farabi realize that 

his attempt to reconcile the shar7‘ah and philosophy 

— such reconciliation being the epistemological basis 

of knowledge — was doomed to fail, even if the Theol- 

ogy of Aristotle had indeed been written by Aristotle. 

Abi ‘Al al Husayn ibn Sina (d. 428/1037), known 

in the Western world as Avicenna, was born in Af- 

shana, near Bukhara. He studied mathematics under 

al Khawarizmi and medicine under ‘Isa ibn Yahya and 
distinguished himself in both at the age of seventeen. 

He worked at the courts of a number of princes and 

produced the first systematic statements of philoso- 

phy and medicine in comprehensive compendia of all 

available knowledge in those fields. He wrote Al 

Najat, Al Shifa’in philosophy, Al Qanin f1 al Ttbin 
medicine, Ahwal al Nafsin psychology. He also wrote 

two short stories, Risalah al Tayr and Hayy ibn 

Yagzan, in symbolic style to express social and reli- 

gious truths in a way not readily comprehensible to 

the general reader. Apart from his excellence in medi- 

cine (his book was the world’s undisputed authority 

for better than half a millennium, from its publication 

until the end of the seventeenth century), he deep- 

ened and added detail to the speculative theories of al 

Farabl in logic, epistemology, and metaphysics. The 

general frameworks of their thought were identical: 

both accepted the intuitionism of gnostic illumination 

and the Sifi ethic of contemplation as method of re- 

turn to the absolute. Unlike al Farabi, who envisaged 
the ideal society as one based on brotherhood and 

wisdom and led by a prophet-king, Ibn Sina denigrated 

soclety by declaring it hopelessly committed to medi- 

ocrity and opposition to the elite philosophers. His 

divergence from the cosmology and social ethics of 

Islam was all the greater. It was against him in partic- 

ular that al Ghazali launched his attack on philosophy. 

Ibn Sma’s thought was the very embodiment of what 
was objectionable to Islam in the discipline as a whole. 

Muhammad Abiil Walid Ibn Rushd (d. 593/1198),



Hlustration 17.2 

Top row, left: Front and back of a coin of Arab-Sasanian 

origin, bearing the name of Khusru Il Date: 36/656. Di- 

mashq Museum. 

Top row, right: Front and back of a coin minted during the 

reign of Umawl Caliph Hishim Ibn ‘Abd al Malik in 

105/723. The inscription consists of the shahddah in angu- 

lar Kuift script. Dimashq Museum. 

Middle row, left: Coin minted during the reign of Kaka- 

wayhl Sultin Muhammad bin Dashmanzar, Isfahan, 

406/1015. The inscription consists of the shehd@dahand the 

name of the sultdn. National Museum of Qatar. 

Middle row, right: Front and back of coin minted during 

known in the West as Averroés, was born in Cordoba. 

He studied medicine under the doctors of Al Zuhr, 

especially Marwan; and he studied philosophy, reli- 

gion, law, and jurisprudence for some time under the 

patronage of the Muwabhidin caliph in Marrakish 

who had a liking for philosophical investigations. But 
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the reign of the Fatimi, Al Amir b1 Ahkdm Allah, Alex- 
andria, 514/1120. The inscription includes the shahadah. 

Dimashq Museum. 

Bottom row, lefi: Front and back of coin minted during the 

reign of Saljiq Sultan Sulayman Shah in 597 A.H./1200 C.E. 

The inscription includes the shahadah. Damascus Museum. 

Bottom row, right: Front and back of coin minted during the 

reign of Mamliik Sultan Bahri al Zahir Baybars in Cairo, 

661/1262. The inscription consists of the shahddahand the 

name and title of the sultan. Dimashg Museum. [Courtesy 
Muhammad Aba al Faraj al ‘Ush.] 

he found favor with the ruler of Seville who appointed 

him Chief Justice. He returned to his native city, Cor- 

doba, to fill the post of Chief Justice, but left it soon to 

return to Marrakish to become vizier. He then fell out 

of favor, and was tried and banished to Alisanah, near 

Cordoba. He was subsequently forgiven and permit- 
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Hlustration 17.3 

Dayabumi Complex, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Contempo- 

rary structure built by the government of Malaysia in 

Islamic style. [Courtesy Wan Muhammad Yusuf.} 

ted to spend the rest of his life in Marrakish, where he 

died. His remains were transported to Cordoba where 

they were buried in the graveyard of his ancestors. 

Ibn Rushd wrote Al Kulliyat, a compendium of 

medical knowledge, surpassing that of [bn Sina in clar- 

ity, wealth, and organization of materials; Bidayat al 

Mujtahid wa Nikayat al Mugtasid in law and juris- 

prudence; Fasl al Maqal fi ma bayna al Hikmah wal 

Shart'ah Min al Ittisal, as a further attempt to rec- 

oncile religion and philosophy; and Tahafut al Taha- 

futin philosophy in which he sought to refute al Gha- 

zalt’s charges against the philosophers. He also wrote 

what became the standard commentary on Aristotle’s 

works and standard style in subsequent literature in 

all fields of knowledge: Al Sharh al Asghar (The 

Lesser Explanation), a systematic and brief presenta- 

tion of Aristotle’s thought; Al Sharh al Wasat (The 

Middle Explanation), in which Aristotle’s writing was 

quoted according to subject matter and commented 

upon; and Al Sharh al Kabir (The Great Explana- 

tion), in which Aristotle’s writing was quoted verba- 
tim, paragraph by paragraph, discussed, and com- 

mented upon. 

Ibn Rushd was to Ibn Sina what the latter was to al 

Farabi and al Kindi, namely, the producer of more 

detailed, clearer, and more systematic presentation of 

Greek philosophy. This was so well achieved by Ibn 

Rushd’s three commentaries on Aristotle that they 

earned for him the title “the Second Master,”” after 

Aristotle, and established themselves as the only 

highway to Aristotle’s thought. His attempt to recon- 

cile philosophy to the shari‘ah was doomed even 

more than al Farabi's because the contrast between 

the respective methodologies of the two disciplines 

was made sharper. For him, the theologians— 

mutakallimiin — were “preachers” needed by the 

populace to instill in them some moral restraint, be- 

ginning and ending with the data revelata which they 

must accept ex hypothesi. The philosophers, on the 

other hand, were real “‘teachers’” moving from one 

logical step to another only after questioning and 

proving critical consideration of the evidence by the 

highest and noblest faculty —reason. Thus the gap 

between philosophy and religion was truly unbridge- 

able. Indeed, Ibn Rushd may be said to have antici- 

pated the modern theory of religion in the West as 

determined by feeling and personal experience, the 

bases on which the truths of revelation are accepted. 

Ibn Rushd supported and elaborated the points on 

which Ibn Sind and al Farabi were accused of heresy. 

His dismissal of al Ghazali’s charges was based on an 

allegorical interpretation of the dicta of religion, thus 

diluting the religious claim in order to accommodate 

philosophy. 

IBN KHALDUN 

Ibn Khaldtn (d. 808/1406) lived at a time when the 

Islamic empire in the West was crumbling. First the 

Murabitiin and then the Muwahiidiin movements had 
rallied the people around one flag; but the lack of 

leadership again dissolved the central authority and 

refragmented the realm into petty princedoms com- 

peting with and plotting against one another. Bani 
Hafs in Tunis, the Marinis in Morocco, the Mahdis in 
Bijiyah, Bant Nasr in Granada, and other petty dy- 

nasties and states sometimes not larger than their 

capitals, had reached a nadir of division and mutual 

opposition. In the meantime, the Spaniards were unit- 

ing their kingdoms, consolidating their gains, extract- 

ing more concessions from the Muslims, and en- 

croaching upon the territories the latter controlled. 

For two centuries, one province after another of 

Muslim Spain fell to the Christian invaders from the 

North— Toledo in 1085, Cordoba in 1236, and Se- 
ville in 1248. It was an age of political intrigue, of 

quick and violent succession of power among the 

Muslim states whose general condition was certainly 

one of decline and dissolution. Muslims plotted 

against one another, shifting their loyalty from one 

government and prince to another in pursuit of self-in- 

terest. Ibn Khaldln fit perfectly into this milieu, as if 

he was not only born in it but for it. 

Ibn Khaldfin was born in Tunis and studied law and



literature there. He worked at the Tunisian: court for a 

while, waiting for an opportunity for self-advance- 
ment. It did not matter that the occasion that pre- 

sented itself implied treason to his employer. The 

Moroccans were preparing the ground to invade 

Tunis; as for Ibn Khaldin, his advancement was suffi- 

cient cause for providing them with the needed infor- 

mation. When the Moroccan campaign failed, Ibn 

Khaldan ran for his life. He landed in Fas where his 

patron, Abfi ‘Inan al Marini, brought him into the 

court and assigned to him the post of secretary-gen- 

eral of the government. Ibn Khaldan soon found out 

that the opportunities for advancement were greater 

elsewhere, so0 he plotted against his new employer to 

the advantage of the ruler of neighboring Bijayah, 

asking for the post of vizier there as reward for his 

treason. The Marini ruler of Fis uncovered the plot, 

and Ibn Khaldin was thrown in jail for two years. 

From prison he corresponded with the Sultin of Qas- 

santinah, whose employ he joined when he gained his 

freedom. This leader was also betrayed by Ibn Khal- 

dain, this time for the benefit of the Sultan of Tilimsan; 

and the latter met a similar fate when Ibn Khaldin 

tried to win the favor of the Sultan of Marrakish. The 
same scenario was repeated in Marrikish and Gra- 

nada until his bad reputation made it impossible for 

Ibn Khaldiin to stay anywhere in the Maghrib, from 

Tunis to the Atlantic. He then decided to try his for- 

tune in the East. He came to Egypt and offered his 
services to its ruler. The latter sent him on a precari- 

ous mission to Timurlank {Tamerlane), who at that 

time occupied Damascus. The mission succeeded and 

Ibn Khaldiin was amply rewarded. It was not the first 

time he succeeded in a diplomatic mission. He did 

succeed in every such mission entrusted to him by his 

numerous employers-—a fact that proves his bril- 

liance and correct assessment of the conflicts he was 

assigned to solve. However, he longed toreturn to the 

Maghrib, there to start all over again. In 774/1375 he 

found himself imprisoned in the fortress of [bn Salé- 

mah, and he thought it was time to write down what 

he had learned of the fate of nations throughout his life 

and the experience of their rise and fall. 

As concerns method, Ibn Khaldiin followed in the 

footsteps of the Muslim Hellenistic philosophers — al 

Farabi, Ibn Sind, and Ibn Rushd — in dividing knowl- 

edge between two domains: that of rational truth 

where reason is the criterion and judge, and that of 

spiritual truth where revelation and prophecy are su- 

preme. In fact, he blamed the philosophers for trying 

to reconcile the shari‘ah and revelation with reason 

and philosophy. He argued that the two are forever 

disparate, with different faculties and methods apply- 

ing to them. The philosophers tried to reconcile the 
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irreconcilable. Reason will never reach the spiritual 

truths, because the latter are not its object, just as it is 

not possible for the eye to see sound or the ear to hear 

light. All transcendent truth falls outside the jurisdic- 

tion of reason, without becoming any less true. Tran- 

scendent truth must be sought in prophecy, not rea- 

son. It is possible that his classification of all religious 

knowledge outside the realm of reason prompted Ibn 

Khaldin to fill the void with the sciences of man. None 

of the philosophers had restricted the jurisdiction of 

reason so radically; and they all wished, and hinted, 

that it was large enough to judge all matters including 

the spiritual. In Ibn Khaldin's classification, the divi- 

sionis categorical. The two realms cannot and will not 

meet under reason and must remain separate. Rea- 

son, therefore, was judged as dealing only with the 

realm of nature. Ibn Khaldtin added to this realm that 

of human relations and history. This is what made him 

the first social scientist. Ibn Khaldiin did not doubt the 

necessity of causality in order to accommodate the 

providence and almightiness of God. In his view, cau- 

sality is an iron-clad necessity which dominates the 

realm of social relations as well as that of nature. This 

novel perspective on human society was responsible 

for Ibn Khaldtn's effort to search for and find the laws 

governing society as he would those governing the 

phenomena of nature. Auguste Comte, the father of 

modern social science, brought social relations under 

the governance of empirical reason out of awe at the 

greatness and promise of science, following its 

achievements and victories over the magisterium of 

Hlustration 17.4 

Mosque in Musqat, the Sultanate of ‘Uman. [Photo by L. al 

Faraql.] 
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the Church. Ibn Khald@in anticipated Comte by half a 

millennium. He brought social relations under the 

governance of reason because of his clearer vision of 

the nature of the scientific enterprise and that of 

human reality. The latter seemed to defy science and 

lie beyond it, inciting Ibn Khaldin to examine the 

problem more closely. Having located the turbulence 

in the religious sphere, Ibn Khaldan separated that 

area from the realm of human affairs, denied reason’s 

jurisdiction to judge in it, and secured a sure and per- 

manent place for the remainder —the social rela- 

tions —under the dominion of reason. 

Social relations have their causes and effects like 

any natural phenomenon. The histortan must seek 

them out and establish them with proof and evidence, 

like any scientist examining the events of nature. For 

such an investigation, history is the laboratory, and 

sociology — the science of human society — the prod- 

uct. He had no doubt that such a search was science, 

autonomous as well as new, with a subject matter, 

purpose, and method as clearly defined as any other. 

Before Ibn Khaldin, many a book was written de- 

scribing kings and rulers and distinguishing the suc- 

cessful from the failing among them., Many others 

dealt with how to establish and maintain social order, 

or depicted the ideal society for which humans should 

aim. The Greek works never went beyond these ob- 

jectives. Ibn Khaldiin did. He searched for the laws 

under which all societies develop, flower, and decline; 

and he sought to establish them as guidelines for any 

prediction of the future of any society. 

Hlustration 17.5 

Mosque in Musgat, the Sultanate of ‘Umén. [Photo by L. al 

Fartqi.] 

THE NEW SOCIAL SCIENCE OF 
IBN KHALDUN 

The most important perspective of society is that it is 

an organism that grows, matures, and ages not by 

chance or by divine fiat but because of real causes 

operating upon it. The relation between the social 

effects and the causes leading to them is universal and 

necessary. There are no accidents in social history but 

simply causes and their effects, some obvious and well 

known, others less so. The prime cause of formation 

of society is need. Human individuals are far less capa- 

ble than the animals to preserve themselves. They 

need one another to complement their powers to sur- 

vive. In food and agriculture, in housing and industry, 

as well as in defense, humans must cooperate and 

come together. In doing so, other causes besides need 

affect the outcome: geographic location and its conse- 

quences in biological formation and economic life. Ibn 

Khaldin attributed most physical and psychic varia- 

tions in soclety to these physical causes. Cold, mild, 

and hot temperatures were responsible for skin pig- 

mentation (against the biblical myth of Noah and his 

descendants); for personalities being light, active, se- 

rious, or lethargic; and for food being abundant or 

scarce. In turn, these factors condition the life of soci- 

ety. Much food and luxury corrupt both the body and 

the mind, and little food and absence of luxury and 

comfort contribute to self-discipline and greater seri- 

ousness. Even religious piety does not escape heing 

affected by these factors. The populations of the arid 

zones are thereby more given to religious demands 

and piety than those of the fertile zones. 

Once launched into history in consequence of these 

formative factors, society runs a course of childhood, 

youth, maturity, and old age. Ibn Khald@in equated the 

childhood stage with the life of the pastoral and agri- 

cultural peoples. He called it the stage of badw or 

nomadism, the period in which a society depends on 

pasture and the cattle it can support. It includes agri- 

culture, whether irrigated or depending on rainfall; in 

either case the dominant feature is satisfaction of the 

barest necessities of survival. Population growth and 

food scarcity compel the badw society to enter the 

stage of ghazw (aggression) when it begins to fill its 

needs by raiding other societies in the same or weaker 

stage. Intertribal wars among the Arabs and the en- 

croachment of the nomadic and pastoral peoples upon 

the irrigational lands belong to this category. The 

experience of a life of plenty, though for a brief while, 

will push the society in the ghazw stage to seek per- 
manent settlement in those areas that guarantee 

abundance. When this happens, society enters the 
third stage, that of hadar (civilization). This stage 
begins when the society becomes a satellite of a more



advanced state and receives regular subsidies, the 

justification for which may be defense against other 
raiding societies. But the advanced state continues to 
age and become weaker. Soon, the satellite state 
takes over and establishes itself in its stead, A life of 

civilization then begins, with the new society inherit- 

ing all the advances of the old, and imitating it in its 
living customs. Being the less civilized, the new ruler- 

society seeks to be like the old state. It copies and 

imitates the vanquished. This process takes three to 
four generations to be completed. At the same time, 

the vanquished society copies the new ruler-society 

because the latter is deemed to be superior, and its 

superilority is taken to be the explanation and justifi- 

cation for its victory. Inevitably, the ruling society is 

regarded as worthy of emulation. The result is the 

emergence of a more homogeneous society, fully civi- 

lized, but beginning to sink in the satisfaction of wants 

and exposing itself to the attacks of outsiders. 

Ibn Khaldiin also analyzed the rise of society. Here 

he discovered that their animal nature impels humans 

to fight with one another over the material goods they 

need. [n this situation of conflict, someone rises who is 

endowed with power and prestige, who imposes his 

authority upon society. Thus a state is born. [t has 

nothing to do with religion. The ruler does not need 

religion to legitimize or sanction his sovereignty. The 

sovereignty of the ruler exists by virtue of his power 

and the confidence he inspires in his peers to acqui- 

esce to that power and to entrust him with the task of 

protection. To name this cohesiveness between them 

Ibn Khald@in chose the pre-Islamic notion of ‘asa- 

biyyah (the bond between members of the same 

tribe), which the Qur’in (48:26) and the Prophet con- 

demned in no uncertain terms. Ibn Khaldin made it 

the base of all political power, and declared sover- 

eignty to belong to that group with the stronger ‘asa- 

biyyah. Its essence is brute force and coercive power 

which no opponent can resist. Ibn Khaldiin estimated 

the average duration of ‘asabiyyah as that of four 

generations, naming the first as “‘experiencer,” the 

second as ‘“follower,”” the third as “tradition keeper,” 

and the fourth as ‘‘tradition loser.” 

These views led Ibn Khaldan to a cyclical view of 

history. Societies are born and grow and die, and 

other societies take their place, only to grow and die 

like their predecessors. Evidently, Ibn Khaldin's view 

of human history runs counter to the Qur’anic philoso- 
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phy that the rise and fall of nations are conditional 

upon fulfillment or violation of the divine imperatives, 

either of which is always possible. Under Ibn Khal- 

din’s terms, the risc and fall of nations are ruled by a 

necessary law of nature; their actualization may be 

delayed for one or two or three generations, but it is 

inevitable. Ibn Khaldiin thought the moral law 1o be 

irrelevant to the unfolding of history. The only rele- 

vant factor was the cultivation of ‘astbiyyahor the will 

to use it to advantage. Since this philosophy was actu- 

alized in Ibn Khaldiin's own personal life, it will for- 

ever remain a question whether his life was ruined by 

his mind, or his mind was led astray by his life. 

NOTES 

1. Rasa’il Ikhwan al Safa (Beirut: Dar Sadir-Dar 
Beirut, 1958); Vol. I, p. 165. 

2. Tartkh al Hukama', ed. ]. Lippert (Leipzig, 1903), p. 

82. 

3. Al Tawlhidi, AbG Hayyan, in Al Imia‘ wa al Mu'ana- 

sah, ed. Ahmad Amin (Cairo, 1358-1364/1939-1944), p. 

11. 

4. Rasal, Vol. 1lI, p. 346. Quoting the Prophet, the 

Ikhwan write, “Seek knowledge; for its acquisition is the 

fear of God, its pursuit is worship, its discussion is prayer, 

the search for it is holy war, its propagation is charity, its 

teaching is fraternity. For it is the index of right and wrong, 

the lighthouse of the road to paradise. It provides consola- 

tion in loneliness, friendship in estrangement, fidelity 

through thick and thin, protective arms against the enemy, 

rapprochement towards the {oreigners, decor among 

friends. . . . For their friendship, the angels seek the men 

of knowledge, caress them with their wings, remember 

them in their prayers. . . . By knowledge is God obeved, 

throughit He is worshipped. . . . In knowledge the good is 

revealed, loved and implemented, for it 1s the prius of ac- 

tion, the first principle of every good deed.” 

5. Rasa’il, Vol. X, pp. 50-51. 

6. The first complete edition of the Rasa'il was pub- 

lished in Bombay in 1306/1888. This was corrected by Niir 

al Din Jiwa Khin, an Isma'ili, and was mistakenly ascribed to 

Ahmad ‘Abdullah. It included fifty-two tracts, and failed to 

mention the manuscript from which it had been taken. An- 

other edition was published in Cairo in 1347/1928, edited 

by Khayr al Din al ZiriklT from a manuscript in the National 

Library in Cairo. A third edition was published in Beirut by 

Dar Sadir-Dar Beirut in 1378/1958. Al Risdlah al Jami‘ah 

was published by the Arab Academy of Science in Damascus 

in 1347/1948, edited by Jamil Saliba. 
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CHAPTER 13 

The Natural Order 

To raise the question of the relation of Islam to the 

natural order is to seek Islam’s answer to three differ- 

ent inquiries at once; What is nature? How is nature 

knowable? How is nature to be used? The first is a 

question of metaphysics; the second, of epistemology 

or science of nature; the third, of axiology and ethics. 

In the view of Islam, the three parts are interdepen- 

dent. The answer given to one is not only relevant to 

but determines the other two. Together, the three 

inquiries constitute an integral theory of nature pecu- 

liar to Islam. 

WHAT IS NATURE? 

Islam takes nature very seriously. A large portion of 

the Qur'an deals with nature, whether directly or 

indirectly. The nature of nature is determined by five 

principles: profanity, createdness, orderliness, pur- 

posiveness, and subservience. 

Profanity 

The living religions of the world can be divided 

hetween those that see nature as sacred—the 

naturahist —and those that see nature as profane — 

the transcendentalist. Taoism, Mahayana Buddhism, 
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Hinduism, and archaic religions fall in the first cate- 

gory; Theravada Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, 

and Islam fall in the second. Common to the first 

group is the view that God and nature are distinguish- 

able only in the mind; that in reality they are one and 

the same. Nature, they all claim, 1s indeed God, or 

Ultimate Reality. or the Absolute; but the modality in 

which God and nature are presented and understood 

may be different. 

This association is often expressed in myth, be- 

cause the language of myth readily lends itself to such 

expression. Under its terms, naturalistic religions 

hold nature to be numinous, that is, mysterious, 

terrifying, and fascinating. Mystery (hiddenness, - 

comprehensibleness, impenetrability), almightiness 

(overwhelming power, absolute superiority, awe- 

someness), and sublimity (beauty, attractiveness, and 

moving power) are all qualities ascribed to nature. In 

some naturalistic religions the net balance is condem- 

nation of nature as evil, demonic, a degradation of the 

Absolute; in others, the net balance is approbation, 

love, and respect. Both prescribe adoration: the one 

out of reverential fear, the other out of reverential 

love. 

A wall of difference separates the naturalistic reli- 

gions from those of transcendence. In the latter, na-
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ture is profane, the opposite of the sacred. It is devoid 

of nurinous qualities. It is neither terrifying nor mys- 

terious nor fascinating. It is itself, an inexorable pro- 

cess of generation and decay, a clockwork whose 

power is inherent in itself. Whether in its totality, in 

its elements or species, or in its individual objects, 

nature is always itself, not-God, not-sacred, not-Ulti- 

mate Reality. As the religions of transcendence divide 

between theistic and nontheistic varieties, nature is 

regarded as either eternal or ephemeral, as either 

good or evil. For Theravada Buddhism, nature 1s eter- 

nal but evil. Ta#nha, the desire or tendency to change, 

and suffering constitute its essence. For Judaism, 

Christianity, and Islam, nature is ephemeral. In itself, 

it is good; but with reference to what man makes of it, 

or how he conducts himself toward it, it can become 

either good or evil. Generally, this is the substance of 

the agreement among the transcendentalist religions 

in the matter of nature. Certainly, differences among 

them qualify their transcendentalist position, diluting 
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GREAT MEDICAL SCHOOLS AND HOSPITALS IN TURKEY 

City Date Founded Founder(s) 

Kayseri 1205 Sultdna Nagibah Khatun and her brother, 

Sultan Ghiyathuddin Qaykhusro 

Sivas 1217 Sultan ‘Izzuddin Qaygawis 

Amasiya 1308 ‘Anbar bin ‘Abdullah 

Bursa 1400 Bayazid Yilderim 

Istanbul 1470 Fatih Hospital 

Edirne 1488 Bayazid Il 

Manisa 1535 Hafsah, wife of Salim 1 

Istanbul 1539 Khunam, wife of Sulaymin 

Istanbul 1557 Sulayman 

Istanbul 1609 Sultin Ahmad, Ahmad I 

and compromising, or strengthening and emphasizing 

it. Islam stands at the extreme end of this spectrum 

where the profanity of nature is complete and abso- 

lute. Nothing is sacred but the sacred, namely, God; 

and everything else is profane, totally profane in all its 

aspects. That is the meaning of the Islamic profession 

of faith, La ilaha illa Allah (Qur'an 3:18). To attri- 

bute sacredness to nature or to anything in it s to 

commit shirk or association of other beings with God. 

Islam condemned predication of sacredness to nature 

in no uncertain terms. To make of His creatures a part 

of Him (Qur’an 43:15), to call upon anvthing other 

than God for help (39:43), to adore any part of nature 

beside God (40:66), to claim a genealogical connec- 

tion between Him and humans or jinn (37:158), to 

take from the earth anything as divine (21:21)—is 

the capital crime, the unpardonable sin (4:48, 116). In 

Mushm eves, shirk or the ascription of any sacred- 

ness to the profane, to anything in creation, is the 

vilest abomination. When in mystical transport, 

Mansir al Hallaj claimed that sacredness belonged to 

him, he was subjected instantly to the worst possible 

punishment — crucifixion. Previously, when ‘Umar 

ibn al Khattab, under the shock of the Prophet’s 

death, claimed some nonprofane status for him, Abid 

Bakr pushed him aside from the pulpit and said, to the 

approval and delight of all Muslims: “Whoever wor- 

shipped Muhammad, let him know that Muhammad is 

dead. But whoever worshipped God alone, let him 

know that God is eternal and never dies” (Ibn Hi- 

sham, Sirat Rasul Allah, vol. IV, p. 1070). 

Createdness 

Nature, in Islam, is a creature of God, created ex 

nihilo, by the sheer commandment of God for it to be. 

It is absolutely different and other than God Who i1s 

defined as “‘the totally other” or laysa ka mithiih
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shay’(Qur’an 42:11). The otherness of God, meaning 

that reality is dual, one realm being occupied exclu- 

sively by Ged, the transcendent Creator, and the 

other by all else, the creation, is the most emphatic 

lesson Islam had taught. To confuse the creature with 

the Creator, the Qur’in teaches, is a terrible mistake 

because God alone is Creator (13:16). If there were 

more than one unique Creator, heaven and earth, 

Creator and creature, would have fallen to the ground 

and dissolved (21:22). God alone creates and re- 

creates; and no one else does (10:34). Heaven and 

earth and all that is in them are creatures, partaking of 

creatureliness, that is, of coming into being and pass- 

ing away under all the relativities of space and time 

(11:7; 46:3). All creatures were created out of noth- 

ing, commanded to be and they were (2:118; 3:47, 59; 

6:73: 16:40: etcetera). God is indeed capable of de- 

stroying creation and creating it all again in an instant 

(30:40, 10:34). His creation is not a generative act 

[““He has no counterpart, no female co-worker. . . 

He never begets, and is never begotten. He has nei- 

ther match nor parallel” (6:101~-103; 112:1-4)] but 

a mere command (36:80-83). 

Orderliness 

Islam holds nature to be an orderly realm: an event 

occurs as a result of its cause; in turn, its occurrence is 

the cause of another event. The same events point to 

the same causes, and the same causes point to the 

same consequences (Qur'an 65:3, 36:12). Nature is, 

furthermore, a complete order, because all events 

follow the same laws and nothing stands outside of 

them. Indeed, for a creature to be at all, it is to be in 

nature, to fall under its inexorable laws, To be other 

than nature or to stand outside of its laws 1s to be God 

and Creator of nature. This order was implanted in 

nature by God, the Creator Who created and fash- 

ioned it as it 1s. Nothing in it escapes His knowledge, 

and everything in it stands under the laws pertinent to 

it. That is what gives it its orderliness. The causal 

efficacy of each creature is measured; and so are its 

effect and time. Nature is thus a complete and integral 

system of causes and effects without flaw, without 

gap, perfectly patterned by its Creator. “Look into 

His creation for any discrepancy! And look again! Do 

you find any gap in its system? Look again! Your sight, 

having found none, will return to you humbled” 

(Qur'an 67:3-4). This perfection will qualify nature 

as long as it exists; for God’s creation will always be 

the same. The reason is that the patterns of God are 

immutable (48:23). He does not change His ways be- 

cause He stands beyond change. 

Purposiveness 

Each of the objects that constitute nature has been 

assigned a purpose which it must, and will, fulfill. 

“God created everything and assigned to it its 

gadar,” or measure, destiny, role, and purpose 

(Qur'an 25:2, 87:3): Such purpose is built into the 

object as its nature, toward which it moves with inexo- 

rable necessity. It may be obvious and weil-known or 

hidden and almost unknowable. But it is certainly 

there, a “gadaran maqgdira,” specific and precise 

(Qur'an 33:38). Purposiveness is the other side of 

orderliness. The very same relation of two objects in 

nature is causality when viewed theoretically and pur- 

posiveness when viewed axiologically. Better still, as 

our philosophers have said, notably Ibn Sind, the rela- 

tion 17 tofois called causality, but withinit, the formal, 

material, efficient, and final or purposive aspects are 

clearly discernible. Purpose pervades the whole of 

creation without exception. Such exception would fall 

outside God's knowledge and providence and would 

constitute a denial of divine unity and ultimacy. The 

Qur’an affirms: “We have not created heaven and 

earth and all that stands between them in sport. . . 

[Rather] We have created them in righteous- 

ness . . . for the purpose of confuting evil and error 

with truth and value’ (44:38, 21:16). As object in 

nature, man is, in the Islamic view, equally purposive; 

for he is an integral part of the finalistic system that is 

creation, Indeed, Islam declares him to be the purpose 

of all the finalistic chains of nature. This constitutes 

his ecological interdependence with all that is in na- 

ture. 

Subservience 

Islam further affirms that purposiveness i1s not only 

an attribute of every object in nature but 1s also a 

predicate of the totality of nature. God did not create 

the world (in the Qur’an, “heaven and earth’’} in vain 

but for a purpose, namely, that man may do the good 

works (Qur’an 11:7, 18:7, 67:2). Islam therefore af- 

firms an end, a purpose to creation, and conceives of 

that purpose as the moral works of man. To this end, 

God provided the necessary instruments. He 

equipped man with eyes and sight, with hearing and 

language, and with reason and understanding, so that 

he would be able to perform in the world (17:36, 

46:26, 22:46). As to those who neglect to use this 

God-given equipment with which to understand na- 

ture, Islam declares them worthy of chastisement. 

The subservience of nature to man means that the 

purpose that God assigned to each object is ultimately 

to lead to man’s good, that man can use it to achieve



felicity. It also means that God has made nature mal- 

leable, capable of receiving the causal efficacy of man, 

of keeping its causal threads open to further determi- 

nation by him, and to make his input successful in 

bringing about the desired objective of human action. 

This 1s what the Qur’'an has expressed by the idea of 

taskhtr, Sun, stars and moon, heaven and earth, ani- 

mals, plants and things, clouds, air and all the ele- 

ments are all subservient to man {Qur'an 13:2, 31:20, 

22:65, etcetera). It is man'’s title to use nature as he 

pleases. For taskhir of nature is not only for survival 

but for zinah or pleasure as well (37:6). Indeed, the 

teleological system of nature itself is purposive in the 

higher sense of fulfilling the instrumental ends neces- 

sary for man's moral exercise. Such higher instru- 

mentalism of nature is impossible without nature’s 

orderliness. Nature, therefore, is essentially good; 

and its goodness is its perfect instrumentality to 

man's actualization of value which in turn is the pur- 

pose of creation. The Qur’an affirmed that God cre- 

ated men only to serve Him (51:56), and defined that 

service as a divine trust which neither angels (2:30), 

nor heaven, earth, and mountains could carry because 

it requires moral freedom. According to Islam, this is 

the meaning of human life, of time and history; man is 

God’s khalifah or vicegerent on earth, to the end of 

realizing the moral values that are the higher part of 

God's will. This significance of man is indeed cosmuc, 

since the cosmos itself was created for his sake. 

HOW IS NATURE KNOWABLE? 

Necessity of Natural Knowledge 

Islam holds that the totality of the world was cre- 

ated out of nothing. Within the world, things are cre- 

ated or come to be through natural causes, by means 

of material, formal, efficient, and final causes built by 

the Creator into nature. The relations of these causes 

to their effects are always the same, thus constituting 

patternsin nature, or ways by which things are gener- 

ated, by which they grow, change, die and decompose, 

and are regenerated. These patterns are the laws of 

nature. They govern all existents in nature, whether 

in their coming to be, their “life”” or relations with 

other existents, or their passing out of existence. It is 

this aspect of creation that makes it a cosmos, an 

orderly realm, a theater where objects are, and events 

happen, in accordance with laws; where observation, 

study, and discovery of these laws are possible be- 

cause of their permanence and constancy, and where 

prediction of events is possible. The orderliness of the 
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universe requires that there be no causal gaps in it. 

Everything is the effect of causes, and the cause of 

other effects. Like causes produce like effects; and 

like effects necessarily imply like causes, thus making 

the world a web of interrelated, interdependent 

causal relations, repeating and thus making them- 

selves discoverable. To discover and establish the va- 

lidity of these patterns or laws, of their application or 

instantiation in the events of nature, is science. 

Science, therefore, requires—and its possibility 

implies — causality as first law of all that is or happens 

in nature. Without causality, that is, without the cer- 

tainty that identical causes will lead to identical ef- 

fects, the possibility of science suffers and may itself 

fall altogether. If some rocks could fall toward the 

center of the earth when not impeded in their fall by 

another cause, and other rocks could fall away from 

the center of the earth under identical conditions, 

then no law of gravity could ever be established, or 

even discovered. Natural order tolerates no causal 

gaps. [t is universal as well as necessary. 

The old comparison of nature to clockwork is in- 

deed true. Within the cosmos, regularity is both regu- 

lative and constitutive. It distinguishes our world 

from chaos. Islam fully affirms cosmic regularity or 

causality within nature. Unequivocally, Islam de- 

clared nature to be a perfectly ordered realm and 

systematically removed from the Prophet Muham- 

mad every doubt that by, through, or for the sake of 

man, the natural order could be broken. 

All the foregoing qualities of nature, therefore, are 

necessary for science. On the one hand, the necessity 

of profanity and regularity are obvious. Without them, 

there may be myth, but no science. On the other, 

purposiveness and subservience are necessitated by 

morality. Purposiveness is another perspective of 

causality and is inseparable from it. [t does not matter 

whether or not the processes of nature are deter- 

mined by man’s welfare. Indeed, earthquakes, explo- 

sions, floods, droughts, fires, pestilences, and other 

natural catastrophes tell a different tale than the ser- 

vice of man. What is important is that the processes of 

nature be so interrelated as to provide for nature's 

continuity and regularity. Whether nature serves God 

or some other power, its continuity and regularity are 

sufficient to make it a viable arena for man’s en- 

deavor. Subservience is necessary if man 1s to be 

effective as a moral agent, if his actions are to make 

any difference at all in history. Actually, morality and 

ethics, revelation and religion, would all be m vain if 

creation were unchangeable, if man lived in an envi- 

ronment where nature is not malleable, where 

humans are unable to translate their decisions and 
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desires into facts of nature. In such a world, the work 

of religion would all be done and finished. A human Jife 

whose total net effect in creation and history is nil 1$ 

not the ideal contemplated by any religion, certainly 

not by Islam. The value of life as well as that of religion 

and morality are both based upon the possibility of 

contributing some change to creation. Otherwise, the 

notions themselves of good - evil, righteous - viclous, 

desirable —undesirable would become meaningless. 

No one would stand under any moral or religious obli- 

gation because that necessarily implies the capacity to 

change the course of nature. 

Possibility of Natural Knowledge 

Islam strongly affirms that a continuing and regu- 

lar nature such as we find creation to be is indeed 

possible as object of human knowledge. First, it 1s 

observable and measurable since it functions accord- 

ing tolaws or patterns. The Qur'an repeatedly affirms 

that the patterns of God are immutable (30:30, 

33:62). Human knowledge of these eternal patterns 

may be immediate through revelation; or painstak- 

ingly slow, tentative, and always incomplete, through 

rational examination. Islam maintains that the will of 

God is legible in either of two books: The Qur'an, 
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revealed by God to His Prophet in clear Arabic; and 

nature, the book for anyone to “read” through obser- 

vation, measurement, nazar or intellection and con- 
sideration, and testing in experience. Nature will not 

fail to yield its secrets —the eternal divine patterns 

—t0 anyone seriously applying himself to the task 

and allowing nature to speak for itself through experi- 

ence. The laws of nature are hypotheses reached 

through observation and experimentation. This in- 

volves isolation of the factors or causes and effects 

operating in a phenomenon, their observation and 

measurement, and the amendment or confirmation of 

the hyvpotheses in experience. 

The knowledge of nature is never complete. It is 

infinite at both extremities, the microcosmic and the 

macrocosmic. Creation Is infinitely small, infinitely 

large, and infinitely complex. Investigation of any nat- 

ural phenomenon reveals a baffling complexity of de- 

terminants affecting it, and an equally baffling com- 

plexity of effects arising from it. A whole “field” of 

causes and a whole “field” of effects is a truer de- 

scription of any phenomenon of nature than a single 

line or nexus of cause and effect. A “field” is an infinite 

number of factors which converge on any point of 

space-time and diverge therefrom in another infinite 

“feld’” of effects. It is not surprising, therefore, that 

an examination of the works of nature is an infinite 

proposition; for such is in fact an examination of the 

work of God. Obviously, infinite knowledge is not the 

prerogative of humans but of God. 
Two questions remain to be answered by Islam if 

we are to clarify its relation to natural science. First, 

may humans possess an adequate portion of it? Sec- 

ond, is such knowledge trustworthy? Islam’s answer 

to the first question is a dynamic affirmation. Man’s 

fulfillment of the tasks of vicegerency is directly pro- 

portional to the command one has of the jaws of na- 

ture. “Those who know,” The Qur’an asks rhetori- 

cally, “are they the equals of those who don’t?” 

Indeed, the more one knows, the more apt he is to 

recognize God as God.' Consequently, the works of 

the former must exceed and excel those of the latter, 

and so does their respective merit. In the same vein, 

the Prophet equated the ink of the scholar with the 

blood of the martyr. Since there is no limit (o the 

individual’s or group’s effort to seek knowledge, ade- 

quacy is a function of their self-application and success 

in obtaining knowledge. 

Islam’s answer to the second question is no less 

affirmative. The knowledge of nature is indeed trust- 

worthy, Islam affirms, on three counts. First, natural 

knowledge is a part of the general knowledge of the 

divine will which is trustworthy with a necessity flow- 
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ing from the whole purpose of creation. The relevance 

of the divine will for anything and the validity of the 

divine purpose fall to the ground unless real knowl- 

edge of the divine will is possible for man. Second, the 

trustworthiness of human knowledge of nature is nec- 

essary because morality and religion demand it. As we 

have seen earlier, without reasonable assurance that 

a certain cause will and does in fact lead to a certain 

result, moral striving as well as living in general lose 

their mooring and become questionable. Third, Islam 

teaches that human knowledge of nature, if sought 

carefully and honestly, is trustworthy because God, 

the Author of the patterns as well as the drama of 

humanity, is not a mischievous trickster but a most 

heneficent and merciful God. Humans were not given 

their faculties of knowledge to be fooled by them, nor 

were they placed in an arena where they were re- 

quired by God to do the good but were not equipped to 

bring about its actualization in creation. To say, how- 

ever, that human knowledge of nature is trustworthy 

is not to say that it is apodeictically certain. The dif- 

ference between trustworthiness and apodeictic cer- 

tainty is great; and it occupied a fair portion of the 

thought of Muslim philosophers. 

Al Farabi, Ibn Sind, and Ibn Rushd maintained that 

knowledge of nature, because it takes nothing for 

granted and subjects everything to evidence, is ratio- 

nal, necessary, and true. Its conclusions are apodeic- 

tically certain on account of these grounds. When 

evidence confirms an observed regularity, the result- 

ant knowledge is certain. The philosophers agreed 

that nature was patterned and regular, and so they 

were confident that rational knowledge of it was cer- 

tain knowledge of reality. In nature, they thought, 

discrepancies were only apparent and could be cor- 

rected with further research. When the possibility of 

discrepancy is removed with critical application of the 

scientific method, the result is rational knowledge 

that is true and certain. The philosophers’ view was 

an absolutization of the regularity of natural phenom- 
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ena coupled with overconfidence in the human power 

of rational intellection. 

Tt was Abdl Hamid al Ghazali (d. 505/1111) who 

rose to the challenge the philosophers presented. 

Their position was unassailable as far as the regularity 

of nature in itself was concerned. That is also the 

position of the Qur'an. But whereas Islamic theology 

assumes natural regularity to be a product of divine 

providence, philosophy assumes it to be a factum of 

nature as such, without recourse to divine providence 

or need for a divine being at all. Without divine provi- 

dence, natural regularity is asserted as a fact of meta- 

physics, capable of standing by itself. 

Like David Hume a millennium later, al Ghazali 

questioned this claim for metaphysical regularity in 

his Tahafut al Faldsifah. What the philosophers 

claimed to be proof, al Ghazali charged, was merely a 

claim devoid of proof. The claim stated that a certain 

state or phenomenon B follows upon A when it con- 

tains all the factors necessary for B to emerge. “Fol- 

lowing after,”” however, is not “following from”’; and 

no matter how regular it is, “following after'” cannot 

constitute evidence for “following from” nor explain 

or justify it. For that a different kind of evidence than 

mere repetition is needed, “Following after” is repe- 

tition; “following from” is causality. The latter, if 

known, gives apodeictic knowledge, capacity to pre- 

dict, and necessary repetition, But repetition by itself 

can never constitute evidence of necessity; the suspi- 

cion that it may be accidental or contingent may never 

be removed. 

How then does man classify phenoinena as causes 

and effects when there is nothing but a repetition of 

them? And how does it happen that in most cases of 

prediction based upon repetition, the predicted effect 

does come to be? Al Ghazdli answered, as George 

Santayana was to do in our times, that repetition 

breeds habit of mind; and that humans, like Pavlov’s 

dog, become accustomed to associate what follows 

with that which precedes and call them cause and 

effect. Necessary causality is therefore not a fact of 

nature but an invention of the mind ascribed to nature 

in the faith that, given a “cause,” its so-called effect 

will follow. This faith of the scientist-observer of na- 

ture who does not postulate divine providence and the 

divine agency of all events in nature 1s naive, a mere 

tendency of animal nature, It is devoid of metaphysical 

foundation, supported by no epistemological evi- 

dence, a mere piece of wishful thinking. But where 

divine providence and active agency are recognized as 

anecessity of reason, the faith that, given cause A, its 

effect B will follow becomes a necessary conclusion of 

arational system. God, the Creator of the universe, its 

unique and supreme Lord, Master, Sustainer, and 

Cause, has ordered nature so that it may be the arena 

in which humnans live their lives and distinguish them- 

selves in their moral deeds. 

Causality, therefore, is neither necessary nor a 

metaphysical factum of an autonomous nature. 

Rather, it is the ordering of nature by the beneficent 

God. It is necessary by and through this divine benefi- 

cence. Contingency or indeterminacy will always 

characterize it; and this fact does not preclude the 

scientist convinced of the divine agency of all events 

to think and speak of causality in terms of necessity. 

For such a scientist is apodeictically certain that God 

will not alter His patterns arbitrarily, but will maintain 

them eternally and immutably, as He promised, to 

enable man to act morally and justify himself. This 

conception of nature to which al Ghazal's reasoning 

led him nearly a thousand years ago is essentially the 

same as that which is dawning upon modern man 

today. For several centuries scientists struggled 

against the magisterium of the Church regarding cos- 

mology and nature. They succeeded in establishing an 

autonomous science devoid of metaphysical founda- 

tions. They claimed, like the Muslim philosophers, 

that causality was the necessary law of nature; and 

they conceived of nature as an autonomous, closed 

mechanical system, devoid of gaps, but needing noth- 

ing outside of it to put it in order. This view reigned 

unquestioned in the nineteenth century. At present, 

hardly any scientist entertains this view of the uni- 

verse. Relativity, indeterminacy, space and atomic 

research, and ecology have shaken that view. Today, 

the world of science is groping for a new view that will 

do justice to the new discoveries. Certainly, the [s- 

lamic view which crystallized in al Ghazali's vision is a 

strong contender. For the Muslim, however, scien- 

tific knowledge of nature will remain inadequate as 

long as it does not take into consideration both the 

presence and the content of the divine will. 

Desirability of the Knowledge of Nature 

Islam taught these lessons to its adherents and 

prompted them to look into nature. The verses of the 

Qur'an that command, warn, advise, and entice 

humans to observe the phenomena of nature —the 

succession of day and night; the movement of stars, 

sun and moon, and other heavenly bodies; generation 

and decay; life, growth, and death; of psychic eventsin 

individuals; and of social events in groups and in the 

broader movement of history, are too numerous to 

list. The variety and beauty of flowers, trees, and 

fruits; of tribes, nations, cultures, and ethnic entities; 

of mountains, valleys, rivers, and plains; of seas, cli- 

mates, and storms-~all are @vat (signs or indices)



pointing to the Creator and Source of order, according 

to the Qur’an. Humans are enjoined to look into them, 

to investigate and understand them, to see them in 

the right perspective which applies to them as well as 

to the overall order or pattern of God. Islam called 
evervone to be a scientist investigating every field 

and aspect of nature; a historian examining every 

chapter of human and group behavior through the 

centuries. It called for this widest possible scholar- 

ship, confident that men will find Islam’s claims for 

God and His providence, for nature, for man and his- 

tory, confirmed. It made it a point of faith to discern 

the patterns of God in nature, an act of piety to articu- 

late those patterns correctly and adequately; and an 

act of charity to teach them to others. It required its 

adherents to ascertain the movement of time and to 

locate precisely their geographical position on the 

earth, especially when they travel, and to find water 

and expurgate themselves of dirt, as prerequisites of 

worship and performance of ritual. 

Under the impetus Islam provided, the science of 

nature became the hobby of the masses. Paupers and 

kings competed to obtain knowledge. In the search for 

knowledge that followed the Futihat (the campaigns 

to spread Islam) and after coming into contact with 

the heirs of ancient knowledge — Greek, Mesopota- 

mian, Persian, and Indian — everybody felt himself to 

be a conscript. No energy and no wealth was too 

precious to spend on this enterprise. Islam's religious 

encouragement of science broke the monopolies of 

the hermits, of churches and temples, and caused the 

treasuries and warehouses of knowledge to be in- 

vaded and their contents popularized among the 

masses. Islam was responsible for the fantastic tales 

of bags of jewels and gold paid for a few pages of a 

forsaken pharmacological or astronomical manu- 

script; of adventurous travel of thousands of miles in 

search of a person who might provide an insight into a 

mathematical problem. Science became the occupa- 

tion of the masses; human history had never seensuch 

a vast proliferation of scientific research and knowl- 

edge before. The scientific advances made by new 

converts to Islam were spectacular, In Central and 

Southeast Asia and in Africa particularly, men moved 

from Stone Age shamanism and animism directly into 

modernity upon conversion to Islam. The artifacts 

they left us from their first [slamic century (Stone Age 

tools, the highest available technology in the world at 

that time) testify to this tremendous jump of the 

human spirit under the aegis of Islam. 

God, Islam held, created the world and implanted 

init His immutable patterns that make it a cosmos. He 

designed it in a way calling for wonder: perfect, or- 

derly, malleable, its parts causally and teleologically 
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bound to one another, and its totality subservient to 

man. He invited man to study and investigate nature, 

to make the necessary deduction, and thus to recog- 

nize, worship, and serve Him. Indeed, He severely 

chastised those who were slow in looking into nature 

and did not reach the necessary conclusion regarding 

Him. 

Islam and the Scientific Method 

The fragmentation of knowledge into pursuits that 

use the scientific method and those that do not is a 

modern phenomenon. It came in the West with the 

rise of the sciences of nature in the sixteenth century. 

As scientists succeeded in liberating themselves from 

the magisterium of the Church and established a via- 

hle legacy, the “‘social sciences’” followed and, in the 

hands of Auguste Comte, wrestled their freedom from 

the same magisterium, leaving the knowledge of man 

— philosophy, literature, the arts, language, and 

religion — to the “‘humanities.”” Underlying this out- 

come was the judgment that the sciences of nature 

follow a critical method and therefore lead to a sure 

knowledge of the truth. The social sciences disso- 

ciated themselves from the humanities and called 

themselves “‘sciences’” because they adopted the sci- 

entific method and thereby guaranteed for them- 

selves a portion of the truth alongside the sciences of 

nature. In an age dominated by romanticism, the hu- 

manities were left to cover what was left of human 

life — the realms of passion and feeling, of hope and 

beauty. But the division had already condemned them 

to the realm of opinion, where subjective truth may be 

expressed, but where no objective truth can be found. 

Philosophy remained uncategorized until in the twen- 

tieth century empiricism and analysis had swung it 

either on the side of the natural sciences or on that of 

conventional instrumentalism where it lost its rele- 

vance. 

The cause of this development was the scientific 

method; and this was defined as the method of arriv- 

ing at the truth of nature by observation, hypothesis, 

and experimentation. The method was further char- 

acterized by defining data and evidence in purely ma- 

terial terms, observable by sense and quantitatively 

measurable. Muslim thinkers have raised serious 

questions regarding the propriety of this ““scientific 

method” when applied to the social sciences.? They 

have raised no less crucial questions regarding its 

adequacy when applied to the natural sciences in an 

age where valueless, amoral science seems to be lead- 

ing the world to ruin.® Such criticisms, however, do 

not affect observation, hypothesis, and experimenta- 

tion based on sensory, measurable data. In them- 
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Hustration 18.1 

Miniature painting from an [slamic manuscript depicting a 

professor of applied science and his students. {Courtesy 

Kuwait Foundation for Scientific Progress.] 

selves, these measures of seeking knowledge remain 

immune and valid. The question therefore is whether 

this method is the exclusive invention of modern Eu- 

rope. 

‘IIm or figh (sciénce or knowledge) was first used 

by Muslims in connection with the knowledge of the 

revelation, its data, traditions, and meanings. As such 

it preservedits linguistic meaning. It began to acquire 

a technical meaning when it was applied to the knowl- 

edge of the law of God. There it meant knowledge 

through istidlal (caling for evidence), seeking 

through evidence to make the unknown known. For 

all, istidlal implied observation of the data and their 

examination through experimentation, measure- 

ment, and more observation. A further distinction 

was made between istigra’ (allowing the data to 

speak for themselves) and ¢stinbat (drawing from the 

data what is internal to themselves). The former is 

identical to the empirical, inductive method, the latter 

is so to the analytical method. This is in evidence 

everywhere, especially in the medical achievements 

of Jabir ibn Hayyan (d. 198/813), Ibn al Haytham (d. 

431/1039), and AbG al Rayhin al Biram (d 

440/1048). 

It is evident from their works that the Muslim 

scientists were quite critical of the ancients— 

Greeks, Near Easterners, Indians and Persians— 

whom they regarded with utmost respect, as well as 

of their own predecessors. Ibn al Nafis declared that 

dissection had proven both Galen and Ibn Sma wrong; 
and al Birani refused to accept any statement of the 

masters without testing it in experience and confirm- 

ing it by examination. The Muslims were aware both 

of the importance of sensory evidence and of the 

weakness and default of the human senses. Hence 

they developed instruments to correct and expand the 

sensory evidence, and would repeat experiments as a 

means to test results and avoid error. Jabir ibn 

Hayyan had a special name for scientific experiment, 

al tadrib; and Ibn al Haytham called it af i ‘tibar. 

HOW IS NATURE TO BE USED? 

Islam’s answer was direct and unequivocal. “It is God 

Who created heaven and earth . . . that you may 

distinguish yourselves by your better deeds” (Qur’an 

11:7). In another passage, the Qur’an asserted: ‘“‘God 

created life and death that you may prove your moral 

worth in your good deeds” (67:2). All Muslims there- 

fore agree that nature was meant to be used for a 

moral end. It was not created in vain or sport (21:16) 

but as the theater and means for moral striving. In 

itself it is neither good nor beautiful; but it was made 

by God both good and beautiful to the end of serving 

man and enabling him to do the good deeds. Its good- 
ness is derived from that of the divine purpose. For 
the Muslim, nature is a #: ‘mah, a blessed gift of God’s 
bounty, granted to man to use and to enjoy, to trans- 

form in any way with the aim of achieving ethical 
value. Nature is not man’s to possess or to destroy, or 

to usein any way detrimental to himself and to human- 

ity, or toitself as God's creation. Since nature is God’s 
work, His ayah or sign, and the instrument of His 
purpose which is the absolute good, nature enjoys in 

the Muslim’s eye a tremendous dignity. The Muslim



Hiustration 18.2 

Anatomical drawing of a horse from a fifteenth-century 

manuscript in the Library of Istanbul University. [Courtesy 

Saudi Arabian Airlines.] 

treats nature with respect and deep gratitude to its 

beneficial Creator and Bestower. Any transformation 

of it must have a purpose clearly beneficiai to all be- 

fore it can be declared legitimate. 

Thus Muslims suffer from no hangups or com- 

plexes regarding their use of nature. God has ordained 

it for their use which they exercise innocently without 

any feeling of guilt. Nor do they see nature as an evil 

spirit, fallen god, or enemy worthy of defiance, cap- 

ture, and subjugation. It is not a demonic force. Nor do 

Muslims see nature as an embodiment of a god or a 

good spirit, as anything numinous, which they should 

fear, love, or adore. The Qur’an’s statement that any- 

thing of nature is an dyazh does not mean that there is 

any ontological relation between Creator and crea- 

ture. The creature is in no sense the Creator; but, 

because it is a creature, it points to a Creator that 

caused it to be and sustained it in space-time. Between 

man and nature, there is in Islam neither enmity and 

war nor adoration; indeed, there is no personal rela- 

tion whatever. As the work of God, nature commands 

respect and awe. Its complexity and regularity, its 

design and organic character, its malleability and sub- 

servience to man are cause for man to wonder, to 

appreciate God’s creation, and to turn to Himin praise 

and obedience. 
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THE MUSLIMS’ ACHIEVEMENTS 
IN HISTORY 

The achievements we are Lo survey in this section 

may well be termed ““‘Arab” despite the fact that a fair 

number of them were brought about by men who 

were not Arab. The reason is twofold. First, even 

non-Arabs wrote in the Arabic language, which they 

regarded as their own and of which they were ex- 

tremely proud. Second, nobody — except Westerners 

and those Muslims who were indoctrinated by them 

—defined Arabness in terms of ethnicity. For all of 

them, as for the Arabs of the Peninsula through the 

ages, Arabness was always and invariably a matter of 

language. 

The same achievements may well be termed Mus- 

lim or Islamic despite the fact that some were the 

achievements of Sabaeans, Jews, and Christians. 

There are again two reasons. First, the works of non- 

Muslims constitute a very small portion of the whole 

and belong either to the preparatory period or that of 

collection and systematization, but not to that of cre- 

ative flowering. Second, the non-Muslim contributors 

were in the service of Muslims as their employees, 

directed to produce what Muslims desired to see pro- 

duced. Their non-Islamic religions had nothing to do 

with their works, these being totally determined by 

the Islamic categories and values of their employers, 

colleagues, and the milieu in which they lived. Their 

works were part of an [slamic culture, determined by 

an Islamic worldview, ordered by Islamic categories. 

Hence the two appellations — Arab and Islamic —are 

justified; and the latter is preferable because 1t is more 

general and more inclusive and has the prior connota- 

tion of first principles and values, the culture as a 

whole, rather than merely its linguistic medium. 

Medicine and Public Health 

In Islam, the human body, its faculties and func- 

tions, and its consequent health and welfare, were 

object of wonder and appreciation. The Qur'an re- 

ferred to them on many occasions and declared them 

areas where the patterns of God obtain (23:14). The 

Prophet, in pursuit of that spirit, affirmed: “Do take 

medicines for your ills. God created no allment but 

established for it an antidote except old age. When the 

antidote is applied, the patient will recover with God’s 

permission.” These directives provided the positive 

impetus necessary for the development of a science of 

medicine built upon empirical laws tested in everyday 

experience. The condemnation by the Qur'an and the 

hadith of magic and its practices alienated the Mus- 

lims against those pursuits, and oriented them toward 
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Hlustration 18.3 

Illustration of treatment for fractures and dislocations from 

Islamic Scientific Manuscripts. The excerpt deals with bone 
setting: 1. vertebrae column; 2. shoulder; 3. collarbone; 4. 

arm; 5. thigh; 6. lower leg; 7. foot; 8. jaw. [{Courtesy Kuwait 

Foundation for Scientific Progress.] 

genuine medicine and public health care. The faith 

that every disease has its antidote urged the Muslims 

to scan the world of minerals, plants, and animals in 

search of an antidote, to develop a sophisticated 

science of pharmacology. This was an occasion in 

which religion became allied to an exact and empirical 
science of the body, encouraged its development, and 

condemned all previous practices that were not scien- 

tific. 

The general pursuit of scientific knowledge which 

Islam highly recommended found in medicine an ex- 

tremely attractive field, partly because of the immedi- 

ate benefits of which it was capable, and partly on 

account of the veneration with which the medical 

knowledge and profession had been held in the past. In 

a number of centers such as Ruha, al Hirah, Jundisha- 

pir, and Harran, Christian and Sabaean doctors, many 

of whom had run away from Church persecution and 

found refuge in the buffer states between Persia and 

Byzantium, had built a viable tradition of medical 

knowledge. The Muslims employed them, sat at their 

feet to learn from them, and commissioned them to 

translate their books and records into Arabic. JurjT bin 

Bakhtishu‘ (d. 215/830) was employed by al Mansiir 

as court physician. Taught by their father, Bakhti- 

shii”s sons continued in the same employment. 

Yihanna ibn Masawayh (d. 243/857) was asked to 

teach his profession to Muslims. Hunayn ibn Ishaq (d. 

260/873) was appointed by al Ma’miin as head of Dar 

al Hikmah (The House of Wisdom), and was commis- 

sioned with his colleagues and pupils to procure and 

translate the whole legacy of medical and scientific 

knowledge into Arabic. 
Thus Islamic medicine was born and began to grow 

rapidly. Its first achievement was the general assess- 
ment and review of the legacy of classical antiquity, 

and of Persian and Hindu scientific writings. This leg- 

acy was researched and proofed, systematized and 

translated, and given new categories agreeing with 

the general principles of Islamic religion and culture. 

Among its earliest Muslim masters were ‘Abdullah 

ibn Sahl Rabban al Tabari (d. 241/855), author of 

Firdaws al Hikmah, and Ya'qub al Kindi, the founder 

of Muslim Hellenized philosophy (d. 260/873). Medi- 

cine found its honorable place as the queen of the 

sciences of nature. Knowledge of nature and knowl- 

edge of religion were inseparable twins, complement- 

ing and supporting each other. That is why a fair 

number of the treatises on the sciences of nature 

were included under the general rubric of fawhid* 

Enriched by scores of new words and concepts which 

the translators devised in order to give a precise ren- 

dering to the new sciences, the Arabic languages pro- 

vided the medium for communicating as well as devel- 

oping the new knowledge. So ample were its 

resources that soon medical treatises, hike those of 

grammar a century earlier, began to be composed In 

poetry. The science of medicine prompted the devel- 

opment of pharmacology, and this, of botany and 

chemistry, of physiology and surgery. Baghdad 

counted 869 physicians who presented themselves to 

the licensing examination set up by the government of 

Caliph al Mugtadir in 319/931. From that date on, 

physicians, pharmacists, and hospitals were super- 

vised by the muhtasth, the officer in charge of the 
hisbah (see Chapter 7). 

The art of diagnosis consisted of three parts: his- 

tory of the case, which included the health situation of 

the household and all its members; investigation of



the patient’s urine (al tafsirah), body temperature, 

smell, and other apparent conditions; examination of 

the pulse. 

The city of Baghdad had already built its medical 

schools and attached to them hospitals and outpatient 

clinics in which the students practiced, and the 

teachers taught and did research. The first hospital 

was built by Walid ibn ‘Abdul Malik, the Umawi caliph, 

in 88/706, according to al Maqrizi. Later, Muslim 

hospitals divided into those dealing with either mental 

or physical diseases, the latter being divided between 

contagious and noncontagious diseases. The Muslims 

also invented the ambulant hospital: a hospital carried 

on camelback in caravan style complete with beds, 

food, water, medicines, operating and isolation 

rooms, and a crew of doctors, nurses, attendants, 

officers, and servants. The ambulant hospital traveled 

from city to city or village to village, to attend to 

epidemics and the victims of natural catastrophes. 

Muslim hospitals were also equipped with recre- 

ational materials and some employed musicians. The 

ambulant hospital had the privilege to set up camp 

within the prisons as well, in order to attend to pris- 

oners and guards. Whenever it came to a town that did 

not have a permanent hospital, the poor, the handi- 

capped, the wayfarer, the miserable, and the outcast 

all enjoved its benefits. There were hospitals for men 

and hospitals for women. Every hospital had its own 

pharmacy, kitchen, clothes-making factory, ard li- 

brary. As in modern times, Muslim physicians taught 

in their colleges and hospitals in the morning, and 

attended to their private practices in the afternoon. 

Hospitals were built, maintained, and operated e1- 

ther at the expense of government or of perpetual 

endowments (wagf, pl. awqaf ) by individual donors. 

Their services were always free. The resident physi- 

cians and their students were regarded, like all other 

college professors and students, as public servants 

dedicating their time and energy to the pursuit of 

knowledge in fulfillment of a major commandment of 

God. 
One of the most famous hospitals was built by 

Ahmad ibn Tilan in Cairo in 259/872. It opened its 

doors to all patients whatever the ailments afflicting 

them. The patient was divested of clothing, jewelry, 

and any personal possessions carried on the body; and 

these were kept for him in the hospital safe until 

departure from the hospital. Dar al Shifa’ Hospital, 

built in Cairo in 683/1284 by Qalawin, remained in 

operation up to the Napoleonic invasion of Egypt in 

1213/1798, when it was turned into a psychiatric 

hospital exclusively. It is still in existence today. Al 

Mugtadir built a new hospital in Baghdad in 303/915 

which became famous because of the medical exper- 
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tise of its director, Sinan ibn Thabit. Later in the same 

century, Baghdad saw the construction of another 

great hospital, Al ‘Adudi, which had twenty-four resi- 

dent physicians, a huge medical library, lecture halls, 

and hundreds of students from all corners of the Mus- 

lim world. It was Ibn Ab@i Usaybi‘ah (668/1269) who 
preserved this and much more information about Is- 

lamic medicine, hospitals, and physicians in his 7aba- 

qat al A¢ibba’, a history of medicine and a Who's Who 

of its great men. 
Islamic medicine was divided into two main parts: 

theory and practice. Under the former, knowledge 

was divided into five disciplines. Under physiology 

seven constituents of the human body were recog- 

nized, each of which became the subject of a special- 

ized discipline. The practice part was divided mto 

therapeutics or the science of curing disease, and hy- 

giene or preventive medicine. The former was divided 

into surgery, drug therapy, and dietary therapy and 

regimental therapy, which included such measures as 

cauterization, diaphoresis, vomiting, leeching, mas- 

sage, physical exercise, fomentation, purging, vene- 

section, cupping, etcetera. To these, the Muslims 

added in the following century the specializations of 

dentistry, obstetrics and gynecology, opthalmology, 

pediatrics, and psychiatry. Their practice was gov- 

erned by an expanded Hippocratic oath which com- 

hined medical service with devotion to God. 

Prevention of ill health was regarded as requiring 

balance and harmony between six pairs of opposites: 

Excretion and retention, psychic movement and rest, 

bodily movement and rest, sleep and wakefulness, too 

much and too little food and drink, and too much or too 

little air. The Muslims devoted a great deal of their 

medical talent to preventive medicine, in the faith that 

it was more important than the science of therapeu- 

tics. The physician ‘All ibn ‘Abbas devoted thirty-one 

chapters of his book Al Sina‘ah al Tibbiyyah (The 

Medical Profession) to the prevention of disease and 

maintenance of good health. 

In order to teach anatomy to their students, the 

Muslim colleges of medicine resorted to dissection of 

dead bodies, as a number of reports have affirmed. 

For example, in his book Al Ifadah wal I'tibar, ‘Abdul 

Latif al Baghdadi reports that he had access toa large 

pile of human skeletons and corpses {rom which he 

learned truths contrary to what he read in the works 

of Galen and others. The claim that the shari‘ah had 

prohibited dissection to Muslims is not true; for the 

shari‘ah permits the prohibited if it leads to the good 

of the people. Later Muslims in their decay stopped 

practicing dissection and justified their action by 

claiming sha#i‘ah prohibition. Thanks to the under- 

standing of the earlier generations, dissection was 
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practiced, anatomy learned, and surgery developed. 

Khalaf Abdl Qasim al Zahrawi (d. 414/1013) was the 

greatest surgeon of his century. He wrote Al Tasrif 

Liman ‘Ajiza ‘an al Ta'lifand devoted a great por- 

tion of it to surgery and its tools and practices. He was 

the inventor of methods to break up and extract 

stones in kidney or bladder. 
The Muslims were the first to discover that epi- 

demics arise from contagion through touch and air. 

Touching the clothing of the patient also led to conta- 

gion. They were the first to use anesthesia in surgery, 

which they called al murgid (that which puts to 

sleep), by placing a sponge soaked with the hquid on 

the patient’s nose and mouth. They were also the first 

to cauterize wounds in surgery, and to stop bleeding 

by applying ice or cold water. 

Some of the greatest physicians the Muslim world 

has produced were the following: 

AblG Bakr Muhammad al Razi (d. 311/932) was 

undoubtedly the greatest physician of the world in the 

Middle Ages. He began his career as a musician (a 

lutanist), then switched to the study of philosophy 

under Abd Zayd al Balkhi and finaily to medicine at the 

Baghdad hospital. There, he wrote his book Al Mu- 

farvabat. In 290/902, at the call of Manstir ibn Ishaq, 

he moved to Al Rayy to head its hospital. There, he 

wrote most of his medical books and dedicated them 

to his patron, entitling one of them Al Tibb al 

Mansiiriin his honor. He also wrote a book on psychi- 

atry, which he entitled Al Tibb al Rithani. He was the 

first toinsist that his students continue with postgrad- 

uate studies in medicine in order to enrich the disci- 

pline. His crowning work was Al Haw? ft al T1bb, an 
encyclopedia of all the medical knowledge of his age. 

It was translated into Latin by Faraj ibn Salim and 

printed in 1486 C.E., the first medical book ever 

printed in Europe. He was the first to make use of 

music to heal his patients. He arranged his students in 

concentric circles around patients so all could partici- 

pate and to enable the newer students (outer circle) to 

learn from the clder (inner circles). For the first time 

in human history, he distinguished between smallpox 

and measles. He established pediatrics as an autono- 

mous discipline and wrote a textbook on the subject. 

He discovered the relation of sunstroke to the circula- 

tion of the blood, and preduced several works on the 

chemical properties of elements — mineral, animal, 

and vegetal—and on therr powers to cure certain 

diseases. 

Abt ‘Al Husayn Ibn Sina (d. 428/1037) was famed 

both as physician and as philosopher. His work Al 

Qanin f1 al Tibb was the largest ever written. It 

remained the ultimate reference in medicine for cen- 

turies and did not cede its place of superiority until the 

nineteenth century, being the standard textbook of 

medicine the world over for over 700 years. Wher- 

ever he traveled, Ibn Sina conducted experiments and 

examined medical records and live cases to confirm 

his older findings. He conducted surgical operations 

for the treatment of cancerous tissue, and established 

the effect of music on the patient’s recovery. The 

princely court of Hamadan at Aleppo extended its 

patronage to him, but his metaphysical thoughts and 

personal arrogance did not contribute to any political 

success. Often, he had to flee and suffer his philosophi- 

cal works to be destroyed. Ibn Sind discovered that 

stomach ulcers may be formed by either of two 

causes: a psychic cause such as worry or depression, 

and a material or organic cause acting on the stomach 

itself. He diagnosed cancer and urged an early treat- 

ment through surgical removal. 

Khalaf ibn ‘Abbas al Zahrawi (d. 414/1013) was 

born, raised, and educated at Qurtubah (Cordoba). He 

was called to al Zahrd’, the new royal city built by Al 

Nasir, grandson of ‘Abdul Rahman, founder of the 

Umawi dynasty in Spain. There, al Zahrawi lived and 

worked till he died. Only one of his works has sur- 

vived. Inhis Al Tasrif Liman ‘Ajiza ‘An al Ta'lif, he 

included a treatise on surgery, the first independent 

treatment of the subject. He included in it more than 

200 drawings of surgical instruments and of surgical 

operations he had conducted. He was extensively 

quoted by European surgeons down to the end of the 

sixteenth century. 

Abtl Wald Muhammad Ibn Rushd (d. 595/1198) 

was a physician, philosopher, and judge. Ibn Rushd 

divided medical knowledge into seven branches: anat- 

omy; health and its conditions; disease and its varie- 

ties; symptoms of illness and health; the instruments 

of health such as foodstuffs and medicines; methods of 

health preservation; and methods for illness removal. 

He was the first to discover and appreciate the role of 

physical exercise in the preservation of health, 

Pharmacology and Chemistry 

Under the patronage of Islam, pharmacology was 

separated from medicine and achieved independent 

status as a discipline and profession, This growth pro- 

cess started in the first century A.H., when the Umawil 

Khalid ibn Yazid learned and adopted the medicinal 

preparations of the Greek School of Alexandria. Ja‘far 

al $adiq (d. 140/757) learned this Greek tradition 

from Khalid. Jabir ibn Hayvan, al Kindi, and al Razi all 

contributed significantly to the discipline, which was 

perfected and established as an autonomous science 

by al Birdini (d. 443/1051), who defined the discipline, 

established its methods and principles, and wrote the



most complete text for it. Until then, Muslim pharma- 

cists depended upon two pharmacopoeiae by the same 

title, Al Agrabadhin, written by Sabar ibn Sahl (d. 

255/868) and Ibn al Tilmidh (d. 560/1164 ). The Mus- 

lims prepared nitric acid, sulfuric acid, nitro-hydro- 

chloric acid; they discovered potassium and prepared 

its nitrate, as well as that of silver, They also prepared 

mercury chloride and oxide, as well as iron sulfate, 

boric acid, and a large number of new chemical prod- 

ucts. 

As far as vegetal pharmacology is concerned, Mus- 

lim pharmacists began with the Materia Medica of 

Dioscorides and soon absorbed the knowledge of 

India, Persia, and the Mediterranean world. They 

gave Arabic names to those plants or medicines which 

they came to know for the first time, and many are 

Hlustration 184 

Cover from an Islamic manuscript of the eleventh century. 

The Arabic calligraphy says: “The Chief Master, the Best of 

the Latecomers, Abii ‘All Ibn Sind of Bukhira.” {Courtesy 

Kuwait Foundation for Scientific Progress.] 
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Hiustration 18.5 

lustration from a fifteenth-century Persian manuscript 

dealing with pharmaceutical information. [Courtesy Saudi 

Arabian Airlines. | 

still known by their Arabic names. The work of Dios- 

corides, supplemented by the additions of Muslim re- 

searchers, remained unchallenged in its authority 

until Ibn al Bavtar of Malaga, who lived in the middle 

of the seventh/thirteenth century. After completing 

his own researches, which included visits to Byzan- 

tium, Greece and Italy, and other European regions, 

Ibn al Baytar produced his Al Mughni f al Adwiyah, 

which he presented to King Salih al Ayyubi in Cairo. 

He followed this book with two other works — Jani” 

Mufradat al Adwiyah wal Aghdhiyahand Mizan al 

Tabib. 
Another great Muslim pharmacologist, who was a 

contemporary of Ibn al Baytar, was Rashid al Din Ibn 
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Hlustration 18.6 

Pages from a fourteenth-century pharmaceutical text 

translated from the Greek. 

al Sari (d. 639/1241), who lived in the eastern prov- 

inces. He was so meticulous in his research that he 

took with him an experienced painter and went to the 

fields and mountains recording every important spe- 

cies of medicinal plant by having the painter paint it 

for inclusion in his book. 

Some other great pharmacologists and chemists of 

the Muslim world were the following: 

Jabir Ibn Hayyan (d. 193/808) led the life of an 

ascetic ST and spent most of it at his home in Damas- 

cus, where he also had his laboratory. He contributed 

so much to chemistry that the discipline was itself 

nicknamed “‘the craft of Jabir,” He wrote more than 

200 books of which eighty were in chemistry; of these 

only a few are extant. Al Khawass al Kabir (The 

Great Book of Chemical Properties), Al Ahjar (The 
Minerals), Al Sirr al Maknan (The Secrets of the 

Elements), Al Mawzdzin (Weights and Measures), 

Al Mizaj (Chemical Combination), Al Khama'ir 

(Fermentation), Al Asbagh (The Dyes), and numer- 

ous others he published by the score. He built a pre- 

cise weighing scale which was capable of weighing 

items 6,480 times smaller than the »afl/ (which is 
approximately one kilogram). He defined chemical 

combination as union of the elements together in 

small particles too small for the naked eye to see 

without loss of their character, as John Dalton was to 

discover ten centuries later. He thus refuted the older 

notion that combination destroys the combinants and 

creates a new element. He correctly defined combus- 

tion as the process in which the latent energy in the 

burning element is released, leaving behind the in- 

combustible remainder. In response to Ja‘far al 

Sadig’s wishes, he invented a kind of paper that re- 

sisted fire, and an ink that could be read at night. He 

invented an additive which, when applied to an iron 

surface, inhibited rust and when applied to a textile, 

would make it water repellent. He was concerned 
with the production of steel, and with protecting 
humans from toxic elements — vegetal, animal, and 

mineral—and wrote books about both, reporting 

about his experiments and describing their results in 

clear, precise terms for the benefit of the people. He 

counseled that chemical laboratories should be lo- 

cated far away from populated places. 

‘Izz al Din al Jaldaki (d. 762/1360) was responsible 

for several significant contributions: that dangerous 

gases arising out of chemical reactions should be pro- 

tected against by application of masks; that clothing 

could be protected against caustic soda present in 

soap by mixing an additive to the soda before it was 

used for soap-making; and that silver was separable 

from gold by dissolving it in nitric acid which does not 

affect the gold. He insisted on purifying suspected 

water by means of evaporation and condensation, not 

mere filtration, because, he discovered, the latter pro- 

cess removed only the larger, more visible impurities. 

Among his numerous books were two volumes of over 

1,000 pages each, entitled Nihayah al Talab(?} and 

Al Taqgrib ft Asrar al Tarkib. 

Physics 

Muslim philosophers divided philosophical knowl- 

edge into two main groups: Al Hahiyyat (literally, 

divinity), which included fawhid, God's attributes and 

existence, and af Tab?1yvat (studies of nature), which 
included the material boties and their movement or 

change and its causes. Heat, light, sound, magnetism 

and, mechanics fell into the latter division and were 

given as much importance as the divinity studies. 

Muslim scientists invented instruments for the 

measurement of specific weights and gravittes of ele- 

ments, Some gold coins struck by Muslims a thousand 

years ago have been found to have a weight variance 

of three-thousandths of a gram — a fact that betrays a 

very high level of precision in weighing. Muslims also 
invented the clock pendulum and the magnetic com- 
pass and the astrolabe, 

Ibn al Haytham (d. 431/1039) was invited by al 
Hakim to visit Egypt after a wish he once expressed to 
increase the benefit derivable from the Nile River. 
After examining the river in its long course, Ibn al 
Haytham suggested the construction of a mountain at
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HHustration 18.7 

Brass astrolabe inlaid with silver and copper, made in Cairo [Courtesy of the British Museum, London.] 

by ‘Abd al Karim al MisrT al Asturlabi, dated 633/1236.
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Aswan which would dam the waters and raise their 

level to increase the area under irrigation. Al Hakim, 

however, could not rise to such level of imagination, 

and the project was not seriously considered. Ibn al 

Haytham was also responsible for determining the 

effects of atmospheric pressure and the earth's mag- 

netic force on weight. He wrote some 200 books, 47 

of which were in mathematics, 58 in engineering. His 

most famous achievements were in the realm of 

optics, where his studies began with the refutation of 

the view that vision is caused by a ray that issues from 

the eye, hits the object, and returns to the eye. He 

studied the phenomenon of light and was the first to 

explain refraction and reflection and lay down their 

laws. Certainly he was the founder of the science of 

Hlustration 18.8 

Geomantic instrument from Syria or Mesopotamia of brass 

and copper inlaid with silver and gold. Signed by Muham- 

optics, combining mathematical methods 2nd physics 

principles. His book Al Mandzir (The Visual World) 

laid down a new theory of visual perception, based on 

the eye’s absorption of light rays issuing from the 

object, passing through the pupil, and reaching the 

brain through vision or eve nerves. Ibn al Haytham 

laid down the basis of explanation of the rainbow and 

of the camera obscura, elaborated later by Kamailud- 

din al FarisT, by observing the behavior of light passing 

through spheres of glass, of the light of an eclipsed sun 

and of a crescent, and light through a small aperture of 

a dark room. Explanation through observation and 

experimentation and the crystallization of results 

through mathematical formulae made his work the 

best prototype of the Islamic scientific method. 

mad Ibn Khutlukh al Mawsili, dated 693/1241-2. [Cour- 

tesy of the British Museum, London.] 
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Mathematics and Astronomy 

Perhaps the most distinguishing characteristic of 

the Muslims’ contribution to the exact sciences was 

their vision of correspondence between mathematics, 

geometry, and astronomy. This vision was imparted 

to them by the Qur’an, which affirmed, “We shall 

show mankind Our signs/patterns in the horizons/uni- 
verse as well as in themselves until they become con- 

vinced that this revelation is the truth” (Qur’'an 

41:53). The heavens and the earth were ordered 

rightly, and were made subservient to man, including 

the sun, the moon, the stars, and day and night. Every 

heavenly body moves in an orbit assigned to it by God 

and never digresses, making the universe an orderly 

cosmos whose life and existence, diminution and ex- 

pansion, are totally determined by the Creator 

{Qur’an 30:22). Upon this vision as base, Mushm as- 

tronomers built their view of the skies. It was the 

criterion by which they sifted the knowledge they had 

gathered from the pre-Islamic world, especially from 

Mesopotamia where astronomy was quite advanced. 

Pre-Islamic astronomy was a field in which mythology 

was pervasive, and the Muslims had to purge it clean 

of myth. Islam launched a fierce battle against astrol- 

ogy. Astrologers practice a profession built on false- 

hood. Hence, they are false even when their predic- 

tions come true, the Prophet said. The Qur’anic faith 

of Muslim astronomers was their prime motivation 

and guide. Ascribing all causation and all movement to 

God, and perceiving His dominion as patterned and 

immutable, the conditions necessary for a scientific 

astronomy were realized and the skies could become 

the object of objective examination. The Muslims ap- 

plied the knowledge they inherited from classical an- 

tiquity, Persia, and India; and they expanded and 

transformed that inheritance with their own cre- 

ations. 

As far as theory of numbers is concerned, Thabit 

bin Qurrah departed from the Euclidean legacy by 

proposing a theory of infinite numbers being part of 

another infinite series of numbers. ‘Umar Khayyam 

(d. 525/1130) and Nasir al Din al TasT (d. 645/1247) 

succeeded in constructing formulations in which mag- 

nitudes were expressed in numbers. In the field of 

arithmetic, Muslims made a unique contribution. 

India possessed a number of forms for expressing 

numbers which the Muslims acquired. They com- 

bined some, and reorganized them into two series, 

naming one series “‘Indian” and the other “Ghubari.” 

They used both. The latter was adopted by the West 

on account of its wide usage in Spain and North Africa 

and was called by Westerners “Arabic numerals.” 

More important was the Muslims’ invention of a sym- 
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Hlustration 18.9 

Astronomers at work, from a sixteenth-century Persian 

manuscript. 

bol for zero (the Indians used to leave the place 

blank!), and gave it the name sif¥(cipher, zero). They 

then organized the numbers into the decimal system 

where digital location acquired a numerical value be- 

side the intrinsic value of its own. This development 

was of crucial importance to the progress of all 

sciences of nature. Before it, numbers were ex- 

pressed in words with recourse to the fingers to com- 

plete an operation. Muhammad ibn Miisa al Khawa- 

rizmi (d. 236/850) was the mathematician who 

introduced the system of symbols representing the 

nine numbers and the inventor of sifror zero torepre- 

sent the absence of any. He was also the first to ex-
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press numerical value by digital position. The two 

systems, the one expressing number by a symbol 

rather than a word and the other expressing value by 

digital position, were continued in the work of [brahIm 

al UglidisT, and were popularized by Ghiyath al Din 

Jamshid al Kashi. It then spread to Europe. It was al 
Khawarizmi who invented @l jabr or algebra. He 

called the new discipline al Jabr wal Mugabalah 

(“linkage and juxtaposition”) to describe what hap- 

pens in an algebraic calculation. Muslims also in- 

vented the symbol to express any unknown quantity, 

namely x {or s, standing for the Arabic shay’), which 

was adopted by Europe from the Spanish who had 

simply transliterated it from the Arabic. 

In astronomy, the Muslims not only cleansed the 

field of myths. They also denied that the observations 

and calculations of the Greeks were final. Declaring 

them all tentative and probable, they opened the 

gates for their revision. One of their most significant 

achievements was reached by Fakhr al Din al Razi 

(d. 606/1209) who questioned Aristotle’s claim that 

stars were immobile and equidistant from the earth, 

as well as the claim that the movements of other 

heavenly bodies were all alike and similar. In his com- 

mentary on the Qur'anic passage 2:258, al Razl af- 

firmed that there is no evidence that the contrary may 

not be the case, that the real movement of the heav- 

enly bodies may be different from what is observable 

by the unaided senses. The classical statement, how- 

ever, belongs to al Birant: “In these and similar mat- 

ters |of astronomy] one must resort to experimenta- 

tion, and rely only on close examination of the data or 

results.” ® 
A Greek book on astronomy attributed to Hermes 

Trismegistus was the first to be translated into Arabic 

in 125/742. Al Mangir, the second ‘AbbasT caliph, 

regarded astronomy with such approval as to ask the 

Persian astronomer Nawbakht to be his constant 

companion; and when the latter died, to appoint his 

son in his place, along with Ibrahim al Fazar, his son 

Muhammad, ‘Al Ibn ‘Isa al Astrolabi, and others. In 

156/772, the caliph commissioned Abni Yahya al 

Batriq to translate into Arabic the works of Ptolemy 

and other Greek sources which he had requested from 

the Byzantine emperor, and Muhammad al ¥azar to 

translate the Sind-Hind book which contained the 

knowledge of India in the same field. These transla- 
tions were used by al Khawarizmi to produce his 

famous z7j or Table of Calculations Indexing the Posi- 

tions of the Heavenly Bodies. From then on began a 
wide scramble {or the legacy of all previous learning, 

which the Muslims digested and corrected. These 
works placed the Muslims on the frontier of astron- 

omy, as in the other sciences; and they began the 

creative task of transforming them into the modern 

sciences we know today. The Muslims took to obser- 

vation, testing, and measurement. They were the 

first to draw and measure areas on the surface of a 

sphere which they took the earth to be, of measuring 

the length of a longitudinal and latitudinal degree, of 

representing the motion of the planets in relation to 

the sun. Abi al Wafd’ al Buzajani (d. 338/998) first 

discovered the shortcoming in the movement of the 

moon, and al Battani calculated the length of the solar 

year and missed it by two minutes and twenty-two 

seconds. Some building of observatories took place 

under the Umawis; al Ma'miin completed one on 

Mount Qayslin near Damascus, and another at al 

Shammasiyyah in Baghdad. Later, Muslim observa- 

tories proliferated throughout the provinces and were 

responsible for a number of significant discoveries and 

measurements. The greatest observatory in the then 

known world was built at Maraghah in 657/1258, 
under the direction of Nasir al Din al Tisf, who 

equipped it with a number of astronomical instru- 

ments built for him by a team of the best astronomers 

whom he had assembled from all corners of the Mus- 

lim world. Other observatories that distinguished 

themselves by their discoveries and/or the precision 

of their calculations were those of Ibn al Shatir and al 

Battani in Damascus, al DinawarT in Isfahan, al BirQnt 

at Ghaznah, and Ulug Beg at Samargand. In short, it 

can be said without hesitation that the world is obliged 

to the Muslims for their preservation of the knowl- 

edge of the ancients, for their significant corrections, 

for their new inventions and discoveries, for their 
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Waterwheel in Hamah, Syria. [Courtesy ARAMCO.] 



Hhstration 1811 

Astrolabic quadrant of brass, made by Muhammad Ibn 

Ahmad al Mizz1, Dimashq (734/1334 - 5). Sailors used the 

establishment of astronomy as an empirical science, 

and for their cleansing of the discipline from magic and 

myth. 

Geography 

The Qur’an commanded the Muslims to cross the 

earth in search of God's patterns in nature and in the 

affairs of men and women. Islamic law prescribed that 

each Muslim should find the gqiblah (orientation 

toward Makkah) for the performzance of rituals, which 

necessitates some knowledge of geography. It also 

prescribed travel to Makkah for the pilgrimage which, 

before the age of the train and plane, necessitated 

geographical knowledge of the areas to be crossed. 

This geographical knowledge was popularized be- 

cause of the repetition of these rituzls and their per- 

formance by the powerful and rich as well as by the 

lowly and poor. The Muslims were avid traders and 

travelers, undaunted by the usual perils and risks of 

long trips. They were encouraged by the worldwide 

spread of Islam, of the Arabic language as medium of 

communication, and of the Islamic ethic which placed 

great premium on hospitality and the welfare of the 
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astrolabe to locate their north - south position. |Courtesy of 

the British Museum, London.] 

wayfarer. Indeed, Islam relieved the traveler of a 

number of religious duties, such as fasting or the per- 

formance of salat on time. Al Maqdisi wrote that 

geography is an absolute prerequisite for the mer- 

chant, the traveler, the sultdn, the judge, and the 

faqth (jurist). As in the case of astronomy, it was the 

Muslims who liberated geography from myth and 

gossip and raised it to the status of an empirical 

science. In the preface to his Murig al Dhahab wa 

Ma‘adin al Jawhar, al Mas'Gdi (d. 346/957) wrote: 

“Every country has secrets which only its own people 

know. The reports of those who have not visited it and 

are satisfied to believe what has been said about it by 

others cannot be the equals of the empirical studies of 

those who did travel thereto, who witnessed and ex- 

tracted every fact and ascertained every datum.”” He 

castigated Abd Yazid al Balkhi for “reporting about 

countries he never visited, data he never beheld.” 

The Qur’dnic commands prepared the Muslims for 

exploring the earth and for ascertaining geographical 

realities for the benefit of mankind. Their trade in 

pre-Islamic times had already prepared them for the 

task. They were experts in desert crossing; they plied 

the seas hetween Arabia, East Africa, India, and 
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Southeast Asia, and learned the arts of navigation by 

day and night. 

It is no wonder, therefore, that the Muslims pro- 

duced a rich legacy of geographical knowledge. Their 

descriptions of lands and people came in maps as well 

as texts. Their texts were the result of first-hand 

observation and on-the-scene confirmation. Their 

map-making developed as their knowledge of the 

earth grew. Al Khawarizmi (236/850) was the first to 

produce a global geography; and Abfi al Qasim ‘Abdul- 

lah Ibn Khurdadhbih (d. 300/912) gave a full map and 

description of the main trade routes of the Muslim 

world in his Al Masalik wal Mamalik. Later, the 

Muslims began to produce atlases of their countries 

for popular and professional use. Such were the works 

of Ishaq al Istarfi (d. 322/934), Ahmad al BalkhT (d. 
322{934), Muhammad Ibn Hawqal, and Muhammad 

al Maqdisi (d. 493/1101). Al Maqdisi was the first to 

produce maps in natural colors in order to bring geo- 

graphical knowledge closer to human understanding. 

The crowning of Muslim achievements in geography 

came in the sixth/twelfth century following their dis- 

covery of ways to bring about exact measurements of 

the earth’s surface. At this time they began to pro- 

duce maps of the whole known world. This period 

found its apogee in the work of al Sharif al I[drisi (d. 

562/1166) who was invited by Roger II, the Norman 

king of Sicily, to produce an up-to-date world map. Al 

Idrisi asked for a ball of silver 400 rotols in weight 

(approximately 400 kilograms) and drew on it the 

seven continents, their lakes and rivers, cities, routes, 

mountains and plains, and trade routes, and noted on 

each the distance, height, or length as measured. Al 

[drisi wrote a book, Nuzhat al Mushtaq fi Ikhtirdaq al 

Afag, to accompany the first globe ever built. The 
same period witnessed a surge of great travelers who 

left a rich legacy of geographical descriptions of the 

countries they visited and of anthropological descrip- 

tions of their peoples. Among them were Ibn Jubayr 

(d. 614/1217), Yaqgit al Hamawi (d. 626/1229), 

‘Abdul Latif al Baghdadi (d. 629/1231), al Qazwini (d. 

682/1283), Abl al Fida' (d. 732/1331), and Ibn 

Baztutah (d. 779/1377). 

NOTES 

1. Qur’an 39:9, 35:28. 

2. 1. R, al Fartgl and ‘Umar A. Nasseef, The Soctal and 

Natural Sciences (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1981). 

3. Ibid. 

4. One of the most detailed experiments designed to 

establish the specific gravities of the elements was part of 

the work on tawhid entitled Sharh al Maqgasid by Sa'd al 

Din al Taftazani (d. 792/1389). 

5. Quoted in Jaldl A. H. Misa, Minhaj al Bahth al ‘llm7 

(Beirut: Dar al Kitab, 1392/1972), p. 259.



CHAPTER 19 

The Art of Letters 

THE MATRIX OF ARABIC 

The discipline of the history of religions instructs us 

that all revelations must be contextual, fitting into the 

milieu in which they occur. Otherwise, the prophet’s 

message would fall on deaf ears, and the divine pur- 

pose would be frustrated. On the eve of Muhammad’s 

prophecy, the Makkans and the Arabs generally had 

nothing to serve as the matrix for revelation except 

their language, and the taste for literary excellence 

which they had developed. Their language had gener- 

ated a significant capacity to express wide ranges of 

experience; it coined words to suit every reality. It 

distinguished between the camels of different ages, 

different wools, different colors, and different num- 

bers of offspring, as well as between the countless 

topographies of the desert, by giving to each a differ- 

ent name. It distinguished the hours of the day and the 

night, and their occurrences in the months, and gave 

each a different name. Arabic was so rich in nouns and 

adjectives that eloquence was defined as the accord 

between the expression and the reality as presented 

to the consciousness. The role of the literary artist 

was that of selection, from an infinity of possibilities, 

of the proper words for the proper ideas. Moreover, 

the Arabs had created Arabic poetry, a form of liter- 

ary expression that marked the ultimate degree of 

discipline in the craft of letters. 

THE QUR’AN AS THE 
LITERARY SUBLIME 

This linguistic and literary preparation served as pre- 

requisite for the advent of the Qur'an. The Qur’an 

claimed itself to be and was regarded by Muslims as a 

miracle of sublime form absolutely fitting sublime 

content and producing sublime effect. This aesthetic 

or literary miraculousness of the Qur'an was accepted 

by all Muslims as evidence of its divine authorship. In 

order to be accepted and appreciated as a message 

from Heaven, the audiences the Qur'an addressed had 

to be of such level of literary development as to per- 

ceive that it was not of human composition. The his- 

torical phenomenon of 7@z al Qur’an, the Qur'an’s 

challenge to match any portion of it in literary beauty, 

necessitated that the Arabs who contended as well as 

those who judged and arbitrated the contest, have the 

ability to recognize the literary excellence of what 

was being presented. Without it, it is doubtful that the 

Qur'an could have exercised its shattering, terrifying, 

fascinating, stirring, and moving power. And without 
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this power, the Arabs would not have acknowledged it 

as divine. The case of Muhammad’s prophethood is 

unique in that it rested its case on something literary, 

not physical, and made the truthfulness or validity of 

its claim, the very divinity of its source, hang on the 

thread of literary beauty. The sublime character of its 

message was absolutely without parallel! The audi- 

ence, equipped with the highest possible level of liter- 

ary awareness and sophistication, agreed. 

Indeed, the Qur’an shattered ail the norms of liter- 

ary excellence the Arabs had known. Every verse of it 

accorded with and fulfilled the known literary norms 

—and vet surpassed those beyond measure. The 

Arabs had notions of the literary ideals of which their 

language was capable, and they had witnessed in their 

poets, orators, and kwuhhan (pl. of ka@hin or oracular 

minister) numerous more or less perfect actualiza- 

tions of these norms. The Qur’an’s actualization sur- 

passed anything they ever knew. That is why they 

deemed it to be miraculous, or s 7tz, a challenge to 

match it that could never be met. The Qur'an com- 

pletely disarmed its opponents upon sheer presenta- 

tion. Its very recitation so overwhelmed their resist- 

ance, so stirred and moved them to the highest 

possible pitch of literary transport, that they acknowl- 

edged its divine onigin and submitted themselves toits 

imperatives. The literary ideals were realized —and 

shattered!— to the Arabs’ highest delight. 

THE NATURE OF THE 
LITERARY SUBLIME 

Sublimity of Form 

Muslim minds applied themselves to the study of 

the Qur’dn as a literary work and sought to uncover 

the secrets of its beauty and miraculousness. These, 

they called awjuh or dald’il al t'jaz, the aspects or 

causes that make the Qur’an irrestible and unmatch- 

able. Almost all thinkers touched on the subject in 

their writings, and some devoted to it treatises of 

considerable length and depth. Among these authors, 

al Jahiz (d. 255/868), Abi al Hasan al Jurjant (d. 

366/976), al KummanT (d. 384/994), al Khattab (d. 
388/996), al Baqillani (d. 403/1013), ‘Abd al Qzhir 

al Jurjami (d. 470/1078), Fakhruddin al Raz (d. 

606/1209), al Zamlakani (d. 651/1253), and, in mod- 

ern times, Mustafa Sadiq al Raf‘T (d. 1355/1937), 
Muhammad Ahmad Khalafallah, and ‘Abdul Karim al 
Khatib have contributed the most important works. 

There is near-unanimity of the following characteris- 

tics or mamfestations of the Qur'anic sublime. 

First, the Qur’an is neither shi‘r (poetry) nor saj 

(rhymed prose). The first consists of verses identical 

in their meter {(number, duration, and posttion of sylla- 

bles) and rhyme (consonants and vocalization of the 

last syllable). The second i1s prose whose sentences 

and phrases are punctuated by a rhyme which is main- 

tained throughout the composition. The Qur’an is nei- 

ther, though some of it contains some of the charac- 

teristics of both. Rather than be controlled by them 

and on occasion give up eloguence in favor of disci- 

pline, as often happens even in the best examples, the 

Qur’an makes free use of them in order to enhance its 

objective. The Qur'an’s use of the elements of shi‘r 

and saj‘is always of the best and most eloquent, but it 

is never such as to make the remotest resemblance to 

or confusion with them possible. That is why a new 

category had to be invented for classifying the Qur’an 

beyond poetry and prose, namely, ! nathy al mutiaq 

or absolutely free prose. 

Second, the Qur’dnic verse is composed of words 

and phrases that fit the meanings perfectly. Its diction 

is always absolutely true and perfect. Any change, 

however small, is a change for the worse. No word 

may be omitted without destruction of the flow and 

meaning of the verse. None may be added without 

redundancy or imposition of the strange upon the 

familiar or organic. 
Third, the Qur’'afic words and phrases of one 

verse, or of one part of a verse, compare or contrast 

perfectly with those of a preceding or following 

phrase or verse, whether in construction or meaning. 

The flow of its words thus produces the greatest ten- 

sion and expectation, and the greatest guiescence and 

fulfillment possible. This quality of the Qur’znic com- 

position is called tawdzun or balance, and it operates 

in the form as well as in the content of the text. 

Fourth, the Qur’anic words and phrases express 

the richest and strongest meanings in the briefest of 

forms. It 1s never verbose and no word ever is super- 

fluous. Any paraphrasing of a phrase, sentence, or 

verse requires far more words and always appears 

belabored, artificial, long-winded and, consequently, 

less powerful, less eloquent, and less moving than the 

Qur’anic original. And yet brevity is not an absolute 

principle to be observed on each and every occasion. 

There are instances in the Qur'an where repetition 

and extension are necessary. But there they must, 

and in fact do, have their special justification; brevity 

needs no justification and is the general rule of 

Qur’anic prose. 

Fifth, the Qur’anic similes and metaphors, its con- 

junctions or disjunctions of concepts and precepts, 

carry the greatest possible appeal. They impinge 

upon the imagination with such mighty power that
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they leave it “breathless’” in its shock and fascination. 

For this unique quality of the Qur'an, the Arabliterary 

aestheticians invented the term badi’ (the sublimely 

creative) and predicated it of the Qur'anic phrases and 

expressions. 

Sixth, the Qur'anic composition is always precise, 

well-knit, truly rendered, like an artwork of absolute 

perfection. Its flow and construction is utterly free of 

gaps or weak spots, There are numerous instances 

where a word or a whole phrase is missing but the 

meaning is always clear though sous-entendu. The 

missing word or phrase has been omitted deliberately 

in order to make what is presented to the conscious- 

ness yet more taut. 

Seventh, the Qur'anic style is strong and emphatic 

and assertive, as well as smooth and delicate. The 

reader can feet it fall down upon him like rocks or with 

infinite finesse and tenderness. This is what is called 

husn al 1qa‘(the beauty of falling upon the conscious- 

ness). Whether it murmurs like a serene brook, 

pounds like a torrent, or jumps and hurtles itself like a 

cavalry charge, its iga is always perfect. 

Eighth, Qur'anic composition has no structure in 

the usual sense of the term. [t combines the present, 

past, future, and imperative tenses in the same pas- 

sage. It moves from the reportative third-person 

speech to the addressive second person; {rom the 

descriptive to the normative, from the interrogative 

to the exclamatory and hortatory. It is repetitive, 

though in each repetition a different message is con- 
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veyed. And finally, the Qur’anic text is not arranged 

either topically or chronologically, for its purpose is 

neither systematic analysis nor reporting nor histori- 

ography. It is above all, first and last, a body of litera- 

ture in which each phrase, verse, group of verses, or 

sérah constitutes an autonomous unit, complete in 

itself, and the units are strung together seriatim. The 

sudden change of tense and mood exercises a most 

affective power upon the imagination and compels the 

understanding to move from reception to participa- 

tion, and from perception to a judgment that is always 

affirmative, agreeing with the Qur'an. The repetition 
is never redundant, since a novel lesson based on a 

novel aspect of the already known event is taught and 

emphasized. No narrative of the Qur’an is given for 

information. Rather, assuming familiarity of the audi- 

ence with the general outline of the story or event, 

the Qur’an uses it as carrier for the fresh lesson it 

seeks to inculcate in the mind of the hearer. Finally, 

the continuous flow of reports, descriptions, account- 

renderings, and lessons of the Qur’an seeks to con- 

vince and persuade by the beauty and force of its 

phrases, verses, or clusters of verses. A person with 

the requisite competence in Arabic may perhaps re- 

sist the call of a verse or cluster by itself; but none is 

able to resist the call emerging from the seemingly 

infinite flow. The Qur’anic flow generates a momen- 

tum that sacks the hearer’s recalcitrance, closed- 

mindedness, or obstinacy by its variegated pounding 

and ultimately carries that hearer to its destination. 

Sublimity of Content 

The sublimity of the message of the Qur’an is ex- 

pressed in many ways: 

First, the Qur'an affirms common sense and rea- 

sonableness as the ideal attitude of the human mind. [t 

teaches freedom from contradiction, incoherence, 

and ambiguity; from paradox, myth, and any kind of 

obscurantism. It recognizes no papacy and no church 

magisterium with which to impose arbitrary opinions 

or dogmatic judgments. Barring a few prescriptions 

regarding rituals, its content claims to agree with 

reason, to carry its own grounds of reasonableness 

and truth. The Qur’an assigns priority neither to rev- 

elation nor to reason, but declares their equivalence, 

explaining all discrepancies between them either as a 

failure to understand the revelation or as an error in 

the processes of reason. The Qur’inic position is 

therefore optimistic as far as man's capacity for 

knowledge is concerned. The truth, it holds, is and is 

knowable; untruth is never final, and may always be 

overcome with better knowledge. Islam predicates 

this capacity for knowing the truth of all humans and 

affirms it as the base of Islamic universalism. It rejects 

any categorization of humans that discriminates be- 

tween them at birth as to their capacity or as to their 

relationship with God, their Creator. 

Second, the Qur’an justifies man as he is, having 

been created in the best of forms, free from any pre- 

dicament from which no extrication is possible. On the 

contrary, the Qur’an regards man as eminently quali- 

fied to fulfill his function, and defines that function as 

vicegerency of God on earth. It does not deify man; 

nor does it regard him as the measure of all things. 

That, it judges, would be sheer exaggeration. Rather, 

the Qur’an affirms man to be the purpose of creation, 

and his moral achievement the ultimate objective of all 

life and death. To this end, the Qur'idn regards all 

other creatures, including the earth, the sun, the 

moon and the stars, all that they contain as subservi- 

ent to man. It grants man the right of usufruct of all 

there is. Hence, the Qur’'an knows of no conflict of 

man with God, or of man with nature. It holds man to 

earth though it declares him to be the goal and crown 

of creation. Man is free and enjoys unlimited power, 

but he must be responsible or lose his dignity and 

place as crown of creation, as vicegerent of God. This 

responsibility is thoroughly moral; and it is by his 

compliance with the moral law that man is ultimately 

judged. Man’s person, life, and judgment are all en- 

dowed with inviolate integrity and sanctity, They are 

of intrinsic value. Indeed, they would be ultimately 

valuable were it not for the will of God, for His com- 

mandment which is the moral law and which stands 

above man and constitutes the criterion of his worth. 

Third, the Qur’an blesses and promotes the pro- 

cesses of life, and regards countering them as a sign of 

ill health rather than morality. In themselves, the 

desires for food and drink, for sex and procreation, for 

comfort and prestige, for wealth and power, for plea- 

sure and beauty, for companionship and family and 

society, for wisdom, possession, and eternity are hon- 

orable propensities which God implanted in man to be 

fulfilled, not combated. God’s bounty in nature is to be 

had and enjoyed, not denmied. History is not to be 

abandoned, either to the Caesars or to fate. Rather it 

is to be turned around and directed by man toward 

moral excellence, worldly felicity, and human happi- 

ness. And in order to prevent any devaluation of the 

world on account of man’s expectation of resurrec- 

tion, or fear of judgment, the Qur’an takes care to 

emphasize that this world is the only “worid” thereis; 

that the “other world,” with its paradise and hell, is 

not an alternative to this world, something that coun- 

terweighs the miseries of this world. The Qur’an af- 

firms that this world is to be managed by man, the 

steward or vicegerent, as if it were eternal; that the



other world is only a judgment and a consummation of 

judgment — a happy paradise if conduct in this world 

merits it, and a painful fire otherwise. Hence, to fill 

this world with goodness, to make the earth a garden 

and to fill it with healthy and strong people, to educate 

humanity so that everyone’s life may embody as much 

genius, heroism, and saintliness as possible, and to do 

so in freedom and in accordance with the moral 

imperative — these are the ideals of human endeavor, 

the criteria of human felicity and merit. 

Fourth, the Qur’anic message is both intentional 

and actional. The criteria of its ethic go beyond inten- 

tion. beyond the determinants of the subject. These 

are the domain of the conscience; and the conscience 

is the only capable judge of them. Islam does not deny 

the personalist values attaching to intentions and con- 

science. Rather, it emphasizes them, recognizing mo- 

rality’s need for purity and nohility of intent. Having 

called for their cultivation, the Qur'an carries a deeper 

moral insight, namely, that moral worth is a function 

of both intention and action. It teaches that moral 

striving should lead to action, to the actual determina- 

tion of space-time. There, conscience is inadequate. 

Public law and the judiciary are required to determine 

what is just and equitable. The public welfare, the 

equity of contracts, altruism and concern for others, 

citizenship and the exercise of human rights, the use 

of power for justice and for the good of the world — 

ummah— these are the hallmarks of the Qur’'anic 

society. 

Fifth, the message of the Qur’an is family-bound. 

Islam regards man as perfected only when married 

and only when the person has taken his place in soci- 

ety, enjoying its privileges and fulfilling its obligations. 

The Qur’an declares marriage to be a civil contract 

between two equal partners whose agreement to and 

responsibility for its terms are constitutive. The 

Qur’an’s concern for the success of family hfe led it to 

undergird the family with a very detailed and compre- 

hensive law which regulates every aspect of the life of 

each one of its members. In the Qur’'anic view, par- 

ents and children, brothers and sisters, grandparents 

and grandchildren, uncles and aunts, nephews and 

nieces, maternal and paternal cousins all constitute a 

single family with mutual rights and obligations, 

Sixth, the message of the Qur’an is universal. Ad- 

dressed to all humans without distinction, it teaches 

them that they are all creatures of God, equai in their 

creatureliness, in their relationship to God, in their 

essential obligation to obey Him and fulfill His will, in 

their vicegerency for Him. It never tires of reminding 

them that on the Day of Judgment all humans will 

stand absolutely equal before the law; that each will 

receive absolutely his due, undiminished and without 
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the slightest increase. According to the Qur’an, there 

will be neither favoritism nor intercession, neither 

vicarious or group guilt nor merit. The mercy of God 

is not contrary to justice; it is His just judgment of all 

men. Islam has no countenance for a ‘‘chosen,” 

“elect,” or “remnant” status, neither for the Mus- 

lims nor for anyone else. It abhors every variety of 

particularism, tribalism, nationalism, racism, or eth- 

nocentrism; and it teaches that no innate characteris- 

tic earns any priority for anyone. Every human must 

and will get exactly what he deserves. 

Seventh, the Qur’anic message is ecumenical. The 

Qur’an invites mankind to accept its message ration- 
ally, critically, and in freedom. It calls their attention 

to the patterns of nature and history and asks men to 

judge for themselves the veracity of the Islamic claim. 

It commands the Muslims to be positive in their mis- 

sion, to emphasize the areas of agreement and build 

upon them, “to call unto God with wisdom, goodly 

exhortation, and fair and gentle arguments” (Qur'an 

16:125), and never to coerce anyone in matters of 

faith (Qur’an 2:256). Everybody’s personal judgment 

must be respected, and his freedom to believe and 

order his life according to his faith must be honored. 

The Qur’an declares the #mmah a universal brother- 

hood within which a plurality of legal and cultural 

systems may operate at the same time. The Qur’anic 

message reduces the difference between Islam and 

other religions to a domestic, internal development 

not intrinsic to either religion, and calls upon scholars 

of both sides to expose the historical roots of the 

divergence. It declares all humans to be born with the 

same religion, endowed by their Creator with a sense 

of the sacred, capable of recognizing the Holy and of 

acting upon the moral imperatives. Furthermore, the 

Qur’'an declares all humans to be recipients of one and 

the same identical message from God, thus acknowl- 

edging the better part of their religions as true and 

divine de jure. This principle made the Qur’anic mes- 

sage and the religion built upon it the sibling of all the 

religions of humanity, a brotherhood evident in nu- 

merous and still extant elements of other religions 

which the Qur’an affirms to belong to that original 

message. As to areas of disagreement, Islam identifies 

them as belonging to those parts of the original mes- 

sage that were lost, forgotten, misinterpreted, or 

abandoned, whether innocently and inevitably or de- 

liberately. The Qur’anic message calls on scholars and 

great men of faith in the religions to study the history 

of their faiths and restore to their religions the integ- 

rity of their holy writ and revelations. Thus, Islam 

regards its differences with other religious traditions 

as something manageable, capable of being explained, 

exposed, and removed, and ultimately causing all reli- 
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gions to unite under the divine banner. This attitude 

of the Qur’anic message toward the religions of the 

world is both universal and dynamic; and it has made 

possible a critical world theology of the religions of 

humankind. 

Eighth, the Qur’anic message is comprehensive; 

and so is the shari‘ah, the law system built upon it. It 

does not divide worldly reality into sacred and pro- 

fane, human life into religious and secular, nor social 

activity into moral and amoral regions. All reality and 

all events are subject to its criteria and determination. 

However, the relevance of the message of the Qur’an, 

as well as that of the shar7'ah, is not a closed book. [t 

is forever open to new realities. Usé! al figh (1slamic 

jurisprudence) has proved the necessary mechanisms 

by which the law is to be changed, suspended, in- 

creased, or reinforced. The shart'ah is both law and 

philosophy of law, providing for both self-criticism and 

self-renewal. 
Ninth, the Qur’anic message commands beauty 

and aesthetic enjoyment in absolute terms. It declares 

beauty essential to, and hence an index of, revelation. 

The reason for this elevation of beauty is that it is a 

facet of the transcendence of God. No higher position 

could be conceived. Muslims are commanded to seek 

and establish beauty on every occasion, everywhere. 

Sublimity of Effect 

By itself, form is empty. It is endowed with a neu- 

trality that makes it amenable to any use should an apt 

author wish to take advantage of it. This notwith- 

standing, form has a tendency to increase in beauty if 

wedded to ideas that are themselves beautiful. The 

nobler the content, the greater the form; the more 

banal the content, the weaker the form. In pre-Islamic 

Arabia, the values of murit’ah or chivalry — bravery, 

eloquence, hospitality, fidelity, and lineage — helped 

to produce beautiful forms of poetry. But these forms 

were also used to express the less respectable, ro- 

mantic values of tribalism and ethnocentrism, the he- 

donistic values of wine and sex, or the cynical values of 

temporality, irresponsibility, and ultimate inconse- 

quence. It was the latter use of poetical form which 

the Qur’an condemned as prostitution of beautiful 

form (26:224 -227). 

On the other hand, content by itself is inert. Its 

value or nobility remains hidden until good form has 

exposed it for understanding, enjoyment, and appro- 

priation. Without good form or as expressed in unat- 

tractive form, content loses its appeal. For ideational 

goodness is not goodness unless it is experienced. 

Although the value of good ideas is never nil, form can 

so reduce it as to make them “dead,” “fallen on deaf 

ears,” “out of tune with the situation in which they 

occur.” When clothed with good and appropriate 

form, content exercises its power to move, toinspire, 

and to energize the percipient. Its value or goodness 

then shines with all its intrinsic glory. Indeed, good 

form acts mysterigusly upon content by bringing it to 

life and enhancing its appeal. 

The relation between form and content is not 

static, therefore, but dynamic. When form is given to 

content, neither remains the same. The result is 

always a greater, deeper, more moving, and lasting 

effect. The goals of communication — appropriation 

by the understanding, determination of judgment, and 

effective initiation of action — are the ultimate objec- 

tives of the literary art. The effect is the result of the 

combined action of form and content, not a function of 
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subject’s response toit 1s the same as in the encounter 

of ultimate reality, namely, Your word is the truth! 

Thou alone art Holy! This is exactly the purport of the 

Muslim’s exclamation, “Sadaga Allah al ‘Azim!” 

(God Almighty does tell the truth!), interjected at the 

end of every Qur’anic recitation, 

Perception of the sublime in content and form and 

suffering of the sublime effect consequent upon it are 

shattering experiences which bring about a confuta- 

tion of old norms and standards. But it is also a con- 

structive experience insofar as it remolds the con- 

sciousness according to the new perceived norms and 

principles. The perceiving subject is hence never the 

same after the experience. New patterns come to 

determine the attitudes and faculty of judgment, issu- 

ing in conversion to the new vision which the experi- 

ence has provided and a desire to convert others. 

Experience of the sublime may also impose the reor- 

ganization of nature — the habitat, environment, or 

countryside — to give form to the patterns implicit in 

the vision. The sublime effect constitutes its own evi- 

dence and justification. It ensues from the experience 

of the sublime in form and content, since it is their 

natural consequence. The effect is said to be neces- 

sary and universal in the sense that it must be and is 

realized in the person in whom the requisite prepara- 

tion or capacity is present, 

The sublime, we may therefore conclude, 1s never 

the sublime in form alone, nor that in content alone, 

nor that in effect alone. It is all three at once. Sublime 

form without sublime content, or sublime content 

without sublime form, produces little or no effect, 

certainly not effect that is sublime. On the other hand, 

a “‘sublime effect’’ which is not the product of sublime 

form and content is indistinguishable from madness or 

severe psychic derangement. Ex hypothest, such ef- 

fect has no cause to which it is anchored, and no 

principle or criterion by which it is disciplined. Hence, 

it leads to erratic behavior. Per contra, when the 

sublime effect 1s genuine, it is the product of sublime 

form and sublime content which give it direction and 

style, and constitute its cause and cultural essence. 

EFFECT OF THE QUR’AN ON THE 
ART OF LETTERS 

The advent of the Qur’an in history produced far- 

reaching results. Where the audience was Arabic- 

speaking, conversion took place upon sheer presenta- 

tion of the Qur'an—a perfect exemplification of the 

sublime in form and content producing the sublime 
effect. 

The consciousness of the Semitic world, especially 

the Arabic-speaking members of 1t, was over- 

whelmed; and large numbers of peoples converted to 

Islam exn masse. Their literary awareness, prepared 

and disciplined by the centuries, perceived and ab- 

sorbed the Qur’anic sublime in form and content, and 

succumbed under the impact. The sublime effect of 

radical self-transformation and commitment to the 

cause of transforming the world and history into the 

likeness of the pattern they saw in the divine revela- 

tion took possession of their souls, their minds, their 

hearts, and their wills. 

As for their literary faculties, they were stunned. 

Naturally, experience of the sublime had stupefied 

them. They had thought highly of themselves because 

of their literary excellence; and now something came 

to them that surpassed them in that realm and left 

them hopelessly fallen behind. Naturally, the Qur’an 

knocked out their pride. The poetry of the most in- 

spired literary genius paled before the mighty Qur’an. 

Naturally, it humbled them and placed a temporary 

halt on their literary productivity. While some poets 

vowed never to compose poetry again, others chose 

to behold the Qur’an perpetually, reciting its verses 

on all occasions, in response to or comment upon any 

matter. Everyone memorized most, and was familiar 

with all, of the Qur’an; evervone recited its verses 

evening and morn; and everyone gave himself the 

greatest delight by contemplating its terms and 

phrases. No book ever commanded as wide or as deep 

a reverence as did the Qur’an; none has been copied 

and recopied, passed from generation to generation, 

memorized in part or in tofo, recited in solemn wor- 

ship as well as in salons, marketplaces, and school 

rooms as much as the Qur’an. Above all, no book has 

ever been the cause of such deep religious, intellec- 

tual, cultural, moral, social, economic, and political 

change in the lives of millions, or of peoples as ethni- 

cally diverse, as has the Qur’an. 

As we saw earlier, the advent of the Qur'an froze 
the Arabic language as well as the categories of logic, 
understanding, and the beautiful embedded in the lan- 
guage. Overnight Qur'anic Arabic became the stan- 
dard and norm of the Arabic language as far as its 
vocabulary, syntax, grammar, and eloquence (ba- 
laghah or fasdhah) were concerned. Everybody 
looked to it as the ultimate criterion of literary com- 
position and excellence. It was the guide of every 
writer and orator. Its expressions and figures of 
speech, its similes and metaphors, its idioms and arti- 
facts became parts of everyday speech, and they were 
used as jewels and ornaments with which to embellish 
any literary composition. The result was the preser- 
vation of Arabic through fourteen centuries, free of



adulteration and change. If Arabic 1s today the lan- 

guage of daily discourse for 150 million Arabs, and the 

language of culture, morals, religion, and law for a 

billion Muslims, it is so by virtue of the Qur’an alone. 

It is indeed a unique phenomenon in the history of 

human culture that it is possible today for any person 

in the world of the Malays, or that of the Zulus, thou- 

sands of miles away from Arabia, fourteen centuries 

away from the Prophet, and an infinite distance away 

from the ethnic characteristics of the Arabs, to un- 

derstand the Arabic Qur’an just as the Prophet and his 

contemporaries did. 

It is all too natural therefore that the Qur'an has 

affected the culture —and a fortior: the literatures 

— of all Muslims. In the Arab world it even affected 

the literatures of Christians and Jews. On becoming 

Muslim, the non-Arabic-speaking peoples appro- 

priated the language of the Qur’an, and of the reli- 

gious sciences that emerged later, into their own lan- 

guages. It was thus that Pahlawi became the FarisT of 

Firdawsi, Turkic became ‘Uthmanii Turkish, Sanskrit 

became Urdi, Bantu became Hausa in the West and 

Sawahili in the East. The cultures of these languages 

were equally transformed into Muslim cultures, bear- 

ing the same values and patterns. Everyone of these 

Muslim languages adopted a large number of new 

terms and phrases, sometimes as many as half of their 

vocabularies. Everyone adopted the categories of 

thought and understanding embedded in the Arabic 

Qur’in, the values and norms, the criteria and princi- 

ples of piety and virtue, of goodness and beauty. Natu- 

rally, the literatures of these languages reflected all 

these changes and were transformed into Islamic hit- 

eratures. In many cases (for example, Malay, Turkic, 

Hausa, Sawiahili), the languages were merely verbal 

and had no written literature. Islam brought to them 

the alphabet, made them heirs to the great legacy of 

Arabic literature, put them in contact with the intel- 

lectual currents of the world, created for them a new 

literature in their Islamized tongues, and launched 

their writers, thinkers, orators, and poets on illustri- 

ous careers of literary creativity and excellence. 

Throughout the Muslim world as well as Muslim 

history, the Qur’an has been the unchallenged, abso- 

lute literary ideal. Before the time of colonialism, 

when foreign powers forced replacement of the Ara- 

bic script with the Latin and began to influence the 

literary tastes of the Muslim peoples, first through 

the Western educational system and later through the 

Westernized mass media, nearly all the literatures 

produced by Muslims reflected the traditional charac- 

teristics of the Qur'an. The literary genres of Islamic 

literature were universal. The khutbah (oration), the 
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risalah (essay or epistie), the magamah (short story 

expressive of the linguistic/literary precocity of the 

hero), the gissah (a short story with a moral), the 
qasidah{poem), the maqalah (an essay that revolves 

around one idea which is the center) of prose, and the 

more specific varieties of poetry, were produced and 

enjoyed by all Muslims. Muslim poetry followed the 

same rules of Arabic poetry, namely the abhur or 

rhythmic modes, the division of the verse into two, 

three, four, and five hemistiches (if more than two, 

they were separated by a repeated choral hemistich), 

the gafiyah or rhyme, and the total autonomy of the 

bayt (verse) or magta’ (section). Everywhere, the 

creative powers of the literati were concentrated on 

the selection of precise words and meanings, on the 

refinement of composition and style. In their produc- 

tions, the verse of poetry shined by its own light and 

yielded its beauty through the refinement of its terms 

and phrases. 
Muslim prose, on the other hand, followed the 

rules of Arabic prose. Theseincluded sivaghah, or the 

delicate molding of the best words together to fit a 

certain meaning; al muqgabalah or tawdzun, the bal- 

ancing or juxtapositioning of symmetrical words, 

phrases, or meanings; repetition, or the expression of 

a form, modality, or theme a number of times, each 

different from the others yet focusing attention on the 

same subject matter; al tarassul or nondevelopmen- 

tal continuation, that is, the succession of themes, 

parts, or chapters without organic interconnection 

but with standard phrases or themes to open and close 

each passage, and generating a momentum toward 

infinite continuation; al 7jdz, brevity, precision, and 

simplicity, or use of the least number of words to pack 

the greatest meaning; a/ 7ga’, or the setting of each 

word in the place proper to it; al intigal, or the sud- 

den change of tense, form of address, or meaning, to 

another contrasting with it as a means of reinforcing 

both; famthil al ma‘@ni, or the conveyance of an 

abstract meaning through impressions given to 

senses, thus making the absent present, the illusory 

real, the abstract concrete; al bayan, clarity of ex- 

pression, or absence of crypticisms, symbols, and hid- 

den meanings; and finally, mutabagqah al ‘ibarah li 

muqtada al hal, propriety of expression, its fitting- 

ness to the occasion, or the selection of terms and 

styles befitting the readerfaudience as well as the 

topic under discussion. 

Observance of ali these criteria, because they were 

derived from the Qur’an, their ideal exemplification, 

was universally sought by all Muslims. Actualization 

of these criteria was the measure of success, of liter- 

ary, aesthetic fulfiliment of author as well as audience. 
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ACHIEVEMENTS IN PROSE 

Sadr al Islam (The Early Period, 1-~100/ 
622-720) or The Age of Simplicity 

This early period of Islam was a continuation of the 

pre-Islamic period. The Arabs had known writing, and 

their business transactions required them to keep 

some records. The greater part of the legacy of that 

period, nonectheless, was transmitted orally, having 

been committed to memory. It was the writers of the 

second century of the Hijrah who recorded what they 

had heard and received from the earlier generations. 

That their reportage was not always exact may be 

granted without damage to the thesis that the htera- 

ture, in its totality, constituted a homogeneous body, 

reflecting the same literary characteristics as the 

fewer but absolutely genuine records. Moreover, the 

corpus contains much internal evidence, historical 

and formal, to establish its authenticity beyond ques- 

tion. At any rate, the materials of the hadith espe- 

cially, because of their religious importance as well as 

their relevance to the shari‘ah, were subjected to the 

rigors of hadith criticism, which invented textual crit- 

icism and a number of sciences to complete its task. 

Sadr al Islamincludes the Prophetic period as well 

as the periods of the Rashidin and UmawT caliphates. 

The area in which the relevant materials were pro- 

duced included Arabia proper, and the territories of 

West Asia and North Africa, which were added to the 

Islamic state. Though Islamized, the territories were 

still being Arabized, and hence their natives contrib- 

uted nearly nothing. The matenals were almost ex- 

clusively produced by peninsular Arabs whether 

within the Peninsula or, having migrated, taking root 

in the Islamized provinces. Contributions from pro- 

vincial natives were premature at this stage, though 

they surpassed the productions of peninsular Arabs in 

the succeeding period. Besides the Prophet, the 

writers and orators who authored the materials were 

largely his companions and other contemporaries; and 

their style of speaking and writing is in evidence ev- 

erywhere. Undoubtedly, that style had evolved from 

ancient times and served as a matrix for the new 

phenomenon of [slam, It was common to all, high and 

low, rich or poor. 

The materials may be divided into three catego- 

ries: (1) the hadith— the treaties, sermons, and epis- 

tles of the Prophet; (2) the common sayings; and (3) 

the khutab—speeches, treaties, messages, and 

wasdya (sing. wastyyah or testament) of the early 

caliphs and leaders. The first two show little or noth- 

ing of Islam’s literary influence, since they represent 

the matrix into which Islam was born. The third does 

so remarkably and constitutes the median between 

the literature in which Islam was born and that which 

it created to carry forth its ideas and ethos. 

The hadith. Sifted and collected in the six canon- 

ized anthologies, the hadith represents, together 

with the treaties, messages, and sermons of the 

Prophet, the Prophet’s style. Though personal, the 

style was perfectly at home in the wider environment 

of Arabia and that of the intellectual aristocracy of 

Makkah. This principle of stylistic harmony with all 

the literary legacy of Sadr al Islam was the canon of 

internal criticism used by the hadith scholars to sift 

the true from the fabricated traditions. By this princi- 

ple as well as by other canons of internal and external 

textual criticism, the hadith materials were classified 

according to the degree of authenticity each report 

enjoyed under testing. Generally, had7th scholars dis- 

tinguished three levels of truthfulness or validity: the 

valid (sahth), the good (hasan), and the weak (da ‘7f), 
as well as numerous subcategories under each of 

these levels. The tests used applied to both tsnad (the 

chain of narrators who passed the hadith from one 

reporter to another) and matn (the text transmitted), 

its content, and its form. Application of these criteria 

to the hundreds of thousands of ahadith circulating in 

the second and third centuries established ‘uléem al 

hadith (the disciplines of textual criticism, btography, 
and oral-tradition criticism)}, The operation was car- 

ried out with thorough-going honesty and criticality. 

The ahadith with a lesser degree of validity or au- 

thenticity were kept and assigned to the place proper 

to them in footnotes and exegetical commentaries, 

rather than be swept away into oblivion. 

The term hadith is often used to include the trea- 

ties the Prophet contracted and the texts he dictated, 

the epistles or messages he sent to distant correspon- 

dents, whether his own agents or the monarchs and 

chiefs of the neighboring regions, and the sermons he 

delivered on great occasions. Among those that be- 

long to the first group are the texts of the treaties of 

Al ‘Agabah (621 -622 C.E.) and Hudaybiyah (6/628), 

and the first constitution of the first Islamic state 

which the Prophet founded upon arrival in Madinah on 

the first day of the Hijrah, Notable among the second 
group are the letters the Prophet sent in 8/630 to the 

emperors of Byzantium and Persia and the heads of 

the Churches of Egypt and Abyssinia; among the third 

is the last sermon he delivered on the occasion of his 

farewell pilgrimage to Makkah. To this category be- 

long the treaties and messages of the Rashid{in and 

very early Umawt caliphs (10-124/632-749). 

The common sayings (al Amthal). Inherited 
from pre-Islamic times, the proverbs and common



sayings of the peninsular Arabs were continuously 

used by the Muslims because of their literary elo- 

quence and insights as well as the wealth of vocabu- 

lary, they presented, which, along with pre-Islamic 

poetry, aided the new Muslim converts to understand 

the vocabulary and syntax of the Qur’an and the ha- 

dith. This corpus of materials was later collected in 

anthologies by al Mufaddal al Dabbi (168/775), Abi 

‘Ubaydah (211/827), and al Asma‘ (213/829). 

The khutab (orations) and wasdya (testa- 

ments). Oratory 1s as old as humanity. Extraordinary 

events like war or moments of extreme emotional 

tension, whether joyful or sorrowful, usually call for 

unusual oratorical exercise. Through Islam, the Mus- 

lims were given a cause for which to strive; and they 
were so possessed by the new vision that they per- 

sonally became its mouthpieces and missionaries. No 

church or organization was there to relieve them from 

the individual obligation to call for Islam. Thus, the 

call for Islam was everyday business for everyone, and 

everyone practiced it with greater or lesser elo- 
quence. The extraordinary occasions and events 

helped to break into flames a fire that was constantly 

glowing in their hearts and imagination. The khutbah 

was the instrument of this new mass proselytization 

effort; it was the medium of communication between 

the masses and the leadership anxious to sway them 

to support its political role. 

In the khutbah the Muslim found realization for 

this call from the depths of his being. In it, therefore, 

he pressed all his literary powers; upon its eloguence 

and moving appeal depended the exhortation, persua- 

sion, and conversion of his audience to the ideals of 

Islam. And since those ideals were already couched in 

sublime form in the Qur’an, the practice of weaving 

Qur’anic materials into the khutbahfabric became the 

prime method of achieving literary strength and ap- 

peal. Thus, the art of improvisation with different 

words and constructs on the themes and verses of the 

Qur'an or hadith was born. This new venue for the art 

of letters produced a flood of new writings and became 

the national pastime of a whole people. 

Add to the foregoing three more significant facts. 

First, the fut#hat (campaigns for the spread of Islam) 

brought a great many peoples in southwest Asia to 

proselytization, who were speaking or capable of un- 

derstanding Arabic. Second, the outbreak of political 

antagonism between the Arabs themselves, espe- 

cially since the Caliphate of ‘Uthman (12-39/644 - 

650), fired their need for oratory to sway the masses 

behind the various camp leaders. Third, the expanded 

territory and larger numbers of people brought new 

points of view — religious, social, legal, and cultural 
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— and new problems which called for fresh interpre- 

tation of the practices of Islam known in Madinah. All 

these provided the Muslims with more fuel, more 

occasion, and more cause to resort to oratory, the 

main mass medium of the times. Memorized instantly, 
the best khutbah were recited on frequent occasions, 

and were passed from generation to generation for 

literary enjoyment, just like the poetry of pre-Islamic 

times. 
From the standpoint of literary aesthetics, the lit- 

erature in Sadr al Islam continued the old tradition of 

Arabic prose, while it laid down the foundation for the 

new Islamic style. The following qualities were defini- 

tive: 

1. Brevity, or the pressing of ideas and meanings 

in the fewest possible words. Fewer words would 

have made the expression obscure; more would have 

made it detailed or redundant. The composition was 

utterly free of repetition and of decorative, explana- 

tory, or hortatory addenda. 

2. Simplicity, or the smooth flow of composition, 

unhampered by complex structure, protracted exem- 

plification, drawn out similes and metaphors, bela- 

bored rhyming, or conjunctions and disjunctions. 

Sadr al Islam prose is consistently free of embellish- 

ments; and it is beautiful without their aid. 

3. Talmih, or the pointing to the meanings in- 

tended without giving them express mention, thus 

baiting the mind and inciting the imagination to grasp 

the meanings, as it were, under cover. Provided that 

the intended meaning is not missed or rendered 

opaque, falmihcan add tremendous charm to a state- 

ment. It gives the mind the pleasure of seeking and 

finding. 

4. Jazdlah,or the solid weaving of ideas and words 

while preserving sweet enunciation and pleasing 

sound. Arab prose in this period was remarkably free 

of distension, of contrived elaboration, of dilation. It 

fell naturally and ran swiftly and thus conveyed its 

message effortlessly. The khutabfulfilled these liter- 

ary canons or ideals—and more. They provided 

ample occasion for literary creativity, expansion, and 

direct quotations from the Qur’an and hadith. Gradu- 

ally, incorporating the data revelata into a composi- 

tion became the hallmark of literary craftsmanship. 

Duha al Islam (The Middle Period: Late 

Umawi to Early ‘Abbasi, c. 100-360/ 

720-972): The Age of Tawazun 

The new age began with the Umaw1 caliph al Walid 

ibn ‘Abdul Malik who reigned between 85-96/705- 

715. We have it on the authority of al Qalgashandi that 
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Hlustration 19.1 

Cover of a book written for the private hibrary of the ‘Uth- 

manlt sultan Fatih Muhammad, fifteenth century, held in 

Topkapi Saray Museum, Istanbil, Turkey. [Photo by L. al 

Fariigr.] 

writing under the Umawis followed the style of the 

ancients until al Walid, who brought great improve- 

ment to the government secretariat, to official writ- 

ing and correspondence, and to calligraphy.! Al 

Walid’s new style remained in effect until 360/972 

except for an interval of return to the ancient style 

under ‘Umar ibn ‘Abdul ‘Aziz (98-101/717-720) 

and Yazid ibn al Walid, whose reign lasted less than a 

year in 125-126/744. It was in the literary spirit of al 

Walid that Marwan ibn Muhammad (126 -132/744 - 

750), the last UmawT caliph, commissioned ‘Abdul 

Hamid ibn Yahya, the greatest essayist of the time, to 
develop the more flowery style of writing for which he 

is known. The messages of government became so 

long that it is said that ‘Abdul Hamid wrote for his 
employer an epistle that by itself took a camel to carry 

over to its addressee. 

The new style was called tawazun or literary sym- 

metry, and was introduced in imitation of the Qur’anic 

style. It consisted of writing in phrases with an equal 

number of syllables, of equal duration, and of equal 

construction. That was its highest form. Complete 

symmetry, however, was not necessary. A composi- 

tion was said to belong to this style if some clusters of 

syllables in each phrase or sentence conformed to this 

requirement. It was essential, though, that the sym- 

metrical clusters be sufficiently close to one another 

that one could associate any two or three without 

effort. Where they occurred in pairs, the rule was that 

the later phrase should never be longer than the ear- 

lier, so that the symmetrical clusters were not too far 

removed from each other. The weakest instance of 

tawazun was that in which only the last cluster of 

syllables in each phrase or sentence conformed to the 

requirement. Without a doubt, tatw@zun is character- 

istic of Qur’anic prose. Indeed, the Qur’an is the best 

—nay, sublime—example of tawdzun. Tawazun 

was also known in pre-Islamic literature, especially in 

common sayings and the oracular pronouncements of 

the seers (kuhhan, sing. kahin). 

The greatest authors of the tawdzun style were 

‘Abdul Hamid al Katib (130/749), Abu ‘Amr ‘Uthman 

al Jahiz (253/868), and Abh Hayyan al Tawhidl 

(875/987). 

‘Abdul Hamid al Kitib served the last three Umaw1 

caliphs as chief scribe. He learned the art of letters 

under Salim, a student of Hisham ibn ‘Abdul Malik, 

and served the latter when he was governor of Ar- 

menia. When Hisham became caliph and moved to 

Damascus, ‘Abdul Hamid moved with him and as- 

sumed leadership of the caliphal correspondence. Al 

Mas'tdi described him as the first writer ever to open 

every composition with mention of God’s name (bas- 

malah), the praise of Allah (hamdalah), and the in- 

vocation of blessings upon His Prophet (salat).? ‘Abdul 

Hamid was also the first to lengthen the composition 

beyond the normal practice of the times, for no other 

reason than beautification. This was called tarassul 

(indulgence in extending the writing). Together with 

tawazun, these characteristics quickly became the 

fashion, associated with ‘Abdul Hamid, their origina- 

tor. He left a legacy of over 1,000 sheets of materials, 

according to Ibn al Nadim.® The most famous and 

important of these are the essay addressed to the 

scribes of the kingdom on the art of writing, and an 

essay written on behalf of the caliph to his son, ‘Ab- 

dullah ibn Marwan, who was sent to subdue a Kharij1 

rebellion.* Both works fully illustrate the new style. In 

both, extension 1s carried out by the addition of syn- 

onyms to the individual words, parallel phrases, and 

explanatory details. 

Born in Bagrah (150/767), Abti ‘Amr al Jahiz stud- 
1ed under al AsmaT and Abu ‘Ubaydah, and was the 
undisputed leader of his day in oratory and writing, 
the greatest in quick wit, and the sharpest in criticism. 
He left 160 books of various lengths, the most famous 
of which carried the following titles: Dialogue be-



tween Winter and Summer; Squaring and Rounding 

Up; The Virtues of Turkomen; On Nobility, On Rec- 

onciliation and Pardon; Eloquence and Clarity; On the 

Animals: The Avaricious: I'/az of the Qur'an; Compo- 

sitional Style of the Qur'an; Proofs of Prophecy. 

The stvle of al Jahiz was true to his age. His writing 

realized its norms to o preeminently high degree. He 

described these norms as follows: 

Agreement of expression with meaning. 

“The speaker/writer should be aware of the propor- 

tions of meaning, of his audience, and of the situation, 

if his words are to accord with all of then. In this case, 

Hlustration 19.2 

Leather cover for Diwan of Hafiz, held in the Library of the 

Sulay manivyah, Istanb@l, Turkey. [Courtesy Ministry of 

Culture and Tourism. Government of Turkey ] 
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every situation would call for a different expression, 

as would every different meaning, . . . His composi- 

tion would be free of jingoisms, of expressions which 

are strange (o the audience. . . . Just as people are 

of different character, so are words and meanings. 

Mediocre words inevitably carry mediocre meanings; 

noble ones carry uncommon, beautiful meanings. 

Words and meanings are both hot or both cold; and 

nothing is more suffocating than words and meanings 

which are neither.”® 

Al Bayan or clear signification. Meanings, al 

Jahiz held. are hidden in the consciousness. There, 

thev lic in a state of deadencd anonymity. When given 

proper expression, they come to life, they nise and 

exercise their moving power, making the distant 

near, the absent present, the complex simple, the 

strange familiar. Meanings are alive and influential in 

direct proportion to the propriety of their expression. 

Indeed, al bayan is everything that discloses and ex- 

poses meaning. 

Brevity and nonartificiality. “"The best com- 

position,” al Jahiz taught, “‘is that where the fewer 

words obviate the need for more; where the meanings 

are carried by the words in full view. And if both are 

appropriate to each other, they fall upon the heart like 

rain upon the good soil,”’® “Meanings and words run 

ahead, overtaking and overtaken by each other in 

their race toward the hearer’s heart.”” 

Al Iftinan (artistry). Al Jahiz's writing 15 always 

replete with examples, exceptions, and variations. His 

arguments for or against anvthing come in showers so 

penctrating and so abundant that the reader or audi- 

ence is totally disarmed when the purpose is to dis- 

arm, and transported when the author wants his audi- 

ence to be moved. “Throughout the composition, 

(Qur’anic words and phrases, 1deas and percepts are 

set like shining jewels in a massive flow of precious 

metal.”” AlJahiz was truly the creator of a style and its 

best example.® He was also the creator of the literary 

form called al risa@lah, an essav that has an ostensible 

topic which is also its title, but that treats its subject in 

detached paragraphs each of which focuses on an 

aspeet of the subject matter, In @/ risillah, the treat- 

ment does not develop so as to make a structure with 

compartments organically related to one another. 

Each of the compartments, paragraphs, or sections 1 

autonomous, self-propelied, and self-contained, and 

they follow one another seriatin. The roat verb tar- 

assala from which the name #isalah is the participial 

object, means to orient oneself toward a topic and to 
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compose as many paragraphs, analyses, discussions, 

elaborations, and commentaries around it as one can 

or pleases. Al risalah is nondevelopmental, nonsys- 

tematic, nondramatic, Its value resides in the individ- 

ual insights of its words and expressions, of its sen- 

tences or clusters of sentences. With all the literary 

characteristics described above, al risalah as a liter- 

ary form was fed by the literary norms of the Qur’'an 

and was created to express the message of an author 

standing in the midst of a civilization in full and re- 

splendent bloom. 
We have seen that ‘Abdul Hamid was the origina- 

tor of the new style and that al Jahiz was its exemplar 

standing at the apogee of the period characterized by 

it. As the style changed and a new set of norms began 

to determine literary production, Abfi Hayyan al 

Tawhid rose to affirm that style which had by then 

become traditional and resistant to the innovations of 

the new. His model was al Jahiz, whom he eulogized as 

“the dearest to the heart, the noblest friend of the 

soul, the grand shaykh of letters, and the justification 

of the Arabs.”’® 
Al Tawhidl grew up in Baghdad and earned a 

meager living in copying and bookselling. Aware that 

men of letters around him attached themselves to one 

princely court or another and derived all sorts of gifts 

and benefits from their patrons, he decided to ap- 

proach the famous court-writer and vizier Ibn al ‘Amid 

in the hope of securing a job in the palace. When this 

initiative failed, he went to Ibn al ‘Amid’s competitor 

and rival, al Sahib ibn ‘Abbad, the court-writer and 

vizier in al Rayy. This expedition also failed. In bitter 

disappointment, he wrote his Mathalib al Wazirayn 

(The Villainies of the Two Viziers), a strong satire 

against both ministers. He tried a third time, with Ibn 

Sa‘dan, another vizier, but with little success. When 

Ibn Sa‘dan was assassinated, al Tawhidi feared for his 
own life and escaped to Shirdz where he joined a Stfi 

brotherhood. 

Al Tawhidi left a superb legacy of literature beside 

the Villainies: Al Mugabasat, Al Imta‘ wal Mu'a- 

nasah, Al Hawamil wal Shamal, Al Basa'tr wal 
Dhakha'tr, and Al Isharat al Hahiyyah, as well as a 

large number of rasa’t! (plural of risilah). 

Al Tawhidi was the first to put his literary produc- 

tion in the form of a diary of successive salon gather- 

ings, each of which records the conversations of 

friends on a different topic, thus constructing a 

“super-risalah’ out of several shorter ones. His writ- 

ing fulfilled the literary norms of his tradition admir- 

ably. His innovation lay in the things about which he 

wrote, not in the form. He combined adab (literary 

writing) with philosophical thought and Safi ideas. 

The Climax (Late ‘Abbasi Period, c. 

360-600/972-1203): The Age of Saj* 

and Badri’ 

The middle style did not go out of fashion abruptly. 

A number of great writers continued to observe it as 

the new saj’ style gained ground around them. 

Muhammad ibn Yahy3 al Salf (d. 335/947) wrote a 

superb #isalahentitled ‘“The Discipline of Letters” as 

a complement to ‘Abdul Hamid’s famous r:s@lah ad- 

dressed to the scribes of the realm. ‘All ibn ‘Abdul 

‘Aziz al Jurjani (d. 392/1001) wrote another on the 

role of the writer as medium between the ruler and 

ruled, entitled A! Wasatah. Aba Hilal al ‘Askarf (d. 

395/1004) contributed a book entitled A/ Sina‘atayn 

(The Two Crafts —that of letters and that of govern- 

ment). All these authors fulfilled the norms of tawa- 

zun to the highest possible degree. 

Although saj‘ was well known before Islam, and 

was present throughout Islamic history, it was never 

dominant before the advent of this climactic period in 

the fifth century of the Hijrah. It began to make 

inroads in the fourth century, and achieved masterly 

dominion over literature in the fifth. Since the Qur’'an 
was full of sa;*, or rhymed phrases that combined this 

quality with {awdzun and all other norms of literary 

beauty, the advocates of the new style pointed toit in 

justification of their own writing. 

Saj ‘consists of prose whose phrases are rhymed in 

clusters of two or more parts. Its conditions include 

that the words be sweet and sonorous; that each of the 

rhymed phrases carry a different meaning; that the 

rhymed phrases fulfill the requirements of fawazun; 

that the later phrase be always shorter than the ear- 

lier. Badi’, on the other hand, which includes saj‘and 

more, can be of many forms. Some men of letters 

counted fourteen varieties of badi’, and others dou- 

bled that number or more. Badi’consists of creating 

phrases that are identical in syllabic structure, some- 
times even in the shape of letters without their diacri- 

tical marks, but different in meaning. Such differences 

may be of the kind that exists between parallels and 

likes, opposites and contraries, or that expresses du- 

alisms or quality, or of time and place,'® and thus make 

the beginning of a sentence indicative of its end both 

in meaning and in form — a quality known as tawshih. 

The greatest exemplars of saj‘and badi‘were the 

following: 

Caliphal correspondence. Caliphal correspon- 
dence was entrusted to the court diwan or secretar- 

iat. The caliphal court employed the ablest writers 

and through them set the style and popularized it. The 

messages of the great matters of state depended for



their outcome upon the moving power of the compo- 

sition to bring about the desired solution, as was the 

case of [bn Balka’s rebellion against the caliph Rukn al 

Dawlah (337/949). Ibn al ‘Amid wrote the epistle 

that, on Ibn Balka's own confession, brought the rebel 

to his knees and transformed his heart. Other famous 

writers were Abi al Fadl Muhammad Ibn al ‘Amid (d. 

360/970), Abi Ishaq al $3bi (d. 384/994), al Qadi al 
Fadil (d. 596/1200), Lisan al Din Ibn al Khatib (d. 

776/1375), and al Sahib Ibn ‘Abbad (d. 385/995). 

Less famous than these but equally eloguent in their 

writing for the caliphs were ‘Abdul ‘Aziz bin Yisuf, 

Abi al ‘Abbas al Dabbi, ‘Al al Iskafi, and Abii al Fath al 

Busti of the fifth and sixth centuries A.H. 

Literary essays. Literary essays were composed 

by their authors to describe conversations, report 

speeches, tell stories, or elaborate Islamic, moral, or 

human themes. Among the most famous were Risalat 

al Ghufran (Forgiveness) written by Abd al ‘Ala" al 
Ma‘arri (d. 449/1059), which described an imaginary 

conversation with the inhabitants of Paradise among 

whom al Ma‘arr included many evil-doers on the 

grounds that God had forgiven them their misdeeds, 

conversations with the inhabitants of Hell, as well as 

discussions of the various faiths of mankind. This ri- 

salah initiated a genre of writing that quickly spread 

to Europe where Dante produced his Divina Come- 

dia in imitation of it. Al Ma‘arri wrote a number of 

other rasa’tl of which Al Risalah al Ighridiyyah was 

deeply appreciated for its outstanding literary beauty. 

Al Risalah of Ibn Zaydiin (d. 463/1072) and Risalah 

al Shukr of Abd ‘Abdullah al Ghafigi (d. 540/1146) 

were both written by Andalusian authors. Al Qalqa- 

shandi’s Mufakharah bayna al Sayf wal Qalam 

(Contest for Honor by the Sword and the Pen) was 

written in 794/1383. T3j al Din al Bazyar? wrote an 

essay in 740/1340 describing the hunt of Sultan 

Mansir ibn Qalawiin, which immortalized him and his 

master in the annals of literature. Aba Bakr al Kha- 

warizimi, a great risalah writer as well as a poet, met 

with fortune under the patronage of al Sahib ibn 

‘Abbad, and wrote a large number of exquisite literary 

essays. He entered into a competition with al Harirl 

and lost. 

The magamat. In the singular form, a magamah 

is a description of a session in which a number of 

people speak on a certain subject. Usually one of them 

tells the others a short story revolving around a man 

who distinguishes himself by his brilliance and elo- 

quence in that subject, and the others comment upon 

it. Although this kind of literary session was known in 
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the past, it was BadY al Zaman al Hamadham (d. 

398/1008) who gave it its form and established it as a 

literary genre. Of the near 400 magamat he wrote, 

only fifty-one have survived. Abi Muhammad al 

Qasim al HarrT (d. 516/1119) brought the genre to 

perfection in his fifty magamat, which became 

famous as soon as he completed them. In MuJam al 

Udaba’, Yaqiit related that al HarrT autographed 700 

copies of his Maqamat at once, in the very year he 

completed the composition. Other famous users of the 

genre were Ibn al Ishtarakani (d. 538/1134); Muham- 

mad Ibrahim al Dimashqi(d, 727/1327), who added to 

his magamat a philosophical dimension; and Shahab 

al Din al Khaff3ji (d. 1069/1659). The maqamah re- 

mained a classic form of literary expression until mod- 

ern times when it was abandoned as a result of Muslim 

decay. Among the later writers, Ahmad al Barbir (d. 

1226/1811), Shahab al Allast (d. 1270/1854), Nasit al 

Yaziji (d. 1288/1871), Ahmad Faris al Shidyaq (d. 

1303/1887), Ibrahim al Ahdab (d. 1308/1891), and 

‘Abdullah Fikri (d. 1307/1890) wrote between fifty 

and eighty magamat each. 
In all three forms of Islamic writing, literary ar- 

tistry achieved tremendous heights. The Qur’anic 

style was the absolute model throughout, and its liter- 

ary values were the unquestionable norms of all liter- 

ary production. A point of superior excellence was 

reached by al Ma'arr's risalah called Al Fusitl wal 

Ghayat, which was a marvelous work of pietism and 

thanksgiving to Allah, but whose excellence won for 

its author the charge of daring to parallel the Qur’anin 

its s@rah and verses. Al Ma'‘arr never intended any 

such thing; and his pupils, followers, and friends exon- 

erated and defended him against the charge. It was a 

unique case in which a very high degree of excellence 

threatened the conscience which found its quiescence 

in the sublime. 

ACHIEVEMENTS IN POETRY 

Sadr al Islam (1-100/622—-720) 

The Prophetic and Rashidian period. The 

Qur'an did not condemn poetry, though it denied that 

it itself was poetry. The Qur'an did condemn those 

poets who sold their talents and put their poetry be- 

hind any cause (26:224 - 227). Anxious to read in the 

Qur'an a condemnation of all artistic creativity includ- 

ing the literary art, G. E. von Grunebaum deliberately 

omitted from consideration the verse that excepted 

from condemnation the poets who believe in God and 

do the works of righteousness, and thus misled his 

readers.!! The Prophet, for his part, was extremely 
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sensitive to the Arabs’ predicament of being too 

prone to hostility and violence with partisan poetry. 

Hence, in some cases he discouraged poetry. But 

whenever poetry promoted wisdom and virtue, he 

praised it. Both Labid and Umayyah ibn Abd al Salt 

were highly regarded by him on account of the piety 

and morality evident in their poetry despite the fact 

that they were nonbelievers. As further proof, the 

Prophet called on three Muslim poets — Hassan ibn 

Thabhit, Ka‘b ibn Malik, and ‘Abdullah ibn Rawahah — 

to rise to the defense of Islam in poetry, which they 

did to the utter dismay of the Makkan enemies. When 

non-Arabs, whose command of the Arabic language 

and its meanings left something to be desired, began 

to enter Islam, the Caliph ‘Umar ibn al Khattab urged 

the new converts to learn poetry, and thus to develop 

their mastery of Arabic. As Muslims began to inter- 

pret the Qur’'an, Ibn ‘Abbas, the first exegete, told 

them to seek what they failed to understand of the 

Qur’an in the poetry of pre-Islamic Arabia. Indeed, 

the Rashidiin caliphs often recited poetry, whether to 

exhort the Muslims to virtue or to arouse them to 

battle in defense of the faith. 

The Umawi period. The Umawi period wit- 

nessed a significant rise in the composition and recita- 

tion of poetry. Three factors contributed to this devel- 

opment. First, the early Futihat had brought large 
masses of non-Arabs under [slamic rule; and many of 

them had already converted to Islam. Their under- 

standing of Arabic, and consequently of Islam, was far 

from perfect. To help them complete their Islamiza- 

tion, the Islamic state had to promote the Arabic lan- 

guage. Cultivation of poetry was an additional means 

to this objective. Second was the love the Umawl 

caliphs had for poetry, and the generosity with which 

they met those who sang their praises, or excelled in 

the art. Mu‘awivah, ‘Abdul Malik, and Hisham were 

exceptionally fond of poetry and did much to patronize 

the poets and their art. It was in this period that Jarir 

and Farazdaq, the greatest UmawT poets, divided the 

whole of society into partisans of the one or the other 

who would recite their verses on every occasion to 

prove the superiority of their favorite. 

UmawT poetry reveals three distinguishing charac- 

teristics. First, its diction was clean, pure, and pre- 

cise. Being so near to the Prophet’s period, nearly all 
Arabs spoke a language closely following the pre-Isla- 
mic and Qur’anic style. Umawi poetry was free of 
strange, complex, or difficult terms. Second, whereas 

the Rashidin caliphs charged the poets with bad taste 

if they opened their compositions with praise of their 

beloved women, many of the Umawis were lax and 

permitted the practice. Under them, describing the 

beloved (al tashbib) became an established custom. 

Perhaps the intermixture of the desert Arabs with the 

settled populations of the conguered provinces was a 

contributing cause. Jamil’s praise of Buthaynah was so 

beautiful that she became the sweetheart of all poets, 

and these began their compositions with an innovative 

eulogy to her charms. Thus a myth of an “eternal 

feminine” called Buthaynah, Layla, Hind, or Da‘d was 

born; and a new poetry (ghazal ) was created around 

it. Third, criticism, satire, and sarcasm were practi- 

cally unknown in pre-Islamic poetry, despite tribal 

hostility and competition. Under the UmawTs, the po- 

litical tensions between the parties not only mobilized 

the poets in their service but also permitted them to 

attack the opponents. This involvement of the poets 

led to the creation of a new genre, hitherto unknown, 

of political and satirical poetry. In consequence, what 

was once condemned as selling of talent became nor- 

mal, and the poets produced in direct proportion to 

the rewards received or expected. Later, pohtical po- 

etry led to literary satire as a genre pursued for its 

own sake, whether the enemy was real or imaginary, 

as was the case with ghazal. Fourth, the general lax- 

ity of the poets’ morality and the spread of Christian 

poets opened the door for wine to become a popular 

subject of poetry. 

The number of poets in each of the tribes during 

the pre-Islamic and UmawT periods are as follows: 

Tribe Pre-Islam Umawt 

Qays 27 26 

Rabr'ah 20 11 

Tamim 12 13 

Mudar 16 9 
Quraysh 10 23 

Yaman 22 16 

Quda‘ah 4 8 

Iyad 2 — 

Arab Jews 4 — 

Mawall (Non-Arabs under 

Arab patronage) 1 21 

Having won the political battle of the times, the 

Quraysh tribe showed the greatest increase, along 

with the rise of a new class of poets, the clients or 

mawdli from among the conquered peoples. Besides 

the ones already mentioned, the greatest poets of 

Sadr al Islam were Abi al Aswad al Du’ali (d. 
69/689), the first systematizer of Arabic grammar, 

and al Akhtal (a Christian poet from Salt, Jordan, and 

of the tribe of Taghlib (d. 95/714). Jarir (d. 111/730) 

and Farazdaq (d. 110/729) challenged the contempo- 

rary poets to support or oppose them in verse. This 
was often done by composing poems with the same 
meter and rhyme as the contending poems of Jarir and



al Farazdaq. The poetical battles that ensued forced 

everybody to listen and to take part in the dispute. 

‘Umar ibn AbG Rabi‘ah (d. 93/712) and Qays ibn al 

Mulawwah, better known as Majniin Layla (the one 

“possessed’’ by Layla, the sweetheart) led the poets 

in ghazal, the poetry of love. 

Duha al Islam (100-656/720—1258) 

With the passing of Sadr al Isl@m, the processes of 

urbanization and cosmopolitanization reached their 

peak under the ‘Abbasis. Al Basrah, Al Kafah, and 

Baghdad rose to full splendor and eclipsed the older 

cities of Syria and the Eastern Provinces of Persiaand 

Central Asia. Affluence and luxury became the rule, 

replacing the ascetic discipline of the desert, and life 

took on a million colors and a highly complex struc- 

ture, contrasting sharply with the straightforward 

simplicity of earlier times. Poetry was quick to be 

affected. As the mirror of consciousness, it enter- 

tained the ideals of its age. 

The first change took place in the content of po- 

etry. The city poets of the new age could not be 

satisfied with the repertory of ideas of earlier times 

used in the effort to Islamize and Arabize the popula- 

tion. Under the Umawis, wine, women, and politics 

had become legitimate subjects of poetry; under the 

‘Abbasis, they became popular and common. Like- 

wise, the imagination was enriched by new similes and 

metaphors, and discursive reason with new knowl- 

edge and ideas, all of which were at the disposal of the 

poets, In addition to these subjects, horticulture and 

its gardens, aquaculture and its fountains and 

streams, architecture and its palaces and mosques 

spread before the poetical imagination the richest 

table. Often, this exercised a mischievous influence on 

the poet’s morality. We have already seen how, under 

the UmawTs, the poets learned to sell their talents to 

their princely patrons. Under the ‘Abbasis, this tend- 

ency increased; and soon, poetry degenerated into 

permissiveness on the moral as well as the doctrinal 

level. Abi Nuwis (d. 198/811) was the king of the 

immoral poets; Ibn al Mugaffa’ (d. 108/727), that of 

the heretical ones. 

The successful poets quickly became very rich; 

many were among the richest persons in the land, so 

large were the donations and gifts made to them by 

their patrons. Often, they also wielded immense 

power, not excluding the caliph’s power of life and 

death which they manipulated. The poetry of Sadif 

caused the victorious ‘Abbasl leadership to extermi- 

nate the Umaw1 house; and that of Malik ibn Tawg and 

of Rabi‘ah brought revocation of capital punishment 

imposed upon them. The scribes who wrote for the 
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caliph never enjoyed such power. Poetry wasonevery 

lip, in every place, on every occasion, either as an ex 

tempore composition by the poets or as memorized 

and recited by others. Pre-Islam had its ‘wkaz where 
poets competed every year. The ‘Abbasirealm had its 

al Marbad in Basrah where competition was in per- 

petual session. The Arabs, under the ‘Abbasis, pushed 

their love for poetry to heights hitherto unknown. 

They knew so much of it that they pointed to the poet 

by a verse of his, or to a specific verse of poetry by the 

mere mention of the poet’s name on an occasion befit- 

ting the verse in question. Poetry decorated the walls 

of houses inside and out, doors and window screens, 

curtains and cushions, glasses and utensils, jewelry 

and musical instruments, inner and outer clothes, 

even sandals and shoes. With henna, poetry was more 

or less permanently inscribed on faces and arms. 

The ‘Abbasi period was blessed with a very large 

number of great poets. Seven outstanding poets filled 

the early part of that period (up to the caliphate of al 

Mutawakkil in 222/838) with their poetry and set a 

new style of life, of patronage, and of poetical compo- 

sition. 
Bashshar ibn Burd (d. 167/784) was a blind sonof a 

slave, manumitted by his master for his eloquence. He 

composed poetry at the age of ten, and left a legacy of 

12,000 poems. Al Sayyid al Himyar1 (d. 172/789) 

inclined toward the party of ‘All and composed 2,300 

poems. He refused any donation, including that of the 

caliph. Al Hasan ibn Hani’ Abll Nuwis (d. 198/811) 

was the first to liberate poetry from the rules and 

standards of pre-Islam and Sadr al Islam, both as to 

content, diction, and style of composition. His legacy 

of over 13,000 verses fall into every known poetical 

category. Muslim ibn at Wal1d (d. 209/825) composed 

poetry while working as postmaster of Jurjan, and 

excelled in ghazal. Tsma‘l Abt al ‘Atahiyah (d. 

211/827) was an itinerant vase-seller, carrying his 

wares on his back. Passing by a group of youth who 

were reciting poetry, he challenged them to compose 

the other hemistiches of two or three verses he re- 

cited. He wagered the value of his wares on their 

inability to comply. He won the wager and became 

famous. He created new meters, inclined toward the 

ascetic life, and refused to compose ghazaleven when 

ordered to do so by the caliph Al Mahd1. Habib Aba 

Tammam (d. 232/847) began his career as water-dis- 

penser in a mosque in Fustdt (Old Cairo) and soon 

traveled to Baghdad and achieved fame. Immobilized 

by a heavy snowfall at the house of his host Ibn Sala- 

mah in Khurasan, he wrote down from memory a huge 

compendium of pre-Islamic poetry known as Diwan 

al Hamasah, as well as four volumes of his own po- 

etry. Finally, Da‘bal al Khuza'T (d. 246/861) was the 
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most feared poct, by princes and commoners alike, for 

his caustic satires. His verses spread instantly, and 

the reputation of any target of their satire was ruined. 

He too rejected all gifts and lived off the bounty of 

relatives, pouring his copious praises on the family of 

the Prophet. 

The middle part of the ‘Abbasi period {from al 

Mutawakkil’s caliphate to the rise of the Buwayhi 

state in 334/946) witnessed a decline in caliphal pat- 

ronage of the poets because the caliphs themselves 

fell captive to their servants and soldiers who had 

become sultans. It was a time of general insecurity 

and little or no freedom of expression. Moreover, the 

tremendous influx of ideas from the outside through 

the translations of the preceding century made them- 

selves felt. Poetry withdrew from public causes and 

focused on the personal. It was also at this time that a/ 

badt invaded poetry and absorbed its geniuses. 

The most famous poets of this period were 1bn al 

Riami (d. 283/898), the first to give priority to mean- 

ing and content over diction and form, and Aba ‘Iba- 

dah al Buhturi (d. 284/899), who resisted that trend 

and insisted on beauty of form. He wrote a larger 

compendium of pre-Islamic poetry than that of AbQ 

Tammam (including works of some 600 poets), to 

which he gave the same title, Diwan al Hamasah, 

but for which he used a new classification of 174 

categories rather than Aba Tammam’s ten. Ibn al 

Mu‘tazz (296/909), a son of the ‘AbbasT caliph of that 

name and a grandson of al Mutawakkil, hesides com- 

posing poetry, wrote several books. Among these are 

a book of literary criticism, one on the history of 

poetry, one on the forms of bad?’, and two on royal 

poetry and the poetry of wine. 

The late ‘AbbasT period began with the establish- 

ment of the Buwayh state in 334/946 and ended with 

its supersession by the Saljig Turkish state in 

447/1056. This period was remarkable for its 

achievements in all fields of intellectual and spiritual 

endeavor because the ‘Abbasi empire broke up into a 

number of autonomous petty states which vied with 

each other in patronizing poetry, the arts, and the 

sciences. Poetry became more philosophical or theo- 

logical, cultivating in specialized ways the values of 

urban society and civilization, of history and ascetic- 

ism. Unlike earlier times, the poets counted numer- 

ous men of law, medicine, and philosophy among 

them. Exaggeration and extremism became popular 

in every field, including poetry. Even the meters (al 

abhur) were increased by the addition of novel ones 

such as al muwashshahat of al Andalus. 

Some of the greatest poets of this period were the 

greatest of all times. Among themare Abiial Tayyibal 

Mutanabbi (d. 354/986), whose poetry exploded with 

a giant will to power and the making of history, and 

has remained the subject of a lively controversy to the 

present day. There is unanimous agreement among 

men of letters that al Mutanabbi's poetry was great In 

all the kinds of compositions he wrote, and he wrote in 

all the known kinds. Abii Firas al Hamdani (d. 

357/969) was a prince of the house of Hamdan which 

ruled the Hamdan state in northern Iraq and Syria. 

Referring to him, al Sahib ibn ‘Abbad commented that 

Arabic poetry began with royalty (the pre-Islamic 

king Imru’ al Qays) and ended with royalty. Al Ham- 

dani was wounded by the Byzantines in battle and 

taken prisoner to Constantinople where he wrote ex- 

quisite poetry in captivity. Finally, Abu al ‘Ala’ al 

Ma‘arri (d. 449/1058) was the last of the great line of 

Hlustration 19.3 

Marginal sectic.1 from Maragha Gulshan, late sixteenth 

century, showing the Mughal Emperor Jahangir hunting. 

{Courtesy Islamic Information Service, Iran.] 



Nustration 19.4 

“Lavlah and Majniin at School,” an illustration from a copy 

of the Khamsah of Nizami dated 1574. [Courtesy The Uni- 

versity Museum, University of Pennsylvania.] 

poets. Blinded by smallpox at the age of three, he had 

a photographic memory which caused him to retain 

with precision everything he heard. Before he 

reached the age of eleven, he was a confirmed poet, 
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acknowledged by all. He spent the last forty-nine 

years of his life in his home, feeding on a vegetarian 

diet, and living off an endowment left to him by his 

ancestors, He wrote profusely in many fields besides 

poetry. 1is Al Luzamiyyat and Saqt al Zandinclude 

thousands of verses; and his A/ Rasa’il contains over 

800 poems which treat of almost every subject under 

the sun. His Risalah al Ghufran has already been 

mentioned. 
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CHAPTER 20 

Calligraphy 

In order to examine the unifying characteristics of the 

Islamic arts which the Qur’anic message of fawhid 

produced, as well as the tremendous versatility and 

ingenuity in achieving ever new and creative forms of 

those characteristics, it is necessary to view products 

of wide geographic provenance and produced over 

many centuries of Islamic history. Only in this way can 

the unique qualities of overall unity within the Islamic 

arts be revealed and the special achievements of the 

various regions and periods be flavored. 

The geographic scope of any exposition of Islamic 

art is tremendous. This makes difficult any attempt to 

be comprehensive, for the artistic examples are found 

in places as far removed as Spain and the southern 
Philippines, Central Asia and Tanzama (see Map 62). 

Equally wide is the time span of their creation, The 

study of Islamic art deals with materals from the 

seventh century all the way to the present day — over 

fourteen centuries of artistic expression with all the 

different materials, motifs, and techniques of produc- 

tion known during that long span of time. 

To simplify our task, we will divide the Muslim 

world into seven subregions or artistic areas for our 

treatment of the visual arts in Islamic culture.’ Al- 

though there are historical as well as aesthetic 
grounds for the demarkation of these areas, the 
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reader is warned that the artistic areas represented in 

Map 62 are not easily limited by precise boundaries. 

Interaction between areas has resulted in frequent 

overlapping of regional characteristics, and the styles 

of one area may carry many similarities with those of 

another area because of reciprocal influences and 

common underlying characteristics. The reader 

should be aware that stylistic traits interpenetrate 

areas rather than originate or desist in a sharply de- 

finable manner. Structural characteristics are gener- 

ally found to have the widest significance, while par- 

ticular motifs, techniques of execution, or materials 

reveal a tendency for greater variability. 

The styles which these subdivisions represent 

were not necessarily static over time. Though any 

one of the art regions reveals a good deal of unity in 

the art creations of its various periods, differences can 

also be found. We therefore speak of specialties or 

prochivities of certain periods — luster-ware ceramic 

production in ninth-century Irag, ceramic mosaic in 

sixteenth-century Iran, pietra dura inlays in six- 

teenth- and seventeenth-century India, brocade and 

velvets of fifteenth-century Turkey, and so on. Yet 

even these specialties of period and place are both 

based on earlier artistic production and harbingers of 

later aesthetic creations.
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Map 60. Use of Arabic Calligraphy Styles in the Muslim World 

The numbering of the areas proceeds from West to 

East. It implies no hierarchical status. Area I com- 

prises the Maghrib or “Western” region, that is, the 

countries of Mauritania, the Western Sahara, Mor- 

occo, Algeria, Tunisia, and Libya, as well as Moorish 

Spain. Area II includes the regions of Middle Africa 

with a predominantly Muslim population and obvious 

aesthetic influences from Islamic culture. We prefer 

the expression ‘Middle Africa” to “Sub-Saharan 

Africa” for the area including those non-Arab parts of 

Africa that show strong Islamic influence. As indi- 

cated on Map 62, they include both Saharan and sub- 

Saharan regions, both non-Arab and Arab ethnic 

groups, and non-Arabic- as well as Arabic-speaking 

peoples. It includes major portions of at least twenty- 

five nations. Area Il is that of the Mashriq, or ‘“East- 

ern’”’ region of the Arab world. It corresponds approx- 

imately to the countries of Egypt, Palestine/lsrael, 

Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, the Arabian Peninsula, 

and the Gulf region. Turkey will be treated as a sepa- 

rate Area IV because of the regional variations that 

distinguish it from its geographic neighbors. Area V, 

Iran-Central Asia, includes the countries of present- 

day Iran and Afghanistan, as well as major portions of 

the southern Soviet Umion, Area VI corresponds to 

the predominantly Muslim regions of the Indian 

subcontinent — Pakistan, Bangladesh, and parts of 

India. The portions of East Asia with major Muslim 

populations — Malaysia, Indonesia, the southern 

Philippines, and parts of China— are included in Area 

VII. Although other regions within the medieval Med- 

iterranean world (for example, Sicily, southern Italy, 
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and certain regions of southern France and southeast- 

ern Europe) have also evidenced Islamic artistic influ- 

ences, they will not be included in the present discus- 

sion nor accorded representation on the artistic areas 

map. This should be regarded not as a denial of the 

significance of those regions in the total picture of 
Islamic art but as an omission dictated by the general- 

ized nature of this discussion. 

All of the above-mentioned areas provide ample 

evidence of a determination of their artistic creations 

by the Islamic aesthetic core characteristics. Al- 

though it will be our main task to exemplify that unity 

in the aesthetic production, we will also endeavor to 

clarify how that unity has been embodied creatively in 

regionally significant variations. 

Map 61. Diffusion of Islamic Art, 7th-20th centuries 

Four chapters dealing with the visual and musical 

arts are included here: the present one on Calligra- 

phy; Chapter 21 on Ornamentation in the Islamic 

Arts; Chapter 22 on The Spatial Arts; and Chapter 23 

on Handasah al Sawt, or the Art of Sound. The liter- 

ary arts have already been dealt with in Chapter 19. 

Of course, these chapters are not inclusive of all the 

art products created under the influence of the Islamic 

ideology; but they either deal with or lay down princi- 

ples for the total realm of aesthetic creativity. 

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT 

As has been noted in Chapter 8, Qur’anic influence 

made of calligraphy the most important art form of 
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TABLE 20.1, 

Zayd ibn Thabit, secretary of the Prophet Muhammad. 

‘Al ibn Abt Talib (d. 661), fourth Rashidiin Caliph, who was 

known for his beautiful calligraphy. 

Abii al Aswad al Du’ali (d. 688), believed to have been the 

inventor of the system of large colored dots used in the 

early Islamic period as vowel markings. 

Qutbah al Muharrir, early Umaw1 calligrapher who Is cred- 

ited with inventing four major scripts, tiumar, jalil, nisf, 

and thuluth. 

Khalid ibn al Hayvyaj, official calligrapher of the Umaw1 Ca- 
liph al Walid ibn ‘Abd al Malik (705-715). He copied 

many large Qur'dns in t@mar and jal#l scripts. 

Khahl ibn Ahmad (d. 786), developer of the diacritical mark- 

ings. 

Al Dahhik ibn ‘Ajlan (8th ¢.), Syrian calligrapher of note in 

early ‘Abbasi period. 

Ishaqibn Hammad (8th¢.), Syrian, master of thuluthscript. 

Ibrahim al Sijzi (d. 815), Syrian, brother of Yasuf, and an 

accomplished calligrapher. 

Yasuf al Sijzi (d. 825), Syrian, pupil of Ishaq ibn Hammad; a 

master of thuluth script and refiner of jalil script. 

Khwaja T43j al Salmant (9th c.), Isfahan, credited with devel- 

oping the fa‘lzq script. 

Al Ahwal al Mubharrir (9th ¢.), pupil of Ibrahim al Sijz, who 

derived a number of cursive scripts and invented the 

ghubar script. 

‘Alf Ibn ‘Ubaydah al Rayhanl (d. 834), inventor of the 

rayhant script. 

Abi ‘All Muhammad Ibn Muglah (d. 939-940), pupil of Al 

Ahwal al Muharrir, He was a master of the cursive scripts 

popular at his time —the Sittah—and he developed a 

new method of perfecting and standardizing the writing 

Islamic culture. Its effect and importance are found in 

every area of the Muslim world, in every century of 

Islamic history, in every branch of aesthetic produc- 

tion or media, and in every type of art object imagin- 

able. Of all the categories of Islamic art, calligraphy is 

the most prevalent, the most significant, the most 

widely appreciated, and the most revered by Mushms. 

By the early seventh century C.E., little develop- 

ment of writing had taken place among the peoples of 

the Arabian Peninsula. Rudimentary scripts existed, 

as is evidenced by archeological findings (inscriptions 

on stones, pillars, and so on) in the Peninsula. In addi- 

tion, certain paleographic remains (writings on such 

perishable materials as parchment and papyrus) give 

proof that the Arabs of the time possessed a knowl- 

edge of the art of writing. It was not, however, a skill 
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IMPORTANT MUSLIM CALLIGRAPHERS 

of Arabic letters. The method was known as al Khatt al 

Mangiib. 

Aba al Hasan ‘Alf ibn Hilal, known as Ibn al Bawwab (d. 

1022), who further perfected the Sittah. He copied the 

complete Qur’an 64 times. 

Ahmad ibn Muhammad (Ibn al Khazin) (d. 1124), second- 

generation pupil of Ibn al Bawwab and master of the 

tawqi’ and rigd” scripts. 

Yaqat al Musta‘simi (d. 1298), a native of Abyssinia who 

was a slave of the ‘AbbasT caliph al Musta‘sim. He per- 

fected earlier scripts and developed new ones, trained 

many subsequent calligraphers, and introduced a differ- 

ent cutting of the reed pen. 

Mir ‘Al Sultan al Tabriz (d. 1416), credited with inventing 

the nasta‘lig script and trainer of many outstanding cal- 

ligraphers. 

Ibrahim Munif (15th ¢.), developer of the diwan? script in 

Turkey. 

Hamdullah al Amasi(d. 1520), considered to be the greatest 

calligrapher of the Ottoman period and refiner of the 

diwa@ni script. 

Isma‘dl ibn-‘Abdullah, known as Ibn al Zamakjali (d. 1386), 

famous exponent of the ghubar script. 

Qasim Ghubari (d. 1624), famous exponent of the ghubar 

script. 

Hafiz ‘Uthman (d. 1698), Turkey, who developed the di- 

wani jali script. 

Shaft* of Herat, credited with inventing the derivative style 

shikaslah. 

Darwish ‘Abd al Majid Taliqant, the most important master 

of the shikastah script. 

widely practiced by the contemporaries of Muham- 

mad. Though some of his companions and relatives 

were able to read and write, the Prophet himself 

never learned these skills. Poetry and prose, in large 

part, were committed to memory and recited in exact 

or improvised forms by their creators or other local 

bards. Long practice in the skill of memorizing had 

resulted in a highly developed capacity for verbal re- 

tention among the members of Arab society. Poetry 

was the Arabs’ primary aesthetic interest, and sea- 

sonal fairs in Makkah and other centers provided oc- 

casion for competitions between the poets of the re- 

gion. This vying for poetic-verbal supremacy 

generated in the citizenry an interest more passionate 

and more widespread than that aroused by the soccer 

or football matches of modern times in Western soci- 
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ety. It is no wonder, therefore, that it was a literary 

masterpiece — the Qur’an—that was to ignite the 

desert Arabs and their Semitic neighbors in the Meso- 

potamian region with religious zeal. 

The revelations to Muhammad which were to be 

compiled as the Holy Qur’'an were immediately com- 

mitted to memory by the Prophet and his companions. 

In addition, those among the Prophet’s associates 

who were able to write transcribed the suwar (chap- 

ters) on bits of clay, stone, bones, papyrus, or any 

other material that could be found.? Some of the 

Qur’anic fragments were stored in the mosque of the 

Prophet, some in his home, and some in the homes of 

friends. With the death of the Prophet in 10/632, and 

the death in the subsequent battles of many of his 

followers who had memorized the entire Qur’an, the 

community felt a strong need to record the revelation 

in more permanent form. At the urging of ‘Umar ibn al 

Khattab, Abi Bakr, the first caliph, ordered the 

Prophet’s secretary, Zayd ibn Thabit, to collect and 

write down all its passages in the order indicated by 

the Prophet. 
Later, as the religion spread to ever wider hori- 

zons, a concern developed that the revelation would 

be lost or distorted unless a standard text could be 

sent to each politico-religious center of the Islamic 

state. As the message of the Qur’an was appropriated 

by the new converts, many of whom were not Arabic- 

speaking, it was imperative that a single edition be 

made available for the teaching and propagation of the 

faith. The copy of Zayd ibn Thabit and all the Qur’znic 

excerpts and fragments were again collected and 

checked in 31/651 on the orders of the caliph ‘Uth- 

man, and a number of exact copies of the full text were 

produced (Chapter 5). 

This process of preservation and instruction of 
new converts also brought new demands for improve- 

ment of the script and refinement of its rendering. 

The letters of the Arabic alphabet had until the early 

seventh century C.E. been executed separately, as is 

still common in Hebrew and certain other Semitic 

scripts. Gradually rules were estabhshed for linking 

many of the Arabic letters. Pointing was added to 

distinguish between those letters that were rendered 

by a single shape (for example, =, <, & &, T, C, s, 5, 
etcetera).® Short-vowel markings above and below 

the letters (the fathah for short “‘a” sound, dammah 

for short “u,” kasrah for short “i”’) were developed 

to complement the consonants and long vowels,* Pre- 

cise methods for indicating the diphthongs, the ham- 

zah (glottal stop), the maddah (vowel prolongation), 

shaddah (double consonent), and sukin (vowelless 

consonant) were also subsequently added. 

The interest in writing grew commensurately with 

the newly awakened interest in the Qur’anic text as 

guide to all thought and activity, and the desire to 

preserve it and render it accurately. As the ortho- 

graphic improvements of written Arabic were being 

made, a number of scripts or styles of writing were 

also being developed. One of the early scripts, 

thought to have been developed in Iraq by the second 

half of the eighth century C.E., was angular in form, Its 

name, K#fi, linked its origin to the new Islamic city of 

Kiifah and its popularity in the region around Basrah 

and Kifah. It is thought to have developed from Ara- 

maic and Syriac predecessors. Other styles of a more 

rounded and cursive quality were also in use for offi- 

cial and personal writings from the earliest decades.® 

These rounded scripts developed from the earlier 

neo-Sinaitic and Nabataean writing. Varieties of 

rounded scripts were especially popular in and around 

Makkah and Madinah in the first centuries of the 

Islamic period. They were not, however, commonly 

used for Qur’anic manuscripts in those times. For 

several centuries K#fi was the preeminent script for 

copying the Qur’in as well as for artistic inclusion on 

textiles, ceramics, coins, utensils, epitaphs, and archi- 

tectural monuments. 

In early copies of the Qur’dn, the horizontal lines of 

Kafi script were often elongated to produce a squat 

and compact script (Illus, 20.1). This variety 1s most 

often designated as “Early Kaft.,”” In the late tenth 

century C.E., vertical hines were elongated in a new 

style developed by the peoples of Persia (1llus. 20.2). 

This form 1s commonly known as “Eastern Kaf1,” 

because examples of it are most prevalent in copies of 

the Qur’an made in the East. It was also called “‘Bent 

Kift'" because of the inclination to the left of its short 

vertical strokes. Elaborate flourishes of its letters 

were often included below the lines of writing. On the 

whole, it was a much more delicate script than the 

other forms of K#ft of the time. 
After the initial problems of developing a complete 

and accurate writing system had been solved, the 

early Muslims set for themselves the task of beautify- 

ing their scripts. In addition to the variations of style 

produced by the horizontally or vertically elongated 

K#fi scripts, Muslim calligraphers developed new 

variants of the basically angular form. The three most 

widely known variants of K#f7script all resulted from 

an elongation of the letters themselves into various 

noncalligraphic motifs. One of these styles, in which 

the verticals of the script are extended into leaf and 

flower shapes, is known as “floriated Kuft” (Illus, 
20.3). A second, in which the verticals form decora- 

tive plaitings, is called “interlaced” or *‘plaited Kafi”



Hlustration 20.1 

Two folios (nos. 341 and 342) from the oldest Qur’an manu- 

script known to exist and claimed to be one of the five copies 

canonized by Caliph ‘Uthman in the year 28/648. The 

manuscript is preserved in Bukhara, U.S.S.R. A photo- 

graphed edition of the entire manuscript was published in 

1980 by Muhammad Hamidullah (Philadelphia: ‘A’ishah 

Begum, Hyderabad House). The passage is from Qur’an 

7:31-34. [Courtesy ‘A’ishah Begum, Hyderabad House, 

Philadelphia.] 

(Ilus. 20.4). A third style has been designated as 

“animated Kifi,” for the letters end in stylized animal 

or human figures. The last of these styles was used 

chiefly in Iran, where examples of stylized figural art 

(for example, the miniature paintings) were aiso more 

prominent than in other regions of the Muslim world. 
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Hlustration 20.2 

Qur’an 86:1-3, 4a, in Eastern Kafl script, fifth/eleventh 

century. Collection of H. H. Prince Sadruddin Aga Kahn, 

Geneva, Switzerland. 

Many other styles evolved from the basic angular 

and rounded scripts. Some derivatives included fea- 

tures from both categories. Each new script was 

given a special name and precise rules for its execu- 

tion. In many cases, however, variant styles were 

little more than individual or regional variations of a 

general type. By the late ninth century C.E., more 

than twenty cursive styles were commonly used in 

addition to the angular scripts. 

In the tenth century, the famous calligrapher and 

vizier Ibn Muglah (d. 329/940) brought reform and 

systematization to the writing of the proliferating 

variants of cursive Arabic calligraphy. He devised 

rules of proportion for all the letters based on the 

rhombic dot (#). According to his rules, the alif 

was to be a vertical equivalent in length to seven of 

these dots. Other letters were similarly given precise 

measurements for their vertical, horizontal, and 

curved strokes. In this manner Ibn Muglah standard- 

ized each of the major cursive styles known at the 

time. 

From the eleventh century, though K#ff script 

continued in use for ornamental bands for manuscript, 

architectural, and small objects decoration, a more 

cursive and rounded script called Naskh came into 
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Hlustration 20.3 

Qur'an 48:25b-27a in floridated Kifi. [Courtesy Ministry 

of Culture and Tourism, Government of Turkey.] 

Hlustration 20.4 

Floriated and plaited Kafi script, carved stone at the Abdul- 

lah Ansarl Shrine, Gazur Gah, Afghanistan, 1428 - 1429. 

[Photo by L. al Faraqi,| 

prominent use {Illus. 20.5).6 Distinguished by its clar- 

ity, simplicity, and legibility, it is thought to have been 

developed by Ibn Muglah, who introduced it at the 

court in Baghdid. Though it may have been used 

much earlier, Ibn Muglah no doubt played a major role 

in developing and popularizing this variety of the 

rounded scripts. Another vizier, Ihn al Bawwab (d. 

423/1032), is the second of a trio of famous Muslim 

calligraphers. He followed the rules set down by his 

predecessor, Ibn Muglah, but produced still more 

graceful versions of the six best known styles of cur- 

sive script of his time. Ibn al Bawwab is thought to 
have initiated use of the rounded script for Qur’anic 

copies. The oldest extant Qur'an in Naskhi script 1$ 

one done by Ibn al Bawwab himself. It is held today in 

the Chester Beatty Library of the University of Dub- 

lin, Ireland. Because of its legibility, the Naskhiscript 

gradually gained favor over Ki#jt for copying the 

Qur'an. Like the Kiift script, Naskht spread to all 

regions of the Muslim world. 

Hustration 20.5 

Qur’an, Siirah “Al Fatihah'' in Naskhi seript. Thuluth script 
in upper and lower identification panels. [Photo by L. al 

Fartql.] 
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The rounded and cursive scripts were further elab- 

orated and refined by a third celebrated calligrapher, 

Yaqat ibn ‘Abd Allah al Musta‘simi (d. 698/1298). 
Although he is sometimes said to have originated the 

Stttah, “the six” popular forms of cursive script of his 

time, they were probably known much earlier. He did, 

however, refine them further by inventing a new sys- 

tem for trimming the reed pen and preparing its nib 

for writing. 

While the major traditions of the rounded Arabic 
scripts had been established, perfected, and refined 

by the time of Yaqut al Musta‘simI, later generations 

were to make use of these materials in the production 

of larger, more decorative, and more extravagant 

copies of the Qur’an, as well as of books of poetry and 

prose. The elegance in writing and its decoration 

found in copies of the Qur’'an executed in the following 

centuries 1s unexcelled. Each ruler, each dynasty, 

each wealthy patron competed in commissioning or 

writing the most beautiful Qur’an of the day. Calligra- 

phers were a prized addition to any court, and every 

learned person strove to attain the greatest possible 

mastery of the art. The interest in calligraphy spread 

from the execution of Qur’ans toits use in the decora- 

tion of objects made of metal, glass, ivory, textiles, 

wood, stone, stucco, and ceramics (Illus. 20.6). Every 

possible material and object was ornamented with 

Hlustration 20.6 

Luster plate from Persia, thirteenth century, with inscrip- 

tions in Naskh script. [Courtesy University Museum, Uni- 

versity of Pennsylvania.] 
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20. CALLIGRAPHY 

lllustration 20.7 

Calligraphy panels, Madrasah al ‘Attarin, Fis, Moracco, 

1323-1325. [Photo by L. al Faraqg.] 

hands (Illus. 20.7), medallions, motifs, or overall de- 

signs based on the art of writing. 

Each of the various angular and rounded scripts 

evidenced a particular style and carried a distinguish- 

ing name (Thuluth, Naskhi, Muhaqgqaq, Riqa', 

Rayhani, Tawq?', etcetera). Features of style that 

produced a different script included the way in which 

the hooked heads of verticals were made, the form of 

letter endings, the compactness of the letters, the 

degree of slant of the letters, the amount of horizontal 

or vertical elongation, the degree of rounding of 

corners, and so on. One of the most important 

rounded scripts to be developed, used in all regions of 

the Muslim world, is that known as Thuluth (1llus. 

20.8). Thuluthis a decorative script used for archi- 

tectural and small object decoration, as well as for 

decorative lines or titles and colophons for Qur’anic 

and other manuscripts (Illus. 20.9-20.11). It 15 a 

very old script, having been popularized in the early 

decades of the ‘Abbasi period, that is, in the late 

eighth century C.E. It was regarded as one of the six 

major scripts (the Sittah). In use in various forms until 

the present day, Thuluth evidences a pronounced 

plasticity which allows letters to be extended or com- 

pressed to fit any given space or shape. Superimposed 

lines and elongated verticals are other common fea- 

tures of this script. 
Though varieties of Kitfi, Naskht, and Thuluth 

were used in all regions of the Muslim world (see Map 

60), evidence of regionally significant scripts is also 

found. One of these is a script known as Maghribt 

(Illus. 20.12). Used in Moorish Spain and Western 

North Africa, this script was used for Qur’an copies, 

other manuscripts, and small object decoration. Even 

in the Maghrib, it never gained prominence in the field 
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Hlustration 20.8 

Intertor view, Ulu Jami‘, Bursa, Turkey. [Courtesy Em- 

bassy of Turkey, Washington, D.C.] 

of epigraphy, where the pan-Islamic scripts held 

sway. Maghribt script, which seems to have been 

flourishing around 400/1000, has been characterized 
as a cross between the angular qualities of K#/T and 

the rounded forms of Naskhi. It has the distinguishing 

feature of exaggerated loop extensions below the 

lines of the final forms of certain letters. The system 

of diacritical marks used in the Maghrib did not differ 

greatly from that used in the Mashrig. The propor- 

tioned (mansith) system of writing devised by Ibn 
Muglah, however, was never widely adopted in the 

western regions of Islam. 

Despite their conformity to certain general char- 

acteristics, four substyles of MaghribT script have 

been distingwshed in history. The earliest of these 1s 

called Qayrawani, after the center of its importance, 

the city of Qayrawan. This variant of Maghribiscript 
1s distinguished by very short verticals. The script 

called Andulust or Quriubi (“‘of Andalusia’ or “‘of 

Cordoba”) has finer lines and is more compact than 

the other related scripts and evidences considerable 

elongation of horizontal and under-line strokes (Illus. 

20.13). It became the most important style of Muslim 

Spain and from there spread to North Africa with the 
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Hlustration 20.9 

Ince Minare Madrasah, Konya, Turkey, 1260-1265. 

[Courtesy Embassy of Turkey, Washington, D.C.] 

Hlustration 20.10 

Interior of the Tomb of Sultain Muhammad I, Bursa, Tur- 
key, 1421. [Courtesy Embassy of Turkey, Washington, 

D.C)] 



Hlustration 20.11 

Embroidery in black velvet used to cover the Ka'bah. 

[Photo by L. al Fartgl.] 

expulsion of the Muslims from the Iberian Peninsula. 

Fast, the third variety of Maghribiscript, was larger, 

heavier, and more elaborate. In the early seventeenth 

century, it combined with the Andalusi. This amal- 

gamation has been known simply as Maghribi. It be- 

came an important script in Morocco, Algeria, Tuni- 

sia, and, to alesser extent, Libya. Sizdaniisaregional 

variety of Maghribi script developed and favored by 

the Muslim peoples of Middle Africa ([llus. 20.14). It 

has the common Maghribi script characteristics but 

the lines are heavier and the texture is denser. Today 

Sidini is the only one of the Maghribt styles to 

retain its separate name. 

Three other regional scripts which achieved wide 

influence are attributed to Tranian innovators of the 

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries C.E. These are 

the Talig, the Nasta'lig, and the Shikastah scripts. 

The latter two of these are considered variants of the 

parent Ta'lig script. Of these rounded and cursive 

scripts, Ta‘lig can be recognized by a slanting form 

which gave rise toits name, “hanging” (Illus. 20.15), 

Rarely used for Qur'anic copies, it has been primarily 

a script for the copying of other literary works and 

decorative additions to small objects. Probably origi- 

nated sometime in the ninth century C.., Ta17q did 

not achieve widespread use until the time of the 

famous artist and calligrapher Mir ‘All of Tabriz (Tate 

fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries C.E.). 
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Dustration 20.12 

Pages from two Qur'ans written on parchment in Maghribl 

script, eleventh-twelfth century. 

A later elaboration of Ta'lig resulted in the 

Nasta‘lig script. This was a lighter and more elegant 

system of writing. Among its distinguishing charac- 

teristics are the extravagantly elongated and flowing 

horizontal curves of many of its letters, the filling in of 

small circles, very thin and pointed letter endings, 

emphasis on horizontal rather than vertical move-
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20. CALLIGRAPHY 

TABLE 20.2. TiME CHART OF [SLAMIC CALLIGRAPHY 

Pan-Islamic Scripts 

600 C.E. 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 
Angular Proto- 

Scripts: Kufi Early Kaft 

\I{(zg;?nts of Eastern or Bent Kaf7 T 

Floriated K#ft 

l Interlaced or Plaited Kaft 

'Animated Kift 

Proto- 

Naskhi Naskhi 

Rounded Tiamar 

Scripts Muhaqaa 

Thuluth 

Rayhani 

Tawqt’ 

Riga“ 

| Ghubari 

Regionally Significant Scripts 

Variants of Qayrawani 

Maghvibi: Andalusi 
Iberian ] Fast 

Peninsula, ' 

North and 1 Maghribl 

Middle 

Africa 

Sudant 

Variants of | Ta‘lig 

Ta'liq: 

Turkey, 

Iran and 

Central 

Asia, North 

India 

l Nasta'lig 

I Diwant 

Shikastah 

Dtwant Jali 

Iran and Ta‘lig 

Central Asia \ Nasta'liq 

, Diwini 

Shikastah 

Diwani Jalf 

The Far 

East 

| Stnt (China) 

| Jawi (Malay Basin) 

ments, and great contrast in width of lines (Illus. 

20.16). In the sixteenth century, Nasta'lig practi- 

cally replaced Naskh as a script for copying Persian 

literary works. The name, NastaI1g, is thought to be 

a contraction of naskh and ta‘lig. Since the develop- 

ment of the script in the late fifteenth century C.E., it 

has been the national script of Persia (Illus. 20.17). 

Nasta ‘l7q has been used primarily for secular literary 
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Hlustration 20.13 

AndalusT script from a twenticth-century work on arl and 

artists. [Photo by L. al Fariqi.] 

Mustration 20.14 

works or calligraphy pages (muraqga’ created for 

alburn collections. It has almost never been used as a 

Qur'anic script, though after about 900/1500 it be- 

carme popular in Iran and Central Asia for epitaphs and 

inscriptions on architectural monuments. The style 

spread rapidly in those eastern regions where the 

Persian language and Iranian-Islamic influence was 

strong. Little or no influence of the Persian scripts can 

be discerned bevond these areas. 

The Shikastah (“broken form'’) script was devel- 

oped in Herat about the middle of the eleventh/seven- 

teenth century. It is a complicated and difficult to read 

variation of Ta7ig.” This extremely dense script is 

written with tiny letters having very low and inclined 

verticals. It has no vowel markings. Lines are placed 

at various angles on the page. Shikastah has been 

used primarily for personal, business, or official cor- 

respondence in Persian and Urdu (Illus. 20.18). 

One other script that had wide significance and 

usage in the Muslim world is the Diwaniscript, which 

was popularized by the scribes of the Ottoman sultan- 

ate in the late ninth/fifteenth century (Illus. 20.19). It 

is also considered to be a variant of 7z 9ig, although 

the relation to the earlier Persian script is not asclear 

Pages from a manuscript on theology in SGdani script. [Courtesy ‘Uthman Hasan Ahmad, Cultural 

Counselor, Embassy of the Sudan, Washington, D.C.] 
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Hlustration 20.15 

Basmalah in Ta'lig seript. [Photo by L. al Fardqgt] 

Hlustration 20.16 

Nasta'llq script, sixteenth century, Iran, with elaborate 

borders including human figures. [Courtesy Islamic Infor- 

mation Bureau, Tehran, Iran.] 
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Hustration 20.17 

Floriated Nasta‘lig script, nineteenth century, Iran, Mir "Ali 

Shirazl. |Courtesy Islamic Information Bureau, Tehran, 

Iran.] 

Hustration 20.18 

Shikastah script in cloud banks, eighteenth century. Iran. 

[Courtesy Islamic Information Bureau, Tehran, [ran.| 

Hustration 20.19 

(1} Diwant script; (2) an elaborated script known as Diwant 

Jali. |Photo by L. al Fardqgl.] 
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HHustration 20.20 

Tughrd’. “Muhammad Sayyid al Kawnayn wal Thagalayn”™ 

(Muhammad, Master of the Two Worlds [earth and para- 

dise]). Museum of the Sulaymaniyyah, Istanbil. [Courtesy 

Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Government of Turkey.] 

as with Nasta‘liq and Shikastah® Diwani has been 

used particularly for official documents, proclama- 

tions, and the official signature seals (sing. fughra”) 

which were created for each of the Ottoman sultans 

(IMus. 20.20). Diwant never enjoyed popularity for 

execution of Qur'an copies or for epigraphic inscrip- 

tions. It isa rounded script which can be recognized by 

its extravagantly flowing movements and its gradual 

elevation and extension of letters at the ends of lines 

(Ius, 20.21). It features a marked tendency to su- 

perpositiomng and unconventional joining of letters. 

Vowel marks are usually not included. 

CONTEMPORARY CALLIGRAPHY IN 
THE MUSLIM WORLD 

As the rise of [slamic awareness is felt among contem- 

porary Muslim peoples and a new sense of ethnic, 

national, and religious identity moves the people of 

the Third World, Muslim calligraphers are again ex- 

ploring and experimenting with their art. An in- 

creased interest in calligraphy is evident today among 

Muslim patrons as well as artists in all parts of the 

Muslim world. Although certain features of these new 
examples of calligraphy differ from region to region, it 

is not possible to discern distinct regional or national 
styles in the new efforts to practice an old Islamic art. 

This does not mean that contemporary efforts by cal- 

ligraphers reveal no variety. Just the opposite is the 

case! But that variety is based more on variant adapta- 
tions of influences from the non-Islamic world than on 

national or regional particularisms. If one were to 

Hlustration 20.21 

Calligraphy in Diwani Jali. Calligrapher: Hashim Muham- 

mad al Baghdadi, A.H. 1377. [Photo by L. al Fariiqi.] 

make an attempt to categorize the trends in the con- 

temporary calligraphy of the Muslim world, most ex- 

amples of that art would fit into one of the following 
categories: (1) “Traditional”’; (2) “Figural”; (3) “Ex- 

pressionist”; (4) “Symbolic”’; and (5) “Pure Abstrac- 

tionist.”’ 

Traditional Calligraphy 

Examples of ‘“Traditional” calligraphy are being 

produced by contemporary Muslim calligraphers in 

many of the styles and scripts known to earlier gener- 

ations. We chose the term Traditional for the exam- 

ples of this category because it signifies a conform- 

ance to long-established customs as well as to the 

more standard elements in the Islamic tradition. Tra- 

ditional, therefore, implies not only correspondence 

with the past but also general conformance to the 

mainstream, or the dominant aspects, of the total 

calligraphic output of the Muslims. The other types of 
contemporary calligraphy show a relationship to less 

traditional aspects of the heritage, and to influences 
borrowed from alien traditions. 

The contemporary Traditional calligraphers are 

usually trained in an apprentice system by one of the 
leading calligraphers of their locality. Some Muslim 
nations have had schools for the training of calligra- 
phers, but these institutions have fallen on hard times 
in recent decades as the effects of colonialism, West- 
ernization, and cultural/economic depression have 
made themselves felt. The kuttab religious schools, 
which used to train Muslim children, contributed sig- 
nificantly to the survival of the interest in and capabil- 
ity for beautiful Arabic penmanship in all parts of the 
Muslim world. These strongholds of the calligraphic 
tradition have been severely weakened, however, by 
the presence of colonialist and missionary educational



institutions. Even many of the schools of the Muslim 

nations which are operated by natives to the area have 
been so anxious to imitate their foreign competitors 

that the cultivation and refinement of Arabic calligra- 

phy has fallen a hapless victim. Despite these adverse 

conditions, exponents of Traditional calligraphy still 

survive, Probably the most important reason for this 

persistence of the tradition is the unique compatabil- 

ity of this art with the aesthetic demands of the Mus- 

lim peoples. As an art form, it is particularly suitable 

for evidencing the basic characteristics described in 
Chapter 8 that make up the Islamic infinite pattern or 
arabesque. 

The Traditional calligraphers of this century re- 

main true to the demand for abstract quality through 

their choice of an abstract subject matter for their art. 

They emphasize the discursive message and the beau- 

tiful arrangement of the letters rather than the repre- 

Hlustration 20.22 

Calligraphy design in Tuluth script. Calligrapher: ‘Abd al 

Ghant al Baghdddi, a.H. 1384. The passage, “We have 

20. CALLIGRAPHY 

sentation of figures from nature. Stylized leaf or 

flower motifs and geometric patterns are found in 
combination with the calligraphic figures, but the 
overall effect in the contemporary works of the Tra- 
ditional calligraphers is abstract (Illus. 20.22). 

Hustrations 20.23 and 20.24 provide examples of 

the second core characteristic of the Islamic arts as 

exemplified in the designs of the Traditional calligra- 

phers: their modular quality. In Illustration 20.23 this 

is achieved by the two-segment muthanna (“dou- 
bled”) treatment of the Arabic word Allah.® Such 

symmetrical organization of a word, phrase, or sen- 

tence in a right/left or up/down mirror arrangement 

has been practiced in Islamic calligraphy from at least 
the seventh/thirteenth century and perhaps even ear- 

lier, 
Another example of modular quality (Illus. 20.24) 

uses a longer unit and combines it with not one but 

granted you a manifest victory” (Qur’an 48:1), is rendered 

in “mirrored”’ image and plaiting. {Photo by L. al Fariiq.] 
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Hlustration 20.23 

“Traditional” contemporary calligraphy by Emin Berin, 

Istanbul, Turkey. “Allah” and its mirrored (muthanna) 

image. |Photo by L. al Fartqu] 

three additional repetitions which complete a circular 

design. Here not only modular quality but also the 

third and fourth core characteristics — successive 

Hustration 20.24 

Contemporary calligraphy design by Emin Berin, Turkey. 

“We have granted you a manifest victory™ (Qur'an 48:1). 

combination and repetition—are clearly repre- 

sented. 

Any of these examples must be experienced with 

the successive investigation of the constituent mod- 

ules. The movement and dynamism that this entails 1s 

the fifth of the core characteristics of any work of 

I[slamic art. Each discursive-aesthetic segment is 
comprehended as an entity, after which the eye and 

the mind of the spectator move to the next unit within 

the pattern. The experience of the work of Tradi- 

tional calligraphic art can thus be both discursively 

and aesthetically viewed as a dynamic continuum. 

The sixth core characteristic, intricate detail, is 

also found in the Traditional calligraphy of contempo- 

rary Muslim artists, In Tllustration 20.25 the artist, 

‘Adil al Saghir, has produced a complicated calligra- 

phy design in acrylic. Other contemporary artists who 

represent this Traditional category are Muhammad 

Sa‘id al Saggar, Muhammad ‘Al Shakir, and ‘[sam al 

Sa‘td. 

Figural Calligraphy 

The second category of contemporary calligraphy 

could be designated as “Figural” since it combines 

figural motifs with the calligraphic elements in various 

ways. Some are combinations of addition, that is, the 

calligraphic and figural motifs are merely juxtaposed 

within the work of art. This is the essence of the 

Figural quality found in the calligraphy example of 

Hustration 20.26. This manner of combination has 

been used in the past (Illus. 20.27), but the figural 

elements were generally restricted to leaf or flower 

motifs that were stylized or denaturalized to better 

suit the abstract quality of Islamic art. Zoomorphic 

Hlustration 20,25 

Calligraphy design by ‘Adil al Saghir. |Courtesy Arts and 
the Islamic World.] 



HHustration 20.26 

Calligraphy, “Allah,"” with “‘addition” of leaves in border, 

[Photo by L. al Fariigl.] 

and human figures were not included in Qur’anic 

copies, in the decoration of mosques, madrasahs, or 

their furnishings, though they are found on vessels 

and utensils for domestic use. 

A second form of combination of figural motifs with 

calligraphy in the art of the Muslims of both the past 

and the present in that which could be designated as 

molded (Illus. 20.28). In such designs the letters are 

elongated and shortened, spread out and squeezed, or 

elaborated with extensions, swirls, loops, or addi- 

tional marks and fillers to make them conform to the 

shape of a noncalligraphic, geometric, vegetal, zoo- 

morphic, or human figure. The basmalah (“in the 

name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate™), 

which opens every written or recited Qur’anic pas- 

sage as well as any book or shorter work written by a 

Muslim, is a favorite motto for such calligraphy de- 

signs. Sayyid Nagib al ‘Attas is one of the many con- 
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Hlustration 20.27 

The Green Tomb, calligraphy of Mihrab niche, fifteenth 

century, Bursa, Turkey. [Photo by L. al Fardgt.] 

Hlustration 20.28 

Thuluth calligraphy molded in pear shape, reading: “Aman 

Marwat, O Master of the First and Last Ones.”" [Photo by L. 

al Faraqr.| 
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Hlustration 20.29 

Basmalah in shape of a fish, calligraphy design of Sayyid 

Naquib al ‘Attas. [Photo by L. al Fariqt.] 

Hlustration 20.30 

Molded calligraphy by Pakistam artist $adigayn. The pas- 

sage is from Qur’an 55. 

temporary Muslims who has created molded exam- 

ples of Figural calligraphy (Illus. 20.29). In the works 

of Sadiqayn, a well-known Pakistani calligrapher, 

molding of the letters to achieve a Figural depiction is 

a prominent technique (Illus. 20.30). 

Contemporary Isiamic calligraphy features a third 

form of combination with figural motifs which could be 

designated as a design of integration (Illus. 20.31). In 

these, the letters themselves are extended into plant, 

animal, or human motifs. As the word implies, inte- 

gration involves the impossibility of separating the 

constituent elements of design — the calligraphic and 

the figural, The letters of these examples have be- 

come constitutive of the figural element. The removal 

of either would destroy the design. 

Expressionist Calligraphy 

“Expressionist’” calligraphy is a third type of con- 

temporary calligraphic art of the Mushm world. This 

style, like other recent calligraphy creations, 1s re- 

lated to comparable Western aesthetic movements. 

They are the result of the acculturation of Mushm art 

and artists with Western art in recent times. Although 

Expressionist calligraphers use the ‘‘vocabulary’ of 

the Islamic artistic heritage, they are far removed 

from exemplifying its “‘grammar.’’!? 

The term Expressionist has been used to catego- 

rize that calligraphy in which emotion or emotive ele- 

ments, usually expressed through violent distortion 

and exaggeration, are prominent (Illus. 20.32). As a 

modern movement in the Western world of the late 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, it i1s exemplified 

by the works of artists who sought to convey to the 

viewer their own subjective emotions. They also 

wished to depict a personal, visual, and emotional 

response to objects, persons, or events represented. 

They certainly did not aim at realistic portrayal.l? 

Such an art movement embodies the representational 

and the individualistic. It features a striking lack of 

rapport with— even a sharp antagonism to —the ab- 

stract and universal qualities of Islamic art. The Mus- 

lim artist has sought to draw the spectator away from 

the personal and the creaturely toward a concentra- 

tion on transcendence. Expressionist art, in contrast, 

emphasizes human emotion, mood portrayal, subjec- 

tive feelings, and individualistic concerns. It presents 

a “dive” into nature, and often into its least uplifting 
and ideal aspects, rather than an elevation to contem- 

plation of a higher order of existence. 

Despite the sharply alien premises of Expression- 

ist art, a number of contemporary Muslim calligra- 
phers have tried to adapt these aesthetic characteris-



Hlustration 20.31 
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Calligraphy design by Sadigayn, Qur'an 55:66-67. {Photo by L. al Fariiql.] 

tics to Islamic calligraphy. They seem to be so 

imbibed with an alien tradition, rather than with the 

basic premises of the Islamic tradition and ideology, 

that they do not realize the incongruity of their efforts 

to produce calligraphy in this strange and un-Islamic 

way. The works of Qutaiba Shaikh Nouri represent 

such an orientation. Buland al Haidari has accurately 

described his works as an attempt to employ the letter 

“in the expression of his [the artist’s] most intimate 

feelings and ideas, and its form is therefore affected by 

what is alive in his own consciousness.”** Though 

they may utilize motifs from an Islamic heritage — the 

letters and words of the Arabic language —such 

works are part and parcel of a Western art tradition. 

They have little to offer a Muslim artistic revival or a 

Muslim audience. Tojudge them as Islamic art is little 

different from dressing a Western Christian in a tur- 

ban and calling him a Muslim. 

Symbolic Calligraphy 

A fourth category of contemporary Muslim callig- 

raphy includes examples of what we shall call “Sym- 

bolic” calligraphy. Despite the peculiar inapplicability 

of literal symbolism for the Islamic arts, some con- 

temporary Muslim calligraphers have followed this 

direction. In such calligraphy, Westernization has 

again intruded on the artistic orientation and process. 

Evidence of such acculturation can be seen in the 

designs of contemporary calligraphers who use a par- 

ticular letter or word to serve asa symbol of anidea or 

a complex of ideas. Also included are works in which a 

chosen Arabic letter is associated with objects, the 

names of which begin with its sound, for example, 

v—with sayf(“sword”) or sikkin (“‘knife’). The sym- 

bolic letter or letters are juxtaposed in such composi- 

tions with representations of the objects of associa- 

tionin order to convey a specific message.'® The ideas 

thus expressed pertain to the objects rather thantoa 

discursive message carried by the writing. The mean- 

ing behind the objects is often accentuated by the very 

Hlustration 20.32 

Contemporary calligraphy (*‘pure abstraction’) by Diya’ al 

‘Azzawi (Iraq), textile wall decoration. |Courtesy Funoon 

Arabiah. 
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shape or manner of execution of the letter or letters. 

Such combinations hold significance only as revela- 

tions of the artist’s choice and feelings. By being 

forced into association with such an artificial combina- 

tion of meanings, the letters are denied their role as 

conveyors of a discursive message. In this associative 
and symbolic guise, they are usually found in composi- 

tions expressing a message of protest or social re- 

form. Such a motivation for artistic creation is not one 

that has played an important role in the history of 

Islamic art. One wonders if such close connections 

with the day-to-day life of mankind can possibly gain 

validity for the Islamic art of our time or of the future. 

This would be a sharp departure from the orientation 

toward transcendence of the Islamic aesthetic tradi- 

tion. 

Some art historians who have accomplished out- 

standing achievements i their study of the historical, 

linguistic, and archeological data pertaining to Islamic 
calligraphy have fallen into particularly un-Islamic 

symbolic interpretation of the Islamic calligraphic art 

products. One such claim is that, when written, the 

vertical letters of the shahdadah (the confession of 

faith) are “calligraphic evidence for both the divine 

origins of the script and the truth of the faith.” The 
same author continues: “Almost all the letters could 

be employed metaphorically.”’** In fact, the epigraph 

is claimed to function “‘as a manifestation of the intan- 

gible and eternal divine.”’?® To the Muslim, there can 

be no such manifestation of Divinity. To ascribe divine 

representation to any figure or object would be re- 

garded by most members of the community to be not 

just erroneous but even blasphemous. 

Pursuing a similar symbolic and un-Islamic line, 

certain art historians have even dug up the “old 

bones” of those medieval conceits that attributed to 

the letters themselves a numerical value and magical 

significance.'® The resemblance of the Arabic form of 
the Prophet’s name to the worshipper bowed in 

prayer, which was mentioned in the writings of some 

early authors of the Islamic period, has been cited as 

evidence of this symbolic significance of the word in 

Islamic art and its widespread acceptance by Muslims. 

The argument, based on a limited acceptance of such 

an idea and in a limited period of time, is mistakenly 

suggested as a universal within Islamic history. 

Pseudo-Calligraphy or Pure Abstraction 

There is a fifth type of contemporary use of callig- 

raphy by Muslim artists. It might be designated 

as “‘Pseudo-Calligraphy” or “Pure Abstraction,” 

Pseudo-Calligraphy, of course, indicates that the 

motifs of this type of art resemble letters and/or 

words, but the forms do not carry any of the conven- 

tional meanings associated with them. Pure Abstrac- 

tion is another label drawn from a twentieth-century 

Western art movement to label an aesthetic type 

within Muslim aesthetic production. Although the 

term abstraction has been used in Western art circles 

to categorize a number of quite different art move- 

ments, its combination with the adjective “‘pure’ has 

generally specified a particular movement within ab- 

stractionism. Piet Mondrian, a Dutch painter who 

specialized in geometrically pure abstraction, was one 

of the most important contributors to this movement. 

He is described as producing art in which “‘shapes, 
lines and colours have their own absolute, autono- 

mous values and relationships, divorced from any as- 

sociative role whatsoever.”'? The fifth group of Mus- 
lim calligraphers take direction from such views. 
Letters, geometric shapes, or any other motif are 
used by the Muslim Pure Abstraction artists as pure 

form, divorced of any of their traditional meanings or 

significance. Stripped of their linguistic meaning, the 

letters are used as sheer elements of design. If the 

calligraphic motifs retain any meaning, it comes from 

the Expressionist qualities of their rendering or 

ascribed literary symbolic implications. 

Some artists of the Muslim world who use calligra- 

phy in this way have tried to establish a new school of 

art which they call the “One Dimension Group.” 
Their goal is to make use of the Arabic script as if it 

were no different from a geometric or figural motif. 

Exploiting the plastic potentialities of the alphabet, 

these Pure Abstraction calligraphers deal with the 

letters as shapes to be manipulated rather than as 

elements of a discursive message.'® With these art- 
1sts, the letters are no longer the motifs of doubly-rich 

meaning that they were in the Islamic calligraphy of 
earlier times. In fact, for Muhammad Ghanf, a sculp- 

tor, the form of the letters is so modified and mingled 

with the preceding or succeeding letters, as well as 

with the space surrounding it, that its very identity is 

jeopardized. Naja Mahdawi, a contemporary Tunisian 

artist, produces compositions of inscriptions that are 

studies in pure form rather than something to be read 

(Illus. 20.33 and 20.34). These works sometimes lean 

toward Expressionism; others are completely free of 

any attempt to convey meaning. Thus they deny the 

very essence and function of Islamic calligraphy — to 

present a discursive message in the beautiful visual 

forms of the infinite pattern. 

The works of the Pure Abstraction calligraphers 

can generally be regarded as outside the pale of Is- 

lamic art. They may be considered ‘““Muslim’ art only 
1n the sense that their creators are statistical Mus- 
lims. But their denial of the integrity of the letters and



Hlustration 20.33 

Calligraphy design by Naja al Mahdawi, Tugnisia. [Courtesy 

Avrts and the Islamic World] 

words associated with the Arabic language, and there- 

fore their denial of a relationship between their art 

and the Qur’dnic message, is antagonistic to that ele- 

ment of artistic creativity which has been held by 

Muslims throughout the centuries to be its most noble 

content. In addition, examples of Pseudo Calligraphy 

or Pure Abstraction that lean toward Expressionism, 

that is, try to visualize the artist’s emotions and feel- 

ings, are inimical to Islamic abstract goals. The ex- 

periments in Pure Abstraction that are examples of 

“art for art’s sake,” that is, simply exercises in color 

and form, are equally un-Islamic. Islam and the doc- 

trine of tawhid, which emphasize so strongly the telic 

nature of human existence and of every aspect of 

nature and human activity, cannot foster or support 

an art that exists selfishly and incongruously “for its 

own sake.” In fact, such an art, Islam would maintain, 

is an impossibility. For if it is not expressive and rein- 
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Hlustration 20.34 

Calligraphy design by Naja al Mahdawi, Tunisia. [Courtesy 

Funoon Arabiah.] 

forcing of one truth or set of truths, it must necessar- 

ily be expressive and reinforcing of another truth or 

set of truths. Even the expression and reinforcement 

of the denial of truth is a claim of truth for nihilism. In 

any case, that art which expresses other than Islamic 

principles could never warrant the regard or com- 

mendation of Islamic culture and the Muslim peoples. 

Though some examples of contemporary calligra- 

phy in the Muslim world seem more related to West- 

ern than to Islamic art, the very strong interest and 

concern with abstract motifs — the Arabic lettersand 

words —is itself an indication of the importance and 

survival of the Islamic aesthetic core characteristics 

and their significance for future aesthetic activity. 

Rather than making use of the figural motifs empha- 

sized so strongly in other cultures, and even practiced 

by recent sculptors and painters of noncalligraphic art 

in the Muslim world, many Muslim calligraphers have 

remained close to the tradition in choosing their ab- 

stract iconographic materials. 

In addition to their use of abstract motifs, even the 

nontraditional contemporary calligraphers often give 

evidence of the relation of their work to the core 

characteristics of [slamic art. 

In the acrylic by ‘Adil al Saghir (Illus. 19.25), the 

Islamic characteristics of both modular units and suc- 

cessive combinations are strikingly evident and excit- 

ingly achieved. Flowing lines of yellow, blue, green, 

and bronze varying in width carry the calligraphic 

lines and discursive content of the composition. Each 

segment or shape is a module within the whole. These 
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Hlustration 20.35 

Calligraphy, Calligrapher: 

Muhammad Sa‘id al Sakkir. [Courtesy Funoon Arabiah.) 

contemporary  Basmalah. 

colored bands are combined to achieve a second level 

of organization; and on a third level, the composition 

reveals a highly stylized figural representation of a 

human figure, The work, therefore, like any success- 

ful Islamic work of art, must be viewed successively in 

parts and combinations of parts, as a series of “‘views”’ 

rather than as a single unity. Such additive structures 

demand the use of repetition, timed viewmng, and in- 

tricacy, which are the other core characteristics of 

the Islamic arts. 

Given the considerable production of the Tradi- 

tional calligraphers, and despite certain incongruous 

borrowings by a limited number of non-Traditional 

calligraphers, it is clear that there is a strong tend- 

ency in the contemporary Muslim world to retain the 

features that have in-formed Islamic art and created a 

recognizable tradition throughout the centuries and in 

every region of the Muslim world. The lively renewal 

of interest, on the part of both artists and viewers, in 

calligraphy, as well as the refreshing experimentation 

to discover new ways of expressing the Islamic spirit 

through beautiful writing, are hopeful signs for the 

future of this most respected of the Islamic arts.!® 

NOTES 

1. Chapter 23 on Handasah al Sawt, or the Art of 

Sound, makes use of an alternative subdivision of the 

Islamic world for elucidating the correspondence of musical 

genres to the aesthetic core characteristics. This, however, 

does not deny the suitability of the seven-part subdivision 

for dealing with other aspects of regional variety in the art 

of sound. 
2. Bishr ibn ‘Abdul Malik and Harb ibn Umayyah are 

believed to have introduced the Makkans to the art of writ- 

ing the North Arabic script, a derivation from the earlier 

Nabataean. Harb is credited with popularizing it among the 

aristocracy of the Quraysh, the tribe of Muhammad. Among 

the contemporaries of the Prophet who became experts in 

writing were ‘Umar ibn al Khattab, ‘Uthman ibn ‘Affan, and 
‘Alf ibn Ab Talib, three of the first four Rashidtn caliphs. 

3. This innovation was ordered by al Hajj3j, the power- 

ful Muslim leader who controlled, for the caliphate in Da- 

mascus, the eastern regions of the Muslim empire at the 

turn of the eighth century C.E. Probably the system of 

“pointing” with one, two, or three black dots, which was 

devised under his direction, was not a new creation but an 

elaboration and perfection of earlier practices. 

4. Abii al Aswad al Du’ali (d. 69/688)} is thought to have 

invented the system of large colored dots used in that early 

period as vowel markings. These were to be supplanted in 

the eighth century by the diacritical markings developed by 

Khalll ibn Ahmad (d. 170/786). The latter are essentially 

those used today. 

5. Nabhia Abhott, Studies in Avabic Literary Papyri 1 

Historical Texts (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1957); see also Yasin Hamid Safadi, Islamic Calligraphy 

{Boulder, Colo.: Shambhala, 1979), p. 14. 

6. According to one authority, it received this name 

because it canceled (nasakha) other forms of writing (Ibn 

Mir-MunshT al Husaynl Qadt Ahmad, Calligraphers and 
Painters, trans. V. Minorsky [Washington, D.C.: Freer 

Gallery of Art, 1959], pub. 4339, p. 56, n. 135). Others 

relate the use of this term to the meaning of “‘transcribing,” 

“transcription,” or “‘copying”’ inherent in the root verb 
from which it is derived. 

7. Safadi, Islamic Calligraphy, p. 30. 
8. Ihid. 

9. Other names for this type of design are ‘aynalz 

(“'identical repetition’), ma‘kits (“reflected’’), or muta‘a- 

kisah (“the thing that has been reflected"). 
10. This analogy to the vocabulary and grammar of 

speech was used by the contributors to Architecture as 
Symbol and Self-Identity, Proceedings of the Aga Khan 
Seminar Four, “Architectural Transformations in the 
Islamic World,” Fez, Morocco, 1979, 

11. A few exemplars of this trend in Western art are Van 
Gogh, Gauguin, Seurat, Rouault, Klee, and Kandinsky. 
Their art has been described as *‘an artistic ‘documentation’ 
of emotional states and ideological conventions” {Umbro 
Apollonio, “Expressionism,” Encyclopedia of World Art 
[New York, Toronto, London; McGraw-Hill, 1965], Vol. V, 
col. 317). Their art ““was only the vehicle for emotionally 
intensified content; representation of external phenomena 
was completely subordinated to the visual statement of 
inner feelings™ (ibid., col. 311).



12. Buland al Haidari, “‘Calligraphy in Modern Arab 
Art,” Arts and the Islamic World, Vol. I, No. 1 (1983), 

p. 21, 

13. Ibid. 
14. Anthony Welch, Calligraphy in the Arts of the Mus- 

lim Word (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1979), pp. 
25-26. See also Erica Cruikshank Dodd, “The Image of 

the Word,” Beryfus 18 (1969), pp. 35-58. 

15. Welch, Calligraphy, p. 23. 

16. Ibid., p. 25. 
17. Article on Mondrian in Encyclopaedia of the Arts, 

ed. Geoffrey Hindley and Herbert Read (New York: Mere- 

dith Press, 1966) p. 636. 

20. CALLIGRAPHY 

18. Shakir Hassan al Sa‘ld regards the letter “as pure 

plastic value’ (al Haidari, ‘‘Calligraphy,” p. 20). 

19. “It is quite natural for some artists in the developing 
countries to be captivated, at certain stages in their devel- 

opment, by artistic forms already perfected in more ad- 

vanced countries, and by the products of those countries in 

the form of artistic schools, trends and plastic adventures. It 

is as equally natural that such superficial enchantment 

should not last long and that in a moment of awakening, the 

value of tradition for inspiration and confirmation of national 

identity will be recognized” (al Haidari, ““Calligraphy,” p. 

17). 
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CHAPTER 21 

Ornamentation in the Islamic Arts 

The six general or core charactenstics of the work of 

Islamic art having been laid down in Chapter 8, and 
calligraphy having been discussed in Chapter 20, the 

reader might expect that we would now proceed to 

investigate architecture, manuscript painting, metal 

work, ceramics, woodworking, leather-tooling, rugs, 

and textiles—in that or in any other order. We 

thought, however, that another organization of the 

materials of Islamic art was necessary to achieve a 

true appreciation of the beauty and significance of 

Islamic ornamentation. In fact, to deal with the var- 

ious arts separately might lead one to think that they 

adhere to sharply varying characteristics of creative 

method and aesthetic perception. This is certainly not 

the case. The unity of the Islamic arts 1s such that, 

whether the artist makes use of paint, wood, bricks, 

stone, metal, clay, or textiles, the results are similar in 

effect. The function and significance of the decorative 

elaboration of these works, as well as their structures 

and forms, reveal an outstanding conformance of pur- 

pose and effect. 

It will be the purpose of this chapter to discuss the 

unique functions of ornamentation in the Islamic arts, 

thereby revealing the significance of the application of 

mfinite patterning to any work of art. In addition, this 

chapter describes some of the significant structural 
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organizations which are revealed in all categories of 
Islamic art, Such purposes are not served by a purely 

historical or archeological study in which details of 

geographic and dynastic provenance, local influences, 

techniques of workmanship, and details of unique de- 

sign motifs are enumerated. Such detailing, of course, 

would demand individual treatment for each medium. 

But that is not our purpose here. Studies fulfilling that 

need are already available in general books on the 

Islamic arts.! Other writings describe the arts pro- 
duced in a particular region or country of the Muslim 

world.? Still other books and articles of historical and 
archeological importance that deal separately with a 

single medium or one type of Islamic art are to be 

found in contemporary libraries?; and individual arti- 

cles on one object from that medium, or even one 

design on one object from one medium, are too nu- 
merous to list.* 

Of course, additional research in all the categories 
of Islamic art is necessary. The materials still to be 
investigated will provide important research projects 
for art historians for decades, even centuries, to 
come. At the present stage of development, how- 
ever, there is another need which seems more crucial 
to the understanding of Islamic art: an analysis that 
would put the information of the particularized studies
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mentioned into some understandable frame of refer- 

ence. In other words, there is need to fit the many 

pieces of information now available into an analytical 

mosaic of the Islamic arts. 

This chapter will discuss the special and unique 
relationship of the arts of Islam to ornamentation. 

This relationship is not peculiar to any particular cate- 

gory of art or medium, It overarches the visual arts as 

well as those of sound and movement. Islamic orna- 

mentation includes the decoration of portable objects 

made of wool, metal, ceramics, fabrics, or any other 

material. It also encompasses what is generally la- 

beled as architectural decoration, as well as the em- 

bellishment in the arts of sound and movement. Re- 

gardless of the materials or techniques used, Islamic 

ornamentation features striking aspects of unity —in 

its functions and significance as well as in the formal 

structures upon which it is based. The wide use of 

ornamentation makes a chapter on this subject essen- 

tial to the understanding of the Islamic arts. 

THE FUNCTIONS OF 
ORNAMENTATION IN THE 

ISLAMIC ARTS 

A Western art historian has described ornamentation 

as “that component of the art product which is added, 

or worked into it, for purposes of embellish- 

ment. . . . [It] refers to motifs and themes used on 

art objects, buildings or any surface without being 

essential to stucture and serviceability. . . . Thisen- 

tire range of expression is used for ornamental pur- 

poses.”’® 
This definition may be accurate for describing or- 

namentation in most other art traditions. Unfortu- 

nately, many Western or Westernized scholars who 

have dealt with the Islamic arts have regarded such a 

definition as a universal in the arts of all cultures and 

civilizations, and have been influenced by it in their 

analysis and description of [slamic art. This has re- 

sulted in their misunderstanding of some of the most 

crucial premises of that art. Since ornamentation 18 

for them only a superficial addition to an aesthetic 

entity, they have judged the proliferation of ornament 

in Islamic art to be indicative either of the hedonism of 

the Muslim peoples, or of a cultural horror vacut (an 

abhorrence of empty space).® Not understanding the 

unigue function and significance of ornamentation in 

Islamic aesthetic creation, many scholars cannot ap- 

preciate the positive contributions of this aspect of 

the art works of the Muslims, They can attribute toit 

only a negative and denigrating role. 

In Islamic art, ornamentation or zukhruf (“‘deco- 

ration”) is not something added superficially to the 

completed work of art in order to embellish it in an 

unessential way. It is also not a means of satisfying the 

appetites of a pleasure-seeking people. It should 
never be regarded as a mere filling of space to escape 

emptiness. Instead, the beautiful and intricate de- 

signs one finds on art objects of every region, and in 

every century of Islamic history, fulfill four specific 

and important functions which define their signifi- 

cance, 

Reminder of Tawhid 

First, the patterns of beauty found in the Islamic 

arts are concretizations of that ubiquitous aesthetic 

effort of the Muslim peoples to create art products 

that would lead the viewer to an intuition of divine 

transcendence. The ornamentation of the works of 

art are the outcome and the very substance of that 

effort. Since the need for such reminders of the Is- 

lamic ideology of tawhid is deemed an important addi- 

tion to the environment, at work, at home, and in the 

mosque, the infinite patterns that comprise the orna- 

mentation of the Islamic arts are to be found every- 

where. It is not just the pages of the Holy Qur’an that 

are made up of elaborate examples of calligraphy and 

illumination; the copy of a collection of stories or 

poems made for a caliph or prince is similarly deco- 

rated. It is not just the mosque that reveals transcen- 

dence-reminding ornamentation; a caravansary, a 

school (madrasah), or a private dwelling are simi- 

larly embellished. It is not just the lectern ( kursi) on 

which the Qur’an is supported in the mosque that is 

covered with infinite patterns; even the plate from 

which the Muslim eats his food, the armour or sword 

of the soldier, and the fabric of a head scarf are orna- 

mented in similar fashion. It is quite proper, there- 

fore, to regard Islamic art as uniquely inclusive of all 

types of beautiful and beautified objects, regardless of 

the use for which they have been designed. 

Although in some sense the secular creations of 

any culture partake of a correspondence with the ob- 

jects created for religious use during any particular 

period of time, it is a generally accepted notion that 

the expression “Christian art’” pertains only to those 

art objects and buildings created for a specifically reli- 

gious use in Christian culture. This is particularly true 

after the Renaissance, when the unity of life in Chris- 

tianity was broken by the increasingly accentuated 

separation of the religious from the secular. In fact, 

some writers have maintained that, after the Renais- 

sance, the production of ‘‘Christian art” ceased.” The 

art of subsequent periods may have been produced by 

artists who were nominally Christians, but their art no 

longer fulfilled the goals of Christian aesthetics and 

could no longer be related to the Christian theology. 
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Following the trend that progressively isolated reli- 

gious from secular activities after the fourteenth cen- 

tury, the realms of religious and secular art tended to 

diverge more and more from each other and to de- 

velop in their separate ways. This reached such an 

extent that only the former is now regarded as 

“Christian art.” 

A comparable development could not occur in Is- 

lamic culture. There, from the very inception of the 

faith, the idea has been firmly entrenched that every 

activity, every idea, every occasion, and every object 

must not only be affected but also determined by the 

Islamic ideology. Art, like everything else, is consid- 

ered to be part of the inclusive and comprehensive 

system that permeates the life of the ummah. For 

this reason, all types of objects used or made by Mus- 

lims are elaborately ornamented with those infinite 

patterns that tie them to the religion and the Islamic 

whole. Ornamentation thereby guards against the bi- 
furcation of life into a religious realm, in which fawhid 

has power and influence, and a secular realm, for 

which the ideology has little or no relevance. Instead 

of being an unessential component added superficially 

to a work of art after its completion, ornamentation is 

at the core of the spiritualizing enhancement of the 

Islamic artistic creation and of the Muslim environ- 

ment. By providing the ubiquitous infinite patterns, 

ornamentation raises any object from the realm of 

pure utility and makes of it an expression of the Is- 

lamic ideology. 

Transfiguration of Materials 

We have characterized the Islamic arts as empha- 

sizing abstraction or denaturalization in their choice 

and use of subject matter, But subject matter was not 

the only thing determined by Muslim artists’ desire to 

express tawhid. Their use of materials was also af- 
fected significantly by the wish for a mode of expres- 

sion that accorded with their ideology. We would like 

to use the word “transfiguration’ to designate the 

techniques that constitute a second function of orna- 

mentation in the Islamic arts. That term is deemed 

suitable here, first of all, because it implies that the 

object transfigured by ornamentation has undergone 

a change in form or appearance but not in substance. 

This is certainly true of the ornamented work of Is- 

lamic art. The wood out of which it is made has not lost 

its natural properties; the granite is still as hard; the 

metal, as relentlessly opposed to being pierced as it 

was before the ornamentation process began. But the 

form and appearance of the materials have been dras- 

tically altered. 

Second, the term ‘‘transfiguration” implies that 

the change is not mere change but an exalting, glorify- 

ing, or spiritualizing one. This is equally fitting of the 

contribution of ornamentation in the Islamic arts. The 

art work embellished with infinite patterns does in- 

deed have an enhanced status in the mind of the Mus- 

lim, and especially so if the decorative designs in- 

cludes Qur’anic or other pious calligraphic elements. 

Since the aesthetic goal of Islamic art is to lead the 

spectator away from concentration on self and this 

world, and toward contemplation of fawhid and a God 

Who is beyond and completely other than nature, the 

artist needs to deal with artistic materials in special 

and consistent ways. If the treatment of materials 

causes the viewer to concentrate on their naturalistic 

qualities, the aesthetic purpose of tawhid would not 

be served, and the adherence to abstract quality 

would be denied. Much has been written about the 

abstract and stylized nature of Islamic art, about its 

rejection of figural art as significant material for its 

creative expressions. Little attention, however, has 

been paid to the other ways Muslims have developed 

for denaturalizing and transfiguring nature in their 

arts. We have already discussed in Chapter 8 how the 

motifs and subject matter of Islamic art have been 

chosen and stylized to achieve those ends. We shall 

now consider the methods which Muslim artists have 

developed, in their use of ornamentation, to 

transfigure —that is, stylize, denaturalize, and 

beautify — the materials with which they work. 

Overlay. One technique common to the various 

Islamic arts is to overlay the basic materials of any 

object or building with a decorative covering of infi- 

nite patterning (Illus. 21.1). The wooden box that 

holds a set of writing instruments 1s covered with 

intricate inlays of mother-of-pearl, ivory, or colored 

pieces of wood. One is not aware of, or concerned 

with, the material of the box itself. It matters little to 

the viewer if it is made of oak or teak, pine or mahog- 

any, since all visible parts are covered with ornamen- 

tal infinite patterning. In ceramic work, complicated 

meshlike or braided patterns have been affixed to 

those ohjects known as ‘“Barbotine’”” ware. In this 

pottery, a semiliqud clay is applied from a tube, in a 

manner similar to that used by a cake decorator. 

Architectural monuments can be equally revealing 

of the overlay method. Almost every important mon- 

ument or simple structure includes evidence of such 

transfiguration (Illus. 21.2). The actual materials of 

construction for a building — be it palace or mosque, 

madrasah or caravansary, tomb or pavilion— are 
never emphasized. That would be too distracting to 
the goal Islamic art holds of reminding the viewer of a 
divine realm that is completely other than nature; it 
would orient the viewer toward the materials of na-
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Hlustration 21.1 

Helmet ornamented with gold, rubies, and turquoise, six- 

teenth century. Topkapi Saray Museum, Istanbill, Turkey. 

[Photo by L. al Faraqt.] 

Hiustration 21.2 

ture rather than toward transcendence. A building 

could be made of bricks, rough stones, or even rubble; 

but no Muslim architect worthy of his profession 

would draw the attention of the viewer to those base 

materials with which he works. Instead, he empha- 

sizes the transfiguring patterns with which they are 

overlaid. A covering of ornamental brickwork or ce- 

ramic tiles, a veneer of intricately sculpted stone or 

stucco, or an overlay of carved and painted wood hides 

the base materials. Overlay is one of the most impor- 

tant and prevalent devices for transfiguration of mate- 

rials in the Islamic arts. It conforms to the pervasive 

cultural demand for abstraction from and denaturali- 

zation of the created world. 

Disguise of inherent qualities of the mate- 

rials. The transfiguration of materials through Is- 

lamic ornamentation makes use of a second means for 

enhancing denaturalization and transfiguration. This 

involves the treatment of materials in ways that would 

deny emphasis of their naturalistic gualities —Iin 

other words, render them more abstract or stylized. 

The elaborate carving of a stone facade often creates 

a light and supple, even a lacelike quality rather than 

an impression of weight and solidity which are the 

natural qualities of that material (Illus. 21.3). Orna- 

mental bricks can become a meshlike covering for a 

building. Ceramics, for both small objects and archi- 

tectural decoration, can be treated by glazing which 

Shrine of Fatimah, Qum, Iran (sixteenth- nineteenth centuries). [Photo by L. al Far- 

oqr. ] 
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[Hustration 21.3 

Alacy “mesh” of carved stone in geometric and calligraphic 

ornament. Main gate of ‘Ala al Din Mosque, Nigde, Turkey 

(1223). [Courtesy Embassy of Turkey, Washington, D.C.] 

gives the finished luster ware product a metallic sheen 

and appearance. The grain and color of the wood, 

which would identity its type and emphasize its natu- 

ralistic qualities, are reduced to insignificance by in- 

laid or painted designs (Illus. 21.4). The viewer's at- 
tention is always drawn away from the material itself 

to concentrate instead on the ornamental patterns 

executed in that medium, patterns that lead to an 

intuition of the transcendence of Allah. 

Lack of concern for preciousness of mate- 

rials. As further evidence of the ahstraction or trans- 

figuration and deemphasis of materials in Islamic art, 

one finds little concern for the preciousness of mate- 

rials themselves. Although gold, silver, mosaics, lead 

crystal, and other precious materials are sometimes 

used, the work of Islamic art derives its character and 

excellence from the “working’” of those materials 

rather than from their intrinsic value. 

The abundance of less precious metals in objects 

remaining from earlier centuries has sometimes been 

attributed to an ascetic tendency in Islamic religion 

and culture. This has little basis in fact. Certain pas- 

sages from the hadith literature, which discourage 

the extravagant use of gold and silver utensils,® have 
been regarded by non-Mushms as well as some Mus- 

lims as proof of a dominant asceticism in Islam. These 

texts must, however, be viewed in light of the pas- 

sages in the Qur’an itself that provide clearly anti-as- 

cetic directives.® The more plausible explanation of 

the examples of hadith in question is that these point 

to an authentic cultural tendency to downgrade the 

importance of wealth and material goods in order to 

stress more important things. The use of common and 

even prosaic materials for objects of elaborate intri- 

cacy and richness of detail is, therefore, another 

aspect of the transfiguration of materials in the Is- 

lamic arts. The extravagance of workmanship stands 

in sharp contrast to the frugality evidenced in the 

choice of basic materials. The peasant’s clay pot, the 

iron skillet, the wooden door — all may be treated to 

elaborate ornamentation schemes, the labor for which 

might seem to go far bevond what the materials and 

their use warrant. The Muslim craftsman or artist 
thereby refuses to regard the material as an impor- 

Hlustration 21.4 

Platter, its wooden materials disguised by elaborate inlays. 

twentieth century, Egypt. [Photo by L. al Fartqi.) 
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tant ingredient in the aesthetic appreciation of the art 

work. Instead, priority is given to the infinite patterns 

that cover the object and meet the eye wherever it 

falls. 

Transfiguration of Structures 

Whereas many art traditions of the world may seek 

to emphasize the underlying structures of a particular 

work, Islamic art strives for a disguise of that basic 

framework. Contribution to this quality can be consid- 

ered as a third function of ornamentation in the Is- 

lamic arts. [t 1s another feature of the art product 

designed to draw the attention away from mundane 

ingredients and characteristics to a higher order of 

expression and meaning. 

Ornamentation of any Islamic work of art plays the 

role of transfiguring it structurally, by hiding the basic 

forms or minimizing their impact on the viewer. For 

example, the outer surface of a beaker may be only a 

perforated cover for the waterproof container within 

{Tllus. 21.5). The ceramic overlay of a facade or inte- 

rior wall rarely delineates architectural members. 

Only when these architectural members provide out- 

lines for design units of the infinite patterning are they 

exposed. In such cases, however, they are experi- 

enced as entities within the design structure, within 

the infinite pattern, rather than as units or members 

of architectural structure. To emphasize the design 

structure of an Islamic work of art is always desirable 

since it promotes a fawhid-based aesthetic percep- 

tion of the art work. Emphasis on the actual building 

structure is rejected since that would emphasize the 

naturalistic, the rude earthly factors, the sticks-and- 

stones organic makeup of the object or architectural 

structure. It could not provide an aesthetic reminder 

of the other-than-nature qualities of Divinity. For this 

reason, Muslim artists have tended to mask construc- 

tion details with overlays of transfiguration ornament. 

Beautification 

The fourth function of ornamentation in the Is- 

lamic arts is one shared by the artistic traditions of all 

cultures, and is thus a universal in aesthetic creation. 

That is the use of ornament to beautify and embellish. 

[slamic ornamentation can be said to perform this 

function with great success, since the patterns it 

creates on the decorated object are themselves in- 

trinsically pleasing to the eye. This fact, based on 

their symmetry, their pleasing colors, and their 

graceful and varied shapes, has been acknowledged by 

non-Muslims who are unable to appreciate those arts 

from within the cultural matrix, as well as by the 

Hlustration 21.5 

Vase with perforated exterior wall, Pakistan, twentieth 

century. [Photo by L. al Faraqt. ] 

Muslims themselves. The ornamentation found in 

these works of art imparts an additional dimension of 

beauty for the Muslim percipient; for any figure or 

object, any phrase or movement, any line or anecdote 

that expresses fawhid is for the adherent of Islam an 

expression of truth and goodness. It is therefore, a 

fortiori, an expression of beauty. 

Many scholars have recognized the unity of Islamic 

art.!® However, though recognized, the details of its 

embodiment are rarely enunciated. We have at- 

tempted in Chapter 8 and in this chapter to establisha 

number of dominant characteristics which pertain to 

the Islamic arts generally. These characteristics con- 

stitute its unity. They can be found in the arts of any 

medium or technique, in every region of the Muslim 

world, in every century of the Islamic period. 
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Scholars have been no less aware of variety in the 

Islamic arts. Variety has usually been attributed to 

the effect of ethnic, racial, or regional preferences. 

Despite acknowledgment of their existence, such ele- 

ments of variety within the overall unity have rarely 

been enunciated or analyzed for a better understand- 

ing. There has been a “‘feeling” of regional emphasis 

or uniqueness with little attempt to understand its 

nature. Without losing sight of the numerous charac- 

teristics that give a comprehensive continuity to or- 

namentation in the Islamic arts, we shall make an 

attempt here to describe those elements of variety 

that typify the use of ornamentation in various parts of 

the Muslim world. For this purpose, we will use the 

same seven regions delineated on Map 62 (p. 364), 

which approximate recognizable artistic subdivisions 

within the whole. Though the borders indicated on 

Map 62 appear as precise boundaries of the seven 

regions, it should be understood that such framing of 

cultural aspects is susceptible to the ‘“leakages” re- 

sulting from acculturation and diffusion. Any element 

described as characteristic of a region, therefore, may 

not be statistically unique to that region; but the prev- 

alence of its use there and its limited and uncharacter- 

istic use in other regions contribute to the region’s 

characteristic style. Three factors will be considered 

here as possible elements providing regional specific- 

ity. These are techniques, materials, and motifs. 

There is little in the field of ornamentation tech- 

niques that distinguishes one region from another. 

Carving, painting, weaving, veneering,'! engraving or 

etching,'? embossing,'? leather-tooling, enameling,'* 

filigree,’® glass-blowing, and casting®® are found in 

every region. It would be impossible to provide evi- 

dence for exclusivity for any region in any of these 

techniques. In fact, this conformance of techniques in 

the different regions is one aspect of the unity of 

Islamic art. 

Materials are only slightly less homogeneous in the 

Islamic arts regardless of region and period of time. 

This element of possible regional particularity is gov- 

erned, of course, by the availability of materials in the 

different regions, Stucco, paint, wood, metal, fibers 

for weaving, and clay for ceramic production are so 

widespread in their provenance that they can be re- 

garded as typical of all seven regions. One difference 

can be seen in the production of carpets to embellish 

public and private spaces. In Turkey, Iran-Central 

Asia, and the Indian subcontinent production of car- 

pets has been most important. Stone ornamentation, 

whether by carving or veneering, has of course been 

most prevalent in those regions where large quanti- 

ties were locally available and easily quarried. Egypt, 

Turkey, and the Indian subcontinent are outstanding 

in this regard. Because stone was less commonly 

found in the Maghrib, Middle Africa, Iran-Central 

Asia, and East Asia, those regions have made greater 

use of bricks, wood, ceramic, and plaster ornamenta- 

tion. B 

It is to the last of the three aspects— motifs— 

that the most striking differences between the arts of 

the different regions can be attributed. We shall dis- 

cuss the seven regions separately in order to set forth 

the major elements of the motif vocabulary. (For a 

typology of motifs in the Islamic arts, see Figure 

21.1.) 

Although both figurative and nonfigurative motifs 

are used in Areal, the Maghrib, the arts of that region 

evidence a predominance of the latter category. All 

the subdivisions of nonfigurative motifs — calligraphy 

and the various types of geometric shapes, both recti- 

linear and curvilinear —are prominent in decoration 

of both architectural and smaller objects of the region. 

Polygons and star shapes are found with particular 

frequency. As for the figurative motifs used, most 

often they represent vegetal or lifeless objects rather 

than those suggestive of human beings, animals, or 

hybrid creatures. Figurative objects are heavily styl- 

ized and abstracted from their naturalistic forms. 

In addition to these general characteristics of motif 

selection in the Maghrib, a few motifs are used with 

such consistency that they help distinguish a Maghribi 

style in ornamentation. These are found on small ob- 

jects as well as on the larger structures of the “spatial 

arts.” Probably the most distinctive of these is a spe- 

cial form of interlace. This patterning incorporates 

lozenge as well as arch shapes in intricate designs. It is 

particularly prominent as architectural decoration on 

the walls of buildings and towers (Illus. 21.6) where it 

is found in an infinite number of creative variants. 

Other motifs used frequently enough to constitute an 

element of particularity for a Maghribi regional style 

are the shell motif, the lobed and horseshoe arch, and 

arcade forms (Illus, 21.7, 21.8, 21.9), 

Two characteristic features of motif representa- 

tion in Area II, Islamic Middle Africa, are the promi- 
nence of rectilinear geometric shapes and the free- 

hand aspect of their rendering (Illus. 21.10, 21.11). 

Human and animal motifs, always highly stylized, are 

more frequent here than in many other parts of the 

Muslim world (Illus. 21.12). This can be seen as a 

strong mfluence from the pre-Islamic artistic culture 

of the area. In West Africa, the influence of the 

Maghrib is often clearly discernible in the choice of 
motifs of decoration, 

In Area III, the Mashriq, all the elements of the 
Islamic motif vocabulary can be found. It is difficult to 

assign predominance to any particular item, for all
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TaBLE 21.1. ARTISTIC MoTiFs ofF THE MusLiM WORLD 

(For examples of each style of ornamentation, see Figure 21.1.) 

Styles of ornamentation used throughout the Muslim world: 

Calligraphy 
Geometric patterns _ 
Stylized figures from nature (vegetal, animal, and lifeless 

objects) 

Architectural motifs 

Ornamentation used in Area I (Maghrib, North Africa, and 

Spain) 

Lozenge interlace 

Shell motifs 

Lobed arches/arcades 

Horseshoe archesfarcades 

Interlaced arches 

Ornamentation used in Area II (Middle Africa) 

Styles influenced by Area | motifs 

Rectilinear geometric shapes 

Freechand rendering of designs 

Ornamentation used in Area 11T (Mashriq) 

Fluted domes 

Sculptured domes 
Alternating bands of color 

Hlustration 21.6 

Ornamentation used in Area IV (Turkey) 

Triangular arch 

Turkish triangles 

Triangular or conical domes 

Ornamentation used in Area V (Iran and Central Asia) 

Stylized figures from nature (very important) 

Delicate rendering of motifs 

Ornamentation used in Area V1 (Indian Subcontinent) 

Lobed archesfarcades 

Inverted lotus figures at crest of domes 

Greater naturalism in rendering of figures from nature 

Bulbous domes 

Ornamentation used in Area VII (East Asia) 

Wave motifs 

Boat prow motifs 

Voluptuous plant and animal forms 

Umbrella motifs 

Dragon motifs 

Lobed archesfarcades 

Bulhous domes 

Carved stucco ornamentation, Alnambra Palace, Granada, Spain. [Photo by L. al Fariqi.) 
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FIGURE 21.1 MOTIF VOCABULARY OF THE ISLAMIC ARTS 

I. Nonfigurative or Abstract Motifs 

A. Calligraphy 

B. Geometric Shapes 

1. Rectilinear 

a. Polygons 

AOOO (T 
b. Stars and crosses 

AN 

c. Swastikas and frets 

X y .‘ ' 

d. Angular meanders 

o7l
 T 5 cita 

i. Key meander ii. Chevron meander, zigzag 

|E1En] ]ty W 
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e. Chevron patterns 

f. Lattice, checkerwork, hatching, and dotting 

2. Curvilinear 

a. Circles (single, concentric, and interlocking) 

O @ & 
b. Scallops 

caa 
c. Curvilinear meanders and S curves 

i. Ribbon or undulating 

VAVAY/ 
1. Wave 

R/ R/ 
iii. Guilloche 

(Continued on next page)
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FIGURE 21.1 (Continued ) 
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II. Figurative Motifs 

A. Living Figures 

1. Vegetal 

a. Rosettes 

(Continued on next page)
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FIGURE 21.1 (Continued) 
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3. Animals 
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4. Hvbrid creatures 

a. Sphinx 

b. Centaur 

¢. Griffin 

d. Harpies 

B. Lifeless Objects from Nature 

1. Stylized objects 

a. Vases, pitchers 

(Continued an next puge)
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FIGURE 21.1 (Continued) 

b. Lamps 

c. Shells 

d. Interlace, ropes, and braid 
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e. Shields, emblems f. Cloud bands 

AT\ AS 

g. Water and wave motifs 

R/ R 
) 
2, Architectural motifs 

a. Arches (blind and open) 

N ] 
i 

i. Square ii. Round 

iii. Pointed iv. Horseshoe (Continued on next page)
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FiGURE 21.1 (Continued) 
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Hustration 21.7 

Lobed arches and stucco interlaced patterns, Mausoleum of 

Muhammad V, Rabat, Morocco. [Photo by L. al Fartqr] 
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Hlustration 21.8 

Portal with horseshoe, lobed and interweaving arches. and 

crenellations, Mosque of Qurtubah, Spain. [Photo by L. al 

Farigi.] 

Hlustration 21.9 

Qasbah Gate, Rabat, Morocco, twelfth century. [Photo by 

L. al Faraqi.] 
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ustration 21.10 

Decorations on the mud architecture structure of the Amir of Zaria's palace, Zaria. Nigena. 

[Courtesy A. R. Doi.] 

Hlustration 21.11 

Gate ornamentation of mud mosque in Zaria, Nigeria, 

[Courtesy A. R. Dot.] 

Hlustration 21,12 

Stylized figures of Hausa carved designs, Nigeria. [Courtesy 

A. R. Dot.| 
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Hlustration 21.13 

Muqarnas portal decorations, Green Mosque, Bursa, Turkey, 1414 -1424, [Photo by L. al FarGqd.] 

have been artfully used in some or all periods. If any 

were to be singled out as regionally typical, they 

would probably include the fluting and sculpture deco- 

ration of domes and the alternating bands of color 

which are often found in both architectural and small 

object ornamentation. 

Area IV, Turkey, like its neighbors in the Mashriq, 

has used a wide motif vocabulary. Artistic calligraphy 

has been particularly prominent and distinguished. 

Geometric and vegetal forms as well as lifeless objects 

from nature were all popular motifs in Turkish art 
during both the Saljuk (1078-1308) and Ottoman 

periods (1300~1922), Motifs particularly associated 

with Turkey are the pointed, triangular arch (Illus. 
21.13) and the distinctive figures known as ‘“Turkish 

triangles” (Illus. 21.14). The latter are triangular 

prismatic surfaces forming a kind of belt around the 

inner base of domes to facilitate the transition be- 
tween round and square, smaller and larger entities. 

Although this is primarily an architectural element, 

both in origin and in function, it provided a motif for 

architectural decoration as well. 

Iran-Central Asia, Area V, might be characterized 

as a region that has concentrated more than most 

other regions on stylized human and animal figures 
(Illus. 21.15). These depictions are often related to 

court life—for example, a ruler seated with his at- 

tendants or friends, hunting expeditions, or battle and 

tournament scenes. 

Symmetrical confronted animals and two-headed 

birds are also popular motifs for decoration of all types 

of artistic products. Like the pre-Islamic art of Persia 

and the Fertile Crescent areas, many of the animal 

forms are hybrid creatures incorporating the head of 

one animal and the body of another. Though animals 

have sometimes been represented with considerable 

liveliness, they are always stylized to accord with the 

denaturalization tendency of Islamic art. It is difficult 

to assign prominence to any particular motif used in 
this area, but the aesthetic products of Iran-Central 

Asia reveal a refinement and delicacy in ornamenta- 

tion which, regardless of motif used, contribute signif- 
icantly to their aesthetic regional particularity. 

In the Indian subcontinent, Area VI, Islamic art 

motifs from the figurative category have generally 
been treated more naturalistically than in other re- 
gions of the Muslim world. This applies to human and 

animal figures as well as to vegetal forms (Illus. 
21.16). In addition, arch and arcade motifs of the 

lobed and bulbous varieties are particularly prominent 
(Illus. 21.17, 21.18). Fluting and inverted lotus fig- 
ures topping domes and cupolas are also common ele-
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Hlustration 21.14 

“Turkish triangles” of porch domes, Mosque and Madrasah 

of Murad I, Bursa, Turkey, 1365-1385. {Photo by L. al 

Farfiqi.] 

HNustration 21.15 

Lacquered pen box showing a doctor and his patient, by 

Muhammad Ibrahim Husayni, late eighteenth or early nine- 

teenth century. [Courtesy Islamic Information Service, 

Iran.| 
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Hlustration 21.16 

Mahabbat Khan Mosque, Peshawar, Pakistan. [Photo by L. 

al Faraqi.] 

ments in the Indian subcontinent; though many other 

motifs have also been frequently represented. 

The proximity to the ocean of many of the Muslim- 

dominated areas of East Asia has resulted in a promi- 

nent use of boat prow decorations and wavelike motifs 

in Area VII. Even plant and animal forms are flowing 

and undulating. The rich vegetation of such places as 

Malaysia, Indonesia, and the southern Philippines has 

contributed to an almost voluptuous rendering of veg- 

etal motifs which characterizes ornamentation of art 

products of those lands (Illus. 21.19). Added to this 

element of regional particularity is an influence from 

India and Indian Islam for lobed and bulbous arch and 

dome motifs (Ilus. 21.20). The use of umbrellas as a 

physical protection from sun and rain and a symbolic 

sign of royalty in southeast Asia has made a parasol- 

like folding and pleating motif prominent in architec- 

tural decoration. In the art works of Chinese Mushms, 

decorative elements are drawn primarily from Cen- 

tral Asia (Illus. 21.21, 21.22) or from indigenous Chi- 

nese art (Illus. 21.23, 21.24). 

In addition to these identifying charactenstics of 

the various regions, we find the plant motifs varying 

somewhat from region to region, in conformance with 

the vegetation of each part of the Muslim world. For 

example, the tulip is typical of Turkish ornamentation 

but almost never found in that of other regions of the 

Muslim world; the mango (also called “paisley”) de- 
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Hlustration 21.17 

Interior of Badshaht Mosque, Lahore, Pakistan. {Courtesy Embassy of Pakistan, Washington, D.C.|
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-y 

Hllustration 21.18 

Silver bowl with Jawi script giving the Islamic date for its 

praduction (1319-1901), Johar, Malaysia. (Private collec- 

tion of Puan Azah Aziz, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.) [Courtesy 

National Art Gallery, Kuala Lumpur.] 

Hlustration 21.20 

Minaret, Turfan Mosque, Xinjiang Province, People’s Re- 

public of China, seventeenth century. [Photo by Ingrid Lar- 

Hlustration 21.19 sen.) 

Lobed arch arcading of Jami‘ Mosque, Kuala Lumpur, Ma- 

laysia. [Photo by L. al Fartq.] 

Hlustration 21.21 

Entrance, Xian Mosque, People’s Republic of China. [Cour- 

tesy Robert H. Garvin.] 
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Iltustration 21.22 Hlustration 21.23 

Gold tray made in Iran, early nineteenth century. [Courtesy Floral and geometric panels on carved wooden minbar, 

Islamic Information Service, Iran.] Grand Mosgque of Qayrawin, Tunisia, ninth century. [Photo 

by L. al Fartaqn.} 

sign 1s particularly important in Iran-Central Asia and terials is outstanding. In fact, the application of all the 

the Indian subcontinent. Despite such minor varia- categories of the Islamic motif vocabulary in all re- 

tions in use or prominence of motifs, the degree of gions 1s so consistent as to constitute still another 

homogeneity even in this aspect of visual artistic ma- element of umty in the Islamic art. 

Hustration 21.24 

Decorative facade of a villa, Kuwait. [Photo by L. al Farfiqt ] 
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HHustration 21.28 

Tile work in prayer hall of the ‘Abdallah Ansarl shrine, 

Gazur Gah, Afghanistan, 1428-1429 c.E. [Photo by L. al 

Fartqr.] 

jature painting, which many would consider to be the 

art form least affected by the Islamic aesthetic prem- 

ises, often exemplifies a multi-unit structural organi- 

zation. The illustration may be a collection of separate 

“views” set off from each other by architectural ele- 

ments (room dividers, arches, windows, doorways, 

and so on) or natural barriers (lllus. 21.29). Such 

partitions separate these figural embodiments of 

multi-unit structure into separate modules. Each 

mini-scene is perceived in turn, as the eye and mind 

are drawn from one unit to another. 

The modules of a multi-unit arabesque can be ap- 

preciated singly, on one level of investigation, but 

they are often also organized in some form of second- 

level (and perhaps also third-level) combination. This 

might entail a symmetrical arrangement of units to 

right or left (Illus. 21.28) or up and down from a 

central point; or it might take the form of a combina- 

tion of modules into a ring or chainlike structure (Illus. 

21.30). 

e 
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" 

Hlustration 21.29 

Detail of geometric design, wooden door, Green Mosque, 

Bursa, Turkey. [Photo by L. al Fariqr.] 

Interlocking or Mutadakhilah Structure 

A second structure commonly found as the basic 

organizing principle behind an Islamic ornamentation 

pattern will be called ““interlocking” or mutadakhi- 
lah. Here, as in the multi-unit structure, a number of 

modules are combined; but an interpenetration of the 

elements of the design resulting from the combination 

of these units replaces the simple additive juxtaposi- 

tion of the multi-unit designs. Repetitions and the 

multiplicity of focal points are equally important here, 

to give the impression of never-ending succession. 

The interpenetration of design elements may occur 

405
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Multi-Unit Structure 

The first of the disjunct munfasilah structures 

could be called the “multi-unit” arabesque or infinite 

pattern. It is composed of distinct parts or modules 

combined in an additive and repetitive fashion. Rarely 

does one module take precedence over another. Each 

unit maintains an emphatically separated identity, 

though it may be joined with other units to create a 

larger combination. As in any Islamic design, no single 

focalization of eye and mind is proper for its viewing or 

appreciation. 

This structure, which lends itself readily to any 

medium and method, is widely used in Islamic art. The 

multi-unit organization has been found on the decora- 

tions of a ceramic or metal vessel (Illus, 21.25}), on the 

weapons or armor of the soldier, on the decorative 

passages or illuminations of a Qur'an or other hook, on 

the designs of furniture (Illus, 21.26), carpets, and 

fabrics, as well as on the decorative overlays of archi- 

tectural monuments (Tllus. 21.27, 21.28). Even min- 

Hlustration 21.25 

Carved stucco decoration, Madrasah al Sharratin, Salé, 

Morocco. [Photo by L, al Faragl.) 

Hllustration 21.26 

Miniature painting depicting scene from “Chogan Bazi,” by 

Husayn Bihzad of Tehran, early twentieth century. [Cour- 

tesy Islamic Information Service, Iran.] 

Hlustration 21.27 

Interior of cupola in a contemporary mosque in Kuwait. 

[Courtesy ‘[sAm T3j1.] 
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Hlustration 21.28 

Tile work in prayer hall of the ‘Abdallah Ansari shrine, 

Gazur Gah, Afghanistan, 1428-1429 C.E. {Photo by L. a 

Fariiql.] 

iature painting, which many would consider to be the 

art form least affected by the Islamic aesthetic prem- 

ises, often exemplifies a multi-unit structural organi- 

zation. The illustration may be a collection of separate 

“views” set off from each other by architectural ele- 

ments (room dividers, arches, windows, doorways, 

and so on) or natural barriers (Illus. 21.29). Such 

partitions separate these figural embodiments of 

multi-unit structure into separate modules. Each 

mini-scene is perceived in turn, as the eye and mind 

are drawn from one unit to another. 

The modules of a multi-unit arabesque can be ap- 

preciated singly, on one level of investigation, but 

they are often also organized in some form of second- 

level (and perhaps also third-level) combination. This 

might entail a symmetrical arrangement of units to 

right or left (Illus. 21.28) or up and down from a 

central point; or it might take the form of a combina- 

tion of modules into a ring or chainlike structure (Mus. 

21.30). 

HHustration 21.29 

Detail of geometric design, wooden door, Green Mosque, 

Bursa, Turkey. [Photo by L. al Farfiqt.] 

Interlocking or Mutadakhilah Structure 

A second structure commonly found as the basic 

organizing principle behind an Islamic ornamentation 

pattern will be called “‘interlocking’ or mutadakhi- 

lah. Here, as in the multi-unit structure, a number of 

modules are combined: but an interpenetration of the 

elements of the design resulting from the combination 

of these units replaces the simple additive juxtaposi- 

tion of the multi-unit designs. Repetitions and the 

multiplicity of focal points are equally important here, 

to give the impression of never-ending succession. 

The interpenetration of design elements may occur 
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Hlustration 21.30 

Frontispiece of a Qur'an from the Sulaymaniyyah Library, 

Istanbil. [Courtesy Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Gov- 

ernment of Turkey.] 

on any level, on that of the combination of individual 

motifs or that which involves more complex organiza- 

tions of modules and complexes within the pattern. 

Each module or modular combination in this orna- 

mentation can be experienced separately, but parts of 

each entity or the entity as a whole may also be 

viewed as fulfilling a different role in another part of 

the design. For example, each of the small six-sided 

units containing geometric motifs that make up the 

interlocking arabesque of Illus. 21.4 may be appre- 

ciated separately. On another level, each of these 

figures can be viewed as one part of a larger hexagon. 

On still another structural level, each border unit 

module of the larger hexagon has a double function in 

the structure; it interpenetrates (is mutadakhilah) 

with another six-sided combination. Such interpene- 

trations become highly complex in many Islamic deco- 

rative patterns. 

Both of the disjunct structures-—the multi-unit 

and the interlocking structures — comprise organiza- 

tions of a number of modules which retain their sepa- 

rate and distinct identity despite their combination 

into larger artistic entities. Both structures fulfill the 

infinite pattern requirements of a multiplicity of focal 

points in their repetitive patterning and give the im- 

pression of unending continuity. Both feature the six 

basic characteristics of the Islamic arts: abstraction, 

modules, successive combinations, repetition, dyna- 

mism, and intricacy. 

The third and fourth structures used for the Is- 

lamic arts have been classified as “conjunct” rather 

than “disjunct.” These structures are also examples 

of infinite patterning, but they present a visual, aes- 

thetic expression of fewhid that is more representa- 

tive of continuity rather than of disjuncticn. 

Meander Structure 

Of the conjunct or muttasilah structures, the first 
and least complicated is the “meander’’ arabesque, in 

which a seemingly never-ending succession of callig- 

raphy, leaves, flowers, tendrils, andfor abstract 

shapes follow each other but are not readily divisible 

into the separate or distinct modules of the multi-unit 

arabesque. The motifs may be mounted on a trailing 

vine or may themselves provide the ‘‘track” for a 
continuing evolution. They defy assignment of begin- 

ning or middle, of climax or conclusion, to the pattern. 

Such continuous, additive organizations of motif com- 

ponents can be found in the arabesque panels for a 

small object as well as in panels or borders for archi- 

tectural members or design units. In the former case, 
panels evidencing meander organization of the design 
elements are often combined with other modules of 

similar or dissimilar shape to create another level of 

design unit combination. The internal structure for 

such an arabesque is conjunct, while the overall struc- 

ture for the work may be based on another artistic 

taftlah or form. 

Expanding Structures 

The second species of conjunct structure, and the 

fourth of the commonly used basic forms of Islamic 

ornamentation, shall be designated as the “‘expand- 

ing’’ arabesque; for it gives the impression of an ever- 

unfolding sunburst or explosive design. Its central 

modular core provides one ‘‘view’’ within the infinite 
pattern, but not by any means the only one. Border 

after border, and figure after figure are added succes- 

sively to that central core, either by the artist in cre- 
ation, or by the viewer in perception. Each addition 
furnishes a new composite and a new vision of the 

arabesque. Eventually the border of the page, the 
edges of the platter, the extremities of the wall panel, 

the facade of the building are reached, and the pattern
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must be cut, without completion or finality. That in- 

conclusiveness is not to be disguised or avoided; in 

fact, it is of the essence of the Islamic pattern that, 

through this inconclusiveness, the design demands 

continuation beyond its empirical limits by the 

viewer’s imagination. The mind 1s eventually unable 

to continue this process, and must submit to the real- 

ization of its incapacity in front of the demand. In this 

aesthetic exercise, in the experience of awe which it 

engenders, the percipient gains an understanding that 

there exists an inexplicable Reality, which is bevond 

space-time, but which is the Source and Determiner 

of all that comprises creation. 

Given its significance in every branch of Islamic 
art, ornamentation can be seen as one of the most 

important elements, if not the most important ele- 

ment, in the aesthetic tradition of the Muslim peoples. 

It is not a superfluous addition to the art object which 

can be added or subtracted without aesthetic damage 

or consequence. Instead, it is of the very essence of 

the Islamic arts — an essence that determines the use 

of materials, molds the perception of forms, and gen- 

erates a series of structures that can be recognized in 

every branch of artistic production. This essential 

element is not, therefore, simply a result of sociologi- 

cal, economic, or geographic factors and influences. It 

is not merely a component to be “workedinto” the art 

product “for purposes of embellishment.” Rather, it 

results from the underlying motivation, the raison 

d’&tre of the whole culture and civilization of the Mus- 

lim peoples. It has been necessitated and determined 

by the message of tawhid. 
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most often of silver and less frequently of copper or gold. 

When these wire arabesque designs are affixed to solid 

pieces of metal—boxes, caskets, or vessels—the tech- 

nique of decoration is known as encrusting. 

16. To cast anything (metal, clay, plastic) is to form it 

into a particular shape by pouring or pressing the material 

into a mold. 
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CHAPTER 22 

The Spatial Arts 

Having dealt with the essence of Islamic art (Chapter 
8), with calligraphy as the most important art form of 

Islamic culture (Chapter 20), and with the functions, 

significance, and structures of Islamic ornamentation 

(Chapter 21), we now turn to another field of the 

visual arts of Islamic civilization, the “‘spatial arts.” 

This expression is inclusive of a number of creative 

efforts and products of the Mushm peoples, which 

have so many features in common as to make their 

conjoined treatment more suitable than an isolated 
presentation of each art form. 

WHAT ARE THE ‘“SPATIAL ARTS?” 

Space has sometimes been described as the opposite 

of mass, as the negation of the solid in architecture.! 

According to that definition, the spatial arts would 

include only those architectural monuments with inte- 

rior spaces which it is possible to enter. A significantly 

different view contends that all the visual arts could be 

regarded as “‘spatial arts” since they embody two and 

sometimes three of the spatial dimensions.? 

Neither of these interpretations of the expression 

“spatial arts” is suitable for our purpose. The former 

is unduly limited since it excludes creations involving 
exterior space, the importance of wall treatments and 
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ornamentation, and the aesthetic significance of the 

exteriors of buildings. All of these features have been 
crucially important in the experience and appreciation 
of an Islamic-built environment. The second theory is 

equally rejected here, since it prevents our organizing 
the Islamic visual arts into the appropriate and mean- 
ingful subdivisions needed. 

What then are the perimeters of the “‘spatial arts” 
that best suit a discussion of Islamic art? Would this 
category include, for example, sculpture in the round, 
an art that reproduces zoomorphic, human, or other 
figures from nature in stone, metal, wood, or plaster? 
Such works certainly involve spatial dimensions, but 
they are almost nonexistent in Islamic art.® Their 
inclusion as examples of “spatial arts” would there- 
fore be superfluous for this presentation. The use of 
naturalistic representations has not been favored for 
expression of the Islamic ideology, nor has it earned 
wide appreciation. 

That does not mean that there is no sculpture in 
Islamic art, as some art historians have maintained. 
There is in fact a great deal of Islamic sculptured art; 
but, in keeping with the characteristic demand for 
abstraction, its examples have evidenced little con- 
cern for plastic modeling and naturalistic figures. In- 
stead, the most frequent and appreciated examples of
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Hiustration 22.1 

Islamic sculpture on arch and fagade of the tomb of Jan Baba 

(d. 1608), Thatta, Pakistan. [Photo by L. al Fartgl.| 

sculpture done by Mushms have been those rehef 

carvings that delineate infinite patterns. Such works 

can be found 1in abundance in all parts of the Islamic 

world; they use a great variety of materials as well as 

motifs (Nlus. 22.1). Despite the importance of its ex- 

amples, we will not treat Islamic sculpture in this 

chapter on the spatial arts, since in Islamic culture itis 

subsumed under the category of ornamentation 

(Chapter 21). It draws its characteristics, functions, 

and forms from that aspect of artistic production. 

The first category, therefore, to be included in the 

[slamic “spatial arts’ is one which, though it has 

22. THE SPATIAL ARTS 

sculptural and ornamental characteristics, plays an 

extra-ornamentation role in Islamic art. Its examples 

make use of the horizontal and vertical dimensions of 

space, as well as the plastic quality of volume. These 

“volume units,” as we shall refer to them, include 

such free-standing or semi-attached items as foun- 

tamns, columns, towers, triumphal arches, bridges, 

and aqueducts. As three-dimensional objects, they are 

designed to be seen from the exterior only. Like 

sculpture in the round, they can be contemplated and 

experienced from a number of viewpoints as the ob- 

server moves to different positions around the ob- 

jects. They usually have no interior space that can be 

entered. They present the viewer with a succession of 

views and often incorporate a number of sides, planes, 

or superimposed bands, as well as the succession of 

unuts integral to the arabesque ornamentation cover- 

ing their surfaces. These structures differ from the 

arts of ornamentation by mcluding the pronounced 

spatial qualities of volume and mass. They are affec- 

tive not only 1n themselves but in the alteration of the 

exterior and interior spaces of the surroundings. 

A second category of the spatial arts includes those 

artistic creations that add interior space and enclo- 

sure to the horizontal and vertical dimensions and 

give the perception of depth, volume, and mass. 

These are the arts commonly designated as “‘archi- 

tectural.” 
A third constituent of the spatial arts is landscap- 

ing, an art form developed extensively and with out- 

standing success by the Muslim peoples. It includes 

the creative and beautiful features of horticulture (the 

planting and care of plants) as well as that of aquacul- 

ture (the science of the artistic use of water in canals, 

ponds, fountains, and waterfalls). 
The aesthetic treatment of space involves a fourth 

component, which can be described as the relation- 

ship of one building to proximate buildings, to the 

open spaces around them, and to the compound, com- 

plex, village, urban quarter, or city of which the build- 

ing is a member. Such features of the built environ- 

ment are no less important to Islamic art. Sometimes 

the expression “urban planning” is used to designate 

this subdivision of the spatial arts. That label is mis- 

leading, however, since it ignores the significance of 

such features mn rural as well as in urban design. For 

the purposes of this discussion, we shall identify this 

fourth category of the spatial arts by the more precise 

though cumbersome expression ‘‘urban and rural de- 

sign.” The spatial arts of Islamic culture, therefore, 

will mclude four important subdivisions of artistic cre- 

ation; (1) volume units, the free-standing or semi-de- 

tached edifices without interior space; (2) architec- 

ture, or structures with interior space; (3) 
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BASIC MOSQUE PLANS 

Areal 

Hypostyle Hall (usually with arcaded courtyard) 

Marrakesh: 

Rabat: 

Tinmal; 

Algiers: 

Tripoli: 

Qurtubah: 

Fas: 

Qayrawin: 

Tunis: 

Stisah, Tunisia: 

Stax: 

Mahdiyyah, Tumisia: 

Tlemcen: 

Mosque of the Qasbah (c. 1185-1190) 
Kutubiyyah (1125-1130) 

Hasan Mosque (1195-1196) 

Jami‘ Mosque (1153-1154) 

Grand Mosque (end 11th cent.) 

Al Nagah Mosqgue (8th-10th cent.) 

Grand Mosque (785- 987) 

Bii ‘Inaniyyah (1350-1355), with domical 

vaulting 

Qarawivyin (857) 

Grand Mosque (836) 

Jami‘ al Zaytiinah (864) 

Grand Mosque (850-851) 

Grand Mosque (998) 

Grand Mosque (916) 

Masjid al Manstr {14th cent.) 

Grand Mosque (1082, 1136) 

Domed Unit(s) 

Toledo: Bib Mardin (999) 

Centrally Domed Plan 

Algiers: Mosque of the Fishery (1660) 

landscaping (both horticulture and aquaculture); and 
(4) urban and rural design. 

Like the other arts of Islamic culture, all the spatial 

arts give evidence of a determination by the I[slamic 

worldview and God view —in other words, by 

tawhid. Volume units, architecture, landscaping, and 

urban and rural design, as executed under the stimu- 

lus of Islamic culture, are as much expressions of 

Islam and its ideology as the calligraphic arts and 

those two- and three-dimensional ornamentations 

that transfigure Islamic art products, We shall see 

below that these four categories of artistic creation 

are based on the same core characteristics relevant to 

all the Islamic arts. 

THE CORE CHARACTERISTICS 

Abstraction 

It may be fairly easy for the reader to imagine and 

comprehend the consequences of abstraction in the 

arts of ornamentation — a general rejection of figures 

L] 
Fés‘s_ Jlemcen S'fiax 

Miles 

0 500 1000 
= re 
0 500 1000 1500 I 

Kilometers . 

» Hypostyle Hall 

» Domed Unit 

® Centrally Domed Plan 

Map 63. Mosque Plans Used in the Maghrib 

as iconographic content, and the stylization or dena- 

turalization of motifs used — but it may be less obvi- 

ous how a tower, a building, a landscape design, or a 

city can give evidence of abstract quality. In the [s- 

lamic spatial arts, special methods and techniques 

have been developed and used to deemphasize nature 

and thus fulfill Islamic aesthetic goals. The transfigur- 
ations of nature as exemplified in the spatial arts be- 

long to at least five major categories. 

Overlay. One of these transfigurations runs paral- 

lel to a method discussed in Chapter 21, namely, the 

overlay of materials. This applies to volume units, 

individual buildings, rest houses and pavilions which 
form an important part of Islamic landscaping, as well 
as to complexes of buildings that make up major or
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Hypostyle Hall 

Kilwa, Tanzania: Grand Mosque (15th cent.) 

Agadez: Grand Mosque (16th-19th cent.) 

. . . , Bobo-Dioulasso: Jami‘ Masjid (19th cent.) 

minor gprtlons qf the rural and grban bt_ult environ- Chinguetti: Grand Mosque (13th - 15th cent.) 

ment. Since the ideas presenteq in the discussion O Jenne: Grand Mosque (14th—20th cent.) 

ornamentation are equally applicable here, there is  Gao: Askia al Hajj (1325) 

little need for further elaboration of this feature. We  Kano: Jami' Masjid (15th—19th cent.) 

would like to reemphasize, however, that abstraction Larabanga: Jami‘ Masjid (17th-19th cent.) 

in the spatial arts would not be complete without the Maska: Jami* Masjid (19th cent.) 

techniques of overlay which have been so consistently Mogadishu: Fakhr al Din (13th cent.) 

used by Muslim builders. Timbuktu: Grand Mosgue (1325) 
Sankore Mosque (14th—15th cent.) 

Transfiguration of materials. The transfigur- Zaria: Jami' Masjid (19th cent.) 

ation of mz!terlals in thg spatial arts again conformsto o Uit (s 

that described earlier in connection with the arts of . 

ornamentation. The perception of the naturalistic Kilwa: Small Domed Mosque (15th cent.) 

qualities of the materials used is rendered aestheti- 
Centrally Domed Plan 

cally unimportant, and the attention of the viewer is 

directed instead toward the beauty and intricacy of Namou: Jami‘ Masjid (18th-19th cent.) 
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Hustration 22.2 

Terra cotta decoration, Bagha Mosque (built 1523), District Rajshani, Bangladesh, [Courtesy 

Department of Antiquities, Government of Bangladesh.] 

the infinite patterns. Textures, grains, and other nat- 

ural properties of construction materials are denied 

attention by the infinite patterns that cover their sur- 

faces. 

As a result of the abstraction achieved through 

transfiguration of materials, the Islamic spatial struc- 
ture that one finds in village or city does not draw 

attention to the heaviness or lightness, the hardness 

or softness, the imperviousness or penetrability of the 

structural materials. The weight of a facade is visually 

dissipated by indentations, blind arches, windows, 

doorways, and decorative patterns (Illus. 22.2, 22.3, 

22.4). The slender pillars supporting a wall disguise 

its actual mass and weight (Illlus. 22.5). Domes are 

constructed with apertures and ornamentations that 

deny the bulk and heaviness of the bricks, stone, or 

concrete out of which they are made (Illus. 22.6, 

22.7). In addition to the two-dimensional painted, ce- 

ramic, brick, or stucco decorations, three-dimen- 

sional mugarnas overlays hide the underlying mate- 

rials (Illus, 22.8). 

The art of landscaping makes some use of building 

materials for the construction of pavilions and other 

structures that are incorporated into the Islamic gar- 

den. Features similar to the transfiguration of mate- 

rials found in major buildings pertain here, despite the 

limited size of these structures. Landscaping features 

another manner of transfiguration of materials which 

Hlustration 22.3 

Massive gateway to the area surrounding Jahangir’s Tomb, 

near Lahore, Pakistan, early seventeenth century, [Photo 

by L. al Faroqi.] ’ 



Hlustration 22.4 

A village mosque of mud construction with *broken archi- 

tecture,”” Dorin, Nigeria. Such buildings are fast disappear- 

ing and are being replaced by buildings made of concrete 

blocks. [Courtesy A. R. Doi.] 

Hlustration 22.5 

Court of the Lions, Alhambra Palace, Granada, Spain. 

[Photo by Anmar al Zayn.] 

22. THE SPATIAL ARTS 

Hiustration 22.6 

Interior of Mosque of Sultdn Ahmad, Istanbil (1617). 

[Courtesy Embassy of Turkey, Washington, D.C.] 

Hlustration 22.7 

Cupola of the Hall of the Sisters, Alhambra Palace, Granada, 

Spain. [Photo by Anmar al Zayn.] 
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is peculiar to itself. The “materials” of the garden 

planner are trees and bushes, fruits and flowers, vines 

and grass, water and fountains. In the treatment of 

these materials, Muslim designers have displayed 

strikingly characteristic and innovative methods for 

achieving an abstract quality, 

For example, there is a pronounced effort to 

present the fanciful and the denaturalized in the land- 

scape artistry of Islamic culture. The Islamic gardenis 

a formal one in which horticulture and aquaculture are 

applied to create stylized and infinite patterns. The 

Muslim landscaper does not preserve or imitate the 

uncultivated state of nature — however beautiful that 

may sometimes be. Instead, irees and bushes are 

HHustration 22.8 

22. THE SPATIAL ARTS 

planted, pruned, and trained in such a way as to create 

symmetrical and never-ending patterns, Rather than 

the earthly environment, it 1s the paradisiacal one that 

is cultivated. Water and plantings are never incorpo- 

rated in their rough and natural state. A spring is not 

left to gush forth unrestrained from the mountainside, 

nor is the garden built to contain the natural bed of a 

brook or stream. Even waterfalls are rarely the result 

of natural phenomena in the [slamic garden. Their 

inclusion always entails a disciplining and transfigura- 

tion of the materials of nature. The controlled and 

patterned use of water disciplines and alleviates the 

natural characteristics of the surrounding environ- 

ment rather than emphasizing them. Thus the treat- 

Entrance to Masiid-1-Shah, Isfahan, Iran, 1612-1620. [Courtesy Muhammad Thaqaft.] 
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ment of these materials is again reflective of the de- 

sire of Muslims to shape object and environment into 

an expression of Islamic identity and an example of 

infinite patterning. 

Transfiguration of structures. The transfigur- 

ation of structures, like the overlay characteristics 

and the transfiguration of materials, is often a function 

of ornamentation in the Islamic arts. As such, it per- 

tains to the embellishment of the spatial arts as well as 

to that of movable objects by providing another means 

of abstraction or denaturalization in the Islamic arts. 

The transfiguration of architectural structures has 

already been covered in Chapter 21, but there are 

some aspects of this particular method of transfigura- 

tion of nature that apply specifically to the spatial arts, 

contributing further to the fulfillment of Islamic aes- 
thetic goals. Let us investigate these additional 
methods for abstraction which Muslims have incorpo- 

rated in the tower or bridge, the mosque or palace, 

the garden or the plan of a city incorporating built up 

areas, passages for movement, and open spaces for 

commerce and recreation. 

Whether seen or experienced from an internal or 

an external vantage point, the volume unit, the build- 

ing, the garden, the complex, or the city give little hint 

of an overall plan. This is not to say that there is no 

plan. On the contrary, the spatial arts of Islamic cul- 

ture have carefully organized and intricate structures 

which become apparent and clear oninvestigation of a 

detailed blueprint or by experiencing the spatial work 

of art in a temporal way, that is, by moving around and 

through it. For example, the much-used aisled hall or 

hypostyle plan as embodied in the Mosque of 

Qurtubah (Illus. 22.9) cannot be experienced except 

by leisurely walking through its many aisles (Figure 

22.1).* Upon entering the mosque from the court- 
yard, the casual visitor has no idea of the overall de- 

sign of the building or of the intricate decorative 

treatment of the area near its mihr@b. Despite the 

richness of the mihr@b decoration and that of the 
areas nearby, the structure denies a single aesthetic 
focus for the building as a whole. Instead, this mosque 
is an additive composition of repetitive arches and 
aisles. This fact made successive enlargements to the 

original construction possible without damage to its 

aesthetic quality and perfection.® 

The exterior impression given by any example of 

the Islamic spatial arts is no less revealing of its trans- 
figuration of structure. An Islamic structure is rarely 

set off on a mountain top or isolated from its sur- 

roundings in ways that would provide visual percep- 

tion of its overall plan. On the contrary, there is no 
understanding of the whole until each of its parts has 

Hlustration 22.9 

Mosque of Qurtubah, Spain, interior view. {Photo by L. al 

Fariql.] 

been experienced by moving in and out and through 

and around its structures and the spaces between 

them. The Twan facade (1llus. 22.8) or the monumen- 

tal gateway (Illus. 22.10) is so massive that it hides all 

notion of the rest of the building or buildings beyond. 

Structures are enmeshed with their surroundingsina 

way that disguises their outer limits. Even external 

borders merge with adjacent structures as mosque 

walls are backed to shops or dwellings, and the walls 

of one hayy, or quarter, blend with those of another 

(Figure 22.2), 

Transfiguration of enclosure. A fourth way in 

which the Islamic spatial arts enhance abstraction or 

denaturalization is through the transfiguration of en- 

closure. This consists not in the destruction or actual 

elimination of enclosing walls but in such treatment as 

would deemphasize their solidity and thus the impres- 

sion they give of spatial limitation and confinement. 
We have already spoken briefly of the effect Islamic 

ornamentation has had on reducing the massiveness 
and opaqueness of walls, vaults, domes, and roofings. 

These features are, of course, equally important in 

the deemphasis of the solidity of enclosure.



Figure 221 

The Maosque of Qurtubah at four periods of its history 

1. As built by Caliph ‘Abd al Rahman in 170/786. 

| 
| 

3. As enlarged in 377/987. 
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4. As a church after the expulsion of the Muslims from 

Spain. 
2. As enlarged in 234/848. 
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Area IV Edirne: Muradiyyah (1435), multi-unit 

Eski Cami (1402), multi-unit 
Hypostyle Hall Istanbiil: Murad Pasha (1469), multi-unit 

. Mahmiid Pasha (1462}, multi-unit 
Bursa: Grand Mosque (1394 -1413) Lznik: Yesil Cami (1378—-1392), single unit Beysehir: Esrefoglu Mosque (1297 -1299) Haci Ozbek (1333), single unit 
Divrigi: Ula Jami* (1228-1229) » Single unl 
Konya: Alz’ al DIn (1220) Centrally Domed Plan 

) Edirne: Selimiyyah (1569-1575) Domed Unit(s) ' Uc Serefeli (1447) 
Amasya: Bayazid Pasha (1414 ~1419), multi-unit Istanbil: Nurosmaniyyah (1748 -1755) 

Yorguc Pasha (1428), multi-unit Sehzade Mehmet (1548) 
Mehmed Pasha (1486), multi-unit Sokullo Mehmet (16th cent.) 

Bursa: Mosque of Orhan (1339 -1340), multi-unit Sulaymaniyyah (1550 -1556) 
Yildirim (1390-1395), multi-unit Sultin Ahmad (1609-1617) 
Yesil Cami (14121419}, multi-unit Rustaimn Pasha (1560) 
Muriad II (1424 - 1426), multi-unit Yeni Cami (1597) 
Hamzah Bey (mid 15th c.), multi-unit with Manisa: Muradiyyah (16th cent.) 
cross-axtal Twans Konya: Seref al Din Cami (1636)



Hlistration 22.19 

Gatewav of Badshahi Mosque, Lahore, Pakistan (1674). 

[Photo by L. al Faraqi.] 

Figure 22.2 

Typical plan for urban-rural organization of 

() clusters of residential-commercial units around an 

access street; 

(b) successive combination of those modules in a larger 

complex made accessible by a larger street (after 

Stefano Bianca). 

22. THE SPATIAL ARTS 

Another characteristic feature that exemplifies 

transfiguration of enclosure occurs in those struc- 

tures that incorporate an internal courtyard. Where 

solid walls surround three sides of an enclosed space, a 

fourth side is often ieft open to the adjacent courtyard. 

This device for transfiguration of enclosure has the 

effect of visually denying any antagonism or opposi- 

tion between man and the spatial enclosure or envi- 

ronment in which he lives and moves. Niche-like 

rooms abound in Islamic structures. While maintain- 

ing their identity as enclosures, they are, at the same 

time, part and parcel of the adjacent open or enclosed 

court into which thev expand and for which they pro- 

vide an clement of protection and of enlargement of 

space. Windows sometimes proliferate (Illus. 22.11, 

22.12) until walls could accurately be described as 

window screens rather than enclosing masonry bhar- 

riers marking off human space from that of the larger 

world beyond. Archways and doorways are enlarged 

Hlustration 22.11 

Mosque of Sultan Ahmad, Istanbil, Turkey, windows from 

interior (1617). [Photo by L. al Fartql.] 
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and multiplied to facilitate physical and aesthetic 

movement from one spatial module to another (Illus. 
22.13) and to defy any impression of confinement 
(Figure 22.3). Arcades link the surrounding rooms to 

an open courtyard of a dwelling, mosque, or madra- 

sah, thereby negating the feeling of sharply defined 

inner and outer spaces (Figure 22.4). Balconies and 

terraces, courtyards and squares provide exterior ad- 

ditions to the living and working areas of a building. 

Even domes lose their impression of enclosure and 

confinement as decorative overlays and the prolifera- 

tion of windows cause the viewer to move aestheti- 

Hllustration 22,12 

Sulaymaniyyah Mosque, arches and side window wall, 

Istanbiil, Turkey (1557). [Photo by L. al Fariqi.] 

Figure 22.3 Lllustration 22,13 

Arcades surrour.1ding the courtyard of the Grand Mosque of Court of the Myrtles, Alhambra Palace, Granada, Spain. 
Qayrawin, Tunisia (836) [Photo by L. al Farfiqi.] 

Figure 22.4 

Arcade archways lining Szhn of Al Haram al Sharif 
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Hlustration 22.14 

Dome of Sulayminiyyah Mosque, Istanbil, Turkey (1557). 

[Photo by L. al Fartqi.] 

cally and imaginatively into the space beyond. Some- 

times a series of semidomes and exedrae bubble forth 

from the central dome to visually expand its limits 

(Tllus. 22.14, 22.15; Figure 22.5), or a series of small 

domes replace the more confining barrier of a flat 

ceiling (Illus. 22.16; Figure 22.6). Space seems to be 

set free for human movement as well as aesthetic 

perception in these examples of the spatial arts. 

Transfiguration or ambiguity of function. As 

a fifth feature of abstraction, the Islamic spatial arts 

Figure 22.5 
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Hlustration 22.15 

King Khalid International Airport, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. 

[Courtesy Ahmad Totonji.] 

exemplify the transfiguration or ambiguity of func- 

tion. The individual room is not restricted to a single 

use.® Furniture is sparse and leaves much of the space 

free for a variety of activities. Both public and private 

needs may be filled by a single room at different times 

of the day. Utilization of rooms may also vary from 

season to season with the changes of weather — the 

warmer parts of the house serving for more general 

Sehzade Mehmet Cami (centrally domed structure), Istanbil (1548) 
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Hlustration 22.16 

Mosque of Ula Jami’, Bursa, Turkey (1396 -1399). [Photo by L. al Fartigi.] 

Figure 22.6 

Plan of Wazir Khan Masijid (domed units structure), Lahore (1634 - 1636) 
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/ M m 7 Area V 

7 o 
_-'} Y ém Hypostyle Hall 

Bukhara: Masijid al Kalin (1514) 

Ardestan: Jami' Mosque (1072-1092), with court and 

four Twans 

Baikh: Masiid al Tarikh (c. 830-840) 

Damghan: Tarik Khanah (mid 8th cent.), with domical 

vaulting 

Varamin: Jami‘ Masjid (1322 -1326), hypostyle with 

dome, four Twans, and courtyard 

Isfahan: Masjid al Jami‘ (11th-18th cent.), 

o
o
 S Central Asia ] combination of hypostyle hall with domical 

vaulting and four-iwan plan 

[ZE g / e Nayin: Jami‘ Masiid (960), with domical vaulting 

) i Shirdz: Wakil Masjid (18th cent.), with two Twans 

N e Zawarr. Jami‘ Masjid (1135-1136, 1156), domed 

N PR hypostyle hall with court and four Twans 

L.oa ¥ g Bukhara ; P 

¢ “Tabriz - N 
s = - - . (T ] 

r #Varamin .Dargghén.\‘;_'g 5'r.iBa1R,h-) AT N ; Domed Unit(s) 

. \ Ardestang 2o Nayih warl E vl [sfahan: Masjid-i-Shah (1612-1638) 

> \L ap I.gféhén!.Yaz‘\j 7 . S Shaykh Lutfullah (1602-1628) 

Nm o | R AN L e A k. Nayin: Masjid-i-Bab ‘Abdullah {1300?) 

TNy PRI , 7 Yazd: Jami‘ Masiid (1324 -1364), two domed 

b . 4 chambers and one Twin 

Miles , f_ 

o 200 ) / : \ 
% N i \\ L~ Centrally Domed Plan 

riometers - __2__ _ | Balkh Abt Nasr Parsa Masjid (15th cent.) 

Isfahan: Masjid-i-'Alt (1522) 

= Hypostyle Hall Tabriz: Blue Mosque (1462 -1465), with eight 

¢ Domed Unit 
smaller domes 

Yazd: Masjid-i-Wagqt wa Sa‘at (1326) 
® Centrally Domed Plan 

Map 67. Mosque Plans Used in Iran and Central 

Asia 

use during the winter months, and the cooler ones 

during the summer. Whether built asa school, a dwell- 

ing, or a mosque, there is little evidence in an Islamic 

building that it must be used for one specific purpose 

only. The architectural members regarded as charac- 

teristic of the mosque have not only been used in that 

context. A wide variety of other structures puilt for 

public as well as private use have incorporated the 

same elements. The sahn or open courtyard, for ex- 

ample, has been a predominant feature in domestic 

structures of both palatial and modest dimensions 

throughout the centuries of Islamic history (Figure 

29.7). It has also been a common feature of such 

public buildings as the mosque, the caravansary, the 

madrasah, the hotel, and the office building (Figures 

22.8, 22.9). The mihrab niche, which indicates the 

direction of prayer in a mosque, is an aid to the wor- 

shipper wherever he lives or works. Therefore, this 

element is often included in buildings for which the 

major purport is not that of worship. The niche as an 

architectural element has in fact been used for a great 

variety of purposes — for entrance or portal, vending 

stall, or semi-secluded area for sleeping, eating, or 

conversation. Arcades are another element of mosque 

construction which are found as well in other private 

and public buildings. They are even outstanding ele- 

ments of those spatial constructions that include no 

interior space, the aqueducts, bridges, fountains, tri- 

umphal arches, and so on, identified as volume units 

(Illus. 22.17). The dome is commonly identified as an 

outstanding feature of mosque architecture, but it 

plays an equally important role as roofing for other 

types of buildings. 

Function is also transfigured or disguised in the 

gpatial arts by the fact that practically the same tech-
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Figure 22,7 

Alhambra Palace, Granada (13th-14th century.) 

Figure 22.8 

Plan of Masjid Ibn Talan (hypostyle structure), Cairo (876 - 

879) 
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9. Baths 

10. Court of the Screen 

11. Garden 

12. Hall of the Two Sisters 

13. Court of Lions 

14, Hall of Justice 

15. Hall of the Abencerajes 

niques, materials, and motifs of ornamentation are 
applied to all structures, whether built for what would 
be considered a primarily religious purpose or a secu- 
lar one. Although in specifically religious structures 
figural art is consistently avoided, most other exam- 
ples of the Islamic spatial arts also make use of nonfig- 
urative artistic motifs. Calligraphy, geometric fig- 
ures, and vegetal motifs have been the ubiquitous 
vocabulary of decoration throughout Islamic history, 
in every region of the Muslim world, regardless of the 
function of the building or architectural complex. 
Building techniques and materials have differed ac- 
cording to locale and availability, but never because of 
the function of the finished construction. 

Related to the transfiguration of function is the fact 
that, in an Islamic context, there is little desire to 
provide an isolated environment for any human activ- 
ity, The life of the Muslim community is, in fact, a 
constant intermingling of religious activities with sec- 
ular pursuits. Such integration of the secular and the 
religious is also evident in the spatial arts. A poly-
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Mosguc 

Mausoleum of the founder, Sultan Qaldwdn 

Courtvard for the patients 

Waiting room far patients 

Visitors™ quarters 

Figure 22.9 

Hospital of Qalawin. Cairo (13th century.) 

Hilestration 22.17 

Khwija Bridge over the Zavandah River. Isfahdn, Iran, a seventeenth-century enginecring and 

artistic masterplece. 
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Area V1 

Hypostyle Hall 

Agra: 

Ahmadabad: 
Bagerhat: 

Champanir 

(in Gujarat): 

Delhi: 

Fatehpur Sikri: 

Gaur: 

Hazrat Pandua 

(Firozabad): 

Mandu: 

Tribeni: 

Domed Unit{s) 

Moti Masjid (1646 -1653) 

Jami‘ Masjid (1423) 

Sath-Gumbad Masjid (c. 1440) 

Jami* Masjid (1523) 
Jami‘ Masjid (1644 - 1658), with domical 

vaulting 
Khirki Masjid (c. 1375), with domical vaulting 

Moti Masjid (17th cent.), with domical vaulting 

Quwwah al Islam (1311-1316) 

Jami‘ Masjid (c. 1570-1580), with domical 

vaulting 

Tantipara, with domical vaulting 

Bara Sona Masjid (1526), with domical vaulting 

Qutb Shahi Magjid (1582) 

Adina Mosgue (1375), hypostyle encircling a 

central court 

Baha Adam’s Mosgue (1483), with domical 

vaulting 

Zafar Khan Ghazl Mosque, with domical 

vaulting 

Dacca: Allakuri’s Mosque {late 17th cent.), single unit 

Lalbagh Mosque (1678-1679), three domed 

units 

Bibi Maryam's Mosque, three domed units 

Gaur: Latton Masgjid (1475), single dome 

Lahore: Badshaht Mosque (1674) 

Masjid Wazir Khan (1634-1636) 

Sherpur: Kherua Mosque (1582), three domed units 

Sylhet: Sankarpasa Mosque 

Centrally Domed Plan 

Gaur: Chamkatti Mosque {1475) 

valent use of public and private space characterizes 

the Islamic-built environment, 

Although the s#g (bazaar) is an urban quarter 

where much of the buying and selling of the Islamic 

city is negotiated, it is not isolated from the other 

activities of life. In addition to the shops, banks, and 

warehouses, which are necessary for the shop- 

keepers’ trade, the mosque of the quarter is always 

close at hand for customers’ and proprietors’ use. The 

shopkeepers make their homes over their stores or in 

nearby low-income apartments. Residential facilities, 

as well as the caravansary, often interpenetrate the 

space of the s#q, and are themselves multifunctional 
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s Hypostyle Hall 

¢ Domed Unit 

#® Centrally Domed Plan 

Map 68. Mosque Plans Used in the Indian Subcont:- 
nent 

buildings or complexes. The caravansaries or hostels 

of the Islamic world have traditionally included living 

space for both residents and travelers on the upper 

floors, while space for storerooms, shops, and even 

accommodations for animals was provided on the 

lower levels. Every madrasah has its mosque, and 

architectural complexes of all regions and periods 

give evidence of this multipurpose character which is 
implied in the transfiguration of function (Figure 
22.10).7 

The mosque itself exemplifies transfiguration of 
function in still another way by often being flanked 
with commercial spaces, the rent of which provides a 
permanent source of income for maintaining the 
structure. It is frequently combined with areas for 
educative, funerary, and residential purposes. 

This lack of explicitness in function, which is an-
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The complex includes four madrasahs, schools for the study of the hadith, 

primary school, medical school, hospital, caravansary, public guesthouse for trav- 

elers, mosque, tombs, Turkish bath, soup kitchen, and marketplace. 

Figure 22.10 

Sulavmanivyah Complex, Istanbul (1550-1557) 

other aspect of abstraction, has not only been de- 

manded by the desire to create artistic expressions of 

tawhid; it has also been required by the social and 

religious customs of the Muslim peoples. The Muslim 

believes that religion has an important role to play in 

every aspect of life, and, as a corollary, that all aspects 

of life are in some sense religious. There is no sharp 

differentiation between the sacred and the profane, 

no cleavage between the religious and the secular. 

The aesthetic transfiguration of function through the 

varied use of buildings and architectural elements has 

provided the individual architectural monument, as 

well as the built environment, with a generally muiti- 

functional character. All monuments, even those of 

primarily secular function, are linked somehow to the 

religious dimension of Islamic life by inclusion of a 

place for prayer, a well or fountain donated by the 

pious for the benefit of the poor, or a religiously signif- 

icant inscription added for decoration on a wall. 

Units/Modules 

In discussing the various aspects of abstraction in 

the Islamic spatial arts, we have touched ona number 

of the other five core characteristics of the Islamic 

arts in general. In the remainder of this section on the 

spatial arts, we will discuss specific examples of these 

other aesthetic aspects as they pertain to the spatial 

arts. 

Just as the transfiguring ornamentation patterns 

on small objects or architectural monuments feature a 

number of internal modules or units which are com- 

bined in an additive way, the spatial arts are collec- 

tives of smaller modular entities. The Islamic palace is 

not a single block of rooms leading to one important 

427
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Area VII 

Hypostyle Hall 

Jakarta; New Mosque 

Turfan; Masjid Turfan (17th cent.) 

Domed Unit(s) 

Kuala Lumpur: Jami‘ Masjid (early 20th cent.) 

Centrally Domed Plan 

Kuala Lumpur: Masjid Negara (mid-20th cent.) 

Taipei: Taipei Mosque 

Map 69. Mosque Plans Used in East Asia 

hall or throne room. Instead, it is often a combination 

of courtyard units, each open court acting as a nucleus 

surrounded by its ancillary rooms. The madrasah 

comprises a number of self-contained segments: one 

for prayer; four wings for each of the schools of law; a 

dormitory section; and perhaps an apartment com- 

plex or a mausoleumn. The landscaped garden is made 

up of a series of carefully laid out and planted modules 

of ground interspersed with separate pools, pavilions, 

and arbors. The apartment complex has various in- 

ternal segments, some for the reception of guests, 

and others for family use, storage, or commerce. The 

caravansary has one module for guest rooms, another 

designated as a mosque, others for shops, animal 

quarters, and so on. Even the urban quarter, or the 

city as a whole, is divided into a number of self- 

contained architectural-social-administrative-living 

units. Each of these is known as a hdrah (“place for 

Kilometers 
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Hlustration 22.18 

22. THE SPATIAL ARTS 

Panoramic view of city of Lahore with Badshihi Mosque in background. {Courtesy Embassy of 

Pakistan, Washington, D.C.] 

turning”’) or kayy (“living space”’). The former is gen- 

erally equivalent to a small street open only at one 

end, which leads to a number of houses or places of 

husiness. The term hayyis used for a larger, autono- 

mous segment of the town or city. In an Islamic envi- 

ronment, every neighborhood is a complete and inte- 

grated entity, an environmental module, with its 

mosque, shops, restaurants, residences, and areas for 

recreation. 

Successive Combinations 

The modules of the spatial arts are combined to 

form larger combinations on a number of levels. For 

example, separate rooms of a dwelling, which consti- 

tute the most basic and simple of spatial modular ele- 

ments, are combined to form the bordering rooms of 

an open courtyard. Ona successively more expansive 

level of combination, a number of courtyard and room 

units produce the domicile or palace. On a still wider 

level, they are added to an adjoining garden module or 

to one or more adjacent structures.® The mosque may 

comprise an additive series of domed units on one 

level of combination. These may be joined to an ar- 

caded courtyard, a gateway, or a pavilion on a more 

inclusive level (Illus. 22.18). As we have seen, a reli- 

gious complex may contain a prayer hall, a mauso- 

leum, a sahn or courtyard, dormitories, a hospital, a 

museum, as well as separate sections or modules for 

teaching. Each section retains its identity as a self- 

contained unit while forming part of a larger identity 

as it combines with similar or different modules 

around it. City planning evidences a similar series of 

combinations which assures “a clear functional subdi- 

vision of the urban system, but also a total integration 

of single buildings into a comprehensive urban fab- 

ric.”'? Each dwelling is a tight enclosure ensuring pri- 

vacy and security, its walls often built back-to-back 

with an adjacent structure (Illus, 22.19). A nurmmber 

of such buildings, and perhaps open spaces for move- 

ment and recreation, form a more comprehensive 

urban combination. These in turn combine as an urban 

quarter, and on still another level, a number of such 

neighborhood combinations are joined to produce the 

town or city. None of these additive segments takes 

aesthetic precedence over another. Instead, the inte- 

gral parts of the built environment fit together like the 

tesserae of a giant mosaic. 
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Hlustration 22.19 

Village of Takrdnah, Tunisia. [Photo by L, al Fariigi.] 

Repetition 

The characteristic of repetition, which was found 

to be so important for the creation of two- and three- 

dimensional ornamentation in Islamic art, is also a 

common factor in the spatial arts. The units that are 

the components of successive combinations of open or 

enclosed spaces are repeated in identical or varied 

form in these additive spatial structures. This also 

occurs in the internal units of individual buildings and 

gardens, as well as in the combinations of buildings 
that constitute a public or private religious, domestic, 
economic, or educational complex; an urban quarter; 

or a complete village or city. The repetition of rooms 

and open courts, of garden plots and foundations, of 

ahya’ (sing. hayy) and neighborhoods contributes to 

the symmetrical organization of the Islamic design, 

the denial of particularism of its parts, and the additive 

guality of the spatial arabesque. 

Dynamism 

The comprehension and appreciation of any exam- 
ple of the Islamic spatial arts must be achieved by 
moving sequentially through its spatial units. A total 
impression or view is never possible from afar. There 
is no development or architectural evolution to a sin- 
gle point of aesthetic climax. The individual building is 
so enmeshed and intertwined with its surroundings 
that it is difficult to know where it ends and an adja- 

cent structure begins, Even city walls are “virtually 

invisible and materialize only by gates. . . . Other- 

wise they are totally entrenched in the urban struc- 

ture, being composed of the walls of individual houses 

located on the border of the corresponding spatial 

zone.”’t% The example of Islamic spatial art must 

therefore be experienced in a dynamic way, not in a 

single, static moment of time. Like the other Islamic 

arts, it must be comprehended through a sequential 

appreciation of its multiple parts. 

Intricacy 

Comparable in Intricacy to that of the two- or 

three-dimensional decorations of [slamic art are the 

combinations of spatial units that make up a volume 

unit, a building, a garden, or an [slamic built environ- 

ment. No less than the inlaid, sculpted, or painted 

design, the examples of spatial artis a complex organi- 

zation of artistic elements. 

In part, the quality of intricacy is enhanced by the 

ubiquitous patterns of interior and exterior decora- 

tion (Illus. 22.20). This is true for all the spatial arts. 

But structural complexity is also present. 

Contemplating or experiencing an aesthetic prod- 

uct with an overall unity may enable the percipient to 

gain a quicker and easier grasp of the whole than can 

Hlustration 22.20 

Karatay Madrasah, Konya, Turkey (1251). [Courtesy Iim- 

bassy of Turkey, Washington, D.C.] 
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be achieved by a similar perusal of a nondevelopmen- 

tal work. Some measure of intricacy in the process of 

perception is thus inherent in the Islamic art work. Its 

many-layered organization, its repetitions, and the 

dynamusm of experiencing it all contribute to its im- 
pression of intricacy. 

Although the modules on each level of combination 

within the built environment provide autonomous di- 

visions ensuring internal separateness and privacy, 

that seclusion i1s not achieved through an external 

isolation of the structures from each other. On the 

contrary, adjacent buildings in a traditional Islamic 

city form a contiguous and intricate mass, broken only 

by the openings for air and sun provided by the inner 

courtyards. Only the major passageways for move- 

ment are highly visible, for pedestrian thoroughfares 

are often semiprivate, or roofed passages providing 

access from pubhc sectors mnto private space. 

Still another factor in creating the impression of 

intricacy in the spatial arts s the fact that the strue- 

tures of an Islamic village or city are not confined to 

the identical square blocks created by the intersection 

of perpendicular roadways. Instead, the arteries of 

movement are determined by the extremities and ac- 

cess needs of the internal modules and modular com- 

binations. This can be seen as a sharp contrast to the 

earlier Roman plans with their parallel and perpendic- 

ular street grids. Figure 22.11 shows a reconstruc- 

tion with dotted lines of the Roman city Hadrian- 

opolis, and the plan of the center of the later Islamic 

city of Edirne, Turkey, built on the same site. The lack 

of regularity or obvious grid plan is an important fac- 

tor contributing to intricacy in the Islamic-built envi- 

ronment. 

The Islamic city has often been compared to a 

maze by visitors who did not understand its internal 

logic. Intricate it is, like any other Islamic infinite 

pattern; but chaotic, it is not. Recent studies of the 

traditional built environment in Muslim cities have 

proven the social, economic, political, and religious 

logic of these towns and cities and their compatibility 

to the human beings who inhabited them.* We would 

only wish that those in charge of contemporary build- 

ing and renovation schemes were as knowledgeable 

and would see to it that the new environments be in 

accordance with, supportive of, and representative of 

the residents’ life and traditions. 

THE USE OF THE ARABESQUE 

STRUCTURES IN THE SPATIAL ARTS 

The four structures that were found to be embodied in 

the designs of Islamic ornamentation (see Chapter 21) 

are also relevant for the spatial arts of the Mushm 
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Figure 22.11 

Plan of Edirne, Turkey, showing a reconstruction of the 

ancient Roman city of Hadrianopolis on the same site In 

dotted lines. 

peoples. It would be impossible here to describe and 

discuss all the different kinds of structures that have 

been created by Muslim architects, landscapers, and 

ruralfurban planners throughout more than fourteen 

centuries of Islamic history. The following examples 

must therefore be acknowledged as only a sample of 

the many representations of these structural types. 

We make no attempt to be exhaustive of the spatial art 

materials found in the Muslim world. Instead, the 

examples show the relevance of those organizational 

models and thereby help readers to discover and rec- 

ognize other representations on their own. 

Multi-Unit Structure 

The disjunct “‘multi-unit” plan has been given 2 

wide range of different realizations in the Islamic spa- 

tial arts. It has been used as the framework for individ- 

ual buildings, for garden plans, as well as for rural or 

urban complexes. One of the most common architec- 

tural realizations of multi-unit structure is the mosque 

with multiple domes. Such buildings have constituted 

a particularly significant model for Turkey (Figure 

22.12) and the Indian subcontinent (flus. 22.21, 

22,292, 22.23). Some of these buildings consist of a 

series of two or three rooms, each covered by a dome
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Figure 22,12 

Plan of Yesil Cami (domed units structure), Bursa, Turkey (1412-1419) 

and serving as one module of the overall plan. Other 

plans typical of the multi-unit structure combine a 

large number of smaller domed units to roof an en- 

closed space (Illus. 22.16).12 The domes of the latter 

type rest on heavy columns or piers, thus providing a 

Hlustration 22.21 

Mosque of Murad II, “Muradiyyah,” at Bursa, Turkey 
{1425). [Photo by L. al Fariigl.] 

segmentation of floor space, roofing, and spatial vol- 

ume without division of the interior into separate 

rooms. 

Not only rehigious structures have used the multi- 

unit plan. The s#q of Isfahan is an example of a similar 

Hlustration 22.22 

Qutb Mosque, decorated with terra cotta panels, at Ashta- 
gram, District Mymensingh, Bangladesh (sixteenth cen- 
tury). [Courtesy Department of Antiquities, Government of 
Bangladesh.] 
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HMustration 22.23 

Mosque at Bhong near Sadiqabad, Pakistan. [Courtesy Embassy of Pakistan, Washington, D.C.] 

structure for secular use. Garden plans are made up of 

a number of separate plots, with points of emphasis or 

punctuation provided by fountains, pools, and pavil- 

ions (1llus. 22.24). The descriptions and maps of tra- 

ditional cities show them to be no less representative 

of this disjunct structure. In such cases the constitu- 

tive modules are neighborhoods rather than individual 

rooms. 

Interlocking Structure 

Like Islamic ornamentation, spatial art construc- 

tions often combine modules in ways that result in an 

ambiguous role for the individual segments of the 

structure. Rather than detracting from the effective- 

ness of the design, this feature enhances it by stimu- 
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lating multiple interpretations and different ways of 

viewing the constituent parts. This method of combi- 

nation, which has been referred to as an “interlock- 

ing’ structure or arabesque, realizes all of the impor- 

tant core characteristics of an Islamic art work. 

A stunning example of interlocking arabesque 

structure in the spatial arts is found in the Taj Mahal 

complex (Illus. 22.25). It contains the mausoleum 

built by the Mughal ruler Shih Jahan in 1631 -1648 

for his wife Mumtaz Mahal, as well as elaborate gar- 

dens and a number of subsidiary buildings. The main 

building, the mausoleum, is composed of a central 

domed chamber flanked by four subsidiary domed 

rooms (Figure 22.13). Each room represents one unit 

within the modular combination of this architectural 

masterpiece. The central domed chamber has a num- 
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HHustration 22.24 

Shalimar Gardens, Lahore, Pakistan, built by Shah Jahin (seventeenth century). [Courtesy Em- 

bassy of Pakistan, Washington, D.C.] 

Hlustration 22.25 

Taj Mahal, Agra, [ndia. [Photo by L. al FartqL.] 
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1. Mausoleum 

2. Mosque 

3. Guesthouse 

4 -7. Minarets 

8. Gardens 

8. (Gatehouse 

Figure 22.13 

T3 Mahal, Agra (1631 -1648) 

ber of roles to play. It is a satisfying entity which 

includes many walls and panels of Islamic decoration. 

It also acts as a nucleus of the four repetitive 

chambers that surround it. The building provides only 
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one level of combination in a much larger design. Four 

towers or minarets approximately 140 feet in height 

are placed at the corners of the plinth on which the 

mausoleum rests. These represent additional mod- 

ules which, in combination with the domed mauso- 

leum, contribute to a larger structural complex. Each 

minaret, like the individual rooms of the main build- 

ing, can be appreciated as an individual module or as 

part of a larger combination. 
In a still larger combination, two other buildings 

flank the funerary structure at opposite extremities of 

a rectangular environment. To the left is the mosque; 

to the right, a guest house of symmetrically balanced 

sizec and shape. Each of the three buildings— 

mausoleurmn, mosque, and guest house—1s a self-con- 

tained design unit as well as part of a larger organiza- 

tion. Nearby, another area, nearly three times as 

large, provides still another segment of this “‘spatial” 

design. Thisis the garden of the complex. Within that 

landscaped area, a number of smaller combinations of 

modules are arranged in an intricate and symmetrical 

example of [slamic design. Instead of emphasizing the 

naturalistic qualities of the river which flows nearby, 

the landscaper has led its waters into small troughs 

and canals which divide the garden area into four large 

units of equal size. Each of these segments is further 

partitioned into four smaller modules; and those are 

subdivided into four still smaller segments. Each seg- 

ment serves as a modular entity and as a constituent 

part of a successive series of larger combinations. 

Several garden pavilions, smaller tombs of relatives 

or ladies-in-waiting, and a gatehouse act as additional 

modular units within the overall plan. 

Meander Structure 

The “meander’” arabesque structure evidenced in 

the spatial arts, like its counterpart in ornamentation 

designs, reveals a less regular and less svmmetrical 

organization of internal parts than is gencrally found 

in the multi-unit or interlocking structures. It is ex- 

emplified, for example, in the plans of those buildings 

in which internal design modules exist without pro- 

nounced disjunction. An architectural plan that exem- 

plifies the meander arabesque with great success is 

the aisled or hypostyle hall (Figure 22.14). This plan, 

which was used from the time of the Prophet Muham- 

mad (in his seventh-century mosque in Madinah), has 

been a favored plan for mosque construction through- 

out the Muslim world (Figure 22.15). It has been 

especially prominent in the Maghrib, Middle Africa, 

and the Mashrig.'? 

One example of a spatial meander arabesque is the 

Mosque of Qurtubah (Figure 22.9). The organization 
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Figure 22.14 

Plan of the Mosque of Manstrah (hypostyle structure), 

Tlemcen (1303, 1336) 

of aisle or arch units in that building constructed in the 

eighth century and enlarged and enhanced in the ninth 

and tenth, cause the visitor to move visually in all 

directions: to the front and back, to left and right, as 

well as diagonally toward the unseen extremities of 

the building. There are no sharply separating bounda- 

ries between the constituent modules nor an organi- 

zation into interpenetrating combinations. Instead, 

arch after arch and asle after aisle provide contiguous 

units of the meander arabesque. There is no aesthetic 

impression of finality as the last arch or aisle on any 

side is encountered. The builder could have added 

another arch or another aisle without destroying the 

beauty of this infinite pattern. In fact, successive ar- 

chitects who enlarged the Mosque of Qurtubah actu- 
ally made such additions. The original structure was 

repeatedly increased in both length and breadth with- 

out destroying the aesthetic appeal and basic organi- 

zation of the structure. 

A landscaped garden or a complex of buildings can 

also feature the characteristics of a meander ara- 

besque. One example of such organization utilizing 

both open and enclosed spaces is the complex of Fa- 

tehpur Sikri in India, a city built for Akbar, the Mughal 

ruler who reigned from 1556 to 1605 (Figure 22.16). 

The buildings of that royal city number more than two 
dozen entities. Placed in and around several open 

courtyards, they include palaces and domiciles, public 

and private reception halls, a mint and treasury house, 

a school and playground, mosques and tombs, a hospi- 

tal and bathhouses, a gatehouse and caravansary, pa- 

vilions and gardens, a records house, and servants’ 

quarters. Building succeeds building, garden follows 
garden, and open courts abound. Each structure or 

garden of the complex acts as one module of a mean- 

der design. None is placed in a position of unique 

importance or emphasis, and there is no impression of 

a single focus for aesthetic emphasis. Unfortunately, 

the royal city was abandoned by the emperor shortly 

after its construction, when the water supply of the 

area proved inadequate to fulfill the royal needs. 

Expanding Structure 

A fourth kind of arabesque structure that has been 

successful for ornamentation and transfiguration de- 

signs of the Muslim peoples has been designated as an 

“expanding” arabesque. It gives the impression of a 

core or nucleus that is progressively enlarged through 

its combination with additional motifs or modules. 

The additions to the nucleus produce a series of new 

and successively larger entities. Such structures can 

also be found in the spatial arts of Islamic culture. 
Here, the spatial expanding structure is composed of 

individual rooms, interior spatial volmes, segments or 

plots of a garden, or the districts or quarters of a town. 

A particularly successful example of the expanding 

structure is a mosque built for Sultan Salim II in 

Edirne, Turkey (1569-1674). The mosque was de- 

signed by Sinan, master architect of the Ottoman sul- 

tanate, when he was eighty years old. This version of 

the expanding arabesque has an octagonal central 

core beneath its massive dome. A primary-level com- 

bination of floor plan segments and spatial volumes 

adds four setmdomes to the large, centrally domed 

area. These are placed at the corners of the bulding's 

outer rectangular walls (Figure 22.17). On a second 
level of combination, arcaded galleries on the east and 

west sides of the building are joined to the expanded 

central space. They are constructed in such a way that 

they seem to meld with the area under the dome as 

they fill in the space between the semidomes spanning 

the four corners of the building. So many windows 

pierce the side walls below the dome that the impres- 

sion 1s that “no wall space remains.”’** Thus even the 
masonry boundaries of this architectural expanding 

arabesque draw the imagination of the viewer toward 

exterior space and to another level of combination. 

One can find many examples of expanding struc- 

tures in the spatial arts. Numerous are the garden 

plans, for example, that include repetitive and succes- 

sive additions to a star-shaped center (Figure 22.18), 
These can be found in many regions of the Muslim 

world, in fact, wherever Muslims have lived and 
Islamic culture has flourished. The plan of Caliph 
Mansiir for minth-century Baghdad is a historical ex- 
ample in urban planning of the expanding structure 
(Figure 22.19). Whether done consciously or uncon- 
sciously, it was another attempt to produce an envi-
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1. Khwahgah, or Sleeping Apartment, literally “House of 

Dreams."” 

2. Girls' School. 

3. Panch Mahal, probably a pleasure palace for ladies of 

the court. 

4, Diwan-i-Khas, hall for private audiences, sometimes 

known as Ibadat Khanah or “worship house.” 

5. Ankh Michauli, probably used for records. 

6. House of Miriam, mother of Emperor Jahangir, with 

nearby garden and bath. 

7. House of Raja Birbal, an important Hindu who em- 

braced the new religion of Emperor Akbar. 

8. Palace of Jodh Bai, wife of Emperor Jahangir. 

3. Tomb of Shaykh Salim Chishti {(d. 1571). 

10. Tomb of Islam Khan, grandson of the saint and gover- 

nor of Bengal. 

11. Gate of Victory (Buland Darwazah), the ““high gate” on 

south wall of the Jami ‘Masjid. 

12. House of Fazl and Fayzi, two brothers who were favor- 

ites of Akbar. 

13. House of the Hakim (“doctor”’), near Hakim’s Baths. 

14. Pigeon House, 

15. Hospital. 

16. Tomb of Salim Chishti's Son. 

17. Nagina, or Ladies Mosque. 

18. Caravansary. 

19, Mint, 

20. Chesshoard Court. 

21. Diwan-1-‘Am, Public Audience Hall. 

Figure 22.16 

Plan of Fatehpur Sikri 

ronment that would be consistent, aesthetically as 

well as politically, economically, and socially, with and 

supportive of the Islamic ideology. 

NOTES 

1, “Space, in contrast to plasticity, encountersits limita- 

tions where it strikes against the plastic masses; it is defined 

from the interior” (A. E. Brinckmann, Baukunst des 17. 

und 18. Jahrhundertsin der vomanischen Landern{Ber- 

lin, 1915|) “The enduring value of architecture 1is 

space. . . . Architecture must be seen and felt and under- 

stond from the inside out” (E. W. Rannels, “The Study of 

Architecture as Art,” College Art Journal, 3[1949]). Both 

quotations appear in Bruno Zevi's summarizing report on 

this view in “The Spatial Concept,” a subdivision of his 

article, “Architecture,” Encyclopedia of World Art (New 

York: McGraw-Hill, 1959), Vol. 1, cols. 633(f. 

2. This theory follows an old-fashioned classification of 

all the arts as either spatial or temporal. It has been proven 

inconsistent and distorting of the true nature of both archi- 

tecture and the other arts (Zevi, “Architecture,”” cols. 

636ff). 
3. Egypt’s statues of Ibrahim Basha, Mustafa Kamil, 

Sulayman Basha, and Muhammad ‘Alf in the public places of 

Cairo cannot be considered as anvthing bul an importation, 

in the land of the colonized, of the art of the colonizer. 

4. Gther prominent examples of the hyvpostyle or aisled 

hall are the mosques of Ibn Tulin (Cairo). the Grand 

Mosque of Damascus, Al Azhar (Cairo), Qayrawivyin (Fas), 

the Grand Mosque of Qavrawan, and Al Haram al Sharif 

(Makkah). 
5. Constructed in the eighth century, the building under- 

went major renovations and enlargements in the ninth and 

tenth centuries. 

6. For example, see the description of the ambiguous 

quality of rooms in a Mushm palace, Oleg Grabar, The Al- 

hambra (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 

1978), pp. 48-90. 

7. For example, the complex built for the University of 

Kuwait; Masjid Negara in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; the 

Sultan Hasan complex in Cairo, Egypt; the Qarawivyin Ma- 

drasah complex in Fas, Moroceo; the Sulaymaniyyah com- 

plex in Istanbul, Turkey. 

8. Bianca designates these successive combinations as 

“hierarchic levels” (Stefano Bianca, "' Unity and Variety in 
the Domestic Architecture of Islam,” unpublished paper 

presented at the Symposium, “The Common Principles, 

Forms and Themes of Islamic Art,” Istanbul, April 1983, 

p. 7). See the plans of Dar al Imarah (Kofah), Mushatta 

(Syria), Ukhaydir (near Baghdad), Bulkawara Palace (Sa- 

marrd’), Madrasah of Sultan Hasan (Cairo), the Topkapi 

Saray (Istanbul), and the Alhambra Palace (Granada, 

Spain), in John D. Hoag, Western Islamic Architecture 

(INew York: George Braziller, 1963). 

9. Bianca, “Unity and Variety,” p. 7. 

10. Stefano Bianca, “Traditional Muslim Cities and 

Western Planning Ideology—An OQutline of Structural
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Figure 22.17 

Salimiyyah Masjid {centrally domed structure), Edirne, Turkey (1569-1575) 

Figure 22.18 

An Islamic garden exemplifying the expanding arabesque 
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Figure 22.19 

Baghdad, plan of the circular city of Caliph Al Mansiir 

(762-767) 

Conflicts,” unpublished paper presented at the “Sympo- 

sium on the Arab City, Its Character and Islamic Cultural 

Heritage,” Madinah, Saudi Arabia, 1981, pp. 12-15. 

11. See Stefano Bianca, Architektur und Lebensform 
im islamischen Stadtwesen (Zurich: Verlag fur Architek- 

Hlustration 22.26 

Mosque of Turfan, Xinjiang Province, People’s Republic of 

China, seventeenth century, [Courtesy Ingrid Larsen.] 

tur Artemis, 1979); A. Ravmond, “La Géographie des hiara 

du Caire,” B.I.F.A.Q. (Cairo, 1980); Besim Hakim, ed., Sid: 

Bou Said, Tunisia: A Study in Structure and Form (Ha- 

lifax, Nova Scotia: School of Architecture, 1978); and the 

work of the architects and planners affiliated with the Fis 

Master Plan (1975~ 1978) or with the Hajj Center, King 

‘Abdul ‘Aziz University, Jiddah, Saudi Arabia. 

12. For example, the Ul Jami' of Sivas and Bursa, Tur- 

key: and the Sath-Gumbad Mosque at Bagerhat, Bangla- 

desh. 

13. See Nader Ardalan. “The Visual Language of Sym- 

bolic Form: A Preliminary Study of Mosque Architecture,” 

Avrchitecture as Symbol and Self-Identity, Proceedings of 

Seminar Four in the Series, ““Architectural Transforma- 

tions in the Islamic World"' (Fez, Moracco, October 9-12, 

1979), pp. 18-42, where that author provides a typology of 

mosque plans documenting the high incidence of mosques 

with hypostyle organization in the three regions mentioned. 

This does not imply that it is nonexistent in other regions; it 

can even be found in mosques built in the Far East by 

Chinese Muslims (Tlus. 22.26). 

14. Oktay Aslanapa, Turkish Art and Architecture 

(New York: Praeger, 1971), p. 224,



CHAPTER 23 

Handasah Al Sawt 
or The Art of Sound 

This chapter on the aesthetic materials usually desig- 

nated as ‘‘music’’ has been given the title of Handa- 

sah al Sawt, or the Art of Sound. This calls attention 

to the fact that “music” or misiqda, the Arabic term, 

does not apply to all types of artistic vocal and instru- 

mental arrangements of pitches and rhythms, as does 

the English term and its equivalents in other Euro- 

pean languages. Instead, m#siqa applies only to par- 

ticular genres of sound art; and for the most part it has 

designated only those that have a somewhat question- 

able or even disreputable status in Islamic culture.! 

Therefore, to deal with “music,” as it is understood in 

Islamic culture, would confine the discussion to a lim- 

ited segment of the sound art genres of the Muslim 

peoples, and would exclude the more important and 

accepted types. On the other hand, to use that termas 

inclusive of Qur’dnic chant and other forms of sound 

art not judged to be music in that culture, would re- 

sult, for the Muslims, not only in inaccuracy but even 

in blasphemy. In order to avoid any such misrepresen- 

tation, distortion, and irritation, the sound art mate- 

rials described in this chapter will be regarded as 

examples of handasah al sawt. This recently coined 

Arabic expression will stand for all artistic combina- 

tions of tones and rhythms arising within Islamic cul- 

ture.2 It should not be understood as an equivalent for 

the much more limited misiga. Because of an un- 

avoidable association with the term mitsigd and 1its 

limited relevance, the word “music” will be avoided 

as an equivalent for the totality of sound arts in the 

Islamic context. When used in reference to music gen- 

erally, or to that of the non-Muslim world, it will carry 

its usual wide significance. When the adjectival form 

of that term is needed for the discussion of sound art in 

the Islamic context, sawtz will stand for “musical” in 

its wide, inclusive sense. 

The religion of Islam prescribes, and Muslims seek 

to achieve, a unity of all thought and action under 

God’s command. Just as the Qur’an has served as a 

model for other aesthetic expressions, so it has pro- 

vided the figurization of essence for aesthetic mani- 

festation in the art of sound. It has affected handasah 

al sawt in two important ways: first, in a sociological 

way, by causing performers and listeners to regard 

and use sawii art in uniquely Islamic ways; and sec- 

ond, in a theoretical way, by molding the characteris- 

tics of the actual sound art examples as performed and 

enjoyed by the Muslim peoples. We shall deal with the 

sociological materials, the first of the two categories 

of Qur’anic influence, in the sections below on “The 

Art of Sound in Islamic Society,” and ‘‘Model for Cre- 
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ativity: The Chanted Qur’an.” The section on “The 
Core Characteristics as Manifested in Handasah al 
Sawt”’ presents materials pertaining to the second or 

theoretical type of effect the Qur'an has had on the art 

of sound. 

THE ARTS OF SOUND IN 
ISLAMIC SOCIETY 

Despite the absence of a general term for musical 

expression, attitudes toward handasah al sawt as 

well as its use in Islamic societies around the world 
reveal many factors of homogeneity. These include 
(1) the categories of musical genres (religious, secu- 
lar, folk, art, etcetera); (2) the contexts for perform- 

ance; (3) performers of various genres; (4) audience 

participation; (5) historical extension; and (6) interre- 

gional relevance. 

Categories of Musical Genres 

The rejection in Islamic civilization of a separation 

of the religious from the secular realm has been car- 
ried into the area of the art of sound as well. Not only 

is tawhid relevant to the use of the religious genres of 

handasah al sawt, but it also infuses the Muslim’s 

thinking about, and his participation in, other forms of 

sound art. In an Islamic context, therefore, categories 

generally used to distinguish one type of music from 

another —religious music from secular, art music 

from folk, and classical music from popular —fail to 

carry their usual distinctions. As we have endeavored 

to show elsewhere,® handasah al sawt reveals an 
“extensive unity” which bridges genre types and 
genre categorization. Karl Signell describes ‘“‘mosque 

music”’ as a “sub-genre of classical music.”’* Amnon 

Shiloah writes of the “close links'’ and the “interac- 
tion” between religious and art music in the Muslim 
nations,® and of an “infiltration” of art music into the 
folk repertoire.® 

Contexts for Performance 

Homogeneity in Islamic societies’ use of handasah 

al sawt is also evident in the lack of precise contexts 

for performance of many of the genres. There is little 

sense of isolation of the so-called religious genres toa 

strictly religious context in this culture. For example, 

Qur’anic chant is a genre of religious handasah al 
sawt that has wide significance (Illus. 23.1). It is used 
each day in the performance of salat, the Islamic for- 
mal worship. In addition, it is heard at many other 

HHustration 23.1 

National Men’s Champion, Qur’an Reading Competition, 

Malaysia, 1981. [Courtesy Federal Department of Informa- 

tion, Government of Malaysia.] 

religiously significant occasions: at the special salat 

offered on each of the major holidays (‘Id al Fitr and 
Id al Adha), at the funeral and in the mourning rites 
for friends and relatives of the deceased, at the 
tardwih prayers offered each evening during the 
month of fasting (Ramadan), and so on. But Qur’anic 
chant or gira’ah (‘recitation”) is not only used in 
religious contexts, It is also heard in the public meet- 
ing, in the social gathering, on festive occasions, and 
in the daily programs of radio and television. Many 
other examples of sawt? art — chanted poetry, vocal 
and instrumental improvisations, and metered songs 
with serious words——are also performed in a wide 
range of contexts. It is only those genres of limited 
acceptability that are heard in restricted and specific 
performance contexts. It should be noted that even 
though Qur’anic chant is used in a wide range of con- 
texts, it is the only handasah al sawt genre accepted 
as part of the formal worship (salad).
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Performers of Various Genres 

The distinction between performers of different 

genres is much less pronounced in Islamic society 

than it is in others. An instrumentalist such as Benny 

Goodman, who can successfully cross the boundaries 

separating classical music from jazz, is an exception in 

Western musical culture. In Islamic culture, the same 

performers often play or sing quite different genres 

and for quite different functions.” Many of the suc- 

cessful singers of so-called secular music have actually 

received their early training as reciters of the Qur’an, 

The late Umm Kulthiim was one of the most famous 

examples. Because of a cultural disdain for the profes- 

sional musician, there are few specialists who devote 

themselves exclusively to musical performance. The 

participation in all types of sound art by nonprofes- 

sionals, therefore, is significant —whether it be 

Qur’an and other religious chant, or vocal and instru- 

mental performance for social entertainment. The 

amateurs are often as important to a sqwt? perform- 

ance as the professionals.® 

Audience Participation 

Audience participation also shows the homogene- 

itv of the use of the art of sound in Mushm socleties. 

Since there is little distinction sharply separating cat- 

egories of saw(f performance, no genre of the tradi- 

tional forms is beyond the aesthetic appreciation of 

any segment of the population. It is, in fact, only the 

contemporary Westernized popular and classical 

musics, coming from an alien tradition, that have a 

limited and particularized audience appeal that de- 

pends on special training of the potential listeners. As 

for the traditional sound arts, their correspondence to 

the Qur’anic prototype has made them aesthetically 

accessible to all. There is no need for enforced listen- 

ing or formal appreciation courses. 

Historical Extension 

The essential unity or homogeneity of handasah 

al sawt also has a historical dimension. Many of the 

characteristics which the careful observer finds in the 

musical examples of this century can be documented 

in the materials describing handasah al sawi per- 

formance of carlier centuries. Baron d'Erlanger 

writes that, both in melodic and in rhythmic features, 

the general characteristics of the music of the con- 

temporary tribal Arabs can be considered a “faithful 

echo” of that of the pre-Islamic period®; and George 

Sawa has detailed the continuity between medieval 

and contemporary Arabic performance practice. In 

his description of one anonymous work on Arabic 

music theory, Amnon Shiloah writes that that docu- 

ment is “'a key . . . for understanding of the modal 

system which goes back to Saff al-din [7th/13th cen- 

tury|and ‘Abd al Kadir Ibn Ghaybi [d. 839/1435}, and 

which lies at the base of the system still practiced 

today.”" ! 

Interregional Relevance 

In addition to the above-mentioned elements of 

homogeneity, sawtt expressions in [slamic society re- 

veal an interregional homogencity. Although differ- 

ences in music theory, in instruments, in genres, and 

in performance practice have existed from country to 

country and city to city, a remarkable number of char- 

acteristics unite the musical cultures of the Mushm 

peoples. These characteristics are evident in those 

countries that have a Muslim majority and even in 

many of those where Islam exists only as a significant 

minority religion. 

Certain sqwif characteristics are achieved better 

or more easily with certain types of instruments than 

with others. This fact caused the spread of the most 

typical instruments of the early Muslims in the Arab 

cradleland to all regions of the Muslim world. The 

diffusion of instruments was aided and reinforced by 

the increased interaction between peoples which fol- 

lowed on the heels of the rise of Islam, This interac- 

tion was stimulated by increased trade, by pohtical 

conquest, and by travel for education and pilgrimage. 

Gradually the most important instruments of the 

early Muslims were found in every region (lus. 

23.2). Sometimes they carried the same names and 

characteristics of construction as their ancestors; at 

other times, thev were renamed and adapted to fit 

regional preferences and the availability of materials. 

The interregional homogeneity of instruments for 

handasah al sawt performance (Hlus. 23.3-23.8) is 

visually expressed in Maps 71-77: one for chordo- 

phones (instruments in which the sound is produced 

by the vibration of strings); a second for aerophones 

(instruments with a sound-producing air column); and 

a third for membranophones (in which the sounding 

material is a tightly stretched skin). Idiophones, in- 

struments made of a sonorous material that produce 

the sound themselves by shaking, percussion tech- 

niques, or concussion, are also represcnted among 

the instruments of the Muslim peoples. These instru- 

ments, however, have not played as important a role 
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Map 70. Major Authors on Handasah al Sawt 

MAJOR AUTHORS ONHANDASAH AL SAWT 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4, 

10. 

al Angarawifal Anqirawi 
Galata (Istanbfil) 

al ‘Attar 
Dimashq 

al Bistami 
Aleppo 

al Farabi 

Aleppo 

al Fast 

Fas 

al Ghazili (Abfi Hamid) 

Baghdad ' 

. al Ghazali (Majd al Din) 

Baghdad, Qazwin 
al H'ik 
Titwan 

. Ibn ‘Abd Rabbihi 
Qurtubah 
Ibn Ab1 al Dunya 

Baghdad 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

I[bn Abi Usaybi‘ah 
Dimashgq, Cairo 

Ibn Bajjah 

Zaragosa, Seville 

Ibn Ghaybi 

Samargand, Tab:iz, Baghdad, Herat 
Ibn al Jawzl 

Baghdad 

Ibn al Jazari 

Cairo, Shiraz 

Ibn al Kayyal 

Dimashq 

Ibn Khaldiin 

Fas, Granada, Tinis, Cairo 

Ibn al Khatib 

Fis 

[bn Khurdadhbih 

Baghdad 

Ibn al Munajjim 

Baghdad 



21. Ibn al Nadim 

Baghdad 

22, Ibhn Qaysarani 

Baghdad 

23. Ibn Salamah 

Baghdad 

24, Ibn Sina 

Bukhara 

25. Ibn Taghri Birdt 

Cairo 

26. Ibn Taymiyyah 

Dimashg 

27. Ibn Zaylah 

Bukhiara 

28. lkhwan al Saff’ 

Basrah 

29, al Irbill 

Mawsil 

30. al Isfahant 

Baghdad 

31. al Khwarizmi 

Bukhari, Isfahan 

32. al Kindt 

Baghdad 

33. al Ladhiqt 

Hlustration 23.2 

Five of the most common instruments of the Muslim world: 

(clockwise from top) psaltery, short-necked lute, frame 

drum, end-blown flute, and long-necked lute. [Photo by L. al 

Fariqi.] 

23, HANDASAH AL SAWT OR THE ART OF 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40, 

41. 

42, 

43. 

44. 

45, 

Istanbiil 

Mashaqah 

Dimashqg 

al Mas‘adt 

Baghdad 

al Muslim al Mawsili 

Mawsil 

al Nabulusl 

Dimashg 

al Qari’ 

Makkah 

Saff al Din al Hill 

Baghdad 

Safi al Din al Urmawl 

Baghdad 

Shihab al Din 

Dimashgq, Cairo 

al Shirdzl 

Shiraz, Tahriz 

al Shirwant 

Istanbiil 

al SuyftT 
Cairo 

al Tist 

Baghdad 

Hlustration 23.3 

SOUND 

The short-necked lute (‘Gd) as played by Munir Bashir, a 

virtuoso performer from Irag. [Courtesy Ministry of Cul- 

ture, Iraq.] 
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Chordophones 

b Plucked lute 

20 Bowed lute 

1 Psaltery 

Dulcimer 

g Lyre 

Aerophones 

/? End-blown flute 

¥ Oboe-typeinstrument 

' Bagpipe 

Trumpet 

Membranophones 

&3 Frame drum 

$) Goblet drum 

C Kettle drum 

'@ Double-headed drum 

Map 71. Musical Instruments in the Maghrib 

A. Chordophones 

B. Aerophones 

C. Membranophones 

in the performance of sawil genres as have the 

chordophones, aerophones, and membranophones. 

Therefore, we have not included a corresponding map 

for this category of musical instruments. 

Interregional homogeneity may have been even 

stronger in earlier centuries than in contemporary 

times. In the early periods of Islamic history, there 

were no national boundaries to restrict movement of 

persons and ideas. Arabic, the language of the Qur’an, 

was known by many of the people. It provided a com- 

mon medium of cultural exchange for Muslims, and 

even for many non-Muslims, throughout those lands 

where Islamic culture was a dominant force. It was 

this common language and the similiarities of sawtt 

CHORDOPHONES 

PL = Piucked lute (long- or short-necked) 

BL = Bowed lute 

P = Paaltery 

D = Dulcimer 

L =Lyre 

AEROPHONES 

E = End-blown flute 

O = Oboe 

B = Bagpipe 

T = Trumpet 

MEMBRANOPHONES 

F = Frame drum (tambourine) 

G = Goblet drum 

K = Kettle drum (single or paired) 

DC = Doubled-headed cylindrical drum 

Aerophones found in Area [ 

E: Qasabah/qussibah, ndy, shabbabah, lira, ‘awwadah 

(: ghavtah, ziikrah 

B: zukrah/zikrah, mizwad/mizwid, mizwij 

T: nafir, biig 

Chordophones found in Area 1 

PL: quwaytarah (kwitra), gitdrah, ‘id, lutar, genibri/gunbri 

BL: rabab, ghiighd, kamanjah 

P: qdnin 

Membranophones found in Area I 

F: Bandir /bandair, tar, ghirbal, tar, quwwal 

G:  darabukkah, agwal, ta‘rijah 

K:  tabl/atabal, nagqarah, gag‘ah 

DC:  atambor, tabl 

Hustration 23.4 

The psaltery (qanan). a much used chordophone. [Courtesy 

Ministry of Culture, Iraq.] 
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INustration 23.5 

Bowed folk instrument of the spiked fiddle variety (Leba- 

non). [Photo by L. al Farfig.] 

practice, despite regional differences, that made it 

possible for many of the sew!i theorists of the Islamic 

world to be widely influential. Their treatises were 

not only read by members of their own century and 

their particular political enclave or geographic region. 

Writers on handasah al sawt such as al Farabi (d. 
339/950) and Safl al Din al Urmawi (d. 693/1294) 

were copied and quoted for centuries after their 

deaths by interested theorists and laymen alike (Map 
70). Figure 23.1 reveals the wide range of literary 
works pertinent to handasah al sawt. 

Illustration 23.6 

End-blown flute. [Photo by L. al Fariigi.) 

Hlustration 23.7 

Goblet drum (fablah), a popular membranophone in the 

Muslim world. [Courtesy Ministry of Culture, Iraq.] 

Hlustration 23.8 

Another popular membranophone, the frame drum or tam- 
bourine. [Photo by L. al Fariiqi.) 
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TaBLE 23.1. 

In the following listing, authors have been assigned to 

the century in which the major portion of their adult life was 

lived. Further information about the authors and their 

works can be gained from the following sources: Ibn Khalli- 

kan, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. Wafayat al A'van wa Anbd’ 

Abna’ al Zaman (Cairo: Bilaq, 1858), 2 vols.; idem, Bio- 

graphical Dictionary, trans, Mac Guckin de Slane (Paris, 

1843-1871), 4 vols.; Dodge, Bavard, ed. and tr. The 

Fihrist of al-Nadim (New York: Columbia University 

Press, 1970), 2 vols.; Farmer, H, G. The Sources of Ara- 

AUTHORS OF EXTANT ARABIC LITERATURE ON Handasah al Sawt(2-1300A.H1./800-1900C.E.) 

bian Music (Bearsden, 1940:; 2nd ed., Leiden: E. J. Brill, 

1965); Shiloah, Amnon. The Theory of Music in Arabic 

Wiitings (c. 300 - 1900), International Inventory of Musi- 

cal Sources (Munich: G. Genle Verlag, 1979). Relevant 

articles may be found in: Encyclopedia of Islam (Leiden: 

E. ]. Brill, rev. ed., 1960-19 ) The New Grove Dictio- 

nary of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie (London: 

Macmillan, 1980). A quick survey of the “Tvpes of Litera- 

ture That Include Materials on Handasah al Sawt™ can be 

found in Figure 23.1. 
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Major Location of 

Name 

Ninth century 

Date of Death 

Ibn Aba al Dunya, Abt Bakr 281/894 

‘Abdullah Ibn Muhammad 

Ibn Khurdadhinh (Khurradadhbih), 300/911 

‘Ubayvd Allah Ibn ‘Abdullah 

Ibn al Munajim, Yahya Ibn ‘Al Ibn 300/912 

Yahva Ibn Abl Mansiir 

Ibn Qutaybah, Abd Muhammad 274/8K7 

‘Abdullah Ibn Muslim al Dinawari 

Ibn Salamah. Abg Talib Ibn ‘Asim al ~ ¢. 292/905 
Dabbt al Mutaddal 

al Jahiz, Abd ‘Uthman ‘Amr Ibn Bahr  255/869 

al Fuqaymi 

al KindT, AbQ Yasuf Ya'qab Ibn Ishaq 

Tenth century 

al Farabi, Abt Nasr Muhammad [bn 

Muhammad Ibn Tarkhan 

Ibn ‘Abd Rabbihi, AbG ‘Umar Ahmad 

Ibn Muhammad 

Ikhwin al Safa’ (a brotherhood that 

flourished during the second half of 

the tenth century) 

al Isfahani, Abt al Faraj ‘Alf Ibn al 

Husayn Ibn Muhammad 

al Khwarizmi, Abii ‘Abdullah 

Muhammad Ibn Ahmad lbn Yasuf 

al Makki, Abfi Talib Muhammad Ibn 

‘Ali al Harithi 

al Mas‘Gdi, Abi al Hasan ‘All al Husayn 

al Raffa‘ al Sartyy, Ibn Ahmad al 

Kindt al Mawsill 

after 256/870 

339/950 

328/940 

356/967 

387/997 

386/996 

345/956 

after 366/976 

al Sarrdj, Abfi Nasr ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘All  378/988 

Ibn Muhammad Ibn Yahyva Ta‘tis al 

Fugard’ 

al Sulami, Abn ‘Abd al Rahman 412/1021 

Muhammad 1bn Husayn al Azdi al 

NaysabirT 

Life and Work 

Baghdad 

Baghdad 

Baghdad 

Baghdad 

Baghdad 

Basrah 

Basrah, Baghdad 

Aleppo 

Qurtubah 

Basrah 

Baghdad, Aleppo 

Bukhara 

Basrah, Baghdad 

al Fugtat (Cairo) 

Aleppo, Baghdad 

Tas 

Naysabir (Nishapur) 

Main Field(s) of Relevant Work 

Lawfulness of sama’; musical 

instruments 

Music; musical instruments 

Music theory 

Tartil al Qur'an and biographies of 

its reciters 

Musical instruments 

Adab (literature) 

Music theory 

Music theory 

Adab 

Encvclopedia of science and philosophy 

Adab, biography, songs and song 

collections 

Encyclopedia of the arts and sciences 

Sufism 

History 

Adab 

Sufism, sama’ 

Sufism 

(Continued )
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TABLE 23.1 (Continued) 

Name 

Eleventh century 

al Ghazili, Aba Hamid Muhammad 
Ibn Muhammad al Tfis1 

al Ghazali, Majd al Din Ahmad Ibn 
Muhammad al TasT 

al Hasan, [bn Ahmad Ibn ‘Al al Katib 

al Husri, AbT Ishaq Ibrahim Ibn ‘Ali 

Ibn Tamim al Qayrawani 

[bn al Qaysarani, Abf al Faql 

Muhammad [bn Tahir Ibn ‘Al [bn 

Ahmad 

Ibn Sida, Aba al Hasan *Alf Ibn Isma‘ll 

Ibn Sind, AbaG ‘Al al Husayn Ibn 

‘Abdullah 

Ibn Zaylah, AbG Manstr al Husayn 
Ibn Muhammad Ibn ‘Umar 

al Qushayri, Abi al Qasim ‘Abd al 

Karim Ibn Hawazin 

al Raghib al Isfahani, Aba al Qasim al 
Husayn Ibn Muhammad Ibn al 

Mufaddal 

al TabarT, Abil al Tayyib Tahir Ibn 

‘Abdullah Ibn Tahir 

Twelfth century 

Ibn AbT al Salt, Umayyah Ibn ‘Abd al 

‘Azlz 

Ibn Bajjah, Abli Bakr Muhammad Ibn 

Yahya Ibn al Sa‘Tgh al Andalust 

Ibn al Jawzi, ‘Abd al Rahman Ibn ‘Al 

Ibn Muhammad Abd al Faraj 

Ibn Qudamah, Muwaffagq al DIn Abd 

Muhammad ‘Abdullah Ibn Ahmad 

[bn Muhammad 

[bn Sana‘ al Mulk, Hibatullah Ibn Ja‘far 

al Raz1, Fakhr al Din Abf ‘Abdullah 

Muhammad Ibn “‘Umar Ibn al 

Husayn 

al Suhrawardt, Diya‘ al Din Abh Najib 

‘Abd al Qzhir 

al Turtiishi, [bn Abl Randagah Abii 

Bakr Muhammad Ibn al Walid 1bn 

Muhammad _ 

al Zamakhsharl, Abl al Qagim 

Mahmiid Ibn ‘Umar 

Thirteenth century 

al Firkah, ‘Abd al Rahman Ibn Ibrahim 

Ibn AbT Usaybi ‘ah, Muwaffaq al Din 

Aba al ‘Abbas Ahmad Ibn al Qasim 
Ibn Khalifah Ibn Yianus al Khazraji 

Ibn al ‘Arabi, MuhyT al Din ‘Abduilah 

Muhammad Ibn ‘Alt Ibn Muhammad 

Date of Death 

505/1111 

520/1121 

11thc. 

413/1022 

507/1113 

458/1066 
428/1037 

44071048 

465/1074 

502/1108 

450/1058 

529/1134 

533/1139 

597/1200 

620/1223 

608/1211 

606/1209 

563/1168 

520/1126 or 
525/1131 

538/1144 

691/1291 
668/1270 

638/1240 

Major Location of 

Life and Work 

Tis, Baghdad 

Tis, Baghdad 

Northern Syria 

Mansiriyvah, near 

Qayrawan 

Baghdad 

Denia (Spain) 

Bukhara 

Isfahan, Bukhara 

Baghdad, Naysabir 

not known 

Baghdad, Naysabiir 

Denia (Spain), Cairo 

Zaragosa, Seville 

Baghdad 

Dimashg 

Egypt 

Rayy, Khwiarizm, 

Herat 

Baghdad 

Alexandria 

Khwarizm 

Syria 

Dimashq, Cairo, 

Sarkhad 

Seville, Dimashqg 

Main Field(s) of Relevant Work 

Religious sciences 

Lawfulness of sama* 

Music theory 

Adab 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Dictionary 

Encyclopedia 

Music theory 

Sufism 

Adab 

Lawfulness of samad’ 

Music theory 

Acoustics 

Religion, adab 

Lawfulness of sama‘ 

Song collection 

Encyclopedia 

Sufism 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Ethics 

Lawfulness of sama” 

Bibliographical dictionary 

Sufism



Name 

Ibn Khallikdn, Ahmad Ihn Muhammad 
Ibn Ibrahim Abi al ‘Abbis Shams 

al Din al Barmaki 

Ibn al Qift1, Jamal al Din Abi al 

Hasan ‘All Ibn Ydsuf Ibn Ihrahim 

Ibn al Ukhiwwah, Diya' al Din 

Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn 

Ahmad 

al Magqdisi, Ibn Ghanim ‘Izz al Din 

‘Abd al Salam Ibn Ahmad Ibn 

Ghanim 

al Nawawi, Muhy al Din AbG 

Zakariyya Yahya Ibn Sharaf 

Saff al Din ‘Abd al Mu’min Ibn Yiisuf 
Ibn Fakhir al Urmawi 

al Saqizi, Muhammad Tbn Yasuf al 

Halabt 

al Sarkhadi, T3j al Din Muhammad 

Ibn ‘Abid Ibn al Husayn al Tamimi 

al Shirdzi, Qutb al Din Mahmid Ibn 

Mas'iid Ibn Muslih 

al Suhrawardi, Shihib al Din AbQ 

Hafs ‘Umar 

al TisT, Nasir al Din Abii Ja‘far 

Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn al 

Hasan 

Yaqiit al Rim1 Shihab al Din Abo 

‘Abdullah Ya'qiib Ibn ‘Abdullah al 

Hamawi 

Fourteenth century 

al Adfuwi, Ja‘far Inn Tha‘lab Ibn Ja*far 

al BistamI, Badr al Din Muhammad 

Ibn Ahmad Ibn al Shaykh 

Muhammad al Halabt 

al Damiri, Muhammad Ibn Misa Ibn 

‘Isa Kamal al Din 

al Dhahabi, Shams al Din Abil 

‘Abdullah Muhammad ‘Uthman Ibn 

Qaymaz Ibn ‘Abdullah 

al Dhahabf, Shams al Din al Saydawi 

al Hisni, Taqt al Din Abti Bakr Ibn 

Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd al Mu‘min 

Ibn Abi Hajila, Abi al ‘Abbas Ahmad 

Ibn Yahya Shihib al Din al Tilimsani 

Ibn al Akfani, Abdi ‘Abdullah Shams al 

Din Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn 

S4‘1d al SinjarT 

Ibn al ‘Attdr, Abi al Hasan ‘Al Ibn 

Ibrahim Ibn Dawid 
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Date of Death 

681/1282 

646/1248 

729/1329 

678/1279 

676/1277 

693/1294 

fl. 693/1294 

674/1275 

710/1311 

632/1234 

672{1274 

626/1229 

748/1347 
807/1404 

808/1405 

748/1348 or 

753/1352 

14th c. 

829/1426 

776/1375 

749/1348 

724/1324 

Major Location of 
Life and Work 

Dimashg, Cairo 

Aleppo 

Egypt 

Cairo 

Nawa, south of 

Dimashq 

Baghdad 

probably Syria 

Dimashq 

Shiraz 

Baghdad 

Maraghah, Baghdad 

Aleppo, Baghdad 

Cairo 

Aleppo 

Cairo 

Dimashq 

Syria 

Dimashg 

Cairo 

Cairo 

Dimashqg 

Main Freld(s}) of Relevant Work 

Biographical dictionary 

Biographical dictionary 

Jurisprudence 

Sufism 

Religious lessons 

Music theory 

Sufism 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Dictionary of the sciences 

Sufism 

Music theory 

Biographical dictionary 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Adab 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Music theory 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Anthology of poetry 

Encyclopedia of the sciences 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

451 
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TaBLE 23.1 (Continued) 

Name 

Ibn Battuti, Shams al Din ‘Abdullah 

Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn 
Yasuf al Lawatr al Tanjt 

Ibn al Hajj, Abf ‘Abdullah Muhammad 

al ‘Abdari al Fas1 

Ibn Jama‘ah, Burhan al Din Aba Ishig 

Ihrahim Ibn ‘Abd al Rahim 

Ibn Khaldiin, Wali al Din ‘Abd al 

Rahman Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abi 

Bakr Muhammad Ibn al Hasan 

Ibn al Khatib, Lisin al Din Abi 
‘Abdullah Ibn Sa‘ld Ibn ‘Al Ibn 
Ahmad 

Ibn al Mugri’, Sirdj al Din Isma‘l Ibn 

Aba Bakr 

Ibn Rajab, Zayn al Din AbQ al Faraj 

‘Abd al Rahman Ibn Ahmad 

Ibn Taymiyyah, Taqi al Din Ahmad 

al Irbill, Shams al Din Muhamimad Ibn 

‘All Ibn Ahmad al Khatib 

al Jawziyyah, Shams al Din Abii Bakr 

Muhammad Ibn AbQ Bakr al ZarT 

Ibn Qayvim 

al Jili or al Kilant, ‘Abd al Karim Qutb 

al Din Ibn Ibrahim 

al Juriani, ‘Al Ibn Muhammad 

al Mardini, ‘Abdullah Ibn Khalil Ibn 

Yasuf Jamal al Din al QahirT 

al Nuwayrt, Shihib al Din Ahmad Ibn 

‘Abd al Wahhab al BakrT al Kindi al 

Shafit 

al ‘Umard, Ibn Fadl Allah Shihab al 

Din Ahmad 

Fifteenth century 

al ‘Ajami, Shihab al Din 

al Hamawi, Uways 

al Hagkaff, Muzaffar Ibn al Husayn 

Ibn al Muzaffar 

Ibn Ghaybi, ‘Abd al Qadir al Hifiz al 
Maraght 

Ibn Hijjah, Abt al Bakr Taqi al Din at 

Hamawft al Azrir] 

Ibn al JazarT, Shams al Din Aba al 

Khayr Muhammad Ibn Muhammad 

Ibn ‘Ali Ibn Yasuf 

Ibn al Khatib, MuhyT al Din 

Muhammad Qasim Ibn Ya‘qub 

Ibn TaghrT Birdi, Abid al Mahagin 
Jamal al Din Yasuf 

Date of Death 

770/1368 or 

779/1377 

737/1336 

790/1388 

808/1406 

776/1374 

837/1433 

795/1392 

728/1328 
fl. ¢. 729/1329 

751/1350 

832/1428 

816/1413 

§09/1406 

732/1332 

749/1349 

after 900/1494 

fl. 901/1496 

fl. 15th ¢. 

839/1435 

836/1434 

833/1429 

940/1533 

874/1470 

Major Location of 

Life and Work 

Dimashqg 

Fas, Granada, Tinis, 

Cairo 

Fas, Granada 

Ta‘izz, Zabid (Yemen) 

Dimashgq, Baghdad 

Dimashg 

Mawsil 

Dimashgq 

Aden, Zabid (Yemen) 

Shiraz 

Dimashgq 

Tripoli, Cairo 

Dimashq 

not known 

Tripoli 

not kriown 

Baghdad, Sarnargand, 

Tabriz, Herat 

Cairo 

Dimashgq, Shirdz 

Istanbul 

Cairo 

Main Field(s) of Relevant Work 

Travel 

Jurisprudence 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Philosophy of history 

Music theory 

Poetry 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Music theory in poetic form 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Sufism 

Dictionary of scientific terms 

Music theory in poetic and prose form 

Encyclopedia 

Geography, administrative manual 

Music theory 

Anthology of poetry 

Music theory 

Music theory 

Adab 

Tajwid al Qur'an 

Adab 

History



Name 

Ibn Zaghddn, Jamal al Din Ab{i al 

Mawiahib Ibn Ahmad Ibn 

Muhammad al TanisT al Wafa'T al 

Shadhili 

al Ibshihi or Abshihi, Baha‘ al Din 
Abi al Fath Mubammad Ibn 

Ahmad Ibn Manstr 

al Ladhigl, Muhammad Ibn al Hamid 

al Maqdis1, Abii Hamid [bn Muhammad 

al Shirwani, Mawlana Fath Allah al 
Mu‘min 

al Suyitl, Abll al Fadl ‘Abd al 
Rahman Ibn Abi Bakr Ibn 

Muhammad Jalal al Din 

Stxteenth century 

al ‘Adili, Badr al Din Ab@ ‘Umar 
Muhammad Ibn ‘Umar Ibn Ahmad 

al Antaki, Dawiid Ibn ‘Umar al Darir 

al BurhanpfirT, Shaykh Muhammad 

‘Tsa Sindh1 

al Hamawd, ‘Alwin ‘Alf Ibn ‘Atiyyah 

Ibn Hasan Ibn Muhammad al Haddad 

al Haythami, Abi al ‘Abbas Ahmad 

Ibn Muhammad Ibn ‘Alf Ibn Hajar 

Ibn Kamal or Kamal-Pashi-Zadah, 
Shams al Din Ahmad Ibn Sulayman 

Ibn al Kayyil, Shams al Din Abii al 

Barakat Muhammad Ibn Ahmad 

Ibn Muhammad al Shafi'T 

Ibn Tilan, Shams al Din Muhammad 

Ibn ‘All Ibn Ahmad al $3lihT 

Jamal al Din, Hasan Ibn Ahmad 

al Kizawani, ‘All Ibn Ahmad Ibn 

Muhammad al Hamawi al Shadhil 

al Mugsiri, ‘Afif al Din ‘Abd al Salam 

Ibn Shaykh al Islam Wajih al Din 

‘Abd al Rahman Ibn ‘Abd al Karim 

Ibn Ziyvad 

al Muttagi al Hindi, ‘All Ibn Hisham 

al Din ‘Abd al Malik Ibn Qadi Khan 

al Qari’, ‘Ali Ibn Sultin Muhammad al 

Harawi 

al Shami, ‘Umar Muhammad Ibn ‘Twad 

Shams al Din Ibn Hamid al ShahT 

al Sigetwari, ‘All Ibn Mustafé ‘Ala° al 

Din al Bosndwl 

Date of Death 

882/1477 

after 850/1446 

c. 900/1495 

893/1488 

15th c, 

99/1505 

970/1562 

1008/1599 

fl. 16th c. 

936/1527 

974/1567 

941/1535 

938/1532 

953/1546 

16th c. 

955/1548 

fl. 973/1565 

975/1567 

1014/1605 

fl. 99371585 

16th c. 

1007/1598 

Major Location of 
Life and Work 

Tinis, Cairo 

Mahallah al Kubri, 

Cairo 

Istanbul 

not known 

probably Istanbiil 

Cairo 

Egypt 

Antioch, Damascus 

Cairo, Makkah 

India 

Hamah (Syria) 

Caire, Makkah 

Adrianpole, Istanbil 

Dimashqg 

Dimashg 

not known 

Hamah (Syria) 

Zabid (Yaman) 

Burhanpur (India), 

Multan, Makkah 

Makkah 

Bukhara 

Syria 

Bosnia 
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Main Field(s) of Relevant Work 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Anthology of adab 

Music theory 

Anthology of sama’ 

Music theory 

Histgrical encyclopedia and Qur’anic 

sciences 

Religious subjects 

Medical writings 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Jurisprudence 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Lawfulness of samad’ 

Tartil Tajwid al Qur'@n 

Encyclopedia of arts and sciences 

Music theory 

Sufism 

Sufism 

Collection of maxims 

Lawfulness of sama’and ghina 

Jurisprudence 

Jurisprudence 

Encyclopedia of scientists 
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TaBLE 23.1 (Continued) 

Name 

Tashkopruzade, Ahmad Ibn Mustafa 

Ibn Khalil 

Seventeenth century 

al AngarawT or al Angirawi, al Shaykh 

Isma‘ql Ibn Muhammad al MawlawT 

al Dilusi, Mawl3 Jihad al Din 

al Fasl, ‘Abd al Rahman Ibn ‘Abd al 

Qadir 

Haji Khalifah, Mustafa Ibn ‘Abdullah 

al HusrT al Husayni, Nasr1 Ibn Ahmad 

Ibn Bistam, Muhammad al 

Khashshabt Wan1 Effend] Wangil 

al Makki, ‘Ali Ibn Muhammad 

al Maqarri, Abi al ‘Abbis Ahmad Ibn 

Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Yahya 

al Tilimsani 

al Nabulusi, ‘Abd al Ghani Ibn Ismal 

al Rimi, Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd al Qahir 

al Saharanpari, ‘Ismatullah Ibn A'zam 

Ibn ‘Abd al Rasil 

al Shirwani Mulldzidah, Muhammad 

Amin Ibn Sadr Amin 

al Uskudiri, ‘Aziz Mahmid Ibn 

Fadlullah al Huda'i 

Eighteenth century 

al ‘Attar, Muhammad Ibn Husayn 

al Dikdikji, ‘Abd al Wahhab 

al Ha'ik, Ibn Ahmad 

al QabisT, Husayn Ibn al Shaykh Ahmad 

Kalim Allah, Ibn Nar Allah Ibn Ahmad 

al Muslim al Mawsili, Abf S3lih 

Ahmad al Rifa‘7 Ibn ‘Abd al Rahman 

al Rampiri, Salim Allah Ibn Shaykh 
al Islam 

al Tafilatt, Muhammad Ibn 

Muhammad al MaghribT al Azhari 

Nineteenth century 

al Bulagi, Mustafa Ibn Ramadan Ibn 

‘Abd al Karim al Burullust 

al Damini, Muhammad Ibn 

Muhammad 

Mashaqah, MikhaTl Ibn Jirjis Ibn 

Ibrahim Ibn Jirjis Ibn Yasuf Batragl 

Shihab al Din, Muhammad Ibn Isma‘ll 
al Hijazt 

Sulayman ITbn Muhammad Ibn 

‘Abdullah Ibn Isma‘l Abh al Rabi' 

al Sharif al ‘Alawi, Sultan of 

Morocco 

Date of Death 

968/1561 

1042/1636 

17th c. 

1096/1685 

1067/1657 

1085/1674 

probably 

1096/1685 

17th-18th c. 

1041/1632 

1143/1731 
1041/1631 
fi. 1089/1678 

1036/1628 

1038/1628 

1243/1828 
1189/1775 

fi. 18th c. 

end 18th c. 

1142/1729 
1124/1712 

1229/1814 or 
1203/1788 

1191/1777 

1263/1847 

fi, 1215/1800 

1305/1888 

1274/1857 

1238/1822 

Major Location of 

Life and Work 

[stanbiil 

Galata (Turkey) 

Samargand 

Fas 

Istanbul 

Dimashq 

not known 

not known 

Fas, Cairo 

Dimashg 

not known 

India 

Turkey 

Turkey 

Dimashqg 

Dimashgq, Istanbul 

Titwin (Tetouan) 

probably Tunisia 

Delhi 

probably Mawsil 

India 

probably Jerusalem 

Cairo 

Egypt 

Dimashg 

Cairo 

Morocco 

Main Field(s) of Relevant Work 

Encyclopedia of scientists, Qur’anic 
- sclences 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Music theory in poetic form 

Music theory in poetic form 

Bibliography 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Jurisprudence 

Anthology 

Literary history 

Lawfulness of sama and Sufism 

Sufism 

Lawfulness of sqma’ 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Music theory 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Music theory 

Music theory in poetic form 

Sufism 

Music theory 

Lawfulness of sama* 

Lawfulness of sama” 

Lawfulness of instruments and singing 

Lawfulness of sama’ 

Music theory 

Music theory 

Lawfulness of sama’
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Map 72. Musical Instruments in Middle Africa 
A. Chordophones 

B. Aerophones 

C. Membranophones 

Interregional relevance is even evident in the atti- 

tudes of recent converts to Islam in Western Europe 

and America. These new Muslims are anxiously seek- 

ing, in every aspect of their lives, to acculturate and 

relate themselves to the Muslim #mmah (*‘commu- 

nity’"). Their religious “leap’” into Islam has in- 

fluenced their aesthetic interests and appreciations as 

well as their religious beliefs. As far as the sawftarts 
are concerned, Qur’anic chant is crucial for them. [t is 

the most appreciated genre of artistically rendered 

sounds in the lives of the new Muslims, regardless of 

their backgrounds. The desire for cultural affinity by 

these converts has also made handasah al sawt 

genres from various regions of the Muslim world 

newly appreciated. 

MODEL FOR CREATIVITY: THE 
CHANTED QUR’AN 

Though it has never been regarded by Muslims as 

miisigd, Qur'anic chant is the handasah al sawt 

genre to be heard in almost any context, with every 

type of audience, in every corner of the Muslim world. 

It is even an inescapable sound art experience for 

non-Muslims living in a region with a sizable Muslim 

population. Qur’anic chant is therefore the most per- 

vasive genre of handasah al sawtin Islamic culture. 

Although the Qur'an’s verses and chapters say little 

that can be interpreted as determining of sawti expe- 

rience,!? the omnipresent chanted scripture plays a 

crucial, though subtle and usually subconscious, role 

in determining the characteristics of other genres of 

sound art in Islamic culture. The Qur’anis a prototype 

for artistic expression in handasah al sawt. 

Despite the factors of homogeneity mentioned 

above, the unifying handasah al sawt characteristics 

exemplified in the chanted Qur’an follow a pattern of 

varying significance. By this we mean that certain 

genres of handasah al sawt reveal a higher level of 

conformance than others to those characteristics, 

This can best be understood by imagining a series of 

stepped concentric rings or cylinders representing 

the various categories of handasah al sawt genres 

(Figure 23.2). At the topand center is Qur’anic chant, 

which faithfully embodies the core characteristics in 

every period and region. It is in Qur'anic recitation 

457 

Chordophones found in Area 11 

PL: 

BL: 

garaya, gurmi, kuntingi, molo (Hausa), ‘Gid, khalam (Wolofs of 

Senegal and Gambia) 
amzhad (Tuareg), rebab (West and East Africa), riti (Senegal), 

masinqo (Ethiopia), tambari (Hausa), goge/goje (Hausa), ku- 

kuma (Hausa), gugeru (Fulani), endigidi (Uganda), umkiki 

(West Sudan), mngoli and kaligo (Malawi) 
tanbir, simsimiyyah (East Africa), krar, baganna (Ethiopia), 

obukeno, siriri, kibugander (Kenya), brimbiri (West Sudan), 

shangar, bangia (South Sudan), kisir (Sudan) 

Aerophones found in Area II 

E: sarewa, mabusa, sheshe (Hausa), wasant (Ethiopia), sobaba 

(Madagascar), embilta (Ethiopia), gasabah (Tuareg), zumbarah 

{Sudan) 

O: algaita (Hausa, Yoruba, East Africa), algaitaru (Fulani), aligeta 

(Togo), mizmar 

B: zukrah (near Lake Chad) 
T: bard (Mandingo of West Africa), kakaki (Hausa) 

Membranophones found in Avea II 

F: tar (Sudan), bandiri (Hausa), sakara (Yoruba), daft (Ethiopia), 

bindere and bendo (West Africa) 

G:  zambuna (Hausa), daldkah {Sudan) 

K:  banga, bandiri, tambari (West Africa), tubbel/tobol and tendi 

(Tuareg), tabalde (Fulani), tambari (Nigeria), tumbul (Man- 

dingo of West Africa), dube and nagarit (Ethiopia), qas‘ah and 

nahas (Sudan) 

DC: kurya, ganga, gangar algaita (Hausa), brekele, goeveme 

{Ghana), and many varieties 

that the greatest amount of effort has been exerted, 

and the greatest success achieved, in avoiding devia- 

tions from the chanting norms established in the time 

of the Prophet Muhammad. This is the essence and 

heart of the sawt tradition, the center of the concen- 

tric cylinders representing its variable and staged in- 

fluence. It is the main carrier and purest form of the 

core characteristics of handasah al sawt. 

Every century has had its “guardians’ of the 

Qur’anic gira’ah tradition who wrote, preached, or 

acted to preserve the integrity of this vocal tradi- 

tion.’® Fortunately, their efforts did not result in a 

fossilized tradition; this was precluded by the impro- 

visational nature of the art, a quality well guarded up 

to the present time,!* It did, however, provide a conti- 

nuity and homogeneity in the chant tradition which 

makes it possible for the Muslim to feel comfortable 

with the competent Qur’anic recitation heard in any 

part of the Muslim world. This does not mean that 

individual reciters will be indistinguishable from each 

other or that they will all be equally satisfying to their
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Figure 23.2 

Genre relevance to the core characteristics of Handasah al Sawt 

AT 
hearers since qurra’(sing. gari’: “‘readers’) vary sig- 

nificantly in linguistic, vocal, and aesthetic capabili- 

ties. It does imply that the recitation of the Qur'an has 

strong boundaries which the culture’s “aesthetic con- 

science” protects from heing broken. The chant of 

Malaysia, therefore, does not differ appreciably from 

that of Egypt, Turkey, or Iran; and what we read of 

Qur’anic cantillation of earlier periods indicates no 

allowable marked deviance from the norm.'® 

The second level or circle in our model is that of the 

chants associated with the call to prayer (the adhan) 

or pilgrimage, and the pitched recitation of religious 

poetry, Sometimes such poetry is in praise of the 

Prophet Muhammad (madih). At other times it con- 

veys thanks to Allah (fahmid, hamd) or mystical 

expressions. These sawtirenderings reveal a level of 

correspondence to the core characteristics of Islamic 

aesthetic creativity only slightly less consistent than 

that of gizd’ah. They are performed in all regions of 

the Muslim world, in private as well as at public gath- 
erings, in the home or in the mosque, at religiously 

important occasions as well as at other times. Lyrics 

may be in Arabic, although indigenous languages are 

also used. Examples include the ra’t or na’tivah of 

Afghanistan, the marhaban, barzanjt, rebanah or 

kompang, hadrah, and rodat of Malaysia, the mar- 

siya and s6z of Pakistan, and the naaf, miraciye, and 

mevlit of Turkey, as they are commonly called in 

those lands. 

The third cylinder or ring in the model includes 

instrumental and vocal improvisations (Illus. 23.9), 

for example, the tagasim, layali, and qasidah of Tur- 

key and the Mashriq, the @vaz of Iran, the shakl of 
Afghanistan, the da'trah and istitkhbar of the 
Maghrib, savi!or bagafvocal music in southeast Asia, 

and the rok’wan Allah and jinjin of the Hausa of 

West Africa. Though some may depart from the 

strictly vocal rendering of the first two genre catego- 
ries, such examples of improvised, free-rhythmed 

performance reveal a pronounced conformity to the 

core characteristics of the Islamic arts, of handasah 

al sawt, and of the Qur'anic model. Here, however, 

the elements of regional diversity tend to be more 

frequent and pronounced in both vocal and instru- 

mental examples. 

A fourth category, which displays still less corre- 

spondence to the core characteristics revealed in 

QQur'anic chant, is that of songs with religious themes:
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Hlustration 23.9 

The late Umm Kulth@m, one of the most respected and 

admired vocalists of the Muslim world. Trained as a child to 

recite the Qur’an, she later used that skill in singing a wide 

range of poetic-musical compositions. [Photo by Celebrity 

Foto Enterprises, Inc.] 

the gasidah of Malaysia, the ghazal of Iran-Central 

Asia and the Indian subcontinent, the #lahi, nefes, and 

sugul of Turkey, the muwashshah dini of the 

Mashriq, nashid of southeast Asia (Illus. 23.10), 

wak’a addini of the Hausa, and so on. These are 

metered compositions which are usually performed 

by groups of male and/or female performers singing in 

unison, that is, with a single melodic line simulta- 

neously performed by all voices. Instrumental accom- 

paniment may or not be included. The lyrics are often 

in Arabic, but regional languages of the Muslim world 

are also used. In some cases, the word content is a 

mixture of Arabic and the indigenous languages. De- 

spite their metered base and the possible use of in- 

struments (two features avoided in gira@ ‘ah), they evi- 

dence many of the characteristics of Qur'anic chant. 

Generally revealing still less continuity with 

Qur’anic content, form, and performance style are the 

solo or choral songs with secular themes and the in- 

strumental compositions of the fifth level. Where 

genres among these show a high level of conform- 

ance, they have undoubtedly been influenced by the 

Qur’an and by musical styles carried by Muslim trav- 

elers, settlers, and pilgrims. Other items included in 

this category show more obvious determination by 

alien or pre-Islamic cultures.'® The degree of their 
conformance to the core characteristics has deter- 

mined either their toleration or their rejection as en- 

tertainment and aesthetic expression. Association 

with disapproved activities such as the use of alcohol 

and drugs and the promiscious mixing of the sexes is 

another reason for the condemnation of certain 

genres belonging to this level, and for their being 

indulged in only with some sense of culpability and 

apology on the part of both performers and lis- 

teners.!” 
These concentric levels of decreasing conformity 

are applicable to all regions of the Muslim world. In all 

regions and areas, however, the highest degree of 

conformance exists in examples of Qur’anic chant. 

Though there is a tendency toward increasing diver- 

gence as one proceeds outward from Level 1, even 

this factor is not uniform in all parts of the Muslim 

world. Divergence from the core characteristics in 

some regions is rarely experienced even in the music 

of the fifth level, while in other regions, it may be 

evident infeatures of an inner level or levels. In order 

to better understand this feature of Islamic sawt? cul- 

HNustration 23.10 

Women's chorus performing a nashid (hymn) in connection 

with Qur’an reading competition, 1981. [Courtesy Federal 

Department of Information, Government of Malaysia.] 
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Map 73. Musical Instruments in the Mashriq 

A. Chordophones 

B. Aerophones 

C. Membranophones 

ture, the Muslim world has been divided into three 

handasah al sawt areas representative of the varying 

degrees of conformity which the sound art genres 

show to the Qur'anic prototype (Figure 23.3). De- 

spite the apparent rigidity of boundary lines, such 

divisions should not be understood to mean that these 

areas exist with precise borders. Instead, one area 

melds into another without sharply definable perime- 

ters. Neither does the division imply an identity of 

performance practice within the constituent subre- 

gions of any area. On the contrary, though each area 

may evidence striking conformity in the genres of the 

upper/inner levels of Figure 23.1, it may reveal signif- 

icant variance in the types of performance of Level 5. 

Such discrepancies in the applicability and influ- 

ence of the Qur’anic model depend primariliy on four 

factors. These are: (1) proximity to the Middle East- 

ern cradleland of the religion and culture; (2) the de- 

Chordophones found in Area 11 

PL: ‘ad (short neck), tanbiir, buzug (long neck) 

BL: rabab, kamanjah, jawz/jawzah/joze 

P:  qinin 

D:  santlr 

L:  simsimiyyah, tanblr/tambirah 

Aerophones found in Avea HI 

E: niy, shabbabah, shamshal, salamiyyah 

O: mizmar, zurna, surndy (Gulf States), balaban or qirnitah (Irag), 

jawrd, aba, sibs (Egypt), shalabiyyah (Upper Egypt) 

B: jirbah, girbah (Irag), balabdn (North Iraq) 

T: big, nafir, shaypiir and barazin (Iraq) 

Membranophones found in Avea III 

F:  daff, mahzar, riqq, tar (Gulf States) 

G:  darabukkah, tablah 

K:  naqgarah, kuenda (South Iraq), naqrazan (Upper Egypt) 

DC: tabl (Gulf States), tabl baladi (Egypt and Eastern Mediterra- 

nean), mirwas (Gulf States), kasar/kesar (South Iraq, ‘Uman), 

rahmant ('Uman), hoga (Upper Egypt)
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Dustration 23.11 

Soloists and instrumental group of the Shadliki folklore ensemble, Uzbekistan, U.S.S.R. [Photo by L. al Fariqt.] 

gree of conformity of the pre-Islamic cultural base; (3) 

the duration of the Islamization process; and (4) the 

intensiveness of the Islamic encounter in the region.'® 

The three handasah al sawt areas of the Muslim 

world represented in Figure 23.3 indicate varying 

degrees of conformance or nonconformance to the six 

core characteristics of aesthetic expression in Islamic 

culture. Constituent subregions within each of the 

areas are sometimes, though not always, geographi- 

cally contiguous. Those parts of a subdivision that are 

widely separated, of course, vary more from each 

other than contiguous regions. 

Subdivision I is roughly inclusive of the Mashriq, 

Maghrib, Turkey, and Iran. This is the area that 

shows the greatest identity with the Qur’anic core 
characteristics. Its conformance is due to the follow- 

ing reasons. First, this subdivision includes those 

parts of the Muslim world that are in closest proximity 

to the cradleland of Islam. Second, the pre-Islamic 

cultural base of these regions was the most conform- 
ant to the subsequent Islamic overlay. With the ex- 

ception of Turkey, these regions had participated for 

millennia in a larger Semitic complex of peoples and 

cultures before the coming of Islam. They had muchin 

common, therefore, with the culture that developed 

under the banner of [slam. Their peoples were already 

aesthetically and musically prepared for the Islamiza- 

tion process. They were already capable of being 

moved by those aesthetic and musical characteristics 

that were to be fostered during the Islamic period. 
Since musical characteristics, like other cultural fea- 

tures, move with greatest ease where greater corre- 

spondences exist, the conformity to the core charac- 

teristics has been considerable in Area [. Third, this 

area includes those lands that have had the longest 

exposure to Islam, for it was here that large numbers 

of the population embraced the religion during the 

first century after the rise of Islam. Fourth, in this 

area the largest percentage of people have become 

adherents of the faith, thus widening the cultural im- 

pact in the society. 
Subdivision IT encompasses Central Asia and the 

Indian subcontinent. The somewhat decreased influ- 

ence of the core characteristics on the handasah al 

sawt genres of these lands results from the following. 
First, these regions of the Muslim world are geo- 

graphically farther removed than those of Subdivision 

[ from the Middle Eastern cradleland. This has made 

interaction and aesthetic influence more difficult. Sec- 

ond, the pre-Islamic cultural bases on which the 

Islamic ideology was to build were more diverse in 
this area when compared with Subdivision I. Third, 

the Islamic influence has not been felt as long in this 

area because of the generally later conversion period 

for the Muslims of this region. Fourth, larger num- 

bers of non-Muslims are represented in the popula- 

tion of the area. Since these peoples are less affected 

than Muslims by the Islamization process, the Islamic 

aesthetic encounter here is less intense than in Subdi- 

vision I. Given these differences of proximity, pre- 

Islamic cultural traditions, duration of Islamization, 

and intensity of the Islamic encounter, the level of 

penetration of the core characteristics exemplified in 
Qur’anic chant into other genres of handasah al sawt 

has been somewhat less pervasive in Subdivision II 

than in Subdivision I. Central Asia and North India
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share many musical traditions with the Mashriq, 

Maghrib, Turkey, and Iran. The genres of handasah 

al sawt near the center of the concentric circles 

(Qur'anic chant, nonscriptural religious chants, and 

vocal or instrumental improvisations) reveal no signif- 

icant variance in core characteristics from the compa- 

rable genre levels of Subdivision L. In the genres at 
greater distance from the center, however, there is 

an increasing influence from the indigenous cultural 
background and a lessening determination by the core 

characteristics, not only on the number of genres af- 

fected but also in the density of influences evidenced 
in the various genres. 

Figure 23.3 

Subdivision III includes the regions of Middle 

Africa and the Far East where Islam i1s an important 

religio-cultural force. In these regions there is still 

powerful evidence of the core characteristics in cer- 

tain genres of musical art, though variants from the 

norm in the genres themselves and their use in the 

culture are more prominent thanin either of the other 

two areas. Whether in Middle Africa or the Far East, 

these regions are, first of all, farthest removed from 

the geographic origins of Islam. Second, they evi- 

dence many more factors of disparity between Islam 

and their pre-Islamic indigenous cultures. Third, the 

move of Islam into these lands was, in general, much 

Handasah al Sawt: Subdivisions of the Muslim world 

- Regions where Qur’anic influence on handasah al sawt genres 1s most 

pervasive 
o g 
d Regions where Qur'anic influence is somewhat less pervasive 

.| Regions where Qur’anic influence is least pervasive 

Subdivision 1 Subdivision 1l 

Subdivision III 
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23. HANDASAH AL SAWT OR THE ART OF SOUND 

Map 74. Musical Instruments in Turkey 

A. Chordophones 

B. Aerophones 

C. Membranophones 

later than in the other two areas. Fourth, although 

these are lands with a majority Muslim population, the 

percentages of non-Muslims are considerably greater 

than in either of the other two areas. Indonesia is an 

exception in this regard, for its population is 99 per- 

cent Muslim. The influence of the other three factors 

under consideration, however — geographic  dis- 

tance, greater contrast in cultural base, and later 

conversion—offset the population figures in that 

case. 

Despite the factors militating against continuity of 

the core characteristics in Subdivision IlI, genres of 

the inner levels are closely related to the core charac- 

teristics of Subdivision I. Qur’anic recitation expecta- 

tions are identical. For example, many a southeast 

Asian gari’and gari'ah (fem.) figure prominently in 

competition with Qur'anic reciters from all regions of 

Hiustration 23.12 

National Women's Champion of Qur'an Reading Competi- 

tion, Malaysia, 1981, {Courtesy Federal Department of In- 

formation, Government of Malaysia.] 

} 

Chardophones found in Area IV 

PL:  ‘Gd, buzuq, s3z, baglama 

BL: kamancheh/kemence, ghizhak/gicik/gijik 

P:  ganin 

D:  santlir/santir 

Aerophones found in Area IV 

E: ney, girift 

O: zurni 

B: ghayda/gayda, tulum (East Turkey) 

T+ nafir, bugu 

Membranophones found in Area IV 

F: daff, bender 
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G darabukkah, tombak/dombek, dumbelek, deblek (South Tur- 

key) 
K:  naqgirah/nakara, qudiim/kudim 

DC:  dauul/davul, tabal 

the Muslim world (Illus. 23.12, 23.13).*? Religious 

chants, solo improvisations on those instruments that 

are amenable to the core characteristics, songs with 

Hlustration 23.13 

Champion in Children’s Section of Qur’an Reading Compe- 

tition, Malavsia, 1981. [Courtesy Federal Department of 

Information, Government of Malaysia.] 
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serious themes, and even some instances of the purely 

entertainment repertoire often strongly exemplify 

the core characteristics. On the other hand, other 

items from the musical traditions of Subdivision III 

provide radical departures from the Qur’anic norms. 

The music of the kulintang of the Philippines, of the 
gamelan of Indonesia, or of the polyphonic, poly- 

rhythmic music of Middle Africa represent types of 

handasah al sawtthat are strongly connected to pre- 

Islamic traditions. Consequently, the Islamic core 

characteristics have often been ignored or countered, 

and numerous alien influences have been retained or 

added to produce examples of sharply contrasting fea- 

tures. There must be some, perhaps subconscious 

realization of the lack of cultural rapport with their 

Muslim identity; for the Indonesians argue over the 

advisability of fostering the gamelan tradition,?° their 

nobles make a kind of penance donation to the mosque 

for using the gamelan during the fasting month,?! and 

the Muslims of the Philippines refrain from playing 

the kulintang during the fasting month, inside the 
mosque, or in connection with Islamic rites or holi- 

days.?? 
We should also mention cases in which certain indi- 

viduals, nominally Muslims, participate in rites and 

activities clearly carried over from pre-Islamic or 

non-Islamic religious beliefs and practices. Under- 

standably, the music connected with such doctrines 

and activities often deviates from the core character- 

istics of Islamic culture. Both such religious practices 
and their musical accompaniments, therefore, are 

anachronistic to the Islamic environment and have 

been omitted from this presentation. If they were to 
be included, they would occupy still another genre 

level (a sixth, including genres related to non-Islamic 

religious rites) at the farthest remove from the 

Qur’anic core of Level 1.* 

THE CORE CHARACTERISTICS 
MANIFESTED IN 

HANDASAH AL SAWT 
In this section, we shall describe the core characteris- 

tics of the Islamic arts as represented in handasah al 

sawt. As will soon be evident, the sewit elements that 
embody this correspondence are not necessarily ex- 

clusive to the sound art of Islamic culture. Many can 

* The foregoing section on the varying applicability of 
genres in the three handasah al sawt subdivisions is a 
revision of an earlier publication by Lois L. al FariiqT, 
entitled “‘Factors of Continuity in the Musical Cultures of 
the Muslim World,” Progress Reports in Ethnomusico- 
logy, Vol. 1, No. 2 (1983~1984), pp. 1-18. 

be found as elements of other musical traditions. Nor 

have they necessarily originated in Islamic culture. 

Much has been borrowed from pre-Islamic or neigh- 

boring cultures whenever compatible elements have 

been encountered. But the particular emphasis and 

“mix"’ of characteristics is unique; it features a selec- 
tive incorporation of old and new elements and an 
assimilation of the latter into a culturally determined 

framework. This framework has been stimulated by 

the doctrine of tawhid and its first and foremost fig- 

urization, the Holy Qur’an. 

Abstraction 

One Qur’anic characteristic that has determined 
artistic expression in Islamic culture is its abstract or 

nonprogrammatic quality. Since tawhid teaches that 

God cannot be identified with any object or being from 

nature, He cannot be musically associated with 

sounds that arouse psychological or kinesthetic cor- 

respondences to beings, events, objects, or ideas 

within nature. We have discussed many aspects of the 

visual arts that exemplify this characteristic. We shall 

now explain how abstract quality is achieved in the 

artful combination of pitches and musical durations. 

Melodic and rhythmic elements in the sound arts of 

Islamic culture are not used or altered in order to 

match a dramatic unfolding of events and ideas. The 

genres of handasah al sawt make little or no attempt 

to be musically imitative of the creatures of nature. 

Neither are these elements manipulated to create 

specific and changing moods. Tempo, volume, style, 

pitch level, register, soloist, or performance group — 

all may change; but such changes result from the 
demands of aesthetic structure rather than in accord- 
ance with extramusical ideas of either implicit or ex- 
plicit nature, A precise content or subject matter for a 
handasah al sawt performance is rare, Vocal as well 

as instrumental performances are named and identi- 

fied by their melodic mode or by the opening line of 

the lyrics. Descriptive titles are rare even in those 

genre levels far removed from the central core. Voc- 
ables with little or no meaning, as well as stockwords 

and phrases that do not belong to the text, abound as 
external and even internal additions to the vocal line 
(see Figure 23.5, lines 4, 5 & 6). Since a tonal setting 
is not irrevocably bound to a single set of words, 
different melodies have often been conjoined with a 
single poem; and different poems, with a single tune. 

Abstraction is particularly apparent in Qur’anic 
chant, where no changes in mood are apparent from 
beginning to end of a single recitation, nor from one 
recitation to another. The other religious chants, the 
vocal and instrumental improvisations, and even
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Map 75. Musical Instruments in Iran and Central 

Asia 
A. Chordophones 

B. Aerophones 

C. Membranophones 

& - 

gb’\ Chordophones found in Area V 

Soira g PL: sitdr/setar, tar, dambura, dumbrak, dtar, tanbir, ‘ad, komuz/ 

daff komoz, saz, chogar, robab (Afghanistan) 

BL: kamanchay, gitak/ghaychek, saroz, sarinda (Afghanistan), kyak 
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P: qinin 

davalbas D:  santir, chang, kalin 
: naqgarahy/ 

‘ 2 naghareh ‘ Aerophones found in Arvea V 
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Important Ajnas of the Arabian Musical System 

Ajnas with half (¥2) and whole (1) tone intervals: 

‘Ajam Nahawand Kurd 
fa) fa) 4] 
p 7 7 
@ 1 [ fan 1 | £ f 

. be = ¢ De L - @ o 8 e 

| 1 Y %1 1 1 1 

Ajnas with step-and-a-half (1V2) interval; 

Hijaz Nawa Athar 
f4) fa) - o 
1F ¥ 4 

fl = —‘W T Il J.L 

LY, v : g o ¥ D4 

Y1 W 1 o 1% 

Ajnas with three-quarter (3%4) tone interval (§ indicates a tone lowered by approximately % tone): 

Rast Bayyiti Sikah 
fa) N fa) 
ty 1”4 \¥ 4 

s - s - . @ A e ¥ e e e T —— e * o e 
| 3% % % % 1 % | 1 

Such ajnas have a wide significance in the Muslim world, although their combination to form one- and 

two-octave scales and their names may vary from country to country and from region to region. 

International Relevance 

In Turkey we find such changes of name and pitch level as the following: 

Turkish Kurdi (similar to Arab Kurd transposed) 
4 
¥4 { & 

:@ra—fi“—'———— 
o %1 ] 

Turkish Cargdh (similar to Arab ‘*Ajam transposed) 
8} 
17 4 

Pt 
(s 

A Turkish Puselik (similar to Arab Nahawand transposed) 

fi'?p_,_-—‘—‘ 

) 

1 % 1 

Turkish Rast (similar to Arab Rast transposed) 

Many other examples from Turkey and other parts of the Muslim world could be cited. 

Figure 23.4 

The Ajnas(modes) of Handasah al Sawt
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Combination of Ajnas 

Ajnas are combined to achieve a modal scale as in the following magamat scales of Arabian music of the 

Mashrig. 

Magam Raist 

t—-Rast—— 
—— Rast——- 

Maqam Saba 

[a) — Hijaz 1 
’1{1 } 

l:\ i _b P 

° t—Sabi -———! 

Maqgam Hijaz 
H 

z-( ; b = —*—{he descending 
—— Hijjaz —— t——Bayyati —! 

In addition to intervals and their manner of combination, many other features define Arabian music. These 

include starting tone, prescribed tonic or final resting tone, other important tones of stability, pitch and range, 

typical motifs, as well as prescribed succession and use of the tonal material. 

music for light entertainment are generally free of the 

obvious musical “depiction” or symbolization of non- 

musical aspects. If any does occur, it is to be found 

only in the outermost level of genres, at the farthest 

remove from the Qur’dnic prototype and from cul- 

tural acceptability. 

Regardless of the medium (vocal or instrumental) 

or the context (for religious or secular occasions, for 

artistically sophisticated or simple social events), 

handasah al sawt is always a composed or impro- 

vised creation of infinite patterning. Through manipu- 

lation of pitches and durations, the musical progres- 

sion seeks to convey to the listener an impression of 

an unfolding pattern that never ends. This creation in 

tones and durations can also be designated as an ara- 

besque. It is analogous to the similarly named cre- 

ations in lines, colors, and forms of the visual arts of 

Islamic culture. 

Modular Structure 

The second of the aesthetic core characteristics, 

modular structure, casts further light on the nature of 

a handasah al sawt performance. The division into 

internal units, one of the most important structural 

features of the visual arabesque, is achieved in the art 

of sound in a great variety of ways. In Qur’anic chant, 

for example, the phrases corresponding to a literary 

avah (verse) or part thereof are clearly separated 

from each other by periods of silence. This aestheti- 

cally important separation is calleda wagfah (“‘stop”). 

It can occur wherever the gari’ (“reader’’) wishes, 

so long as it does not interfere with logical compre- 

hension of the chanted text. As each sound module 

nears completion, its closure is marked by a descent in 

pitch and a cadencing on an important tone of the 

scalar materials being used. As has been shown else- 

where, 2 these module endings are often accented by 

repetitive tonal and durational motifs which coincide 

with and reinforce the poetic rhyme and assonance. It 

is at the endings of particularly satisfying modules 

that the listeners respond with such exclamations of 

appreciation as Allahand Allahu Akbar (“God is the 

Greatest”). 

The religious chants of the second level as well as 

the vocal and intrumental improvisations of Level 3 

are segmented in similar manner. Silences of varying 

lengths clearly separate one phrase from another, and 

complications of ornamentation and musical motifs 

proliferate near the closure to provide emphasis. The 

overall descending contour of the phrases and the 

closure on a tone of stability are similar to that of 

Qur’anic chant despite possible differences in per- 

formance medium and function for these genres. Re- 

peated closing phrases known as gaflah, taslim, 
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Each melodic line corresponds to a nine-beat rhythmic cycle of three internal parts, each containing three 
beats. 

Figure 23.5 

Example of a Muwashshah 

forud, and so forth, emphasize the modular structure passage comprises a tonal motif or phrase, or maybe a 
of these unmetered improvisations. repetitive rhythmic figure performed on a percussion 

Another much-used device for accentuating the instrument at the end of each sound art module. The 
separation between phrases of vocal and instrumental ldzimah varies in length from a few tones to a full 
improvisatory genres is the instrumental interjection refrain, In all cases, it emphasizes the closure of the 
known as a lazimah.®* This interlude or separating musical module and readies performer as well as lis-
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Map 76. Musical Instruments in the Indian Sub- 

continent 
A. Chordophones 

B. Aerophones 

C. Membranophones 

Chordophones found in Area VI 

PL: sitar, sarod, tambir, bin, nadd, danbooro/tanburo (Sind), rabab, 

ektdra, dotira (Bangladesh) 

BL: Sarangi, yaktaro (Sind), dilruba, sarinda/strind, esrdj, ke- 

manche 

P;  svaramandal 

Aerophones found in Area VI 

E: nai, nadd (Sind) 

O: shahnai, sharnai (Sind), surnai, nay (Punjab), murla 

B: mashg, nigabaddha (North India) 

T: karni, nafari 

Membranophones found in Area VI 

F:  daff/duff, daera, kanjira (South India) 

K: ndgard/naqqard/naghara, nahabat, mahanagari, tikara (Bengal) 

DC:  duhl (Sind), dholak (North India), dhel (Bangladesh) 
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Map 77. Musical Instruments in East Asia 

A. Chordophones 

B. Aerophones 

C. Membranophones 

tener for the next module. Though the name changes, 

this sawtielement can be heard in sound art perform- 

ances in all parts of the Muslim world. 

In genres dominated by a musical meter, that is, 

those of Levels 4 and 5 (Figure 23.1), rather than the 

free-rhythmed quality of the improvised forms, modu- 

lar structure is no less a standard element, though it is 

evidenced by somewhat different means. Here the 

waqfah silence is not typical, but the descent to a tone 

of stability and the repetitive cadential motifs coincide 

with the closure of the metered segment just asin the 

free-rhythmed forms. If the piece is basedon a rhyth- 

mic cycle of some length (ten beats or more), the 

musical segment will often coincide with one repeti- 

tion of the rhythmic pattern, thus further reinforcing 

the melodic segmentation. A repetitive closing pas- 

sage, either internal to the module or filling the break 

between modules, is a common feature of this music 

Chordophones found in Area VII 

PL: 

BL: 

| 3 

D: 

gambus, sundatung (Sabah), bélikan (Iban, Malaysia), tinten 

(Sarawak), san-hsien (China), setar, rabab, dutér, tanbur 

(Uighur) 

biola, rebab, gitgit (Southern Philippines), saw sam sai (Burma), 

balikan, enserunai, éngkérabal and mérébah (iban, Malaysia), 

rebib and tiga tali (Malaysia), hu-ch'in, nan-hu, ching-hu, and 

many other varieties (China), tarawangsa (West Java), sato, 

hijak (Uighur), khilkhuur (Mongolia) 

ko erh nai {China), kanun (Uighur) 

yang-ch'in (China), chang (Uighur) 

Aerophones found in Area VII 

E: 

O 

T: 

suling (Malay Basin), insi’ (Philippines), hsiao (China), seruling, 

kesuling, and nabat (Malaysia) 

sarunaifséruna/sarune (Malay Basin), tarompet (West Java), sé- 

lompret/serompret (East Java), so-na (China), surnai (Uighur), 

kungkuvak and pumpuak (Sabah, Malaysia) 

nafiri (Malaysia, Burma) 

Membranophones found in Area VII 

F: rabana/rebana (Malay Basin), rapa’i and térbang {(Indonesia), 

tar, redap, and kompang (Malaysia), indang (Indonesia), daff, 

dap, doul-bas (Uighur) 

(Continued)
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dabakan (Phillippines), thom or thap (Burma), gédumbak (Ma- 

laysia, South Thailand), dombak (Uighur), dogdog (West Java) 

negara/nahara/nénkara and lengkara (Malaysia), nanggara 

(Burma), nagora, tevilbas (Uighur) 

marwas/marvas/maruas (Malay Basin), tamburu {Indonesia), 

nagarah (Burma), dumbak (Sarawak, Malaysia) 

(Figure 23.6; see lazimah repetitions).?” It may be 

performed by one or more instruments or by a chorus. 

It may comprise a single phrase repeated after each 

sawt?segment or a cadential formula within the mod- 

ule. It may also be extended into a contrasting refrain 

that separates one module from another (Figure 

23.6).%¢ 

Contrasts of musical texture and style are other 

Y3 Hilalan, Ghaba ‘Anni 

important means for setting one section off from an- 

other in handasah al sawt examples. Successive seg- 

ments may alternate between vocal and instrumental 

performance, between a soloist and the accompany- 

ing ensemble or chorus, between male and female 

voices, between different soloists or ensembles of in- 

struments, between contrasting melodic and rhyth- 

mic modes, between improvised and composed per- 

formance, between free-rhythmed and metered 

textures, between low tessitura and higher pitch 

levels. 

Successive Combinations 

The third aesthetic characteristic of the Islamic 

arts is the successive combination of its constituent 

modules. Performances of handasah al sawt com- 
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The seven-beat rhythmic cycle is subdivided into two parts, one of three and one of four beats. 

Figure 23.6 

Example of a Muwashshah
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prise various kinds of additive combinations — of 

motifs to form phrases; of phrases to form periods of 

refrain or new materials; of periods or sections to 

form an improvisation or composition; of improvisa- 

tions and compositions to form suitelike entities in a 

chosen melodic mode (the fas!, waslah, nawbah, 

san‘ah, shashmaqam, and chashniof various parts of 

the Muslim world). This repetitive combination of 

parts on every level of performance is an important 

structural device for enhancing the impression of infi- 

nite pattern. Muslim musicians, as well as non-Mus- 

lims influenced by the same cultural environment, find 

their creativity to be fulfilled more in the artful combi- 

nation and repetition of these internal modules than in 

the creation of totally new entities. 

Repetition 

Repetition is a fourth characteristic of the Islamic 

arts in general, and handasah al sawt in particular. 

Repetition is of course a feature of any musical tradi- 

tion, but the frequency of its use in handasah al sawt 

examples is outstanding. Notes are successively re- 

peated rather than sustained. Important tones of the 

modal scale are made prominent by repeated returns. 

Motifs, whether used as integral elements in the im- 

provised or composed line or as vocal or instrumental 

interjections marking the completion of a musical 

unit, are another repetitive item. Refrain phrases are 

common within both composed and improvised sawti 

modules, and refrain segments provide more ex- 

tended material for repetition in many contexts and 

styles. 

The extensive use of repetitions is not the result of 

a poverty of musical ideas among the adherents to 

Islam. Instead, it is one of the structural features 

which the Muslim peoples find necessary for the cre- 

ation of infinite patterns. Repetition not only denies 

individualization of musical entities but also contrib- 

utes to the never-ending quality that the aesthetic 

expression of tawhid should manifest. In addition, 1t 

emphasizes the successive combinations of musical 

modules on all levels of the improvised and composed 

performance. 

Dynamism 

Since all forms of sawt? art must be experienced 

through time, the element of dynamic character is 

built into every example of handasah al sawt. No 

specimen of musical art can fail to exemplify this ele- 

ment of dynamism. The dynamic quality specific to 

handasah al sawt, therefore, must be the result of 

additional causes. However, many of the causes that 

might be supposed to contribute to this quality actu- 

ally have little influence in this direction. 

For example, it is not a wide overall range or me- 

lodic extension that suggests dynamism in handasah 

al sawt. The genres generally confine melodic and 

rhythmic elaboration to a small scalar segment, often 

encompassing no more than four or five tones (Figure 

23.4). Even when the range is extended to an octave 

or more, the improvisation or composition treats seg- 

ments of that range successively in different modular 

segments, rather than in its entirety. The g@ri’im- 

provises on one jins, the Arabic term for a tetra- 

chordal or pentachordal scalar segment, for an unspe- 

cified time, then moves to another jins or group of 

contiguous tones. Other religious chants and vocalfin- 

strumental improvisations are equally representative 

of this feature. Even songs and instrumental composi- 

tions often use one jins of the meledic scale in one 

segment and move to a higher or lower one only as an 

element of contrast in a subsequent segment. Overall 

range cannot, therefore, be seen as a determinant of 

dynamism in this sound art. 

Neither can wide leaps within the melodic line be 

regarded as factors for dynamism in handasah al 

sawt. Chordal melodies are almost nonexistent in the 

genres representative of the Islamic core characteris- 

tics, and intervals of more than a third rarely occur 

except at the opening of a phrase. 

Multiplication of melodic lines is a third musical 

element that might be suggested as conducive to the 

impression of musical dynamism. This element 1s 

equally unrepresentative of handasah al saw!, for 

this sound art is predominantly monophonic. That is, 

it consists of a single melodic line without polyphony 

or harmonic accompaniment. Qur’anic chant is always 

a solo vocalization, and many of the other religious 

poetic genres and vocal/instrumental improvisations 

are similarly executed by a single performer. Even 

when two or more people play or sing together, they 

generally follow a single melodic line, with only the 

slight departures from the unison performance which 

the improvisatory quality of their performance allows. 

When an instrument with melodic capacity accompa- 

nies a solo line, it performs in unison with the soloist 

or “shadows’’ that line with reduced or ornamented 

versions of the main melodic content. Such approxi- 

mated, rather than precisely single-line perform- 

ances, are known as heterophony. They can be heard 

in many performances by two or more vocalists or 

instrumentalists. The only other musical elements 

that provide a divergence from the generally mono- 

phonic texture of handasah al sawt are drones, osti- 

nato figures, and certain types of ornamentation,?’ 

Since all these suggested elements of dynamic 
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quality do not pertain, what are the features of this art 

that exemplify this fifth core characteristic of the 

Islamic arts? Three features, in addition to the inher- 

ent time-based quality of all musical expression, rein- 

force this characteristic: (1) density of activity; (2) 

emphasis on manipulation of motivic materials rather 

than presentation of themes; and (3) nondevelopmen- 

tal form. 

Density of activity. The infinite patterning 
which is the hallmark of all the Islamic arts focuses the 

listener’s concentration on a single-line melody 

whether executed by vocalist, instrumentalist, 

chorus, or instrumental ensemble. But this melody, 

while eschewing the complications of an extended 
range, wide intervals, and multipart counterpoint or 

harmony, puts emphasis instead on the density of 

activity in that single line. The knowledgeable listener 
is attracted, at the opeming of a sound art module, to 

“mount’’ the melodic line of the performer and follow 

it through a dense labyrinth of tonal and durational 

progressions. With few if any long notes or rests, the 

melody moves continuously until the conclusion of a 

phrase or segment is realized with a return to a tone of 

stability, a repetitive cadential motif, andfor some 

other indication of modular disjunction. Here both 
performer and listener “catch their breath’ in prepa- 

ration for a subsequent excursion of equally dense 

activity, The modular segments, as well as the impro- 

visation or composition as a whole, reveal a progres- 

sive increase in density as the performance pro- 

gresses. 

Manipulation of short metifs, not extended 

themes. A second common attribute of handasah al 

sawt performances that reinforces dynamic quality is 

its emphasis on manipulation of short but melodically 

or rhythmically distinctive motifs, rather than the 

presentation of extended melodic themes.?® This 
sound art allows for greater performer creativity in 

the “working out”’ of the melodic materials than in the 

presentation of the extended theme. The prolifera- 

tion of small segments creates an impression of in- 

creasing activity and dynamism. 

Nondevelopmental form. Dynamism is also en- 
hanced by the manner of aesthetic experiencing 

which it stimulates. Instead of exhibiting a develop- 

mental form with steady evolution toward one overall 

climax and a conclusive ending, the sound art per- 

formance of Islamic culture defies its experience as a 

single umty, Since its parts are not inextricably joined, 

but succeed each other as autonomous entities, the 

aesthetic impression is one of the suppression of the 

impact of the overall Gestaltin order to emphasize the 

separate modules that make up the whole. Each self- 

sufficient part is experienced and considered on its 

own; each imparts some aspect of the whole while 

being structurally separable from it. This additive 

combination of entities generates an impression of 

activity and fluidity which is denied the developmental 

structure with its unified closed structure. 

The unity of Islamic art in general, and of handa- 

sah al sawt genres in particular, is of a different kind. 

One cannot describe it by citing a single theme; by 

detailing the features of a single person, object, or 

scene; or by singing one well-remembered theme. 

Instead, the percipient must experience the art work 

as an open-ended and indefinitely expandable struc- 

ture. The listener must move with it through some of 

its constituent segments, savoring each one is succes- 

sion, thrilling at the release of gradually mounting 

tension near the end of each module, marveling at the 

ingeniousness and creativity of the organization of 

visual or aural motifs. Such a structure contributes 

significantly to the dynamic quality of handasah al 

sawt genres. This is not, however, a dynamism of 

excessive tension, of emotional anxiety or frustration, 

It is instead a dynamism that activates the human 

mind with the discovery of beautiful patterns, that 

stimulates the contemplation of a greater cause, that 

leads it from concern for mundane matters and per- 

sonal problems to a higher reality. 

Intricacy 

Since the goal of the Muslim vocal or instrumental 

performance is to lead the listener to an intuition of 

the other-than-nature Ultimate Reality, since the 

best aesthetic means to achieve such an intuition is 

the creation of abstract patterns implying never-end- 

ing continuity, and since such patterns can more ef- 

fectively attract the attention and concentration of 

the listener if they are sufficient involved and com- 

plex, the Muslim peoples have found tonal and dura- 

tional intricacy preeminently suited to their needs. 

This intricacy, which parallels so closely the elaborate 

detail of [slamic creations in the visual arts, is musi- 

cally embodied in ornamentation practices as well as 

in a number of theoretical elements. 

Handasah al sawt performances abound with or- 

namental melodic and rhythmic figures. This applies 
to all forms of religious chant, to serious vocal or 

instrumental performance, as well as to the enter- 

tainment or social music of home or coffeehouse envi- 

ronment. The melismatic (highly decorative) quality
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of the melodic line has been so characteristic of the 

sound arts in Islamic culture that its presence has 
been judged to be an indication of Islamic influence.?® 
It is incorrect, however, to treat the repetitive and 

motivic figures of the many free-rhythmed and im- 

provisatory genres as optional or expendable decora- 

tions of a more basic melody. These figures, which 
anticipate, delay, and emphasize the arrival at a par- 

ticular pitch position within the modal scale, comprise 

instead the actual substance of their melodic lines. 

In the other type of performances — the metered 

compositions and traditional tunes — ornamentation 

is no less prominent, though basic tunes, with their 

ordered succession of pitches and durations, exist to 

be embellished. Trills, slides from one pitch to an- 

other, repetition of single tones to retain activity ina 

sustained pitch, short grace notes, either as a neigh- 

bor tone or those at a great distance — these areafew 

of the many tonal devices that provide embellishment 

and intricacy in handasah al sawt melodies. Dura- 

tional ornaments have also been numerous and var- 

ied. They include shifts of accent, supplementary per- 

cussions added between the beats of the metric cycle, 

alteration of the note values while pitches are main- 

tained, acceleration or slowing down, and so on.%° 

Another rich source of intricate detail results from 

the wide choice of different-sized intervals from which 

to draw in creating the melodic lines. Instead of using 

the European or Western theoretical scale composed 

of twelve tempered (that is, equalized) half-steps per 

octave from which certain tones are chosen to create 

a scale, the Muslims divide the octave into microtones 

from which they achieve many different sizes of inter- 

vals. Over the centuries, and in different parts of the 

Muslim world, these divisions and the choices of in- 

tervals favored to form scales and modes have varied. 

This principle has contributed to the characteristic of 

intricacy, while its varied realization has provided his- 

torical and regional diversity. 

Added to the intricacy of the octave division and 

interval vocabulary, a proliferation of stepwise me- 

lodic progressions provides another element of intri- 

cate melodic movement in hadasah al sawt perform- 

ance. The melodic progression is sinuous in its 

movement from one note to its upper or lower neigh- 

bor. Occasional intervals of a third seem only toserve 

as counters for the predominantly stepwise and chro- 

matic progression (see Figures 23.5, 23.6). Instead of 

concentrating on melodic themes of extensive range, 

this music consists of numerous repetitions and varia- 

tions of short motifs. Its conjunct, intricate patterning 

takes place within the boundaries of a scalar segment 

of only four or five tones. The profuse ornamentation 

which increases density also contributes to the intri- 

cacy of this sound art. 

The rhythmic elements of handasah al sawt 

genres can also be characterized as detailed and intri- 

cate. In regularly rhythmed compositions compli- 

cated meters comprising not only cycles of 2, 3, and 4 

beats but of 5, 7, 10, 12, 24, 32, and even more beats 

can be found. Cycles are divided internally into feet of 

varying length. The cycle also specifies the position- 

ing of rests and the stronger and weaker beats (Fig- 

ures 23.5, 23.6). The internal divisions of the rhyth- 

mic cycle may be binary or ternary, or may include 

both binary and ternary groupings within a single 

cycle. Performers, whether vocalists or instrumenta- 

lists, do not merely reproduce the rhythmic pattern. 

They fill in the pulses of the meter with such extra 

percussions or ornaments of which their improvisa- 

tory skills are capable. 

Unmetered improvised performances convey an 

equal impression of rhythmic intricacy and detail. Be- 

cause there is no prescribed pattern for rhythmic ac- 

centuation and duration, the performer is free to use 

any succession of beats and rests he or she chooses. 

The genres of this style consist of numerous short 

durations that match the equally intricate tonal possi- 

bilities from which the melodic line is made. Long 

notes are rare if not nonexistent in handasah al sawt 

genres. 

The above description of the manifestation in ha#n- 

dasah al sawt of the core characteristics of the Is- 

lamic arts confirms that the sound arts of Islamic 

culture have not been a mere collection of regional 

styles borrowed from various peoples and juxtaposed 

to constitute a “music of the Muslim peoples.” It is, 

instead, a manifestation of an integral relation to the 

religion of Islam, to tawhid, to the Qur'an, and to its 

chanted recitation. 

Just as there was a religio-cultural ““crucible” from 

which Islam burst forth in the seventh century, there 

was a musical crucible from which the genres of han- 

dasah al sawt evolved in the early centuries of the 

Islamic period. This crucible, when combined with the 

stimulus of the new ideology and the fervor of the 

commitment it engendered, produced a flowering of 

the sound arts, the effects of which are still evident-in 

every part of the Muslim world today. This flowering 

was strongly determined by the religion of Islam. 

Tawhid and its figurization in the Qur'an have not 

only affected many sociological aspects of attitude and 

usage pertaining to the sewf? arts but they have 

molded the very pitches, the durations, and their com- 

binations in order to embody the six core characteris- 

tics of the Islamic arts. 
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‘Abdullah ibn Sa‘d ibn Abd Sarh, 216 

‘Abdullah ibn Sahl Rabbédn al TabarT 276, 324. 

Sec Tbn Jarir, al TabarT 
‘Abdulizh ibn Sa‘id al Kullabt 285 
‘Abdullah ibn Salam 125 
‘Abdullah ibn Ubayy 121, 208 
‘Abdullah ibn ‘Umar 244, 274 

‘Abdullah ibn Unays 206 
‘Abdullah Ibn al Zubayr 9, 244, 274 

Abelogs, . B, 201n.5, 228n.6 
al abhuer (sing. hahr) 343, 352 
Abraha (Abrahah) 17, 35, 124 

Abraham (see also Ibrahim) 7, 11, 21, 22, 34, 

37, 39, 50, 51, 55, 60, 61, 62, 95 

Abrahamic Judaism 59 
Ahrahamic monotheism 62 
Abranamic tradition 61, 62, 63, 135 

Abrahamic vision 50, 51 
‘Abs B, 17,67, 211 

Abshihi, Baha see al [bshihi 

abstraction, in art 165, 171, 370, 380ff,, 410ff., 

466, 469 

Abi al ‘Abbas al Dabbl 349 
Abid ‘Abdul Rahman al Sulami 298 
Abli Ahmad al Mihrajam 306 
Abil ‘AT 286 

AbD ‘Amr ibn a! ‘Alz" 235, 240 

Abd al ‘As 130 
Abfi Bakr ‘Ald’ at Qushayr7 277 
Abii Bakr al Asamm 288 

Aba Bakr al Siddiq 9, 100, 123, 124, 125, 130, 

134, 136, 139, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 

215, 223, 244, 274, 286, 315, 358 

Abl Bakr al Zabidi 233 
Abi Bakrah 275 

Abd Bard’ ‘Amir ibn Malik 121, 206 

Abd Bagir 136 

Abd Dawnd (Da'td) 114, 140n.12, 260 

Aba Dharr al GhifarT 295, 296 

Abd Dujinah 211 
Abil al Fath al Bust 349 
Abd al Fida™ 334 
AbG Harnifah 249, 276 
Abii al Hasan 'All ibn Har(n al Zanjani 306 

Abfi al Hasan ‘Al ibn Hilal (Ibn al Bawwib) 357 
Abi Hasan al Juriant 336 

Abf Hashim al Jubba't 286, 288 
Ab Hilal a] ‘AskarT 348 
Abi al Hudhayl al ‘Allaf 286, 288 
Abid Hurayrah 113, 244, 274 
Abi al Husayn al Khayyat 289 
Abd Ishag al SEhi 349 
AbQ Ja'far a] Iskafi 289 

Abf Ja'far Al Manstr 132 
Abf Ja‘far al Tahawi 259 
Abit Jahl 104, 203, 211 

Abd Lahab 9, 123 
Abl Mubhammad Nasir al Hagq 224 
Abil Mdsa al Ash'arT 235, 244, 274 
Abi Misa al Murdar 286, 289 
Abl Na'Tm al IshahinT 296 
Abid Nasr Parsa Masjid 423 
Abil Nuw?s, Al Hasan ibn Hani' 351 
Abii al Qasim al Balkhi al Ka'bl 289 
Abll Qir Bay 17 
Abl Sa‘ld al Khudriyy 274 
Abl Salamah ibn ‘Abd al Asad 206 
Abi Sufvan ibn Harb 9, 123, 203, 205, 209 
Abi Sulavmin Muhammad ibn Ma‘shar al Bist 

(al Maqdis1) 306 
Abd Talib 9, 122, 123, 124, 132 

Abll Tammam, Habth 351, 352 
Abl Thawabah al Asadi 235 
Abi ‘Ubaydah (the grammarian) 2386, 345, 346 
Abi “Ubaydah ibn al Jarrdh 138, 195, 206, 209, 

210, 214 

Abfl ‘Ubavdah ibn Mas'ad 215 
Abt ‘Ubaydah Mu‘ammar ibn al Muthanna 235 

Abi Umayyah 128 
Abii al Wafa al BlizajanT 332 
Abu Yahya al Batrig 332 
Abd Ya'ld al Farra® 278, 279 
Abil Ya'qdb al Shahham 288 
AbQd Zavd al Ansarm 235 
Abad Yazid al Balkhi 333 
Abf Yazid al Bistami 296, 297 
AbD Yosul 226n.2 
Abt Zar‘ah 126 
Abil Zayd al Balkht 326 
AbQl ‘Abbas Al Saffah 132 
Abill Faraj ibn al Jawzl 259 
Abal Fida' 227 
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Abtl Jamis Thawr ibn Yazid 235 

al Abwa’ 203 
Abyssinia, Abyssinian 17, 41n.1, 54, 60, 61, 67, 

122, 124, 136, 197 

Academy of Athens 59 
Achaemenidean (kings) 37 
Achaemenid Empire 15 
‘Ad 62 
Adab (humanities disciplines) 2334, 4494 

Adab al Katib 235 

Adad-Nirari 34 
‘adam 304 
Adem 60, 107, 189, 191 
Adamana 226 
‘Aden 452 
al Adfuwd, Ja'far Ibn Tha'lab Ibn Ja'far 451 

adhdn 144, 458 

Adharbayj2nT (language) 259 
Adherbayjan 259 
‘Adhrah tr. 7 
Adhriat 205 
Adhrah 286 
adih 233 

Al ‘Adid 292 
al ‘Adilf, Badr al Din Abd ‘Umar Muhammad Tbn 

‘Umar Tbn Ahmad 453 
Adina Mosque 426 
‘Adiyy tr. 9 
‘adl{legal status) 253, 269 
al ‘ad! (doctrine of Mu‘tazilah) 288 
‘Adnan 8 
Adrianople 218, 223, 453 
Adriatic Sea 223 
‘Adud al Dawlah 228n.10 
Al ‘Adudr Hospital 325 
‘Adwan tr. 67 
Aegean Sea 14, islands 223 
Aelia Capitolina (Jerusalem) 40, 196 
aerophones 443, 447, 457, 461, 465, 467, 471, 

473 

aesthetics 26, 85, 88, 89, 162, 163, 173, 

iconography 173; calligraphy 175; Western 
interpretation of Islamic arts 372; see also 
Islamic art; Mushim art 

Aesthetic Experience and the Islamic Arts 
91n.47 

Afghanistan 218, 224, 225, 267, 271, 278, 

284, 355, 458, 478n.1 

Africa (Ifrigyah) 3, 17, 18, 58, 59, 186, 198, 

216, 226-7, 270, 271, 321, 479n.18 

African Islam 181n.18 
African Religious Groups and Beliefs 479n.18 
Afshana 308 
Agade 22, 28, 49 
Agadez, Grand Mosque of 411 
Agatnst Heresies 691.46 
Agenor {King) 18 
Agra 426,434, 435 
al Ahdab, Ihrahim 349 
Al Ahjar 328 
Ahl al Hadith 249 
ahkl al hall wal ‘agd 210 
Ahmad {of Darfur) 226 
Ahmad I, Sultin 315 
Ahmad ‘Abdullzh  313n.6 
Ahmad al Badawi 297 
Ahmad al Balkhi 334 
Ahmad bin ‘Umar bin Surayj 276 

Ahmad Husayn al Bayhagi 278 
Ahmad ibn Faris 239 
Ahmad ibn Hajar al ‘Asgalant 258 
Ahmad ibn Majd 174 
Ahmad ibn Muhammad (Ibn al Khazin) 357 
Ahmad ibn Talun 325 
Ahmad Muhammad al Isfariyint 278 
Ahmad Muhammad al Ma'afirT 278 

Ahmadabad 426 
Ahmadiyyah 297 
Ahuramazda 15 
ahwal (sing. hal) 297 
Al Ahwal al Muharrir 357 

Akuwal al Nafs 308 
ahya'{pl. of kayy) 430 
ahzab{pl. of kizh) 171 
‘A’ishah 100,119,123, 124, 125, 210, 244,274 

Ajall, Sayyid 225 
‘Ajam 468 
Al Ajarramiyyah 237 
al ‘Ajami, Shihdb al Din 452 
Ajmer 218, 226 

Ajnddayn 214 
ajnds(sing. jins) 468, 469 
‘ajiiz 238 
ajza’(pl. of juz" 171 
Akbar 218, 233,436,438 
Al Akkbar al Tiwgl 228n.2 

Afkh (sing. of Ikhwan) 306 

Akhenaton 13, 14, 20, 34 
Akh-Lamu 34 
al Akhtal 350 
Akkad 29, 30, 48, 49 

Akkadian(s) 11, 13, 19n.8, 20, 220; migrations 
22, 26; Early Dynastic 27, 28; world-state 
29: Akkadianization 30, 33, 35, 40, 41, 47, 220 

Akkadian language 13, 20, 25, 27, 29, 30, 32, 

33, 35, 40, 41; literary tradition 42n.16, 

42n.23, 42n,39 
Akki 28 
Akko 18, 33 
‘Ala’ al Din (Mosque) 418 
Alalakh 12 

Albania 223, 259, 270; language 267 

Albright, A. F. 19n.1, 19n.5, 19n.9, 41n.10, 

41n,11, 42n.16, 42n.21, 42n.38 

Aleppo (Halab) 13, 278, 307, 326, 414; Grand 
Mosque 444, 449, 451 

Alexander the Great 15, 220 
Alexandria 57, 216, 450; archbishop of 207 
Alexandrian Hellenism 117 
Alfiyvat tbn Malik 237 
algaita 457 

algaitaru 457 

Algeria 16, 267, 270, 284, 286, 355, 363 

Algiers 227, 410 

Alhambra, The 438n.6 

Alhambra Palace 413, 420, 424, 438n.8 

‘Al (son of Sultan Hasan) 227 
‘Al al AswarT 288 
‘AN at Hadi 291 

‘All ibn ‘Abbds 325 
‘Al ibn *Abdul ‘Aziz al JurjanT 348 

‘AN (‘Allvy) ibn Abli Talib 9, 40, 123, 124, 125, 
130, 132, 233, 244, 274, 285, 286, 291, 356, 

376n.2 
‘Al ibn Ahmad al Wahidi (al Nays#blrd) 241, 

251n.1 
‘A ibn Hamzah al Kas3'T 2386, 240 
‘All Ibn ‘[sd al Astrolibt 332 
‘Al ibn al Madin1 258 
‘Al al Iskafi 349 

‘AT al Rida 291 
‘All Zaym al ‘Abidin 291 
‘All, Jawad 69n.61 
aligeta 457 
‘alim 233 
Alisanah 309 

AMaw 14 

Allahn a'lam 79 
Allahwu Akbar 137,142, 165, 469 
Allat 65 

al Alldsi, Shahab 349 

Alor Star, Malaysia 85 
alphabet 24-25 

Alvar 223, 229n.15 

Alvart Cordubensis Epistolae 229n.15 
al ‘am (al ‘amm) 248, 275 
Al ‘Amad 279 
Amalekite 32 

aminah 145, 160, 304 

Amarna (Letters) 13, 20 
al Amasi, Hamdullah 357 
Amasiya (Amasya) 315, 418 

Amen-Hotep 111 12, 33 
Amen-Hotep IV 33 
America, recent converts in 457, countries 

represented in Haff 284; see alse North 

America 
Ames, David W. 478n.1, 479n.18, 479n.26 

Ambharic 20, 25, 41 

‘Amilah 7 
Al Amin {the Prophet’s title) 132 
Arrin, Ahmad 306, 313n.3 

Aminah 9, 123, 124 
amir 216 
Al ‘Amir 292 
Amir Altunbughd Mosque 414 
Al Amir bi Ahk3m Alah 309 
‘Arnir ibn al Zarb 67 
Ammonites 53 
Amorite(s) (Amurru) 11, 18, 19n.8, 22, 29, 30, 

32, 33, 40, 47, 50, 51; civilization of 55 

Amorite state 30, 35 

Amoritic 20, 41, 50 
amr 301 

‘Amr 128 

‘Amr ibn al'As 9, 125, 137, 196, 214, 218, 
222, 285; Mosque of 414 

‘Amr Ibn Kulthdm 8, 14, 69n.62 

‘Amr ibn Ma'dt Karib 212 

‘Amr ibn ‘Ubayd 286, 288 

‘Amr al Jihiz 286 
‘Amr Muhammad al Laytht 277 

al Amthal 344 

amshi 479n.26 
Amurru (Amonite) 7, 11, 29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 

37,41, 49, 50, 220 

amzhad 437 
Anas ibn Malik 244, 274 

Anatolia 5, 13, 30, 35, 217, 218 
al Anbar 14, 213, 215, 228n.10 

‘Anbar bin *Abdullah 3135 
Ancient Mesopotamia: Portrait of a Dead 

Civilization 41n.9, 41n.11, 41n.15, 42n.39, 

68n.1 

Ancient Near Eastern Texts 19n.4, 19n.7, 

41n.2, 42n.17, 42n.22, 42n.24, 61, 68n.11, 

68n.12, 110n.1, 111n.9 

Anctent Semitic Civilizations 68n.2 
Ancient World, The 181n.17 

al Andalus (Andalusia, Mursiah) 217, 302. 362 

Andalugt {script) 362, 363, 365 
Angel, The {Gabriel/Jibrl} 994, 109, 122 
Angola 268 
‘Anjar 34 
Ankara 13 

Anmiar 8 
anniyyah 23 
Annotated Glossary of Arabic Musical Terms 

478n.1, 479n.26 

Annunaki 31 
“Anonymous Christians” 192 
al *“AnqarawT (al Anqirawi), al Shaykh Tsma‘dl Ibn 

Muhammad al Mawlawl 444, 454 
al Ansar 129 

Anghar 47 
al Antaky, Dawid Ibn ‘Umar al Darlr 453 
'Antar ("Antarah) ibn Shaddad 8, 17, 68, 69n.62 
Ante-Nicene Fathers 69n,42, 69n,50 
anti-ethnocentrism 17; see @!/so universalism 

Antioch 167, 219, 453 

Anu 31, 47 

Anwar al Tanzil 246 
Apel, Willi 479n.28 
Apollinarianism 60 
Apology 69n.44 
apolytrosis 191 
Apostasy (Riddah) Wars 121, 209f, 211, 212 
Appollonio, Umbro 376n.11 

Apsu 47, 48 
al ‘Agabah 124, 203: treaty of 344 
‘agitdah 109 
‘Agll 8 
Al ‘agl 270



Al Aqmar Mosque 414 

Al Agrabadhin 327 
aqwal 447 
Ara’ Ahl al Madinah al Fagdilah 308 
Arab(s) 7,14, 16, 214, 27, 31, 33, 40, 41n.1, 

50, 54, 55, 6Qf., 67, 1041, 108, 134, 149, 

180, 194, 196, 203, 207, 220, 323, 336/, 
343, 344, 350, 352 

Arab Academy of Science 313n.6 
al ‘Avab al '‘Aribah 7, genealogy 22 
al '‘Arab al B&'idah 22 
Arab Christian(s) 59, 207: chieftains of 211 

al ‘Arab al musta'ribah 8-9; genealogy 21, 22 
al "Arab al muta'arribah 22 
Al ‘Arab Qabla al Islam 69n.61 
Arab tradition 22, 61 
Arab (Arabian) tribes 7, 39, 553, 59, 125, 135, 

206, 208 
arabesque 163, 165, 180n.4, 403, 405, 406, 

433, 435, 436, 469 

Arabesque: Meaning and Transformation of an 

Ornament, The 180n.4, 180n.5 
Arabia 3,5,7.10,11, 12, 144, 30, 34, 37, 50, 

55, 59. 62, 63, 104, 108, 134, 135, 136, 194, 

198, 2064, 212, 228,333 
Arabia and the Bible 61 
Arabia Felix 3 
Arabian civilization 7, 15, 22; kingdom 30; 

“stock”™ 317 “religio-cultural” 34 -35; ideal 

41, 61; linguistic 323 
Arabian Desert 10-12, 22, 26-30, 32-3, 35, 

37-8, 50,52 

Arabian ethnicity 17, does not define "*Arab"” 
323 

Arabian expansion 18 
Arabian Gulf 3, 11, 29, 286, 357 region 

Arabian ideal 34-35 
Arabian Peninsula 3, 14-15, 17-23, 59, 60, 

67, 135, 149, 209, 344, 357 

Arabic, written 359 

Arabic calligraphy 142, 363, 365; see also 
calligraphy; Islamic calligraphy 

Arabic grammar 105-107, 235, 351 
Arabic language 5,7, 20-3, 25, 41n.1, 62, 

90n.13, 103-106, 108-109, 220, 231-37, 
3386, 343, 350-51, 375; alphabet 21, 359; 
colloguial 25; defined Arab 323; Qur’an and 
102; saldt and 142; science of 233ff; spread 
encouraged travel 333; translated into, 

medical texts 324, Greek astronomy texts 

332; and visual arts 403 

Arabic lexicology 105, 237-9 

Arabic literature 105; poetry 349; rules of 
poetry 345; rules of prose 345 

Arabic numerals 331 
Arabic script 89, 171, 173; and calligraphy 

363, 374; North Arabic 376n.2 
Arabica 478n.15 

Arabism: ‘Uritbah and Religion, On 42n.34, 

42n.36 

Arabization (Arabicization) 15, 19, 21-2, 30, 

235; see also Islamization 
Arabized Arabs 61; genealogy 8-9 
Arabized-by-others-Arabs 22 
Arabizing Arabs 22; genealogy 7 

Aradus 33 
‘Arafat, plain of 148, 152, 283 

Aragon 217 

Aramaean(s) 33-35,40-41, 220; state 34 

Aramaean language 40 

Aramaic language 20-21, 34-35, 41, 50, 52, 

56,61-62, 98, 220 
Aram Naharaim 34 

Arbela 37 

Archeology in the Holy Land 421.38 

Archeology of Palestine, The 42n.38 

Archidona 217 

Architecture musuimane d'Oceident: Tunisie, 

Algérie, Maroc, Espagne, et Sicile, L’ 407n.2 

Architecture as Symbol and Self-Identity 

376n.10, 440n.13 

Architektur und Lebensform in islamischen 
Stadtwesen 440n.11 

Ardalan, Nader 168, 180n.9, 181n.19, 440n.13 
Ardestan 423 

Arfajash 211 
Argentina 268 
Arianism 58, 222-3 

Aristotle 304, 307 -8, 310, 332 
Arius 58 
Arka 33 
Arles 217 
Armenia 5, 37, 57, 346; Armenia 5.5.R. 268 
Arnold, Thomas W. 181n.28, 197, 198, 201n.2, 

201n.3, 201n.4, 201n.7, 218, 228n.4, 228n.6, 

228n.7, 228n.8, 229n.11, 229n,12, 229n.14, 

229015, 407n.3 

Arrapkha 12 
Avrs Islamica 181n.12 
Art, Creativity, and Religton 180n.7 

Art of Islam: Language and Meaning, The 
181n.19, 181n.20, 407n.1 

Arts of Assvria, The 181n.17 
Arts and the Istamic World 377n.12 
Art musulman, L’ 407n.1, 407n.10 

Artukis 217 
Aryan tribes 5, 12 
Arvit 17 
‘asabiyvah 313 
Asad (Ban@) 8 

Asad {son of ‘Abd al ‘Uzza) 9, 123 
Asad (son of Saman, of Balkh) 224 
asbab al nuzal 100, 240-41; see also ‘Ilm . . . 
Asbab al Nuziil 240, 251n.1 
Asbab al Nuzidl — Lubab al Nugial 240 
Al Asbagh 328 
Asbagh ibn Faraj 276 
Ascalon 33 

al A'shd 68, 691.62 

al Ash'arl, Abfi al Hasan 249, 277, 286, 289 
al Ash'ari, ‘Alf ibn Isma‘ll 291-94, 294n.4, 

294n.5 

al Ash‘ariyyah 291, 293; see also Sunnt 
al Ash‘ath ibn Qays 212 
Ashhadu anna 141 

Ashkelon 37 

Ashtagram (Bangladesh) 432 
Ashtoreth 53 
Ashur (Asshur) 14 
Ashur-nasir-pal [ 35 
Asia 3,15, 17-18, 29, 59, 270-71; East Asia 

355; South Asia 218; spreading of Islam in, 
198; West Asia 219; see also Central Asia; 

Southeast Asia 

Asia Minor 5, 12-14, 29, 217 

Astan Music 478n.3, 478n.5 

Asiatic 15, 17 
‘Asim ibn Abd al Nujad 240 
Agkia al Hijj 411 
Aslanapa, Oktay 407n.2, 440n.14 
al Asma'l 233, 236, 345, 346 
Asrar al Balaghah fT Ilm al Bayan 235 
Asrvar al Usail wal Furt' 278 
Asshur 35, 47 
Asshur-uballit [ 35 
Assur 30, 35, 37, 46 
Assyria 12, 34-37, 39, 53 

Assyrian{s) 19n.8, 20, 35, 47; empire 37; 

state 36 

Asturias 217 
Aswan 27, 31. 37, 330 

‘Atd’ ibn Abd Riyah 244 
atabal 447 
atambor 447 

Atcheh 228 
Athanasius 58, 69n.43 

al *Attar, Muhammad Ibn Husayn 444, 454 

al ‘Attgs, Sayyid Muhammad Nagib 371, 372 

Atik tribe 7 
Atum 45 

Augustine 58, 91n.29 
Aurangzeb 233 
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Aurelian 13 

Aus der Welt der islamischen Kunst: 
Festschrift fir Ernst Kihrnel 181n.19 

Australia 268 

Austria 268 
dv@z 458 

Averroés 309, see also [bn Rushd 
Avestan 50 
Avicenna 308; see also Ibn Sina 
Avignon 217 

‘Ayn Hazim 36 
awjuh 336 
awliyd’ (3. waliyy) 302 
al '"Awgl 306 

Aws tribe 7,17, 124, 129, 203, 205; 

Aws-Khazraj coalition 125 
‘awwadah 447 

axiology 82 

avan (pl. avah 169, 171, 322, 323 

‘Aydin 9 
Aylah 208, 209, 210, 213 
‘ayn 238 
‘Ayn Hasb 214 
‘Ayn al Tamr 213, 215 
‘aynalt 376n.9 

Aywam al ‘Arab 67 
Ayyuha al Walad 299 
Azd tribe 7,11 

Azd ‘Uman tribe 7 
Azerbaijan (Adharbayjin) 268 
al Azhar 278; mosque 414, 438n.4 
Al 'Azz 292 

Ba‘alhak 214 

Baal-Lebanon 18; inscriptions 24-25 
Bab al Mardin Mosque 243, 410 
Baba Adarm’s Mosque 426 
BabilyGn (Babylon) 216 
Babir 218, 233 

Babvlon 11, 14, 15, 17, 30, 33, 34, 36, 37, 39, 

49, 53-55, 97, 110n.6, 216 

Babylon 11 36, 37, 39 

Babylenia 36, 37 

Babylonian{s) 19, 20, 37, 53; god 47; 
invasion 195 

Babylonian Genesis: The Story of Creation 61, 
68n.5, 68n.6, 68n.11, 68n.12, 68n.13 

Bactria 37 
badr' 337, 348, 352, 353n.10 

Al Bad?* 239 

Badt’ al Zaman al Hamadhini 349 
Badr 134, 204, 205; battle of 215; campaign 

of 125 
Badshahi Mosque 254, 400, 419, 426, 429 

baganna 457 

Bagerhat (Bangladesh) 129, 426, 440n.12 

badw 312 

Bagha Mosque 272, 412 
Baghdad 132, 274, 286, 291, 297, 299, 300, 

302, 304, 325-26, 332, 348, 351-52, 360, 
414, 436, 438n.8, 440, 444, 445, 449-52 

Baghdad School (of Al Mu‘tazilah) 288-89 
al Baghdadi, ‘Abd al Ghant 369 
al Baghdadi, Hashim Muhammad 368 
Baghirmi tribe 226 

baglama 465 
Bahirah 124 
al Bahr 236 
Bahr al ‘Ulam 244 

Bahra 208 
Bahra tribe 7 
Bahrain, State of 267, 284 
Bahram Gur (son of Yazdigird) 14 
Bahrayn 17, 266; king of 207; tribes of 7 
Bahri al Zahir Baybars 309 

Bajilzh tribe 7 
Bakhtiar, Laleh 168, 180n.9, 181n.19 

Bakhtishd’, JurjTbin 324 
Bakhtiyar Khalji 218 
Bakr tribe 8, 67, 221 

balaban 461, 467 
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al Baladhuri 215 

baldghah 171,342 
balikan 473 
Baliyy 208 

Balkans 16, 37, 218; central 218 

Balkh 2186, 224, 291, 296, 423 

Baluchistan 213, 218 
Bambara language 259 

Banaras 218 

bandair 447 
bandir 447 
bandiri 457 
banga 457 

hangia 457 
Bangladesh 270, 284, 308, 355; People’s 

Republic of 267 
banj al asrar 298 
Band 'Adhrah 13 
Band ‘Amir 121, 206 
Banil Arid 208 
Banit Asad 14, 205-206, 211, 215, 235-36 

Band Bahrah 13 
Bani Bakr 14, 17, 212-13, 235 
Bant Baliy 13 
Band Damrah 203-204 
Banii Ghassan 13-14, 221 
Banii Ghatafan 14 
Band Ghazivah 208 
Bani Hafs dynasty 310 
Banil Hanifah 211 
Banii Harithah 7 
Banii Hashim 124, 129, 203 
Banii Judaylah 13 

Banil Kindnah 14, 206 
Banfi Lihyin 206 
Bani Mudar 14, see also Mudar 
Band Mudlay 204 

Benii Muharib 206 
Bana al Mustaliq 124 

Band al Nadir, campaign of 125 
Banil Nasr 7, 310 
Banii Numr 13 

Banii Qaynuqa‘, campaign of 125; Jews of 205 
Banii Qurayzah 207; campaign of 125 
Band Sa‘d 124 
Band Sa‘d bin Bakr 119 
Bani Sa‘idah 209 
Banii Shaybah © 
Banfi Shaybian 212 
Band Sulaym 206, 208, 211; campaign of 125 
Band Taghlib 13, 14, 17, 59 
Banii Tamim 211 

Band Tha'labah 206 
Banii Yarbu' 211 
baga’ 297 
bagat 458 
al Baaillant, Abd Bakr Muhammad 251, 278, 

2093, 336, 353n.8 

Al Bigiriyyah 414 
al Bara' 211 
Bara Sona Masjid 426 
Baradeus, Jacob (Ya'qib al Barda't) 17 
Baramki, D. 228n.2 
barazin 461 

al Barbir, Ahmad 349 

“Barbotine’’ ware 380 
Barcelona 18 
al Barda'l, Ya'qab (Jacob Baradeus) 17 
Barhebraeus (Barhebraei), Gregorii 197, 

201n.5, 228n.6 

Bargah (Pentapolis) 216 
Barqiig Mosque 414 
Barton, George A. 19n.9 
barzanji 458 
Al Basd’ ir wal Dhakhd "ir 348 
Bascom, Williarn R, 478n.16 

Bashir, Munir 445 
Bashshar ibn Burd 351 

Basilides 58 
basmaiah 82,102, 346, 371 

Basrzh 67, 23536, 244, 286, 289, 201, 306, 

346, 351-52, 358, 414, 445, 449 

Basrah, exegetical school of 244, 285, 201 

al Bagrd, Muhammad ‘Ali 278-79 

batint 175, 277 
Batints (sect) 299-300 
Al Battant 332 
Battle of Badr 205, 215 
Battle of the Bridge 215 
Battle of the Ditch 135, 207 
Battle of Fijjar 67 

Battle of Khazzdz 67 
Rattle of Siffin 233 
Baukunst des 17. und 18, Jahrhunderts in der 

romanischen Landern 438n.1 

bay'ah 158, 210 
al bayan 343, 347 

bayan 279 
Al Bayan fi Dala'tl al Atam ‘Ala Usul al 

Ahkam 276 
Al Bayan wal Tabytn 35305 
Bay‘at al Ridwan (Covenant of Contentment) 136 
Bayazid II 315 
Bavazid Pasha 418 
Bayazid Yilderim 315 
al Baydawy, ‘Abdullah 246 
al BaydawT, ‘AT Muhammad 251 
bayt 343 
Bayt Jibrin 214 

Bayyati 468-69 
al Bazdawi, ‘Al Muhammad 278-279 
al Bazyart, Tajal Din 349 

Becker, Judith 479n.17 
Beersheba (Bi'r al Sab 214-15 
Befare Philosaphy: the Intellectual Adventure of 

Ancient Man 68n.2, 68n.3, 68n.4, 140n.13 

Beijing Mosque (People’s Republic of China) 

304 
Beirut 313n.6 

Bektashiyvah 297 
Belgium 268, 271 
bender 465 

hendo 457 
Benedict of Peterborough 222 
Bengal 218, 226 

Ben-Hadad 34, 35 

Benin 284, 341; People’s Republic of 267 

Berber 226-27; conversion of 217; music of 
478n.8 

Berin, Emin 114, 144, 246, 254, 370 

Berytus 33 

Berptus 181n.19, 377n,14 
BethEl 51 
Beth Shan 33 
Beth-Shean 18 
Bettenson, Henry 68n.39, 690.43, 69n.44, 

65n.45, 690,46, 69n.48, 69n.4% 
Beysehir 418 
Bhatinda 218 
Bhong (Mosque} 433 
Bhutan 268 
Bianca, Stefano 438n.8, 438n.9, 438n.10, 

440n.11 

Bible 17, 102; biblical tradition 34 

Bible and the Ancient Near East, The 41n.5, 
41n.8, 68n.2 

Bidayat al Mujtahid wa Nihayat al Muglasid 
310 

Bihar 218 
Bihzad, Husayn 404 
Bijaiyah 310-11 
bil ma'rif 150 
Bil Ra'’y 244 
bin 471 

bindere 457 
biola 473 
Bi'r Ma'tnah 125, 206 
Bi'r al Sab‘ (Beersheba) 214 
Birth of Civilization in the Near East, The 

41n.11, 41n.14, 41n.16 

al Biriini, Abd al Rayhan 322, 326, 332; map 

by 170 
Bishr ibn ‘Abdul Malik 376n.2 
Bishr ibn al Mu'tamar 286, 288, 289 

al Bistam1, Badr al Din Muhammad Ibn Ahmad 

Ibn al Shaykh Muhammad al Halabl 444, 451 
Black Sea 35, 37, 218, 223 

blwér 467 
Boas, Franz 167, 180n.8 

Bobo-Dioulasso 411 
Bogomiles 224 
Bombay 313n.6 
Book of Milk 235 
Book of Rain 235 
Borobudur 227 
Bosnia 224, 453 
Bogsra 59 
Botswana 268 
Botys 33 
Brahma 46 

Braumann, René A, 181n.18 

Brazil 268 
brekete 457 

Bright, John 110n.3, 110n.6 
brimbiri 457 

Brinckmann, A. E. 438n.1 
British 16, 17; British Colonial Administration 

259 

Bronze Age 5 

brotherhood (ukhuwwah) 143,153-4 

Brunei 135, 225, 267, 270, 284 

Bi ‘Ininiyvah {mosque) 410 
Buber, Martin 42n.37 
Buddhism 60, 82, 90n.3, 117, 138, 198-99, 

225, 227, 296~ 300; Mahayana Buddhism's 

view of nature, 314; Theravada Buddhism 
298, and view of nature 314-15 

bugu 465 

al Buhayrah 217 
al Bubturd, Abii ‘lbadah 352 
Bukhara 100, 216, 278, 308, 423, 445, 

449-50, 453 

al Bukhari (Imam) 114, 140n.14, 257, 260-61 

al Balagy, Mustafa Ibn Ramadan Tbn ‘Abd al 
Karfm al Burullusi. 454 

Bulgaria 218, 268 
Bulkawara Palace 438n.8 
biig 447, 461 
Burckhardt, Titus 181n.1%, 181n.20, 407n. 

407n.7 

Al Burhan fi Usil al Figh (by Imam al 
Haramayn al Juwayni} 278 

Al Burhan fi Usil al Figh (bv al Juwayni, 

‘Abdul Malik) 251 
Burhanpur 453 
al Burhanpart, Shaykh Muhammad ‘Isa Sindhi 453 

Burma 268, 474 

Burse 218, 315, 362, 398, 390, 422, 432, 
440n.12; Grand Mosque 418 

bord 457 

Burundi 268 
Busra 14, 138, 208, 214 

Buthavnah (Layla/Hind/Da‘d) 350 
Buwat, Campaign of 125 
al Buwavb 215 

Buwayli, dynasty 278; state 352; sultans 221 
buzug 461, 465 

Byblos 33 

Byelorussia S, 5. R, 268 
Byzantine 40, 35, 58-9, 195-96, 210, 

213-15, 218-20 
Byzantine Christianity 60, 63 
Byvzantine Empire 17, 61, 219, 223; emperor 

215, 332; Imperial government 58, 215 
Byzantium 14, 59-60, 135, 138, 196, 

207-208, 210, 213-15, 216, 219-20, 

223-24,324 

—
 

Cadar, Usopay H. 479n.22 
Cadiz (Gades) 18



Cadmus (King) 18 
Caesarea 214 
Cairo 177, 302, 306, 313, 325, 329, 414, 

424-25, 438n.3, 438n.4, 438n.7, 438n.8, 

444 -45, 449-54; Old Cairo 351 

Calice, Franz 19n.9 
caliph 16, 100, 195; Early, Umawt (Dimashg) 

130; UmawT {(Qurtubah) 131; ‘Abbast 
132-33; see aiso ‘Abbist, UmawT; khalifah 

Calligraphers and Painters 376n.6 
Calligraphy 354fl,; Expressionist calligraphy 

372-73; figural calligraphy 370-72; 
pseudo-calligraphy (pure abstraction) 374- 
76; symbolic calligraphy 373- 74; traditional 

calligraphy 368-70, 376; see also Arabic 
Calligraphy; [slamic Calligraphy; Muslim 
Calligraphy 

Calligraphy in the Arts of the Muslim World 
181n.19, 181n.23, 377n.14, 377n.15 

Cambodia 228, 268 
Cambyses 15 
Cameroon 270, 284, 341; United Republic of 

267 
Cammann, Schuyler van R.  181n.19, 181n.21 
Canaan 33. 39, 53,97 
Canaanites 18, 19n.8, 32-5, 39, 41, 51-3, 87 

Canaanite language 20-1, 23-5, 33, 52 

Canada 228, 268 
Canton 228 
Cape of Good Hope 227 
Caphtor 39 
Caphtorites 19n.8 
Carcassonne 217 
Carchemish 30, 37 

Carmona 217 
Carthage 18, 216 
Caspilan Sea 15, 278 
Catalonia 217 
Catholic Church 60, 195, 220, 223; and 

Arianism in Spain 222, cathedrals 181n.27 

Caucacus 5,12, 62, 223 
Caucasian race 7 
Central African Republic 270, 284 
Central America, {2nd Caribbean) 268 
Central Asia 217, 224, 278, 321, 351, 354-5, 

366, 399, 462 

Central Asian Khanates 271 
Celestius 58 
Cerinthus 57, 58 
Chabot, J. B. 201n.4 
Chad 259, 270, 284, 341; Republic of, 267 
Chalcedon 58 
Chaldaea 38 
Chaldean language 23 
Chaldeans 36 
Chambkatti Mosque 426 
Champanir 426 
chang 467, 473 

chashni 475 
Chelkovski, Peter J.  181n.19 
Chemosh 53 

Chester Beatty Library (Univ. of Dublin) 360 

Chiera, E. 19n.5 
China 13, 224-25, 228, 269, 355, 365 

Chinese Muslim 224; and art 399, mosques 

440n.13 

ching-hu 473 
Chinguetti, Grand Mosque of 411 

Chitor 218 

Chittagong 226 
chogar 467 
cho'or 467 

chordophones 443, 447, 457, 461, 465, 467, 

471, 473 

Chosroes 207 

Christ 56, 58, 60, 68; see alse Jesus 

Christendom 58, 60, 88 

Christian{s) 10, 11, 13, 17, 38, 34-63, 84, 

90n.3, 90n.13, 102, 124-25, 136-37, 

189-93, 195, 219-21, 222, 257, 283, 287 

Christian Churches 57, 58 

Christian Ethics: A Hislorical and Systematic 
Analysis of its Dominant Ideas 680,38 

Christian and Oriental Philosophy of Art 

407n.,7 

Christian theology 68n.3; and art and culture 

379-80 

Christian #mmah 195-98; see alse ummah; 
Jewish wmmah 

Christians and Islam 222-23; literature 344; 
Christians in Mushim countries 271; science 
and medicine 323 

Christiamity 50, 54-62, 82, 90n.2, 117, 

195-98, 200, 218, 220, 298; and Islam 

191-93, 283; sacraments 181n.26; view of 
nature 314-15 

Christianity, Monophysite 13, 14, 17, 59 
Christianity, Non-Roman 59 
Chronica Magistri Regeride Hovedene 229n.12 
Chronicon Ecclestasticum 119n.5, 2280.6 

Chronique de Michel le Syrien, Patriarche Jaco- 
bite d'Antioche (1166-1199) 201n.4 

Church, Christian 84; Church of Abyssinia, head 
of 344; Church of Egypt, head of 344; 
magisterium 312, 320 

Church of Constantinople 58 
Church of Rome 36, 58, 60-61 
Cilicta 18 
City of the Prophet see Madmah al Nabiyy 
Ciassical Perstan Music: An Introduction 

479n.25 

Code of Hammurahi 31, 95 
colons (French) 16 
Common Principles, Forms, and Themes of 

Islamie Art 180n.4 
Comoros (Comorra), Federal and Islamic 

Republic of 267, 270 
Comte, Auguste 311-12, 321 

Congo 269 
Constantinople {[slampul, Istanbul) 218, 223, 

257, 352 
Contemporary Music and Music Cultures 

478n.8 
Continuity and Change in African Cultures 

478n.16 

Contra Heresies 69n.40, 69n.45 

Contra Julianum 68n.39 
Coomaraswamy, Ananda K. 407n.7 
Coptic Church 17 
Cordoba (Qurtubah) 18, 195, 278, 302, 

309-10, 326, 362, Church of 223 
Cordova (Qurtubah) 217 

Corinth 18 
Corsica 217 
Council of Constantinople 58 
Council of Jamnia 97, 110n.7 
Council of Nicaea 58 
Covenant of Contentment 136 
Covenant of Madinah 124, 129, 135, 137, 

200n.1, 203, 205, 207 

Covenant of Sinai 52 
Cragg, Kenneth  180n.1 

Crete 14, 223, 224 

Croatia 224, 259 

Crusades 180, 221-22; consequences of 257 

Crusaders 16 
Ctesiphon (Mada’in) 213, 215 

Culture of Ancient Egypt, The 191,10, 19n.12 

Cushites 19n.8 
Cyprus 14, 18, 269, 271 

Cyril of Alexandria 68n.39 
Cyrillic Script, change from Arabic Script to 239 
Cyrus 15, 29, 35, 37, 39, 50, 53 

Cyrus (archbishop of Alexandria) 216 

dabakan 470 

al Dabhist, ‘Abdullah ‘Umar 278-9 

al Dabbiist, ‘Ubavdullah 251 

dabf 255 
Dacca 426 

GENERAL INDEX 485 

Da'd (ButhaynahfLaylafHind) 350 
daera 471 

daff 461, 465, 467, 471, 473 
daft 457 

dahal 467 

Al Dahhak ibn ‘Ajlan 357 
Dihis 67 
dahy 280 

Dai tribe 37 

Da'tf 258, 344 
da'ivah 458 
da'iyah 118 
dala'il al 1'faz 336 

daldiah 114 

daldlah Wil iqtidg’ 279 
daldlah bil mafhiam 279 
daidlah bil ma'nd al ma'gil 279 
Dalton, John 328 
dalokah 457 
Damascus {Dimashq) 34, 39, 198, 214, 217, 

274, 286, 299, 302, 311, 313n.6, 328, 332, 

346, 373n.3, 453; Grand Mosque 414, 434n.4 

dambura 467 

Damdam al Ghufir1 205 
Damghan 423 
al Damirt, Muhammad Ibn Misa Ibn Tsa Kamal 

al Din 451 
dammah 358 
dammam 467 

al Damdni, Muhammad [bn Muhammad 454 
danbeoore 471 

Dance Research Journal 181n.15 
Danishmandis 217 
Dante 349 
dap 473 
Dar al Hikmah 324 
Dar al Ilmarah 438n.8 

Dar al Kiswah 151 
Dar Meshek (Damascus) 34 
Dar al Shifa Hospital 325 
darabukkah 447, 461, 465 

Dard 233 
Darfur 226 
darib 403 
Darim 8 

Darius 15, 35, 39 
dariariyyat 274 
data revelata 95, 112, 268, 279, 310, 345 
Dathmn 214 

Dauphine 217 

dauul 465 
davalbas 467 
David 39, 53, 97, 191; Davidic 52-4 

davul 465, 467 

Da‘wah 187-8 

al dawlah al Isidmiyvah 194 
Dawlatabad (Devagiri) 218 
Dawmat {(Dawmat al Jandal) 125, 206, 210, 

213, 214, 214; campaign of 125 
Dawdd ibn ‘Alf al Z&hirT 276 
Day of Basis 17 
Day of Bu'ath 17 
Day of Dahis and Ghabra”™ 17 
Day of ‘Ukaz 17 
Days of Figar 17 

Davabumi Complex 310 
Davbul 216, 225 
dayereh 467 
Daylam 224 
Dead Sea 35, 38, 138, 214 

deblek 465 

De Boer, T.]. 294n.2, 294n.5 

Delhi 218, 239, 426, 454 

Deluge, the 10, 19n.3 

Denia 450 
denaturalization in art 398, 415 
Derusiaei tribe 37 
Descartes 299 
Devagiri {Dawlatabad) 218 

al Dhababl, Shams al Din Abi ‘Abdullah 451



GENERAL INDEX 

al Dhahabi, Shams al Din al Saydawi 451 
Al Dhakhirah ft Usal al Figh 276 
Al dhard't” 267 
Dhit Anwat 17 

Dhat ‘Irq 283 
Dhat al Rigg' 206 

Dhat al Salasil 208 
Dhat al Talh 125, 138, 208 
ghawg 299 

dhikr 297-98, 304 
dhimmah 160, 199, 225 
Dhimmah 199; see also Zimmi 

dhimmi 200, 225 

dhol 471 

dholak 471 
Dhorme, E. 68n.2 
Dhi Amarr 205; campaign of 125 
Dhi al Kaffayn 65 
Dhi al Khalasah 65 
Dhi al Nin (Dhiil Nun) al MisrT 296 
Dhia Nuwas 11, 17, 60, 124 

Dhii Qar, battle of 212 

Dhil al Riil 65 
Dhi al Sawird, battle of 216 
Dhil al Shard 17, 65 
Dhubyin tribe 8, 17, 211 

Dhal Hulayfah 283 
Dhil Qassa 211 
Dictionary of the Bible 25 
Diez, Ernst 181n.12 
al Dihlawi, Waliyyullah 296 

al Dikdikj, ‘Abd al Wahhab 454 
Dilley, Arthur Urbane 407n.3 
Dilmun 28 

dilruba 471 
al Dilugi, Mawlg Jihdd al Din 454 

Dimand, Maurice S. 407n.3, 407n.6 
Dimashq 130, 168, 214, 444 - 45, 450-54; 

Grand Mosque 102, 208, 438n.4; see also 
Damascus 

din 179 
al Din 107 
din al fifrah 107, 193 
al din al hanif 79 
al Dinawar?, Abfi Hanifah 228n.2, 332 

de Diogilo, Odo (of Deuil) 221-22, 229n.11 

Dioscorides 327 
Dir'ah 214 

Dirar 9 
dirayah 253 
Divina Comedia 349 
divorce 149 
Divrigi 418 
Diwald-Wilzer, S. 284n.1 
diwan 348 
Diwan 348 
Diwén ql Hamasah (by Abd Tammam) 351 
Diwan al Hamasah (by al Buhturl) 352 
Diwani script 357, 366, 368 
drwant jali script 357, 367 
Diya’ al Din ibn al Athir al JazarT 235, 353n.10 
Diyarbakr 217 

dirham(s) 222 
Diibouti, Republic of 267, 284 

Docetism 58 
Documents of the Christian Church 68n.39, 

69n.43, 69n.44, 69n.45, 69n.46, 65n.48, 

69n,49 . 

dogdog 474 
doira 467 

dombak 467, 474 
dombek 465 
Dome of the Rock {(Qubbah al Sakhrzh) 28, 173, 

179 
Donatism 60 
Dongola 222 

dotara 471 
doul-bas 473 

al Du'ali, Abd al Aswad 233, 235, 350, 356, 

376n.4 
Duality 74 

dube 457 

duff 471 

Duhi al Islam 345, 351 

duhl 471 
dumbak 474 

dumbelek 465 

dumbrak 467 
Dumuzi 10, 11, 19, 48, 52 
dunya 179 

Al Durral Manthitr f al Tafstrbil Ma'thiir 244 
dutar 473 
ditar 467 

Dutch Colonial Administration 259 
dutebla 467 

dutepil 467 
Dvarasamudra 218 

dynamism, in art 167 -68, 370, 430, 475-76; 

of civilization 76 

Ea 47-48 

Early History of Assyria 41n.16 
East Africa 18, 286, 333; Christians in 271 
East Asia 355, 384, 389 

Eastern Christians 60, 220, 257 
Ebionites 57 
Ecbhatana (Nihdawand) 215 
Ecija 217 
Edessa 17,59 
Edirne 207, 315, 418, 431, 436 

Edom 51-52 

Edomites 52-53 
Edmonton (Alberta) 99 
Edubba 25 
egalitarianism 159; and Skar'ah, 271; see also 

universatism 

Egypt 10,12-18, 20-22, 31, 33-34, 36-39, 

42n.37, 45-46, 52, 55, 61, 88, 99n.2, 97, 

136, 138, 149, 194, 2186, 270, 278, 283 -84, 

297, 311, 325, 328, 355, 384, 450-51, 

453-54, 458, 478n.16; Arab Republic of 267 
Egyptian(s) 13, 15, 17-21, 68; upbringing of 

Moses 97; view of divinity 90n.2 
Egypto-Semitic Studies 19n.9 
ekidra 471 

Elam 29, 40, 42, 49, 215 

Elamites 31, 99; civilization 40 
Elephantine, Papyri of 21 
Elliott, A. M. 201n.8 

Elohim 51 

Elvira 217 

embilta 457 
Emozaydij (Ummah Zaydiyyah) 227 
Encyclopedia of the Arts 377n.17 
Encyclopedia of Istam 1801.6, 449 
Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics 69n.58 
Encyclopedia of World Art 376n.11, 407n.5, 

438n.1 

Encyclopédie de VIslam 40716 
endigidi 457 
&ngkérabal 473 
English language 25 
Enki 31, 47 

Enkimdu 11, 48 
Enlil 28, 30-31, 46-50 

Ennead 57 

enserunai 473 
Enuma Elish 50 
Epic of Paradise 66 
Epic of Gilgamesh 26 
Epiphanius 69n.46 
Epoche 41, 45 

Equatorial Guinez 269 
Erech 19n.4 
Erithrea 268, 271 
Eshnunnz 30 
Eski Cami 418 
esrdj 471 
Esrefoglu Mosque 418 
Ethics 79-81 

Ethiopia 195, 267, 284; Ethiopian civilization 
7: Ethiopic 7, 20 

ethnocentrism 55, 340; see also particularism; 
tribalism 

Etudes d'épigraphie sud-sémitique et la 
naissance de l'lslam, Les 69n.60 

Euphrates River 3, 14, 26, 25, 34, 198, 213, 

215, 286; basin  34; estuary 213; valley 38 
Europz 18 

Europe 10, 16, 18, 59, 84, 218, 223-24, 

270-71, 332, 349, 356 

Europe, Western 228, 332, 457, 477 
Eutychianism 60; Eutychians 220 
Evangels, the, and Islam and the Qu'in 191 
Exordits et Incrementis Quarvendum in 

Oservationibus Ecclesiasticis Rerum, De 

42n.30 

Extinct Arabs, the 22-23 
Ezekiel 97 

Ezra 39, 110n.6 

Face of the Ancient Orient: A Panorama of 
Near Eastern Civilization in Pre-Classical 
Times, The 19n.6, 42n.21, 42n,31, 68n.2 

Fadak 207; campaign of 125 

fahwa al khitab 247 
Al Fa'iz 288 

Fakhr al Dir 411 
falah 76 
Falsafah al Mu'tazilah: Faldsifat al Islam al 

Asbagin 2%4n.1 
family, the 149-51 

Sand ' 297, 304 
al Faq‘asT (of Band Asad) 235 

Sfagth 333 
Far East 365, 463 
al Farabl, Abfi al Nasr Muhammad 300, 307 -8, 

310-11, 316, 444, 448-49 

Farajibn Salim 326 
al Faramah (Pelusium) 216 
Faran (Makkah/Paran) 61 
al Farazdag 67, 350 
Farghanah 216 
al Farisi, Kamiludin 330 
Farsi (Tadjik) language 259 
Fas (Morocco) 311, 410, 438n.4, 438n.7, 444, 

452, 454; Fas Master Plan 440n.11 

faszhah 342 

Fastscript 362 
al Fasi, ‘Abd al Rahman lbn ‘Abd al Qadir 444,454 
fasl 475 
Fagl al Magal fi ma bayna al Hikmah wal 

Shart'ah Min al fttisal 310 
Fatehpur Sikri 426, 438, 438 
fathak 202, 358 
Fatih Hospital 315 
Fatimah 122, 123, 125 

Fatimi Caliphs of Cairo 278, 292 
al Fazary, Ibrahim 332 
al FazarT, Muhammad 332 
Ferdinand and Isabella 167, 222 
Ferhadija Mosque 211 

Fertile Crescent 3,5,7,11, 14-15, 17-18, 
20-23, 29, 30, 32-33, 36, 50-53, 55, 58, 

60-61, 135, 195, 207, 214, 220-22, 398 

Fertile Crescent Arabs 60-61 
al Fibl (Pella) 214 
Fihr 8,9, 123 

Al Fihrist 235, 353n.3 
The Fihrist of al Nadim 449 
Fiji Islands 289 
Fijar War 124 
Fikri, ‘Abdullah 349 

flivyak 114 
Finhas, incident of 125 
Finland 289 
figh 322; sec also ‘ilm 
Figh al Lughah 233 
Firdaws al Hikmah 324 
Firozabad 426 

al Firkah, ‘Abd al Rahman Ibn lbrahim 450 
Fort (of Lahore, Pakistan) 203, 208, 219, 220



Sforud 470, 479n.25 

Fourtain of Zamzam 62 
France 217, 269, 271, 284, 356 

Sfraxini 217 
Free Will and Predestination in Early Islam 

294n.2 

Freud, Sigmund 42n.37 
French 16; Colonial Administration 258; 

Expeditionary Force 16;language 25 
From the Stone Age to Christiantty 19n.1, 

19n.5, 41n.10, 41n.11, 42n.16, 42n.21 

Fulbe 226 
Funji Empire 222 
al fusahd’ 235 
Fustat (0ld Cairo) 274, 351, 449 
Al Fugsiil wal Ghayat 349 
Al Fusal fi Ma'vifat ai Usgtl 276 
Al Fugiil 1 al Usitl 251 
Fusig al Hikam 302 
Futich Migr we Akhbdruhd 228n.3 
al Futihat 202, 216- 20, 222, 321, 345, 350 

Al Futihat al Makkiyvyah 239, 298, 302 

Gabon 269 
Gades (Cadiz) 18 
Galen 322,325 

Galata (Turkey) 444, 434 

Galicia 217 
Galla tribe 227 

Gambia 270, 284, 341; Republic of 267 

gambus 473 
gawntelan 466, 478n.17 
ganga 457 
gangar algaita 457 
Gandara 37 
Gao 411 
Garbini, Giovanni 181n.17 
Gaugin  376n.11 
Gaur 426 
gavda 465 
Gaza 33 
gédumbak 474 

Geez 20, 41n.1 
Genesis 7, 19n.2, 19n.8, 20, 21 
Genghis Khan 16, 85, 217, 218 

genibri 447 
Gentiles 55 
Georgia 5. 5. R, 269 
German language 25, 41n.1 
Germanii tribe 37 
Germany 271; West Germany 269 

Gesta Regis Henrici Secundi Benedicti 
Abbatis 229n.13 

Gezer 33 
Ghabra’ 67 
al Ghafiqi, Abi ‘Abdullah 349 

Ghalib 9 
Ghana 226, 259, 269, 284, 341 

Ghard, Muhammad 374 
Gharib al Hadith 257 
Gharib al Musannaf 235 
Ghassan 14, 17, 207 

(Ghassan tribe 7, 59 

Ghatafan tribe 8, 205 - 207; see also Band 

Ghatafan 
Ghayh 230 
ghaybah 298 
ghaychek 467 
ghayda 465 
Ghaylan ibn Marwan al Dimashql 284 

ghaytah 447 
ghaza! 350-51, 459 

al Ghazall, Abit Hamid (Muhammad Ibn 

Muhammad al TGst} 251, 278-79, 293, 296, 

208 -304, 308, 310, 320-26, 444, 450 

al Ghazali, Maid 2l DIn Ahmad (Ibn Muhammad al 

Tasl) 444, 450 
Ghizi, (Sultin) Orhan 218 

Ghazna 218, 278, 332; house of 224 

Ghaznawl dynasty 218, 278 
ghazw 227,312 

Ghazzah 214 
ghind’ 298, 453 

ghirbal 447 

Ghiyath al Din Jamshid al Kashi 332 
Ghiyith al Din Muhammad 218 
Ghivath al [An Tughlug 218 
Ghivathuddin Qavkhusro (Sultan) 315 
ghizhak 465 
ghubdy, ghubdriscript 357, 365 
GhudarT (series of numbers) 331 
Ghubari, Qasim 3537 
Ghuday 215 
ghitgha 447 

Ghiirls 218 
ghusl 142 
Gibraltar (Jabal Tariq) 217 
gicak 467 

gicik 465 
gljik 465 

girift 465 

gitgit 473 
Glossary of Hausa Music and its Social 

Cantexts 478n.1, 479n.26 

gnosis 57; a source for tagawwuf 296 

Gnostic philosophy (gnosticism) 17, 56-8, 287, 
295, 309 

Gobryas (Gubarw) 37 
gobyz 467 

God, the One 22, 62-63 
God, transcendence of 51, 63, 73-74, 79, 85, 

87-88, 90n.2, 109, 192, 285, 287, 292, 316; 

transcendence of Allah 163; see also 
transcendence, transcendental faith 

goeveme 457 
goge 457 
goje 457 

Galvin, Lucien 407n.6 
Gondwana 218 

Gospels, Christian, 55; of John 56, 58 
Grabar, Oleg 438n.6 

Granada 217, 302, 310, 311, 444, 452, se¢ also 

Alhambra Palace 
Grand Mosque of Abii [ulaf 414 
The Grea!l King: King of Assyria 181n.17 
Great St, Bernard Pass 217 
Greco-Roman 90n.2; humanismy 82 
Greece 5,14, 86-88, 221, 269, 283-84, 327 

Greek(s) (Grecian} 15, 18, 37, 54-56, 58 -60, 

68n.39, 82- 83, 86, 90n.2, 90n.3, 208, 220, 

321, 332 

Greek language 25, 33, 56, 90n.13, 98, 220 
Greek philosophy  305-308, 310; see also 

Heilenism; Hellenistic philosophy 
Greek School of Alexandria 326 
Greek Seleucid Empire 39 

Green Mosque 398, 406 
Grimaud, bay of 217 

Growth of the Old Testament, The 110n.4, 

110n.6 

Grundlagen der Agyplisch-Semilischen 

Wortvergleichung 1919 
Gubaru 37 

Gubla 33 
gugeru 457 

Guinea 270, 284, 341; People’s Revolutionary 

Republic of 267 
Guinea-Bissau, Republic of 267, 341 
Gujarat 218, 225, 426 

Guirat 225 
gunbrt 447 
gurmi 457 
Guti 29 
Gutia 37 
Gutians 29-31, 40 
Guy (king of Jerusalem} 222 

Guyana 269 
Gwalior 218 

Habiru 52 
Haci Ozbek 418 
Hadar 258, 312 
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Al Hadar 13, 14 
hadd 257 
Al Hadr 132 

hadith 112-13, 158, 231, 244, 252ff, 257, 

280, 323, 344, 345, 382 
Hadith al Ifk 125 
hadrah 458 
Hudrian 13 
Hadrianopolis 431 

Hadriana Palmyra 13 
al Hafir 213 
Hafiz (S0ff poet of Shiraz) 298, 347 
Al Mafiz 292 
al Hafnl, Mahmad A. 479n.27 
Hafs ibn Salim 288 
Hafsah 123, 125 
Hafsah (wife of Sallim [) 315 
Hagar (Hajar) 30, 62, 149 
al Haidard, Buland 373, 377n.12, 377n.18, 

377n.19 

al Ha'ik, [bn Ahmad 444, 454 

hajiyat 274 
Hajj, the 1186, 125, 135- 38, 147-49, 

156-158, 283 

Hajj Center (King ‘Abdul *Aziz University, 
Jiddah) 440n.11 

hijjah, Raji 148 
al Hajjdj ibn Yisuf al Thagafl 216, 233, 286, 

376n.3 

Haji Khalifah, Mustafa Ibn ‘Abdullah 454 
al Hakam (ibn AbT al ‘As) 130 
al Hakarn I (ibn Hisham) 131 
al Hakam II (ibn ‘Abdul Rahman) 131 
al Hakam (ibn Sulayman) 131 
Hakili 20, 22 
al Hakim 292, 328, 330; Mosque of 414 
al Haldm al Naysiblul 258 
Hakim, Besim 440n.11 
Halab (Aleppo) 278 
haldl 147, 283 

Halimah 124 
Halveti-Jarrahi Order (SGf1) 298, 299 

Ham 17,19n.8 
Hamadin 7;court of 326 
Hamzh 34, 214, 453 

Al Hamasah 235 
Hamath 37 
al Hamawt, 'Alwan ‘Al [bn 'Atiyyah Ibn [asan 

Ibn Muhammad zl Haddad 453 
al Hamawd, ‘Uways 452 
hamd 458 

hamdalah 346 

Hamadin, court of 326 
al Hamadani, Al Qadr ‘Abd al Jabbar ibn Ahmad 

288 

Hamdand, dynasty 277; state 352 

al Hamdani, Abt Firas 352 
Hamitic 17, 19n.2, 19n.9 
Hamm, Charles 478n.8 
Hammad al Rawiyah 235 
Hammurabi 29-32, 35, 50, 52, 95, 97-99; see 

alse Code of Hammurahi 
Hamnrd’ al Asad, Campaign of 125 
hawzah 358 

Hamzah 9, 123, 124-25, 203, 211 

Hamzah Bey 418 
Hamzah ibn Habib 240 
Hanafl school (of jurisprudence) 126, 276-78 

Hanbalt school (of jurisprudence) 278 
Handbaok of Mohammedan Decorative Arts 

407n.6 

hanepai (Aramaic of hanifs) 61 
hanif(s) 61-63, 95; and “anonymous 

Christians”” 192 
Hanifah 8 
Hanffism 192, 200; see also Semitic religion; 

Semitic tradition 
Hanifivvah 61 
Al Hagigah al Mubhammadiyvah 302 
harah, the 154 -56, 428 

haram 67, 90n.15, 249
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Haram 80, 149 
Al Haram al Shartf, Mosque of 283, 420, 438n.4 
Harar? 20, 41n.1 
Harb ibn Umayyah 9, 123, 130, 376n.2 
al Harlri (Abfi Muhammad al Qasim) 349 

al Harith 9, 123-24, 207 
al Harith ibn Asad al Muhasibi 296 
al Harith ibn Hillizah 14, 69n,62 
al Harith ibn Zaynab 207 
Harran 34, 37, 51, 324 
Hirfin al Amin 236 
Hartin ibn Misd 236 
Hartin al Rashid 132, 236 

Hasan 258, 343 
al Hasan (ibn ‘All) 122-23, 132, 291 
Hasan Mosque 410 
Hasan, Sultin 227; complex 438n.7; 

madrasah of 438n.8 

al Hasan al ‘Askart 291 
al Hasan al BasiT 288, 295, 296 
Hasan bin ‘All 224 
al Hasan ibn Habtb al NaysabfirT 243 
al Hasan ibn Harnid al Baghdadi 278 
Hasan ibn Zakwan 288 
al Hasar,, Ibn Ahmad Ibn ‘Alt al Kitib 450 
Hasdai ben Shapirut 195 
Hishim 9, 123, 132 

Hashim clan 285 

al Hagkafr, Muzaffar Ibn al Husayn Ibn al 
Mugzaffar 452 

Hasmoneans 39 
Hassan ibn Thabit 14, 350 
Hatara 13 
Hatim al Asamm 296 
Hattusha 40 

Hattushilish 34 

HattusilisI 13 
Hausa trihe 226, 458, 459, 479n.26 

Hausa language 21, 259 
Al Hawamil wal Shamd il 348 
Hawizin tribe 8, 17, 67, 208, 211; campaign 

of 125 

Al Hawi ft al Tibh 326 
Al Hawn 8 
Hawran 214 

al Haythami, Abd al ‘Abb&s Ahmad Ibn 
Muhammad Ibn ‘A Tbn Hajar 453 

hayy 416, 429, 430 
Hayy ibn Yaqzan 85 
Hayy ibn Yagzan 308 
Hazael 35 
Hazor 33 
Hazrat Pandua 426 
Hebrew {tribes) 7, 10, 17, 19n.8, 37-39, 
42n.36,42n.37,50-55,60-62,75,95,97-98 

Hebrew ethnocentrism 42n.36, 42n.37, 38-40, 
51-55; see also ethnocentrism 

Hebrew language 7, 20-21, 23, 32, 35, 41n.1, 

52, 110n.6, 195, 220, 358 

Hebrew monarchy 34, 52-53 

Hebrew religion 51-52, 61, 97; prophets 102, 
163 

Hebrew Scriptures 26, 98, 102, 191; see also 
Genesis; Old Testament 

Hebron 39, 51 

hedonism 61 
Hellenes 17 
Hellenic Christianity 98, 220 
Hellenistic culture 56, 61, 161, 220, 295, 297 
Hellenistic philosophy 305; see also Greek 

philosophy 
Hellenization 15, 39, 55, 56, 220 

Heraclius, Emperor 138, 207, 214, 
Herat 291, 366, 444, 450 

Hermes 57 

Hermes Trismegistus 332 
Hermon (al Shaykh) 214 

Herodotus 18, 19n,13 
Herzegovina 224 
Hezekiah, King 95, 97 

High Atlas Mountains 478n.8 

Hijabah 67 
hijak 473 
Hijgz 3,5.7,11, 30, 52, 62, 120, 125, 203, 

206, 209, 216 

Hijaz (musical mode) 468-~409 
Hiir 209 
Hijrah 61,84,124,134,138,198, 203, 344,348 

Hilkizh 97 
Hill, Derek 407n.6 

Himalaya Mountains 218 
Hims 214 
Himyar (kingdom) 60, 67 
Himyar {(tribe) 7; HimyarT 20, 22 
Hind {Buthaynah/Layla/Da'd) 350 
Hinduism 60, 82, 89n.2, 90n.3, 117, 138, 

181n.26, 181n.27, 198, 218, 226, 227, 297, 

314, 324 

Hippo 18 
al Hirah 14, 207, 21315, 324; king of 207; 

tribes of 7 
Hiram (of Tyre) 53 
hisbah 156-57, 324 

Hisham al Fuwatl 288 

Hisham ibn ‘Abdul Jabbar 131 

Hisham I (ibn ‘Abdul Malik) 36, 130, 217, 225, 
309, 346, 350 

Hishdm I (ibn ‘Abdul Rahman) 131 

Hisham 1I (ibn Al Hakam) 131 

Hisham III {ibn ‘Abdul Rahman [V} 131 
al Hisnd, Taqt al Din AbG Bakr Ibn Muhammad 

Ibn ‘Abd al Mu'min 451 
Histortig Ecclesiastica {by Socrates) 69n.49 

Historia Ecclestastica {by Theodoret) 69n.48 
History of the Arabs 69n.52, 228n.3 
History of Dogma 69n.41 
The History of India as Told by Its Qun 

Historians 201n.8 
History of Islamic Philosophy 294n.2 
History of Israel (by Bright) 110n.3, 110n.6 
History of Israel (by Noth) 68n.23, 68n.30 
Histary of Latin Christiganity 228n.8 
History of Muslim Philosophy 294n.5 
History of the Persian Empive 42n.32 
Hitttn, battle of 222 
Hittites 12-14, 31, 33, 34, 40, 52, 53 

kizb (ph. ahzal) 171 
Holy Mosque, in Makkah 157 
Hong Kong 269 
Horeb 38, 52 

Horebite tribe 7 
hospitals 315, 323-6 
House of Islasm  180n.1 
hsiao 473 
Hubal 17, 65 

hu-ch'in 473 
Hod 62 
Hudaybivah 242, 344 
Hudhayfah 211 

Hudhayl tribe &, 120, 206 
hudid 251 
Al Hudid 236 
Hujal 9 
hujfiiyyah 276 

al HujwirT, ‘Al B. ‘Uthman al Jullibi 181n.16 
Hulagu 85 
Huldah 97 

humanmsm 110, 193; of Islam 82; of 
Mu'tazilah 288 

Humayin 233 
hunafa’ 61 
Hunayn 122, 125; campaign of 209 
Hungary 223, 269; Hungarians 217 
Hungwu, Emperor 225 
Huns 217 
Hurrians 12, 14, 33, 40; language 32 
al Husayn 122-23, 132, 224, 291 
Husayn ibn Mas*0d al Baghwi 244 
Husayn, Sharif 151 
Husayni, Muhammad Ibrahim 399 
Husays tribe 9 
husn al Tga‘ 337 

al Husrd, Abii Ishaq Ibrahim Ibn ‘Al Ibn Tamim 
al Qayrawini 450 

al Husri al Husayni, Nagri Ibn Ahmad 454 
hwwwiyvah 23 
Huyayy ibn Akhtab 206 
Hyderabad {Nirfin) 216 
Hyksos 15,17 
Hyfcania 37 

‘1bgdah 230 

‘Ibadah Ibn al Samit 275 
Idis 286 
Ihadiyyah 286 
Al banah fi Usitl al Diyanak 294n.4 
Iberian Penisula 18, 217, 362 

Ilis 307 

Ibn 'Abhzs 235, 244, 350 
Ihn ‘Abd al Hakam 228n.3 
Ibn ‘Abd Rabbihi, Abd ‘Umar Ahmad Ibn 
Muhammad 444, 449 

Ibn *Abdul Wahhab, Muhammad 296 
Ibn *‘Abdullah, Isma‘nl (Ibn al Zamakjal) 357 
Ibn Abral Dunyz 444 
Ibn AbT Hajila, Abii al ‘Abbas Abmad Ibn Yahya 

Shihib al Din al Tilimsant 451 
Ibn AbT al Salt, Umayyah Ibn ‘Abd al ‘Az3z 450 

Ibn Abt Usaybi‘ah, Muwafaq al Din Abi al 

‘Abbis Ahmad Ibn al Q3sim Ihn Khalifah [bn 
Yanas al Khazrajl 440, 450 

Ibn Abd Dawid al Sijistanf, ‘Abdullah 111n.10 

Ibn Abii Du'ad, Ahmad 105, 286-88 

Ibn Abfi al Dunya, Abd Bakr ‘Abdullah Ihn 

Muhammad 449 

Ibn Abd Ishaq al Hadrami 236 
Ibn Abd Usaybi'zh 325 
Ibn AbGl Khattab 235 
Ibn al Adham, Ibrahim 296-97 
Ibn Ahmad, Khall 233, 236, 239, 357, 376n.4 

Ibn Ahmad al Mizzl, Muhammad 333 
Ibn al Akfant, Abfi ‘Abdullah Shams al Din 
Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Sa‘id al Sinjar7 451 

Ibn al'Amid, al Fath ‘Al 348 
Ibn al 'Amid, AbG al Fadl Mubammad 349 
Ibn ‘Arabi, Muhyiddin ‘Abdullah Muhammad Ibn 

296, 298, 302, 303, 450 
Ibn ‘Ata’ Allah al Sakandari 296 
Ibn al Athir 228n.2 
Ibn al Attar, Abd al Hasan ‘Al Ibn Ibrahim Ibn 

Dawnd 451 _ 

Ibn Bijjah, Abli Bakr Muhammad Ibn Yahya Ibn 
al 53'igh al AndalusT 444, 450 

Ibn Balka 349 
Ibn Battatah, Shams al Din ‘Abdullah Ibn 
Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Iba Yisuf al Lawt] al 
Tani 222, 452 

Ibn al Bawwab {Abd al Hasan ‘Al ibn Hilal) 357, 
360 

Ibn al Baytar 327 
Ibn Bistam, Muhammad al Khashshab! Wani 

Effendi Wanquli 454 
Ibn Burhan al Farist 276 
Ibn Durayd 239 
Ibn al Farid, ‘Umar 298 
Ibn Gabirol 195 

Ibn Ghaybi, ‘Abd al Qadir al Hafiz al Maraghi 
443, 444, 452 

Ibn Hajar al'Asqalani 241, 258 

Ibn a! Hajj, Abd ‘Abdullah Muhammad al ‘Abdari 
al Fast 452 

Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad 105, 113, 126, 140n.12, 
140n.14, 257, 260-61, 276, 287 

Ibn Hawgqal, Muhammad 225, 227, 334 
Ibn al Haytham 322, 328, 330 
Ibn al Hayyij, Khalid 357 
Ibn Hazm, 'AT 98,111n.8, 251, 278 

Ibr Hijiah, Abii al Bakr TaqT al Din al Hamawi al 
Azrarm 452 

Ibn Hisham 200n.1, 315 
Ibn Hisham, Muhammad 111n.23 
Ibn Ibaqd, ‘Abdullah 286 
Ibn Ishaq, Hunayn 324



Ibn Ishaq, Muhammad 111n.23, 139n.9, 
139n.11, 140n.17, 140n.18, 140n.23 

Ibn al Ishtarakini 349 
Ibn Jamma*ah, Burhan al Din Abii Ishag Tbrahim 

Ibn ‘Abd al Rahim 452 
Ibn Jarir al Tabarl 244 

Ibn al Jawal, ‘Abd al Rahman Ibn 'All [bn 
Muhammad Abd al Faraj 258, 444, 450 

Ibn Jazar?, Shams al Din Abii al Khayr 
Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn *All Ihn 
Yiisuf 444, 452 

[bn Jinod, ‘Uthméan 237 
Ibn Jubayr 334 
Ibn al KalbT 69n.60 
Ibn Kamal, Shams al Din Ahmad [bn Sulayman 

453 

Ibn al Kayyil, Shams al Din Abd al Barakat 
Muhammad [bn Ahmad Ibn Muhammad al 

Shah'l 444, 453 

Ibn Khalawayh 237 
Ibn Khaldfin. Walf al Din ‘Abd al Rahman Ibn 
Muhammad Ibn Ab Bakr Muhammad Ibn al 
Hasan 310-13, 444, 452 

Ibn Khallikin, Ahmad [bn Mubammad [bn 
Ibrahim Abi al ‘Abbas Shams al Din al Bar- 

maki 449, 451 
Ibn al Khatib, Lisan al Din AbG ‘Abdullah Ibn 

Sa'id Ibn ‘Al Ibn Ahmad 444, 452 
Ibn al Khattb, Muhyi al Din Muhammad Qasim 

Ibn Ya‘qib 452 
Ibn al Khazin, Ahmad ibn Muhammad 357 
Thn Khurdadhbih, ‘Ubayd Allah Ibn ‘Abdullah AbQl 

al Qasim ‘Abdullah 334, 444, 449 
Ibn Majah 114, 260 
Ibn Masawavyh, Yohannd 324 

Ibn Mas‘ad 244 
[bn Mir-Munshi al Husaynl Qadi Ahmad  376n.6 
Ibn al Munajjim, Yahyd Ibn ‘All Ibn Yahya Ibn 

AbT Mansir 444, 449 
Ibn al Mugaffa® 235, 351 
Ibn Muqlah, Abii ‘All Muhammad 357, 338, 

360, 362 
Ibn al Muqri’, Sirdjal Din [smaT Ibn AbQiBakr 452 
Ibn al Murtadd 294n.1 

Ibn al Mu'tazz 352 
Ibn al Nadim 235, 346, 445 

Ibn al Naffs 322 
Ibn al Qaysarani, Abd al Fadl Muhammad Ibn 

Tiahir Ibn *All Ibn Ahmad 445, 450 
Ibn al QiftT, Jamal al Din Abd al Hasan ‘Al Ibn 

Yisuf [bn [brahim 451 

Ibn Qudamah, Muwaffaq al Din Abi Muhammad 

‘Abdullah Ibn Ahmad Ibn Muhammad 450 

[bn Qutaybah, Abll Muhammad ‘Abdullah [bn 

Muslim al Dinawari 235, 449 
[bn Rajab, Zayn al Din Abfi al Faraj ‘Abd al 

Rahman Ibn Ahmad 452 
Ibn al Rom1 308, 352 

Ibn Rushd, Muhammad Abal Walid 308-11, 

319, 326 

Ibn Sa‘d 257 
Ibn Sa‘dan 348 
Ibn al Sakit, Ya'qfib ibn Ishag 236 
Ibn Salamah (c. 220/830) 351 

Ibn Salamah (c. 774/1375) Iill 

Ibn Salamah, Ab@ Talib [bn ‘Asim al Dabbi al 

Mufaddal 449 

[bn Sani’ al Mulk, Hibatullah Ibn Jafar 450 

Ibn al Sayraff 240 
Ibn Sayyidih, A 233 
Ibn al Shatir 332 

Tbn Sida, Abi al Hasan ‘Alf [bn [smal 450 

Ibn Sina, Abfi ‘Al 4l Husayn Ibn ‘Abdullah 

300-301, 308, 310-11, 316, 319, 32Z, 326, 

327, 445, 450, 479n.27, 479030 

Ion Sina’s Mustklehre 479027 

Ibn al $irt, Rashid al Din 327 -28 

Ibn Taghr Birdi, Abii al Mahisin Jamal al Din 

Yasuf 445, 452 

Ibn Tayriyah, Tagivyuddin Ahmad 244, 296, 

445, 452 

Ibn al Tilmidh 327 

Ibn Tildn, Shams al Din Muhammad Ibn ‘All Ibn 
Ahmad al Salihi 433 

ibn ‘Ubavdah al Rayhani, Ali 357 
Ibn Ubayy, ‘Abdullah 121 
Ibn Washinkir, Qabiis 353n.10 
Ibn Zaghdin, Jamal al Din Abid al Mawahib Ibn 

Ahmad Ibn Mubammad al TiinisT al Wafi'7 al 

Shadhili 453 
Tbn al Zamakjali (ibn ‘Abdullah, Isma1l) 357 
ibn Zaydiin 349 

1bn Zaylah, Abii Mansiir al Huosayn Ibn 
Muhammad Ibn ‘Umar 445, 450 

[brahim 21-22, 37, 62-3, 95, 149-7, 161n.1, 

191; see also Abraham 
Ibrahim (son of the Prophet Muhammad) 

122-23,125,139 

Iorahim Ahmad al Marwazi 276 
Ibrahim ‘Al al FirGzabadi 278 
Ibrahim Bashi, statue of 438n.3 
[brahtm (ibn Al Walid) 130 

Ibrakim ibn Yahva al Madani 288 
[brahim al Ja'barT 241 
Ibrabim al Nazzim 286, 288 
Tbrabim al Uqlidis] 332 
Ibrahim’s Shrine 157 
al IbshihI, Baha’s al Din Abl al Fath Muhammad 

Ibn Ahmad Ibn MansGr 453 
iconoclasm 60 
T4 144-5 
‘Td al Adhd 149, 442 
Jd al Fifr 149, 442 
Al Tdah fi al Wagf wal Dtidd’ 240 
ideationality 74 
idtophones 443 
al Idrisi, al Sharif  334; map by 164 

Al lfadah wal I'tibar 325 
Al lfadah fi Usiil ol Figh 278 
Ifriqvah 216-17; see also Africa 

al iftinan 347 
Ignatius 58 
Al Thkam fi Usil al Ahkam (by al Amidi) 251 
Al Ihkam fi Usitl al Ahkam (by ibn Hazm) 

251, 282 

thrdm 137, 283 

Ihsa@™ al 'Ulam 308 
thsan 110 
Thya* ‘Ulam al Din 298, 209 
i'jaz fal Qur'anj 104, 169, 251, 335, 333, 

343, 353n.8 

ij@zah 255 
iima’ 247, 267, 276 
Ima' Ahl al Madinah 277 

yjtthad 247, 300, 307 

[khshidf dynasty 278 
Ikhtilaf al Hadith 259 
Al Tkhtilaf ft Usil al Figh 251, 279 

tkhiiyart 249 
Ikhwan al Safa’ 306, 307, 313n.4, 444, 449 

Tkrimah 211, 212, 244 

al Itah 65 
tlahi 459 

Al Rahiyyat 328 
ilam 255 

Tal al Hadith 257 
Al Hal af Mutanahiyah 258 
Nik-Khanis 224 
it 233, 322 
Tim asbab al nuzial 240-41 

Iim al Makk? wal Madin? 241-43 

T al Qirg’'ah 240 
llerin 227 
Ilvas 8 
‘Imad al Din ibn Kathir 244 

im@m 128-29, 142, 152; the Shi'ahimams 291 

Imami, the (“‘the Twelvers”) 291 

Imam Shah 225-28 
al tmamah (al khilafah) 158, 160 

iman 284-85,293, 299, 301 
‘Imran Tbn Husayyin 275 
Imru'al Qays 67, 69n.62, 352 
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Al Imt@' wa al Mu'@nasah 306, 3130.3, 348 

Inanna 11,19n.4, 46, 50 

De Incarnatione 69n.43 

Ince Minare Madrasah 139, 362 

indang 473 

India 15, 35, 37, 46, 61, 82, 90, 198, 218, 

225-26, 225, 269, 270, 283 -84, 297, 327, 

331, 332, 333, 354-55, 356, 454, 462 

Indian 33, 321; numbers 331; religion 46; 

states 218: view of divine itnmanence 90 
Indian Ocean 3, 18, 225 

[ndian Subcontinent 355, 384, 398-99, 402, 
431, 459, 462 

[ndveuropean 12; tribes 33 
Indonesian 259, 267, 270-71, 284, 355, 399, 

465-66, 474, 478n.3, 478n.16, 478n.17 

Indra 33 

innate religion (din af fitrah) 193 
al tnsgn gl kamil 302 

insi' 473 
al infigal 343 
intricacy, in art 168, 173, 430-31, 476-77 
alwqa' 337, 343 

Iran 5, 17, 267, 270, 284, 354-55, 359, 366, 

458, 462-63 

Iran-Central Asia 354, 365, 366, 384, 398, 

402, 459 

Iranian 35, 365, 366 

[rag 41n.1, 208, 215, 267, 270, 278, 284, 286, 

352-54, 356 

al Irbill, Shams al Din Muhammad Ibn ‘AlT Ibn 
Ahmad a! Khatib 445, 452 

Irenaeus 69n.40, 69n.45 

al'ls 203 
‘Isd ibn al Haytham al SGiT 289 
‘Isa ibn Ibban 276 
'Ts3 ibn ‘Umar al Thagafl 236 
Tsd ibn Yahyad 308 
‘Isa, Sulaymin 293 
Isaac 7; see also Ishag 
Al Isabah ft Tamyiz al SahGbak 255 
Isagogia 308 
Isaiah 53 

‘Isim al Said 70 
Isfahin 180n.9, 278, 291, 332, 415, 423, 425, 

432, 445, 450 

al Isfahini, Abii al Faraj ‘Al [bn al Fusayn [bn 
Muhammad 445, 449 

Ishaq (the prophet, son of Ibrahim) 159n.1, 191 
Ishaq ibn Hammad 357 
Ishaq al Istarfi 334 
Al Isharat al llahiyyah 348 
[shmael 7, 21-22,50, 52, 61-62 

[shtar 28 
ishradg 296, 308 
Isin 30 

al Iskaff, Muhammad 286 
Islah af Mantig 236 
isiam 185 
Islam 17-19, 81-82, 90n.2, 102; essence of 

73, 141; and family 122 -24; literary sources 
340; as oldest religion 107; and other 
religions 80-61, 191-200; call to 118; and 
Qur’'in 339; and ratienality and universalism 
189; see alse Islam, conversion to; fut@idt 

[slam and Christianity 191-93, 195-98, 257; 
see also Christianity and Islam 

Istam and Culture 180n.3 

Islam Khan 438 
Islam and other faiths 191-200, 283 

Islam and the Modern Age 91n.46, 353n.11 
Islamic: encounter 462; environment, 

anachronistic music in  466; expansion 18, 
28; religion 179; scientific achievements 

323 
[slamic architecture 143, 380-81 
Islamic Architecture in North Africa 40716 
Islamic Architecture, North Africa 407n.6 
[slamic art 87, 162-63, 165- 68, 169-80, 354 - 
76,374-407, 408-38, 458, 466, 474-77; 

see also aesthetics; Muslim aesthetics
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Islamic Art 407n.1 

Istamic Art and Architecture 407n.1 

Islamic calendar 161, 194 
Islamic calligraphy 173, 175, 354, 370, 372, 

374 -76; see aiso calligraphy, and entries 
thereunder; Arabic calligraphy; Muslim 
calligraphers 

Islamic Calligraphy 376n.5, 376n.7 
[slamic civilization 60, 73, 76-77, 79, 85, 162, 

442; and Crusades 253; and Islamic law 
274, 279 

Islamic constitution 137-39, 194 
Islamic culture 21, 162, 169, 171, 173, 176, 

195, 305, 323 -24, 343, 380, 382, 409-15, 

441, 443, 447, 457, 462, 466; see also Islamic 

civilization 
[slamic ethics 110, 113, 151, 157, 333 
[slamic iconography 173 
Islamnic ideology 373, 380, 408, 410, 438, 462 

Islamic justice 219, 268ff 
Islamic law 21, 100, 113, 139, 144 --45, 

147-50, 152, 155, 158, 159, 192, 219, 268, 

272,274, 279, 333 

Islamic medicine 320; theory and practice 321 

Islamic mission 185-91, 219 
Islamic Perspectives: Studies in Honour of 

Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdadi 478n.13 
Islamic pluralism 129, 138, 268-69 

Islamic polity 130, 203 
The Istamic Quarterly 181n.19 
Islamic revelation 107-8, 112 

Islamic rituals 116, 141, 152, 161 

Islamic rule 40 
Islamic sciences 90n.22 
Islamic society 150, 194, 203, 271, 273, 304, 

442,443 

[slamic state 84 -85, 113, 134, 135, 138, 146, 

158-61, 164-200, 200n.1, 203, 208-10, 

271,273 
[slamic thought 88, 90n.14, 305 
Istamic Thought and Culture 478n.1 
[slamic worldview 115 

Islamic worship 142, 159; see also Islamic rituals 
Islamization 19, 208, 226, 344, 351, 462 
[slampul (Istanbul) 218, 223 
[slin 25 

Ismal {the prophet, son of Ibrahim) 21-22, 
61-63, 149--50, 161n.1, 191 

Isma'l ibn Ja'far al Sadiq (143/760) 291 
Ismal Abfi al ‘Atahiyah 351 
Ismafl ibn al Nasir 151 
Ismal al JawharT 239 

Isma'ili, the {the Seveners) 291 
isndd 344 
Isrd’ 116 
allsrd’ 124 
Israel 34, 39, 41n.1, 53-54, 97, 355 

Israel {Christian officer in Muslim army) 228n.10 
Israel and the World: Essays in a Time of 

Crisis 42n.37 
al Istakhrd, Ibrahim ibn Muhammad {maps by) 

172, 190 

Istanbil (Constantinople/Islampul) 87, 101, 
123, 218, 259, 260, 315, 413, 418, 427, 

438n.1, 438n.8, 444 -45, 452-54 

Isthmus of ‘Agabah 3 

Al Istt'ab ft Ma'rifat al Ashad 25 
istidial 322 . 
istihsan 276-7 
Istihsan al Khawd [t 'lim al Kaldgm 294n.4 
al istihsan 267 
istikhbdr 458 
istinbat 322 
istinbaf al ahkam 246 
istigra’ 322 
al istiqra’ al nigis 267 
istishab al hal 267 
ltaly 269, 324, 355 
[tabian 186, 68n,39; language 25 
Ithbat al Qivas 277 

al 1'tibdr 322 

Ivary Coast 259, 284, 341 

fwan 416 

Iyad tribe 8, 213, 350 

[znik (Nicaea) 218, 418 
‘izzah 279 
‘Izzud-din ibn al Athlr 254 -55 

‘[zzuddin Qayqawids 315 

Jabal Shammar 213 
Jabal Shammar tribe 7 
Jabal Tarig {the mountain of Tariq, Gibraltar) 217 
Jabalah ibn al Ayham 14, 17 
Jabir Tbn ‘Abdullah 112, 244, 274 
Jabir ibn Hayyan 322, 326, 328 

al Jabiyah 14 
al Jabr wal Mugabalah (algebra} 332 
Al Jabriyyah 285 
Jacob 34, 38, 51, 97; see also Ya'qlb 

Jacobites 220 

Jacobsen, Thorkild 41n.11, 42n.23, 68n.2, 
68n.4, 68n.9, 140n.13 

Al Jadal f1 Usiil al Figh 277 
Jadala tribe 226 

Ja'far ibn Abn Talib 122, 123, 208 
Ja‘far ibn Harb 286, 289 
Ja'tar ibn Mubashshir 286, 289 
Ja'far al Sadiq 91, 326, 328 

Jaghbiib 227 
Jahangir, Mughul ruler, 233, 352, 412, 438; 

Mausoleumn of 281 
al Jzhtz, Abf ‘Uthman ‘Amr 336, 346-38, 449 
Jahm Ibn Safwin 285 

al Jahmiyyah 285; see also al Jabriyyah 
Jakarta 428 

Jalaluddm, King {son of King Kans) 226 
Jaldluddin al Rimi 1.81n.11, 296-98 

Jalaluddin al Suyiiti 241, 244, 247 
al Jaldal, ‘Izz al Din 328 
jalil script 357 
Jalila, 215 

Jamal al Din, Hasan [bn Ahmad 453 
jamarat 283 
Jamdat-Nagr (type) 12 
Jamharah 239 
Jamharat Ash'@r al ‘Avab 235 
Jamh tribe 9 
Jami' al Bayan 240 
Jami' al Bayan fi Tafstr al Qur'an 244 
Jami* al Kazimiyysh 414 
Jami' Mosque of Al Mutawakkil 414 
Jami' Mufradat al Adwivah wal Aghdhiyah 327 
Jami' al Zayttnah 410 
Jamil 350 

Jamme, A. 690.60 
Jamnia (Yibnah) 17 
Jan Baba, tomb of, 409 
Japan 269 
Japhetic 19n.2 
Jar-Allah, Zuhdl Hasan 294n.1 

Al Jark wal Ta'dil 255 

Jarir 67, 350 
Java 228 

Jarm (tribe) 7 
Al Jagsdss ibn Murrah 17 
al Jassdss, Abl Bakr al Raz1 277 
Java 474 

al Jawt 206 (Dawmat al Jandal) 
JEwit script 365, 401 

jawrd 461 

jawz 461 
jawzah 461 

al Jawziyyah, Shame al Din AbQ Bakr Muhammad 
Ibn Abli Bakr al Zar‘T Ibn Qayvim 452 

faysh al ‘usrah 208 
Jazdlah 345 
Jebusites 19n.8, 52 
Jehoiakim 97 
Jehu 34 

Jenne 226; Grand Mosque of 411 
Jerahmeelites 52 
Jeremiah 97-99, 102 

Jericho 18, 33 

Jerusalem 16-17, 26, 34-235, 37, 39, 40, 

53-54, 173,179, 220, 299, 302, 454, 

archbishop of 195; bishop of 215, 220 
Jerusalem: The Key to World Peace 228n.9 
Jesus 55-58, 60, 62, 68n.38, 68n.39, 90n.2, 

98, 103, 191, 197; see also Christ 
Jethro 52, 97 
Jew(s) 10, 13,17, 21, 38-40, 41n.1, 51, 

55-237, 60-61, 63, 84, 87, 98, 125, 128, 

134, 136, 191-93, 203, 205, 207, 219-20, 

257, 323, 343, 350 

Jewish 20, 54, 60-61, 124, 195, 205; see aiso 

Muslim - Jewish relations 
Jewish ethnocentrism 55 -56, 61, 63 
Jiddah 440n.11 
al Ji4n, ‘Abdul Qadir 297 
al JilT (al K1lanT), ‘Abd al Karim Qutb al Din Ibn 

Ibrahim 452 

Jilig 14 
Jini 218 
jinjtn 458 
jinn 104 
jins 475 
jitbah 461 
Jizvah 147,196, 199, 213, 216, 222 

Job 191 

Jodh Bai 438 
John 56, 58, 62, 68n.39, 98 

John of Damascus 221 
Jonah 191 

Jordan 11, 18, 22, 29, 30, 32, 59, 210, 214, 

267, 270, 284, 355 

Jordanian tribes 55 

Jordan River 97 
Jordan River basin 34, 39 

Josiah 97 
Journal of American Oriental Society 41n.11 
joze 461 

al Jubbd'1, AbG ‘Al 288, 291, 292 
Judah 34-35, 37, 39, 53-54, 95, 97 
Judahite 39, 53-54 

Judaism 17, 39, 50, 54-56, 60-61, 188, 191, 
194 -95, 200, 283, 314-15 

Judeo-Christian tradition 55; contribution to 
Islam 60 

Judham 208 
Judham tribe 7,13 
Juhaynah tribe 7, 222 
al Juhfah 242, 283 

Julian 68n.39 
Julius Caesar 216 
Jumu‘ah 144 
Junayd al Baghdadi 296 -7 
Jundishapur 59, 324 
Jurhum tribe 22, 52, 61, 149 

Jurhumis 22 

Jurisprudence 447 -51; see also Islamic justice; 
[slamic law 

Jurjan 351 

al Jurjant, ‘All [bn Muhammad 239, 452 
Jurjt Zaydin 69n.61 
Justice 268-69; see also [slamic justice 
Justinl 60 

Justinian 1 59, 220, 222 

al Juwayni, ‘Abdul Malik 251 
al Juwayni, Abf al Ma'sli 293 

al Juwayni, Imam al Haramayn 278-79, 299 
Juwayrivyah 124 
Al Juytshi Mosque 414 
juz'(pl @jz@) 171 

Ka'b 9 

Ka'bibn al Ashraf 205 
Ka'hibn Milik 350 
Ka'bah 14, 17, 22, 62-63, B6-68, 108, 

124-25, 128, 135-37, 147 -49, 151, 273, 
283, 363 

Kabul 216, 224 

Kadhimah 213; see also Kuwait



kafir 286 
Kaffgizh 12 
kahin 253, 336 
Kahlan tribe 7 
kakaki 457 

kalam 278, 280f, 284, 299; and Greek 

philosophy 308 
Kalb tribe 7 

kaligo 457 
Kalim Allah, Ibn Nir Allah [bn Ahmad 454 

kaltmah 73 
kalin 467 
Kalinjar 218 
Kamal al Balaghah 353n.10 
Kamal-Pashi-Zadah 453; see also [bn Kama 
kamanchay 467 

kamancheh 465 
kamanjah 447, 461 
Al Kamitl 237 

Al Kamil f7 al Tartkh 228n.2 
Kandingky 376n,11 
Kangra 218 

kanjira 471 
Kannawj 218 
Kano 175, 411 

Kantakuzinos 218 

kanun 473 
Kanz al Wusal 11a Ma‘rifat al Usiel 278 

Karachi 216 

Karaites 287 

Karak 214 

karamat (sing. karamah) 304 

Karatav Madrasah 430 
Karbala' 28 
al Karkhi, ‘Ubavdullah Dalal 251, 277 

Karkoyunlu 217 
karnid 471 

karnai 467 
Kartomi, Margaret J. 478n.3, 478n.16 

kasar 461 
kash 293 
kashf 303 

Kashf Al-Mahjub {of al Hujwirl) 181n.16 

Kashgar 216 
Kashmir 225, 268, 271 
Al Kashshaf ‘an Haga' ig al Ta'wldl 245 
Kashshaf Istilabat al Funin 239 

kasrah 358 
Kassites 12, 14, 31, 33, 35, 40 

Kathir, ‘Abdullah ibn 240 
Kayseri 315 
Kazakh language 239 
Kazakhstan 259, 268 

Kelantan, Malaysia 228, 478n.16 

keminche 471 

kemence 465 

kena 32 
ken'an 33 
Kenites 52 
Kenizzites 52 
Kenya 259, 269, 284 

kesar 461 
kesuling 473 
Khabiru 34 
Khabar River 34 
Khadfjah 122-23, 124, 129 
al KhaffajT, Shahdb al Din 349 

Khalaf al Ahmar 235 

Khalafallah, Muhammad Ahmad 336 

khalam 457 
Khilid ibn Safwén 288 
Khalid ibn al Walld 125, 137, 196, 205, 208, 

210-11, 213, 214, 215 

Khilid ibn Yazid 326 

khalifah, man’s vicegerency 100, 130, 

158-61, 210, 214, 317 

Khalji Sultanate 218 
Khalg al Insan 237 
Al Khama'’ir 328 

Khamsah (of Niziml) 167, 353 

Khin, Muhammad Muhsin  407n.8 

ai Khandag (Campaign of the Ditch) 125; see 

also Battle of the Ditch 
Kharif 346 
al Kharrar, campaign of 125 
Khartoum 222 
al khdss 248, 275; wal ‘Amm 277 
Khath'am tribe 7 

al Khatth, ‘Abdul Karim 336 
khatim 302 
al Khatt al Mansizh 357 
al Khattabl 336 
Al Khawidrij 285-6 
Khawirizm (Khwarizm) 216 
al Khawarizmi, Abd Bakr 349 
al Khawidrizmi (al KhwirizmI), Muhammad ibn 

Mosi 308, 331, 332, 334 

Al Khawarnaq (Great Palace of Bahram Gur) 14 

Al Khawags al Kabtr 328 
khawf 297 
Khwaja T4j al Salmini 357 
Khavbar 17, 135; campaign of 125; Jewish 

tribe of 207 
al Khayyit, "Abd al Rahim 286, 294n.1, 294n.3 
Khazraj tribe 7, 17,124, 125, 129, 192, 203, 

205, 207 
Kherua Mosque 426 
khilafah 158-61, 315, 335-36; and 

tasawwnf 304 

khilkhuur 473 

Khirki Masjid 426 

Khiva (Khiwa) 216, 278 
Khunam (wife of Sulayman) 315 
Khurasan 215, 278, 351 
Khusro (Khusru) [T 224, 309 

khufab (sing. khutbah) 284,343 

Khuwaylid 123 

Khuzi'ah tribe 7 

al Khuzal, Da'bal 351 
Khuzaymah 8 
Khizistin 215 

Khwajd Bridge 425 
Khwiérizm 450 
al Khwirizmi, Abd ‘Abdullah Mubammad Ibn 

Ahmad Ibn Yashf 445, 449 

Ki 47 

kibugander 457 
Kiefer, Thomas M. 478n.1 
Al Kifdvah ff Usil al Figh 278 

Kilab 8,9 
al K1lanT, ‘Abd al Karim . . . 
Kiloah (Kilwa) 227 
Kilwa, Tanzania, Grand Mosque 411 
Einakhkhi 32 

Kinanah 8, 17, 67, 205 

kinani 32 
Kindah 14 
Kindah tribe 212 

al Kindi, Aba Ydsuf Ya‘qib Ibn Ishag 305-306, 
308, 310, 324, 326, 445, 449 

King Faysal Mosque (Mindanao State University, 
Marawi City, Philippines} 277 

King Khalid International Airport 421 
Kingdom of Sumer and Akkad 29 
Kingu 48 
Kirgiz language 259 

Kirghizia 268 
Kirgizistan 259 
Kish 27, 42n.16 
Kishar 47 
kisir 457 

Kiswah, 151 
al Kitab 236 

Kitab al Asndm 691.60 
Kitab al ‘Ayn 233, 236, 239 
Kitab al Fasth 237 
Kitab al Fasl fi al Milal wal Nika! 111n.8 

Kitab af 'flal 258 

Kitab al Intisar wal Radd 'Ala [bn al 
Rawand? 294n.1, 294n.3 

Kitah al Kharaj 228n.2 
Kiidb al Luma’ 298 

see al Jiil 

GENERAL INDEX 

Kitah al Masahif 111n.10 
kitdb mubin 281 
Kitab Qawa‘id al Shi'r 237 
Kiidb al Qwvas 277 
Kitah Sirr al Nahw 237 
Kitab Ta'wil Mukhtalaf al Hadtth 259 
Kiiah Usil al Figh (by Ahmad Muhammad al 

[sfarayini) 278 

Kitah Usal al Figh (by Al Hasan ibn Hamig al 
Baghdadi) 278 

al Kizawani, ‘AlT [bn Ahmad Ibn Muhammad al 
Hamawi al Shadhill 453 

knaggi 32 
ko erh nai 473 
kobyz 467 

komoz 467 
kompang 458, 473 
Konva (Qoniah), Turkey 137, 297, 362, 

418-19, 430 

Korea, South 267 
Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia 306 

Koukan 218 
krar 457 

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 118, 134, 310, 401, 

428; chanting competitions 475n.19; Jami’ 
Masjid 428; Masjid Negara 428, 438n.7 

kudim 465 

kuenda 461 
Kafah 14. 132, 215, 235, 244, 274, 351, 358, 

438n.8; mosque 295; tribe of 7 

Kiafah, exegetical school of 244 
K#afiscript 102-103, 175, 309, 358-62 

al Kuft, Abi Hashim 295-7 
Kufrah 227 
kufran bawahan fihi burhan 131 
kuhhdn (s. kdhin) 253, 336, 346 

kukuma 457 
Kulayb 8, 67 
kulintang 466 
Al Kullivat 310 

al Kummiani 336 
kungkuvak 473 
Kunst, Jaap 479n.21 

Kurd 468 
kurst 379 
kurya 457 

Kurz ibn Jabir al Fihrd 204 
kuntingi 457 
kuttab 155, 157, 368 

Kutubiyyah Mosque 410 
Kuwait (Kadhimah) 213, 270, 284; contempc- 

rary mosque 106; State of 267; University 

of 438n.7 
kwitra 447 
kyak 467 

Labbavka Allahwmma Labbayka 137, 283 
Labid ibn Rabiah 14, 69n.62, 350 

Lachish 33 
al Ladhiqt, Mubammad Ibn al Hamid 445, 453 

Al Lafz 247 
Lagash 27 
lahn al khitah 247 
Lahore 203, 204, 218, 219, 220, 225, 254, 

400, 419, 422, 426, 429, 434 

Lake Chad 226 
Lake Van 40 
Lakhm 14,17, 208, 213 
Lakhm tribe 7, 59, 221 

Lampongs tribe 228 
Lamtuna 226 
Laos 269 
Larabanga 411 
Larsa 30 
al Lat 17, 209 

Later Islamic Pottery 407n.3 
Latin language 25 

Latin Seript, change from Arabic Script te 259 
Latton Masjid 426 

lavalt 458 
Layla (Buthaynah/Hind/Dxa'd) 350 

491



GENERAL INDEX 

Laylat al Qadr 144 

laysa 237 
laysa ka mithlihi shay’ 315-16 
al Layth ibn Sa‘'d al Fahmi 276 
lazimah 470, 474, 479n.24 

League of Arab States 21; Arabic Language 
Committee of 239 

Leah 34 

Lebanon 14, 18, 19, 29, 30, 32, 270, 355; 

Republic of 267, 284 
lengkara 474 
Leon 217 
Lesotho 269 

liberalism see Hanaff school 
Liberia 269, 284, 341 
Libya, Libyan 15, 216, 224, 267, 270, 284, 

355, 363 

The Life of Mohammed (by Guillaume) 200n.1 
The Life of Muhammad {by Havkal) 69n.61, 

139n,10, 139n.11, 140n.17, 140n.18, 

140n.21, 140n.23, 228n.1 

The Life of Mukammad (by Muir) 111n.11 
Life-affirmation see World-and-life-affirmation 
Lihyan 65 

Lipit-Ishtar 30, 34, 35 
lira 447 
Al Lisan al "Arabi (by Muhammad ibn Manzir) 

Committee, League of Arab States) 239 
Al Lisan al ‘Arabt {by Muhammad ibn Manzir) 

239 
Ligan al Din Ibn al Khatib 349 

literalist interpretation of Qur’an 276 
Living Architecture: Istamic Indian 407n.2 
Liwd' 67 
Lodi dyvnasty 218 

Lu'ay 9 
Luke 55, 68n.39, 98 
Al Luma' (by ‘Amr Muhammad al Laytht) 277 
Al Luma' (by al Ash‘art) 294n.4 
Al Luma’ fi Usat al Figh 278 
lutar 447 

Al Luzamivydt 353 

Lycians 37 
Lydians 37 
Lyons 217 

Ma'alim al Kitgbah 353n.10 

Ma'glim al Tanzil 244 
Mz‘an 138, 286 
al ma'ant 279 

Al Ma'dni 236 
Ma'ant al Qur'an 237 

al Ma‘arr7, Abii al ‘Al3’ 306, 348, 352 
Ma'bar (Malabar) 225 
Ma'bad ibn Khalid al Juhani 284 
mabusa 457 

Ma‘d 8 
al Mada’™ in {Ctesiphon) 196, 213, 215 

Madarik al Tanzil 246 
maddah 358 

Madhhaj tribe 7, 67 

madth 458 
Madinah 17, 77, 84-85, 100, 113, 125- 38, 

147, 152, 155, 194, 198, 200n.1, 203, 

205-11, 214, 241, 274, 286, 299, 344, 358, 
437 

Madinah (Spain) 217 - 
Al Madinah al Munawwarah 105 
Madinah al Nabiyy 124 

Madinah, exegetical school of 244 

Madinans/Madinese 122, 129, 203 
Madiniyyah hukmuhd Makkiyyah 242 
madrasah 152-54,155-56,420,423,426,428 

Madrasah al Sharratin (Salé, Morocco) 237, 404 
Madura 218 
Majatth ol Ghayb 245 
al Mafham 247 
Magadoxo (Magdisu/Maqdishu) 227 
Maghrib (Northwest Africa) 216, 311, 355, 

361, 362, 384, 435, 458, 462-63 

Maghribi, script 361 -63; style 384 
mahabbah 297 
Mahabbat KhZn Mosque 399 
Mahallah al Kubra 453 
mahinagdrd 471 

Mahdawi, Najgz 375 
Al Mahdi 132, 151, 351 

Al Mahdi, Muhammad al Muntazar 291 
Mahdi dynasty 310 
Mahdiyyah, Tunisia, Grand Mosque of 410 

mahkamat al mazalim 269 
Mahmid Pasha 418 
Mahmiid Begarah 226 
Mahmiid of Ghaznah 218, 225 
Mahon 18 
Mahrak 211 
Mahri language 20, 22 
Al Mahsal fi Usil al Figh 251 
Maimonides (Miisa ibn Maymiin) 195 
MaTn 17,65 
Ma'in1 22 
majdhab 297 
Majdiy ibn ‘Amr al Juhant 203 

Maiduddin al Firazabadi 239 
Maijlis al Sharva 161 
Magjmi' al ‘Ahd 279 
Majntn Layli (Qays ibn al Mulawwah) 350 
Majorca 217 
Makam: Modal Practice in Turkish Art 

Music 478n.4; 479n.25; see also magdm, 
magamat 

Makkah 7, 14, 17, 22, 60-63, 65, 67, 
100-101, 103-104, 119-21, 124 -25, 

128-29, 134-38, 147 -48, 150-51, 157, 

195, 197, 200n.1, 203-209, 220, 241, 283 
299, 302, 333, 344, 357, 358, 445, 453; 

Haram 80; Al Haram al Sharif 438n.4; Mak- 
kah al Mukarramah 100 

Makkah, exegetical school of 243 
Makkans 23, 60, 67, 75, 103-104, 119-20, 

124 -26, 128-32, 134-36, 149, 203-205, 

207, 335, 350, 376n.2 

Makkan caravan 203-205 
Maldan religion 14, 17, 62-63, 119 

al Makld, ‘Al Ibn Muhammad 454 
al Makki, Abd Talib Muhammad Ibn ‘Al al 

Hiaritht 296, 298, 449 

Makkiyyah hukmuhd Madiniyyah 242 
Makran 215, 225 
makrith 251 
ma'ki#s 376n.9 
Malabar Coast 225 
Malaga 18 
Malagasy Republic 269 
malakit 301 
Malawi, Republic of 267, 269 

Malay language 21, 239, 403 
Malay Basin 227 -28, 365, 474 
Malaysia 175, 224, 227- 28, 259, 267, 

270-71, 284, 355, 399, 458-59, 474 

Maldives, Republic of 267, 270 
Mali, Republic of 259, 267, 270, 284, 

341 

Malik 8 
al Malik 66 
Malik ‘Abdul Latif 226 

Malik bin Nuwayrah 211 
Malik ibn Anas 244, 257, 276-77 
Malik ibn Tawq 351 
Malikt school 126, 244, 277 -8 
Malinke language 259 
malitcha 82 
Malm, William P, 478n.16 
Malta 269 

al Ma'man (Caliph) 105, 132, 151, 224, 236, 
286-8, 324, 332 

al Ma‘na 247 
mandrah 144 

Manat 17, 65 
Al Manazir 330 
mandala 175 

: 

Mandean 20 
Mandingo tribe 226 
Mandu 426 
mandih 251 
Manichaean (religion) 287 
Manisa 315, 418 
Al Mankh@! min Ilm al Usal 278 
mansih 362 
Al Mansiir, AbfQl Ja'far (Caliph) 132, 225, 324, 

332, 436, 440 

Al Mansiir, [smaTl (Fatimi Caliph) 292 
Mansiir ibn Ishag 326 

Mansir ibn Qalawin, Sultdn 349 
al MangGrah 225 
Mang@riyyah 450 

Al Mansiz 132 
al Mantig 247 
Manuel 216 
al manzilah bayna al manzilatayn 288 
maqgadir 116 
magalah 343 
Magalat al Istamiyyin 294n.4d 
magam 26 
magamah 343, 349 
maggmagt 26, 297, 349, 469 

Magdmat 349 

al Magarri, AbG al ‘Abbas Ahmad Ibn Mubammad 
Ibn Ahmad Ibn Yahya al Tilimsant 454 

Maqgdsid al Falasifah 299 
maqdsid al sharTak 270 
Magdishu (Maqdisu/Magadoxo) 227 

al MaqdisT, Abd Hamid Ibn Muhammad 4353 
al Maqdisi, Thn Ghanim 'Tzz al Din ‘'Abd al Salam 

Ibn Ahmad 451 
al Magdist, Muhammad 306, 333, 334 
Magdisu {(Magodoxo, Magdishu) 227 
al Maqrzr 325 

magla’ 343 
Maragha Gulshan 352 
Mariaghah 332, 451 
Maratha 218 
Marawi City 277 

al Marbad 351 
Marcion 58 
Mardi tribes 37 
al Mardin, ‘Abdullah Ibn Khalil Ibn Yasuf jJamal 

al Din al QahirT 452 
Marduk 31-32, 48-49, 50, 68n.11 

Marhab 207 
marhaban 458 
Mari 27, 29, 30, 34 

Ma'rib 11, 212 
Ma'‘rifat "Ulzm a! HadTth 258 
Marini dynasty 310 
Marj Rihit 214 
Marj al Suffir 214 
Mark 55, 68n.39, 98 
marriage 14%-50 
Marrikish 309-11, 410 
Marseilles 217 

marsiyd 458 
Martel, Charles 217 
Martyr, Justin  69n.44 
maruas/marvas 474 

Marw 215, 278, 291 

Marwah 62, 148-49, 154, 283 
Marwan [ (ibn Al Hakam) 130 
Marwin (of Al Zuhr) 309 
Marwian ibn Muhammad 130, 346 
marwas 474 

Mary 55, 80 
Maryvam 122 
Masada 40 
al magalih al mursalah 267 
Al Masalik wal Mamalik 334 
Mashiqah, Mikha1l Ibn Jirjis Ibn Ibrahim Ibn 

Jirjis Ibn Yasuf Batragi 445, 454 
mashq 471 

Mashrig 355, 362, 384, 398, 435, 458-59 
462-63, 469 

masingo 457 

r



masjid 143 

Maspd--‘AR 423 
Masjid-i-Bab ‘Abdullah 423 
Masjid Ibn Talan 424 
masfid jami' 144 
Masjid al Kalan 423 

Masjid al Manstir 410, 440 
Masjid Negara 428, 438n.7 
Masjid-i-Shah 423 
Masjid al Tartkh 423 
Masjid-i-Waqt wa Sa'at 423 
Masiid Wazir Khin 426 
Maska 411 
maslahah 247 
Maspil tribe 37 

Mas'dd of Ghaznah 225 
al Mas'{idi, Abi al Hasan 'All al Husayn 333, 

346, 445, 449 

md tayassara 171 
Materia Medica 327 

Al Mathal al 5@ r 235, 353n.10 
Mathalib al Wazirayn 348 
Mathnawi 181n.11, 298 

Matjapat Songs in Central and West Java 

478n.3 

matn 344 

Matthew 55, 68n.39, 98 

Mattiwaza 12 
al Maturidi, AbG Mansdr 274, 293 

Ma‘tnah 121 

La Maurienne 217 

Mauritania, Islamic Republic of 267, 270, 284, 

341, 355 

Mauritius 269, 284 

Mawidli 350 
Mawagit 283 
Mawdu' 261 
Mawlawiyvah 297 

al Mawsil 215, 278, 291, 445, 452, 454 

Maysarah 122 
mazhar 233, 461 

Al Mazalim 161 
Media 37 
Medes 36-37, 40 

Medieval India 407n.4 
Mediterranean 3, 12, 14, 18, 29, 34 - 35, 59, 

61, 190, 236, 327, 355 

Mediterranean, Eastern, 56 
Nediterranean Shore (land) 32-33,56, 216,222 
Megiddo 18, 33, 37 
Mehmed Pasha 418 
Melikertes (Melkarth) 18 
membranophones 443, 447, 448, 457, 461, 

465, 467, 471, 473 
mérébah 473 

Merida 217 
Mesopotamia 10-14, 18, 22, 26-35, 37-38, 

40, 41n.11, 42n,23, 45- 46, 48, 50, 53, 

59-61, 97, 99, 283, 331 

Mesopotamian (civilizationfart) 13-15, 17-18, 

24 - 25,27, 29, 36-37, 45, 47, 48, 50, 53, 

55, 60, 68n.11, 173, 220, 358 

Mesopotamian legacyftradition 60-61, 97, 159 

Mesopotamian religion 13, 14, 17, 43, 45, 46, 

48, 50, 51 

Mesopotamian state(s) 23, 36, 37, 40, 51 

Mesopotamianization 15, 35, 37, 40, 41 

Messiah 56; see also Christ; Messianism 

Messianism 53, 57 
meviit 458 

Michael the Elder 197, 201n.4, 219, 228n.6 

Michael the Eider 228n.6 

Middle Africa 355, 363, 364, 384, 435, 463, 466 

Middle Ages 13, 38 
mt'dhanah 143 
Midianite tribe 7 
Midrash Hagadol 38 
Midyan 38, 52, 97 

Midyan tribe 13 
Midyanite religion 52 
Migne 229n.11, 229n.15 

miprdb 176, 272, 416, 423 

Mileom 53 
miflah (millet) 199, 271 
Milman, [lean 220 

Mina 148, 154, 283 
Minaean language 20-22 

Minak Kamala Bumi 228 
Mindanao 175, 271 
Ming dynasty 225 

minhdj 108 

Minhaj al Bahth al ‘Imi 334n.5 
Minorca 18 

migal 283 
Mir 233 
Mir ‘All, Sultdn al Tabrid 363, 357 
mitracive 458 
Mi'vd@; 116 
al Mi'raj 124 
Mirghaniyyah 227 
mirwds 461 

al Misri, Ibn Yonis 178 
Mitanni 12, 33-34 
Mithra 33 

Al Miza; 328 

Mizan al ‘Amal 299 

Mizan al Tabih 327 
mizmar 457, 461 

mizwad, mizwid 447 
mizwij 447 
mnagoli 457 

Moab 52 

Moabites 24, 25, 52, 53 

Modern Language Notes 181n.18 
modular structure, in art 165, 370, 423-24, 
469-70,473-4 

Mogadishu 411; see Maqgdisu 
Moghul dynasty see Mughal dynasty 
Mohammedanism 294n.2 
Molach 53 

Moldavia $.5.R. 269 
mole 457 

Monarchianism 58 
Mondrian, Piet 374, 377n.17 
Monferrat 217 
Mongals 15, 180, 217, 225 

Monophysitism 17, 60; see elso Christianity; 

Monophysite 
monotheisn 50, 51, 55, 62, 85, 161, 191, ser 

aise Abrahamic faith 
Monothelitism 60 
Montanism 60 

Montenegro 224, 259 
Moraphii tribe 37 
Moroceo 16, 270, 284, 297, 310-11, 355, 

383, 454, 478, Kingdom of 267 

Mosaic period 51-2 

Moses 42n.37, 52, 97-99, 103, 191 

Moses and Monotheism 42n.37 
mosque 140, 152 

Mosque of the Fishery 410 
Mosque of Tbn Tiilin 414, 438n.4 
Mosque of Manstrah 436 
Mosque and Madrasah of Muragd I 399 

Mosque of Orhan 418 
Mosque of the Prophet 77, 149, 155, 437 

Mosque of the Qasbah 410 
Mosque of Qurtubah 396, 410, 416, 435, 436 

Mosque of al $alih Tala't* 414 
Mosgue of Sulaymin the Magnificent 101, 123 
Mosque of Sultan Ahmad 87, 413, 418, 419 

Mosque of Sultan Muhammad Ibn Qalawin 414 

Mosque of ‘Umar 414 
Mosque of Zahir 85 
Mount Paran 52 
Mount Qaysin 332 
Mount Ubud 134, 205 
Mozambigue 269, People’s Republic of 267 

Mu‘adh Ibn Jabal 274 
wu ‘adhdhin 143, 132 
Mu'‘allagat 14, 67, 68 
Mu'ammar ibn ‘Abbad 288 
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Mu'artilah 286 
Mu‘awiyah Ibn Abd Sufvan 29, 123, 130, 196, 

221, 222, 275, 285-86 

Mu‘awivah II 130 
Al Mu'ayyad Shaykh Mosque 414 
mubdh 251 
al Mubarrad, Abdl ‘Abbas Muhammad 237 
al Mubtadi” 297 
Mudar tribe 8, 67, 350 

Mudrikah 8 
muezzin 143 
al Mufaddal al Dabbl 235, 345 
Al Mufaddaliyyat 235 

Mufakharah bayna al Sayf wal Qalam 349 
Mufradat al Qira’at 240 

Mughal (Moghul) dynasty 218, 233, 433, 436 

al Mughirah ibn Shu‘bah 209, 215, 216, 226 
Mughith al Rimi 217 
Al Mughni 279 

Al Mughni ft Abwab ol Tawhid wal ‘Adl 294n.1 
Al Mughnt fi al Adwiyah 327 
al Muhgjir ibn Abit Umayyah 212 
al Mukhdjiran 129, 203 

Al Muhalhal 8 

al Muhalhil 17, 67 
Muhammad (the Prophet) 9, 30, 54, 60-62, 

67, 84, 91n.42, 91n.43, 99-105, 109, 

112-130, 132, 134-40, 147, 149, 152- 54, 

162, 169,173, 185, 188, 191, 193 - 85, 

197-68, 200n.1, 202-11, 242-4, 315, 331, 

336, 344, 350, 358-59, 458-59 

Muhammad (ibn ‘Alf ibn ‘Abdullah) 132 

Muhammad I 131 
Muhammad II (855/1451 -886/1481) 224 
Muhammad II {ibn Hisham) 131 
Muhammad III 131 
Mubammad V, mausoleum of, 169 

Muhammad {ibn ‘Abdul Malik) 131 
Muhammad (ibn ‘Abdullah) 131 
Muhammad (ibn Mu‘tasim) 132 
Muhammad 'Abdul Rahman ibn Abd Laylz 276 
Muhammad ‘Abdullah al Sayraft 276 
Muhammad Ahmad 296 
Muhammad ‘Alafi 225 
Muhammad 'All 151; mosque 414; statue of 

438n.3 
Muhammad ‘Al bin Hamid ibn Abd Bakr at Kafi 

201n.8 

Muhammad al Bagir 291 
Muhammad bin Dashmanzar, Sultan 309 
Muhammad bin Qasim 198, 216, 225 
Muhammad ibn Ahmad al Azhar 239 
Muhammad ibn Ahmad al Dhahab? 255 
Muhammad ibn Ajarrim 237 

Muhammad ibn ‘Al al Basti 251 
Muhammad Tbn Khutlukh al Mawsili 330 
Muhammad ibn Mahk 237 
Muhammad ibn Manzdr 239 
Muhammad (ibn Marwan 1) 130 
Muhammad (ibn Al Qa'Tm) 133 

Muhammad ibn Qasim al AnbarT 240 

Muhammad ibn Salim 235 
Muhammad ibn Yahyi al Stli 348 
Muhammad Ibrahim al Dimashql 349 
Muhammad Idris al Shafi'T 276 
Muhammad al Jawad 291 
Muhammad al Muntazar 291 
Muhammad ‘Uthman al Amir Ghanl 227 
Mukaggag script 103, 361 
Muharib tribe 9, 205 

Al Muharrar al Wajiz 244 
Al Muktt 239 
Al Mukkam (by ‘Al ibn Sayyidih) 239 

Al Muhkam (by Murtada al Zabidi) 239 
Al Muhtadt 132 

muhtasib 136-7, 324 

MuTnuddin Chishti 226 
Al Mu'izz 292 
Mujzhid 244 
Mu'jam al Udabd’ 349 

Al Mujarrabal 326
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mu'ftz 252, 336 
Al Mujmal 239 
mukatlafin 191, 271 
mukdtabah 255 
Al Mukhassass 233, 239 
Mukhtalaf Al Hadtth 258 
wmukhtdr 155 
Mukran 216 
Muktafi 133 

Mulla ‘Alf 225 

Multan 218, 218, 225, 453 

Mummu 48 
Mumtaz Maha! 433 
mundwalah 255 
Al Mundhir 131 
al Mundhir ibn ‘Amr 206 
munfasilah 403, 404 
Murif, Ibrzhim 356 
Al Munjid 25 
Al Mungiz min al Dalal 299 
Al Muntasir 132 
al mugabalah 343 
Al Mugdbasat 348, 353n.9 
mugarnas 395, 398, 412 
Al Mugnt” fi Uil al Figh 278 
a! Mugsirt, *Afif al Din ‘Abd &l Salim [bn Shaykh 

al Islam Wajth a! Din ‘Abd al Rahman Ibn 'Abd 
al Karim Ibn Ziyad 453 

Al Mugtadi 133 
al Mugtadir, Caliph 133, 229n.10, 324-25 
Al Mugtafi 133 
al Murabitin 226, 310 
Murad II 418 

Murad Pasha 418 
Muradivyah 418 
ruraqqa’ 366 
al Muraysi, campaign of 125 
murex trunculus 32 

murid 297 

Murj'ah 286 
murla 471 

al murgid 326 
Murrah tribe 9 
Mursiah (Andalus) 302 
Mursilis 12, 34 
Murtadd al Zabidi 239 
muri'ah 12, 63, 64, 340 

Murnj al Dhahab wa Ma‘ddin al Jawhar 333, 

353n.2 

Miisa ibn Maymiin (Maimonides) 195 
Mis3 ibn Nusayr 216-17 
Misi al Kazim 291 
Musaylimah 211 
Le Muséon 69n.60 
Mushabbihah 286 
Al Mushaf al Murattal 1110.10 
mushdhadah 297 

MushattZ 438n.8 
Mushpil al Athar 259 
Music in the Culture of Novthern Ajghantstan 

478n.1 

Music in Java: Its History, Its Theory and Its 
Technigue 479n.21 

Music from the Tausug of Sulu, Moslems of the 
Southern Philippines 471n.1 

Music of Many Cultures: An Introduction 

478n.16 
misigd 298, 441, 457, 478n.1 
La Musigue arabe 478n.9 
La Musique arabe (by H. H. Touma) 479n.25 
Muslim 114, 140n.14, 140n.15, 260-61 

Muslim aesthetics 180; see also aesthetics 

Muslim art 372 
Muslim artist 88-89, 180n.4, 380 

Muslim calligraphers 359 -60, 369, 374-76; 
see also calligraphy; Arabic calligraphy; Islamic 

calligraphy 
Muslim ibn al Walid 351 
Muslim - Jewish relations 191, 194, 205 
al Muslim al Mawsili, Abf Salih Almad al Rifa't 

Ton ‘Abd al Rahman 445, 454 

Muslim- non-Muslim relations 197, 199-200, 
219; see alsolslamand other faiths; non-Muslims 

Muslim pharmacists/pharmacologists 326 -28 
Muslim philosophy 283; philosophers 328 

Muslim piety 116 
Muslim scientists 321, 328; astronomers 

331-133; geography 333 - 34; mathemati- 
clans 331, 332 

Muslim Theology 294n.2 
Mustim Theology, Jurisprudence and 

Constitutional Theory 294n.2 
Muslim world 38, 114, 148, 334, 357, 361-66, 

368 

Mushim Warld, The 69n.56 
musnad 262 

Al Musnad 113, 140n.12 

Musqat, mosque in 311-12 
Al Mustadl' 133 
Mustafd Kamil, statue of 438n.3 

Al Musta'm 132 
Al Mustakil 133 
Al Musta'll 292 

Al Mustanjid 133 

Al Mustansir (‘AbbasT caliph) 133; (Fatim? 
caliph) 292 

musta'ribah 22 
Al Mustarshid 133 
Al Mustagf@ min ‘lm al Ustil 251, 278 
Al Musta‘sim 133, 356 

Al Mustazhir 133 
muta‘dkisah 376n.9 
mutdbagah al "ibarah li mugtada al hal 343 
mutaddkhitah 405-406 
mutadarak 297 

al Mutadarriy 297 
Al Mu‘tadid 132, 228n.10 

Mu'tah 210 
Mu'tah campaign 125, 208 
mutakalltmam 158, 284, 269-300, 310 
Al Mu'tamad ft Usil at Figh 251, 278 
Al Mu'tamid 132, 226n.10 

Al Mutanabbl, Abl al Tayyib 306, 352 
Al Mu‘tasim 132, 224, 286-87 

Al Mutawakkil, Caliph 132, 236, 287, 351-52; 

Grand Mosque of 99; Jami' Mosque of 414 
mutawallt 152 

al Mu'tazilah 249 
Mu'tazilzh movement/school 105, 244, 2486, 

276-79, 286-93, 294n.1, 284n.2, 294n.4, 

305-306 
Al Mu'tazilah 249, 294n.1 
Al Mu'tazz 132 
mulhannd 369 

al Muthanni ibn Harithah 212-13, 215 
Al Mufi® 133 
Al Mugtalib 9, 123 

Al Muttagl 133 
al MuttaqT al Hindi, ‘Alf Ibn Hishidm al Din ‘Abd 

al Malik Ibn Qadi Khan 453 
muttagilah 403, 406 

Al Mwwdafaqat fi Usal al Figh 251 
Muwahhidin 309, 310 
muwallad 249 

Muwagqar Palace 33 
muwashshah, muwashshahat 352, 470, 474 

muwashshah dint 459 
Mugaffar, Shaykh 299 
Muzdalifah 148, 301 

mystery religion 58 
mysticism 179 -80, 296; see also Sufism; 

tasawwif 

nabat 473 

Nabataean 7, 20, 59, 358, 376n.2 
al Nabighah al Dhubyani 67, 69n.62 
al Nabulust, ‘Abd al Ghani Ibn Isma‘ll 445, 454 
nadd 471 

Nadwah 67 

nafagah 247 
nafari 471 
Niafi' ibn Abd Nu‘aym 240 

Nifi' ibn al Azrag 286 
nafir 447, 461, 465 

nafiri 473 

Nafisah bint Munyah 122 
nigabaddha 471 
nagara, naghara, naghareh 467, 471 

nagarit 457 
Nagarkot 218 
nagora 474 

nahabat 471 

nahara 474 
nahds 4537 

Nahawand 468 
Nzhr tribe 7 
nai 467,471 

Na'tm 207 

Nairi 35 
Najaf 215 
Al Najat 308, 479n.27 
Najd 121, 286 
Najdah ibn ‘Amir 286 
Najran 17, 84, 125, 137-8, 195, 211 

nakara 465 

Nakhlah 17 

Namibia 269 
Namir tribe 213 
nanggara 474 

nan-hu 473 

Nankin 225 

Napoleon 16, 88; Napoleonic invasien 325 
Al Nagah Mosque 410 
nagqqard 471 

naqqirah 447, 461, 465, 467 
naqrazin 461 

Naram-Sin 34 
Narbonne 217 
nasab 247 

al Nasafi, ‘Abdullah 246 

al NasaT 114, 260 
nasakha 376n.6 
Naseef, Umar A. 334n.2 
nashid 439 
nashwah 298 
Nasibah Khitun, Sultana 315 
Al Nagir 133, 326 
Nasir al Din al TasT 331, 332 
Al Nasir Muhammad 414 
naskh 108, 259, 365 

Naskhtscript 249, 359, 361-2, 365 
Al Nasr 8 
Nagr ibn Mudar 235 
Nasr ibn Muhammad al Samargandi 244 
Nasta'tigscript 356, 363-8 
na't 458 

Natat 207 
al nathr al muflag 336 
na'tiyah 458 

nature 314-23, 328 
natural knowledge (knowledge of nature) 

317-20, 324 

natural sciences 17, 317, 319-20, 323 

naturalistic religions 314-15 
Nawia Athar 468 
al Nawawi, MubyT al Din Abd Zakariyya Yahya 

Ibn Sharaf 451 
nawbah 475 

Nawhbakht 332 
Nawfal 123 
ndy 447, 461, 467,471 

Navin 423 
nazar 319 

Al Nazgam 276 
Near East 7, 10, 13, 182, 197, 225, 322 

Nebuchadnezzar 36-37 
Necho, Pharaoh 18 
Neco Il 37 

nefes 459 
negara 474 

Negus of Abyssinia 122, 138, 207 
Nehemiah 39 

Nelson, Kristina 478n.7



nénkara 474 
Neo-Babylon 37; see also Babylon II 
Neo-Platonism 57-58 

Nepal 269 
nerme nay 467 
Nestorianism 14, 17, 60, 220 
Netherlands 271 
Nettl, Bruno 478n.8 
New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians 

449 
New Testament 98 
New Zealand 269 
ney 465 

Nicaea (Iznik) 218 
Nice 217 
Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers 69n.50, 69n.51 
Nigde, Turkey 382 
Niger, Republic of 259, 267, 270, 284, 341 
Nigenia 259, 270, 284, 341: Federal Republic 

of, 267 
Nihiwand (Ecbatana} 215 
Al Nihdyah 279 
Nihadyah al Talek 328 
Nikiu 216 
Nile River 18, 35, 46, 90n.2, 216, 222, 328 

Nile valley 17 
ni‘mah 322 
Nimes 217 
Nimmah 47 
Nimrod 11 
Nineveh 35-7 
Ninlil 48 
Ninmah 48 
Ninsar 48 
Nippur 30, 64, 66 

Nirin 216 
Nirvana 297 
nigf script 357 
Nishapiir (Naysabiir) 291, 299, 449-50 
Nizam al Mulk 291, 299 
Nizamiyvah school 291, 299 

Nizir 8 
Noah 7,10, 17, 19n.2, 19n.3, 60, 191 
Noble Sanciuary, The 201n.2 
non-Muslims 141, 147, 152, 157, 160, 179, 

188, 194, 197, 199-200, 268 

Normans 217 
North Africa 16, 18, 19, 21, 216, 222-23, 

297, 331, 344, 361, 362 

North America 228 
Northern Arabia 17, 27, 67, 138, 194, 207; 

Northeast Arabia 7 
North Arabians 21, 65 
North Hadramawt 62 
Northwest Arabia 38, 52-4, 205, 207 
Nouri, Qutaiba Shaikh 373 
Nubia 15; Nubjans 216 

Nujayr 212 
Numen 89n.1 

Nir al Din Jiwa Khan 313n.6 
Nurosmaniyyah (mosque) 418 
al Nuwayri, Shihdb al Din Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd al 

Wahhib al Bakei al Kindi al Shaf't 452 
Nuzhat al Mustaq fi Ikhtirdq al Afdq 334 

Nuzi 12, 34 

obukeno 457 
Oesterly 110n.7 

Old Testament 7, 10, 19n.2, 20, 56, 58, 99, 

102 see also Hebrew Scriptures 

Oid Testament: Its Making and Meaning, The 

110n.5 

Oman, Sultdnate of 263, 280; see also ‘Umin 

Oppenheim, A. Leo 41n.9,41n.11, 41n.15, 

42n.39, 43, 68n.1 

Oriental Rugs and Carpets: A Comprehensive 

Study 407n.3 
Orientalists 73, 89n.1, 101 

QOrim  see Ur 

omamentation 408, 410-11, 416, 427, 

430-31, 433, 435 

Orontes River 34 
Orthodox (Christians) 220, 223 
Ositis - 46 
Ottawa, Canada, mosque of, 98 
Ottoman 217, 398, 436; see also ‘Uthmanl 

Paddan-Aram 22, 34, 38, 51 

Pahlawi language 35, 50, 343 

Painting in Islam 40703 
Pakistan 270, 271, 284, 355, 458; Islamic 

Republic of 267 
Palembang 228 
Palestine 7, 18, 29, 30, 32, 34-35, 38, 52, 

54-56, 194, 214, 268, 271, 284, 355 

Palestinian Christianity 56-57, 98 
Palmyra (Tadmur) 13, 214 
Palmyrene 20 

Panama 269 

Panipat 218 

Pantialaci tribue 37 

Paran (Makkah/Faran} 61 
Pars 215 

Parthia 37 
Parsa 37 
Pasargadae 37 
Parsing of the Quran 237 
particularism 55; see also ethnocentrism; 

Hebrew ethnocentrism; tribalism 
Pashhur 97 
Patriarchs and Prophets 110n.3 
Patrologia Lating 229n.11, 229n.15 
Pattani 271 
Paul, 5t. 56, 58, 62, 191 

Paul of Samosata 57 
Paulician Christianity 57, 224 
Pauline Christianity 58 
Pax Islamica 84, 138, 200, 222 

Pearls of Language, The 235 
Pelagianism 60 
Pelagius 58 

Pella (al Finl) 214 

Pelusium (al Faramah) 216 
Peninsular Arabia 50, 54, 59, 61, 64, 65, 95 
Peninsular Arabs 59-63, 65, 135, 221, 323,341 
Penseurs de Ulslam, Les 294n.2 
Pentapolis (Bargah) 216 
Peregrinatores Medii Aevi Quatuor 201n.6 
Perizzites 51, 52 
Perlak 228 
Persepolis 15, 215 

Persia 5, 12, 14, 17, 50, 53-54, 59, 61, 67, 

136, 138, 194, 195, 198, 207, 209, 215, 220, 

221, 224, 278, 324, 327, 331, 344, 351, 358, 

365, 398 
Persian(s) 15, 21, 29, 35, 36-37, 50, 53, 59, 

60, 124, 137, 188, 198, 213, 215-15, 

321-22, 324, 332, 366, 403 
Persian Architecture: The Triumph of Form 

and Color 181n.12, 407n.2 
Persian Empire 50, 59, 60, 138, 213 

Persian Gulf 3, 18 
Peshawar, battle of 218; mosque of 399 

Petra 13, 17, 286 
Philippines 21, 269, 284, 352-55, 399, 4680, 

474, 478n.1 

Philips, Wendel 25 
Philistines 19n.8, 39, 52 

Philo of Alexandria 56 

Phoenicia 17, 33 
Phoenician{s) 10, 18, 19n.8, 20, 32, 52 

Phrygia 222 
physicians 325 
Piedmont 217 
pietra dura 203, 354 
Pilgrimage 283-85; see also kajj 

Pirana 225 
Pius, Bishop of Rome 56 
Plato 307-8 
Plotinian 307 -308 
Plotinus 308 
Poitiers 217 
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Poland 223, 269 
Pole, Marco 225, 228 
Pompey 39 

Pope, Arthur Upham 181n.12, 407n.2, 407n.4 
Porphyry 308 
Portuguese Timor 269 
Preaching of Islam: A History of the Propaga- 

tion of the Muslim Faith 198, 201n.2, 
201n.3, 201n.4, 201n.7, 218-19, 228: n4, 

n.6, n.7, n.8, 229: n.11, n.12, n.14, n.15 

Pre-Islamic (Arabia) 50, 63, 67, 138, 344, 350- 

1, 398 
Pre-Islamic Arah{s} 17, 63, 224, 331, 333, 344, 

351 

Pre-Islamic period 344, 443, 462 -63, 466, 

478n.16 
Primitive Art 180n.8 
Pritchard, James B. 19n.4, 19n.7, 41n.2, 

42n.17, 42n.22, 42n.24, 61, 68n.11, 68n.12, 

110n.1, 111n,9 
Progress Reports in Ethnomusicology 478n.16 
prophecy 95, 98-99, 193, 231 
Protestantism 60 
Proto-Akkadian 26-27 
Provence 217 
Psammeticus I 37 
Ptolemaic state 86 
Ptolemy 332 

pumpuak 473 
Punjab 198, 225 
Pythagoreanism 295, 300 

al Qabisi, Husayn Ibn al Shaykh Ahmad 454 
Qibis Mosque, Brunei 225 
Qabis bin Washamgir 276 
gadar 284, 316 

gadaran magdura 316 
Al Qadariyyah 284 -86 
gadi 152, 157 
al Qadt al Fadil 349 
Al Qadir 133 

Qadiriyvah 227, 297 

Qadisiyyah 215 
gafivah 343 
gaflah 469 
Al Qahir 133 

Qahtin 7, 22 
Al Qa'im ('AbbasT caliph} 133; (Fatimi caliph) 

292 
Qaliwiin 325; hospital of 425; mausoleum of 

425 

al Qalr 239 

al Qalgashandt 345, 349, 353n.4 
Qam‘ah 8 
Qamis 207 
Al Qamits al Mubit 239 
qandn 447, 461, 465, 467 
Al Qanfin fi al Tibb 308, 326 
medicine 323-26 
al Qaradah, campaign of 125 
Qaraites 17; see Karaites 
Qaramani(s} 218 
Qarawiyyin Madrasah 406, 434n.4, 7 
gari’ 240, 465, 475, 479n.19 

al Qari’, ‘Alf Ion Sulgin Muhammad al Harawt 

445, 453 
Qarn al Manazil 283 
Qargarat al Kudr 205 
gari'ah 465, 479119 
Qaryatayn 214 
qasabah 447, 457 
qas‘ah 447, 457 
gasidah 26, 343, 458, 459 

Qasim 122,123 
Qasr al Burqu' 40 
Qatabin and Sheba 25 
Qatadah ibn Da‘amah 235 

Qatabin 65 
Qatar 17, 270, 284, State of 267 
Qatari ibn al Fuja'ah 286 

qat™ 247 

495
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gal'tyyah 114 
qawliyyah 114 
al Qayn 208 

Qayrawan (Tunis) 216, 362, 420; Grand 
Mosque 410, 438n.4 

Qayrawani script 362 
Qays tribe 8, 350 
Qays-‘Aylan tribe 8, 67 
Qays ibn al Mulawwah (Majniin Layla) 350 

Qays Mudar 8 
Qazwin 444 

al Qazwinl 334 

giblah 125,333 
al QiftT 307 
(linghai Province 192 
Qingzhen Mosque 199 
gird@'ah 101, 171, 240, 255, 442, 457 -59 

girbah 461 
qirnitah 461 
gismatl 304 
gissak 343 
qitirah 447 
Qivadah 67 
qiyds 246, 267, 276-77 
Qeniah see Konya 
Qubbah al Sakhrah 173, 179 
Qubla Khan 225 
Quda‘ah tribe 7, 350 
Qudayd 17 

qudrah 284 
Quds, Al (Jerusalem) 26, 173 
qudiim 465 
Qum, Iran 381 
Qur'an, basis of culture 162; basis of law  274; 

basis of science 231; character of 95-111; 

effect on Arabic speakers 343; figurization of 
tawhid 466, lessons of 33% model of art 
169-73; morality of family 340; and poetry 
340, 349-50; revelation begun and 

completed 124-25; and sunnah 112-13 
Qur’an, exegesis of, through reason 241-46 
Qur'an, exegesis of, through tradition 243-44 
Qur’an as literary sublime (nature of sublime) 

336-38, 339, 340-42 

Qur’an, recitaticn of 141-42, 342, 442, 

457-58, 465, 477; science of recitation 238 

Qur’anic, core characteristics 462, 466; 

essence 110; prototype 171, 443, 461, 469; 

style 166, 347, 350-351; text 359 
Qur'anic Arabic 21, 343 
Qur’anic arts 162, 180; see alse Qur'dnic basis 

of art and culture 
Quranic Art of Calligraphy and Hllumination, 

The 181n,19, 181n.22, 407n.3 

Qur’anic basis of art and culture 162, 169, 173, 
180, 342-43 

Qur’anic chant 441-42, 457-59, 462-63, 
466, 469, 475, 478n.14, 479n.19 

Qur'anic manuscripts 359, 360, 363 
Qur’dnic law 246-47 
Qur’anic message 339-40, 375 
Quragir 214 
al Qurashi, Ibn Shit  353n.10 
quray 467 

Quraysh (tribe) 8, 9, 14, 17, 67, 101, 118-19, 

136, 203, 206, 240, 350, 376n.2 

Quraysh (person) 123 
qurb 297 

qurrd’ 458 
Qurtubah (Cordoba) 131, 326, 444, 449 
Qurtubiscript 362 
Qusayy 9,123 
Qushayr 8 
al Qushayri, Abf al Qasim 'Abd al Karfm Ibn 

Hawazin 293, 296, 298, 450 

qussabah 447 
Qag al Quind 298 
Qutaybah ibn Muslim 216, 224, 225 
Qutham 9 
al Quth 297 
Quthb Mosque 432 

Qutb Shahi Masjid 426 
Qutbah al Muharrir 356 
qu'id 142 

quwaytarah 447 

Quwwah al Islam (mosque) 426 

gquwwial 447 

rabab 447, 461, 471, 473 

rabana 473 
Rabat, Morocco 169, 175, 210, 239, 396, 410 

Rabi‘ah (‘Abbasi poet) 351 

Rabi'ah tribe 8, 67, 350, 351 

Rabi‘ah al ‘Adawiyvah 295-96 
Rabl'ah, ‘Utbahibn 118-19 

Rabi‘ah ibn Umayyah 138-39 
Rabigh 151, 203 
Rachel 34 
AlRadr 133 
al Raffa‘ al Sarfyy, Ibn Ahmad al Kindf al 

Mawsili 449 
al Rafi'T, Mustafa Sadiq 336 
al Raghib al Isfahani, Abd al Qasim al Husayn Ibn 
Muhammad [bn al Mufaddal 450 

al Rahman, al Rahtm (divine attributes) 66 
rahmani 461 
Rahner, Karl 192 
rajd’ 297 
Raja Birbal 438 
al Raji' 120, 206; campaign of 125 
rak'ah (pl. rak'al) 142, 145, 148 

Ramadan 100, 144-45, 149, 156, 442 

al RampfirT, Salaim Allah Ibn Shaykh al [slam 454 
rapali 473 
Raqqa, al Ragqah (Syria) 286, 414 
rags 298 
rasd'il 348; see also risalah 

Al Rasa’il 353 
Rasa’il Tkhwan al Safa 306, 313in.1, n4, n.5, 

n.6 

Rashi 38 

Al Rashid 133 

Al Rashid Mosque 99 
Rashidin caliphs 130, 152, 244, 274, 344, 

349-50, 376n.2 

al Rasibi, ‘Abdullah ibn Wahb 286 

Rast 468-69 
rationality 188-9 
rationalism 77, 79, 109, 270, 276, 288, 308 
ratfl 328 

al Ray 244 
Rayhaniscript 357, 361 
al Rayy 278, 326, 348, 450 
al Riz1, Ab@ Bakr Muhammad 326-3 
al Razi, Fakhr al Din Aba ‘Abdullah Muhammad 

Ibn ‘Umar Ibn al Husayn 245-46, 332, 336, 
450 

al Raz al Jagsass, Ahmad 251 
rebib 457, 473 

rebana 473 

rebanah A58 

Religtons de Babvionie et d’Assyrie, Les 68n.2 
Red Sea 3,18, 209, 216 
redap 473 

Reformation 84 
Regency of al Haflz 292 
Renaissance 81, 83, 379 

repetition, in art 167, 171, 372, 430, 475 
Reunion 269 
revelation 95,102,107-108,193,231,281,293 

revelation, knowledge of the locus of 240-41 
Rhine River 217 
Rhodes, island of 218 

Rhodesia-Zimbabwe 269 
ribat 297 
Rice, David Talbot 181n.13, 407n.1 

Riddah Wars 121, 211, 212; see also Apostasy 
Wars 

Rifidah 67 
al Rifa't, Ahmad 297 
Rifd‘ivyah 297 

Rijal al HadTth 253 

Rio de Oro 270 

RigaTscript 357, 361 

rigq 461 
risalah 343, 347-9 
Al Risalah (by Tbn Zaydin) 349 
Al Risalah (by al Qushayri) 298 
Al Risalah (by Al 8hafi'Ty 251,276 

Risalah fi Hudad al Ashyd’ wa Rusimihd 305 

Al Risalah al Ighridiyyah 349 

Al Risalah al Jami'ah 33n.6 
Risdlah al Shukr 349 
Risalah al Tayr 308 
Risalat al Ghufrin 349 
riti 457 

riwayah 235, 253, 255 

robab 467 
Rebert of St Albans 222 

rodat 458 

Roderick, King 217 
Roger II, king of Sicily 334 

rok'wan Allah 458 
Roman(s) 15, 40, 54-56, B0-61, 90n.3, 197, 

219 
Roman church 56; doctrine 60; see also church 

of Rome 

Roman Empire 40, 56-37, 8% 

romanticism 63, 273 

Rome 13, 57, 86, 88; Christian 196 

Rouault 376n.11 
rud’ 171 

Ruhi 324 

Rukn al Dawlah, Caliph 349 
Rim 217 

Rumania 218, 269 
al Rami, Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd a] Qahir 454 

al Rami see Jalaluddin al RGmT 
Rugayyah 122,123 
Russia 16; South 218, 223 
Russian S.F.S.R. 269 
Rustam Pasha 418 
Rustum 215 
ruwdt 235 

ruwat al adab 235 

sa‘akh 79 
Saba’ 7, 65 
Sab‘ Abar 214 
Saba 469 
Sabah State Mosque (Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia) 

306 

Sabaean 22, 191, 200, 283, 323; Sabaean 

language 20 

Sabaean Kingdom 11 

Sabellius 58 
sabr 297 
Sabdr ibn Sahl 327 
Sacred Art in East and West: Its Principles 

and Methods 407n.7 
Sa'd ibn Abli Waggas 9, 203, 206, 215, 274 
Sa‘d ibn Mu‘adh 207 
Sa'd ibn ‘Ubadah al Ansari 112, 209 
sadagah 145-46, 273 
Sadaga Allah al ‘Azim 342 
Sa'dl (S4f1 poet of Shirdz) 298 
Sadie, Stanley 449 
Sadif (Sudayf, ‘AbbasT poet) 351 
Sadigabad, Pakistan 433 
Sadigayn 109, 372, 373 
Sadr al Islam 344 -45, 349-51 

Safa 62, 65, 148-49, 154, 283 

Safad 17 
Safadi, Yasin Himid 376n.5, 376n.7 
Al SafagsT 176, 177 
safar 297 

Saffar? dynasty 224 
Saff al Din ‘Abd al Mu’min Ibn Yisuf Iba Fakhir 

al Urmawl 443, 445, 451 

Saft al Din al Hillt 445 
Al Saghtr, "Adil 370, 375 
Sahara, Western 355



al Sah2ranptir?, ‘Ismatullah [bn A'zam [bn “Abd al 

Rasil 454 

al Sihib Ibn ‘Abbad 239, 348-49, 352 
sahib al kabTrah 284 
sahth 261, 344 
Sahth al Bukhdrt 407n.8 
Sahlibn ‘Amr 128 
Sahm tribe 9 
sahn 423, 429 
Sa‘ld ibn Jubavr 244 
St. Gall 217 
St. Rémy 217 

Saint Simeon 17 
sap’ 298, 336, 348 
sakara 457 

sakinah 118, 150 

al Sakkar (al Saggar), Muhammad Sa'id 370, 376 

Sakranibn ‘Amr 123 
Salahuddin (Saladin} 222 
salamiyyah 461 
sal@t 100, 116, 125, 142-44, 145, 148, 152, 

156, 283, 442 

salat al Td 145, 149 
saidt al farauTh 144 
Sale, Morocco 237, 404 
Al Saffah 132 
Saliba, Jamil 313n.6 

Salih (Arab prophet) 62 
Salih al Ayvibl, King 327 
salik 297 
Salim {student of Hisham ibn ‘Abdul Malik) 346 

Salim 1 315 
Salim 11 207, 436 
Salim Chishti, Shavkh 438 
Safimiyyah Mosque {Selimiyyah) 207, 418, 439 

Saljuk see Saljiia/Saljigs 
Salidg/Saljigs (of Ram) 217, 278, 352, 398 

Sallim ibn Abf al Hugayq 206, 207 

Sallam ibn Mishkam 207 
Salmin al FarisT 198, 206, 274 

samd® 298; lawfulness of 449-55 

Siman {of Balkh} 224 
SAmarni dynasty 224, 278 
Samaritan 17, 20 

Samarqand 166-7, 175, 213, 224, 225, 278, 

332, 444, 452, 454 

Samarra’ 99, 414, 4380.8 
al Samaw’al 14 
Samrah Ibn Jundub 112 
Samuel 53, 97 
San‘d’ 60, 414; Grand Mosque 414 

san‘ah 475 
Sanhijah tribe 226 
san-hsienn 473 
Sankarpasa Mosque 426 

Sankore Mosque 411 

Sanskrit language 21, 25, 35, 225, 343 

Santayana, George 320 
santlr 465 
santir 461, 465, 467 
al Saniisi, Muhammad ‘All 296 
San@isiyvah 227 

Saashyant 53 
al Saqiz1, Muhammad [bn Yisuf al Halabl 451 

Sagt al Zand 353 
Saragosa see Zaragosa 

al Sarakhsi, Abil Bakr Muhammad Ahmad 251, 

278-9 

sarangl 471 

Sarawak 474 
sarbasnai 467 
Sardinia 217 
Sardis 15 
sarewa 457 

Sargon 22, 28-30, 35-36, 48 

Sargonic state 30, 35 
sirinda 467, 471 

Sarkhad 450 ) 

al Sarkhadi, T3j al Din Muhammad Tbn ‘Abid Ibn 

al Husayn al TamIm! 451 

garod 471 

saroz 467 

al Sarraj, AbQ nvasr ‘Abdullah Ibn "All Ibn 
Muhammad lbn Yahyd Ta'is al Fugard' 296, 

298, 449 

al Sarrdj, Ya‘qlib 59 
sarunal 473 
sarune 473 
Sath-Gumbad Mosque 129, 426, 440n.12 
sato 473 
Satug Bughra Khan 224 
Saturninus 58 
Sauda (Urdu poet) 233 
Sawdi Arabia, Kingdom of 267, 270, 284 

Saul 34,53 
saw sam sal 473 
Sawa, George 443 

Sawad 213 
Sawidhili 21; see also Swahili language 
Sawdah 123 
al Sawiq, campaign of 205 

sawfi 441-43, 447-48, 457 -58, 466, 473, 

475, 477, 478n.12 

sa'y 149, 154 

sayf 373 

Sayf al Dawlah 307 

sayil 458 
Sayvid dynasty 218 

sdz 465, 467, 478n.1 

Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious 
Knowledge 41n.6 

Schechem 33, 34, 42n.36, 51 
School of Iraq  276; see also Hanafl school 

Sebaites 19n.8 
Sebuktigin 218 
Security Council (of United Nations) 84 
Sehzade Mehmet 418 

Sehzade Mehmet Cami 421 
Selimiyyah see Salimiyyah 
Seir 52 
Seleuci Empire 85 
Seleucis 220 
Seleucus 39 
Seleukia 215 
self-Arabized Arabs 21 
sélompret 473 

Sem (Shem) 7 
Sembilan, Malaysia, National Mosque 292 
Semite(s) 7,10, 17-20, 25, 27, 29 
Semitic 7, 17-18, 19n.2, 20, 35, 55-56, 61, 

173, 220, 342, 358 

Semitic alphabet 23, 25 
Semitic Christians 58, 61 
Semitic civilization 60-61, 102 

Semitic grammar 25 
Semitic and Hamitic Origing 1909 

Semitic languages 20, 23, 25, 27, 60-61, 173, 

358; style and syntax 25 

Semitic literature  25- 26, 30, 109; poetry 26 

Semitic religion 45, 60-61, 88, 50n.2, 107, 

112,152 

Semitic tradition 28, 81, 107, 163, 192; see 

aiso Ahrahamic tradition; Mesopotamian 
tradition; Arabic tradition 

Senegal 21, 259, 270, 284, 341; Republic of 

267; River 226 

Sense of Unity: The Safi Tradition in Persian 

Architecture, The 180n.9, 181n.19 

Serbia 218, 224, 259 
Serbo-Croatian language 259 

Sercf al Din Cami 418 
serompret 473 

seruling 473 
séruna 473 

setdr 467,473 

Seurat 376n.11 
Severus 40 
Seville 217,302, 309-10, 444, 450 

Sfax, Grand Mosque 410 

shabbZbah 447, 461 
Shadadpur 225 
shaddah 358 

GENERAL INDEX 497 

al Shadhili, ‘Ali 297 
Al Shadhiliyyah 297 

Shadliki {ensemble) 462 

Shaff' of Herat 357 
al Shafi7, Imam 251, 259, 276, 277 

Shafi‘i school 126, 276, 278 

Shiah Jahdn 220, 233, 433, 433 

Shah Namah: Tarikh-{-Hind wa Sind 201n.8 

Shah Tepe 5 
shakadah 73,88, 116, 141, 142, 151, 309, 374 

shahnal 471 

Shahrbanu 224 
Shakir, Muhammad ‘All 370 

shakl 458 

shalabiyyah 461 

Shalimar Gardens 434 
Shalmanezer [I1 35 

al Sham, Syria 210 
Shamash 14, 31, 50, 95 

al Shamt, ‘Umar Muhammad I[bn ‘Iwad 453 
al Shammasiyyah 332 
Shams al Din [bn Hamid al Shafi'T 453 
shamshadl 461 

Shamsi-Adad 35 
shangar 457 

Shaqiq of Balkh 296 
al Shagg 207 
shar'ah 305 

Sharaf 215 
Al Sharh al Asghar 310 
Al Sharh al Kabir 310 
Sharh al Magasid 334n. 
Sharh al Usiil al Khamsah 294n.1 
Al Shark al Wasat 310 
Shart'ak 108, 141, 150-52, 153, 155, 157, 

158, 159, 160, 161, 187, 194, 199, 219, 224, 

231, 239, 246, 251, 257, 265, 267-74, 277, 

279-80, 250, 296, 299-300. 303, 304, 
306-8, 325, 340, 344 

Shari'ah muhagqigah 281 
Shari‘gh and philosophy 307-8,310-1 
sharnai 471 
al Shash (Tashkand) 216, 225 
shashmagam 475 

al Shatibi, Tbrahim 251 
Shatrah 213 
Shatt al ‘Arab 198, 213 
shawqg 297 

shay’ 332 
Shaybin 8 
al Shaybani, AbG ‘Anr 235 
al Shaybini, Abli Mahlam 235 
shaykh 153, 297 
al Shaykh 214, 297 
al Shaykh (Mt. Hermon} 214 

Shaykh Lutfullah (mosque) 423 
shaypir 461 

Shechem 38 
Shem 7,10 
Shepherd fof Herses), The 57, 69n.42 

Sherpur 426 
sheshe 457 

Shi‘ah 246, 287; Im3ms 291 
al Shidvaq, Ahmad Faris 349 

Al Smifa” 308 
Shihab al Din 218 

Shihab al Din, Muhammad Ibn Isma'l al Hijazi 

445, 454 

Shikastak script 356, 363-8 

Shiloah, Amnon 442-43, 449, 478n.5, 478n.11 

shimshal 467 
shi‘r 336 
Shiraz 227, 348, 423, 444-45, 451-52 

Shiraz, Mir'All 367 
al Shirazi, Quib al Din Mahid Ibn Mas'ad Ibn 

Muglih 445, 451 
shirk 38,50-51,62-63,176, 180n.1, 315 

al Shirwani, Mawlana Fath Allah al Mu'min 445, 

453 

al Shirwant Mullizidah, Muhammad Amin Ibn 
Sadr Amin 454



GENERAL INDEX 

Shish Mahal, Lahore Fort, Pakistan 220 
Shishtd, Mu'inuddin 297 
al Shishtiyyah 297 
Shrine of Fatimah, Qum, Iran 381 
Shu‘ayb 62 

Shu‘ayb, tribe of 62 
Shu‘bzh ibn al Hajjaj 244 
Shubad, Queen 18 
Shubayl ibn ‘Ar‘arah 235 
Shulgi 29 
Shird Council 161; see alse Majlis af Shitra 
sh#ra 129, 161 

Shurahbil ibn Hasanah 214 
Shuravh 275 
Shuruppak 27 
Stbawayh 233, 236 
sibs 461 

Sicily 217, 355 

Sidit Bou Said, Tunisia: A Study in Structure 
and Form 440n.11 

Sidon 18, 33, 39 
Sidonia 217; Sidonians 53 
Sierra Leone, Republic of 267, 270, 284, 341 
sifit 180n.2 
Al Sifatiyyah 285-86 
Siffin 286 
al Sigetwiri, ‘All Ibn Mustaf3 ‘Alg" al Din al 

Bosnawl 453 
Al Sinah 114, 239, 275 
al Sijz1, Ibralim 357 
al SijzT, Yasuf 357 
Sikih 468 

sikkin 373 
simsimiyyah 457, 461 
Simyra 33 
Al Sind'ah al Tibbiyvah 325 
Al Sina‘atayn 348 
Sinai, Mount 52 
Sinaitic tribes 55; neoc-Sinaitic writing 358 
Sinin (architect of Ottoman sultanate) 207, 436 
Sindn ibn Thabit 325 

Sind 198, 216, 218, 225 

Sind-Hind book 332 
Sind River 216 
Singapore 269, 284 
Singnanfu 225 
Stuiscript 365 
Sinkiang 268 
Sigayah 67 
Strat al Nabiyy Salla Allahu "Alayhi wa Sallam 

(Strat, Strat Rasal Allah) 111n.23, 1391.9, 
n.ll, 140:n.17, n.18, n.23, 200n.1, 315 

Sirhindi, Ahmad 296 
siriri 457 

Al Sirr al Maknian 328 
sitdr 467, 471 

Sittak 357, 361-62 

Sivas 315 
stydghat 343 
siyam 116, 144 
de Slane, MacGuckim 449 
Slavic language 41n.1 
Soba 222 
sobaba 457 
Social and Natural Sciences, The 334n.2 
societism 84, 110, 296 
Socrates (author of Historia Ecclesiastica) 58, 

69n.49 

Socratism 307 
Sogartian tribe 37 
Sokuilo Mehmet (mosque} 418 

Solomon 39, 53, 56, 97, 191 

Solomon’s Temple 33, 38, 53, 54, 97 
Somalia 268, 270, 284 
Somnath 218 
so-na 473 

sornd 467 

Sources of Avabian Music, The 449 
South Africa 226, 269, 284 
Scuth America 270 

South Arabia 22, 67; South Arabian Kingdom 22 

South Arabian(s) 22, 23, 65 

South China Sea 224 
Sourheast Arabia 29 
Southeast Asia 321, 334, 399,458-60, 478n.16 
Southwest Arabia 3 
South Yemen, People’s Democratic Republic of 

268, 284 

Soviet Union 355 
50z 458 

Spain (al Andalus) 199, 217-18, 222-23, 226, 

284, 310, 331, 354-55, 361, 362 

Spaniards 310 
Spanish language 25 
SniLanka 269, 284 
“Sri Paduka Sultan” menarchy 228 
Stone Age 321 
Strait of Suez 3 
Straits of Malacca 224, 228 
Studia Islamica 91n.45, 180n.4 
Studies in Arabic Literary Papyri I, Historical 

Texts 376n.5 
Studies in Art and Literature of the Near East 

in Honor of Richard Ettinghausen 181n.19 
Studies in Malaysian Oral and Musical 

Traditions 478n.16 
Subartu 49 
Subk al A'shd 353n.1, 353n.4 
Sub-Saharan Africa 355, 478n.1, 478n.16 
successive combinations, in art 165-67, 370, 

429, 474-75 

Sudan 222, 226, 268, 270, 284 

Sadant script 363 -67 
Sifi, Sufism 89n.2, 179-80, 195, 226, 246, 

296-97, 298-300, 303, 304, 308, 328, 

449-53, 455; See, tasawwuf 

Sufyan ibn Harb 130 

Sufyan ibn ‘Uyaynah 244, 276 
sugul 459 

Suhaylibn ‘Amr 128, 137 
al Suhrawardi, Diyd’ al Din Abf Najib ‘Abd al 

Qzhir 450 
al Suhrawardt, Shihib al Din AbG Hafs ‘Umar 451 
suhuf 95 
suk#in 358 
al Sulglim 207 

al Sulami, Abi ‘Abd al Rahman Muhammad Ibn 
Husayn al Azdi al Naysabiri 449 

Sulaym tribe 8, 205 
Sulayman (c, 108/726) 225 
Sulayman (926/1520-974/1566) 223, 315 
Sulayman {d. 99/717; ibn ‘Abdul Malik) 130 
Sulayman {ibn ‘Abdul Rahmzan} 131 
Sulayman (ibn Al Hakam) 131 
Sulayman Basha, statue of 438n.3 
Sulaymén Ibn Muhammad [bn *‘Abdullah [bn 

Isma‘?l Abf al RabT' al Sharif al ‘Alawi, Sultin 
of Morocco 454 

Sulayman Shzh (597/1200) 309 
Sulaymaniyyah complex 423, 434n.7; Mosque 

418 
suling 473 
Sulman 215 

Sultan Ahmad Mosque, Istanbal, Turkey 259, 
418 

Sultan of Marrakish 311 
Sultan Muhammad I, tomb of 362 
Sultdn of Qassantinah 311 
Sultdn of Tilimsan 311 
Sumatra 224, 228 
Sumer 29, 30, 48 
Sumerian 11, 27, 29, 30, 32, 35, 41, 41n.11, 

42n.16, 46 -48 

Sumerian Religious Texts 19n.5 
Sumerology 41n.8 
Al Sunan 140n.12 
sundatung 473 
Sunnah 112-6, 118, 127, 128, 134, 137, 139, 

147-48, 231, 243, 246, 25253, 267, 
274-76, 279 

sunnah apad 114 

sunnah ghayr hukmiyyah 113 

sunnah hukmipvah 113-14 
sunnah mashbithah 114 
sunnah mubayyinah 281 
sunnah mulawdtivah 114 
Sunr (al Ash'ariyyah) 293, 300 
Suppiluliumas 12, 14 
sig 155, 426, 432 

Saq ‘Ukaz 14 
stirah 100, 142, 171, 338 

sirah Al'Asr 91n.38 
sirah Al Fath 136, 202 

Surinam 269, 270 
srinda 471 

surna 467 
surnai 468, 473 
surndy/surnay 461, 467 

Stisah (Susa) Tunisia 15, 40, 99, 410 
Susiana 29 
Suwa' 65 
Suwid 214 

suwar(pl. of sErak) 162, 169, 171, 237 

Suwayd ibn Ghaflah 233 
al Suyftl, Abi al Fadl ‘Abd al Rahman Thn Abd 

Bakr Thn Muhammad Jaldl al Din 445, 453 
svaramandal 471 
Swahili language 259, 403, see also Sawahill 
Swaziland 269 
Switzerland 217, 271 

sybyzga 467 

Sylhet 426 
Syria 7,11-12, 14-186, 18, 22, 29, 30, 

32-35, 41n.1, 124, 194, 203, 210-11, 213- 

14, 221, 270, 278, 351, 352, 355, 438n.8, 

450-~51, 453 

Syriac language 20, 25, 35, 220 
Syrian Arah Republic 268, 284 
Syrians 52 
Systéme philosophique des Mu'tazilah (Premiers 

penseurs de U'lsiam), Le 294n.1 

ta'abbud 304 
ta‘ah 304 
ta'azir 251 
tabal 465 

tabalde 457 

tabagah (pl. tabagaf) 244 
Tabagat al Atibba’ 325 
Tabagat al Mu'tazilah 294n.1 
al Tabar1, AbT al Tayyib Tahir Ibn ‘Abdullah Ibn 

Tahir 450 
Tabaristan 224, 278 
al Tabr'iyyat 328 
Tabikhah 8 
Taki'an 233 
tabl 457, 461 

tabl baladl 461 
tablah 461 

Tabriz 444 -45, 452; Blue Mosque of 423 
Al Tabstrak fi Usal al Figh 278 
Tabak 208, 213 
tadif 479n.27 

Tadjik language (Farsi) 259 
Tadjikistan 259, 268 
Tadmur (Palmyra) 13, 214 
al tadrib 322 

tafilat (sing, tafilak) 403, 406 

al Tafilat], Muhammad Ibn Muhammad a! 
Maghribi al Azhari 454 

tafsty 243 

tafsir bil ma'thizr 244 
Tafstr al Qur'an al "Aztm 244 
al tafstrah 325 

Taghlib tribe 8, 67, 213, 221, 350 

Tahafut al Faldsifah 299, 320 
Tahdfut al Tahdfut 310 
al Tahanawi 239 
Al Tahdhtp 239 
Tahdhib al Alfaz 236 
Tahdhib al Usail 278 
Tzhir 122 
tahmid 458



Al Tahqig fi Ahddith al Khilaf 259 
tahsindl 274 
ALTAT 133 
Ta'if 17, 29, 119, 124, 209, 215, 242 

Taipei, Mosque of 428 
Taiwan 269 
Ta'izz 452 

Taj al ‘Ariis 239 
Taj Mahal 433-35 
Tajrid Asma’ al Sahabah (by ‘lzzud din ibn al 

Athir) 255 
Tajrid Asma' al Sqhabah (hy Muhammad ibn 

Abhmad al Dhahabl) 255 
tajutd gl Qur'an 452, 453, 455 
takbirdt 145 

takiyyah 297 
takltf 74, 81, 288, 304 
Takrinah, Tunisia 430 
fald 478n.12 

Tala Kari Madrasah, Samargand 167 
Talhah 215, 274 
Talifu 225 

Ta'lig script 357,363-7 
Taligdnt, Darwish "Abd al Majid 357 
Tall al ‘Amarnah 32 
Tall Halaf 7 
Tall al ‘Ubayd 10 
al Tall, Safwan 25 
talmith 345 

Tamachek language 259 
tama’'ninah 279 
al tamassuk bil asl 267 
tambari 457 
tambdr 471 

tambiirah 461 
Tamerlane (Timurlank) 217, 311 

Tamim tribe 8, 350 
tamthil al m'ant 343 
tanbir 457, 461, 467, 473 

tarhuro 471 

T'ang Dynasty 224 
Tanha 315 

Tanta, Egypt 297 

Tantipara {mosque) 426 

Tandkh tribe 7, 13, 14, 221 

Tanzania 259, 268, 270, 284, 354 

Tacist 90n.2, 298, 314 
tagasim 458 

Al Tagrib fi Asrar al Tarkih 328 

Al Tagrib min Usil al Figh 251,278 

taqwa 110 

Taquwim al Adillah fi Usitl al Figh 251,278 

tar 447, 457, 461, 467, 473 

farab 298 
Tarafah ibn al ‘Abd 14, 69n.62 
tarassala 347 

al tarassul 343, 346 

tarawangsa 473 

tardwih 442 
Al Ta'rifat 239 
ta'riah 447 
Tarik Khanah 423 

Tarikh al ‘Arab Qabla al Islam 69n.61 

Tarikh ol Hukama' 313n.2 

Tarikh gl Umam wal Mulik 228n.2 

Tariq ibn Zivad 217, 226 
tarigah 297 
Tarjuman al Ashwdq 302 

tarkih 479027 

tarompet 473 
Tarsus 18 
tarti! 478n.12 

Tartil al Quy'dn 449, 453, 455 

tasauwwuf 295-300, 303, 304, 308; see also 

mysticism, S#fT 

al tashbib 350 

Tashkand (Tashkent, Shashy 216, 225 

Tashkopruzade, Ahmad Ibn Mustafa Ibn Khalil 

454 

tashri’ 108 
taskhir 317 

taslim 469, 479n.25 
tasrif 236 
Al Tagrif Liman ‘Ajiza ‘an al Ta'lif 326 
Tatars 15, 217, 304; language 259 
Tatar Asian Soviet Soclalist Republic 259 
tat twam ast 46 
Tatawwur al Hurif al ‘Arabiyyak 25 

tawakkul 297, 304 

Tawazun 336, 343, 345486, 348 

tawbah 297 

tawhid 73-74,76-77, 79-85, 88- 89, 89n.2, 
60n.3, 91n.47, 107, 109, 134, 142, 158, 163, 

165, 169, 173, 176, 179, 193, 284, 287, 296, 

304, 324, 328, 354, 375, 379-80, 383, 403, 

406 - 407, 410, 427, 442, 466, 475, 477 

Tawhid: Essays an Life and Thought 111n.27 
al Tawhidi, Abd Hayyan 306, 313n.3, 346, 348 
Tawqt script 357, 361 

tawshih 348 
Tawis 244 
Tay tribe 7, 11, 213 
Taym 9 
Tayma' 14,17, 207 

Al Taysir f al Qira'at al Sab’ 240 

Teda language 259 

tendi 457 

teérbang 473 

teslim  479n.25 
Tetouan {Tigwan} 444, 454 

tevilbas 470 

al Tha'alib 233 
Thabit bin Qurrah 331 
Thabit ibn Qays 211 
Thabit thn Yazid 28 
Thailand 269, 284, 474 

Tha'lab, Abiil ‘Abbas 236 
Tha‘labah tribe 205 
Thalabiyvah 215 
Thamad 65 
Thamid, tribe of 62 
Thanesar 218 
thap 474 

Thagib 8 
Thadqif, tribe of 209 
Thatta, Pakistan 409 
Theodora, Empress 57 
Theodora, daughter of Kartakuzinos 218 

Theodoret 69n.48 

Theodorus 214 
Theodosius, Emperor 216 
Theology (by Plotinus) 308 
Theology of Aristotle, The 308 

Theory of Mustc in Arabic Writings 
{c. 900-1900), The 449, 478n.11 

theatokos theology 63 

thom 474 

Thousand and One Nights 26 

Thrace 18 
Thuluth script 175, 357, 361-62, 371 

Thumamah ibn al Ashras 286, 289 

Thumulzh trihe 7 
Thut-mose [V 12 
Al Tibb al Mansirt 326 
Al Tibb al Rihant 326 

tiga tali 473 
Tiglath-Pilezer I 35 
Tiglath-Pilezer 11 35, 37 

Tigre 20 
Tigris-Euphrates basin 26 

Tigris River 3, 26-27, 198, 213, 215 

Tihamat (Tihdmah) 7, 47-48 

Thaniyyah 227, 297 

tikara 471 
tilawah 478n.12 
Timbuktu 226, 227, 411 
Timurlank see Tamerlane 

Tinmal 410 
tinten 473 
al Tirmidhi 114, 260 

Titus 40 
Titwan see Tetouan 
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Tlemcen, Grand Mosque 410 
Tabago 269 

tobol 457 

Togo 268, 270, 341 
Toledn 217, 243, 310, 410 

tolerance 79, 269 

tombak 465, 467 

Topkapi Palace (Saray), Istanbul, Turkey 260, 

438n.8 

Torah 38, 41n.1, 51, 54-55, 137, 191, 184-95 

totalism, Islamic state as 138 
Tours 217 
Touma, Habib Hassan 479n.25 
Tower of Hasan, Rabat, Morocco 210 
Toy, Crawford Howell 41n.6 
Traditional Music in Modern Java 479n.17 
transcendence 163, 165, 292, 296; see also 

God, transcendence of 

transcendentalist faith 61, 63; see, Abrahamic 
faith; Mesopotamian tradition; God, 
transcendence of 

transcendentalistic religions 314, 315 
transfiguration in art 380-3, 411-6, 416-27 

Trans-Jordan 53 
Transoxania 224 
Treaty of Hudaybivah 125, 135-37, 202, 267 

Trengpganu 228 

tribalism 67, 203, 211-2 

Tribeni 426 
triliterality 23 

Trimillos, Ricarde Dicsdada 478n.1 
Trinidad 269 
Tripoli 33, 216, 410, 452 
Tsung, Su 225 
Tsung, Emperor Hsuan 225 

tubbel 457 
Tubba‘ (kings of Yaman) 14 
Tubba‘ Abi Karib Asad 151 
Tughlug, Firiz 233 
Tughlug sultinate 218 
tughrd’ 368-9 
Al Tuhfah fr Usil al Figh 278 

tiidik 467 
tula 467 

Tulayhah 211 
tulum 465 

Talond dynasty 278 
Thuluth script 371 
Tamdarscript 357, 365 
tumbul 457 
Tunis 18, 216, 222, 226, 310-11, 406, 444, 

452-53 

Tunisia 16, 268, 270, 284, 286, 355, 363, 454, 

Tunisian court 406 

Tunjar Arabs 226 

Turfan, Xinjiang Province, People’s Republic of 

China 286, 401, 428, 440 

Turkestan 5, 216, 224 

Turkey 217, 259, 268, 270, 284, 297, 315, 

354 -55, 360, 384, 398, 431, 454, 458-59, 

462-63, 468 

Turkic language 259, 343 
Turkish art 398-9 

Turkish Art and Architecture 40702, 440n.14 

Turkish Cargah 488 
Turkish Kurdi 468 
Turkish language 21, 259, 403 
Turkish Puselik 468 
Turkish Rist 468 
Turkmenistan {Turkmenia) 259, 268 
Turkomen 15, 16, 217 
al Turtishi, Ibn Abl Randagah Abd Bake 

Muhamrmad Ibn al Walid Ibn Muhemmad 450 

Tas 299, 44950 
Tushratta, King 33 

al TiisT, Nasr al Din Aba Ja'far Muhammad ibn 

Muhammad Ibn al Hasan 445, 451 

Tyre 18,33 

al ‘Ubayd period 27 

‘Ubayd al Qasim ibn Saldm, Aba 235
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‘Ubayd ibn al Abras 69n.62 
‘Ubaydullah 131 
‘Ubaydullah al Mahdi 292 
Ubayy ibn Ka'b 244 
Ubullah 213 

U Serefeli 418 

Ucch 218 
‘ad 447, 457, 461, 485, 467 
Al 'Uddah ff Usal al Figh 278 
udrub 403 
Uganda 269, 284 
Ugarith 33, 39, 42n.29 
Ugaritica 42n.29 
Uhud 209; campaign of 125 
Uighur 474 

Ukavdir 208, 438n.8 
Ujjavn 218 
Ukaydic 210 
‘ukdz 351; Dayof 17 

‘Ukidz Fair 67 
wukhuwwah 153, 154 

Ukrania 5.5.R. 269 
‘wlama’ 161, 162, 199, 303 

Ullays 213 

Cla Jami' (Bursa) 362, 418, 422, 440n.12; 
(Sivas) 440n.12 

Ulugh Bak (Ulug Beg) 332: madrasah, 213 
‘wlidm al hadith 276, 344 

‘Uliant al Hadth wa Mustalahih 263n.1 
‘wlidm al Qur'an 276 

al ‘wliism al shar‘iyyah 231 
umani (pl. of wmmah) 195, 198 

Uman 7, 17, 211, 270; see also Oman, 
Sultanate of 

“‘Umar ibn ‘Abdul ‘Azlz 130, 222, 29596, 346 
‘Umar ibn Abfi RabTfah 350 
“Umar ibn Bahr Al Jahiz 288 
‘Umar ibn al Khattab 9, 37,119, 123-25, 130, 

1386, 139, 194-96, 209, 214-16, 220, 222, 

244, 274-75, 286, 315, 350, 358, 376n.2 

‘Umar Khayyam 331 
‘Umar b. Yasuf 228n.10 

al ‘Umard, Ibn Fadl Allah Shinab al Din Ahmad 452 
Umawi caliphate 67, 130-31, 22021, 233, 

332, 344, 346, 351-54 

Umawi dynasty 130-31, 218, 278, 326 

Umawl period 147, 345; governor 286; po- 
etry 351 

Umayyah 9, 123, 130 
Umayyah clan 285 
Umayyah ibn Abd al Salt 350 
Umayyah ibn Khalaf 204 
Al ‘Umdah ft Usitl al Figh 278 
umkiki 457 
Umm Kulthtm 123, 443, 459 
Umm Salamah 274 
umman 16, 84-85, 124,125, 128-130, 

134-38, 147, 148, 151, 154, 156, 158, 161, 

162, 180, 194 -95, 196, 210, 252, 268, 271, 

277, 303, 304, 306, 339, 380, 457 
“al wummah” (“al dawlah al Islamiyyah’) 194 
ummah of the Jews 135, 194 
Ummah Zaydiyyah (Emozavdi) 227 
Umru’ al Qays 14 

Unton of the Two Wise Men — Plato and 
Aristotle 307 

United Arab Emirates 268, 270, 284 

United Kingdom 269, 271, 284 

United Nations 84, 200 ’ 
United States 269 
universalism 17, 30, 36, 50, 51, 61, 143, 159, 

189-91, 193, 288, 339-40 
Upper Volta, (Republic of) 268, 270, 284, 341 
‘Ugayl 123 
‘Ugbah ibn Nafi' 216 
Ur (Orim) 10, 11, 18, 22, 29, 30, 38, 50, 97 

Urartu 40, 42n,39; Urartian civilization 40 
Urdu, language 21, 343, 366, 403 
‘urf 247 

al 'urf wal ‘Gdah 268 
Ursemitisch 23 

Usimah 210 

Usavd ibn Hudayr 206 
usbug 403 
Usd al Ghabah fi Ma'rifat al Sahdbah 254 
“Ushayrah 204; campaign of 125 

‘wshr 171 
al Uskudari, ‘Aztz Mahmud Ibn Fadlullah al 

Hudam 454 

us@il, usitl al figh 251, 267-68, 276-79, 340 

Us@il al Figh (by ‘Abdul Jabbar) 279 
Us#il al Figh (by Abli Bakr "Ald’ al Qushayrd) 277 
Usiil al Figh(by ‘AlTMuhammad al Baydawi) 251 
Usal al Figh(by Muhammad ‘Abdullah al 

AbharT) 277 

Usil al Figh (by Muhammad Ahmad al 
Sarakhst) 251, 278 

Usal al Figh (by ‘Ubavdullah al Karkhd) 251 
usils, wsalifs), usilivyiin 79, 90n.15, 248, 

251, 276-49 

‘Uthmin, house of 16 
‘Uthman I 217, 244, 345, 358 

‘Uthman dan Fodio, Shaykh 226, 296 

‘Uthmin, Hafiz 357 
‘Uthman Ibn ‘Affan 39, 130, 136, 274, 285, 

376n.2 

‘Uthmin al Tawil 288 
‘Uthmanhi state 217, 223; rule  218; rulers 

151; see also Ottoman 

Utica 18; see also Tunis 
Uttu 48 
Utu 11, 19n.4 

Uzbek language 259 
Uzbekistan 259, 268 
al ‘Uzza 17, 65 

Varamin 423 
Varuna 33 
Vaux, Baron Carra de 294n.2 
Venetians, rule over Crete  223; shipowners 221 
Venture of Islam, The 181n.11 
Vespasian 40 

vice-gerency, see khalifah, khildfah 
Vienna 218 
Vietnam 228, 269 

al wa'd wa al wa'id 288 

Wadai 226; tribe 226 
Wadd 17 

Waddan 201; campaign against 125 

Wadt ‘Arabah 214 

Wadi Hunayn 208 
Wadi al Qura 207 
Wadi Sirhin 214 

Wafayat al A'van wa Anbd’ Abra’al Zaman 449 
Wahb ibn ‘Abd Manif 9 
Wahb ibn Munabbih 112 
Wahhabivyah 304 
Wahraz 17 
Wahshi 211 
Wa'l B 
wajddah 255 

waih 249 

wak'a addini 459 
Wals ibn al Jarrah 244 
Wakil Masjid 423 
Walajah (Shatrah) 213 
Walata 227 

Walid 123 
AlWalid 11 130 
Al Waltd (ibn ‘Abdul Malik) 130, 325, 3435, 3486, 

357 

al Waltd ibn al Mughirah 104 
waliyy (pl. awlivg’) 302 
wagf (ph. awqas) 151-52, 325 

waqgfah (pl. waqfdd 171, 469, 473 
al wagifiyyah 249 
wara' 297 

Warangel 218 
Al Waragat 278 

Waraqah ibn Nawfal 122 
wasant 457 

wasdyd 344, 345 

Washshukanni (Wassukanni) 12, 33 

Al Wasatah 348 
Washington, D.C. 195 
Wasil ibn ‘At 276, 286, 288 
wasiyyah 255, 344 
waslah 475 

Wassukkanni see Washshukanni 
Al Wathiq 132, 286 
Watth 207 
widzi’ 279 
Waar Khiin Masjid 422 

West, the, adoption of Arabic numerals 331; 

incarnational theclogy of 87; naturalism of 

88; Western exaggerationism 90n.2 
West Africa 271, 341, 384, 458 
West Arabla 44 
West Asia 15, 21, 344; West Asfan 7 
West, modern 10, 17, 86, 379; art 372-76, 

379; tonal scale 477; Western civilization 
83-84; Western culture’s assimilation of 
Jews 88 

Western Islamic Architecture 438n.8 
Westgothische Arianismus und die Spanische 

Ketzer-Geschichte, Der 229n.14 
wildyah 302 
women in Islam  149-51 

World of Islam, The 407n.1 
World of Music, The 180n.4 
world- and life-affirmation 82, 84, 110, 270 
Wudd 65 
wudi' 142 

wurid 114 

Al Wusal ild Ma'vifat gl Usii (by Dawtd ibr 
‘Ali al Zahir) 276 

Al Wusal ilg Ma'rifat @l Usal (by Ahmad 
Muhammad al Ma'afirl) 278 

Xerxes 15 
Xian Mosque 212, 302-303, 401 

Xining Mosque 192 
Xinjiang Province 401 

Yaghtith 65 
Yahweh 52,163 

Yahyd ibn Ma'tn 257 
Yahya ibn Zivad al Farra 236 
vaktaro 471 
Yalamlam 283 

Yamamah 67; battle of 211; king of 207 
Yaman 3,3,7, 11,17, 22, 38, 54, 59, 60, 67, 

124-25, 138, 195, 207. 209, 212, 270, 291; 
(tribe) 350 

Al Yanabi' fial Usal 278 
Yanbu' 125, 204 

vang-ch'in 473 

yagin 142, 207, 299, 301 

Ya'gb (Jacob, prophet) 191 
Ya‘qb ibn al Lavth 224 

Yaqft al Rimi Shihab al In Abi 'Abdullah 
Ya'qdb Ibn ‘Abdullah al Hamawi 334, 352 

Yiqit tbn ‘Abd Allah a! Musta'simi 357, 361 
Yarbu' 8 

Yarmik River 214, battle of 215 
Ya'rub Ibn Qahtan 7, 22 
Yashjub 7 

Yasir ibn Razzam 207 
Yathrib (Madinah) 7, 124, 203 
Ya'igq 65 

Yazd 423 

Yazdigird 14, 215, 224 

Yazid 1 130 

Yazid II 130 

Yazid ibn Abii Sufvan 214 

Yazid ibn Hartin 244 
Yazid ibn al Walid (Yazid [II} 130, 346 
al Yaziji, Nasif 349 
Year of Delegations 198 
Year of Deputations 125 
Yearbook of the International Folk Music 

Council 479n.23



Yemen Arab Republic (North) 268, 284; see 
also Yaman 

Yeni Cami 418 
Yesil Cami 418, 421, 432 
Yibnah 17, 97 
Yiddish 41n.1 

Yildirim 418 
Yorguc Pasha (mosquey 418 

Yoruba 227 
Yugoslavia 223, 259, 269, 284 
Ythanni ibn Ru’bah, Bishop 208 

Yunnan 225 
yusr 79 

Ydsuf ibn ‘Abd al Barr 254 

Zabid, Yemen 452-3 

Zafar Khan Ghazi Mosque 426 
Al Zafir 292 
Al Zahir (' Abba sTcaliph} 133; (Fatimicaliph) 292 

Al Zihir Baybars Mosque 414 
al Zahir, Ibn Dawlid 276 
Al Zahy al Matlail fi al Khabar al Ma'll 258 

al Zahra' 326 
Zahrah 9 
al ZahrawT, AbQll Qasim Khalaf ibn ‘Abbas 326 

Zaire 270 
al Zajjaj, Abl Ishag 237 
zakat 116, 145-47, 154, 211, 273, 283 

Zaki, Ahmad 69n.60 
al ZamakhsharT, AbG al Qasim Mahmiid [bn 

‘Umar 245, 288, 450 
Zambia 270 
zambuna 457 
al Zamiakanl 336 
Zamzam 149 

zann 77 
zannt 247 
zanniyvakh 114 
Zaragosa (Saragosa) 217, 444, 450 
Zaranka 37 
Zarathustra 15 
zarh 467 
Zaria, Nigeria 118, 397, 411 

Zawari 423 
zawiyah 297 
Zayandah River 425 

Zayd ibn ‘All 227 
Zayd ibn Aslam 244 
Zayd ibn Hiarithah 123, 129, 208, 210, 291 
Zayd ibn al Khattab 211 
Zayd ibn Rifa'ah 306 
Zayd ibn Thabit 244, 274, 357-8 
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Zaydis of Yaman 291 
Zayla“® tribe 227 
Zaynab 122,123 
Zaynab bint Jahsh 123 
Zeus 18 
Zidonians 53 
Ziggurat of Ur 22 
2 332 
Zimmi 199; see also Dhimmah 
Zinak 317 
Zion 54 

zirbagali 467 

Zoroastrian(s) 138, 198, 207, 221, 224, 283 
Zoroastrianismy 13, 14, 17, 39, 50; Zoroastrian- 

ized 55 
Zubayd tribe 212 

al Zubayr Ton ‘Abdul Muttalib 9, 123, 275 
Zubayr (fortress in N, W, Arabia) 207 
Zuhayr ibn Abfi Salma 67, 69n.62 
zuhd 297 

Al Zuhr 309 
ukhruf 379 
zukrah/ziikrah 447, 457 

zumbarah 457 

Zunbil 216 

zurndjzurna 461, 465, 467
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abd 73B 

‘Abadan 26, 32 

‘Abbasl state 48 

‘AbbasTs 39 

‘Abdul ‘Aziz bin Misd 42 

‘Abdul Rahman al Ghafigi 42 

‘Abdullah ibn Hudhafah al Sahmi 21 

‘Abdullah ibn Sa‘d ibn AbG Sarh 42 

Abi ‘Ubaydah Hamzah 32A 

Abidjan 57, 58, 59 

Abraham 14 

Abi Bakr al Siddiq 37, 53 

Abd Dhabl 1 

Abi Qubays Mt. 18, 34D 

Abi Mis3 al Ash’ar 35 

Abi ‘Ubaydah (ibn) al Jarrah Division 

{military) 34D, 35 

Abi ‘Ubaydah and Shurahbtil Division 36 

Al Abwi' 20, 30 

Abyssinia 21, 27, 28, 30, 46 

Accra 45, 57, 58, 59 

Achaemenid Empire 15 

Acheh 40 

Acre (‘Akka) 24A, 26, 32, 48 

Adab 10,11 

‘Adan (Aden) 1,4,86,7,24A, 28, 30, 31, 

32,46; Gulfof 6 

Adana 48 

Addis Ababa 50, 51 

Adharbayjan (Azerbaijan) 25, 26, 27, 29, 

30, 52 

Adhrih  33C 

Adilevaz 62 

Adulis 6,7 

Aegean Sea 16E 

aerophones 71B, 72B, 73B, 74B, 75B, 

76B, 77B 

Afghan, ethnicity 51 

Afghanistan 49, 50, 51, 52 

Africa 7 

Agada 10 

Agades (Agadez) 44, 45, 59, 62, 64 

Aghmat 42 

Agni 57 

Agra 62, 68 

Ahmadabad 62, 68 

Ahwiz (al) 37, 46 

Aylah ('Agabah) 48 

Ajdabiyyah 62 

Ajmer (Ajmir) 39, 62 

Ajnadayn 35 

Ajyad 18 

Akhmim 30 

‘Akka (Acre) 46, 48 

Akkad 8 

Akkadian Empire 9, 11, 12 

Akkadians 10 

Aksum 4,7 

Aksaray 62 

al ‘Ald" ibn al Hadram1 21, 22 

Alalakh 11 

‘Alamiit 47 

Albania 49, 52 

Alcolea 56 

Aleppo 14, 23C, 244, 30, 37, 47, 62, 65, 

70: see also Halab 

Alexander the Great 13; campaigns of 

16A; empire of 15 

Alexandretta 32 

Alexandria 4, 6, 7, 164, 16B, 16C, 16D, 

16E, 21, 244, 26, 29, 30, 37, 38, 41, 

42, 44, 46, 51; archbishop of 21 

algaita 72B, 72C 

algaitaru 72B 

Algeria 49, 50, 52, 57 

Algiers 29, 50, 62, 63 

‘AR ‘Ubaydah Hamzah 35A 

aligeta 72B 

Almeria  23C, 32, 46, 62 

Almodbvar del Rio 56 

Aluld 33C 

Amaj 20 

Amalfi 46 

Amasiya (Amasya) 55, 62, 66 

Amaya 42 

Ambharic 50 

Ammonium 16A, 16B 

‘Ammin 1, 36 

Amphictyonic tribes 13 

‘Amr ibn al ‘As 21, 22, 35, 41; military 
division 36 

‘Amr ibn Umayyah al Dimrl 21 

Amurru 12,13 

Amurru migrations 13 

amzhad 72A 

Anat 11 

al Anbar 3, 35,37 

‘Anbasah ibn Sahim 42 

Ancient House 53; see also Ka'bah 

Ancient Near East 8 

Ancona 29 

Ancyra 7 

al Andalus 25, 26, 30 

Andalusi 60 

‘Anjar 62 

Ankara 1,50, 51, 62 

Al Namirah 53 

Antioch (Antiochia) 6, 16C, 16E, 24A, 

37, 41, 48; principality, 48 

Aornus 164, 16B 

al ‘Agabah 30, 48 

al 'Aqiq, palaces of 19 

agwal 71C 
al ‘Arab 30 
al ‘Arab al ‘Aribah (Arabizing Arabs) 9 
al ‘Arab al Musta‘ribah (Arabized Arabs) 9 

Arab overseas trade 7 

Arab Pre-Islamic states 3 

Arabia 8, 16A, 16C, 16D, 18E, 30, 40, 

49, 50, 51 

Arabian (ethnicity) 51 

Arabian Gulf 1, 2,6, 14 

Arabian Peninsula 13, 29, 33A 

Arabian Sea 1,4,7,17,68 

Arabian Theater, the 1 

Arabic, alphabet  5; calligraphy 60; 

language 50; script 49 

Arabs 57 

Arachosia 16A, 16B 

503
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‘Arafat ('Arafah) 18,53 

Aral Sea 7, 16A, 16B, 16C 

Aramaic (alphabet of Nabataeans} 5 

Araoune 59; see also Arwin 

Ararat Mts, 1 

Arbela 164, 16B 

Archidona 42 

Ardabll 37, 46, 62 

Ardestan (Ardistan) 62, 67 

‘Arfajah ibn Harthamah 22 

Arles 42, 46 

Aria 16A, 16B 

al ‘Arish 29 

al ‘Arj 20 

Armenia (Arminia) 186E, 25, 26, 30 

Armenian Mts. 164, 16B, 16C 

Artacauna 16A 

Asante Empire 45 

Ascalon: see 'Asqgalan 

Asfahan  30; see also Isfahan 

‘Asfin 20 

Ashanti 57 

Ashiir 4; see also Assur 
Ashja* 2 

Ashkhabal 16B 

Asia 37,38 

‘Asir Mt, 19, 34C 

Asna 30 

‘Asqalin 30, 31, 32, 48 

Assur 6, 11; see also Ashur 

Assyria 8, 12 

Assyrian State  13; Empire 15 

Astorga 42 

al Aswad al 'AnsT ‘Amr ibn Ma‘di Karib 

22 

Aswan 5, 15, 26, 30, 31, 37, 41, 44 

Asynt 44 

atabal 71C 

atambor 71C 

Athens 26 

Atlantic Ocean 59, 64 

Atrib 30 

Atum al Dahyan 19 

Audaghost 46 

Avignon 42 

al ‘Awall (Qurban) 19 

Awal Island 32 

Awla 31 

‘awwidah 71B 

Aylah 4, 6,7, 32, 33C, 36 
‘Avn Jaliit 47 

‘Avn al Tamr 35 

Azd 4 

Azerbaijan  52; see also Adharbayjan 

Baalhek 48 

Babaeski 62 

Babilyin 6 

Babylon 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 15, 164, 16B 

16C, 35, 41 

Bactra 16A, 16B 

Bactria 164, 16B 

Badajoz 62 

Badr, Battle of 334, 34A 

baganna 72A 

Bagerhat 62, 68 

Baghdad 1, 23B, 23C, 24A, 26, 30, 46, 

47, 50, 51, 62, 65, 70 

al Bahir 19 

baglama 74A 

Bahnasa 30 

Balr al Shim  25; see also Mediterranean 

Sea 

Bahrayn 1, 21, 22, 23B, 26, 52; see also 

al Yamamah 

Bajja Land 25 

balaban 75B 

Balabar 73B 

balikan 77A 

Al Balina 30 

Balkh 7, 244, 37, 38, 46, 62, 67 

Baluchistan 38 

Bamako (Bambako) 50, 57,58, 59 

Banaras 62 

Banda Acheh 62 

bandair 71C 

Bandar Seri Bagawan 62 

bandir 71C 

bandiri 72C 

banga 72C 

bangia 72A 

Bangladesh 49, 50, 51, 52 

Banju 58; see also Gambia 

Banjul 57, 59 

Bantam 40 

Bantu 51 

Banii ‘Abd al Ashhal 19 

Banii ‘Abs 2 

Bant ‘Adhrah 2 

Bani ‘Adwan 2 

Band ‘Amir 2 

Banii Asad 2, 22 

Bana Ashja® 34C 

Banti al Azd 2 

Band Bahrah 2 

Banti Bajilah 2 

Banii Bakr 2 

Bant Ball 2 

Bana Dhubyan 2 

Banii Fazarah 34C 

Bantu Ghassan 2 

Bana Ghatafan 2, 34C 

Bana Ghiz (Benghazi) 37 

Bani Hamadan 2 

Bana Hanifah 2 

Banfi al Harith 2 

Banii Harithah 19 

Banii Hawazin 2, 22 

Banii Iyad 2 

Banii Judaylah 2 

Bant Judham 2 

Banti Kalb 2 

Bana Khatham 2 

Bant Khawlan 2 

Banu Khuza‘ah 2 

Banu Kindah 

Bani Lakhm 

Bani Lihyan 

Banii Mudar 

Bant Murad (
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Bant Murrah 2 

Bani Muzaynah 2 

Bani Nimr 2 

Bana Quda‘ah 2 

Banii Qurayzah 19, 34C 

Banii Rabi‘ah 2 

Banii Rahwan 2 

Banii Rayl 2 

Band Sulaym 2, 22, 30, 34C 

Bani Taghlib 2 

Banii Tamim 2, 22 

Banii Tay 2 

Banii Yarbu' 2 

Band Zafar 19 

Barawa 46 

harazan 73B 

Barbar 30 

Barbar Kingdom 31 

Barbara Sea 26 

Barcelona 42 

Bariba 57 

Barqah 23, 25, 30, 31, 41, 42 

Basrah {Basra) 4, 7, 23A, 24B, 26, 30, 

35,37, 38, 46, 62,65, 70 

Basrah Gulf 30 

Bata 57 

Batinda 39 

Batn al Nakhl 30 

Baya 57 

Bayriit (Beirut) 1, 24A; see also Berytus 

Bayshah 6 

Al Bayyadiyyah 18 

baz 73C 

Bazikhah 22 

Beer Sheba 8 

Beirut 26, 32, 48; see also Bayriit; Berytus 

Beja 42 

bender 74C 

bendere 72C 

bendo 72C 

Bengal 39, Bayof 68; Guliofi 7 

Bengali, ethnicity 51; language 50 

Benghazi 23C, 44 

Benin 44, 52, 58, 59 

Benue River 45 

Berbera 46 

Berytus 4, see also Bayriat 

Bethlehem 48 

Beysehir 62, 66 

Béziers 42 

Bhopal 62 

Bijapur 62 

Bijjivah (Bijayahy 32, 42 

Bilecik 62 

al Birng, Abn al Rayhan 26 

Bilma 44, 45 

Bimim 45 

bindere 72C 

biola 77A 

Bi'r (well of) ‘Al 54 

Bi'r of Badr 34A 

Bi'r al Kahinah 42 

Birgi 62 

Bitah 22 

Bissau 57, 59



Bistami 62 

Black Sea 6, 7, 8, 16E, 17, 26, 30, 55, 

66; see also Pontus Sea 

blwér 75B 

Bobo-Dioulasso 62, 64 

Bordeaux 42 

Borneo 7, 40, 49; see also Brunei; 

Bandar Seri Bagawan 

Bornu 45 

Borsippa 10, 11 

Bougie 23C 

Bozuyuk 62 

brekete 72C 

brimbiri  72A 

Brunei 40, 50,52 

Bucephalia 16A, 16B 

Budapest 47 

bugu 74B 

Bukhara 7, 24A, 25, 26, 37, 38, 46, 62, 

67, 70 

Bilag 30 

Bulgar Land 25 

Bulgars 26 

big 71B, 72B, 73B 

Bursa 55, 62, 66 

biiri  72B 

Busra 3. 4,6 

Bust 62 

buzug 73A, 7T4A 

Byblos 5 

Byzantine, army and navy 41; lines 36 

Byzantines 35, 41 

Byzantium 22, 26, 30, 37, 38 

Cabura 16A, 16B 

Caesarea 6, 26, 35, 41, 48 

Cairo  23B, 23C, 244, 30, 41, 50, 62, 65, 

70: see also Fustit, al Qahirah 

Calicut 7, 28 

Cameroon (Cameroun} 52, 59 

Canaan 3,5, 8 

Canaria Islands (Canaries) 31 

Canton 40, 46, 62; see also Khanfu 

Carcassonne 42 

Carchemish 6, 8, 11, 12,13 

Carthage 42 

Caspian Gates 16A 

Caspian Sea 1, 6,7, 8, 16A, 16B, 16C, 

17, 26, 27, 30, 37; see also Khazar Sea; 

Tabaristan Sea 

Caucasus Mountains 

16E 

Celebes 40, 49 

Central African Republic 52 

Central Asia 62, 67, 754, 75B, 75C 

Ceuta 44; see also Sibtah 

Ceylon 7, 26, 28; see also Sarandib 

Chad 49, 50, 52, 59 

Champanir 62, 68 

chang 754, 77A 

Charax 16A, 16B 

Chari River 45 

Chhota Pandua 62 

8, 164, 16B, 16C, 

China 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30; 

upland . 25; lower 25 

ching-hu 77A 

Chinguetti 59, 62, 64; see also Shingit 

Chitor 39C 

Cho'or 75B 

" Chosroes, Madd'in of 21; see also 
Ctesiphon 

Cilicia 48 

Coimbra 42 

Colo 26 

Colombo 7 

Comorro Island 30, 52; see also Qamar 

Island 

Comorro Mt.  29; see also Qamar Mt. 

Conakry 57,58, 59 

Constantinople 16E, 24A, 26, 30, 41, 46; 

sieges of 38; Gulf of 27 

Coptus 7 

Cordoba 56; see also Qurtubah 

Crete (Creta) 4, 16E, 26, 38 

Crimea 47 

Crusades 40, 48 

Crusader State 48 

Ctesiphon  4; see also Chosroes, Mada'in of 

cuneiform 5 

Cutha 10, 11 

Cyprus 4, 16A, 16B, 16C, 16D, 16E, 25, 

26,32, 41, 48, 52 

Cyrene 16D, 16E 

Cyrus 41 

Czarkas Land 25 

dabakan 77C 

Dacca 62, 68 

daera 76C 

dafi 73C, 74C, 75C, 76C, 77C 

al Dafinah 4 

daft 72C 

dahal 75C 

Dahlakis 4 

Dahyah al Kalbt 21 

di'irah  73C 

Dakar 57, 58, 59, 62 

daloakah 72C 

Damascus 12, 164, 16B, 16C, 16E, 36; 

see also Dimashg 

dambura 75A 

Damghan 62, 67 

Damietta 30 

Damly Land 31 

dammam 75C 

danbooro  76A 

Danube River 16E 

dap 77C 

Daphne 16D 

darabukkahk 71C, 72C, 73C 

darbuka 74C 

Dark Sea (Atlantic Ocean) 26 

Dartus River 31 

Dathir 35 

davalbas 75C 

Davidic Kingdom 14, 15 

davul 74C, 75C 

Dawhah {(Doha) 1 

MAP INDEX 

Dawlatabad (Devagiri) 39 

Dawmat 6, 8, 33B, 33C, 35 

Daybul 7, 28, 38, 39, 46 

dayereh 75C 

Daylam 27, 29, 30 

Dead Sea 8, 48 

deblek 74C 
Delhi 7, 23B, 39, 47, 50, 51, 62, 64, 68 

Demak 40, 62 

desert 48 

Devagiri (Dawlatabad) 39 

Dhat ‘Irq 54 

dhol 76C 

dholak 76C 

Dhii al Hulayfah (Bi'r ‘All) 54 

Dhi al Taj Laqit ibn Malik 22 

Dijon 42 

Dimun 8, 11 

dilruba 76A 

Dimashq 1, 6,7, 8, 21, 23C, 26, 30, 35, 

37, 46, 48, 62, 65, 70; Amirate  48; 

see also Damascus 

Dir‘ah 36 

Divrigi 62, 66 

Diwani (script) 60 

Diyarbakr 62 

Djibouti 49, 50 

Dodoma 50 

dogdog 77C 

Dogon 57 

Doha: see Dawhah 

doira 75C 

dombak 75C, 77C 

dombek 74C 

Dongola 26, 31, 37, 41 

dotira 76A 

doul-bas 77C 

Drangiana 16A, 16B 

Drapsaca 16A, 16B 

dube 72C 

duff 76C 

duhl 76C 

dumbak 77C 

dumbelek 74C 

dumbrak 75A 

Dumyit 29 

Durian Burung 62 

dutar/ditar 754, 77A 

dutebla 75C 

dutepil 75C 

Dvarasamudra 39 

Dyawara 57 

East Asia 62, 69, 77A, 77B, 77C 

East Jinib 56 

Eastern Kifi {script) 60 

Eastern Roman Empire 16E 

Eastern Sea of Darkness 26 

Echatana 6, 8, 16A, 16B, 16C 

Eaja 42 

Ebla 3 

Edessa 37, 48 

Edirne 55, 62, 66 

Egypt 1,4,5,8, 14, 15, 164, 16C, 16E, 

17, 26, 28, 32, 41, 49, 50, 51, 52 
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Egyptian New Kingdom 15 

Ekallatu 11 

ektiri T6A 

Elam 12 

Elephantine 16D 

embilta 72B 

endigidi 72A 

Endu 8 

éngkérabal 77A 

England 25, 29 

enserunai  77A 

Ephesus 16C 

Erech 8§, 10 

Eridu 10, 11 

Erithrea 52 

Erzurum 62 

Eshnunna 11 

esrd] 76A 

Ethiopia 1, 4, 50, 51 

Euphrates (River) 1, 2,8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 

1684, 16B, 16C, 16E, 48; see also Furit 

River 29 

Europe 42 

Euxine Sea 16A, 16B, 16C 

Evub 62 

Ezech 11 

Fadak 4 

al Fadikh 19 

Fahs al Suradiq 56 

Fajr 4 

Fang 57 

Fansur 40 

Fantawa Is, 31 

Fanti 57 

Fags Mt. 31 

Farih 26 

Farghanah 38 

Fas 23C, 46, 62, 63, 70; see also Fez 

al Fashakhiyan 18 

Fasi (script) 60 

Fatehpur Sikri 62, 68 

al Fath 19 

Fayd 30 

Fayyiim 30, 41 

alFaw 3,4, 6 

Fazarah Sa'd 2 

Fertile Crescent 35 

Fez 24A, 26; see also Fas 

Finike: see Phoenix 

Firan 28 

Firozabad (Hazrat Pandua) 68 

First Lake 31 

France 26 

Frank Land 25 

Freetown 57, 58, 59 

Fréjus 43 

Fulani 57 

Fulbe Homeland 57 

Furdt River 29; see also Euphrates 

Fusia 26 

Fustat 30, 37, 41; see also Cairo 

Gaeta 46 

Galilee, Sea of 36 

Gambia 45, 52, 59; see also Banju 

gambus 77A 

gandang 77C 

Gandhara 7 

ganga 72C 

gangar algaita 72C 

Ganges (River) 39 

Gao 24A, 45, 62, 64 

garaya 72A 

Gaugamela 164, 168 

Gaur 82, 68 

gaychek 75A 

gayda 74B 

Gaza 12, 13, 164, 16B, 48; see also 

Ghazzah 

Gazur Gah 62 

Gedi 62 

Gedrosia 16A, 16B 

gédumbak 77C 

Geneva 43 

Genghis Khan 47 

Genoa 24A 

Gerona 42 

al Ghabah 19 

Ghana 30, 44, 45, 46, 58, 59 

Ghana Nile 30 

Ghariah 18 

Ghassan 3 

ghaychek 75A 

ghayda 74B 

ghaytah 71B 

Ghaznah 26, 39, 62 

Ghaznawis 39 

Ghazzah 6, 7, 23C, 29, 31; see also Gaza 

ghizhak 74A 

ghighi 71A 

GhirT Dynasty 39 
gitak 75A 

gicik  74A 

gijik 74A 

girift 748 

gitgit 77A 

Goa 7 

gobyvz 75A 

goeveme 72C 

Gog and Magog 25, 29 

goge 72A 

goje  72A 

Golashkerd 16A, 16B 

gold 30 

Gonja 57 

Goundam 62 

Granada 30, 42, 62, 70 

Great Atlas 31 

Greece 5,17,32 

Green Sea 31 

Grenoble 43 

Guadalajara 42 

gugeru 72A 

Guijelo 42 

Guinea 58, 59 

Guinea Bissau 52, 58, 539 

Gujarat 26, 28, 39 

gunbii 71A 

gurmi  72A 

Gutians 12 

Guzana 11 

Gwalior 39 

Habashah, Mt, 19 

al Habir 30 

al Hadar 3 

Hadramawt 9, 15, 26, 30, 31 

Hafr 35 

Hagar 14 

Haifa 48 

al Hajj 53, 54 

al Hajun 18 

Halab 6, 8, 11, 12, 46, 48; Amirate 

see also Aleppo 

Halys 16A, 16B, 16C, 48 

al Hakam ibn Dabi'ah 22 

Hamadin 32, 37, 46, 62 

Hamat (Hamath) 8, 12, 13, 47 

Hammurabi, Code of 13 

Hanaff School 23B, 23C 

Hanball School 23B, 23C 

al Haram 18, 19 

Haran (Harran) 6, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 48 

al Harith of Ghassan 21 

Harrah al Wabrah 19 

Hariin al Rashid 38 

Hassan ibn Nu‘min 42 

Hatara 15 

Hatib ibn Abi Balta‘ah 21 

Hatra 11 

Hatti 8 

Hattian invasions 13 

Hattusa 8 

Hausa 57; language 50 

Hausa Bokwoi States 45 

Hawizin tribe 22 

Hawdhah ibn ‘AR 21 

Hawran 36 

Hazrat Pandua 62, 68 

Hebron 8,12, 14 

Hecatompylus 6 

Heliopolis 4, 16B, 16D 

Heracleopolis 16D 

Heraclia 26 

Heraclius 21 

Herat 37, 46, 47, 62, 70 

Herouane (Hirwin} 50 

hijak 77A 

Hijaz 9, 26, 30; Mountains 1, 8, 20 

alHir 4,5,6 

hijrah 53 

Hims (Homs) 24A, 30, 35, 46, 48 
Himyar 3 

Hind 29; Mountain 34D 

al Hindi Mt, 18 

Hindu Kush Mts. 164, 16B 

al Hirah 3, 6, 23C, 26, 35, 37 

Hit 35 

Hittite 13 

Ho 30 

hsaio 77B 

hu-ch’in  77A 

Hudhayfah ibn Muhsin 22 
Hudhayl 4



hue 77B 

Hulagu 47 

Hurmia 30 

Hurmuz (Hormoz) 6, 7, 32 

Huwang-ho 7 

Hyderabad (Nirin) 38, 51 

Hyksos (invasions) 13 

Hyphasis River 164, 16C 

Hyrcania 16B 

laxartes River 

Ibb 62 

Ibn Yunis al Misr1 30 

Ibo 57 

Tbrahim ibn Muhammad al Istakhr1 27, 32 

Iceland 25 

Idfu 30,31 

Ifriqgyd 25, 30, 31 

al jabah 19 

‘Tkrimah 22, 34B; Division 36 

‘Ikrimah ibn AbQ Jahl 22 

indang 77C 

India 7, 164, 16B, 16C, 17, 25, 26, 28, 

30, 39, 50, 51, 68 

Indian, ethnicity 51; language 50 

Indian Ocean 164, 16B, 16C, 25, 26, 28, 

64, 69 

Indian subcontinent 62, 68, 76A, 768, 

76C 

Indconesia 49, 50, 51 

Indus River 164, 16B, 16C, 39 

insi' 77B 

Iran 1, 49, 50, 51, 52, 62, 67, 754, 758, 

75C 
Iraqg 1, 25, 26, 27, 30, 35, 49, 50, 51, 52 

Ireland 28, 29 

Isfahan 7, 23, 24A, 37, 62, 67, 70; see 

also Asfahin 

Ishbilyah 46; see also Seville 

Isfijab 38 

Isin & 10,11, 12 

Islamabad 50, 51 

Isnik (Iznik) 62, 66 

Israel 1, 14 

Istakhr 37; see also Persepolis 
Istanbul 29, 55, 62, 66, 70 

Ivory Coast 52, 58, 59 

Iyad ibn Ghanim 35 

Izmir (Troy) 41 

Iznik: see Isnik 

16A, 16B, 16C 

al Jabiyah 30, 35 

Jabalah 48 

Jabl al-Rahmah 53 

Jaffa 8, 26, 29, 32, 48 

Jahanpana 62 

Jakarta 50,51, 62, 69 

al Jalandi, Jayfar 21 

Jjalala® 35, 37 

Jam 62 

al Jamarat 53 

Jamma‘ ‘Aqll 19 

Jamma‘ Tudaru® 19 

Jammi' Umm Khilid 19 

Japan, Seaof 7 

al jar 4 

Jarha 6 

Jarwal 18 

Jaunpur 62 

Java 7, 28, 40, 49, 51 

Jawi (script) 60 

Jawlin 36 

jawra 73B 

jawz  73A 

jawzah  73A 

Jazirah al ‘Arab 26, 30 

al Jazirah (Sham) 27 

Jenne 62, 64 

Jericho 8,12, 13, 14 

Jerusalem 12, 14, 16A, 16B, 16C, 16D, 

16E, 21, 26, 30, 35, 48, 65; Kingdom 

of 48: see also al Quds 

Jibriln 6 

Jiddah (Jeddah) 32, 34D, 46, 54 

Jihon (Jihun) River 25, 27, 30, 32, 37 

jirbah  73B 

Jirjuft 37 

Jolo 62 

Joppa 12, 16D; see also Jaffa 

Jordan 1, 2, 49, 50, 52 

joze 73A 

Jubayl 32 

Judah 14 

Judea 16D 

Juhfah 54 
al Jum‘ah 19 

Juniya 48 

alJurf 19 

Jurjin 26 

Jurfin Sea 29, 30 

Justinian 38 

Ka‘b ibn al Ashraf, fortress of 19 

Ka‘hah 14, 53 

Kabul 7,29, 38, 50, 51, 62 

Kadi Road 18 

Kadesh 11 

Kadesh-Barnea 14 

Kadhimah 35 

kakaki 72B 

Kalah 7,46 

Kalarna 11 

kalin 75A 

Kalinga 39 

Kalinjar 39 

kamanchay 75A 

kamancheh 74A 

kamznjah 71A, 73A 

Kanahi 39 

Kanauj 39 

Kandahar 16A, 16B, 39 

Kangaba 44 

Kangra 39 

kanjira 76C 

Kano 45, 57,59, 62, 64 

kanun 77A 

Kanuri 57 

Kaocle 62 

Karakorum 47 

Karamar 62 

MAP INDEX 

Karapina 62 

karnz 76B 

karnai 75B 

kasar 73C 

Kashan 62 

Kashghar (Kashgar) 7, 26, 38, 47 

Kashmir 26, 39 

Kassite invasions 13 

Kayseri 48, 55, 62 

Kazakhstan 52 

keminche 76A 

kemence 74A 

Kenya 50,51 

Kerak 48 

kesar 73C 

kesuling 77B 

Khabar 1 

khalam 72A 

Khalid ibn Sa‘id ibn al ‘As 22 
Khalid ibn al Walid 22, 34B, 35; division 

of 34D 

Khaljt Dynasty, Khaljis 39 

Khanbalik (Peking) 7 

al Khandamah Mt. 18, 34D 

al Khandag, Battle of 34C 

Khandesh 62 

Khanfu (Canton) 7 

Khartoum (Khartim) 1, 50, 51 

Kharlqg Nu‘'man Mt. 18 

Kharrar 20 

al Khawirij 23A 

Khawarizm 26, 29, 38; Lake 26, 30; 

Sea 25 

al Khawirizmi 31 

Khaybar 4, 334, 33B, 33C 

Khazar 25, 26, 27, 29, 30; Sea 

(Caspian) 26 

al Kheif 53 

khil-khuur  77A 

Khiva/Khiwa 38, 62 

kobyz 75A 

Khodjand 46 

Khur3sin 25, 26, 29 

Khuzistan 26 

kibugander 72A 

Kiev 46,47 

Kilwa 486, 62, 64 

Kilwani 28 

Kindah 3 

Kinshasa 50 

Kirghizia 52 

Kirman 27,29, 37, 62 

Kish 8§, 10, 11 

kisir  72A 

Kissura 10,11 

Kizimkazi 62 

koerhnai 77A 

kobyz 75A 

komoz 75A 

kompang 77C 

komuz 75A 

Konya 62, 66 

Kota Baru 62 

Koulam Malaya 46 

krar 72A 
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Krak des Chevaliers 48 

Kru 57 

Kuala Kangsar 62 

Kuala Lumpur 50, 51, 69 

Kubistan 26 

kudim 74C 

kuenda 73C 

Kafah 23A, 23, 30, 35, 38, 65 

Kafi (script) 5, 60 

kukuma 72A 

kungkuvak 77B 

kuntingi 72A 

kurai 75B 

Kurdistan 25 

Kursag 11 

kurya 72C 
Kuwait/al Kuwayt 1,7, 52 

kyak 75A 

Ladhiqiyvah 32; see also Latakia 

Lagash 8, 10, 11 

Lagos 45, 57,58 

Lahore 7, 39, 62, 68 

Lake Chad 45, 57 

Lake Van 8 

Lakhm 3,5 

La’la’ Mt. 18 

Lamu 46, 62 

Langrés 42 

Larabanga 62, 64 

Larsa 8, 10,11, 12 

Latakia 24A; see also Ladhigiyyah 

law and jurisprudence 23A, 23B 

Lavla 6 

Lebanon 1, 49, 52 

Lebanon Mts, 8 

Leo Mts. 1 

lengkara 77C 

Leon 42 

Lerida 42 

Libdah 42 

Liberia 59 

Libya 49, 50, 51, 52 

Liguria 43 

lira 71B 

Llorin 62 

Lobi 57 

Lodis 39 

Lome 57,58, 59 

Luleburgaz 62 

lutar 71A 

Lower Sea 8; see also Persian Guif 

Lubim §& 

Lugin 7 

Luxor 30, 31 

Lyons 42 

Ma‘an 4, 26 

Ma'an ibn Hijiz al Sulami 22 

Ma‘arrat al Nu'min 48 

mabusa 72B 

Macassar 40 

Macedonia 16A, 16B, 18E, 25, 26 

al Mada'in 6, 23, 35, 37 

Mada'in Salih  33B, 33C 

al Madinah (al Munawwarah) 1, 19, 21, 

23B, 24A, 26, 30, 334, 33B, 33C, 34C, 

35, 37, 41, 42, 46, 53, 56, 62, 65, see 

also Yathrib 

Madinat al Zahrd' 56, 62 

Madura 39 

Maghrib 62, 63, 71A, 71B, 71C 

Maghribi 60 

al Mahdiyyah 26, 62, 63 

Mahrah 4, 22 

Mahran (Makran) River 27, 29, 32 

Mahura 26 

Ma‘Tn 3, 5, 15; inscriptions 5 

Makkah (al Mukarramah) 1, 3,4, 6, 7, 

14, 18, 20, 23B, 244, 25, 26, 27, 28, 

30, 33A, 33C, 34C, 34D, 37, 46, 53, 54, 

62, 65, 70; Futfhat of the 

Prophet 34D; Hebrew origins 14, 

sack of 22 

Makkan religion 4; camp 34A 

Maknis 62 

Makran 4, 38 

Malabar 28 

Malacca 7, 28, 40, 62 

Malaga 29, 32,42, 62 

Malatia 48 

Malay Island  25; ethnicity 51; 

language 50 

Malaya 40 

Malaysia 49, 50, 51, 52 

Malazkirt 48 

Malda 62 

Maldives 52 

Mali 44, 45, 49, 50, 52, 58, 59 

Malik ibn Anas, birthplace of 23; 

pupils 23 

Milik ibn Nuwayrah 22 

Mailiki school 23B 

Malindi 28, 46 

Malli 16A, 16B 

Malwa 39 

al Malwiyyah 42 

Ma'man Allah  40; see also Manila 

Mamlij 48 

Manimah 1 

Mandingo 57 

Mandu 62, 68 

Manila 50, 51 

Manina 62 

Manisa 55, 66 

Manstra/al Mansirah 26, 46 

ManstrT 26 

Manif 30 

Maputo 50 

Maracanda 18A, 16B 

Maraghah 62 

Maras 48 

Marawi City 62 

Mardae 16A 

Mardin 35, 48 

Mari 8, 11,12, 13 
Ma'rib 4,6 

Marj Rahit 35 

Marrakesh 62, 63 

Marseilles 29, 43 

maruas  77C 

marvas 77C 

Marw (Merw) 7, 37, 46, 62 

Marwa 31 

marwas 77C 

Maryiit 30 

al Masa 18 

Mashhad 47, 62; see also Meshed 

Mashqg 76B 

Mashriq 62, 65, 73B, 73C 

masinqo  72A 

Masgat/Maskat (Muscat) 1, 4, 6, 7, 50 

al Magra® 19 

Massagetae 16B 

Mataram 40 

Mathura 39 

Mauritania, Mauretania 49, 52, 58, 59 

Mauritius: See Munawwarah Island 

Mawara’ al Nahr 27 

al Mawsil 4, 6, 7, 30, 37, 46, 62, 90 

Mazanderan 23 

mazhar 73C 

Mboko &7 

Mbum 57 

Media 16A, 16B; invasions of 13 

Mediterranean Basin 32 

Mediterranean Sea 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 14, 

164, 16B, 16C, 16D, 16E, 17, 26, 41, 

42,43, 48, 55, 66 

Megidde 8 

Memphis 6, 8, 164, 16B, 16C, 16D, 16E 

Menda 57 

mérébah 77A 

Merida 42 

Meshed 16A, 16B; see also Mashhad 

Mesopotamia 12, 17 

Middle Africa 62, 64, T2A, 72B, 72C 

Midyan (Midian) 8, 31, 32 

Mind 53 

Minaean-HimyarT alphabet 5 

Mindanao 40, 52 

Miqat al Thram 54 

al Migdad ibn ‘Amr 34A 

mirwds 73C 

Misrat 29 

Mitanni 8, 13 

Mixed Afghan, ethnicity 51 

Mixed Arabian, ethnicity 51 

Mixed Caucasian, ethnicity 51 

Mixed Indian, ethnicity 51 

Mixed Turcoman, ethnicity 51 

mizmar 72B, 73B 

mizwad 71B 

mizwid 71B 

mizwij 71B 

Mnarani 62 

Mogadishu 7, 46, 51, 62, 64 

Mokha 4 

molo 724 

Mombasa 28, 46, 61 

Monastir 62 

Monrovia 57, 58, 59 

Montreal 48 

Mopti 59 

Morocco 23, 26, 27,30, 32,49, 50,52, 57



Moscow 47 

Mosque of Two Qiblahs 19 

Mossi 45, 57 

Mosul 24A; see also al Mawsil 

Mozambique 50 

Mughuls 39 

Muhgjir ibn Aba Umayyah 22 

Muhammad bin Q3sim 38 

al Muhassab 53 

Muhembo 62 

al Mukalla 6 

Mukhs' 6,7, 28 

al Mu'lat Cemetery 18 

Multan 7, 38, 39, 62 

Munawwarah Island {Mauritius) 28 

al Mundhir ibn Sawa 21 

Mugqaddisi 46 

Mugattam Mt. 25 

murla 768 

Murcia 42 

Murrah 2 

Miis3 ibn Nusavr 42 

Musayhmah 22 

Muscat: see Masqat/Maskat 

Mushatta 62 

Muslim states (during Crusades) 48 

Muslim World 60, 62 

Mu'tah 33B: batile of 33B; ceme- 

tery 56 

al Muthanna ibn Harithah 35 

Muzdalifah 53 

Mwanza 62 

nabat 77B 

Nabataean Petra 15 

Niblus 30 

nadd 76B 

al Nafi 18 

nafari 768 

nafir 71B, 73B, 74B 

nafiri  77B 

nagabaddha 76B 

nagarah 77C 

nagarit 72C 

naghara 76C 

naghareh 75C 

nagera 77C 

nahara 77C 

nahds 72C 

Nahrawin 26 

nai 75B, 76B 

Nairobi 50, 51 

Najd 30 

Najran 26 

nakara 74C 

Nakhjawan 62 

Namou 62, 64 

nan-hu 77A 

nanggara 77C 

Naples 46 

naqqira 76C 

naggarah 71C, 73C, 74C, 75C 

nagrazin 73C 

Narbonne 42, 46 

NaskhT (script) 5, 60 

Natanz 62 

nady 71B, 72B, 73B, 75B, 768 

Navin ~ 82, 67 

Naysabar 23, 37 

Ndjemena 50, 57, 58 

Nedroma 62 

negara 77C 

Nej Lamta 46 

nénkara 77C 

nerme nay 758 

Nevsehir 62 

ney 74B 

Niamey 50, 57, 58, 59 

Nice 43 

Nigde 62 

Niger 45, 49, 50, 52, 59 
Nigeria 32, 58,29 

Nihawand 37 

Nile Lake 31 

Nile 7,9, 16A, 16C, 16E, 26, 28, 30, 

Delta 25 

Nijotic, ethnicity 51 

Nimes 42 

Nimit-Istar 11 

Nineveh 4, 6, 8,11 

Nippur §,10,11 

Niriin: see Hyderabad 

Nigibin 30, 35, 48 

Nisibis 16A, 16B 

Nishapir 46 

North Yaman 1 

Northern lands 27 

Nubyah (Nubia) 7, 25, 26, 28, 31, 46 

Nupe 57 

al Nor Mt. 53 

Nuzi 8, 11 

ohukeno 72A 

Oman, Gulf of 7,17 

Oran: see Wahran 

Orbe 43 

QOrontes 1, 8 

Oviedo 42 

Oxus River 164, 16B, 16C 

Quaddan: see Waddan 

Quagadougou 57, 58, 59 

Ovejo 56 

Oyo 45 

Pacific Ocean 69 

Padan-Aram 8 

Paganism 4 

Pakistan 49, 50, 51, 52 

Palestine 36, 38, 52 

Palmyra 16E, 35 

Pamplona 42 

Pandurangga 46 

Pan-Islamic script 60 

Paretonium 16A, 16B 

Pasaragade 16A, 16B 

Patala 164, 16B 

Pavas 62 

Peking: see Khanbalik 

Pella 35, 36 

Pelusium 16D 

Pemba 62 

Pentapolis 41 

People of the Sea 

Pergamum 16C 

Persepolis 6, 8, 16A, 16B, 18C; see also 

Istakhr 

MAP INDEX 
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Persia 26, 27, 30 

Persian Gulf 164, 16B, 16C, 17; see also 

Lower Sea 

Persian Sea 26, 30, 32 

Petra 3,5, 6,15, 48 

Phaselis 16C 

Philippines 50, 51 

Philistine State 

Phoenician (Canaanite) alphabet 

Phoenix (Finike) 38, 41 

Piraeus 41 

Poitiers 42 

Pontus Mts. 1 

Pontus Sea  25; see also Black Sea 

Prague 46 

Probes 34A 

Prophet, the 37; delegates of 21; 

migration cf, to Yathrib 20 

Proto-Akkadians 

Provence 43 

Ptolemais 6 

Ptolemies 16D 

Ptolemaic State 

pumpuak 77B 

Punjab 39 

Pura 16A, 16B 

al@a” 30 

13 
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16D 

Qabas {(Qabis) 41, 42 

al Qadisiyyah 26 

al Qahirah 1, 46; see also Cairo 

Qal ‘ah Bani Hammad 62 

Qamar (Comorro) Island 28 

Qamar (Comorro) Mt. 

Qana 30 

ganiin  71A, 73A, 74A, 75A 

Qaniabah Mt. 31 

Qandahar 30 

al Qa‘qd’ ibn 'Amr, 

al Qar'a 30 

Qaramitah (Shi‘ah) School 

Qaragir 35 

Qarma 30 

Qarn al Manszil 

Qargar 11 

Qarvatayn 35 

54 

gasabah 71B, 72B 

gasah 71C, 72C 

al Qasr 30 

Qasr al Hayr 62 

Qatabdn 3, 15; inscriptions 

Qatar 1, 18, 49, 50, 52 

Qayrawidn 23, 244, 30, 31, 42, 46, 62,63 

) 60 

Qays ibn Makshuh 22 

Qayrawani (script 

Qazwin 62,70 

Qift 30 
girbah 73B 

girnatah  73B 

5 

35; division 36 
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gitarah 71A 

Qu'ayga‘an Mt. 18 

Quba’ 19, 20 

Quda‘ah 22 

al Quds 46, 48, 62, 65; see also Jerusalem 

qudiim 74C 

Qulzum Sea 28, 31; see also Red Sea 

Qum 62 

quray 75B 

Quraysh 33A, 34C 

Qurayzah 34C 

Qurban; see al ‘Awali 

Qurtubah (Cordaba) 23, 26, 30, 42, 46, 

56, 62, 63, 70 

Qis 26, 30 

Qusayr ‘Amrah 62 

qussabah 71B 

Qutaybah ibn Muslim 38 

quwaytarah 71A 

rabab 71A, 72A, 73A, 76A, 7T7TA 

rabana 77C 

Rabat 63; cemetery of 56 

al Rabad 56 

Rabigh 334, 54 
al Rab‘ al Khali 4 

Ragha 7; see also Ragqa/Raqqah 

rahmani 73C 

Rajmahal 62 

Rajputana 39 

Ramlah 62 

Rampal 62 

rapa'i 77C 

Raqqa/Raqqah 24A, 62, 65; see also 

Ragha 

Rameshwara 39 

Ranoni’, wadi 19 

Ra'sal ‘Ayn 48 

Rashid 29, 30 

ravap 77A 

Ra'y 22, dominion of 23A 

al Rayah Mosque 18 

al Rayy 37, 46, 62 

rebib/rébab 77A 

rebana 77C 

Red Sea 1,2,6,7,8, 14, 16A, 16C, 

16D, 16E, 20, 26, 28, 334, 33C, 54; 

see also Qulzum Sea 

redap 77C 

religion {in the Ancient Near East) 17 

Rhine (River) 43 

Rhodes 4, 7, 16E, 38, 41 

Riad/Riyad (Riyvadh} 1, 50, 51 

Riau 62 

Riddah (Apostasy) Wars 22 

Rimtha 36 

Rio Guadalquivir 56 

rigg 73C 

riti 724 

Riyadh: see Riad/Riyid 

Roades River 31 

robab 75A 

Romnan Empire 15 

Rome 286, 27, 29, 30, 46 

al Ruhi 30 

Rumania 47 

al Rusafah 56 

Russia 25, 26 

Saba' 3, 5, 15; inscriptions 5 

Sabaean Kingdom 25 

Sa‘d ibn ‘Ubadah, division 34D 

Safa b5 

Safaitic inscriptions 5 

al Safagsi 29 

Safranbolu 62 

Sahara 52 

al Sahla 56 

Sakaka 4 

sakara 72C 

Sala‘ Mt. 19 

Salalah 6, 7 

Salamiyyah 73B 

Salamivyah 23C 

Silih 6 

Saljiiq Empire 48 

Salonika 41 

Samarqand 7, 24A, 26, 37, 46, 47,62, 70 

Samarra 46, 62, 65 

al Samh ibn Malik al Khawalani 42 

Samsat 35, 48 

Samudra-Pasai 62 

San‘d’ 1, 4, 6,7, 26, 30, 37, 62, 65 

Sangbast 62 

san-hsien 77A 

Santarem 42 

santir  74A 

santir 73A, 744, 75A 

Saone 43 

sapheh 77A 

Sarandib 25, 32; see also Ceylon 

siranpl 76A 

sarbasnai 75B 

Sardimia 30 

sarewa 72B 

As Sarf 53 

sarinda/sarinda 

sarod 76A 

saroz 75A 

sarunai 77B 

sarune 77B 

Sasaram 62 

sato 77A 

Saudi Arabia 

Saveh 62 

saw sam sai  77A 

s3z T74A, 75A 

Schechem 8 

Scutari 38 

Sebastopolis 38 

Second Lake 31 

Secunda 56 

Sudanese Nile 25 

Seleucia 6 

Seleucid Empire 

sélompret 77B 

Semarang 62 

Senegal 45, 52, 58, 59 

Sens 42 

Senufo 57 

7bA, 76A 

1, 52 

16C 

Seoul 62 

serompret 77B 

seruling 77B 

sérunai  77B 

setir/setar 75A, 77TA 

Seville 32, 42, 56, 62, 70; see also 

-~ Ishbilyah 

Sfax 62, 63 

shababah 71B 

al Shabakah 18 

shabbiabah 73B 

ShafiT School 23 

shahnai 76B 

Shahr-i-Sabz 62 

Shahjahanabad 62 

shalabivyah 73B 

al Sham 19, 25, 26, 30 

al Shamah 18 

shamshal 73B 

shangar 72A 

al Sharif 18 

sharnai 76B 

Shash 7, 46; See Tashkand; Tashqand 

Shechem 12 

Sherpur 62, 68 

sheshe 72B 

Shi‘ah 23A 

Shi‘b ‘Al1 18 

Shi‘h ‘Amir 18 

Shi‘b Band Hashim 18 

Shihr 7 

Shikastah (script) 60 

shimshil 75B 

Shingit 

Shiraz 

Shuja‘ ibn Wahb al Asadi 

59; see also Chinguetti 

7,23, 24A, 26, 46, 62, 67, 70 

21 

Shurahbil ibn Hasanah 22, 35 

Shuruppak 10, 11 

Siam 7 

sihs 73B 

Sibtah 42; see also Centa 

Sicily 30, 41 

Sidon 8,12, 13, 16D, 29, 32, 41, 48 

Sidonia 42 

Sierra de Cordoba 56 

Sierra Leone 

Sihon River 25, 30 

Sijilmasa/Sigilmasah  24A, 31, 44, 46 

Sijistan 26, 27, 29 

simsimiyyah 72A, 73A 

Sinal 5, 8, 16D; Mts, 

Sinaitic alphabet 5 

Sind 27, 29, 30, 32, 38 

Sind River 26 

Sindah 18 

Singapore 62 

Singora 7 

Sippar 10, 11 

Siraf 7, 32, 46 

Sirdjan 46 

Sini (script) 60 

siriri 72A 

Sirte 41, 42 

sitar  75A, 76A 

Sivas 48, 55, 62 

52, 58, 59 

1



Siyu 62 

Slav(s) 27; ethnicity 51 

Small Atlas 31 

Small Lake 31 

Sogdiana 164, 16B 

sobaba 72B 

Sojala 46 

Sokoto 45, 59, 62 

Sokotra 28 

Solo 62 

Somaliz 7, 49, 51, 52 

Somnath 39 

so-na 77B 

Songhay Empire 45 

Songo Mnara 67 

sorna 75B 

South Lands 27 

South Pole 26 

South Yaman (Yemen) 1, 49, 50, 52 

Southeast Asia 40 
Southwest Arabia 15 

St. Bernard Pass 43 

Suakin 62 

Subartu 8 

Subaytalah 42 

SGq al Layl 18 

Sudan 1, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 46, 49, 50, 

51, 52 

SadanT (script) 60 

Sudanic, language 50 

Suez 30, 31, 32, 36 

al Sughd 38 

Suhar 4, 6,7, 32, 37, 46 

Sukha 30 

Sukutra 7 

Sulayl 6 

Sulaylah 30 

Sulaym 30 

Sulayt ibn ‘Aror al ‘AmirT 21 
suling 77B 

Sultan Mahmid 39 

Sultiniyyah 62 
Sulu 40 

Sumatra (Sumatrah) 28, 40, 49, 51 

Sumer 5,8 

Sumerians 9 

Sundatung 77A 
al Sug al Saghtr 18 

Sura 62 

sirindd 76A 
surna 75B 

surnai 77B 

surndy/surnay 73B, 75B 

Surrounding Sea 28, 29 

Sosah 6, 8, 13, 164, 16B, 16C, 26, 29, 

42,62, 63 

Susu 57 

Suwayd ibn Mugrin 22 

svaramandal 26A 

Swahili 50 

Switzerland 43 

sybyzga 75B 

Sylhe 68 

Syria 1, 35, 49, 50, 51, 52 

Syriac alphabet 5 

tabal 74C 

tabalde 72C 

Tabaristan 26 

tabl 71C, 73C 

tabl baladi 73C 

tablah  73C 

Tabaristan, Tabristan 26 

Tabriz 7, 37, 62, 67, 70; see also Tebriz 

Tabok 4, 25, 26, 33B, 33C; Battle 

of 33C 

Tadjikistan 52 

Tadmor (Tadmur) 3, 6,7, 8,15 

Taha 30 

Tahir 42 

Ta'if 4,6, 18, 33C, 37 

Taipei 69 

Ta'liq (script) 60 

Tall Muhammad 10, 11 
Tall al ‘Ubayd 10, 11 

tambari 72A, 72C 

tambir 76A 

tambura 76A 

tambiirah/tamburah 724, 73A 

tamburu  77C 

Tana 7 

tanbir/tanbur 

tanburo 76A 

Tangier 24A,; see also Tanjah 

Tanis 30 

Tanjah 24, 30,31, 42, 44; see also Tangier 

Tanore 39 

Tanzania 50, 52 

farjtar  71C, 72C, 73C, 754, 77C 
Tarani 39 

tarawangsa 77A 

ta‘rijah  71C 

Tariq ibn Ziyad 42 

tarompet 77B 

tarragon 42 

Tarsus 48 

Tartis 48 
Tashkand 24A: see also Tashgand; 

Shash 

Tashgand 38, 62 

Tatar(s) 40, 47 

Taurus Mts. 1,8 

72A, 73A, 754, T7TA 

Taxila 16A, 16B 

Tay 30 

Tayabad 62 

Tayma' 4, 5, 6, 8, 334, 33C 

Tayyi’ 4 

Tayyibah 30 

Taza 62 

Tebriz 24A; see also Tabriz 

Teheran/Tehran 1, 23C, 50, 51, 62 

Tekrur 45 

Tel Aviv 1 

Tenda 57 

tendi 72C 

térbang 77C 

Tetowan 70 

tevilbas 77C 

Thailand 51 

Thamid inscriptions 5 

Thanis 26 

MAP INDEX 

Thaniyyah al ‘Arj 20 

thap 77C 

Thapsacus 16A, 16B 

Thapesar 39 

Thatta 62 

Thawr Mt. 19, 20, 53 

Thebes 8, 16C, 16D 

thom 77C 

Thuluth (script) 60 

Tiaret 46 

Tiberias 30, 48 

Tibet 26, 27, 30 

Tiflis 7, 26 

tigatali 77A 
Tigris (River) 1,2, 8,9, 10,11, 12, 164, 

16B, 16C, 16E, 29, 32, 48 

Tihdmah 22, 30; of Yaman 22 

tikara 76C 

Tikin 26 

Tikrit 26 

Timbuktu 24A, 45, 59, 62, 64 

Timna 5 

Tinmal 62, 63 

tinten 77A 

Tirmidh 62 

Tirga 11 

Tiv 57 

Tlemcen 23, 244, 62, 63 

tobol 72C 

Togo 52, 58, 59 

Toledo 244, 30, 42, 62, 63 

tombak 74C, 75C 

Tortosa 48 

Toulon 43 

Toulouse 42 

Tours 42 

Transoxania 38 

Trapezunt 24 

Trapezus 7 

Trengganu 40 

Tribeni 62, 68 

Tripoli 23, 244, 26, 30, 31, 32, 41, 42, 

44, 48, 50, 51, 62, 63 

Troy: see lzmir 

Tuareg 57 

Tubbel 72C 

Tubrug 31 

Tughlug 39 

Tughlugabad 62 

tiidik 75B 

Tukharistan 26, 38 

tula 758 

Tulayhah ibn Khuwaylid al Asadi 22 

tulum 74B 

tumbul 72C 

Tunis 244, 30, 44, 46, 50, 62, 63, 70 

Tunisia 49, 50, 52 

Turbat-i-Shaykh 62 

Turcomen 26; see also Turkmen 

Turfan 62, 69 

Turin 43 

Turkestan 26 

Turkey 1,49, 50,51, 52, 55, 62, 66, 

74A, 74B, 74C 

Turkmen 30; see also Turcomen 
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Turodman Land 25 

Turkmenistan 52 

Tos 62 

Tuwannah 38 

Tyre 8,12, 13, 164, 16B, 16D, 29, 32, 

41, 46, 48 

Tyrus 24A 

Ubullah 6, 35 

Uchch 62 

‘d  71A, 72A, 734, 74A, 75A 

Ugant 11 

Ugarit 8,12,13 

Uhud Mt. 19, 34B, 34C 

Uighur, ethnicity 51 

Ujjain 39 

Ullays 35 

‘Uman (Oman) 1, 4, 21, 22, 23B, 25, 26, 

30, 32, 49, 50, 51, 52 

‘Umar ibn al Khattab 37 

‘Umar Mt. 18 

Umawis 39 

umkiki 72A 

Umm Durmin 62 

Ungwana 62 

United Arab Emirates 1, 52 

Upper Egypt 25, 26 

Upper Sea 8, 13; see also Mediterranean 

Sea 

Upper Volta 52, 58, 59 

al ‘Uqayr 4 

‘Ugbah ibn Nifi* 42 

Ur 8,10,11,12,13,14 

Urartu 8 

Urfa 48 

Urgan] 24A 

Uskudar 62 

‘Uthman ibn ‘Affan 37 

Utkala 39 

Uxii 164, 16B 

Uzbekistan 52 

Valais 43 

Valencia 29, 42 

Varamin 62, 67 

Varanasi 39 

Venice 24A, 29, 46 

Venetians, Gulf of 25 

Verdun 46 

al Wahrah (volcanic field) 34C 

Waddan (Quaddan} 41,59 

Wadl ‘Arafit 53 

Wadi Bathan 19 

Wadi al Fajah 20 

Wadi Fatimah 18, 34D 

Wadi Mahzar 19 

Wadi Nar 53 

Wadi Qanit 19 

Wadi al Rugqad 36 

Wahridn (Oran) 29 

Walajah 33 

Walata 45 

al Wahd Shaybah ibn ‘Utbah  34A 

Wigim al ‘Arid 19 

Warangal 39 

wasant 72B 

Wiasit 4, 23 

West Africa 44, 45, 57, 58, 39 

Western Sahara 49, 50, 58 

West Janib 56 

Wolof 57 

Xian 62 

vaktaro 76A 

Yalamlam 54 

al Yamamah 21, 22, 25; see also Bahrayn 

Yaman 5,7,9, 18, 22, 23B, 26, 28, 30, 

34D; see also Yemen 

Yanbu' 4, 19, 33A 

yang-ch'in 77A 

Yaounde 57, 58,59 

Yarmik (River) 36; Battle of 36 

Yathrib 4, 6, 20, 22, 53; see also al 

Madinah 

Yazd &2, 67 

Yazid ihn Abli Sufvan 35; Division of 36 

Yemen 49, 50, 51, 52; see also Yaman 

Yogjakarta 62 

Yoruba 57 

Zabag 7 

Zahid 46 

Zadracarta 16A, 16B 

Zagros Mts. 1,8 

Zaire 50 

zambuna 72C 

zamr 73B 

Zanu 46 

Zanzibar 7, 28, 46 

Zaragosa 42,62,70 

zarb  75C 

Zaria 59, 62, 64 

Zawari 62, 67 

Yazdi (Shi‘ah) School 22 

Zayla' 7, 26 

Zinj 26, 27,32; Seaof 32 

zirbagali 75C 

Zoan 14 

Zoroastrianism 17 

al Zubayr ibn al ‘Awwam 34A, 41; 

Division of 34D 

Zufar{Zufar 26, 28, 30 

zukrah/zilkrah 71B, 72B 

zumbarah 72B 

zurnajzurna  73B, 74B, 75B 

Zuwaylah 41


